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CAVALRY INSTRUCTION.* 

W A R  D E P 4 R T M E N T ,  
Washington, October 3, 1912. 1 with a mew to standardizing the instmction impart& at 

the Military Academy and at the various service schools on the 
subject of the employment of Cavalry, the following is announced 
as the policy of the War Department in respect to the use of 
that arm: 

1. Mounted action is the main role of the cavalry ann and 
its Organization, armament, and instruction should be with a 
view to rendering it & d v e  in such action. 

Dismounted action is, however, a very important role of 
the cavalry, and neither an organization nor the method of in- 
struction which falls to provide for the eftectve use of cavalry 

in war. dismounted will enable it% perform fully its functions 
2. The organization should be such as to permit of the 

greatest mobility, which is the essential quality of the cavalry, 
while providing units .of great smashing power in' the charge 
and a d a e n t  number of d e s  to make etliective its use when 
requiredas+-dismoua ted force. 

3. Cevaty must z l l~ae~lver  freely and widely without 
fearing too much for its fear; and being often at a distance from 
the main body of an anny, its commander must be clothed 
with auth+ty to conform to aquaI conditiom. 

No. 18. I 

, 

-- 
oReprinted by request of the Chief of ShU of the Army. 
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4. While the chief task ofthe cavalry is to assist the other 
arms in acunnplishing the COIPPW~P object, its role is often of 
Primsry importance. The action of cavalry must be bold and 
dsring; it must, whemever practicable, assumelhe initiative, 
8eeking out the enemy and placing him upon the defensive. 

5. The principal weapon of cavalry in mounted action is 
the horse and the force of impact should.be utilized to the ut- 
most. The terrain and nature of the operations will de-e 
which of the other weapons must be used. 

alry should fight mounted, thus retainihg the mobility and 
power of maneuver necessary to its security and success. 

7. The histotical value of cavahy, including the expenen,- 
and evdutictn of our own and that of other countries, must 
be cafefully studied, and due consideration should be given 
to the greater magnitude of our future cavalry operations as 
compared with our experiences since the Civil War. 

8. The use to which cavalry should be put in campaign 
issummaneed * asfollows: 

a.. To seek and destroy the enemy's cavalry. 
b. screenin g. contact and reconnaissance. 
G. Seizing'and holding important advanced or isolated 

positions, thus delaying the advance of the enemy until the 
arrival oftheother arms. 

I' 

6. Whencircumstan ces perrnit, cavalry opposed to cav- 

d .  To operate on the tlank and in rear of the enemy. 
e. Raidsand other enterprises require! great mobility. 
f. The mounted charge at the opportune moment against 

. g. I3-c pursuit of a retmating enemy or covering 

When none of t6e above d e s  has been assigned to it, 

' InEaatryorFieldArtillery. 

retrest of itsown forces. 
k. - 

ca~alry may go to the assistance (dismounted) of hard pressed 
infantrg tom gap m the firing line. 

, By order of the secretary of War: 
w. w. WOTEIBRSPooy, 

omcial: Major Gmeral, Acting Chief of Stafl. 
GBO. AmRmfS. 

The AdjutmtGeneral. 
- 
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THE STONEMAN RAID. 

BY MAJOU G ~ B I ~ A L  GEO. B. DAVIS. U: S. L, (RETIUBD). 

t 
'HE operations which I shall attempt to describe in this -1 paper were of considerable importance as they presented 

the first conspicuous example of the separate employment of 
cavalry on such a large scale as to enable it to rely entirely . 
upon its own resources, and to operate at a considerable dis- 
tance from its supporting infantry. This form of employ- 
ment was not entirely new. During the preceding year General 
Stuart had conducted two brilliant expeditions against the 
enemy, in one of which he had passed completely around the 
Army of the Potomac; but these operations had been other- 
wise barren of results, save to show that there was a field of 
employment for mounted troops that had not yet received the 
attention which it desenred 

In the opefations upon w h i 4  the cavalry of the Army of 
the Potomac was about to engage something more was intended 
than had been accomplished by General Stuart; for it was 
General Hooker's expectation that General Stmeman's COE- 
mand was so formidable in point'of strength that, on reaching 
the reaT of the Army of Northern Virginia, he would be able 
to check its expected retirement in the direction of Richmond 
until it could be supported by the main body of the Army of the 
Potomac. But this expectation, as we shall presently see, was 
not to be realized. 

Iq the first year of the war it had been easier to raise regi- 
ments of cavalry, than to recruit the organizations of infantry 
which constitute the substance of an army in the field; and the 
States, after the 6rst enthusiasm for enlistment hadpassed, 
were anxious to fill their quotas with mounted troops. As a 
result many cavalry regiments were raised and actepted befom 
the War Department realized its mistake and reached the con- 
clusion-to which it adhered with some consistency to the end 
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dthewar that m ~ m o a n t d ~ e a t s  would be authorized 
or acceptd as apart of any call that might be made upan the 
States fur volunteers fur the period of the war, or forashorter 
tenrr d edktmeat. The Army of the Pobonsc received more 
than its share of these orgadations which were employed upon 
all sorts of duties, na!ne of which contributed materially to the 
saccesed*mititarpoperations . Buteffcntstocorredthese 
conditions were put forth at a much earlier date than is gener- 
aUy supposed, and the grand division organization of the Army 
of t& Potomac under G-1 Burnside shows a cavalry divi- 
sion of two brigades, under General Pleasanton, as forming a 
part of the Right Grand Division; while a brigade of four &gi- 
ments rmder General Averell was attached to the center, arid a 
brigade of fiveregimentsunder General Bayard to the Left Grand 
Divishm. We have here the equivalent of two large cavalry 
divisions as the possible nucleus for the organization of a cavalry 
oorps- 

While it may be &ceded that each of the Grand Divisions, 
-posed as it was of two corps of infantry, 3&dd need as 
large a force of cavalry ‘as had been assigned to it in the Burn- 
side organization, in the event of field operations being under- 
faken, the conclusion cannot be escaped that cavalry so attached 
how eve^ &ently aunmabded, was in no condition for work 
a a distance from the main body of the organization of which 
it fonned a part. And thesubstaptial merit of General Hooker’s 
-tionof the arm will be found to CoIlSist in the idea 
that theC8vah-y of the army was to be so organized as to be 
entire& diicient to itself, and able to operate independent of 
the infantry, ami, if need be, at a amsiderable distance from it. 

In order that the cavalry might be employed in large 
bodies it 6rst necesmy that it should be given an appropri- 

and placed under th7e control of able and ex- ate 
-2Zndpm. The ecy too rgan ize  the cavalry 
intolargerunitsthrrnregimentshad been apparent at a rela- 

a€ the preadhg year. Nor was cavalry wanting in brave and 
resohfte cmmmdem. Buford hap shown his skil l and re- - as the Lnmmander d a cavalry brigade in the 
V i  Campign of 1862, and Pleasanton, Gregg and Bayard 

’ 

. .  

’ tivelyearlydate,goingba&,indsed,tothePeninsular c=wab 

4 
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h a d ~ d i n ~ t 8 u d ’ u s e f u l s e n r i c e s w i t h s i m i l a r ~ -  
manrlainthe.sametheateroffailitaryoperations . But the! 
brigades were attached to other organieations, end were too 
small for independeati u n m  *gs. Itshouldnatbelostfrom 
sight, atso, that the spirit of self-ami?dence, whichissoessential 
to separate cavalry operations, had yet to be developed. It 
has been said that the cavalry of the Army of the Potomac 
“jfotcnd itself’ in its combats with the enemy in central Virginia 
in the spring and early summer of 1863. And this statement 
is true. Brigades and divisions under Buford and Gregg, 

liant occasions, -that they were no longer afraid of the enemy, 
and that the redoubtable Stuart was to have his hands mom 
than full in the brief period that was to elapse before he was to be 
removed by death from the scene of.his brilliant activities. 

The order of reorganization was issued on February 5, 
1863.* The unwieldy arrangement of grand divisions was swept 
away, leaving the army corps, seven in number, as the largest 
units of infantry orgsnization in the army at large. The cavalry 
was given a corps organization and placed under the command 
of General George Stoneman who had but recently been as- 
signedtothecommaaddtheThirdAnnyCarps. Stoneman 
was &I &cer of dragoons who had had considerable d c e  on 
the Indian frontier before the outbreak of the war. The good 
reputation for ef€iciency which he had gained there had been. 
substantially added to during his service as chief of cavalry and 
as an infantry commander in the Army of the Potom8c. The 
division commanders were wisely chosen; Pleasanton was 
already in command of a division, Buford, Averell and Gregg 
were in command of brigades, and Buford was assigned to the 
most important of the smaller otganizations-the “re@#’ or 
“resm” brigade which was at first regarded as a separate 
COnlmaIld, but w8s subseque.lltly assigned to the first divjsim 
under Pleasanton. 

AtthebeginningofApril, 1863,.GezreralLee!still codranted 
the Anny d the patomec in the tremhes from which Generel 
B d d e  had vainlyattemptedtodidodgehimin Decernberof 
theprecedingyear,andtheaditionofthearmyandthegramd 

Grimes Davis. Avetell and Plessanton showed, on m y  bril- 

-- 
*Wu h e ~ &  Vd. XXV, Put X I ,  p. 61. 
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~ & i n ~ A p i r , ~ f O ~ t h e p u g w k t y d a f o r w a r d  -. M F I o Q h d e d a r m D h e d  * totake€uivanage 
affbbfimrreble~sitrnrtiopbyanoperatioainthenature 
afaftmdngmwumat.rrbichwastobeginaaiApsil13t.h. His 
plenwaBboLesre 
I h p S l 3 6 t = d S l i C k h & W h O  

€bightsand- 
mthasengaged,he up the river with the 
reoaainder d the m y ,  Reynolds and Sckles, who 
hadbeenrrit$drawa fiom sedgwick's command, and place him- 
selfamtheleftdaakaadreardl~ Army of Northan Virginia, 
Pseoingthenver by pontooa b@ges at the nearest fords. 

In the gZaerat plan of Camgaign thus outlined the cavalqr 
was to play a new and impohant part. After defeating a 
mixed force of confederate cavalry and infantry that was posted 
in tbe upper xeaches of the Rappahannock and Rapidan, Stone- 
man was to pas, by a wide sweep to the south and west, to a 
positiOnbetween General Lee's anny and Richmond, destroying 
theprinripalrailrpads and bridges, especisy7 such as fo.med a 

Army of thepotomac 
might have Spproached Richmond;one by Culpepcr and 
GaQaroville was, and still is, the one favored by strategists; 
the other by PrederidEBburgwasclmxhosrn by the several command- 
ing geaerels d the anny, fmm Bumside to Grant, undersome 
p~ssure from the administration, as the one least calculated 
to safety of the city of Washington. Burnside, 
011nnnUnrinp ccmmand in 1862, had withdrawn from McClellan's 
Popitiorr at W&tm and, tranderring his aqmy to Fredericks- 
burg, had ma with a clushipg defeat, and H o o k ,  somewhat 
against his judgment, had adopted substantially the same line 

toward Gordon- was always possible, General Lee had 
ooc~lpied that iegiosr by a force of cavalry sufkient to resist 

of the enemy, should he attempt a mqveme!nt in 
that- - . & t b r t € b o k e s h a d t o d e a l w i t h t h e ~  

Ise'8 m y h  his bnmerha ' te h t  and, with 

# 

I 

part d Generat Lee's lines of OOmmUPiCBtion: 
There are taro rodk by which 

t 

1 .  

doperstioacr . Asanuniaaadvapceintotheopenanrntry 
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the cavalry; at times supported by infantry, which formed a 
constant menace to his right flank. It was with the force last 
described that General Stoneman had to deal. But General 
Stmeman’s instmctions contemplated something more than this. 
He was to place himself in General Lee’s rear, in a position in 
which he would be able to hold the Confederate army in check 
until reinforcements could reach him. Nothing came of this. 
as we shall presently see, although Stoneman kept the tryst 
and, with diminished numbers, stood ready to delay any of the 
forces of General Lee that Hooker might drive in his direction. 

execution of General Hooker’s plan during the last half of the 
month of April, the cacalry corps had succeeded in establishing 
itself on the line of the Orange and Alexandria Railway, with 
headquarters a t  Warrenton Junction. The weather having 
shown some signs of,improvement, General Stoneman was 
directed, on April 27th,to repair to Warrenton, on the following 
day, where he was to receim his final instructions from the 
commanding gmeral of the a m y  of the Potomac. These re- 
quired Stoneman’s command to cI-oss the rivers somewhere 
between Rappahannock and Kelly’s Fords. After the crossing 
had been accomplished the command was to be divided, one 
portion taking the route to Louisa Court House, by Raccoon Ford, 
while the other was to complete the operations, already begun, 
don& the line of the Orange and Alexandria Railway. The 
instruction contemplated a junction of the cavalry with the 
main body of the army, but were not explicit as to where the 
myting should take place, further than to suggest the line of 

1 the Pamunkey River as an immediate objective, where General 
. Stoneman was to take up a position with a view to prevent the 

retreat of the Confederate army in that direction should the 
Army of the Potomac succeed in accomplishing its defeat in the 
operations which were about to begin in the vicinity of Chancel- 
lotsville. As will presently be seen, the fortune of warprevented 
the junction of the two commands, which were only united, at 
the close of the campaign, when the Union army had retired 
to its old camps on the north bank of the Rappahannock, in the 
neighbothood of Falmouth. 

* 

During the inclement season that operated to prevent the I 

b . .  
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Thebadwestberwhichhadsoseriadyinterferedwiththe \ 

the cavalry, and had prevented the main body 
ob the infantry from movingpat all, continued during the 
crossipgoftbe rivers and finally cumpelled Staneman to start 
on his journey with a dim'mished force of artillery and without 

which attended the begiMing of themarch donot seem tohave 
extended to the spirit of the officers and men of the command 
of whom Gened Stoneman says in his report: "I take the 
OCCELSiOP to say that from that time to the wmpletion of the 
expedition I never, under themost trying circumstances and the 
most dicouraging pmspects, saw a look, or heard a word from 
&ass or private soldiem that indicated doubt or fear, nor, 
during the whole trip,'did I hear a murmur or complaint. 
Each appeared to vie with the other as to how much, instead 
of how little he could do to forward the undertaking, and to 
look upon the expedition as his own personal affair. All felt 
as if they were going forward to the accomplishment of an 
object of the greatest importance to the army and the country, 
and they engaged in it regardless of the future or the con- 

Excluding the division of Pleasanton. which remained at 
Palmouth, the two divisians which accompanied General Stone- 
man at the beginning of the movement consisted of 9.895 
men,* accompanied by Robertson's and Tidball's batteries of 
horse artillery. On April 30th. Averell's division was ordered 
to coatipue his work along the u@ waters of the Rappahan- 
mock. On thesamedaystoneman himself,withGregg'sdivisicm, 
Bufd's brigade and Robertmds battery, some 4,500 strong, 

' withoalysuchsu liesascouldbecarriedonthesaddlesof 
the odficers and turned in the direction of Raccoon Ford 
withaviewtoa 2 gatthehpidan. Assurmn ' gthattheford 
4 be Waded, Buford's brigade crossed at Mitchell'sFord, 
aoam ntites below ssd, by a flank movement, caused the de- 
fedeasobthefdtoseeksatteyinflight. The crossing was 
OQllPEded at about 1O:OO o'clocls obl the night of April 30th 
whenitwasleurmdtbat Geaesrj Smart had crowed at Samer- 
vi& Fad the same PwZILipg and -had passed in the direction 

wagonsoapackaaimals. The- gclimaticconditions 

Sequences." 

' 

-- 
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of Redericksburg. -Had Stmeman been a few hours earlier, 
"or had Stuart been delayed in his crossing, a decisive encounter 
would have been inevitable. 

On reaching the south bank of the Rapidan, Stone- 
man, having learned of Stuart's movement in the direction of 
Chancellorsville, was able to adress himself to the operations 
of the raid, and to make such a distribution of his forces as would 
be calculated to accomplish the purpose of the expedition. To 
that end Gregg was sent in the direction of Louisa Court House, 
where he amved at daybreak on May 2d. Buford, taking a 
more direct, route by way of Verdiersville, crossed the North 
Anna and encamped on its south bank on the night of May 1st. 
Gregg having the larger command was to operate along the line 
of the Virginia Central Railway and the upper James with a 
view of reaching the canal above Richmond, while Buford was 
to turn to the southeast where he was to interrupt General 
Lee's communications with that city. 

After crossing at &coon Ford on April 30th. General 
Gregg marched in the direction of Orange Court House and 
reached Orange Spring before noon. From a captured cavalry 
outpost he learned that a wagon train Ihad just passed in the 
direction of Spottsylvania and detached a small party h pursuit. 
Having received peremptory orders, however, to move on Louisa 
Court House this party was recalled and, leaving Orange Spring 
at 6.W P. M., the command found itself in the vicinity of Louisa 
Court House at 3 N  A. Y., on May 2d. Here preparations f o r  
an attack were made but, on advancing, no enemy was found 
and the Orange and Alexandria Railroad was destroyed for  a 
distance of five miles. On the afternoon of May 2d, the match 
was resumed, Crossing the South Anna River late in the day, and 
the division encamped at Thompson's Cross Roads where the 
headquarters of the corps had been established. 

General Stonernan's plan of operations was now disclosed to 
hissubordinatecommaslders. Threesmallcolumnscomposdof 
the 12th Illinoiscavalry under Lieut-.Col. Hasbrouck Davis, the 
2d New Yak Cavalry undm colonel Judson Kilpatrick and the . 
1st New Jersey and 1st Maryland under Colonel Sir Percy 
Wyadham here separated fromthe main column. Wyndham 
marchedinthedirectionofcolumbiaonthe JamesRiver,whm 

. 
I 
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tbecanalaqtsedoctatthat~twasordered to bedestmyed. 
Its &&mcbun wasattemptedimtthestructurewasofsucha 
massive charracter as to resist all attempts in that direction 
with the mparrnat hand. At Cedar Point the bridge a m  the 
fames was destmyed, with four canal barges. The canal itself 
was cut in several-places; some ,injury was done to the locks 
and gates, and considerable quantities of subsistence and other 
stores were destroyed. Colonel Wyndham's column rejoined 
the main command at Thompson's Cross Roads on May 4th 
after having marched fifty miles in eighteen hours.+ 

Gregg himself with the 1st Maine and 10th New York 
Cavalry moved down the South Anna from Thompson's with 8 

view to destroy the bridges on that river between the Cross 
Roads and the V i a  Central Railroad. Captain Wesley 
Merritt of the 2d Cavalry was overtaken at the first bridge, 
bhich he had succeeded in destroying. Two bridges farther 
down the river were burned, the last to go being the Ground 
Squirrel Bridge on the Virginia Central Railway. Lieut. Col. 
Smith with Captain Memitt's squadron was then sent to de- 
stroy the railroad bridge across the South Anna near Ashland 
but. finding it strongly guarded, its destruction was not at- 
tempted. Gregg's command having completed the work as- 
signed to it, was reassembled at Thompson's and Yanceyville 
on May 4th. the portion under his personal direction having 
marched 106milesin38hours.t 

Colonel Kilpatrick with his regiment, the 2d New York 
Cavalry, left Thompson's at 2 90 A. M., on May 3d; at daylight 
he was within fifteen miles of Hungarytown Station on the 
'Richmond and. Fredericksburg Railroad; as he had no means 
of knowing what force of the enemy would be encountered in 
the oountry to the north and northeast of Richmond, he con- 
ceded his command during the day and a part of the night. 
Hungary was reached at daylight of the 4th where several 
miles of track were destroyed. Passing to the Brooke turnpike 
he pushed back the defending forces under General Wmder and 

.ttvneddownthea&kahmm y to the Meadow Bridge which 
he buraed. On the folfowiag day (May 5th) Colonel Kil- . 

twu €keamis, Val. xxv. Part I. pp. 1,080-1, d 88. 
.War Rewdn, Vd. XXV. Part I. p. 1.085. 
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# patrick surprised a small force of cavalry at Ayletts. Turning 
out of the valley of the Chickahmn * yheaoesedthehlattapony. 
where he destroyed the ferry, reaching King's and Queen's 
Court House at sundown, where he was joined by a #&on 
of colanel Hashuck  Daviscommand which had become de- 
tached from the main body. At 1O.W o'clock on the moming 
of May 7th he reached shelter at Glouceste Point, opposite 
Yorktown, having marched nearly 200 miles in less than five 

Lieut. Col. Hasbrouck Davis with the 12th Illinois Cavalry 
was to operate on the line of the Richmond and Frkderidcsburg 
Railway which constituted the principal line of supply for 
General Lee's command. He struck the railroad at Ashland 
on the morning of the 3d1 where he destroyed an important 
bridge and a small amount of track. The Virginia Central 
Road was reached at Hanover Station where a trestle and the 
depot buildings, with a considerable quanity of stores, were de- 
stroyed. Turning in the direction of Hanover Court House, 
,Colonel Davis marched to within seven miles of Richmond 
where he bivouacked. taking the road to Wiltiamsburg early the 
next morning. At  Tunstall's Station on the York River Rail- 
road a train was encountered containing a force of Gmfederate 
infantry which was attacked, but without sufficient success to 
warrant the loss that would be occasioned were the attempt 
persisted in. Colonel Davis then determined to ayxs the Pa- 
munkey and Mattapony Rivers and make for GloucesterPoint 
in conformity to the spirit of his instructions from General 
Stoneman. The crossing of the r ivm was successfully acconl- 
plished, the former at Plunkett's Ferry and the latter at Wal- 
kerton. Resistance had been encountered from time to time 
and some opportugities to engage the enemy had presented them 
selves but had been desisted from, I think wisely, in view of- 
the fact that Colonel Davis was directed to injure the enemy 
by destroying his property and means of communication rather 
than by resisting the efforts that were put forth to stay his 
progress. From this point of view his expedition was success- 
ful. The value of the p r o m y  destroyed in the coutse of his 
operations was estimated at over one million dollars. t 

' 

days. t 

, 

-- 
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Buford, whose brigade operated ‘with General Gregg, 
QDBBBd the Rapidan at Morton’s Ford on April 3Oth, and bi- 
vamcked at Raccaon Ford -ti\ daylight of May 1st. On the 

trille. Here the 1st Cavalry under Captain Lord was detached 
towards Tolersville and prederickshall to destroy the bridge 
~cros6 the North Anna on the main road to Fredericksburg. 
This was completely accomplished and Thompson’s Cross 
Roads was reachedon May 3d. Raiding parties were then sent 
out under Captains Drummond and Harrison of the 5th Cav- 
alry with instructions to destroy the bridges on the roads con- 
stituting General Lee’s means of communication with the 
country lying to his left and rear. At Fleming’s Cross Roads, 
op May 4th. Captain Hamson, whose cammand had been re- 
duced to a little more than thirty men, was attacked hy a con- 
siderable force of the enemy. Captain Hamson attempted a 
mounted charge, which was met by the enemy in considerably 
superior force. Harrison’s charge was simply engulfed in the 
ranks of the enemy and the greater part of his command were 
made prisaners.* 

General Buford speaks in generous terms of the behavior 
of his command during the difficult operations in which it had 
been engaged. ‘During the whole ex-tign the roads were 
in a worse condition than I could have supposed tobe possible 
and the command was called upon to endure much severe 
dkcomfiture. The men’s rations were destroyed almost as soon 
as issued. No fires could be lighted to cook or dry by, and the 
dark, cold, wet nights that the men were compelled to march wore 
them out, but all, without exception, were full of enthusiasm, 
d y  for any emergency, and did their duty wi th  hearty good 
will. I have norheard of a complaintor a munnur.”t 

General Averell with the Second Division and B. F. Davis’ 
brilgde of Pleasanton’s Division, to which Tidball’s regular 
battery of horse artill- was attached, left its b i v m  near 
Warreatan om April 28th d reached Rappahannock Bridge 
after a difliiatlt night march, at 5:OO A. M., of the 29th. As the 
river was not fordable at that point, the division marched to 

secoadhe marched -h Court House toYan~ey- 

\ -- 
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Kelly’s Ford wherd it crossed. The passageof the river was 
completed at 3:OO P. M., on the 29th. On the follo+!hg day, 
Averell was ordered to move up the river in the direction of 
Culpeper and Rapidan Station. He encountered the enemy 
soon after the days march began, the contact continuing until 
after dark. Stuart was believed to be near Brandy Station 
with his entire command, but such was not in fact the case, and 
the effofis put forth by that officer on May 1st and the days 
following had nothing to do with Averell’s command. 

On the 3Oth, Averell advanced to Culpeper Court House 
where the rear guard of the enemy was encountered and dis- 
persed, and a small quantity of provisions fell into his hands. 
Thepursuit of the enemy was continued by way of Cedar 
Mountain in the direction of the Rapidan, and Rapidan Station 
was reached late in the afternoon. On the morning of May 1st 
scouting parties were sent up and down the river, and his position 
a t  the ford was carefully examined. I t  was found that the Con- 
federate defenses were so strong and well constructed as to 
necessitate a formal attack in order to cross the division and 
carry out his original instructions to continue his operations 
in the direction of Gordonsville. A s  he was resisted in his 
efforts to cross the bridge, its destruction was determined on 
though it was of no immediate use to the enemy and might prove 
to be of some service to him later on. The question as to 
who should bum the frail stnicture was shortly settled by 
General Lee who himself ordered its destruction. ’Here all 
aggressive purpose seemed to disappear and Averell desisted 
from further operations in the direction of G o r d d l e .  He 
seems to have concluded to join Buford O i  the main body of 
the army as circumstances might determine? circumstances 
seemed to “determine” in favor of the main body and, on May 3d 
he marched by way of Ely’s Ford and rejoined the Army of the 
Potomac which was then retiring from its position in the vicinity 
of C h a n d s o d e . *  

This was tob much for Hooker, who relieved A&ll from 
command and placed his division under the orders of General 
Pleasanton. The reasons for this action are set for th  in G e n d  
Hooker’s dispatch of May 9th to the Adjutant General of the -- 

*Wpr Records. Vol. XXV, Part I, pp. 1.072-1,080. 
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Army in which, in speakingof A d ,  hesays, “My instnrctions 
WemEeQtifdydisregarded by that &os and, in consequence 
thered, the service of nearly 4,000 cavalry were lost, or nearly 
lost, tothe camtry during an eventful period, when it was his 
plain duty to have ~endered services of hdculable  d u e .  It 
is 90 excuse or jwtScati7 of his course that he received in- 
Stractions €ram eral Stoneman in conflict with my own, 
and it was his du T to know that neither of them afforded an 
& for his culphble indifference and inactivity. If he disre- 
garded dl instructions it was his duty to do something. If the 
enemy did not come to him. he should have gone to the enemy.”* 

Averell was an experienced soldier and, within limits, an 
exdent division commander. But he was lacking in aggre- 
siveness: his division on the whole was well commanded; 
his dispositions were always skillful; he never met with disaster 
but he neverinAicted serious damage upon the enemy. He 
was later given the command of a division of cavalry in the 
Vdky of Viis in the following year, but met with the same 
fate at the hands of General Sheridan that had attended him 
under Stoneman in the valleys of the Rappahannock and 

Stuart’s command during the operations which I am at- 
tempting to describe, was composedof four brigades under 
the command of Generals Hampton. Fitzhugh Lee. W. H. F. Lee, 
and W. E. Jones; two of these those of Hampton and Jones 
took no part in these operations. Hampton was moving up 
through the Carolinas and Jones was employed in the Valley; 
for the time out of reach of the Army of Northern Virginia. 
It goes without saying that the two Lees, the only brigade 
ammandm remaining with Stuart, had their hands full in 
the weekintervening between the passage at Kellys Ford on 
April 29th and the withdrawal of the Army of the Potomac 
to the north bank of the Rappahannock on May 5th. Their par- 
tiapation in the resistance to Stoneman’s advance was short; 
beginnins on April 28th and ending on the 30th with the trans- 
fer: of General Stuart, with the brigade of Fitzhugh Lee, to the 
main body of the Confederate army at Chancellorsville. 

- 

Rapidan. 

. . 
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But little remains of the official reports of Stubt’s sub- 
ordinate commanders during this period, and such records . 
as are accessibte contain but very meager accounts of the efforts 
put forth to resist the advance of General Stoneman into the 
upper waters of the Rappahannock and Rapidan. Whether this 
was due to the weather, which, equally embarrased the troops 
of both armies, or to a ddaency in strehgth, or to the di5culty 
in- ‘ning the whereabouts of the enemy; or whether it 
was due to a combination of the three causes we‘ may never 
know. 

General Stuart’s report contains little that is calculated to 
assist in the prosecution of the inquiry.* He was at Culpepper 
when General Stoneman’s march began. When the memy 
crossed at Kelly’s Ford. the fact was communicated to General 
W. H. F. Lee who took prompt measures to resist it by a quick 
concentration of his command above Kellys, where an efficient 
resistance could be offered. During the early stages of the 
operations Fitzhugh Lee was held in reserve at Brandy Station. 
During the 28th of April, Stuart learned that the enemy was 
moving in the direction of Maddens, and Fitz. Lee’s brigade was 
immediately moved in that direction. He succeeded in piercing 
the enemy’s column and learned that Slocum’s, Howard’s 
and Meade’s corps were in motion toward Germanna Ford. 
Upon learning this General Stuart moved in the direction of 
Chancellorsville, with the brigade of Fitzhugh Lee, leaving the 
advance of the enemy to be resisted by the brigade of General 
W. H. F. Lee. Stuart was in full touch with General R. E. 
Lee on April 30th, and continued to partidpate in the operations 
about Chancellmville until the end of the campaign. 

It is not easy to see, at this distance of time, why General 
Stuart, who must have been fully aware of the purpose of Gen- 
eral Sotneman’s movement, should have abandoned his opera- 
tions against the Federal cavalry and moved, with the stronger 
of his two brigades. to the support of the Army of Northern 
Virginia at Chancellmville. The army of General Lee was 
separated into two parts, as was that of General Hooker, but 
it was as easy, or as difficult, for Lee to concentrate as it was fo r  
Hooker. The march does not seem to have beem ordered, or 
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even stlggested by General Lee, who was not at the moment 
in great need ob cavalry assistance. General Longstreet was 
abeent, without his polraerful aid, he had succeeded in driving 
General Hooker’s army to the north bank of the Rapidan. 
In General Lee’s letters to Stuart of this period, written when 
Hooloer’s plans af advance had not been fully disclosed, save 
such as related to General Stoneman’s movement to the upper 
Rapidan, he displayed no anxiety fo r  Stuart’s personal presence 
with his wmmand, but evidently contemplates that the opera- 
tions against the enemy’s cavalry wi l l  be persisted in, and speaks 
of that have been put forth to reinforce the cavalry divi- 
sions by the brigades of Hampton and Jones. Writing under 
date of May lst, Gemeral Lee says “we are now engaged” with 
Meade’s corps, and that Howard’s corps had preceded him 
across the Rapidan; he also asks “what has become of the other 
two?” There is nothing in this dispatch that would be cal- 
dated to divert General Stuart, with the major part of his 
command, from his field of activity in the region of the upper 

At 1:OO P. M.,OII Apiil 29th. Stuart advised General Lee . that the Sth, 11th and 12th Army Corps had marched toward 
.Germsnna Ford, making it clear that Hooker was attempting 
to turn the canfederate position at Fredericksburg. Stuart 
then moped with Fitz. LRe’s brigade; the Rapidan was crossed 
on the night of the 29th and, he reached Todd’s Tavern in the 
WikkmeSS late on the following day where he reported his 
pasenoe to General Lee.< After taking a successful and distin- 
grrished part m the operations at Chancellorsdle, where he 
a r r i v e d  in time to assist Jackson in his turning movement 
against the.llth Corps and to succeed that officer when he re- 

He was 
himself s u m  in Jackson’s command by General A. P. Hill 
and xesumed the direction of his cavalry &won which was soon 
tobeincread by d d e r a b l e  reinforcements, and to receive 
tke -of a cavalry corps. While so employed with 
the main body of the Confederate, army Stuart missed the 
opporhdty, of which we are sure he would have made the 
most, to oppose thereturnof Stonemsn’s annmand to the lines 

* Rapidan. 

I c e h d  8 dhabhg wound somewhat later in the day. 

of the Army of the Potpnac. 
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After Stuart’s departure to join the army under General 
Lee, W. H. F. Lee, who remained with a single brigade to oppose 
theadvance of General Stmeman, found himself unable to 
check, & e c t d y ,  the easures of destruction in which the 
Union cavalry was engag after it reached Louisa Court House. 
His &orts wen? brillian 3 and resourceful but without avail 
in face of Gregg’s division and Buford’s brigade which then con- 
stituted the command of General Stoneman. He reached 
Columbia too late. to prevent the destruction of several bridges 
and a considerable quantity of subsistence stores but, for- 
tunately, in time to prevent injury to the great canal aqueduct 
at that point. Continuing the pursuit General Lee encountered 
a small party of about thirty men under Captain Owens of the 
5th Cavalry. Owen’s force was attacked by a squadron of the 
9th Virginia Cavalry in a mounted charge with sabers. He 
attempted to counter charge, but was overpowered with the 
loss of his entire command. Lee then retired to Gordons- 
ville. There was an unimportant encouxiter at  the North Anna 
Bridge on May 6th and, on the following day, being no longer 
in touch with the enemy, he moved by Tred ian  Station and 
Louisa Court House to Orange Court House.* 

A word remains to be said as to the rzturn of General 
Stoneman’s command to the lines of the Army of the Potomac. 
The several units of the command, except Davis and Kilpatrick, 
having reassembled, it now became necessary for the corps com- 
mander to concert arrangements for the homeward journey. 
In point of fact General Stone knew very little as to the 
movements on any part of his mmahd save that which he 
had conducted to the enemy’s rear Whether Averell had 
fared well or badly, he had no means of knowing. The com- 
manding general had not met him, on the Pam-, or else- 
where, as he had confidently hoped and the rumors that had 
reached him froy time to time pointed to a defeat, but how 
extensive the reverse had been he had no means of knowing. 
Nor did he know whether his return would be opposed by cav- 
alry or idantry or by both. Making a reasonable allowance 
fo r  all the untoward incidents which hQmight encounter on 
his homeward march, he wisely detemnined to take a wide 

i 
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courae to thew 80 as to give him to meet or avoid any 
f a c e  that mis)rt be sent mto the u K waters of the Rapidan 
to resist, or p r e v e n t  his re&. It was not to be conceived 
that Stuart would allow him to rdrtrn unmolested to his posi- 
tions in rear of the Army of the Potomac, or that General Lee 
would fail to support his great subordinatewithinfantry, sowon 
asGeneralStaneman’steofmarchwasindi~ted. Hecouldnot 
have hoped that bbth Lee and Stuart would ignore his approach 
and atlow him to return, by his old tiail, and leisurely resume his 

ping ground at Belle Plain. But this was precisely what 

Stonban therefore d&ermined to create the impression 
that he was to retxim by= way of Gordonsville, where a force 4 the enemy was known to be. To that end Buford’s brigade 
wasreassembled at’Flemings Cross Roads on May Sth, where the 
best conditioned horses, some 646 in number, were selected and 
the command put in motion in the direction of Gordonsville, 
Finding the camtry not well adapted to the expeditious move- 
ment of cavalry, Buford marched to Louisa Court House where 
he found that telegraphic communication had been rritstablished 
by the enemy between Richmond and Gordonsville. The 
lines were again destroyed and t$e march was resumed. At  
TrevUian Station the pumps w&e disabled and the tracks 
destroyed With a quantity of subsistence stores and ammunition. 
When within two miles of Gordonsville the enemy was found 
to be in @tion with a force of all a m i n f a n t r y .  artillery and 
cavalry. As Buford‘s instructions were to thFaten Gordonsville 
and not to bring on an engagement there, he turned north and 
reached Orange Springs, on the north bank of the North Anna, 
at daylight on May 6th, where he was joined by Stoneman and 
Gregg. Toward evening the command was again put in motion 
and reached Raccoon Ford on the Rapidan, after a difficult 
night march, an the morning of the 7th; here the entire com- 
mand was crossed in safety and Kelly’s Ford was reached the 
same night. The command was then established on the line 
of Deep Run along the lower Rappahannock. 

General Gregg’s detachment having returned during the 
4th, except thw of Kilpatrick and Hasbrouck Davis, who 
had safely established thenselves at Gloucester Point, Stone- 

. 

; 

ey did do, as we have already seen. r 

man set out on his ret- on the morning of the 5th. After 
an extremely difficult march he reached the Rapidan at Racooon 
Ford at daylight on May 6th; resting until noon he turned to 
the east, reached Kelly’s Ford at 9:00 A. Y., 011 the 7th; he 
crossed on the next day and reached his old camp at Belle 
main on May 11th. 

There seems to be a very general misapprehension as to 
the nature of the operation which has become known as “Stone- 
man’s Raid.” the popular view being that General Stoneman, 
with the three divisionS composing the cavalry &, 8ccom- 
panied by two brigades of horse artillery, undertook a dif5dt 
and dangerous march in rear of the Confederate Army of 
Northern Virginia from which, a few days later, he emerged, 
his operation crowned with success. This is very f a r  from the 
truth. In point of fact no such command accompanied General 
Stmeman m his movement. The corps consisted, normally, 
of about 12,000 men. In the operations of the raid General 
Pleasanton’s division took no part, save to detach Grimes 
Davis brigade for  =vi& with Averell. The second division, 
under General Averell accompanied General Stoneman to Rac- 
coon Ford, but was detached for service a t  and beyond b p i -  
dan Station, at the completion of whichhe returned to the main 
army. Gregg alone, with his small division of two brigade 
to which was added the Reserve Brigade under Buford, 
and Robertsons excellent horse battery, constituted the raiding 
force, less than 4,500 in number, which operated under the 
immediate dire+ion of the corps commander. 

After the raid was well under way its advance was intel- 
ligently, but inefficiently opposed-not by Stuart himself- but 
by W. H. F. Lee’s brigade of Stuart’s divsion from 1,SOQto 1,800 
strong. Lee had enough men to oppose any of the fractions 

. of General Stoneman’s command that he might chance to 
encounter, provided he kept them together, but he had pot 
enough to enable him to measure swords with Gregg’s di 
or Buford’s brigade, and undertaking clearly beyond his st 
and which he was sensible enough not to attempt. General 
Stoneman does not seem to have sdered by reason of the fact 
that two-thirds of his command was operating elsewhere, 
though he would have been d o u d y  embarrassed if General 

. 
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Hooker had succeededin turning Lee'sarmy backin thedirec- 
" t i o n O f R i c h m 0 n  d, as he would have been unable to oppose or 
delayhisretiremen t until he could have been joined by a sup 
portiag force of infantry from the Army of the Potomac. But 
this was not to be. Indeed it may well be doubted whether 
Stoneman a twed  much importance to Hooker's assurances 
that he would meet in hhq in six days, or he would have been 
slow to detach half of his command under Averell to follow the 
enemy into the upper Rapidan. 

The& was some ground for the belief, at the opening of 
the Chancellorsville campaign, that such a result might reason- 
ably be expected to attend the gmat turning movement upon 
which the army was about toenter. The Army of the Potomac 
was in excellent spirits, the early movements promised well; 
the only feature of discouragenlent being the culpable collapse 
of Hooker himself at the d e v e  moment of the battle. The 
Eleventh Corps had met the full force of Jackson's blow, but was 
not hopelessly disorganized, and five efficient and well com- 
manded army corps were! on 'the field in positions from which 
they could engage the enemy, some of them to great advantage. 
Indeed General Hooker himself was the only thoroughly de- 
feated man in the Army of the Potomac. The second of the 
purposes to which General Stoneman's attention was drawn 
in his instruction related to the work of destruction which he 
was called upon to undertake. He was to destroy the railroads 
Connecting Richmond with Gordonsville and Fredericksburg, 
together with such plank roads, bridges, turnpikes and other 
means of communication as were likely to prove useful to the 
enemy, and especially those in rear of General Lee; he was also 
to capture or destroy such stores as were likely to find their 
way into the hands of the Confederate Subsistence Department. 
The work of destru&on was done as thoroughly as possible with 
the means at hand, but without seriously imparing the eficiency 
of the army of the enemy, or greatly interfering with his move- 
ments; but this was due, in great part, to the fact that General 
Leehaddetermrned ' , some time before the opening of the cam- 
paign, to transfer the theater of his activity to the territory of 

that the lines that d e r e d  mast at Stoneman's hands ceased 
thi? eaemy. and to un* an invasion of Pennsylvania, so 
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forthetimetobeofimportance,andwererepaitedorrep~ 
during the summer before they were again needed as lines of 
mkunication. As to the destruction of provisions, ammuni- 
tim and munitions of war generally, I doubt whether the sub- 
sistence, forage and other articles amounted, in money value 
to more than $lOO,OOO. General Stoneman himself complains 
of the injury, due to waste and spoiling of property, which was 
done by the troops with no compensating advantage. 

( When all has been said, it must be concluded, I think, that 
well conducted operations like those oi General Stonemian, are 
fully worth the loss that is incurred in their prosecution. The 
influence exerted upon the troops who take part in them is 
great and immediate, and admits of no question. The ex- 
perience gained by officers of all grades in outpost work, re- 
connaissance and troop leading is also w&y of notice, as more 

' of it can be gained in a week of raiding, at a distance from the 
main body of the army, then from months of participation in 
the ordinary routine work of an army in the field. 

While Stoneman's operations were in progress in central 
Yirginia, a movement of similar character was being camed out1 
in the Valley of the Mississippi. Colonel Grierson with three 
mounted regiments, the 6th and 7th Illinois and 2d Iowa . 
Cavalry, left La Grange, Tenn., on April 17th and made their 
way to Baton Rogue, La., where they arrived on May 2d. It 
was Colonel Grierson's purpose to march through the enemy's 
country, defending himself en route, and idicting such inci- 
dental damage as was possible. The expedition was entirely 
successful and reflects great credit upon its commander and the 
troops who composed it. The 2d Iowa Cavalry, under Colonel 
Edward Hatch, was detached to carry out certain difficult in . 
structions, after which it was to fight its way back to its starting ' 

point.. The skill and energy shown by Colonel Hatch and his 
men 111 this undertaakhg demanded and received the unstintd 
praise of the officers in chief command of the Union forces in the 
ValIey of the Mississippi. 

Fifty years have passed since the first great cavalry'raid 
of modem times moved out of its camps, severed its connection 
with the supporting infantry, and entered upon its errand of 
destruction. The text books tell us that such operations are 

* 
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us& in rkachhg outlying detachments, in breaking through 
potecting screens and in destroying the evening's lines of supply 

ligen* accomplished by General Stoneman, whose mo've- 
xrents a~~tinue to be regarded as a classic and as a made1 for 
imi ta th  the world over. Since the cavalry corps of the Army 
of the Potcmac passed out of edtence, there have been great 
wars m which opportunities fo r  operating in the enemy's rear 
have presented themselves but, in a majority of cases, have not 
been t d e h  advantage of. 

Eflorts have been put forth. at times, to conduct such under- 
takings, along the lines laid down 6y Stoneman; Grierson, Sheri- 
den a d  W&on, but none have been so clear cut and successful 
as those CaRied on With such resourceful skill by the com- 
manders whose names and Seryices have rendered the cavalry 

Nor can we disniss from consideration the brilliant opera- 
tions. Mesing in no ma& respect from those already de- 
scribed, whicb d e d  on by Stuart in the east and by Van Dorn, 
Forrest, Wheeler and Morgan in the west which have g i v a  
these OOmmaLLders a distinguished place in the history of the  

t of modem cavahy. In bril. cy of conception aZZm of execution they have ne er been s u m ,  
and win be regaded in the future as opera 7 ions in the highest 

in the cavalry 
arm of the military service. 

a d  -de. These  purpose^   ere fully and htel- 

of the united states Army illustrims. 

I 

1 d 

I degme worthy of study by officers df all 
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THE PISTOL, THE MELLAY AND THE FIGHT AT 
DEVIL'S RIVER. 

BY COLONEL EBIN SWIFT, EIQEITE CAVALRY. 

RIVATE MULVANEY was relating a conversation with P Lieutenant Brazenose,' "I sez to the Lift'nint :-'Sor,' sez 
I, you've the makin's in you av a great man; but, av you'll let 
an ould sodger spake, you're too fond of The-ourisin.'" He 
shuk hands wid me and sez :--'Hit high, hit low, there's no plash 
you, Malvaney. You've seen me waltzin' through Lung- 
tungpen like a-Red Injin widout de war paint, an' you sa I'm 
too fond av The-ourisia."' 

If we do not seek for too close an application of this authen- 
tic bit of history we may at least find in it a suggestion that one 

. fault of our academic sysbm of education is to build theories. 
Most of the professions are breaking away from this habit . 

I but the military profession seems to be about the last to adopt 
the idea that experience, practice and theory should go hand in 
hand and follow each other in logical sequence. 

In the cavalry there are important questions to be settled 
but after years of argument their seems to be no more prospects 
of agreement now than at  the beginning. Among these ques- 
tions which thus appear with monotonous regularity is that'of 
arms for the cavalryman. In recalling what has been said so 
far we are struck by several points of similarity. The fondness 
for "the-ourisin" is shown in plausible statements which are 
hard t9 disapprove. In the reminiscences of men whohavehad 
expekence in war we are impressed by the limited vision of the 
individual. From our attempts to teach the use of weapons in 
time of peace we are apt to form erroneous theories for war. 

Improvement is the main object for which we strive. It 
is found in two ways, either by a furious habit of change or by 
seeking fo r  experience as a guide. The first is said.to be chat- 
acteristic of democracies which frequently ignore the principles 
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whida made them great and revert to SGnian chactm& ‘cs 
~ m t h e m i d s t  d high avilhtiion. T h e h p  OfeXperieDce 
ought tobethe safest guide but in order to be followed without 
questbn t h e r e d d  have to be a great wealth of examples 
of the kind, or an ability to pick out logical conclusions 
frOmarnhrsing=-P+ 

In au army and in the question of armament these 
diikulties seem to be marked. 

Theobjectofthispaperistoattempt toselectanexperienci 
fran o m  of the earliest exatnpIes of the use of th6 pistol in war, 
to esmmine it to see if it furnishes @e data forconclusions 
upcw the question of arms for cavalrymen and to answer the 
principal arguments against its &ciency. 

1. THE DOCUMENTS IN THE CASE. 

The 8Mx)uIlts of the fight are contained in the official 
report of -tenant John B. Hood, 2d Cavalry, which was 
renderedshortly afterwa&;in the book“Advanceand Retreat,” 
by thz same author, about ten years after, when he had become 
a Lieutenant General and the commander of a great army; 
in Rice’s “Acmss the Continent with the Fifth Cavalry;’’ 
and in Brackett’s “History of Cavalry.” Colonel Brackett 
was an &cer of the regiment at the same time with Hood. 
Captain Rice joined the regiment in 1866 and spent some 
years collecting material for his book. Both Brackett and 
Price had opportunities to get details not mentioned in Hood’s 
accounts, as the incident was common talk in the regiment for 
many years. No important difference seems td exist inany 

) ’ of the accounts. All accounts are brief and do not indicate 
’., an attempt to make a “story” out of the affair. So far they are 

satisfactory but they elaborate some insignificant details and 
ignore more important ones, making it necessary to go to some 
trouble to supply the latter. 

1 

2. M E  NARRATIVE. 

This general agteement simplifies the task of building up a 
narrative of the whol~aCtian, supplementing undoubted facts 
by those that seem most probable from our own general knowl- 
a=- 

l 
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Lieutenant John B. Hood with seventeen fighting men of 
“G” Troop of the Fifth (old Second) was scouting after 
Lipan and Comanche Indians on with orders to 
attack a~)y parties which were found dff their resemations. 
His pack mules and guard had been left in rear. His men were 
armed with Colts revolvers, loaded with six paper cartridges, 

, 
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LIECTESAST GENERAL JOHN 8. HOOD. C. 9. A. 
Born 1x41; Was1 Pala1 1853: DIed 1878. 

and with muzzle loading carbines, firing similar ammunition. 
Four days had been consumed at an average march of Mty 
miles pes day, mostly without water, when toward the dose 
of the fourth day the party approached the head of Devil’s 
river in Texas. The appearance of a s m a U  party of Indians 
showing a white flag on a distant ridge led Hood to change his 
course and to ride toward them. . 
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I The view was partly broken by piles of d e d  grass which 
L the h d h ~  had COW and by bunches Of c h a m .  Ap- 

ploeching to within thirty yards of the k g  with carb;nzs at 
“advarke’ Hood found himself attacked suddently by about 
three tim his force, a part of whom charged on horseback 
with d, another part fired oh foot with bows and arrows 
and alsq with guns which were passed ta loaders in rear after 
being fued, a third party was armed ent idy  with bows and 
arrows. In many respects it was partly an ambush and partly 
a Surprise. There was some close fighting-and Hood rushed 
the enemy at once, went through and rallied beyond. He 
fired his carbine in this h t  onset, rettuned carbines, drew his 
revolvers and led his men back at once in a second charge. So 
close was this fight that an Indian puUed a carbine from a soldier 
and others struck the horses in the face with their shields. 
Then with empty carbines and revolvers Hood withdrew, 
collected his party and started for water for his famished men 
and horses. 
went ofT too in an opposite diredon chanting the songs of the 
dead. 

The Indians lost twenty-twe lpe~l killed and wounded; the 
troops lost seven including the commander badly wounded. 

-. The Indians in QO shape to renew theconflict 

3. T ~ B  POINTS IN DOUBT. 

several points about which some doubt will be 
felt : 

j 

(a) 
It was the day of parcussiOn cap, paper cartridges and 

muzzle loaders. Reloading on horseback in a charge was im- 
possible. The amount of aarbine fire if any could not have been 
more than one shot fo r  each carbine or seventeen in all. As 
the action began while the troopers had carbines at  “advance” 
they must hav emptied them first. The effect of this fire we 
may only amj From what we know of its difficulties 
under the dou ti e task of guiding a horse and of aiming a gun 
we may amclude that it was not very effective. 

In 1855 when this regiment was organized one squadron 
(two troops) was armed with the Perry breech loading carbine. 

As to the amonni of uwbhwfire. 

ure. 
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We have no further record of it, or what became of it, but there 
is a tradition that it was a failure and was soon discarded. If 
it had been used at Devil’s River it would not have had that 
fate. 
(a) As to the amortnt of pistoljire: 1 

The Navy Colt revolver was a six shooter but was a danger- 
ous weapon with six shots in the cylinder because the safety 
notch was not safe. It is probable that it was used then as it was 
for &y years after, and as it is now, although much improved, 
with the hammer down on an empty chamber. However for 
the purpose of this discussion and in the absence of positive 
knowledge let us consider that each revolver had six paper 
cartridges. All accounts agree that Hood led his men in a 
return charge after the fitst onset, using revolvers only and 
that the fight ended with empty revolvers. If each man had 
one revolver there were one hundred and two shots fmd from 
that weapon. It is stated somewhere that Hood’s men had 
two revolvers apiece. This does not appear in the accounts of 
the armament of the regiment in 1855. The balance of Hood’s 
troop were ip the field at the same time. There were no other 
cavalry troops at the post. Under no probable theory could 
the party have armed themselves with two revolvers apiece. 
Hood himself perhaps camed a carbine and a pistol, the same 
as other men of his command. 

(c) 

and nineteen shots were fired. 

Q 

‘t 

a 

The total number of shotsfired by plood’s men: 

From the figures here given not more than one hundred‘ 

( d )  The duration of the action: 
It began at  thirty yards. 

forward and charged again, at once. There was no time to 
reload, which was a long operation with the paper cartridge, 
and the number of shots fired was the number actually in. the 
weapons when the action began. Twenty seconds at charging 
gait would have been ample time to reach the limit of the first 
charge and the same for the second charge, from what we 
know of the terrain. A few more seconds to collect the scattered 
troopers, a short scrimmage and it was all over. 

Hood and his men charged 1 
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(e) W a s i t a ~ o r a d s f s d ?  
Brackett calls it a victory for the Indians. price calls it a 

repdsefarHood. Hoodclaimsavictory. Thisseemstobe 
largely a matter of definition and opinion. The Indians suf- 
fered a loss of-nearly per cent. and if Hood had not been 
severely wounded himself the party would probably have been 

1 .  

compfetely destmyed. 
I (f ) As to tke number engaged: 

Hood had seventeen men including himself. The accounts 
say that he was attacked by three times his numbers which 
d d  be by Mty-one Indians. More definite figures would 

and passing them to the front. After all it does not seem prob- 
able that the exact number of Indians was known. 

indicate forty-five Indians in action with 0th- loading 

(4) THE APPLIMTION OF THE HISTORICAL INCICEXT TO THE * t CASE IN P0lN.r. 

This wi l l  be evident as soon as we study the objections 
that have been raised to the revolver as a cavalry weapon, 
It will probably be instructive to take each of these objections 
and to examine them in the light of this bit of history to see 
how practice v d  theory stand the test of comparison. 

The objections are many but it appears possible to boil 
them down to a substantial list as follows: 

Mounted fire is inaccurate: 
We must ask ov~elves  the question, what is accuracy 

in war and what is not? What is it for the different a r m s  of 
the Service? Does the pistol fail on comparison? 

The ease with which the peace results of target practice 
can be obtained and predicted both under ideal conditions of 
target practice and under unknown conditions in unfamiliar 
ground has encouraged 9vestigation to determine the probable * 
results of war. 

Careful comparison of these results in cases where complete 
data d d  be obtained have resulted in the theory that this 
relation d d  be expressed by 1 20-that is to say that when one 
hit could be counted under unknown conditions in peace it 
will take twenty times as many shots under similar coxiditions 

‘1 
’ 
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in war to get a hit. This modifying factor is called a war 
f a d o r .  

Thus Livermore and Raymond of our service, acting in- 
dependently, have agreed that in a standard case of the fire of 
64 men, lying down at 2% yards interval, firing at 450 yards, at 
similar target, both on an open plain, both lines perpendicular 
to the line of fire, nith equkl effect on both sides, both fairly 
goqP troops. perfectly f & h ,  with opportunity to make a fair 
estimate of the distance. in all these things being considered we 
may expect a loss of one man hit for 400 shots fired in  one 
minute. And as the proportion of killed to wounded isusually 
about 1 to 4 we would fire 1,600 shots to kill a Ifian under 
the ideal conditions of this standard case. But for changing 
conditions other modifiers must be applied, so that if we modify 
the standard by previous mo:*ement at double time, by firing 
at a slight elevation, by broadening the interval between 
skirmishers, by giving them slight intrenchments, it will take 
ten times as many shots, say 16,000 shots to kill. 

That these results of theory are not absurd is provedby the 
fact that the Ru-ns expended in the Manchuria campaign 
4,200 rounds of small a m  ammunition for 1 man killed. 

All this is confhnatary of the old saying that it takes a 
man’s weight in lead to kill him in war. 

For artillery psults the measure of accuracy would be still 
further reduced from the peace result if we rely upon the ex- 
perience of this war. Take 400,OOO rounds of artillery ammuni- 
tion expended at  Mukden. Counting 8 per cent. of casualties 
as a result of artillery fire, and 1 killed to 4 wounded, and 1 
round at 20 pounds, we get about 5,000 pounds of ammunition 
for  1 man killd.  

On countiig the #8,OOO rounds fired by the Russians’ 
batteries of the; 1st and 3 Siberian Corps at Liao Yang, the 
number of killed and wou 4 ded Japanese opposite these corps 
at 13,000 the proportion of killed to wounded at 1 to 4 zpd the 
proportion of 712 per cent. due to artillery fm in that battle 
and we have four and one-half tons of ammunition for one 
man killed. 

These figures are given without any good facilities for 
extension or verification. They are correct enough to show 

a 
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ta4t sofar as the small ann and the field gun are concerned the 
indictment of “inaccuracy“ might fairly hold against them as 
d as against the pistol used in mounted fire. In fact we might 
evem say that accwacy in war is a dream. Dreams come true 
smwtbes and 90 does accuracy happen, but in making a law 
of facts we must consider only average results and reject those 
which are abnormal. 

Data for the pistol is hard to find. The war factor for the 
pistor has not been calculated. We may claim that thefight at 
Devil’s River was typical of the pistol. If it can be supported 
by a sufiicient n u m k  of experiences of the same kind i t  will 
settle the question as to t 

The experience of 3 ce firing with the pistol under the 
ruteS so fa r  adopted are not encouraging. Probably one hit 
m five shots would be agood averageresult. as target practice 
is conducted. If we ayxept this result our study of the ex- 
perience of other arms would certainly lead us to expect an 
insignificant result in war, under the influence of fatigue,ex- 
citexnent and fear, combined in the French word “bmotion” 
which is so easy to understand and so hard to translate. 

If the loss of the Indians was twenty-two and the number 
of shots fired was not more than one hundred and nineteen 
there was one hit in five and one-tenth shots, which is a war 
result identical with the peace result, as first stated. 

It seems to be reasonable then that the peace practice does 
not confonn closely enough to service conditions. The range is 
too great, the solid biack target without even a button to catch 
the eye is not fair, troopers should be required to work out their 
horses by a half-mile or more at charging gait &fore firing the 

To close the question of the accuracy of mounted fire let 
us not forget that since war began one hit in five has meant a 

rules of action for this arm. 

e 

pistol. 

beaten enemy. 

(b) 
It has been made fre- 

quently by veterans of the Civil War who ought to know, but 
beyond the bold statement the facts do not seem to be given. 

I 

It  i s  m e  dangerous to f r i e d  than tu foe: 
This objection seems plausible. 

, 

. . .  .. . 
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If any of Hood’s party was hit by a friendly bullet it is 
probable that some noise of the fact would have been spread 
abroad. Sucha shot awakens a deeper resentment than a 
shot from the enemy and is hard to forgive. I have talked 
a h , t  this action with a half dozen of Hood‘s contemporaries 
in the regiment at that time and I do not think this point was 
ever mentioned. The figures show that even if Hood and all 
his men had been shot by their own bullets this argument would 
still be untenable. More or less stray shots are to be expected 
always and we are told that Japanese infantry was often under 
&-e of their own gun& Stonewall Jackson, Longstreet and 
Jenkins were shot by their own men. 

(c)  The men with rfi*olz*ers well invariably slop down and firs 
at a distance instead of coming to close quarters: 
This statement has been made by federal officers who 

’served in the Civil War. A contrary statement has been made 
by the other side. Without stopping to weigh the evidence 
in the general case we may say that Hood and his men did not 
do this and that if they had done so they would have made no 
hits. 

(d) 
Hood did go in at  the head of his men but leadership 

of the kind here suggested is of doubtful importance. 
It is a relic of the days when whole armies were put to 

fight on the appearance of leaders who hdd a terrible reputation. 
Too few can see the leader. He is bet& placed where he can 
direct not lead his men. 

(e)  

other way with at  least a large proportion of its shots. 

(j) The ratolrer cannot be used in  Shock Action : 
Hood charged at thirty yards, met a charging party of 

lancers and engaged with dismounted men. The physical col- 
lision of charging steeds probably belongs to the age of fable 
but for modem conditions this is a fair example of “Shock 
Action.” 

Q 

I’m cabanot “lead” your men: 

I’m cannot $re to the front: 
It is hard to see how this party could have fired in any 

I 

‘ 
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(e) S k o ~ j i r d  wh& the horse is in motion are wasted: 
Hood's horses were in motion and as General Sheridan once 

remarked: "Let us see the list of killed and wounded." 

(h) AWlough useful in individual combat it i s  not so with a large 
Commnd: 

The-point to consider here is the conduct of seventeen 
men in a hand-to-hand fight and whether the experience of 
such an action would be a guide for a larger command in a bigger 
battle. 

The hand-to-hand fight has characteristics which make 
it merent from other forms of combat. Each man works 
by himself, looks to his own safety, picks his own opponent. 

It is hard to see why the seventeen individuals acting in 
this way should do diAerently from a hundred or more under 

I 

* 

Leadership and drill disappear. i 

similar Conditions. 9 

(d) Other weapons would do just as uvll: 
It happened that the Indians set fire to piles of grass and 

were partially concealed in the brush and chaparral. It is 
hard to farce a horse into burning grass and a long arm is needed 
to reach a man in a bunch of ':Spanish bayonets." The pistol 
was equal to both of these conditions. 

(k) It is impracficable to train troopers in all their weapons: 
The men were enlisted in the summer and fall of 1855 and 

had less than two years service, half of which w w  in the field. 
Some were enlisted at McMinville. Tennessee, the home of 
the captain, but most were ordinary general service recruits 
enlisted aIl QVW the country. Target practice consisted prin- 
cipally in riding.arotind a and firing at  it. The supply 
of ammunition, was small. It 'was many years Mfore target 
practice was developed in the army. 

We cappot say how well the troopers used the other 
we8pO11s. 

I 

b \c 

I 
. . .  

I 

T H E  PISTOL AND THE MELLAY. 

THE MELLAY ( M € L ~ ) .  
Formerly much was said about the hand-to-hand fight, the 

mix-up, the scrimmage, which was supposed to take place at thh 
end of a bayonet attack, or a cavalry charge. Later observers 
of this feature of a battle have spoken lightly of it and have 
even doubted its existance. 

Hohenlohe says that old soldiers told him €hat they came to 
blows not oftener than one time out of twelve. Moltke sug- 
gested that if reports of m a y s  were stripped of their dramatic 
splendor the prosaic ruth would reveal a different story. 
Meckel says the mella will seldpm occur except when troops 
meet unexpectedly in an enclosed space and when fhe weaker 
cannot escape. Livermore says the loss of life in the mellay is 
insignificant. Soloviefl saw many mellays but his statements 
are extravagant. These observers seem to be speaking of in- 
fantry mellays with the bayonet, of which Meckel seems to give 
the clearest view. But of all the men who have learned the se- . 
crets of the soldier's heart the greatest was Ardant du Rcq. 
Speaking of cavalry he ridicules, the mellay: declares that one 
side or the other always retires before the moment of actual 
contact : that at the most one mas would drive through another 
mass, and then break away, that in the mellays each soldier 
would instinctively watch for an attack in the rear and would 
dread it most. 

Ardant du Picq was a Colonel in the French army, killed at 
Xletz in 1870. His law of the mellay was that of European cav- 
alry as it existed then and does today. If we can show a typi- 
cal case of American cavalry in mellay we will settle an im- 
portant point. 

Ancient battles certainly were fought with handweaponsbut 
the disciplined troops suffered practically nothing. The other 
side soon took to panic and rout and was slaughteredin great 
numbers. When neither side had disciplined troops the slaught ' 

took place in the army which was stricken first with the panic 
that was sure to come. This perhaps gave the idea to some 
historians that the ancient battles were heroic &airs. Re- 
cently, since the adoption of fire arms, we have been able to 
collect statistics of the losses due to the hand weapm, which ' could only be used in the mellay and we find them to be small. 
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Therefom, the accepted idea that the value of the charge 
is in its d &ect because the weaker side will not wait for 
the &anger. 

Closely allied with the legendary and theoretical ideas of 
the mellay is the sentime!nt which awards great glory to troops 
who &ex the heaviest losses in battle. Close examination 
often shows that these losses were incurred not in the charge 
or in the d y  but in the retreat, that it is the dart to get 
away from the enemy whem he has proved too powerful. In 
this respect the mobility of the cavalryman gives him peculiar 
advantages, which acccnants for the relatively small losses of 
that arm in single actions. The loss that ttoops may be ex- 
pected to stand in charge is relatively small. The army is 
n+y a variety of the human crowd with all its ferocity, its 
heroism, and its d-forgetfulness but its stampedes are seldom 
to the front. So that the principal efforts of leaders has always 
been to get xnen to stop in hand-to-hand conflicts. and to com- 
bat the instinct of self-preservation. To overcome the nature 
of man arti6cid methods are used whenever possible and in this 
great soldiers have shown their highest genius and reached their 
most brilliant results. Fanaticism, patriotism, chivalry and 
glory, passion and prejudice, d d e n c e  and high example 
have each been waked upon the military check-board with 
varying d t .  Whenever the influence invoked was d a e n t l y  
original or strong on one side, that side has been victorious; 
when on both Sides some form of mellay would occur if numbers, 
conditions and morale were equal on both Sides. Typical 
instances are hard to 6xad however. 

From what has been said of the mellay and of battle losses 
it is safe to conclude that an example which shows an inferior 
force seekiag a battle which they could avoid and staying under 
a heavy toss in killed and w d e d  will be unique. If we can 
wisely judge the whys and wherefores of the case we will illu- 
minate a path that has often been ignorantly followed. 

Devil’s fiver has some claims for this distinction. 
The losses that took place could not have occured in ad- 

vance or retreat but only at close quarters. We know enough 
about the results of target practice to say that they occued at 
less than ten yards. As the loss of the Indians was greater thaa 

. 
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Hood’s entire force it did not occur in a moment of time. It 
was a mellay. 

It is more difiicult to answer the question as to the in- 
fluences which impelled the troops to make a record for actions 
of this kind. On thesideof the Indians itisplain that theycould 
not avoid the d c t ,  except prhaps the mounted men. Indeed 
they had some confidence of numbers and advantage of positicm. 
The troops on the other hand were not broken by surprise or 
disturbed by the! numbers and eagerly sought to get dose 
to their enemies. Having superior mobility they used it to 
get dose, not away. Under what absorbing influence did they 
act to break the law of the mellay ? Religion, revenge and glory 
were not, we should say, hig@y developed in any bunch of 
careless troopers riding 091 a border scout in that day. The 
potent suggestion of Hood’s example may have had a great 
&ect at the beginning but probably individual leadership would 
not inspire sixteen men in that number of separate combats 
going on at the same time. 

plainly we hust seek further for the power that lay behind 
that charge, and scrimmage and list of killed and wounded. As 
we have eliminated all factors but one of the human problem it is 
easy to find. What influence is expressed in the word “Can- 
fidence,” and its prinapal manifestation was d d e n c e  in its 
Weapons. 

Many influences combined to build upq- overwhelming 
sentiment in favor of the Colt’s revolver. The regiment was 
new, it had not been ruined by peace maneuvers as Moltke 
suggested about the German Cavalry in 1870, or slaughtered 
by umpires, or discouraged by the bad results of target practice 
under hard conditions in time of peace. The revolver was new 
in the army but old in Texas. The Texas rangers and others 
had been using it for years and fabulous stories were told and 
believed about its deeds. A mkttlesome crowd of officers were 
eager to show,their powers. Bradfute, the Captain of “G” 
troop was a celebrated shot and a wild son of Bill Travis, the 

, Texas hero, was an officer in the regiment, having formerly 
been a captain in the rangers. All thought was of quarters close 
and noses bloody.* . As a result Van Camp got an arrow through 
his heart, George H. Thomas had his chin neatly pinned to 

THE PISTOL A N D  THE MELLAY.  
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his chest with an arrow as he leaned forward on his horse in a 
charge. Earl Van Dorn was shot twice and Fitz Lee once wi th  
arrows. Oaks had an arrow somewhere inside and he carried 
‘it all his life, and there were other cases of which we know not 
the details. All were hunting chances to show what was in 
them and Rtz Lee, mer, Major, Harrison. ‘‘Shanks” Evans, . 
Sergeant Spkler and Bugler Jack Hayes had a record of many 
Indians killed in personal combat. 

So that is why I suggest that it is time to abandon some 
theories, to IDodify certain peace conditions, and to keep apktQl 
in the hands of the cavalry. 

1 .  

I 
. 1  

MILITARY HORSES IN GENERAL AND CAVALRY 
HORSES IN PARTICULAR. 

BY CAPTAIN ALBERT N. MCCLURE, FOURTH CAVALRY. 

HAT is the best cavalry horse capable ol carrying a m’ weight of 260 pounds? First, his blood; second, his 
weight and height. The best cavalry horse is the one possess- 
ing in the highest degree the following qualities: 

Ability to c a q  the weight prescribed, to gallop, to maintain 
a fair rate of speed for a long period of time, enough reserve 
enerL5 at any moment to respond to a demand for great speed, 
easy and springy in his gaits, quirk in his movements, docile 
and eaay to control, and lastly, but of very great importance, he 
must be wry h r d j . .  

The answer to the above question, as it stands, is the pro- 
duct of a misture of the two pure breeds, namely: the thor- 
oughbred and the Arab, in such a way that the desired size 
and conformation will be produced. I t  is believed that the 
size should be an average of 15 hands, 2 inches, varying from 
15 to 16 hands, and the weight between 1,OOO and 1,200pounds 
in good flesh.* 

It  is realized that the ideal cavalry horse is greatly superior 
to that which is ordinarily obtained. This answer is given be- 

*Weight being so dependent upon the horse’s condition of flesh, thin’or 
fat, it can not be stated in exact figures what the weighPof a cavalry horae 
should be. Nor ia it  important. since only blood, bone, muscle, conforma- 
tion, soundness, condition of training, gaits and action determine the strength 
and enduraqce of the riding horse. Of course a fair proportion must exist 
between the weight of the horse and the weight he carries on hle back, which 
should. in general, not exceed onefourth of the horse’s weight. In  this con- 
nection it may be stated as also true. in general, that in exceeding about 1,360 
pounds aa the combined weight of horse and his pack, at the same time ex- 
peeting to  maintain great mobility and endurance, you pass beyond the poaa5- 
bilitiea of the horse. Big horses, very big horses, may be of value te a 
w h o l d e  ’‘ Brewer’s” d a t i o n ,  or even to the “Jumping” horeeehow 

-- 
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cause it is belleved that this horse possesses in the highest de- 
gree the essential qualities enumerated above that a cavalry 
borse should possess. It is evident that the horse pOSSessing 
these qualities in the highest degree is the best cavaln horse. 

The question appeals to the officers of American cavalry in 
thisway: 

What is the best cavalry horse that is practicable to pro- 
duce in the United States? I t  is believed that in the starting 
of a breed of military horses only stallions of the thorough- 
bred race should be used, because there are feuer difficulties,- 
defects we may say, to overcome in the thoroughbred as a 
cavalry horse than there are in any  other race. 

Thoroughbred stallions for the production of militaw horses 
should be: 

First.-Absolutely free from d l  hereditan unsoundness or 
any predisposition toward i t ;  

Second.--Of good conformation, with large bone;, and 
strongly built ; 

Third.-From a goodtfamily, noted for their ability as 
good sires capable of reproducing themselves and of good dis- 
positions. 

The 6ze of the stallion is entirely dependent upon the size 
of the mares at the disposition of the breeder. 

The speed of the stallion or the purses he has won on the 
race track are of no importance. The mere fact that he is a clean 
thoroughbred is sufficient. provided all other requirements 
are fulfilled. I t  is important, however, that the young stallion 
destined for the stud should as a thrce year old  pro;^ his souud- 
ness and d u r a n c e  by flat racing before entering the stud at  
four. This process may prevent sonie good stallions entering 
the stud, but it will probably keep more poor ones o u t  than any 
other system. 

of production is a sufficient number of suitable mares. From 
. what source are the mares to come? The United States 

Government has recently acquired a numberof stallions of 
V & ~ S  breeds. If it is the intention of those in charge of this 
w&k to incr=ase the number of horses in the United States 
among the farmers, thereby increasing the number of mares, 

, 

The first and most important part to obtain in the machine * 
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and increasing the reserve supply of horses or increasing the 
number of fair military horses that might be available in time 
of war. the trotters. the saddle horses and the Morgans among 
these stallions can undoubtedly be used to a great advantage. 
Mares should be selected that possess in the highest degree the 
essential qualities of a good cavalry horse, and in addition, can, 
be classed as good brood mares capable of producing the size 
and type desired. One can not say that these mares must be of 
any particular race, because one could not find a sufficient 
number of any one race alone to produce cavalry h o r d  in 
great numbers. Tkrejore. select mares jrom any race or family 
possessing in tk highest degree tk qualities desired in the product. 
To say that the trotter or the Denmark or the Arab, or the pure 
thoroughbred in his present condition, is the best cavalry horse 
that it is practicable to obtain in the United States is only the 
expression of, in most cases, a selfish prejudice in favor of this ' 
or that breed. 

Of course all animals selected for breeding purpdses should 
be free from hereditary unsoundness, possess a good confor- 
mation for the work for which they are determined, possess a 
great deal of bone, and a good quality o f  tissue; also. k t  UH 

aitempt should not be made to produce a radically dijerent product 
in type and size from ihat oj his anccstors. 

Let us see the result of the first crossing, i. e., the selected 
thoroughbred stallions with native mares. The first offspring 
will possess at least fifty per cent. thoroughbred blood. The 
mares produced in this way should be more valuable in the 
production of a good cavale  horse, provided the selection is 
properly made in the beginning, than their mothers, and will 
continue to improve as this system is carefully followed. At 
about the third generation in this system some stallions may be 
selected from the young family capable and worthy of entering 
the stud. 

I t  is importunt to remember that the work that a horse does, 
the nature of the terrain over which he works, and his cnvironmmts 
in  time eject a wonderful injluence on his conjormation and dis- 
posiiion. This is one reason why the thoroughbred is the only 
horse worthy of becoming the foundation stone in the produc- 
tion of cavalry horses, because he, and the Arab-which will 
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be' discussed in other notes-are the only pure races that have 
M used only as riding horses. While it is true that the Amer- 
ican saddle horses and the trotters possess very much thorough- 
bred blood, and that the saddle horse is famous as a riding horse 
and a weight cgtTie~--ol  was thirty years ogo-it remains true 
that both of these horses, as a race are, a t  the present time 
f a r  from being ideal cavalry horses. The character of the work 
that they have done for generations has made them so, in 
bringing about serious defects in conformation for cavalry pur- 
poses- 

The environments of both stallions and mares employed 
in this factory-if we may call it suchshould.  as far as practi- 
cable, be the same as that of the cavalry horse in actual senice. 
Mares should not be left at liberty is a semi-state of savagery, 
on flat prairies while in foal. but they should be employed in 
light work of any kind, preferably in light riding over \.aried 
terrain and daily accustomed to being handled. Therefore, 
the small farmer, who has a small number. often only one. of 
such mares in his possession, should be the real horse raiser to  
seek in looking for suitable mares and suitable mothers for 
cavalry horses. Likewise the stallions, csccpt during the two 
or three months of the year while making the season. should 
be ridden. preferably in a schcol of equitation, because rlwir 
doily exercise is x r y  neccssory, and if the stallion depot is near a 
school of equitation or military gamson, such horses could he 
profitably and economically used. 

Much could be said as to the climate and character of the 
soil and nature of the tetrain that produce the best mili tan 
horse. The French consider this of such importance that they 
have certain Fections of the country for the yocng foals while 
being nourished largely by their mothers' milk, and later, 
during the pericd of growth. other districts more elevated. more 
mountainous, where the vegetation is less lusuriant which the 
French claim is very essential in ucing a good quality of 

in perfectly flat country, it is possibly true that their horses 
have reached the highestbrfection possible to  obtain where the 
studs are located. These horses do not have the appearance 
of being clever mountain climbers or clever in rough countn  

. -  

tissue. In  Hurfgary, where the i r portant studs are located 
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because for many generations the$ have never performed that 
kind of work. Let us hope that in the selection of the m o u n t  
stations, and the districts where government sbllions have been 
placed to make a-season, that this subject has been given due 
consideration. This is also important because the character I 

of the soil and the quality of the grass and other forage, whether 
natural or cultivated, will have a great influence not on!y upon 
the qualitjj of tissue, of bone and muscle, but the character of 
the surface of the ground, whether rocky or sandy, whether wet 
or soft, or dry and hard, a very. important influence on the size, 
shape and quality of the fee t ,  and probably, under certain con- 
ditions, the climate may exert a wonderful influence toward or 
for a predisposftion to  hereditary ailments of the eyes. .L\ good 
horseshoer can,not put good feet on horses. They must be 
grown on him. 

\Yhen. the small farmer of the United States becomes 
thoroughly familiar with what a good military horse should be, 
there is no douht but he will be glad to have an  opportunity 
to  produce them, because the farmer is sure to learn in a short 
time that the good militar?: horse is far superior to  anything 
he now has forkis own work. 

The foregoing being a brief description of what troop 
horses should be. and how they should be obtained, what is 
the best officer's' charger or officer's horse? The answer is: 
The best of the above type. IVhy should he be larger, or why 
should be he of ri different blood, or why should an officer have 
a so-called "wur horsc," and a "fcucc Iiorsc" or “charger?' For 
an officer's war horse certainly nothing better can be found than 
the best of the class describedahovc. In timeof peace, perhaps, 
the o@wr 'ght be permitted to  ride any kind of horse that he 
may select? ut in peace or war the officer's horse should be a 

In this brief paper it can not be undertaken to discuss the 
relative merits of the thoroughbred, or of the trotters, or of the 
.American saddle horses, of the Arabs, or the Morgans, or the 
cow'ponies, as good cavalry horses. Experience alone in riding 
all these classes can lead one to conect conclusions in the matter. 
This is true, the large, broad, heavy horse, no matter how well 

h 
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bred he is, seldom has the springy, light, elastic movemeqt 
of the smaller or medium-sized horse.*. ’ 

As an indirect means of quickly and surely improving the 
quality of the military horses, what part should the federal 
government play in supporting this system which will undoub- 
tedly prove a valuable asset in the national defense, i. e., by 
greatly increasing the number of horses in the country capable 
of rendering military senlce. A good system has been started 
and we are happy to find along the general line outlined above. 
It is up to all who are interested to assist.. 

The age 2t which young horses destined for military service 
should be purchased and placed under military control is a minor 
detail to be determined only by the cost in doing it. I t  is im- 
portant, howet-er, that before full military duty is required of 
them they should be a t  least six years of age, and should have 
had at least one year’s careful training. 

It is of no importance how the stallions are obtained to 
place at the disposition of the breeders, whether the govern- 
ment maintains 3 stud to raise them or whether they are pur- 
chased in open market. The only point is, they should be avail- 
able and their selection and assignment to districts carefully 
made. Mistakes made in the beginning urill require years to 
correct. It is necessary for the government to control this 
enterprise of such vast national importance because only a few 
states have breeding laws by which unfit material may be kept 
out of studs. 

Can not the federal government, in some way, probably 
through the iduence of the Bureau of Animal Industry, assist 
State Legislatures in a law such as that which Pennsylvania 
and one or two other States have for prohibiting a license to be 
issued for stallions possessing serious unsoundness and defects 
in conformation ? 

Is it surprising to know that one European country (Hun- 
gary), by a well organized system of horsebreeding is able to sell 

*Easy, springy gaits are a quality of a riding horae as desirable to those 
-ne of the military d e  who ride horseback aa a vocation a8 it is V, 
men of any other profession. Men who ride horseback for a living have 
never in the history of the United States selected large homes for that pur- 
pose; neither have they selected horses with rough gaits. 
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annually about sixty thousand horses to its neighboring states 
largely for military purposes? Of course the best are retained. 
in the country. Think what an industry this is for that Fun-  
try. Probably no country in the world can today turn out 
more horses capable of rendering excellent military skrvice than 
Hungary . 

How many first class military horses can be found in the 
United States today? How many horses is the C‘nited States 
selling annually to foreign countries for military purposes? 
How many is it practicable for the United States to profitably 
produce annually in addition to its requirements for the army 
in time of peace? These are pertinent questions worthy of 
serious consideration. 

. 

SUMMARY. 
4 

The best cavalry horse capable of cafrying a weight of 260 
pounds prapicable to produce in the United States is obtained 
by crossing of the carefully selected thoroughbred stallions 
with native mares, both stallions and mares selected for their 
good qualitiesas breeders and possessing to the highestpssible 
degree the essential qualities of a good cavalry horse; height, 
from 15 to 16 hands, average 15>/2; weight, 1,OOO to 1,200 
pounds. The best officers’ charger is the best of the above 
classes. 

a 
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THE SCHOOL OF APPLICATION FOR CAVALRY A T  
STRoh¶SHOL$l, SWEDEN. 

- 
BY CAFTUN GUY CUSHMAN. EL~VENTR CAVALRY, MILITARY  ATTACH^. 

N compliance with an invitation received from the Swedish I War Department to attend the graduation exercises of the 
class of 1912-13, at the School of Application for Cavalv a t  
Strdmsholm, in company with the Austrian Jli l i taq .Attache. 
Colonel Straub, I left Stockholm at 6:lSon theevc.ningof.\ugusl 
8, 1913. 

After leaving the city, our route lay through rich farming 
country, which reminded me greatly of our own farms at home. 
particularly in the neighborhood of Burlington, \*crmont. The 
general route of the train was along the shores h twautiful 
LzkeMalar. one of the largest of the many Slcdish lakes. 
Passing through the large towns of Enkoping and I'csterss 
we arrived at Strdmsholm at 9:30, and were met hy two of the 
officers detailed to the School as Instructors. l Y \ ' t b  wxe taken 
by these gentlemen to the quarters of Major Ernest Lintlcr, 
Royal Life Guards, Commandant, where we \wre most hospit- 
ably received by Madame Linder and her charniin-g daughters. 

The Commandant at Stremsholm does not wcupy regular 
quarters, but resides in a large countF house about half a mile 
from the Castle of Stromsholni. -4s Major Lindcr and A11 his 
family speak English perfectly it added greatly to the pleasure 
of my visit, as I had not been in Sweden long enough to acquire 
a speaking knowledge of this very difficult language. 

We had been informed that our visit would coincide with 
the annual inspection by the Inspector of Cavalry, Major 
General Nyblaeus, and our hostess informed us  that the gen- 
eral was at  that moment at the castle of Stromsholm, attend- 
ing a lecture by Major Linder on riding and jumping. The 
"General Inspector" was xlot, I noted, a guest of the Command- 
ant, but spent the night in the castle with the student officers. 

_. - 
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Upon inquiry I was informed that in Sweden the inspecting 
officer was never the guest of the commanding officer if  it 
could be avoided. I regretted that we were too late to attend 
Major Linders talk on equitation, for while I &uld not have 
understood a word that he said, hisremarkswereillustrated with 
the cinematograph showing various incidents at horse shows 
and steeplechases in different foreign countries, also views 
taken at Saumur, Hanover, Tor di Quinto, and-other cavalry 
schools which must have been of great interest. 

Our host came in shortly and gave us a warm welcome to 
Strbmsholm. Major Linder is aatall, spare man, and looks 
like a perfect type of a cavalry officer; he speaks English, 
French and German fluently and has twice been detailed as 
Military Attach& to England and to France. 

CLAI% Y O C M E D  OS PRNATC CSAROEIU~. RIDINO HALL AND STABLES IN REAB. 

Saturday morning we were up at 6:30 and after a hasty 
breakfast we were off in Major Linders automobile tp the Castle 
of Strbmsholm. This castle. it  is really more of a chateau than 
a castle, was built by Char& X of Sweden, in 1620, and was for 
'many years his home, and was the birthplace of the famous 
Swedish King and General, Charles XII. It stands upon an is- 
land in a rapid river, and is approached by a long avenue of 
ancient trees and an iron bridge. 

Strchnsholm is the property of the Crown, but as it is not 
needed for a royal residence it has for a number of years been in 
.use for quarters for the bachelor instructors and student officers 
of the school. I t  is a beautiful and picturesque old building, 
but seemed in bad repair, and the sanitary arrangements (as in 
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most old castles) were beyond ddpt ion .  Also it must have 
beenveryooldinwinter,asthereareonlyporcelainstovesfor 
heating apparatus. The Swedish Govemment evidently does 
not believe in pamperhg its young officers, and I must say that 
they seexued a remarkably fit and hardy lot of youngsters. 
The castk is located over two d e s  from the stables and riding 
hall. While this distance does not make much difterence in 
summer as the students all ride bicycles to and from the stables. 
it must be rather inconvenient in winter when the snow is deep. 

At the Castle we met General Nyblaeus and his Adjutant, 
Major stahl of the General Staf€, and, as Colonel Straub and 
myself were atready acquainted with the General, introductions 
--. The General welcomed us heartily and 
very kindly took us over the castle and told us a good deal of 
its history. After Wldch, mounting the horses which were 
awaiting us in front of the castle, the Inspector proceeded to 
tbebtrsiaessd~day,whichwasgftttheinspectionof the 

Whem anotFiceris detailedtotake the course at Str6msholm 
he brhya with him aR the horses he owns. In Sweden all 
cavalry o5cers are requkd to keep two mounts, but most of 
them bave nwre. 
andwhen the Inspectorfirrinhcul. there way no doubt in my mind 
and I am sure them was none in his, that these horses were 
in every way "made" chargers. I have seen some close in- 
spections at home by various of our Inspectors and regimental 
commanders, but never before have I sqen an inspection so 
'thorough and comprehensive as General Nyblaeus made of 
the class and their mounts at Strhnsholm. 

In detail, the inspection covered the same class of work as 
we =,atlour Mounted Service School at Fort Riley, and con- 
sisted of movements at the Merent gaits, walk, slow trot, 
fast trot, and gallop; turning on the forehand and haunches, 
backing, change of leads on circle and straight line, "shoulder in" 
and work on two tracks. These horses were all wdl bred, and a 
good proportion of them were thoroughbreds, but they were all 
perfectly steady and quiet and all jumpd freely and without 
hestitation any obstacle at  which they were put. 

Jpdwing class lnoulpdum their personal chargers. 

over twohaul3 werespentinthismaaner 

e 
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After having completed his inspection of offiprs chargers, 
the general invited us to accompany him in a motor to inspect 
the remount depot, which is located about two miles from the 
castle and is under the charge of a major of cavalry. 

There are about four  hundred h o d s  kipt at the depot, 
two hundred of which are three year olds and two hundred four 
year olds. These young horses are bought by a Commission 
of cavalry officers when they are three-year-olds. They are 

I 
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bought in the spring and remain at the remount depot about 
sixteen or eighteen months. These horses, while they seemed 
to me to be rather undersized, showed good breeding and seemed 
to be quiet and docile. 

Depending upon the size of the class at the School of Ap- 
plication as many as possible of these horses are trained yearly 
by the student officers, the horses being trained for two years, 
before being sent to their regiments. 
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These horses cost the Government from 500 to 1,OOO 
h o r  each, or from $150 to $375. Occasionally more is 
paid fo r  an extra good “prospect.” Swedish officers have told 
me that there are not as many good horses bred in Sweden as for- 
merly. This they ascribe to the advent of automobiles, and 
prohibition on gambling at the races in Sweden. This fact 
seems worthy of note. 

I could not imagine any more perfect location for a cavalry 
school than Str6msholm. The country for miles about the 
castle is level and covered with a fine, strong turf. This plain 
is wooded by “islands” of ,anaent oak and birch trees, which 
&ord plenty of shade in summer, and “breaks” against the cold 
north wind during winter work. Jumps and obstacles of 
every description are scattered over this terrain, and what 
struck IIL~ particularly is that all the Swedish jumps are built 

Returning from the remount depot to the inspection 
ground, we again met the class who had in the meantime 
changed horses. These, we were ihfonned, were called “the 
one year horses.” Every year the Royal Swedish Horseguards 
and the Lifeguard Dragoans (both regiments stationed in S - 
holm) send to the school thirteen ywng untrained horses each. 
These twenty-six horses are then trafned by the student officers 
for two years, when they are returned to their regiments. The 
horses we now saw had been under training for one year and 
seemed p e r f d y  quiet and under good control at the various 
gaits and movements. and jumped aportion of the steeplechase 
course well and sbadily. 

This inspection took the General until 11 SN o’clock at 
which time we returned to the castle, and had lunch with the 
student officers in the mess hall of the castle, which is septtate 
from the main building. General Nyblaeus is a keen student 
&cavalry, and during the course of the luncheon he asked me 
many questions concerning our service. The luncheon was not 
a formal &air, and was the usual one that the students have, 
no beer or liquors w e k  in evidence, the beverages being milk, 
tea and coffee. 

At half past twelve a large “drag,” drawn by four perfectly 
matched chestnut stallions, drove up and our hosts informed 

I 
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us we were to go to the schoot stables and witness another ride 
by the student officers. 

As previously noted, the stables, riding hall, etc., are lo- 
cated about two miles from the castle, and when we arrived at 
the stables we found the class assembled and mounted on their 
“number two” private horses. 

The inspector first went through the class and inspected ’ 

them minutely, apparently examining the condition of the 
horses and the cleanliness of each officers equipment. I fol- 
lowed the inspector along the line and noted tKat, in every case, 
the curb chains were very tight, in f a c t  so much so that it was 
impossible to put a finger under them. 

The riding was very much the same thing we had seen in 
the morning except that the General gave several of the student 
officers what I thought was a decidely thorough oral examina- 
tion, to demonstrate that not only could they perform the re- 
quired movements themselves, but that they were qualified 
to instruct others. 

While the General was occupied with his oral examination, 
I was shown the school stables by Lieutenant Rosenmtz ,  one 
of the instructors. The stables are models, quite the best I 
have ever seen anywhere. The stable that I saw held, I should 
say, about one hundred and fifty horses. It was a frame 
building with two rows of separate stalls, one on each side, 
horses facing out. This is a good idea which we should adopt. 
The old swinging bar in our double stalls has injured more 
horses, and lost the Government more money than the partly 
saving of a few hundred dollars in lumber saved by ont having a 
partition. 

The floor was cement and covered with fresh sawdust to a 
depth of two inches. This is kept neatly swept up by the 
stable “police,” leaving a path on each side between the edge 
of the sawdust and the heel posts. Stall floors were of dirt, 
the horses were bedded above their knees in perfectly clean rye 
straw. The bedding was much more abundant and of a better 
q uality than I have ever seen in y troop stables in our service 
This is accomplished by having two men on duty as stable 
police at all times, to remove &ure droppings immediately. 
By this method manure is not trodden into straw, soiling it 
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and causing great wastage. There was no perceptible odor of 
any kind in the stables. During the summer months flies are 
a veritable pest at Sttinnshotm, but I noticed that in these 
stables there were very few flies bothering the horses. Bunches 
of green leaves were hung from the roof the entire length of the 
stables about every ten feet, three bunches in a row across the 
stables. I noticed that large numbers of Aies were “roosting” 
in these leaves and did not seem to want to leave them. In 
addition to this, above every other staH there was suspended 
a strip of sticky fly paper hung from the rafters, and all of these 
I not id  were! black with flies. The horses all had light linen 
sheets ’over them, and seemed very quiet, and not stamping 
and fidgeting as our horses do in our stables in summer. I think 
that we might well copy this plan, as it would be without ex- 
pense excepting a small sum for the sticky fly ribbon, whkh 
would be amply paid for by the increased comfort and result- 
ing amdition of out horses in summer. 

Every horse’s gmomjng kit is hung on the heel post, and 
there were platted straw mats on the floor &d hung above the 
stalls. Every horse’s name, with that of his owner, hung over 
the stall, his breeding (the hone’s) was given if a thoroughbred, 
and a list of prizes if any that he had won. These stables were 
much lighter than ours; big windows four by four feet over every 
stall, those on the south side had blqing on the glass to subdue 
the sunlight. 

Leaving the stables I found that the General had completed 
his inspection and that we were! to drive to Lake Miilar to see 
the Sopimming exercises. On the way to the lake we were 
informed that we should witness the descent, by the class, of a 
steep bank, “quite as the Italians do at  Tor di Quinto” our 
hosts told us. Before arriving at  the lake we stopped at  a 
large semi-circular gravel pit on the right of the road. This pit 
was quite a hundred feet in depth and a hundred yards in diam- 
eter. At the top, in most places, it was very precipitous-in 
many places perpendicular for six or eight feet down-and in 
all places rocks and sand to the bottom, at an angle of 45 degrees. 
As we a*hed on the road the class appeared above, along 
the top of the pit, some on their chargers and s o m p n  remount 
horses. They ranged themselves around the tdp of the pit 
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and at a word from the instructor they all rode calmly over the 
edge and descended, I had better say slid, to the bottom. Not 
a horse nor a man fell; where the sand was loose the horse 
quietly sat down and slid with it, sometimes half buried, but 
without the slightest trace of nervousness-where it was rocky 
they picked their way like cats. I noticed two homes get among 
rolling stones and, instead of going crazy, they sat down on 

their tails and slid until they struck sand. I t  was as pretty a 
maneuver and as prettily executed as I have ever seen. 

Arrived at  the shore of Lake Malar, on a good beach, the 
student officers demonstrated their ability to take care of them- 
selves and their mounts in the water under. all conditions. 
Different methods of teaching horses to swim were shown, an 
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officer in the stern of a rowboat led his horse into the water 
with a cavesson and longe. then two horses thus equipped were 
swum side by side. All the horses were required to swim around 
a buoy about a hundred yards from shore. 

The officers swam their horses without saddles and with 
them; without clothing on and in full uniform; equipped for 
the field in heavy marching order: and part of the class, without 
clothing on, swam the arm of the lake at that point over a 
haIf a mile wide. Every horse I raw entered t t e  nzter freely, 
without fear or hesitation, and really &med to enjoy the ex- 

He cer- 
tainly can ride and ride well. and, while Sweden has not a great 
deal of cavalry, her mounted officers have made the most of 
theiropporhuu ‘ties and I think will rank individually as high 
inhotsemanstn ‘p as any &cers in Europe. I cannot say that I 
admire the appearance of the Swedish seat as taught at Str6ms- 
bahn, but it seems to get the results they desire. Neither- I 
rmderstand how, in bitting their horses as severely as they do 
they can avoid toughening and deadening their mouths, but, one 
and all, they swear by’the tight curb chain. 

Driving back to the school at the conclusion of the swim- 
ming exefiises, we. were shown the Royal Stallion Depot. 
There were, at the time of my visit, about one hundred and 
thirty Stauions at the depot. These stallions are standing all 
over Sweden in the country districts, and are brought into the 
depot during the summer. I saw all classes of stallions for all 
kinds of work,’from the heavy farm horse to the thoroughbred. 
I was struck by the quitenas and gentleness of these animals. 
They stood, side by side, in ordinary stalls with low partitions, 
as quitely as geldings would have done. Some of the thorough- 
bred stallions were in large airy box stalls, and among the latter 
I noticed a son of the famous English horse “Isinglass” and a 
son of “Saint Frusquin.” These stallions are available for use 
by the farmers at the nominal fee of 20 kronors. or $5.50, this 
of course for  the thoroughbreds to approved mares. I was 
struck with the extreme cleanliness with which these stables are 
kept as well as those at the school. 

c. 

- 

+- 
I take off my hat to the Swedish cavalry officer. 
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This inspection concluded the work of the General for the 
day, and that evening the Commandant entertained at a large 
and formal dinner in honor of the Inspect& General and t4e 
visiting Military Attach&. 

On Sunday morning we were in the saddle and on the way 
to the steeplechase course at 7 :30. The General explained that, 
as it was Sunday, and as there were tobe races in the afternoon, 
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OVER A 8WEEDlBB PENCE. 

that this would be a short inspection. When we amved on the 
ground we were met by the class mounted on the “second year’’ 
remounts, that is, the twenty-six horses that had been sent by 
the two cavalry regiments stationed in Stockholm, the “Life 
Horse Guards” and the “Life Dragoons.” The Inspector 
gave them the closest inspection of all and it lasted from 8.W 
o’clock until 10:30. I wish to impress on the reader that these 
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horses were not going back to the regiment to be used for 
officer’s mounts, but to be assigned to troops for the use of the 
private and “non-corns,” and right here I wish to say that I 
have never seen quiter or steadier horses in m,v life, and the 
Inspector required them to do anything that came into his head 
to prove it. 

The first test was the ordinary riding school training, gait, 
walk, slow trot, fast trot and gallop; turnings on forehand and 
haunches, backing, shoulder in, work on two tracks, changing 
leads on straight line, in fact all the regular school work. 

Then followed various tests to show the willingness of the 
individual horse to leave ranks under any circumstances. 
They were required to leave ranks to the front, to the rear and 
by the flanks, and at all gaits, and the Inspector satisfied him- 
self that not only s m e  of them would do it but that each and 
every horse would. Then followed a close order drill in two 
platoons in single rank, most of the movements being simple 
and consisting mainly in followhg in trace at the different gaits. 
The students then had to show the Inspector that their mounts 
were steady under fire and not conditions. The horses were 
bmught together in a bunch and carbines were fired in among ‘ 
them, frbm their backs, and from the ground under their bellies ; 
while at a halt they were charged by a lot of dismounted men 
shouting and firing their rifles. Not a horse moved or showed 
the least sign o f  nervousness during the entire performance. 
They were then ridden at a walk through a line of skirmishers 
lying on the ground firing One or two horses only were 
observed to even toss their heads. They were required to 
charge directly at, and into, a dense tnass of woods, in which 
a line of skirmishers was concealed and firing rapidly., The ex- 
ercise included cutting at heads and at dummies on the ground, 
and finally, when we thought that the Inspector had certainly 
seen all there was to see in these particular horses, we started out 
on the road in column of trooper and we went in this formation 
for nearly two miles. The Inspector would ride along the line 
and when he came to what seemed a particularly nasty obstacle 
bounding the road he would say to the officer nearest him: 
“Take your horse over that and return.” The officer designated 
would leave the column by the. flank, jump whatever obstacle 
he found in front of him and regain the column by jumping 
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back into the road again. Stone walls, banks, post and rail 
and gates bordered the highway, and the only class of obstacles 
that was not jumped was wire. 

Amving in the vicinity of the school stables, the student 
officers, not having jumped enough in the mind of the Inspector, 
had to take their horses t w i c e  around the course of the “Stock- 
holm” jumps. During the whole performance I only saw one 
horse refuse and he jumped the obstacle at the second attempt. 

A DITFICCLT STC.W. JunP OVER F S N C E  LVD DIlvli A N D  OW 70 STSPP BAN.. 

When at 10:30 the Inspector announced that he was satis- 
fied, I fo r  one certainly agreed with him, and I told him that I 
wished that I had twenty-six such horses in my own troop. To 
which he replied: “You can easily do soif you take them young, 
at four years, and then take the trouble.” 

The steeplechases which were the final event of the school 
year were schedulw to start at 2 .oO P. M., and in the meantime 
we returned to Major Linder’s to a delicious buffet luncheon. 
A number of Swedish cavalry officers, former graduates of the 
school, had arrived from Stockholm to spend the day and witness 
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the races. and prominent &le from all mer the provinces 
had arrived in m o m  and carriages, for these races are one of 
the events of the summer, and so we were a very gay party. 

It was a perfect day and the smart toilettes of the ladies 
with bright uniforms of the Merent regiments made a very 
pxetty picture as we dismounted from the school “drag” at the 

The Str6mshotm steeplechase course is a decidedly stiff one 
fman the riders point of view. The jumps are big and the course 
is quite.a difficult one to follow, I should say, for a rider who 
did not h o w  it thoroughly, for it winds about among the clumps 
of trees in quite an intricate manner. Fgr th is  same reason it 
ismarred for the spectam, forme has to nm from point to point 
to get a View of the race, except just at e ;‘stretch” and the 

There was a large attendance, the fsnhers and people from 
the nearby towns coming in large numbers. I estimated that 
there were at least three thousand people Aresent. 

The races themselves were excellemt. There were six 
races, aU steeplech*&s, with from four ta ten entries in each 
race. They v h e d  in length from 2,500 to 3.500 meters. 
There is no public betting allowed in Sweden so the student 
05- had a smaII book arranged among themServes. 

After the l&t race Madame Linder, the charming wife of 
the Cvnunandant, distributed to the young officers the cups 
that they had in the various events also the prizes fo r  ex- 
Cellence inlh 6 ‘p that had been won during the year. 
We then &wed to the castle for the biQ evsnt of the year, 
looked forward to by every student officer and instructor, the 
graduation dinner. Unlike our graduatiob “affairs” this was 
not a “stag” dinner and some hundred officers and ladies sat down 
to it. I may also state that it was a “grape juice” dinner, 
but m this case the juice was fermented and I saw a good deal 
of it labelled “M-t & Chandon.” Unfortunatley an uncom- 
promising railway schedule forced Colonel’Straub and myself 
to leave before this very delightful af€air was over, and we re- 
lunctantly bade adieu to our hosts and departed, carrying with 
us recollections of charming hospitality and an interestingex- 
perknee that I trust will be long in passing from our memories. 

paddock. 

finish. ? 

THE CAVALRY COLUMN FROM HARPER’S FERRY IN 
THE ANTIETAM CAMPAIGN. 

-- 
BY CARAM I. W. BEYSINGER, M. A.. M. D., M. 0. L. L. U. 8. -- 

There are several rer$ons for endeavoring to present in 
detail the operations of the Union Cavalry in their expedition, 
and all-night ride. from Harper’s Ferry to Greencastle, in Penn- 
sylvania, on the night of September 14-15, 1862, which for- 
mer place was surrendered on the morning of Sepfember 
15th. 

In the first place, those who have written of these operations 
were ignorant of the topography and the highways of this 
region, which they passed during a night of intense darkness. up to 
three o’clock in the morning, and over unknown roads, and 
where there were no roads, to an unknown destination; so that, 
however desirous these miters may have been, itbvas impossible 
for them to have described the route. In the second place, 
no offici+ reports of this expedition were ever made, because 

ition was composed of a number of disconnected 
cavalry the ex? ganizations, forced by outside pressure into Harper’s . 
Ferry from all points of the compass; never brought into a single 
body at Harper‘s Ferry; ‘and which were brought together into 
one compact column for this-night alone, and were immediately 
afterwards separated into other organizations after reaching = 

I Pennsylvania, which was substantially coincident with the 
operations immediately p w i n g ,  during and subsequent 
to the battle of Antietam; while the commanding officer at 
Harper’s Ferry was killed the next morning, September 15th. 
at Harper’s Ferry, and a subordinate officer, not concerned with 
this expedition, took his place, and, with him, all the Harper’s 
Ferry garrison were surrendered prisoners of war. paroled, 
and sent adrift, also, to all points of the compass. 

p e  proceedings of the Harper’s Ferry Military commis- 
sion, narrated in the War Records, Vol. XIX, P&rt 1, were not 
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fo r  the purpose of establishing the route or operations of the 
cavalry expedition, 6t to determine. if possible, the respon- 
sibility for the sumder of Harper’s Ferry, and only so far as 
the departure of the cavalry from that gamson the night before 
the surrender was concerned. did the cavalry properly figure. 

Brigadier Gened Julius White, who succeeded to the 
command, when Colonel Miles was mortally wounded on the 
morning of September 15th. in his report dated September 
22d, says: 

“In the evening,(of September 14th) the entire cayalq- 
force consisting of the.Twelfth Illinois, the Eighth New York, 
the Seventh Squadron Rhode Island Cavalry, and two com- 
panies of the First Maryland. were ordered to cross the Poto- 
mac, upon the pontoon bridge, taking the road in the direction 
of Sharpsburg, to cut their way out if possible, there being no 
forage, and they being useless in the defense of the place. 
Under an experienced guide, they succeeded in so doing, and 
captured a pbttion of General Longstreet’s ammunition train 
and some prisoners on the way.” 

. The above is the only official report which I have been able 
to discover, and that not by one connected with the expedition, 
so that I think that it will be agreed that the “Escape from 
Harper’s Ferry” is a misnomer. I a m  sure that no one in the 

ing its continuance, or after its results. As one of the officers, 
while directing the men, before startkg the column, described 
it, it was to be “McClellan or Hell.” He also gave notice (as 
it was a matter of volunteering) that anyone doubtful of the 
event was at liberty to quitely drop out, and nothing would 
be said. A few did so, but none that I personally knew. 

It is true that I was only a corporal at the time in a Xew 
England student company, but I afterwards served through 
successive grades up to that of captain, until November, 1865. 
I was born near by; my relatives lived all round our route, 
and I was familiar from boyhood with every road, path, plain 
and mountain, as anyone could be who had grown up, hunted, 
fished, visited, went swimming, and did all the things that boys 
do when left to their own devices, so to speak, among scenes as 
vivid today and as welt remembered, and as much beloved, as 
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they were on that night. I suppose that no one in that cavalry 
column, but the writer, knew every mile we traversed, and all 
the mills, creeks, villages, and even farms, woods, fields and 
dwellings, for many miles around, by night or day, for in both 
I was equally at home. 

In the third place no one knew the route we were to follow, 
and if anyone had known it beforehand, i t  would have, with its 
constant changes, turned out to be an altogether different way; 
and the same is true of our destination. 

YIP QI W D8TEa6g AXD APPEOAQM OF W P %  

Reproduad from “Battles and Lesderd of the Civil War.” 

In the fourth place, while, on September 12th, when 
Harper’s Ferry, (at the bottom of a topographical soup-tureen), 
was sealed up on every side by a hundred Confererate regiments, 
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with all their artillery, under such splendid generals as McLaws, 
Anderson, Walker, Stonewall Jackson, Ewell and A. P. Hill, that 
post was thh, when toolate by days, placed under the command 
of General McClellan, when it was impossible for that officer 
to learn anything about us, or for us to leam anything about him. 
All we knew was that during Sunday, the 14th. we heard the roar 
of the guns from the battle of South Mountain,* and from 
Pleasant Valley and Crampton’s Gap, and that of the Con- 
federate artillery as well, during the whole afternoon, firing 
upon Harper’s Ferry from Maryland Heightsacross the Potomac 
on the north and northwest, from Loudon Heights across the 
Shenandoah, on the east and southeast, and from-Bolivar 
Heights h the souW and southwest, across the angle from one 
river to the other. W of their batteries were hundreds of feet 
higher than our own ground, and within short and easy range ; 
and that to leave Harper’s Ferry at all, in any direction, was 
merely to ‘choose which particular sort of enemy we would 
have to force,our way through. 

McClellan knew nothing o( our expedition, and we nothing 
of where he might be, for we knew nothing of the events of the 
South Mountain or Crampton’s Gap battles, nor of who was 
attacking, or who was attacked, or who was succeeding or who 

In the fifth place. through a series of most remarkable 
Coincidences. totally unexpected and the significance of which 
no one at the time could have perceived, and by a similar series 
of Conincidences on the part of the Confederates, all the way 
from the pontoon at Harper’s Ferry for fifty miles clear up to 
the Pennsylvank lbe,  the expedition resulted in the most 
profound ef€ects on the battle of Antietam, and probably on 
the subsequent course of the war. The capture of two-thirds 
of all of Lungstreet’s ammunition largely paralyzed his work 
on the left of Lee’s army during the battle, and probably pre- 
vented the attempted flank movement around the right of our 
own army, during the afternoon of the 17th. as I shall describe 
later on, on competent authorities. 

The result in other words, was akin to that of the destruc- 
tion in the fall of the same year, of General Grant’s main supply 

*At Turner’e Gap. 

’ 
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station, at Holly Springs, in Mississippi, while Grant with a 
great army was pushing down by land, to Jackson Mississippi, 
to take Vicksburg from the rear. in De’cember, 1862, similar in 
results to the Confederates, as ours was to the Federals. 

The Confederate General, Earl Van Dom, in conjunction 
with the operations of General Forrest, had passed by Grant’s 

’ 

flank far down south of Oxford, Mississippi, and struck Holly 
Springs in Grant’s rear, December 20, 1862, at daylight, with 
the following results, from Confederate reports, and authenti- 
cated by Grant’s own. 

“I surprised the enemy at this piace at daylight this mom- 
ing ; burned up all the quartermaster’s stores * * * burned 
up many trains; took a great many arms, and about 1,500 
prisoners. I presume the value of the stores would amount to 
St .500.000.” 

I myself was at Holly Springs a year later, and certainly 
it was then a scene of desolation, with evidence of vast destruc- 
tion all around. For this, the Union commander at Holly 
Springs was dismissed from the service. 

General McPherson writes, December 20, 1862: “I am 
apprehensive that the cavalry dash into Holly Springshasbeen 
a pretty serious affair for us. An order will be sent to your 
command (from Grant), putting your troops on three-quarters 
rations; I shall do the same foLthe whole of my command.” 

General Grant reported to Washington, December 25, 
1862: that the loss at Holly Springs “will probably amount to 
s-un>.OOO, and 1,500 prisoners.” He fell back to the line of 
the Tallahatchie River, “with the road strongly guarded to the 
rear, waiting for communication to be opened. tolcnow what 
move next to make. I t  is perfectly impracticable to go further 
south by’this route, depending on the road for supplies, and the 
country does not afford them.” 

December 21st. General McPherson ordered his whole 
command back to Oxford, Mississippi. 

General Grant writes, December 23d: “Raids made upon 
my rear by F-kest northward from Jackson, and by Van Dorn 
northward from the Tallahatchie, have cut me off from supplies, 
so that further advance by this route is perfectly impracti- 
able.” In fact, the whole campaign was abandoned and lost. 
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General Halleck. December 27th. sends a dispatch to Gen- 
eral Hurlbut: “Memphis must be held at all hazards.” 

Of course these events and results M e r  from those of the 
cavalry expedition from Harper’s Ferry, in that the operations 
of Forrest and Van Dorn were systematically undertaken and 
carried out, but they show what enonnous effects can be pro- 
duced upon an army apparently out of reach, and its whole 
campaign destmyyl by cavalry forces totally inadequate to 
produce such results by any direct at&&. These were “riding- 
around” indeed, while Stuart’s, in the east, were simply “show- 
pieces,” and did no damage excepting to his own horses, and his 
army’s communications. But then General Stuart %-as not 
GeneralForrest. 

An operation bearing considerable resemblance to the 
cavalry e w t i o n  from Harper’s Ferry, in the total ignorance 
of both the cdntending d e s ,  but on a more extended scale, 
and with results which led directly to the capture of the British 
army at Yorktown, and the triumphant end of the war of the 
Revolution, may be found in the campaign of King’s Mountain, 
in 1780, whichis told vividly and delightfully in President 
Roosevelt’s ‘‘Episodes from the Winning of the West,” so as 
to have become a classic. 

The strarige apparition of these mounted mountaineers, 
emerging fro the valleys and through the passes of the Alle- 

suspeding Britons, utterly unknown to thetn. as well as to 
Washington or to any other commanders on either side, cnrsh- 
ing, destroyhg or capturing the enemy, and then, with the 
same suddenness, pouring back beyond the mountains again to 
fight the Indians. This left only bewilderment behind, and 
opened the gates of Virginia to success; saving Georgia, the 
carolinas and Virginia to the Continentals, and finally showing 
its momentous results in the freeing of our country from British 
invasion. This has a strong analogy with the operationsof 
the cavalry upon Longstreet’s trains, and their reporting to 
McClellan. In both cases, apparently, coming up from the 
earth or down from the skies, and then disappearing again as 
an organization. It certainly affords an interesting parallel 
as illustrating one telling phase of the accidents of war. 

- .  

ghenies and ’It lue Ridge, and pouring down to attack the un- 
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In the sixth place, then, this narrative of mine, With its 
details, seems to me to be justified, because it is based on both 
Union and Confederate documents and reports. Atso because 
it is written by one born and raised on the borders of Pennsyl- 
vania nearby, whose brothers, uqxles and other relatives were 
residentsof Boonsbomugh, Clearsprings,W ’ , and other 
places in &e same area, and who was well all the 
roads, mountains, creeks, rivers, and topography from his 
childhood up, and who was a roamer during his vacations, 
(and often at  other times), over all this region, up to the time 
when the events herein described had occured; and often since. 
So that a U  this makes it desirable that one so familiar by 
night and day, with these scenes, in which he was an actor, 
should correlate the various data into a comprehensible and 
authentic narrative of this strange, unforseen, andunexpected, as 
well as important, minor act of the War of the Rebellion. 

Regarding the available evidence as to the number of 
troops which constituted this cavalry expedition, the official 
data, (War Records, Vol. XIX, Part I ) ,  are as follows: 

General Wood’s report, September 27, 1862, says (p. 519) : 
“1,500 cavalry were ordered to leave before the surrender.” 

Aide-de-camp Binney’s report, September 18, 1862 (p. 
537) : “Rhode Island and Maryland cavalry, 400.” 

From the testimony taken before the Military Commission 
(same volume, p. 583) : “There were nearly 2.500 cavalry (at 

The official return of casualties at Harper’s Ferry (before 
the departure of the expedition), page 549, gives the cavalry 
losses as 274. 

“We had 
about 11,500 men, exclusive of cavalry, we had nearly 15,OOO 
men including cavalry ” The dispatch of Colonel Voss, the 
Commander of the Expedition, to General HaUeck, from Green- 
castle, Pennsylvania, September 15, 1862 (p. 758), says: “I 
left last evening at 8 N l  o’clock, with the cavalry, about 1,500 
strong.” 

The chief or’ Ordnance reports requisition for 600 Sharp’s 
carbines with accoutrements, September 3d, for the 8th New 
York cavalry (p. 760). 

’ Harper’s Ferry).” Lieutenant Binney, aide-de-camp. 

Aide-de-camp Binney, (p. 591), says again: 

? 

- 0  
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Pa& 778, Colonel Ford is Cited, saying that he had about 
275 c a d r y  on Maryland Heights. up to September 12th. 

Gederal Wool’s testimony before the Military Commission. 
says: ggColonel Miles had 13,000 there at  first, but 

he (P- sent m)l way 1,500 cavalry.’’ 
Regarding the topography and defensiveness of Harper’s 

Ferry, General Julius White testified before the Military Com- 
mission (p. 717), as follows: 

of a strong one. The popular idea that it is a strong one is a 
faUacy. The three commanding positions about it, Maryland 
Heights, Loudon Heights, and Bolivar Heights, either of them 
being above it, either of them being possessed by the enemy. 
Harper’s Ferry is commanded by them, and each command on 
these positions necessary for the defense of H a p ’  Ferry 
is necesanl * y detached from the others, not within supporting 
distance by the others, on account of the great natural barriers 
offered by the Potomac ’and Shenandoah; and during an en- 
gagement it is not practicable to support one position by the 
forces at another.” 

General McClellan telegraphed to Halleck, at Washington, 
September 10th (Ilth), “Colonel Miles is at  or near Harper’s 
Ferry, as I understand. with 9,000 troops. He can do nothing 
where he is, but could be of great service if ordered to join me 
by the most practicable route.” 

“It has been sup- 
posed that the advance upon Fredericktowi would lead to the 
evacuation of Martinsburg and Harper’s Ferry, thus opening 
the line of communication through the valley. This not having 
accured, it became necessary to dislodge the enemy from these 
positions before concentratiny the a m y  west of the mountains.” 

General John E. Wool, in whose command Harper’s F e w  
then was, telegraphs Colonel Miles, September 5th : “You mill 
not abandon Harper’s Ferry without defending it to the last 
extremity.” 

And on September 11, 1862, General Wool telegraphs 
Govexnor Pierpont, at Wheeling: “I would not d e r  the 
present uncertain state of affairs, feel justified in removing 
from Harper’s Ferry or Martinsburg any of the forces stationed 
there.” 

“I regard Harper’s Ferry as a very weak position instead, 

I 
I 

In General R. E. Lee’s report, he says: 

1 
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September 12th; (as elsewhere stated), but too late, 
Harper’s Ferry and its garrison were pt under the control of 
General McClellan, “when he could reach it.” Before that he 
had been, and was still, utterly powerless either to utilize or 
save it. 

In the testimony before the Military Commission, among 
many inferences and erroneous statements, made on insufficient 
data, there are a few which bear on the subjects of this narrative. 

For example, Lieutenant Bacon, of the infantry, states, 
from hearsay, of the cavalry, that they “took across roads, and 
cornfields and things of that kind.” This is corrobotative of 
what I shall have to say of our route, after leaving the Hagers- 
town-Sharpsburg tu pike, a mile south of Jones’s Cross- 

Lieutenant Colonel Hasbrouck Davis, of the 12th Illinois 
Cavalry, who commanded that regiment during the expedition, 
Colonel Voss being in general command, makes an interesting 
but too brief statement, principally with reference to the sug- 
gested passage of the infantry and artillery, which, of course, 
the imperative orders to Colonel Miles had forbidden. 

He says: “We marched very swiftly, much of the time at 
a gallop; especially when we passed the pickets we went at a 
gallop; at other times at a trot. Until we reached Sharps- 
burg we marched at anexhausting rate; at a too exhausting rate 
I thought. We passed the rear pickets of the enemy’s force this 
side (east side) of the Antietam works.” These were the 
iron-works at the mouth of the Antietam. 

Again, “We passed over the pontoon bridge and turned 
to the left in column of twos; we passed up between the canal 
and the bluff, and then turned to the right in the woods, and 
passed up several steepeminences. * * * At the rate we 
marched that night, it  would have been utterly impossible for 
the artillery and infantry to have accompanied us, even if the 
road had been good.” 

Captain Powell, an engineer officer, says: “I know 
the enemy were very much surprised when they got in there 
and found so very few horses to take.” 

*Not &own on map. Jones’s Cwm-mada ia at the intemection of the 
Sharpabuqphgemtown road bith the one h m  Boonsborough to Williapro- 
Port. 

roads.* 7 

~- 
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-of the mendmy company, then a prisoner, narrated to 

was standing, acted when he rode down to the headquarters 
of the d d e r e d  garriaan. In his short way he said, "Where 
are your horses? Where is your cavalry?" 

"They are gone," was the reply. 
"Gone!" he , '!Gone where?" 
"They left last night, across the pontoon." 
He sat on his horse in deep silence for  a whole minute, and 

then said, "I would rather have had those horses and that 
cavalry, than everything else there is in the place." 

, me, after h$ parole, how Stonewall Jackson. near whom he 

I 

rar OLD WTB~UI CUL'PCII. atumnuRti. 

Reproduced lrom "Battles and h d e m  of the ClvU War 

Between the eastern end of Sharpsburg, and what is now 
the National Cemekry, sere stood, in 1862, an old abandoned 
Lutheraa Church, 011 a hhl through which the street was cut 
to grade. It is  beautifully shown on the colored map of the 
BattMeld of Antietam, prepand by Lieutenant William H. 
Willcox, topographical officer and acting aide-de-camp on Gen- 
eral Doubleday's staff, from actual surveys made shortly after 

. 
I 
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the battle, and which is the best map of the topography and 
positions. and of the surrounding region, with wNch Iaihac- 
quainted. At  the eastem edge of Sharpsburg this old church is 
clearly shown, as well as the Sharpsburg-Hagerstown turn- 
pike. There is also an illustration of this abandoned church 
on page 605, Vol. 11, of "Battles and Leaders," (Century Co., 

'New York). 
Here was posted on the night of September 14th the ad- 

vance of Lee's army, retreating from the battlefield of South 
Mountain, and here, as General Lee reports, we encountered 
this strong advanced p t ,  on OUT way from Harper's Ferry. 
This encounter was, in fact, the opening of the battle of An- 
tietam, for during the remainder of the same night the opera- 
tions of the cavalry were directly and continuously contributory 
to that great victory. 

A t  midnight we enmntered Lee's advance. as stated, 
at 3 90 o'clock we were near Jones's Cross-roads, in advance of 
Pendleton's artillery. which shortly afterwards crossed the 
turnpike, on its way from Boomborough to Willimport. 
Pendleton sent messengers back to Sharpsburg, which camed 
off, in the vain pursuit of the cavalry, one half of the Confeder- 
ate troops placed on the 17th to defend the Burnside bridge 
and the fords of the Antietam, arid thus opened wide to Burn- 
side the backdoors to the whole rear of Lee's army. At 5W 
o'clock Monday morning, September 15th. we encountered, 
attacked, and captured Longstreet's entire ammunition train, 
eighty-six heavily loaded wagons and hundreds of prisoners ' 
This was two-thirds of Longstreet's whole supply, and its loss 
halted the attempted turning movement around McCl 
right on the afternoon of the battle. Next day the cav % 
was ordered from Greencastle, Pennsylvania, back to the battle- 
field, where it held the ground near Jones's Ctoss-roads during the 
battle, "The extreme right of McCIellans' army," and where the 
attempted turning movement would have first struck our 
lines. 

I have often thought that on this battlefield, the greatest 
of the war, and to which victory the operations of this cavalry 
so accidentally, and yet so powerfully contributed. there should 
be a memorial, among the other splendid memorials there, of 

. .  
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this "Cavalry, column from Harper's Ferry," as there is of / 

A. P. Hill's Confederate command, also from Harper's Ferry, 
and that this memorial should stand near where the old Luth- 
eran church, on the eastem edge of Sharpsburg, stood, and where 
the Union troops, on that eventful midnight, first struck the 
advance of Lee's army, at the eastern entrance to Sharpsburg, 
and, as I have said, actually opened the greatest and most 
bloody battle of the war, Antietam. 

Suppose that Stuart, in 
the Gettysburg campaign, the following year, instead of wander- 
ing off to Hanover and Carlisle, had boldly cut north between 
three corps of Meade's concentrating army, at night, and passed. 
on directly through one of these divisions bodily; had pushed 
on by Em ettsburg, and encountered with rifle fire Reynhd's 

burg; had then turned south through the fields, passing through 
the bivouacs of many of Meade's wearied and hungry strag- 
glers; had crossed the artillery reserve route of Meade's army, 
barely rris5ing in the darkness four of his regiments marching 
directly don n upon the cavalry ; then by another right-angled 

. deflection (male in ignorance Df this brigade), crossing the line 
of march of Reynolds' whole ammunition train, and halting, 
attacking. and capturing it. with nearly one hundred heavily 
load-d wagons. six mules each, and six hundred*prisoners, add 
carrying off the same in a wild helter-skelter run. and deliver- 
ing the \\hole to Lee at Cashtown; and then retaming under 
Lee's orders, the next day, to guard the fords of Rock.Creek 
againrt a flank attack of Meade's right, during the b ttle of 

share in the battle of Gettysbue, and have received duerecogni- 
tion ? 

So I come, at last, to the narrativ? of this night of Scptcm- 
ber 14th and 15th. of the year of 1862. 

The principal firing which I heard until we attacked Long- 
street's wagon-train, and its brigade guard, was thtm, at thc, 
old Lutheran church, at the eastern entrance to Sharpsburg 
by the turnpike. from Boonsbonxgh. 

At this time, midnight, General Lee was asleep at Keedys- * 

ville, on this same turnpike, two and one-half miles distant 

I 

Let us imagine a parallel case. 

i 

advance pi 1 ket force on Seminary Hill, at the edge of Gettys- 

July 2d; would not these cavalry have justly claimed 5 a full 

I I 
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from !3mrpsburg, and & trains were retreating from South 
Mountain, and were slowly pushing on to his positions, already 
setected for the corning field of battle. 

. That he should have marched out with his front unguarded, 
and with his flanks ‘‘in ths air,” without a single post in his 
advance, with Harper’s Ferry besieged in his left front, and 
Couch, Franklin and even McClellan on his flank, by thc 
Rohrersville road, is simply incredible. In fact, we are qt no 
loss to know what measures Lee took to avoid these dangers. 
In his report to the Confederate President, September 16, 1862, 
(War Records, Vol. XIX, Part 1, p. 140) he says: “Accord- 
ingly the troops were withdrawn, preceded by the trains and 
about daybreak took position in front of this place,” which 
was Sharpsburg, from which the report was dated. This 
indicates that the trains had passed Sharpsburg before daylight, 
the troops having taken position in their rear, and in front of that 
place, and so, facing McClellan’s pursuing army. It is certain 
that none of k ’ s  trains had entered, or passed through, 
Sharpsburg when we encountered his advanregi post, which was 
in advance of the trains, facing towards Sharpsburg, the only 
direction from which they could protect them, for the troops 
behind the trains fully protected them in their rear. In Lee’s 
report to president Davis, of September 21st (p. 142, same vol- 
ume), hq says that on the night of the 14th he determined “to 
withdraw from the gap ixi front of Boomborough to Sharps- 
burg.” In his re port of same date he says, “Unfortunately, 
that night, (14th), the enemy’s cavalry at Harper’s F e q  
evaded our forces. crossed the Potomac into Maryland, possed 
up thrmgh Sharpsburg. where they encountered our pickets and 
intercepted on their line of retreat to Pennsylvania General 
Longstreet’s1 train on the Hagerstown road.” General Lee, 
writing only a day or twoaftexwards must have known where 
his pickets were, and this same night he slept at Keedysville, 
between Boonsbomugh and Sharpsburg, with his trains passing 

As shown on 
d clearly so on the Willco~-Doubleday map 

and followed by his tmops. 

Boonsborough turnpike, which is direct, 
there is no road from Kqysville to Sharps- 

I 
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and passes the old Lutheran church at the eastern entrance 
to that town. 

In order to have reached the northern entrance into Sharps- 
burg from the Hagerstown pike, it would have been necessary 
to have marched from Keedysville one mile northwest (directly 
away from Sharpsburg), one mile southwest (parallel with 
the Boonsborough pike, six miles distant), and four and one- 
half miles directly south of Sharpsburg; all excepting the last 
over country roads, making this round-about distance six and 
one half miles, while from Keedysville to Sharpsburg, over the 
splendid Boonsborough turnpike the distance was only two and 
one-half or two and three-fourths miles, and nearly along an 
air line diagonal. 

Hence the Confederate picket must have been in advance 
of the trains on the Boonsborough turnpike, and stationed at 
the old Lutheran church, where we encbuntered them. 

Colonel Voss, commanding the cavalry column, in his 
unofficial report, in Sergeant Pettengill’s b k  referred to later 
on, says: “Suddenly a sheet of flame illumined the darkness 
for an instant, followed by the report of at least a hundred 
rifles sending their laden messengers about our ears. 

I f““ in the rear guard, in the main street of the town, 
and certiunly, by the sound to me, Colonel Voss’s statement 
was not exaggerated. General Lee says that we “encountered” 
their pickets in our passage through Sharpsburg. 

’ Our orders were to for& our way through the Confederate 
forces, and join McClellan. who was in that very direction. but 
with Lee’s army interposed. In marching up the Potomac 
we would have been matching directly away from McClellan 
and into Lee. Hence we k n  into Lee’s pi@ets at the very 
spot where his retreat put his army directly betwen us and 
McClellan. but of which neither we nor the Confederates nor 
McClellan had the least idea. Such contingencies as these, to 
which s e d  others wil l  be added later on, are what make this 
expedition a game of cross purposes and coincidences stranger, 
from beginning to end, than anything I know of during the 
whole War of the Rebellion. Of course, accidental meetings 
and passings occured, but here was a force which, to all human 
calculation, did not exist at all and it was dropped down sud- 

2 
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y as from the sky into the midst of a couple of hundred F ousapds of soldiers composing the two armies, and it was not 
a mete soout; it was a farce of nearly 2.000 experienced soldiers, 
strong eaough to take care dr itself and play smash with what- 
everofallpossibkunknown factors it might possibly encounter 
in the darkness. And then it went out, it was not to return 
to Harper's Ferry, but to stay out, and join McClellan. 

In fact there was not a place in the State of Maryland 
whem, up to the night cd September 14th.a picket post in any 
force would have been more useless to Lee, than on any portion 
of the Hagerstown dnd Sharpsburg turnpike, thirteen miles 
from -burg up to Hagerstown. 

A ,vedette or two to guide approaching troops might have 
been well enough. bad not the roads been so large and well 
known, but certainly not a post at the entrance of the Hagers- 
town pike into Sharpsburg. as has been said, or at the crossing 
of thispike byotherroadsleading from Boonsborough to Keedys- 
d e .  From Boonsborough to Hagersota-n the distance by the 
pike is thirteen miles. Longstreet, who had been marching all 
day, was rushed back from Hagerstoan to Bccnsbmcugh by 
that road, with two divisions. leaving Toombs at Hagerstown 
to guard the supplies and trains, and march down the other 
pike to Sharpsburg. Stonewall Jackson, Euell and A. P. Hill 
had all marched across this pike, crossing it at Jones's Cross- 
roads, by the diagonal pike from Boonsborough to Williams- 
port, only four days before, and had left guards at Williams- 
port and down the Potomac; then driving all the Union troops 
on the Virginia side down to Harper's Ferry, while these Con- 
fedrate troops, with Walker on Loudon Heights south, and 
McLaws and Andersons on Maryland Heights and along the 
north bank of the Potonlac, had shut up Harper's Ferry and its 
whole force hermetically. General William Pendleton, Chief of 
Artillery. was at this very time following the track of Jackson 
fnrm Boomborough to Williamsport, and crossing just behind 
us, as I shall &ow. There was not a Union soldier f o r  a dozdn 
miles southwest, north, northwest OT northeast of Sharpsburg, 
or anywhere up the Hagerstown turnpike, and the fact was 
fully established, and known to Lee and the otheks. 

c 
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But that a strong picket post should have been placed at 
the eastern entrance of the Boonsborough Pike into Sharps- 
burg, was q 'te a Merent matter. There was a cross-road 

mountains to his northmdst, and from McClellan's army, near 
Middletown, which had access thereto in a roundabout way. 
Lee himself was asleep near Keedysville, about two and a half 
or two and three-quarters miles from Sharpsburg on the Boons- 
borough Pike. Lee's trains were moving towards Sharpsburg, 
and through it from B o o n s h g h ,  ahead of his troops which , 
suing army. Sharpsburg had already been chosen as the 
ground where Lee was to halt and accept battle, for Lee, during 
the John Brown days, was in command over this very ground. 
This picket post was, hence, the local point of Lee's whole 
concentration, from Hagerstown, Boonsborough, and, later, 
from hlaryland Heights and Harper's Feny along the southem 
margin of thc Potomac. 

This picket post therefore pointed southwest. for the 
Confederate army was, moving southwest, while the Union 
cavalry were approaching from the southeast. and headed 
north, so as to join hIcClellan. who was to be looked for near or 
east of Boonsborough. There he would have been found, had 
not D. H. Hill halted in the passes, and blocked the way until 
the battle of South Mountain had been fought, on the 14th, 
while Jackson had passed on by Boonsborough and Williams- 
port, and Longstreet and Hood up to Hagerstown, on the way 
to Pennsylvania, from which all were finally turned back to 
Sharpsburg, after McClellan, a few hours later, had reached 
Boonsborough, but from which, at the time, by Lee's retreating 
but interposed army, the cavalry from Harper's Ferry was 
totally cut off. Hence the encounter with Lee's advance picket 
on the Boonsborough pike, to which Lee refers in his report, 
and hence, too, the route of the cavalry was suddenly deflected 
from the east to the north, so as to pass around Lee's right 
flank and thence reach .bIcClellan. as directed in the orders 
under which the cavalry was moving. I do not speak of this 
encounter as a sanguinary &air; it was a strategical coina- 
dence. but one of high importance. 

from below R 7 hrersville,,(where Franklin then was), across the 

a-9" thus interposed between the trains and McClellan's pur- i 

! 
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By what road now did this cavalry leave Shaprsburg? 
Was it by the country road divergkig from the Hagerstown 

burg, to New Industry and MercWmille, where the road 
touches the Patmmc (some miles above)? Or was it by the 
Hagwstown turnpike, which was due north from the eastern 
end of Sharpsburg, and is immediately contiguous to where 
the picket post was encountered. and at right angles thereto and 
which is a broad and a capital highway. straight up to Hagers- 
town, where no one dreamed that Lee‘s troops were. in  fact, 
the Hagerstown pike was the only possible road by which the 
cavalry could reach McClellan, ad ordered, and everybody in 
the coliunn knew that. 

But, irrespective of -this evidence, it would have been highly 
improbable that the cavalry would have left Sharpsburg by a 
road which would have brought them immediately alongside 
the Potomac, along the southern bank of which, only the pre- 
ceding day, as we fully knew at Harper’s Ferry, Jackson’s force 
bad been passing; which Bad forded the river below Williams-: 
port, and doubtless left troops there, as was actually the I 

case. Jackson could easily have thrown a force across and 
driven the cavalry back upon Lee’s army had it mme into sight, 
and his troops could not have failed to understand from whence 

I do not say that this could have occured. but there was 
nothing to show us that it would not OCN, f x  while we were 
so little informed about Lee, we were fully informed about 
Jackson. ?his was because some of our cavalry had scmted up 
the north side of the Potornac from Harper’s Ferry hile Jack- 
son was marching down,the south side, and this smut w nearly 
up to the mouthof the Antietam creek. This was on 2 e evening 
of the 12th. and we had heard the guns, and saw the troops from 
every side+ during the day we left (Sunday), firing upon Harper’s 

’ Ferny. Besides, as I have already said, following up the Po- 
tomac d d  have been the surest way possible of evading 
McClelh, (as St- evaded Lee in the Gettysburg campaign), 
while! our wexe imperative, as follows: “Arrived a t  
Sharp6burg, they will seek to join G e m 1  McClellan and report 
to him for duty.” Of course this dected the offia?rs, and not 

pike. Which passed e h w e s t f i o m  the WeSteRl a d  of Sharps- 

this cavalry was coming. 
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the rank and file, but these officers were th& who, with their 
guide, were leading us and the men were told i t  also; and we 
were all for McClellan, as an alternative. 

The orders to the commanding officer were, also, “to cross 
the Potomac on the pontoon, take the road to Sharpsburg, and 
cut his way through the enemy’s lines.” 

Of course there was a good reason why we did not continue 
on to Hagerstown, for it had been occupied that day in over- 
whelming force, and was still occupied by infantry and artil- 
lery ; but we knew nothing at all of this while we were in Sharps- 
burg, and could not possibly have learned it until we approached 
Jones’s Cross-roads, eight miles on the way to Hagerstown it- 
self, which so occured.1 But there was no reason at  all, when 
we left Sharpsburg for taking a road which led away from 
McClellan, and directly toward the Potomac and A. P. Hill . 
and Stonewall Jackson. about both of whom we were quite 
well informed at  the time and before we started. The picket 
we encountered at the eastem end of Sharpsburg obviously 
came from Lee’s army, and the last we knew of his army was 
when it started west frdm Frederick toward Boonsbomgh, 
and we had sense enough to know that there were plenty of 
rebels over there. Also, we had ocular demonstrations that 
there were plenty up along the Potomac, on the Virginia side 
at least, and which had crossed from the direction of Frederick 
and Boonsborough, but we had nothing at all to show us that 
there were any rebels north of us. Furthermore, no one in 
Sharpsburg knew half as much about the locations of the rebels 
as we ourselves did. So that ordinary horse-sense, not to 
speak of orders or roads, would have sent us straight up between 
these tgo opposing factors. towards Pennsylvania. That 
was the only living chance in sight, the only rent in the clouds. 
W e  couldn’t go back; we couldn’t go east; we couldn’t go 
west or south, and we couldn’t stay where .we were at Sharps- 
burg. Anyone could understand that behind that picket post 
was something worth picketing, and that it was heading our 
way. And so came about another of those strange coincidences 
which we continued to encounter, from the moment we crossed 
pontoon at Harper’s Ferry, after dark on Sunday, until we 

. 
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< entered Pennsylvania in h d  daylight the next day. reaching 
Gream&k at 9m A. Y. 

. The first of theae coincidences was the fact that, while 
McLaws' division occupied Pleasant Valley. east of Maryland 
Heights, and confronting Franklin who drove him down nearly 
to the Potomac on Sunday, and with Anderson's division 
occupying Solomon's Gap and the western slope of Maryland 
Heights with two brigades along the slopes and woods on the 
western side of Maryland Heights, alongside and thrpugh which 
the Sharpsburg mountain road from Harper's Ferry passes, 
a threatened advance by Gouch and Franklin's movements 
down Pleasant Valley on the evening of Sunday, caused 
the Confederate troops on the western slopes of Maryland 
Heights, excepting their pickets, to be withdramn for position 
in or facing Pleasant Valley, so as to be on Franklin's flank, 
and this ocqred just before the cavalry' left Harper's Ferry, 
or even while it was passing the Potomac. In consequence, the 
strong infantry force which we would have encountered in the 
-.'and in the dark, was gone. leaving only their srnoulder- 
ing fires and pickets behind. With these tremendous mountain 
roads, in stone-darkness. and in the woods, riding at a gallop 
as we did, during which no one could see another as the files 
became scattered out, it was certainly a coincidence of the , 
highest value to the cavalry I saw rockets ascending from 
the top of Maryland Heights at frequent intervals on our 
right for a half hour, but they were not u n d e r s t a ,  or else 
they were too late. (See Confederate Reports, in Vot. XIX. 
W. R.) 

The coincidence at Sharpsburg was that by running into 
Lee's picket post, we saved ourselves from running int Le's  
whole army, as we would have done had we taken to a &-road. 
or to the open fields as we did later in the night. on our route 
from Sharpsburg towards Hagerstown. 

Now, regarding the matter of the road we took from Sharps- 
burg, and that it was not the Mercersville road but the Hagers- 
town pike. I have m d u h v e  evidence from Confederate re- 
ports made at the time, and published in the War Records Yo1 
XTX 

! .  
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L. The best War Records maps to consult (for it requires two 

to show the complete route from Sharpsburg) one plate XXVIII 
from Sharpsburg up to the Bakersville crossing of the road 
from Keedysville across the Hagerstown pike, and plate XLII, 
(Gettysburg Campaign), for the country from the Bakersville 
crossing of same road (a little east of Bakersville) over the same 
pike, up to the Pennsylvania line. The latter is a splendid map 
of the country invplved, and illustrates the "Falling Waters" 
part of the Gettysburg Capmaign. 

As I have always known, and stated, regarding thi.s part. 
of the cavalry route, when we halted and were bunched up in 
the main street of Sharpsburg, the street was crammed fu l l  
for two blocks back from the Confederate picket, while we heard 
the firing going on in front at  the church. As I have stated, 
my command was in the rear guard. The Confederates were . 
obviously as much puzzled as we were, and neither side 
advanced nor retired. They were endeavoring to ascertain 
what the force was, and of which &my was there in front 
of them. Meanwhile, after a few minutes, the he+d of our 
column turned off to the left, and as our turn came. in the 
rear we followed. It was an utter ;mpossibility for the head 
of the column to turn back through the jam, in the dark, to 
reach the Mercerville country road and we just filtered off to 
the left, as troops are accustomed to do. Of course they could 
have gonz up one block, (but F t  if the picket wason the Hagers- 
town pike), and then turned from the Hagerstown pike along a 
side street back to the Mercersville road, four blocks to the 
south, and then made a third turn up that road, but I h o w  they 
did not do so, for we turned to the left, and kept straight on 
up the Hagerstown pike, and at right angles to our former course. 
Heaven knows, I had traveled it often enough by night and day. 

We rode at a sharp trot along this wide, stone turnpike, 
directly north for miles, passing houses and villages dimly 
seen in the darkness. As I had gone over this road so often. 
from boyhood, I was naturally interested, and took note of the 
various objects as we passed along. I said, well, this means 
Hagerstom, and many of my comrades asked me questions 
about it, as we rode along, when closed up or when we struck a 
walk. - 

, I 
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t - 
As we rode for about an how, I concluded that we must be 

neet Jones’sCnws-loaa, whichled fromBocmshfigh, wheremy 
two brothers lived, to Williamsport and near which my uncle was 
then living. This was six or eight miles from Sharpsburg, and 
just above Tilghmantnwn, a “string town,” like the one I was 

Just shove this.on the right side of the pike lived a doctor, 
Dr. Maddox. in a beautiful cottage-house, standing back from 
the pike and covered, its porch particularly, with vines and 
flowers. The gate was in a low picket fence in front of the 
middle of the house, where there was the entrance door. I knew 
the doctor’s house as soon as I saw it. 

Here the head of the column suddenly halted, and the 
cavalry bunched up a&, filling the pike as had been the case 
in sharpsburg. Boylike. I pushed up ahead to see what the 
trouble was, as there was no command that I had heard to halt. 
When n e a ~  the house I inquired of one of the officers on his horse 
near by as to the cause of the stop. He said that a doctor 
lived there who was a strong Union man and with whom the 
guide was acquainted: that the guide and the officer in com- 
mand had gone in to learn what he had heard as to what might 
be ahead of us. After a little while one of the officers came out 
and said that there were three divisions of the Rebel army in 
Ha&&own, with trains and artillery and that Longstreet wad 

This informatian d 6 t r i c t l y  accurate during that forenoon 
but Lee, meanwhile, had ordered Longstreet and Hood and part 
of Jones’s division, by the B o o n s b u g h  pike, back to help 
D. M. Hill at South Mountain, so that only four regiments of 
Benning’s brigade, and a small brigade for the heavy reserve 
ammunition train guard were left at Hagerstown. These latter, 
with the trains, had already started on their way towards the 
for? at Williamsport, by the Hagerstom and Willjamsport 
trrrjlpike, while Benning’s brigade was under marching orders 
to move down the Hagerstwon and Sharpsburg pike, to the latter 
place, and probably had already started. 

This latter information, of course, was obtained later. 
AII we got fiom the doctor was the presence of Longstreet with 
the three! divisions at Hagerstown. 

barnin, ia Pennsylvania. 9 

in annmand. * I 
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It was obviously impossible to go further up the pike to- 
Like the old colored brother to whom 

cluded to 

At the suggestion of the guide or guides, the “bars” in the 
fenq alongside the pike, on the opposite side from the doctor’s 
residenceandleadingintothefieldstothewest,aboutonehuadted 
yards south of the doctor’s residence, were let down, the head 
of the column was buckled back, and the whole column filed 
into the open fields beyond. There were several old mills on 
Marsh creek, across those fields, Cross’s, Fair Play, and another. 
I knew some who were emplpyed in one of these. There was 
also a small run entering Marsh creek, along which was a broken 
fence, before reaching the run, and lots of brambles grew along 
the half worn out --fence. The run had cut its way leav- 
ing muddy banks two or three feet high. It bordered a large 
corn field beyond through whichwe passed after crossing the 
run. I t  was then toasting ear time. 

Crossing this run was slow and toilsome work at night, 
even at a lope andbefore one-thirdof the column was 8c~oss 
it became a quagmire. The command strung out into single 
file, with considerable intervals, much as on the mountain road 
from Harper’s Ferry. I was in the rear guard and when I 
entered the corn field I was surprised to see it all broken down 
as though a herd of hogs or cattle had been it. But what sur- 
prised me still more was to see little fires smouldering or burning 
here or there among the corn. 

Suddenly some one who was lying on the ground spoke up, 
and drawled out sleepily: “Say, what regiment air you?” I 
immediately answered, thinking it was the safest side, to claim 
just then: “Fourteenth Alabama Cavalry.” Ye’r a d-d 

. liar,” which I certainly was, w d  my interlocutor, thinking it 
was a part of the chaff passing ClVFent among soldiers every- 
where, rolled over, and went to sleep again, I suppose. 

We were going at a quick trot and those in advance f a r  
out-distanced us, by reason of the slough, so that when I reached 

- some farm buildings, which as‘I could see had a wooded hill, 
bey-d its sky line and which I well knew. I rode straight 

wads -wn. 
his pistor o~ered o n ~ y  two roads, “one which leads to perdition, . 
and de bdder right straight down to hell,” we 
“take to de woods.” Y 

. 
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acmes the by-road, which made a short cut by Cross’s mill, from 
tbeHagerstoftrntotheWUiamqmt pike. Ipassedthroughwhat 
appeered to be an open passage, probably through an open barn 
yard gate, and on up the hill through the open woods. I then 
suddenly brought up against a worm fend, with open fields 
beyond, and sloping rapidly down. I listened but not a sight 
nor a sound. I knew I had missed the road and that the 
cavalry must be somewhere to the right and front, i f  we were 
heading north, as I knew we were. 

I rode up and tried a fence stake and it seemed rather old 
and wobbly, 90 I backed my horse off, (what a horse that was!) 
and drove straight at the middle of the panel. The top rails 
flew OR like rockets, and over he went. Then I started down 
the hill through the fields, stopping every few moments to listen, 
and after having gone perhaps a half-mile, I heard that swishing 
muxmur which marks the passage of a considerable body of 
cavalry. M y  horse pricked up his ears, and I rode down 
towards it, went nearly head-long over an invisible road bank, 
and landed squarely intq otv own column, just alongside 
where the road strikes Marsh creek. Glad! Well I should 
say so. 

This road enters the Boonsborough-Williacnsport road 
nearly opposite the College of St. James, which is about a half- 
mile to the north. 

We then followed the Williamsport road about a mile to 
the west, and turned off into a road running north and north- 
west for about two miles. where it enters the Hagerstown and 
WUhSpOrt pike, a little more then a mile and a half from 
Williamsport , which town we thus cleared by this rross-road. 

The road, before striking the Hagerstown and Williams- 
port pike makes 8 sharp ascent to’a long ridge, along which the 
latter turnpike runs. being cut down below grade so as to evade 
the summit of the hills. .The road we were traveling along does 
not directly cross the turnpike, but its continuation is a couple of 
hundred yards to the left, whence it extends north towards 
Pennsylvania. Across this aagle, which is swampy, runs a 
creek, which enters the Conococheague above Williamsport. 
where we reached the! turnpike the mafgin was h e d  with trees 
aad b&hd these was an opem wood, through which we had 
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already passed. From the crest at the pike, had it been day- 
light as it was before we got through with the confederate 
train, the tumpike towards Hagerstown would have appeared 
straight, broad, fum and unobstructed for d e s ,  but it was now 
covered with dust from the dry weather, and the dust of the 
road-bed. 

Our operations against Longstreet’s ammunition train, and 
its guards, occured at this paint. which I will leave for the pres- 
ent to mention some other of the singular Coincidences of this 
remarkable expedition. The 6rst was the withdrawal of the 
Confederate troops from the Harper’s Ferry a d  Sharpsburg 
Road on the western slopes of Maryland Heights just as we 
were moving out from Harper’s Ferry across the pontoon 
bridge to follow this very mad, as there was no other. The 
second being the night encounter with Lee’s advance picket 
post; at the eastern end of Sharpsburg, which diverted our line 
of march to the left at a right angle, up the Hagerstown pike 
and so threw into our hands Longstreet’s train and many pris- 
oners. The third coincidence was the infoxmation received 
before reaching Jones’s Cross-roads, which was erroneous at the 
time, but correct only a few hours previously, and which 
compelled us to leave the turnpike and take to the fields with- 
out returning to the pike at all. Had it not been for this de- 
flection of our mute, we would, fang before reaching Hagerstown 
have marched directly into Benning’s brigade of four regiments 
of infantry, marching towards us down the same pike from 
Iiagerstown. 

In thenight, andin the confusion attending such an attack, 
there would have been material enough for a comic opera, but 
the result would probably not have been comic to us, as we would 
have had no mom or opportunity to maneuver cavalry, while 
part of the enemy’s infantry could have formed across the road, 
and the remainder used the fence comers. This was Toombs’s 
brigade, then under command of Colonel Benning, from whose 
report (Volume 11, Part 1, War RecOr&, p. 161), I extract the 
following: “On the morning of the 15th I was ordered by 
General Toombs to place the brigade across the road leading 
from Sharpsburg to Rohrersville at the Stone Bridge o v a  
Antietam creek,” (the Burnside bridge). 

. 



This shows that he had reached the lower Antietam by the 

In GeneralToombs’sreport, (Volume XLX, Part 1, War 
Records, p. 888) he says: “About 1090 o’clock on Sunday 
night, September 14th, I received orders to march immediately 
to Sharpsburg. which I did and reached there before daylight 
on Monday morning.” 

E3enning says in bis report that he had with him the 2d, 
lSth, 17th. and 20th Georgia regiments of infantry. 

Our column left the Hagerstown pike about 1:30 or 2m 
o’dock on the morning of September 15th. and Benning reached 
the Burnside bridge, six or eight miles distant from Jones’s 
Cross-roads before day light, so that in an hour more we must 
ha+e met in the o p e r a - M e  encounter which I have described, 
a head-on collision at night, without scouts, skirmishers. or 
anything else ahead, on either Side, as each believed that they 
were rnarchipg ontheir own ground. 

So we opened the way for Benning, and then a fourth 
coincidence bccured, which General W. N. Pendleton, Chief 
of Artillery in Lee’s army, narrafes in his report, (War Records, 
Volume XIX, Part 1,”pp. 829-830.) 

“At midnight (September 14th-15th) I was again sum- 
moned to your (General R. E. Lee’s) headquarters, and directed 
to send Colonel S. D. Lee, with is battalion, on the road to 
Cen&lle (Keedysville. where Lee then was), and to take the 
residue of my command by the shortest route to Williamsport 

. and across the Potomac, and then to enter upon the duty of 
guarding the fords of the river.” 

This commapd and the other troops under Pendleton, 
began-this march from Boonsborough, as directed. 

“By sunrise, Monday, 15th. we had reached the inter- 
Hagmtown-Sharpsburg. and Boonsborough 
roads, and therereceivedreliableintelligence of a 

large cavalry force of the enemy not f a r  ahead of us. I immedi- 
ately posted guns to the fiont and on the Aank ; sent messengers 
to General Toombs, understood to be at Sharpsbyg, for a 
regiment or two of infantry; set to work coll-ting a band of 
armed stragglers, and sent scouts to the front. These latter 
80011 returned and reported the road clear for some two miles. 

9. morning of September 15th. 
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I therefore determined to advance cautiously, without waiting 
for infantry, in order to protect the large wagon train p d -  
ing by the Hagerstown road through WiUiamsport. The cav- 
alry, which consisted of three regiments, escaped from Harper’s 
Ferry, crossed our road perhaps less than an hour ahead of us. 
We thus narrowly missed a rather strangeencounter. My 
purpose was. of course, if we met, to attempt the destruction 
of those retiring invaders.” - . 

He does not state. in his report at what time he reached 
the Potomac, or what measures he took to pursue the cavalry, 
but says: “Having crossed the Williamsport Ford, I assigned 
to Colonel Brown its defense and that of another a mile or more 
lower down, and proceeded with the remaining battalion 
(Major Nelzon’s) to the neighborhood of Shepherdstown. 
By 10.00 o’clock on the morning of the 15th the guns were here 
in positionon the heights overlooking the ford, a mile below 
the town, and the passage was thenceforth assiduously guarded.” 

The distance from Jones’s Cross-roads (which is the point 
described in Pendleton’s report) to the oppasite si& of the 
river at Williamsport was six and one-half miles. 

The distance from Jones’s Cross-roads to the Hagerstown 
and Williamsport pike at the point where the cavalry met and 
captured Longstreet’s train and escort. was six miles. The 
sun, on September 15th. rose a few minutes before 65M A. M., 
and the cavalry attacked the train just before daylight, Col- 
onel Voss, the commanding officer, says, in his unofficial report, 
(which see later): “The dawn of early morning {was just 
appmaching when we were on the point of crossing the turn; 
pike.” 

General Pendleton’s report establishes the fact that the 
cavalry came up from Sharpsburg by the Hagerstown pike, 
and not by the Mercerville road, the nearest branch of which 
was three miles to the west of Jones’s Cross-roads. 

It also establishes the fact that there w y e  armed stragglers 
there in sac i en t  numbers to enable him to “collect a band of 
them.” These were those we passed through in the cornfield; 
there could have been no others. 

These stragglers were not from Benning’s brigade which 
had, he says, already passed down towards Sharpsburg. They 
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hadbeenlYhlgStHagerSt0wn September llth, according 
bo Ixwgstred’~report,GeneralToombssaying “that Whm b g -  
~ w a s w i ~ f o u r o r f i v e ~ o f ~ m m , h e w a s o r d e n ? d  
to send Benning‘r brigade to Hagerstown. On Saturday night, 

ness to m a d  at daylight, bat d v e d  no further orders until 
aborrt 1OAM o’clock on Sunday night, September 14th.” 

The regiments of Benning’s brigade thus had two days 
or more of bdisrest, hi the city of Hagerstown, where food 
was abundant, and where Longstreet’s supply trains. also were. 
It was a ood night-marCa of six and one-half miles fmm Hagers- 
townto Jones’sC~-~,andtheymustbavethuspassedby 
tb stnggks lying m the coinfield which we passed through, 
and which was nearly a mile west of the Hagerstwon pike, 

These were not stragglers in the prow sense of the term; 
t k y  ‘-” dmitat those in Sherman‘s army, where 
I afternards h. They were “ d e e  boilers,” for they 
straggled ahpaA and not behind to find something to eat. 
After their battle at and march from South Mountain, they were 

beyondtill they found green ann enough to eat, not yet con- 
6scated by &-. They then lay down, almost tired to death, 
to sleep whem they ate. And these Bres were not regularly 
“bivouac ths.’’ but “roasting- fires” as I knew of old. 

After our odyssey through them they doubtless cogitated 
and wandered back to the.reghn around Jones’s Cross-roads 
@wre they gave General Pmdletcm the information contained 
in his report, and where he gathered them into some sort of a 
band, “for protection” against us desperadoes. Certainly 
Benning got no information from any of them, for he only 
heard of the cavalry next morning, when already at the Burnside 
bridge. 

Of course no theory could be built on such premises if 
they were not corroborated by my own knowledge. Colonel 
Arno Voss, who was the commander of the cavalry expedition, 
in an unofficial narrative made from memory long afterwards, 
to my comrade, &gearit S. P. Pettengill, and published in his 
book, “The College Cavaliers,“ 1883, says of our route through 

at --, lae WM o d d  to hold his C0-d in mdi- 

where we;& it to Qoss the fields. 

- f d -  UP, and scettering along from -borough and 
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the fields: “By this time a bright starlight had succeeded the 
impenetrable gloom of the early night, enabling us to discem 
surrounding objects more distinctly. We were also guided 
in choosing our path by the faint glimmer of their bivouac 
fires.” He certainly saw what I saw, but he did not get his 
information from me, for I never saw or h e w  him afterwards. 
He then describes our dash through “the astonished grey- 
coats,” describing some “cutting down” of all opposition, 
which I did not witness, and I was in the rear guard, and was 
fully occupied with “cutting ahead,” as fast as my charger 
would carry me. 

We marched up nearly 
to Jones’s Cross-roads, and then left the pike to cross the fields 
to the west and northwest, and we stirred up, on the way, the 
confederate stragglers in the corn. Almost immediately 
after, Benning’s Confederate brigade came marching down 
from Hagerstown, ignorant of us, and we equally so of them. 
Almost immediately after that, General Pendleton’s artillery 
came marching up the road from Boonsborough to Williams- 
port, and when he reached Jones’s Cross-mads, he was ignorant 
of both Benning and us, and we were equally ignorant of him 
and Benning. 

By this time the Confederate stragglers, far more bewildered 
than any of us, and miles away from where they belonged, had 
come upon the scene and told their story to Pendleton. Now 
for the first time anyone was able to piece up this succession 
of events into any possible shape. At  the same time, right 
across our pathway ahead was lumbering along Longstreet’s 
ammunition train of more than eighty heavily loaded wagons 
and their drivers, and a brigade of train guards, of which we 
were entirely ignorant, just as Pendleton was ignorant of where 
we were wandering, and what we were trying to do, and we 
equally ignorant that he was pursuing us with hostile intentions. 
Then picture all this occuting during the darkness of night. 

But another complication in themature of a coiacidence 
with far reaching &ects ensued from the crosshg of the Hagers- 
town-Sharpsburg turnpike by General Pendleton, and the re- 
ports of the stragglers there encountered. Immedra . tdy after 
the passsage of our cavalry which must, by their dektion, 

- 

Now, consider this odd situation. 
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inevitably cross the road on which Longstreet’s immense train 
was passing fmm Hagemtown to W-port; fo r  Pendleton 
knew this at Lee’s headquarkrs, which he had just left to go to 
Witliamspd , (where the train also was to go) ; and the fords of 
the Potomac, which both were to CTOSS, were those which he 
was-to guard. But he did not know just where the train might 
be. along their road, not where the cavalry might be, going 
no& Without any mad, except that it was to pass somewhere 
between Hagerstown and Williamsport, and which force he 
undertook to pursue “cautiously,” and endeavor to engage 
and destroy as he reported. 

Meantime Benning, with Toombs’s brigade, was marching 
down to Sharpsburg, which General Toomb’s in his report, 
says, reached Sharpsburg before daylight on Monday morning, 
September 15th. 

General Pendleton in his report, says that on arriving at 
Jones’s Cross-roads, and learning the situation from the “strag- 
glers,” he immediately posted them to the front and on the 

to be at Sharpsburg, for a regiment or two of infantry. 
= Turning now to the report of .Colonel H. L. Benning. 

commanding Toombs’s brigade, (Volume LI, Part 1. p. 161. 
War Records), we will at once see the momentous effects of 
the cavalry movement toward Longstreet’s train, so many miles 
away. 

“On the morning of the 15th I was ordered 6y General 
Toombs to placethe brigade across the &d leading from Sharps- 
burg to Rohrersville at the Stone bridge over Antietam creek, 
and to defend the bridge Hardly had I received this order 
and commenced to execute it when I received another order 
from him to detach two regiments of the baigade and send them 
towards Williamsport in pursuit of the enemy’s cavalry, which 
the night before had escaped from h’arper’s Ferry and gone 
toward Williamsport to the W l  of our wagon train, proceed- . - ing to that place from Hagerstbwn. Accordingly, I detached 
the Fifteenth and Seventeenth Georgia and sent them off under 

* colon’el Millican on this duty. This left me fo r  the defense 
of the bridge only two small regiments, the Second Georgia, 
under Lieutant Colonel Holmes, and the Twentieth Georgia, 

I 

* flank, and sent messengers to Geneial Toombs, understood 

li; 
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under Colonel John B. Cumming. With these two regiments I 
proceeded to the bridge and there put them in position as or- 
dered.” 

“Sh&ly before the fight at the bridge terminated” (about 
1 P. M.. Wednesday, September 17th) “the Fifteenth and 
Seventeenth by forced marches had returned from Williams- 
port by way of Shepherdstown, and when that fight terminated 
they were bi line of battle on the right and 400 or 500 yards in 
advance of the general line of battle, which was along the sum- 
mit of the ascent from Antietam creek.’: Here they remained 
until about 4SlO P. M., September 15tB. It is obvious that, i f ,  
Benning’s brigade reached Sharpsburg before daylight, and was 
ordered to the Burnside bridge, and before the order was ex- 
ecuted, he was directed to detach two of his regiments, and 
that this was in consequence of the messengers sent by General 
Pendleton from Jones’s Cross-roads, who had to march about 
seven miles to reach Benning, then Pendleton must have reached 
Jones’s Cross-roads much earlier than sunrise, which is also 
established hy his statement that the cavalry had passed 
“perhaps less than an hour ahead of us.” We crossed not later 
than 1 :.IO A. M. 

This depletion on a wild goose chase, “left confronting 
Burnside’s whole 9th corps and the Kanawha division, t o g q e r  
with all his artillery, light and heavy, during the whole forenoan 
of the battle of Antietam, and part of the afternoon, not more 
than 500 Confederate infantry, besides one battery, Eubank’s, 
until 9dM A. M.. and Richardson’s afterwards, the latter at a 
long distance in the rear. Benning’s report concludes with 
what would have happened had General Burnsid; crossed 
the Antietam after hlcclellan’s right front attack had drawn 
everything which he could spare over to the latter’s left, 
while Burnside was so often and so urgently ordered by McClel- 
lan to do at once, which he did not do during all the forenoon. 

Says Colonel Benning, “If General Burnside’s corps had 
once got through the long gap in our line it would have been in 
the rear of our whole army, and that, anybody can see would 
have been disastrous.” 

Respecting the number of Confederate troops opposing the 
Ninth corps and the Kanawha division, with their batteries, I 

t 
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. I  - ate the following confirmation f m 4 a  war Department letter 
signed by G e n d  E. A. Carman, of May 13th. 1905: 

saying that the bridge 
was defended by less than 500 Georgians and some’100 South 
Carolinians, but them were several confederate batteries that 
dropped their shell upon the Union assailing columns, and from 
these the Slst Pennsylavnia and Slst  New York suffered.” 

The d y  Wedexate batteries r e f 4  to in any reports, 
and by pcsition the only ones within reach, were Richardson’s. 
which xemamed , and Eubank’s, which later was ordered away 
about 9 5lO o’clock in the forenoon. 

Says cotonel Benning in his report (Volume LI. Part 1, 
War Records) : “The next morning early (that of the 17th) 
theskiilIlishr ‘ng was renewed. It continued constantly growing 
heavier on the part of the enemy, till about 9 $30 o’clock, when 
our skirmishers were driven in. At about 8 o’clock Captain 
Eubank discmered a large body of the enemy opposite to him 
in a wood within range of his guns. He opened fire on them, 
and drove them in confusb from the wood, and with loss, to 
judge from the movement of the ambulances. Not long after 
he had finished this wxk it was ordered away.” 

Says General Toombs in his report (Volume XIX, Paqt 1, 
War Records): “Finding tbat the battery belonging to my 
brigade (Captain Richardson’s) was placed too f a r  in my rear 
to render me &cient service in defending the passage at the 
bridge, I applied’to General Longstreet for another battery. 
He ordered Captain Eubank to report to me, who was placed 
in my rear about half-way between the river and Captain 
Richadson’s battery, and rendered efficient service as long as 
it Femarned ‘ in that position.” 

“Not being able to get any reinforcements for the defense 
of these two fords, and seeing that the enemy was moving upon 
themtocross, * and Eubank’s battery having been 
withdrawn to the rear nearly two hours before, I deemed it my 
duty to withdraw my coIllIp84d.” 

Cobel Benning ccmtinues his report: “Thus the two 
were left at the bridge without any artillery supports 

wbm-. The g e e d  line of battle of our a m y  was nearly, 

“Heysinger is entirely correct 

> 
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if not quite, threequarters of a mile in their rear, and not a 
soldier was between them and that line.” 

So it will be seen that the detachment of one-half Benning’s 
whole force, directly due to the cavalry movement toward 
Longstreet’s wagon train, actually opened the door to Bun- 
side’s whole army corps, had he chosen, during the whole fore- 
noon, and until 1f)O o’clock in the afternoon, to wade across 
or walk across the creek. 

Regarding the route pursued by the cavalry, General 
Stuart, in his report, (Volume XIX, Part 1, p. 818), says that 
he took General McLaws to the Maryland Heights before the 
surrender of Harper’s Ferry, and urged the “holding of the mad 
from Harper’s Ferry toward Sharpsburg, at the Kennedy farm, 
as he had been there during the John Brown raid, before the 
war;” and, because this road was not thus held, the entire 
cavalry force at Harper’s Ferry, “escaped during the night by 
that very road, and inflicted serious damage on General Long- 
street’s train in the course of their flight.” He might have 
added that it was very serious damage, for we took the whole 
train, bag, baggage, ammunition, and prisoners. 

It may be of interest to note that in Volume 11, “Battles 
and Leaders, Century Co., 1887,” on page 665, is a capital 
illustration of the abandoned Lutheran church, at the eastern 
entrance to Sharpsburg, where Lee’s picket was stationed, and 
which we encountered. Also, on page 606, is a capital map of 
Harper’s Ferry and its surroundings, showing the star t  of the 
cavalry across the pontoon, then to the left along the canal, 
and then perpendicularly up, on the map, the mountainous 
road which, later, by a left turn leads to the mouth of the 
Antietam creek. Anderson’s troops lay between that road and 
Maryland Heights. on the lower wooded slopes. opposite the 
“Stone fort” on the summit. The map will also show that, 
although the map shows no part of Pleasant Valley, which lies 
to the east of the mountains, troops coming down Pleasant 
Valley towards the Potomac would be entirely out of reach of 
Harper’s Ferry while they would be exposed, without power to 
reply, to a plunging fire, for three miles from the troops and 
bat&- Maryland and Loudon Heights. The only possible 
route to Harper’s Ferry is along the river, where it is marked 

* 
0 

0 
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“Battimore & Ohio R. R.” and which is only wide enough, 
and that in part blasted out, with a ledge twenty feet high 
for the d, the raikoad and the turnpike, probably sixty 
feet wide in all. 

it reached the summit of the ridge along which ran the Hagers- 
town and Willismsport turnpike, the route by which Long- 

security from Hagerstown with most of the train guard in the 

By consulting the excellent map, Plate XLII, “Atlas to 
War Records,” which illustrates the topography of the “Falling 
Waters” region (Gettysburg Campaign), it mil l  be easy to un- 
d-nd predsely what occured here. 

Passing through the bit of open timber south of the pike, 
before reaching the latter, the pike runs at right angles to the 
left of our approach fo r  ane-eighth of a mile on its straight 
course to Williamsport. distant about one and a half miles to 
the ford across the river. But for one-eighth of a mile the road 
along which we had been advancing follows the turnpike, 
and then continues north towards Pennsylvania, so that we 
travelled north to the pike, then at a right angle southwest along 
the pike for one-eighth of a mile, and then north again, to the 
Pennsylvania line and Greencastle. The turnpike from Hagers- 
town runs southwest to Williamsport . This deflection left the 
space between the GreencastIe road and the pike a sort of 
acute angle, across which ran a sluggish, swampy creek, which 
crossed the road a quarter of a mile beyond the pike. So that 
any troops on the pike, by running across this angle would 
encounter any troops passing‘north on the Creencastte road, 
at much less distance than by following the pike, and then the 
road amund. “he ground wfiere the creek ran was swampy in 
the fields, and low on the road. The turnpike also ran down 
hill from the summit where we attacked and the Greencastle 
road continued the descent until the creek was passed. This 
latter mad was rough, mky and irregular, wd with water at 
the bottom of the descent. Then it rose again sharply, and 
continued on high ground up to the Pennsylvania line, but with 
a good many kinks and turns. 

I I will now return to the position of the cavalry column where 

street’s ammunition train was stowIy approaching, in seemin g 

rear. 

4 
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As we‘sat on our horses (no one ever disn;ount&l that I 
know of f m n  the time we left Harper’s Ferry until we reached 
Greencastle. a distance of nearly or quite Mty miles), the day 
was just breaking. After waiting for  a few minutes a dull 
nunbling sound was heard up the pike toward the right, and a 
little while afterwards a dense yellow cloud became visible. 
It seemed enormous, as it approached. Soon it was noised 
among us that it was a long wagon train or else a large force of 
the enemy moving from Hagerstown. During this time ar- 
rangements were being made for our attack, and, to my mind, 
they were admirable. I still look back to them with admira- 
tion, after several more years experience in the cavalry and 
infantry. 

They were undoubtedly due to th-e skill and experience of 
Colonel B. F. Davis, commanding the 8th New York Cavalry, 
kho was then acaptain in the regulararmy. afterwards brevetted 
Major for this night’s work. a West Point gqduate, and one 
beloved in the old army as “Old Grimes” Davis. He was killed 
June 9. 186.3, at Beverly Ford, (Brandy Station). while gallantly 
leading his brigade. the 1st Brigade, 1st Division, Pleasanton’s 
cavalry corps, Army of the Potomac. 

One regiment of cavalry was deployed along and back from 
the south side of the turnpike. conceded, as yet, by the trees 
and bushes. I presume that this was Colonel Davis’s omm regi- 
ment, the 8th New York. In rear of this regiment with its 
line of battle facing the turnpike, another regiment. the 12th 
Illinois, was formed in column of fours. facing the left, and the 
Maryland and mode Island cavalry behind this formation, 
and principally to the right. The purpose was to allow as 
much of the train to pass as was possible. then to make a frontal 
attack on the flanks of the passing wagons, drive off the train 
g h d ,  and attack those in rear of the train. The column in 
fours was then to sieze the wagons one by one, give to each 
wagon a special half-dozen cavalrymen, and sendit headlong 
down the pike to the Greencastle road, and then, af right angles 
up that road to Pennsylvania. The remaining cavalry was to 
take care of the infantry guard, and protect the train, with its 
new owners, from pursuit or attack. 

. 

: 
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These moMz13epts were canid aut to, the letter. The 
tram was struck from the south while passing us by the flank, 
with the Confederate Mantrymen sauntering alongside the 
wagons. Our traops were rushed across between them, many 
captured, and piled into'the wagons, and the remainder driven 
down the hill, and pursued through the thickets toward the 
swampy creek. While'the wagons one by one were seized by 
the cavalrymen appointed for that purpose, two men galloping 
alongside the drivers, two alongside the mules, and two behind, 
all with arms and sabers drawn, and away they went 3n a dead 
run, belaboring the teams with the flat of their sabers, and 
urging the negro teamsters to put on all the steam possible. 

As they turned up the Greencastle road, pasing the 
opposite side of the triangle, they were in full view, and it %-as 
a sight to see. The time required to start the wagons, after 
loading in what human timber they could hold, lengthened out 
the line so that the wagons were galloping about forty ot fifty 
yards apart; all hands yelling and banging the brutes, thedarky 
drivers scared green, and urging their teams along with a pistol 
painted at each side. The officer stationed where the roads 
branched gave quick directions. b d  pointed each team up the 
Pennsylvania road, many with darkeys or others astride the 
mules, of which we only caught glances as we were busy with 
own work. At length, f o r  broad daylight had long been with 
us, the last wagon was gone, leaving not a scrap, except what of 
the brigade train guard that had fled out of sight. Then we 
followed in behind, to close up the last of the departing train. 

The fugutive Confederates, seeing our column all turn up 
the Pennsylvania road, at right angles north, instead of s u t h  
to Williamsport , seemed ta have recovered their senses and 
began swaming across that triangle towards the small creek, 
and fwkg rapidly, with a range of perhaps twp hundred yards; 
but everything was in rapid motion, and they were mired 
among the creeks and the swamps, and their 6rhg didn't 
scare us a bit as we! troopedalong. 

They did not uu6s the creek, as we could have charged 
them there over good ground, and we were soon beyond their 
range and safe from infantry pursuit. 

I 
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I have been asked why they did not attack more hiously 
while we were tearing the train to pieces. I can only slig 
that it was not yet full daylight when the attack began, and 
e- was involved in clouds of yellow dust which hung 
in masses, there being na Wind whatever. Doubtless, too, they 
had no idea who we were, where we came from, or what was 
behind. Later on, they could not have organkd, except in the 
open where the cavalry could have broken them up before they 
had a chance to form. As for firing on thewagons of their 

federate wounded and otherwise disabled, (some from the 
South#ountain battlefield) besides the prisoners which we 
had put in afterwards, as wellas theirregularnegmtamstem of 
which there were more than two hundred. It was said, when we 
reached our destination, that a wounded Confederate brigadier 
had died on the way on account of the Tough riding. 

The riding certainly was rough enough, so fast  and so 
rough that sixteen of the wagons broke down entirely, and were 
blown up with their own powdm and left behind. I passed 
oneoftheseinparticular which l e f t  acavity in the road big 
enough to contain the whole.wagon. In fact, as we were the 
rearguardwe passed themall. The wagons were nearlyall 
of the old Canestoga t , with& muleseach, and all6lledw ith 

be piled in on top, for the teams. I h o w  that when we reached 
Greencastle, there was nothing edible to be found in the wagons, 
and the negm drivers, as well as the rest of us, had to forage for 
grub. I have often thought that this exploit, in my opinion, 
due almost entirely to quick genius and ability of '!Grimes" 
Davis, deserved a far  higher recognition than it every received. 
He was a splendid officer and, had opportunity atrotded, would 
have left a name high among our cavalry generals. 

The wagon msster of this train was a Pennsylvanian, from 
near where I was born, whom I knew, but did not expose, and 
who wasamong the prisoners. When we sent them down to 
Chambersburg with the captured train, while we turned back to 
Antietam, they all knew him there and undertook to lynch 
him, but our officer in charge told them that if they did he would 
"burn their old town," which McCausland afterwards did, 

train, all the vacant room in these wagons was full of can- - 

artillery and small ann T ammunition, except *hat forage could 

I 

> 

i toth@greatimprOV~ent of chambersburg. 
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Affer passkg the Maryland and Pennsylvania linewe 
hadafirstratedall  the way up to Greencastle, but it was 
so dusty, and we were so begrimed with dust that we mually 
looked more like monkeys than human beings. I think that I 
was the dustiest and dirtied that morning that ever I was in 

W e  were 
indeed taken f o r  Confederates, with our big train, and no wonder 
and all believed the invasion of Pennsylvania had indeed begun. 
What a scurrying there was; United States soldiers were quite 
invisible to us. The good women of Greencastle, learning who 
we actually were, and that we had nothing to eat; nothing to 
cook anything with; a d  that our horses had nothing, came out 
of their houses like angels of mercy, with great slices of Pennsyl- 
vania loaves of bread, thickly spread with butter and apple 
butter. and there we sat in long rows along the curb stones 
eating, while our horses. we holding their bridles in 3ur hands, 
munched their forage-before us. 

A member of the 15th Pennsylvaniacavalry, (a detachment 
of which was & in Greencastle), C. B. Newton. of Company 
“P,” of that organization, writing, long afterwards, from India, 
in the History of that Regiment, 1906, describes 3ur entrance 
into Greencastle as follows. 

I ‘‘Om of m y  stkring mem&,es of that journey down the 
Cumberland Valley is a Scene worth iemembering. When 
General Miles surrendered to the rebels at Harper’s Ferry, a 
gallant band of Union-cavalry refused to yield, and cut their 
day aut. J m e y i n g  northward, they came across a long 
wagon train loaded with supplies for Longstreet’s corps of Lee’s 
army. The train consisting, so far as I recollect. of some 
seventy wagons they captured with its escort, and brought 
them along. I saw the dusty proCession marching into Green- 
castle, and had the honor of being placed, loaded revolver in 
hand, im the hind step of an omnibus. to stand guard wet  the 
rebel prisoners of that escort, whom I conducted to the t o m  
jail. I felt almost as proud as if I had captured that wagon 
train myself.” 

Subsequently, near Vicksburg, Miss., I heard a regular 
aamy atlicet, alongside a fire of fence rails, say that he never 
felt so proud of the American army as one m&g when, in a 

1 my life, €ar more so than any Confederate I ever saw. 

I 
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little town in Pennsylvania, where he had been sent on some 
special duty, in September, 1862, he saw a long column of the 
dustiest cavalry he ever saw, suddenly emerge from the rebel 
army, bringing with it Longstreet’s whole ammunition train, 
and hundreds of prisoners.” When I told him that I was 
one of that cavalry, he came over to my fire and said, “Young 
man, I want to take your hand.” He was killed soon after- 
wards, 

k e r a l  Longstreet, writing to my comrade, Sergeant 
Pettengill, fmm Gainesville, Georgia, April 6, 1880, says: 

“Dear Sir: The service you refer to was very creditable, 
and gave us much incmvenience. The command, being in re- 
treat, and more or less apprehensive for its own safety, seems to 
have exercised more than usual discretian and courage. 

I am very truly y a m ,  
JAMES LONGSTREET.’* 9 

‘ -  -7 

After the close of the war I became weU acquainted with 
General John G. Walker, commanding his own division at An- 
tietam on the Confederate left and in contact with Jackson, 
Hood and Lmgstreet. He told me that we had gotten two- 
thirds of all of Longstreet’s ammunition and that the loss of 
this had caused serious injury to them, as its loss could not be 
supplied. In fact, he clsed much strmger language than I have 
given, and thought our night’s move was one of the most ex- 
traordinary that he had ever heard. He said it was the subject 
of much discussion among the Confederate officers, and led to 
uhfavorable comparisons with some of the mild-goose “rides- 
around” ef Stuart. until they culminated at  Gettysburg, where 
he rode around his own army, and with dissistrous consequences. 

Colonel Arno Voss, of the 12th Illinois cavalry, who was in 
command of the expedition, sent the following telegram to 
General Halleck, at Washington, immediately after arriving at 
Greencastle: “Harper’s Ferry is from all sides invested by a 
force estimated at 30,ooO. By order of Colonel Miles, I left 
it last evening with the cavalry, about 1,500 strong, to cut my 
way through the enemy’s lines. I succeeded in reaching this 
place about 9 W  this morning, having passed the enemy’s 
lines about three miles northward of Williamsport, and captur- 
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I ing a train af over sixty wagons, loaded’with ammunition 
and 675 prbnexs.” 

Geeeral McCkllan telegraphed to General Halleck, Sep- 
tember 23,1862: “The c0118picucms copdcut of Captain B. F. 
Davis, 1st cavalry, in the -t of the withdrawal of 
the cavalry from Harper’s Ferry at the surre!nder of that place, 
merits the special notice of the Government. I recommend 
him for the brevet ob major.” 

Brigadk Genexal Julius White, second in command at  
Harper’s Ferry, and who succeeded colonel Miles when the 
latter was mortaUy wounded, writing in “Battles and Leaders,” 
Vol. 11, p. 613, says: 

“During the evening of the 13th a consultation took place 
between the writer, then temporady in command of the cavalry 
colonel B. F. Davis of the 8th New York, and Lieut.-Cot. 
Hasbnmck Davis of the 12th Illinois, a t  which it was agreed 
that the mounted force a d d  be of little use in the defense; 
that the horses and equipments would be of great value to the 
enemy i f  captured, and that an attempt to reach McClellan, 
ought thedore to be made.” 

Colonel Miles issued the order next day, directing the cav- 
alry to move out on the evening of the 14th, under the general 
annmand of the senior officer, Colonel Arno Voss of the 12th 
Illinois. 

“Under the inspirat& and immediate direction of the 
two Davises, who rode together at the head of the column, the 
escaping for& accomplished the brilliant achievement of reach- 
ing the Union lines without the loss of a man, capturing on the 
way a Confedeirate ammunition train of 97 wagons and its 
escort of 600 men.” 

Regarding the number of wagons captured, my own 
recollectim is very positive that we brought into Greencastle 
seventy-five, and blew up sixteen which broke down on the 
way - 

colonel Voss, writing to Sergeant Pettengill, (see his 
“College Cavaliers”), say that there were eighty-five army 
wagons. each drawn by six fine mules. “and loaded with am- 
mumtxms of war and p r o ~ c m s , ”  and followed by about 
thirty to for ty  head of fat young steers. 

. 
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As I have alteady said,.neither I nor anyone I knew found 
any provisions, and, as for the steers, the Confederates cer- 
tainly lost them, but I do not think they reached Pennsylvania. 

Regarding General White’s sta*ment that we had not lost 
a man, I am not sure of that. Colonel Voss, in his letter to 
Sergeant Pettengill, says that “our loss amounted to about 
one hundred and seventy-eight men reported to me as missing, 
some of whom aftzrwards returned to their respective com- 
mands.” 

I know that it would have been impossible for such a col- 
umn of cavalry, in such a night ride, and with the various con- 
tacts with the enemy, to have come into Greencastle with 
everyone “alive and hearty.” There was no roll call, no surgical 
attendance, no food, no appliances, not even a skillet, no in- 
spection, and none possible, for we were almost immediately 
ordered down to Jones’s Cross-roads, “forming the extreme right 
flank of McClellan’s army at Antietam.” after which the com- 
mand was scattered, and never again reunited. 

Examining the unofficial report of Colonel Arno Voss, who, 
as senior officer, was assigned to general command of the ex- 
pedition in Colonel Miles’s order for its departure, and whi& 
is embraced in the work, “The College Cavaliers,” by my 
comrade, Samuel B. Pettengill, published in 1883. twenty-one 
years after the events described, it seems desirable to point 
out the necessary errors of topography. mese are due to the 
fact that Colonel Voss had no personal acquaintance with the 
country or the roads traversed, excepting what he learnedin the 
darkness during this one night ride, and that he wrote his re- 
port more than twenty years after the date of the expedition, 
and without opportunity for consultation with those fapliliat 
with the events or with the country. He was never there be- 
fore, and never after, the battle of Antietam. His report is 
vivid and truthful as to the facts within his knowledge, and is 

rt from any of the commanding officers, guides or 
scouts, the Only or re3 f m any subordinates who had actual knowlegde of 
the topography of the roads. Sergeant Pettengill, my company 
comrade, with whom I was nearest in companionship, (except- 
ing, perhaps, his cousin Wilder L. Burnap, afterwards a dis- 
tinguished lawyer of Burlington, Vermont, of the same com- 
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pany), made no report of the march, although we had been all 
over it, as far as the mouth of the Antietam creek, only two days 
before, September 12, 1862. 

The &cial order, under which the expedition was under- 
taken, which was obtained with much difficulty from the com- 
mander of the post and of the troops Colonel Miles, was as fol- 

I lows : 
HEADQUARTERS, HARPER'S FERRY, 

September 14, 1862. 
Spectbl 01der No. 120: 

The cavalry force at this post, except detached orderlies, 
e immediate preparations to leave here at 8 fl0 o'clock 

with will r t baggage wagons, ambulances, or led horses, crossing 
the Potomac over the pontoon bridge, and taking the Sharpsburg 
road.. The senior oficer, Colonel V a s .  will assume command 
of the whole, which wi l l  form. the right at  the Qusrtemaster's 
oftice. the left up Shenandoah street, without noise or loud 
command, in the following order: Cole's cavalry, 12th Illi- 
nois T r y ,  8th New York Cavalry. 7th Squadron of mode  
Island Cavalry, and 1st Maryland Cavalry. No other instruc- 
tion can be given to the commander than to force his way 
through the enemy's line and join our own army. 

By order of Colenel Miles, 

1 

H. C. REYSOLDS. 
Lieuienant and A .  A .  G." 

. To this Colonel Voss, in his unofficial report, adds: "Ar- 
rived at Sharpsburg, they will seek to join General bIcClellan 
and report to him for  duty." 

Continuing, now, my own nariative, the column was formed 
as directed in the above Specid Order. My command 
being on the left was extended from the pontoon bridge to 
Shemandoah street, which lies alongside and nearly on a level 
with, the Shennandoah river, while the front of the column 
(the right) extended from the pontoon bridge up the hill to the 
main part of the town. Near the mthern end of the pontoon 
bridge, in a house with aporch, (pmbably at one time a tavern), 
was located a sutleris establishment, under the management of 
two bright Hebrew sutlers. c 

7 
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Sergeant Pettengill narrates vividly the fact that, in the 
dark of the approaching night, these two sutlers passed up our 
line, which was mounted and standing still and silent, and 
handed to each cavalryman a paper of fine cut tobacm, from 
baskets which tvey carried. This was such an unwarrantedfavor 
to departing troops that Pettengill could only account for it on 
the supposition that the rebels would get it anyhow next mom- 
ing, which was the general opinion, and madeus feel grateful to 
a m y  sutlers, for once. But t h m  was a sequel which I have 
never seen mentioned by anyone, except by a few of the rear 
guard at the time, although I can vouch for it from petsonal 
knowledge. 

Wild as the roads were, almost impassable by daylight, 
these two thrifty sutlers, hearing only that we were going out by 
the Sharpsburg road, saw salvation for their most valuable 
effects in the good will of the departing cavalry. After the pas- 
sage of Cole's cavalry, the 12th Illinois, and the 8th New York, 
and before the march'of our own-the rear guard-commenced, 
they slid in with their two sutlers' wagons, into the brief interval 
and, in the darkness, were either unnoticed, or there was no time 
to interfere with them. I know there was one of these wagons, 
and feel verj. certain that there were two. 

Away we went, striking a dead run as soon as wepassedthe 
pontoon, up the level bank of the Potomac for a mile, when the 
Sharpsburg road, such as it was, drove straight up a tremendous 
mountain climb, so steep that-one had to grasp the horse's 
mane to be safe (at a gallop) from sliding back or shifting his 
saddle. I did not see these wagons, I saw nothing, for it was 
stone dark, and the h m  took their way by scent, or sound, 
or instinct. There was no order, and the troops strung out single 
file as they could. till more level ground was reached far ahead. 

Perhaps a mile up this climb, with its ups and domms, the 
road made a sharp turn around the end of a rocky knob, which 
I had well known before, and which was waned up on the west 
to make a road-bed. Over this wall we looked down to the left, 
into a deep gorge apparently hundreds of feet down the steep 
slope, with scattered trees and bushes, as far as the eye could 
penetrate. The wall which sustained the left of the road was 
about five feet high where it overhung the gorge. 
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I had noted this only two days before when we passed 
it an our mxamahnce to the mouth of the Antietam Creek. 
It seems that when these sutlers' wagons reached this bend, 
urging forward with all speed, their horses failed to make the 
turn, and over they went, r k ,  wagons, horses, goods and all. 

When I reached this spot I hearda great noise and crash- 
ing, &outs and groans, and indescribable sounds, down the 
gorge, and pulled up to listen. It was certainly a homble state 
of d€airs f a r  clown among the trees, and I could distinguish the 
groans of horses and men, and the cries of the latter for help. 
I concluded that some of our men had gone over the precipice. 
But there was no help, and, after a few moments, I started on 
again, with renewed speed, as the ground was then better. 
Those sutlers and their outfit went no farther with us, and I 
have never heard of them since. Perhaps they are lying there 
@. There! was no more chance for them, when they started. 
than to climb up +e cme of Vesuvius at a gallop in the midst 
of impenetrable darkness. Their catastrophe could not have 
occuredmore than three or four minutes before I p a d  as the 
QBshing among the trees was still going on. 

To return now to Calonel Voss's unofficial report. 
He says that, on starting. he was "here provided with two 

reliable guides, natives of these parts." I know that there 
was one, for  it was so stated when they entered the docto;'s 
yard, just before we reached Jones's Cross-roads. I have no 
doubt that there was two, but I never heard who they were, 
a~though  am a native of those parts. 

Pettengill says 
ted time the march commencced. Colonel 

~ ~ ~ ~ f o n n e d  his column "when night had spread 
dark mantle." 
It has been &%that the march did not commence until 

about half-past nine. This is not true. The sun had set a few 
minutes before six, and among these dark mountains night came 
son. The head of tbz column was in motion within a few 
minutes after eight, and auld not have taken more than twenty 
or thirty min for the whole command to clear the bridge. 
They crossed trot, at least the rew did. 

The order was to march at 8.W o'clock. 

# 

. ,  
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Colonel Voss says that Company "D," of the 12th Illinois, 
by mistake turned to the right, down the Potomac, instead of to 
the left and encountered a rebel picket, when it turned back in 
the proper direction. I did not 
see it, not having as yet crossed the river. He says that the 
column encountered a few rebel pickets on the mountain road, 
who challenged, "but $ere quickly d e  down or pushed out 
of the way; their random shots in the darkness did but little 
damage." This was true for  I saw the camp fire, rode right 
through it, and saw other smouldering fires in the woods, from 
the road up towards Maryland Heights, and saw the debris left 
by the scattered pickets. This was before reaching Kennedy 
farm (the John Brown farm). A good topographical view, 
taken near the time, from Loundon Heights, shows in the left 
distance this spot. (See "Battles and Leaders," Vol. 11, p. 
608, and see also the map on p. 606, same volume. ) 

The great topographical map prepared by General Michler, 
by order of General Humphreys, Chief of Staff, in 1867, (Mili- 
tary Bfaps. Army of the Potomac and Army of the James), 
will show this whole region with unexampled accuracy and detail. 

Colonel Voss says that we reached a strong Confederate 
outpost ''placed at  the entrance of the Hagerstown road into 
the city of Sharpsburg." As I have already shown, this is an ' 
error. IAngstreet had no troops on the Hagerstom pike until 
Toombs's brigade came domm to Sharpsburg from Hagerstown, 
near daybreak, next morning. Lee was at Keedysville, which 
was on the Boonsborough and Sharpsburg tuppike, and he 
says that his advanced picket at the entrance to Sharpsburg 
was encountered by our cavalry. Referring to the great 
quarto topographical map of Michldand Humphreys, already 
referred to, (Antietam sheets), it  will be Seen that no force from 
Keedysville could have reached the Hagerstown pike by any 
direct road, while Lee's trains, as everyone knows, were moving 
ahead-along the Boonsborough and Sharpsburg road. There is 
also a passable road from Rohrersville. then held by our troops. 
and from the South Mountain battlefield, then also in our pos- 
session, passing south of Keedysville directly to Sharpsburg. 
Any Confederate picket on the Hagerstown pike would have 
been caught directly in their rear, before the pickets could 

, 
I have no doubt of the fact. . 

* 
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learn of McGhellan’s or Franklin’s, or Couch’s approach, and 
&en north. This would have left Lee’s assembling troops * 

at Keedysville, and his trains -ping ahead at Sh;\rpsburg, 
and exposed. While a picket on the Hagerstown pike would 
face no enemy whatever, for Toombs was at Hagerstown, 
Jackson stretching from Williamsport, down to Harper’s Ferry, 
and the cavalry expedition undreamed of. Besides, Lee’s 
own report stated exactly where the Confederate picket was. 
The cavalry, he says, “passed up through Sharpsburg, where 
they encountered our pickets.” 

In his re- to the President, (War Records, Vol. XIX, 
Part.1, p. l a ) ,  General Lee says:  “Accordingly, the troops 
were withdrawn, (from South Mountain battlefield), preceded 
by the trains, without molestation by the enemy, and about 
daybreak (15th) took position in front of this place (Sharps- 
burg).” Of course Lee’s outpost would be beyofid the trains, 
and on the road along which they were advancing to his already 
chosen field of battle. 

Colonel Voss states that the mute of the cavalry was turned 
at Sharpsburg. towards Falling Waters. This is negatived by 
*e report of the Confederate General Pendleton, previously 
ated, in which he found that we had already passed at Jones’s 
Cross-roads, which was on the Hagerstown and Sharpsburg 
turnpike, eight miles north of the latter place, and which is 
more than five mikes east of any possible road to Falling Waters. 

Pendleton pursued us from Jones’s Cross-roads towards 
Williamsport. but never saw or heard of us after he left Jones‘s 
Cross-roads, simply because we never were within two and a 
half miles of the Potomac. Besides, there runs no road from 
shatpsburg towards Falling Waters, which lies in the concave 
of a deep bend of the Potomac river to the west, and can only 
be reached by a cross-road at right angles from the main north 
and south roads from Hagerstown or Sharpsburg. (See plate 
XLII. War R d  Atlas.). 

colanel Voss also states that “from a friendly chat which 
my guides had with some mill hands, at work in a large flouring. 
d,” he bmed “the exact stremgth and location of the rebels 
thereabouts.” As a matter of fad there were no rebels at  all 
along any road, or anywhere else, between the fields bordering 

** 
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the Hagerstwon and Sharpsburg turnpike and the Potomac 
River, miles away from any possible road from Sharpsburg 
to Fallqg W a r n .  

The mill hands were doubtless those at Fairplay Mill, at 
Marsh creek. about a mile west of Tilghmanstown on the 
Hagerstown pike. This was less than a half-mile w t h  of 
where we came across the Confederate stragglers, in the cam- 
field, nearly a mile southwest of Jones’s Cross-roads. 

Colonel Voss had cm€used the encounter with L&‘s out- 
post in Sharpsburg, with our departure from the Hagerstown 
pike near Jonq’s Cross-roads, and eight miles north of Sharps- 
burg, for he says: “In a short time we reached Sharpsburg, 
and here descended into the open country * * . I . 
halted the col&n to determine what direction to take, and had 
just dispatched my adjutaht, with one of my guides, to a house 
nearby, where the guide hoped to obtain some information 
concerning the disposition of the rebel troops from the occupant, 
whom he knew, when suddenly a sheet of Aame illumined the 
darkness for an instant, followed by the report of at least a 
hundred d e s  sending their laden messengers about ourears. 
This came from a strong outpost placed at the entrance of the 
Hagerstown road, into the city of Sharpsburg, not more than 
one huhdred and fifty paces ahead of us, furnishing the most con- 
clusive proof that the rebels were in strong force in that direc- 
tion. Before allowing the alarm to spread, the head of the col- 
umn was turned in another direction, towards Falling Waters, 
on the Potomac, to find. if possible, a weaker point to pierce 
their lines.” 

Now this is strictly correct, when we did leave Hagerstown 
pike, and took to the fields, for our mute at first was straight 
towards Falling Waters, eight and one-half miles distant, but we 
did not continue in that direction, for when we reached the 
first north and south by-road. just beyond the cotnfield where 
the stragglers were, we took that mad to the north and west, 
by Cross’s Mill, on Marsh creek, then followed the Boons- 
borough and Williamsport road f o r a d e a n d a  half, and thena 
branch road running from it north to the Hagerstawn and Wil- 
liamsport turnpike, where we encountered Longstreet’s train. 
The interview at the house which Colonel Voss describes also 

’ 
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took place, but it:wasat the Doctor’s house, and not near Sharps- 
burg, but was near where Genexal Pendletm, at Jones’s Cross- 
roads. heard of us. who, as described in “Battles and Leaders,” 
Vol. 11, p. 61.1) “crossed (Voss*s) Davis’s track about eight 
miles north of Sharpsburg.” I have already described th is  
interview, where we first learned of the presence of the Con- 
federates in force at Hagemown, only five miles ahead. 

The statement of General Lee determines the fact that this 
encountet with “a strong outpost,” occured at the entrance of 
the Boonsborough and Sharpsburg pike into the latter place. 

“By this time a bright starlight 
had succeeded the impenetrable gloom of the early night, enab- 
ling us to discern surrounding objects more distinctly. We 
were as0 guided in choosing our path by the faint glimmer of their 
bivouac fires. ?The column was gathered close in hand,, the 
order to charge given, and my brave fellows, etc., etc.” 

The expresssion. “we were also guided in choosing our 
path,” shows that Colonel Voss had a recollection that we were 
not then traveling along any road. but picking our way through 
fields, and his other statement, “the faint glimmer of their 
bivouac fires“ confirms this, for troops do not bivouac at night 
in the middle of a road, when there are luscious “roasting ears” 
in the fields near by. 

Then. as!I have already stated, we did mme out into the 
Boonsborough and Williamsport road, just opposite and half 
a mile south of St. James College, as Colonel Voss states, 
but which we could never have accomplished if we had taken 
the Potomac river road from “Sharpsburg towards Falling 
Waters,” or Williamsport. 

Colonel Voss says, of the capture of the train, in his un- 
official report: “The damn of early morning was just approach- 
ing when we were on the point of crossing the turnpike, about 
two and me-half miles from Williamsport. Suddenly the low 
rumbling sounds of bevy camage wheels were heard on the 
pike. The column was halted. The leader of the advance 
reported a large wagon train in sight, coming from Hagerstown, 
esaxted by cavalry and infantry. Two of our foremost squad- 
rons were then ordered forward, and under command of Colonel 
Davis, of the 8th NewYork, attacked and routed the escort, 

colonel Voss, continues: 

1 
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capturing the wagon train. It proved to be one of General 
Longstreet’s ammunition and commissary trains. consisting of 
eighty-five army w a d ,  each drawn by six fine mules, and 
loaded with ammunition of war and provisions, and was fol- 
lowed by about thirty or forty young steers. We regretted 
that we could not pennit this train to reach its destination, so 
we made it keep us company, and placed it in the van of our 
column, detailing for each of the rebel teamsters a sturdy trooper 
with pistol drawn, to keep him on the right road.” 

He adds that we vm-e pursued for a while by rebel cavalry. 
hastily gathered together, and accompanied by two light field- 
pieces. ‘ 

As I was in the rear guard, and it was broad daylight, I 
saw a pursuit on the road attempted by some horsemen, but I 
did not mnsider them to be strictly cavalry, but mounted 
officers and guards of the tt$in, some of whom we picked up, 
among them the wagon master and guide, the Pennsylvanian 
of whom I have spoken. The field pieces, if there were such, 
remained on the pike and fi& across the triangle, and so did 
the infantry guards when they came up, who ran across the 
triangle firing, for a half mile or more, but we soon left them 
behind. 

Geneial Pendleton, in his report. decsribes it as “the large 
wagon train proceeding by the Hagerstown road through Wil- 
liamsport.” 

General Lee, in his report of September 21, 1862, describes 
it as “General Longstreet’s train on the Hagerstown road. The 
guard was in the extreme rear of the train, that being the only 
direction from which an attack was apprehended.” 

General Longstreet, in his report, mentions the exhaustion 
of artillery ammunition in the battle, and General John G. 
Walker, who commanded alongside of, Longstreet during the 
battle, and with whom I became well acquainted after the war, 
told me that we had captured, in that train two-thirds of all 
Longstreet’s small a m  and artillery ammunition. That all he 
had left was that camed by his men, and in the caissons, ex- 
cept a short resupply. distributed among his troops. It was 
not only “one of Longstreet’s ammunition trains,” but his 
whole and only train, with the above exceptions. 

- 
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General Longsbeet, in his letter of April 6, 1880, to Ser- 
geant Pettingill, says that its’ loss “gave us much inconveni- 
ence.” 

colonel Voss gives the distance at which the attack was 
made as two and a half miles from Williamsport. By the official 
maps, it was about one and one-half miles, and two and a quarter 
miles across the ford of the Potomac, which was their destina- 
tion, on their way down through Virginia, to recross to Sharps- 
burg by the ford below Shepherdstown. 

The attack as described by Colonel Voss. was substantially 
as I saw it, excepting that our men, as General Forrest used to 
advise his men. the cavalry “mixed in” with $he rebel train and 
their guards, excepting those which we sent in batches to cheer 
up the teamsters on their way, and look after the prisoners, who 
were making d time h, but not to “Ole Virginny.” 

Colonel oss also says that on our approach to Greencastle 
“the farmers ‘ding along the mad took us for the advance of 
the rebel inv f ders, and made off with their horses and cattle 
to the adjoining woods,” which was strictly cortect, not anly 
of the farmers, but of the scat*& newly enlisted troops in and 
around Greencastle. 

“As soon as practicable, I detailed 
Lieutenant Jonathan Slade, of my regiment, and a strong es- 
cort, to take the captured train to Chambersburg, and deliver 
the same to the United States Depot Quartermaster at that 
place. 

I knew that this had been done, as I have stated, but not 
by whom. 

In conclusion, Colonel Voss says of 04 subsequent move- 
ments: “This officer ( s n t  down to G e n p l  McClellan for 
that purpose), found General McClellan a ’ k w  miles in the 
southeasterly direction from Hagerstown, making his disposi- 
ti& for the battle of Antietam, and returned with his order, 
that I should inmedm . tely march the command I had taken out 
of H8tper’s Ferry to Jones’s Cross-roads, on the turnpike be- 
tween Hagerstwm and Sharpsburg, and remain there until 
further orders. The command was moved there without delay 
all except the 8th New York, which had left Greencastle with- 

I 

Colonel Voss also says : 

He returned with the< quartermaster’s receipt therefor.” . 
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out orders.” There were absolutely no supplies there for this 
or any other regiment. 

Colonel B. F. Davis construed the 
orders under which%e left Harper’s Ferry literally, “Arrived at 
Sharpsburg, they will seek to join General McClellan and re- 
port to him for duty.’’ 

It should be borne in mind that while the cavalry had been 
placed, with the gamson of Harper’s Ferry, under the command 
of General McClellanhthis was not done until September 12th. 
General McClellan says in his report: “I shall here state that 
on the 12th I was directed to assume command of the gamson 
at Harper’s Ferry, but this ordzr reached me after all communi- 
cation with the ganison was cut off.” General Halleck, in his 
report, states substantially the same thing. 

Regarding the position of the cavalry during the battle of 
Antietam, Colonel Voss, in his unofficial report, says: “Our 
position at the cross-roads formed the extreme right flank of 
McClellan’s army at Antietam, where the battle had com- 
menced, and was in full blast on our arrival. I was instructed 
to guard against a Aanking movement directed on the part of 
Lee against the right wing of our Army.” 

General (Stonewall) Jackson in his report, (Vol. XIX, Part 
1, p. 956, War Records) describes this attempted movement 
of Lee’s left, as follows: 

“In the afternoon, in obedience to instructions from the 
commanding general, I moved to the left with a view of turning 
the Federal right, but I found his numerous artillery so judi- 
cious?~ established in their front and extending so near to the 
Potomac, which here makes a remarkable bend, as to render it 
inexpedient to hazard the attempt.” 

General J. E. B. Stuart, in his report, same volume, p. 820, 
makes a similar statement, saying that General Jackson stated 
that he “would send all the infantry he could get in order to 
follow up the success. I executed this order, keeping the cavalry 
well out to the left, and awaiting the arrival of reinforcements,” 
which failed to come. 

An examination of the maps will show that this movement, 
if successfud would have struck the HagerstownEharpsburg 
pike near Tilghmanstown, and i f  defeated would have thrown 
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the attacking force directly through Jones’s C r o s s - d s  towards 
Falling Watersand Williamsport. 

Colonel V&, also, pays Qite a compliment to my own 
command, for doing in battle what a Maine regiment had medals 
of hanot amferred on all its members, when only one-half its 
men volunteered to remain for five or six days, when there was 
no battle, and nothing to do. Y 

Our -der says: 
“It af€ords me great plwsure to record here a noble example 

of patriotism. The time of enlistment of my brave Rhode 
Islanders had expirkl, and they could not rightfully be held any 
longer to the performance of military sewice. Yet they 
cheerfully followed my coJm to Jones’s Cross-roads (this was 
done unanimously by vote), and remained on duty until after 
the impending qnguinary contlict at Antietam was fought and 
Won.” 

This was not, perhaps, so creditable as Colonel Voss colors 
it, for it was still early in the war; and f o r  most of us i t  was but 
a short vacation, for “the call of the wild” brought many of these 
soldiers back to service again, not to cease till the guns at  
Appomatox were silenced forever, and our Union was unalter- 
ably secured. 

t .  
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FIELD FORTIFICATIONS ON PRACTICAL EX- 
PERIENCES OF THE WAR.” 

d 
1. W A R  EXPERIENCES AND HOW TO UTILIZE THEM. 

HE Russian-Japanese War enhanced the value of field T fortifications very much; from it may be teamed the 
lesson that field fortifications are valuable for the offengve as 
well as the defensive. 

The practical use of fortifications during the CampISigp 
were most numerous, and an especially noticeable point was the 
fact that, owing to various special works upon which they were 
engaged, it was not possible to employ engineer officers in the 
supervision of the.construction of fortifications. Almost with- 
out exception each detachment was forced to supervise and ex- 
ecute its own works. Such being the case it followed that 
improvement of the terrain, constnrction of field works, etc., 
were under *e direction .of infantry officers. Therefore training 
in peace time in this duty is most important. 

The reason why we wish to add such a course of study to 
our military education, is because we recognize its great value. 
There is, however. one great difficulty in its accomplishment- 
the public, unlike military men, dislikes the work of forti- 
fications. This dislike must first be rooted out. However, 
difficult it may be, there is no good reason for delaying its in- 
corporation into the new course of study. It is very necessary 
that this matter s h d d  be deddedcquickly and properly; the 

Cavalry, Military Attach6 at Tokyo, Japan. 

-- 
Translated from the Japaneee by Ueutenant C M e e  Bwet t ,  Fourth 
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officers espedally should be made to understand this subject 
thoroughly, so that their study may be increased through their 
interest in the work. 

In order to accomplish this, in ordinary cases, it would be 
well to have the plan of fortifications which the army is to use, 
made d o r m ;  its exemtmn can them be uniform and it udl 
be easy of comprehension by all officers. Officers should be able 
to comprehend simple plans, even without detailed explanation. 
At anyrate, ununiformexecution, thelackof mutualcdperation, 
or the improper or disorderly practical application of ntrench- 
ing, cannot be permitted for a moment. In other ds,al- 
though those who have sufficient judgement with spect to 
terrain and the requirement of the defense c ea ily decide 
what intrenchments are necessary, it is A every 
one should be able to execute such engineering work in a fairly 
satisfactory manner. They must know, especially, what 
worthless intrenchments are. 

However, the first thing to be careful of is excessive haste 
in always constructing fortifications without regard to t h e  or 
position. Not only h the work improperly done, but its value 
is greatly l d e d  thereby. Intrenchments s h d d  only be 
constructed when convinced of their necessity and advantage, 
and their actual construction must be carried out at  an advan- 
tageous time. If conditions have been judged wrongly, no 
necessity for forti6cations will arise, and their occupancy may 
be actually harmful. In such cases, their use must not be forced 
in order to prevent the entire work from becoming useless labor, 
or through shame arising from the mistake made. On the 
contrary, conditions may be such that while already completed 
works amnot be used often, that is no reason fo r  considering 
them entirely useless. If they be defended with bravery, en- 
durance and resolution at the time of the attack, they mill 
prove their value. 

Even private sold& must be made to understand that, 
though they may temporarily assume the defensive while 
awaiting an opportunity for  taking the offensive, they must 
never Simply fie behind their intrenchments and make a passive 
dbfemse. When the opportunity comes, they must drive out 
the charging enemy with the bayonet, or, while one section 
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of the line is held fumly, ths reserve wil l  driveout theenemy who 
has penetrated out position; or, during the enemy's attack, 
we will elect a good opportunity, assume the offensive our- 
selves and pursue the beaten enemy. . 

At  the beginning of the Japanese-Russian War, only half 
of our soldiers d e d  intrenching tools, but toward the end 
of the war, almost aR camied them; in actual warfare they were 
not found useless by any means. 

2. PLANS. 

In the attempt to make military men understand the 
practical application of field fortifications, one great obstacle 
is encountered. That is, the question as to what kind of . 
works will be constructed, and the computation of detailed plans I 
therefor. Although people generally are deeply infected with ' 

the idea that such computations are very important, as a matter 
of fact, it is quite unimportant in the field. Indeed, not only 
are such computations usually disregarded when works are 
actually conlstructed, but, i f  used, more inaccurate results will 
follow than if temporary measures, suitable to the terrain and -. 
existing conditions, were followed. 

Even though the commanding officer may be most skillful 
and able, and though officers may be in charge of the work, the 
preparation of many detail directions will take more time than 
the a c t d  construction itself; and even after the work is com- ' 
pleted, much time must be wasted in carrying out the necessafy 
and unavoidable CorTectiOlls. Even though such detailed plans 
be completedbefore the appearance of the enemy, after the latter 
appears, the commanding officer msut acquire a clear knowledge 
of the situation before he can judge where to begin work. In 
the case of 6eld fortifications (position fortifications), which 
must be executed during an engagement, confusion cannot be 
avoided. All plans for such works are based on the ked prin- 
ciples of science and must follow a common method; but at 
the same time their execution must be rapid and easy. The , 

principal aim must be simplicity. Therefm in fortificatkp 
of the present day, detachments will never make the division 
of time and labor which so many people recommend. It should 
not be necessary for the commanding officer to take pencil 

I 

I 
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and paper in haad. but he should be able to plan intrenchments 
quickly from horseback, just like any other tactical problem. 

In the plan of such works, the smallest permissible unit is 
the company of infantry working With the short intrenching 

. tool, one-half working at a time. Similarly, in the a r t i l l q  
the smallest unit is the battery using the tools which they carry 
with them. In each detachment, Ithere nill be indicated, 
simply, the line which it alone, will fortify, this line always 
being limited to t& detachment's sector of ground. In addi- 
ththeartillerywill be notified of the direction of fire. Although 
of course the oommanding officer of each zone is responsible for 
the maintenance of his own communications and with communi- 
cation with neighboring zones. this point must be borne in 
mind when orders for  intrenching are given. When there is 
sufficieat time, the long-handled tools will be brought up from 
the corps tool column, or, when the necessity arises, requisitioned 
intrenching and carpenter's tools will be used. 

In gened, it is a fundamental principle that intrenchments 
will be'amstructed by the troops which will occupy them later. 
Those detachments are responsible for the direct protection 
of their works and for the preparation of a reserve within their 

t 

O k  sector.' : 

3. ORDERS FOR INTRENCHING AND EXAMPLES O F  EXECUTICN. 

(a) Iniroduttion. 
Fig. 1 shows the case of four battalions, or one regiment of 

infantry, entrusted with the defense of a front of 2,000 paces. 
Two battalions furnish the service of security and execute the 
work, while the other two fonn a reserve. When the hours of 
work are long, the reserve relieves the other battalions. Strong 
points d' appui are constructed, while the reiintexing part has a 
comparatively weak profile. 

In Fig. 2. the enemy has approached within dective rifle 
range and the first period of occupancy of the works after the 

Fig. 3 shows the detailed subdivisions of the defensive 

, 

withdrswal of covering detachments is shown. 

line. 
, 6. 
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When the defensive line and the limits of the flanks, or its 
bmtdth, are clearly shown by the map (it is much better to 
indicate the above on the ground itself), an infantry battalion 
begins its advance in the direction of the indicated line. If 
coI1clitiolls permit,. mounted officers may be sent ahead to re- 
connoiter the line where intrenchments are to be constructed, 
and they guide _the different subdivisions to their proper places. 
Upon arrival at the position. those officers will use soldiers as 
markers to indicate both flanks of.the line where the work will 
be begun, and the points of the curves as well. They will then 
order the work to be begun. 

Whenever soldiers are used to mark the position, the posi- 
tion of the support and the mutual relations of each subdivision 

--- 
,SI% coox ::e= . 

PIG. 3. - 
wi th respect to the h e  to be fortified, are clear at a glance. 
Not only is it possible to judge of its suitability or otherwise, 
but it has the additional advantage of enabling battalion and 
*ental commanders to easily and quickly rectify mistakes 

In this rectification, it is before the be 
suKcient to move t e soldhr markers to the desired po+tion. 

In order to divide the ground among the battalions, it is 
only necessary to mark two or three lines on the map or on the 
pencil sketch. Each battalion commander, or his adjutant, 
after examhhi2 the regimental commander's map, will copy the 
sector assigned his battalion. As everybody knows, forty-five 
minutes is required to construct the simple skidsh&s trench, 
while one hour and forty-five minutes is required for the com- 
plete trench. When such practice has been camed aut two 

of the work. 7 
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or t h  times, even non-commissioned officers understand 
how todirect the work. 

The profie of the skirmish trench depends entirely upon the 
terrain. The parapet should only be of sufficient heighth to 
obtain a good field of fire; it is impracticable to state in figures, .) 

fizz---- 

* *  

Flo. 4. 

I 

what that heighth should be. According to the time that can 
be spent, the kind of trench-pmne, kneeling or standing4 
indicated before the work begins; no other instructions are 
necessary. The most important matter at t h i s  time is that 
each man should be able to use the trench at any time:withmt 
reference to the period of constnrction. 

(b)  Shape of Profile; Models. 
From the experiences of the Japanese-Russian War, the 

parapet is made as low as possible, in order to make discovery 
diacult; in order to provide good cover for the men, the trench 
was made narrow and deep. 

In accotdance with the above principles, the prone, kneel- 
ing and standing trenches took the following forms (See Figs. 4, 
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5,6). The rimit is a height31 sufficient to cover the head and 
. shouldemofaptone''~ ' % r .  Inspecialcases,asinmlling 

cumtry, the pro& can be changed asin Pigs. 7,8 and 9,- as to 
d o r m  to tbe natural shape of the ground. 

I 

e--;aT- 3@ - - 
Fro. 6. 

(c) Lhdroczge, Sksltsr orrd C ~ T &  of Ground in Front. 
wben the objective is defensive, and not merely a tempor- 

aryma#erthegreatestattentionmustbepaidtodrainage. In 
the picirdty of Liao Yang, when the skirmisher's trenches and 

. -  

I 
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the artillery emplacements which had been amstructed,:a long 
time previously, were examined, all the ditches were 6lled with 

' 

water from the rains, and could be usedlbut!little:or:not'at all. 
In one section of the battle line, a new artillery;position!had to 

Fio. &-Prone SkLrmLher's Trsnch. 

be mnstmcted during the battle. The offensive works of the 
German army at Metz and Belfort were practically useless from . 
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the same reason. Therefore drain pipes, or drainage holes must 
beamstmcted(SeeFigs. 10,11,and 12). 

Intre!nchments should be constructed so as to make it as 
diScult as possible for the enemy to see them. Accordingly, 
the construction of cover is important, and as few points as 
possible should be intrenched. At the latest, the construction 
of cover will be begun at once after the construction of the para- 

0 

P 

b 

Fia. Q . - - K ~ ~  Skirmlshff'r Treoch. 

pet. Ldwever, in the case of intrenchments prepared be.me- 
hand, whenevez it is desired to amceal such preparations, or 
=der the of them difficult, cover wil l  be con- 
structed at various ranges in front of the position before the 
h-cbments are begun. Whenever the color of the excavated 
earth M e r s  conspicuously fmm that of the surrounding ground. 
the -pet must be covered with dirt from the'latter. 

--q 
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The clearing off of the foreground at the time of occupancy 
of the position is a most important matter. It not only in- 
creases the field of fire, but protects the defender from surprise 

Fia. lO.--Dralasge Plt. 

Fxa ll.-D~afa.gs Mteh. 

and renders it di&ult for the enemy to make a detailed ream- 
naissaace of the position. h such cases, anxietfabout the 
ptopaty ofthe natives, or a desire not to injure such &, 

i irr 
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will SMVer be entertained. This matter involves the safety of 
d a n ~  of t h d  of lives, which must not be jeopardized 
for the sake of g little anxiety. If the natives d e r ,  it is an 
e&y matter to assist them, or to reimburse them insome other 

PIG. 12.-DmIM@e DIM eatendlng to the Front 

(a) Manner of Using Intrmhing Tools, and the Tool Column. 
Accotding to the examples shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. in 

the detachment which is about to construct intrenchments in 
a defensive position, one-half are employed as a protective force 
and 8s a reserve. Theotherhalf engage in the work, one- 

\ 

Pic. 13.-Inuencbmenta made ritb long handled tools only. 

half the number acting as a d e f .  The number of men work- 
ing at one time does not exceed one-fourth of the whole detach- 
meat. 

' In hastily ccmstmcted intrenchments which have not been 
phmed beforehand, nothing but the portable short-handed 

I '7 
2 
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shovel is used; however, if it is desired to construct a strong 
profile and there is considerable time for its execution, or when 
it has been decided beforehand to intrench in that position, the 
1ong:handled shovel wil l  be used. If this is done, it not only 
increases the rate of execution, but it is much less fatiguing 
to the men in the same amount of work. 

The tool wagon belonging to each corps has five wagons 
(numbered from 1 to 5). Each wagon has the following tools : 
Shovels, 150; picks, 80; (total intrenching tools, 230) ; saws. 4; 
axes, 22; (total carpenter's tools, 26). Therefore, as a usual 
thing, the following procedure is followed in each detachment: 
To a half of each company, long handled intrenching tools are 
distributed; if the work is carried out normally, the tools from 
each wagon wil l  supply two companies (M battalion). If in 
each detachment only half of the men work at one time, while 
the other half acts as a guard and reserve where tools are not 
needed, one wagon from the tool column will 6e sufEiaent for 
each battalion. Therefore, the five wagons of the tool column 
will supply long-handled intrenching tools for five infantry 
battalions. 

The small number of carpenter's tools loaded in each wag& 
will be used in clearing off the foreground and in constructing 
cover, by the detachment which is using the intrenching tools 
from the same wagon ; they will& distributed at the same time 
as the intrenching tools. The pioneers belonging to each regi- 
ment will execute such special work a.. bomb proofs, look-outs, 
drainage works, and generally all work which requires the use of 
carpenter's tools. Four wagons, as indicated in Fig. 13, will 
be sufficiqt for  the whole work. 

In such a case, of the four wagons assigned a regiment, two 
accompany the 1st battalion; of the other two, one each enters 
the position with the half of the 2d and 3d battalions. After 
they have arrived at  the position, each company receives half, 
of the tools from one wagon, (75 spades, 40 picks, 115 tools in 
all). After the work has been completed and the tools cleaned, 
the wagon is brought to a point under cover, as near as possible 
to the positioo, in order that the tools may be reloaded. 

The excess tools in a wagon will be held in reserve, for it 
& a fundamental principle to always distribute the entire con- 

4 

4 

c 
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tents of a wagon to one unit. It is strictly forbidden to divide 
upthetoolsofonewagonamongseveral detachments. Accord- 
ing to this example, ,when long-handled tools only are used, 
five battalions can be worked at the same time, and’a defensive 
work with a fmnt of 2,500 paces can be constructed. 

When the entire work must be finished at the same time 
and the den t s  are to be made strong with weak reiintering 

?‘ g W  
FIG l l . - I o n t n a c h ~ t .  made dtb long and ahort handled toola 

angles in the intervals. long-handled took will be distributed 
to those detachments only which are engaged on the salients 
os1 both Aanlcs. Short-handled tools will be sufficient for the 
intervals. This is because! work can be done four times as f a s t  
with the long-handled tool, as with the infantry intrenching tool. 
In this case, two wagons will be sufticient for one regiment, the 
manner of distribution being shown in Fig. 14. 

s+3 a 
Fio. l&--Y.nna of Inveochlne a Dllldoa with both long and short handled tools. 

Similarly, to the 2d regiment, which is engaged in con- 
structing two- re+entkts and one point d’appui, one tool 
wagon only is required; to the 3d d e n t ,  two wagons are 
requid. Thedom,inadivisim, threeregimentsareemployed 

in rear asareseme, the tools of wagons Nos. 1 10 5 will be &- 
cient to enable an entire division to CollStNct hasty defensive 
intre.n-ts. 

in the first line; if the other regiments be temporarily placed 
P 
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Dtuing the execution of the work, the interval between in- 

dividual soldiers must be over one and one-half paces at the 
least; if the interval is less than this experience shows that it 
interferes with freedow ofbvement  and deneases the digging 
capacity of the soldier. 

, 
4. TECHNICAL ARTILLERY WORKS. 

Akillery, like the infantry, should be able to execute their 
o m  intrenchments and other defensive preparations. Epaule- 
ments are of the first importance, and, next, the repair and hasty 
construction of communications (lines of approach). By the 
latter is meant the construction of special artillery roads across 
difficult ground from the roads in rear to the artillery position. 
In order to make drainage easy, gun platforms will usually be 
constructed on the Gtural surface of the ground. If this is 
not done, more time wil l  be consumed in the arrangments for  
drainage than in the construction of the epaulement. 

A work which contains several guns at small interyds is 
easily discovered by the enemy, and offers a favorable target 
for hostile fire; such an arrangement will be used only in special 
casesand for special feaso11s. As far  as possible thegunepade- 
ments must be suitable to the terrain. 

With respect to communications, lines of approach suitable 
to the width of the caniagt? track will be constructed on uuevem 
ground or on steep hill sides. Ditches, gullies and small streams 
which have steep rocky banks must be brihged; steep earthy 
banks will be cut and 1e;elled. Existing bridges will be re- 
paired according to neSpssity. 

f 
5. OFFENSIVE INFANTRY WORKS. . .  

In order to farestall criticism, I must make an explanation 
here. At  first glance, an attacking force would seem to require 
a great number of trenches, to be constructed on the skirmish 
line which is usually composed of mom c(r less excited men. 1 
will explain this matter: 

Thefirst consideration withrespect to the foregoing, is 
that the dective fire of the enemy is never the same all dong 
the firing line, because the ellectiveness of that fire depends 
u p  the a~nfiguration of the ground and the amount of de- 

I 
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fensive preparations of the enemy's line. However, the troops 
which advance m the fist line, 011 account of the losses they 
h v e  sireaay teceived or are about to receive, must constnrct 
artificial cover. Cover will not be constructed at the same 
distance fmm the enemy, how&er, and there will be many 
smalj hequalities of the d a c e  of the ground which will re- 
4uire but little allmations, or no technical work whatever, 
to be quickly made suitable for  use. In addition there will be 
places within the m e  of attack which the enemy cannot see, 
and there will be more or less ground which he cannot sweep 
directlywith hisfire. In such cases, a large part of the attacker's 
advance is not visible to the enemy; consequently in crossing 
that zone there wi l l  be no necessity of constructing trenches. 
Therefore, the necessity of intrenching from the longest 
ranges is entirely exceptiondl and will be required only in one 
part of the skirmish line. However. on entirely level ground 
in great plains which &ord not the slightest cover. the regular 
attack as described in the Drill Regulations will be camed out 
step by step, with patience and resolution. At each halting 
place, during the advance from one firing position to another, 
individual cover for prone skirmishers alone is constructed. 

In the advance from one such halting places to the next, 
soldies, individually, will double-time. or in most cases. crawl. 
In executing the advance by rushes, sufficient preparations 
must be made beforehand by fire action. In the meanwhile, 
in each firing position, in order to obtain superiority of fire, the 
normal combat will be begun. Such a combat is seldom decided 
in a day; if the enemy fight stubb6mly. the fight can be ex- 
pected to last two or three days at least. 

A t  the battle of Liao-Yang, the Japanese army began an 
infantry attack on the 1st of September; the first firing positions 
wee constructed, 1.O00 and 7 0 0  paces from theenemy. In these 
positions. which were occupied for a long time, skirmisher's 
trenches were constructed. On the afternoon of the Td, the first 
attack on the Russian position was made; the attack was re- 
pulsed, and we were forced back about 100 paces. Here we 
made a stand until dark, taking advantage of the trenches 
which had been constructed during the advance. On the 
night of September 2-3. skirmisher's trenches were dug 300 
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paces to the front; these trenches enabled us to repulse the 
Russiaa's counter attack on Sptember 3d. 

The terrain often renders such difficulj. work unavoidable; 
and it is a great mistake to consider such experiences as entirely 
exceptional, and only liable to happen in weeks or months. 

Intrenching is of such great importance in deciding the fate 
of battle that it is not at all unreasonable to require such hard- 
ship from the soldiers. As an example of the great losses 
incurred when intrenchments are even partly negldted, there 

. may be cited the instance of May, 1905, when three Japanese 
battalions advanced to the atta._-k at  sunset, from behind sand- 

* bag cover at  a distance of 400 paces from the enemy's line. 
After a fight lasting over 24 hours, they lost 1,297 men kitled a 

and wounded, that is, over fifty per cent. of their total strength. 

~ 

. 

THE USE 0 9  SAND BAGS. 

In w k  of the present day, it is really surprising how oft ex^ 
sand bags are used; by their use ro@y ground or ground frozen 
in winter can be defended with intrenchments. Sand bags are 
comparatively light, occupy but little space, and have the ad- 
vantage of being very cheap. For these reasons they can be 
easily prepared for each soldier; they can be easily transported, 
and can be used for many other purposes as well. 

$10. "A." FIO. "B." 

The technical method of using sand bags is shown the 
following sketches. Fig. (a)-In rocky or frozen ground, shows 
the method of using sand bags as cover against fragments of 
shell. Fig. (b)-shows how to use sand bags as head cover. 
In such cases they will be distributed so as to be most convien- 

* 
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ient for individual soldiers. Fig. (c)-shows an example of 
the use of sand bags for the protection of the head and body at 
the time of the advance over ground which is completely 
commanded by the enemy (defile, deep valley, etc.). Fig. (d)- 
shows the use of sand bags in the passage of artificial obstacles 
(military pits, wire entanglements, etc.). 

. .  
. I  

Fio. “C.” FIG. “D.’ 

The obstacles used in the Japanese-Russian War were 
ahnost always wire entanglements. and military pits in which 
short stakes -ted. Abatis was seldom used on account 
of the scarcity of large trees. Abatis in only valuable when 
fteshly made and its period of usefulness is very shok. After 

Fro E.-Bomb Proofs. ‘ 
it has once dried there is great danger of as it is easily set 
on fire by artillery or by a special squad for that purpose. 

Especially 
when abatis is used in frpnt of and clo to a position it is 
doubtful if the position can be held in f fire. The enemy 

Thedore, it is not a good thing to use it in s e .  

, 
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will take advantage of the fire to press to close quarters sud- 
denly, and if the position has been wholly or partly vacated. 
will quickly charge. 

If materials for roofing (pebbles, crushed stone, sand, or 
sand and dirt) are used in s+nd bags in the construction of bomb 
p h f s ,  it will give great elasticity, good stability, and hxease 
the resisting power. 

’ 

s 
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THE VALUE OF FOX HUNTING.* 

By “UBIQUE.” 

VER since the Peninsular War, when the Duke of Welling- E ton added a pack of hounds to the forces under his com- 
mand, and set an example by hunting with them himself, it 
has been recognized by those in authority that the sport of 
hunting is the hest recreation for all officers, and for  std€ 
and mounted officers in particular. 

Of late years continental nations have come to recognize 
the military value of this sport, and the Italian, Russian ind  
German Governments have introduced it to their armies. In 
fact, Germany, with her habitual thoroughness, has made hunt- 
ing compulsory at - cavahy centers and riding establish- 
ments. Fox hunting forms part of their edycation, and it is 
!made a point of honor that all officers should ride straight. 

In England today facilities are given to officers-in almost 
every statim in the United Kingdom to allow them togetas 
much hunting as possible, having due regard to their military 
duties. In fact, many commanding officers rightly regard . 
fox hunting as a parade, and actively encourage their juniors 
to hunt. In addition, the majority of those hunts, in whose 
countries lie the garrison towns, are most hospitable in welcom- 
ing soldiers and most generous in asking from messes a smaller 
subscription in proportion than if the hunting members of those 

, 

--- 
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m f f ~ c s  were a\-. FA startegical reasons the bulk of our 
regular army is quartered in the South of Eeland,  amsequedy 
the shires are out of reach of most officers; but hunting can be 
obtained near every big military station, and no hunting is so 
bad that it would compare unfavorably with any other sport or 
recreation, 

Now of those officers belonging to the mounted branches of 
the Service who enter the army year by year, a certain propor- 
tion have been, so to speak, brought up in the saddle, and are 
familiar with the taws and literature of hunting; but a large 
proportim have, on entering the service, but little knowledge 
of the sport, and though they usually meet with every en- 
Couragemat they are inclined to under-estimate the value of 
hunting to tbenkelves as soldiers and as men. The old adage 
that “if a thing is worth doing at all, it  is worth doing well” 
holds as good for hunting as for all other s rts, and the young 
ofticer, on starting to hunt, should give s whole attention 
to it and not allow me Social amenities to divert his attention 
from the real business of riding to hounds. It has been said 
that “hunting is the sport of kings, the image of war without its 
guilt and only twenty-five per cent. of its daager,” and there 
are certain qualities necessary t6 a successful squadronor battery 
leader that are fostered, developed, and brought out in the hunt- 
ing field. Iefact, it is no exaggeration to Say that the combina- 
tion of professid howledge and the ability to ride to hounds 
makes the ideal cavalry officer. 

There are certain advantages of hunting that are shared 
by most field sports. A man who is huntingregularly remains 
as fit and hard as he would were he giving up his leisure hours to 
boxing or Rugby football; one has only to go for a day’s hunt- 
ing after a long illness to realize that it  is not a sport for weak- 
lings, and a m v d y ,  one finds that after a season’s hunting 
the longest route march does not tire. Again, hunting, in com- 
man with other sports, keeps a man out of mischief and occupies 
hk spare time in a way calculated to develop that factor of 
manliness essential to a leader of men. Every sport that brings 
men togethercamduces to good fellowship, and hunting develops 
tbis to a marked degree--the pleasantries exchanged at the meet 
the friendly rivalry actoss country, the long ride home a\ the 
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end of a day with one or two companions, all help to establish 
that comradeship among officers that makes their life so pleas- 
ant. 

To appreciate fdly the advantage of hunting tb the soldier, 
we should inquire what are the special qualities necessary to 
make a first-class man to hounds, and then we shall see that 
they are just those qualities which are most required in officers 
who are to be leaders of meq The most important of these 
qualities are courage, horsemanship, and judgment, and of 
them the most essential is perhaps courage, for Rithout courage, 
either in war or in the chase, all other qualities will not avail. 
Both in thehunting-fieldandon thefieldofbattle themanis most 
likely to distinguish himself whose daring is tempered with 
coolness, whose heart is always stout and hopeful, and who , 

never loses his head. Danger there is in both; “under fire of a ; 
guinea’s worth but it comes to you, in the hunting field a perm’- 
orth but you go to it,” and to surmount these dangers, courage of 
a high degree is necessary. 

Now courage may be subdivided into pluck and nerve, 
which are themselves tm-o distinct qualities. Whyte-Melville 
separates them as follows: “Pluck takes you into a difficulty, 
and neme takes you out of it.” Imagine a man riding to hounds 
on a horse that does not like water. 
over a brook; he must follow, so puts his horse :at it, deter- 
mined to get amss somehow. It is pluck that makes him keep 
his horse’s head at  it, but it is nerve that makes him. as the ho& 
sticks his toes in the ground, swing him into the brook sideways, 
and, floundering down the stream, guide him scrambling up the 
opposite bank and away after the disappearing pack. 

So in the real thing, when the sahe man is battery leader 
and has to bring his battery across a zone swept by the enemy’s 
shrapnel : It is pluck that holds him to his resolve and wiIl not let 
him flinch from his task, but it is nerve that makes him watch 
for the flashes that herald the next rafale,‘then shoot up his 
hand, stopping the teams short of the danger zone, and, when the 
shells have harmlessly expended their fury, &e the signal that 
makes the battery -*like lightning across the dangerous 
space before the next‘outburst can arrive. 

Hounds splash into and , 
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Assheton Smith, perhaps the finest man to hounds that has 
ever been known, had three favorite maxims: “Throw your 
heart over and your horse is sure to follow; There isno place that 
you cannot get. over with a fall ;  No fnan can be called a good 

. ’ rider till he knows how to fall.” SOW, to live up to these ma..ims 
requires murage; there have been men who have consistently 

. ridden well to hounds without ever getting a serious fall, but 
he who would escel must be prcpared to have sevcral falls 
and occasionally a bad one. Though it is these bad falls that 
do sometimes destroy the incipient pluck i a man, yet more 

ity of nen-e, thus producing the first-rate man to hounds. 
More falls are caused through tack of nerve thar. through over- 
boldness. The doubts as to the capabilities of one’s horse to 
jump a fence are communicated. as if by telepathy, to the ani- 
mal, and he loses confidence in himself. The n row application 
of the leg, or the interference with his head as the horse takes off, 
or the clutch at his bridle if he pecks on landing--all due to lack 
of nerve-ause more falls than one generally realizes. while a 
disposition to crane or shirk is fatal to the would-be first 
fighter. ,On the other hand, the willingness to take risks, the 
knowledge of how to avoid interference with the horse. and, 
above all, the determination to get to the other side lead to the 
developmentof astrongnerve that will help o u t  of all difficulties. 
The highly strung temperament of the average man to-day is an 
outcome of civilization, and as modem invcntiys make weapons 
more deadly, and increase the range of projectiles, so the new- 
ous strain on combatants is ever increasing. Thus the pos- 
session of a cool nerve, as distinguishcd from the impetuous hat- 
blooded valor of a Crillon, becomes more and more desirable. 

The acquisition. then, of pluck and nerve, invaluable to the 
man who rides to hounds, cannot fail to be equally valuablc to 
the soldier, and he goes into battle doubly armed who has al- 
ready acquired these qualities in the hunting-field. That every 
mounted officer should be a good horseman and a good horse- 
mas* is undeniable, and it must be conceded that the hunting- 
field gmvides the best opportunities to acquire proficiency in 
both. * A firm seat is as necessary to the hunting-man as it is to 
the soldier, and it is as by hunting that a firm seat is gained. 

often theyimproveit, temper it, and weld int 3 it the rarer qual- 
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Young officers on joining have usually a father stiff seat in the 
saddle, acquired ig the Hng-school, and lack that supple- . 
ness of the body combined with the iron grip of knee and thigh 
that comes after long days spent in the saddle and over fences. 

Grip and balance, which are interdependent, come only 
with practice, and the best opportunities fo r  gaining them are to 
be obtained by hunting. 

Not only will the rider learn how to sit on his horse, but he 
will learn how to assist him. to bend his body in sympathy with 
his movements, by bearing forward to take the weight off his 
quarters as he rises to a fence, by pressure of the leg to hold him 
a t  a fence and make a refusal impossible, by sitting firm and not 
rolling in the saddle to save his back at the end of a long day. 

Although it might be too much to say that hunting confers 
the gift of hands, which.is rather a gift of nature, yet hunting 
undoubtedly improves it. At any rate, one learns tfy experience 
to leave the horse’s mouth alone, especially over fences, to guide 
him over rough country, to turn him quickly, and to stop him 
when necessary. Above all the young rider, if he is of the right 
sort, acquires in the hunting-field confidence in himself and in 
his horsemanship that will always stand himin good stead on 
service. Not only that, but hunting establishes a comradwp ! 
between horse and rider that is invaluable to both. The rider 
learns the capabilities of his mount, appreciates his efforts, and 
feels himself bound to reciprocate by studying his horse’s ‘ 
comfort as well as his own. A man who learns to buy a horse, 
keep him fit, know when he is fit and when he is tired, aad to 
spare him a11 unnecessary work in the hunting-field, will in war 
undoubtedly get the best value out of the horses under his 
charge. 

The quality of judgment is developed in the hunting-field 
to a greater extent than any other quality. The term “judg- 
ment” is very comprehensive and embraces such qualities as 
initiative, quickness of decision and action, and the possession 
of an eye for country, all of which are shared by the leader of 
men and the first-rate man to houfids. Judgment comes by 
experience and observation; reading the acknowledged author- 
ities such as Suttees and Whyte-Melville will assist in forming 
judgment, but reading is useless unless it be with understanding; 
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perswal experknce wil l  bear out the truth of what has been 
read and wil l  drive it home. But in order to gain advantage 
from what he has reat$ and what he has experienced a man must 
ride with his head, must use his eyes, and observe what other 
mea do, what the hounds are doing-what the fox has done. He 
should, like Facey Romford, ask: “What should I do were I 
tha fox?” and by so doing train himself to appreciate the situ- 
ation from the enemy’s point of view in war. Thus, in time he 
will learn how to take advantage of every check and turn, how 
to ride for ground. to pick the best place at each fence; in short. 
wi l l  make himself master of the art of riding to hounds. 

As in war, it is the object of a commander to sieze the initia- 
tive, so it is initiative that makes for success in the hunting- 
field, and the possibility of showing initiative comes only with 
experiene and obswvation. “Take your own line” is advice 
so often given and so seldom acted upon. But a man cannot 
take his own line and ride it with success until he has studied 
the elementary rules and principles correctly. For instance, at 
th covertside he should make a mental note of the force and 
direction of the wind ; how the cover is being drawn ; and should 

decide for  himself how he can best obtain a good start 
without interferenee with the sport. Having watched the move- 
ments of the best men in the hunt, he will decide whether he’ 
will follow them or whether he w i l l i f  allowed-follow the 
huntsman. But it is when hounds go away after their fox that 
the critical moment comes, f o r  it is then that initiative is so im- 
portant and the quick decision followed by the quick action 
wi l l  make or mar the pleasure and success of the day. “Shall 

- I  follow that crowd that is making for the gateway or shall I 
jump these rails in the corner and get away by myself v’  An, 
instant’s hesitation is fatal either to your chance of getting 
a good place at the gateway, or to your chance of getting over 
the rails, for in the latter case your hesitation will be communi- 
cated to your horse, and he *will probably ’decide that it is better 
and safer fo r  him to join the other horses. 

As in hunting, more runs have been lost through indecision 
and uncertainty than from gPfL“t of courage, so in war, more 
battles have been lost through the same causes. 

I 
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The study of ground is of the greatest importance both as a 

means of acquiring that “eye for country” so important f o r  the 
squadron or battery leaders, and also as a means of acquiring 
the art of riding straight to hounds wih the minimum of dis- 
comfort to horse and rider. A judicious choice of ground is 
essential to success in this direction. In every run occasions 
abound when a man who keeps his eyes open and rides f& 
ground may save hundreds of yards and be in a position to take 
advantage of every check that may occur. The rider should 
always make for the gzvund where the foothold is smooth and 
sound; in plough the furrows where the water is standing offer 
the best and easiest passage; ridge and furrow should be crossed 
aslant; the rider should keep an eye to blind drains; the fox 
will, as a rule, travel down wind, so the rider should choose a line 
toleeward of the pack but not so far from them that a turn into 

, the wind would leave him far behind. The tendency of many 
young riders is to followclosc upon a pilot or upon tail-hounds; 
both pr,?cticcsarercprehcnsible, and H ill bring their follower sinto 

In a strange and intricate country 
one is often obliged to choose a pilot and follow him, but this 
does not mean that his footsteps should be dogged as if he were 
a criminal! The follower must give his pilot plenty of room 
and avoid jumping directly beand him. The feeling that if 
one falls one will probably be jumped upon is most unpleasant 
and calculated to upset the nerves of the boldestrider. I t  is 
usually possible to  jump to one side of the pilot, and the follower 
should harden his heart and pickout hisownspot in the fenceeven 
though i t  is stiffer than that selected by the man he is following. 
An even worse crime is to ride close upon hounds; nothing 
upsets them more, and the rider who does this spoils the sport 
for himself and for everyone else. The rider ther. must first 
gain for himself a quick start by making up his mind what is 
the right thing to do, and then doing it at once; secondly 
whether he is shaping his course by hounds or by pilot, he should 
make the best use cf the ground he will traverse, pick his own 
place in each fence, and ride for that place with resolution and 
determination. He should always keep an eye forward for 
indications as to what direction the fox has taken, such as 
distant hollows, ploughmen waving, sheep bunching in a field. 

. 

L deserved unpopularity. 
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If hounds check and cast themselves; he should stand still 
dismount to ease his horse, still with a? eye forward; ready to 
be up and away the moment hounds kit off the line. As it is 
the soldier's business in war to take risks so as to be able to 
shike quickly, so in the hunting-field should one be prepared 
to jump an ugly place at short notice so as to get away quickly; 
but as the soldier, so the rider mwt. by using his judgment 
reduce to a minimum the risks that he must run. 

Experience and observation will show the best way to over- 
come all obstacles; by observation the rider will learn that the 
banks of a stream are soundest in the neighborhood of trees 
and by experience will learn to esfimate correctly the strength 
of tails. It is observation that makes the rider to recognize coun- 
try as he gallops over it. to forsee obstacles, to take in features 
and remember them again. In no way can this eye for country 
be acquired so well as by riding one's own line to hounds, and 
officers on the staff, and, in fact, in every branch of the service 
gain incalculably by its acquisition. 

As officers are given such exceptional facilities to hunt, it in 
"up to" them to give a thought to their profession when hunting. 
Many keen hunting men when on a railway journey amuse 
themselves by imagining that they are hunting over the coun- 
try parallel to the line, and are able to pick out 'their places at 
each fence as it comes into their field vision. Similarly many 
keen soldiers w i l l  find that a ride to and from a meet is made 
more interesting by imagining oneself to be one of a reconnoiter- 
ing patrol; and the study of features from a military point of 
view wil l  be of considerable assisknce. Even a late arrival at a 
meet after hounds have moved off may often be of use to the 
soldier, as he will have to exerase on occasions considerable 
skill and ingenuity in finding hounds quickly. 

The advantage of the ability to ride across country was 
brought home to the writer very forcibly durihg last year's 
maneuvers. On one d o n  he was sent out on a night re- 
CoLLnaiSsance in a country over which he had hunted some years 
previously. Remembering the lie of the ground he was able 
to reconnoim mounted up to within half a mile of the enemy's 
main position' by riding acloss the fields that lay between the 
cross roads held by the hostile outposts; and he was able at 
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dawn to lead a battery into a position that enfiladed the enemy's 
trenches at a very close range. Again, on the last day of 
army maneuvers, while employed as reconnaissance officer, 
he saw troops debouching from a village on the other side of a 
strongly fenced mile of country. His' hunting experience en- 
abled him first of all to ride up unseen so close that he could 
distinguish clearly the tartan af the Highland regiment that was 
leading, and then to gallop back straight over the country to 
report what he had seen without loss of time. 

Generally speaking, there can be no doubt that to all arms 
the practical knowledge of country gained in the hunting-field 
is of inestimable value. 

The leader of the cavalry patrol can tell at a glance *hat is 
his best way over a country. that this fence can be jumped by 
his troopers, that those pollards winding along the vale mean 
water, that that plough just ahead should be avoided if the 
horses are to be kept fresh; while the gunner will be able to pick 
out a good position for his battery, and ride the straightest way 
to reconnoiter positions. The infantry man will show his 
section leaders the best way through this wood, and how to 
take cover in the ditch that will be under that fence-all the 
hundred and one little points that come instinctively into the 
head of a man who has ridden to hounds with his eyes open. 

In conclusion, the writer would ask those who have had 
experience of young officers if they would not choose for in- 
itiative, resourcefulness, nerve, horsemanship, and judgment the 
r d y  good man to hounds? 
Melville has written: 

a 

of whom Whyte- 

'To whom naught comes 
One haze or another. that country or this; 
Who through falls or bad starts undauntedly stil l  
Rides up to the motto: "Be with them f will.' " 
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THE BREEDING OF ARMY REMOUNTS IN CANADA. 

h m  “Ccornlq Life.” London, England. 
- -- 

OW many men who love the thoroughbred horse,and H most real men do. have thought of him as the most 
prepateat thing on earth next to man? Perhaps this has not 
occured to you who watch him prance in the paddock with 
spirits as gay as the silks he carries, or struggling domn the 
stretch in game contest with his kind. You may praise his 
speed and courage in prose and poetry, and your artists may do 
their best to glarify him on canvas, but the chief feature of 
the breed may be overlooked in so doing. 

The thoroughbred of today is the product of centuries of 
care and selection. I t  is admitted by all that his ancestors came 
from North Africa and Asia. He was cnce a hog-maned ani- 
mal engaged in the fight for food, just as so many millions of 
men, less fortunate than the thoroughbred. arc at present. 
I suppose that the first of the tribe was captcred as a colt, 
probably after the mother had been hilled for food, and was 
kept as a pet for the children of prehistoric man. Then some 
genius got on his back and discovered that four legs were better 
than two in getting over the ground. This lesscn was learned 
by the tribe and more horses were‘secured. Centuriesprobably 
passed before a rope of twisted thongs was placed in the.mouth 
of thehorzc so that man could direct his movements. And this 
inven ‘on. sr-311 as it may seem to us now. had more to do with 
the * tory of the human race than all the battleships, airships 
or au rndiiles that have ever been invented. From that 
time he human race advanced. The warriors on horseback 
venb 1 ed afar. They were known in ancient Babylotlia, on 
the west of England, and in remote China. Ever since the 
horse has worked for man in peace and camcd him forth to 
battte. 

In trying to get the best of the breed, one with the most 
energy and the most courage, men, particularly- Englishmen 
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have produced the thoroughbred. Such care has been exer- 
cised in selection and heeding, such ingenuity in perfecting 
environment, such rigid tests imposed, that the psent -day  
thoroughbred has nothing to transmit except tHmughbred 
germ cells, and therefore he is prepotent, transmit $is qualities 
without failure and improves all breeds of horses, which means 
the horse breeding industry. Above all other thixigs he gives 
to his offspring the sureness of foot, courage, endurance and 
weight carrying ability required of the ideal war dorse. Per- 
haps too finely bred and fiery himselj, he is the perfect sire to 
get a trooper or a churgerfrom th t  cold-blooded farm mare. This 
is an axiom of breeding which has fallen lightly on English 
ears, but other nations have learned the lesson, and that is 
why European powers come to England and pay any price 
for the best thoroughbreds to brccd to fheirfarm drudges at home. 
That is why France at the present time can assemble five hun- 
dred and twenty-five thousand horses suitable for war purposes 
in two weeks’ time. That is why Germany can count on six 
hundred thousand well bred horses in time of stress. I t  is why 
Italy, .\ustro-Hungary, the Argentines, Japan and Russia 
have taken your thoroughbred sires. It also furnishes the 
reason as toawhy the Canadian National Bureau of Breeding 
was started seven years ago. This bureau started out t? solve 

free distribution of thoroughbred sires throughout Canada. 
I t  has placed nearly half a million dollars’ worth of these 
horses from Ocean to ocean, and has prepaid the freight, express 
and all other espenses to the paints selected. Thc cost of the 
work for the first few years was met by prominent Canadians 
who bclieved in the undertaking as a bond of Empire and an 

So much has been said about Imperial 
defence, and so little reb1 work donein that direction, that these 
.men have sworn by the bones of irrynortal Bend Or to “say 
nothing, but saw wood,” and I may be called to task for giving - this news about the bureau ; but there have been many enquiries 
during the past year or so from England, and i t  is perhaps just 
as well to state some plain facts. 

For the past three years the National Bureau has been aided 
. by the Canadian Government and by some of the Provincial 

\ 

the remount problem of Canada, and also of England, by the a 

. 
b -  aid to Imperial defence 
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Governments. This has made it possible to extend the work 
until the thoroughbred sires are strung out from Bridgetown in 
Prince Edward Island to the shores of the Pacific Ocean and 
h m  the American bo&dary to the Sub-Artic. In all places they 
have attained good results when bred to native mares, and there 
are aIready over one million dollars’ worth of their produce in 
Canada. i n  New Brunswick, for example, Ostrich. a grandson 
of Bend Or, has produ one hundred ?nd twenty-one colts in 

ducing handsome colts. Ontario has been attended to from 
Ottawa to Algoma and south to within sight of Lake Erie 
Manitoba has hundreds of these half-bred colts, and they are 
winning prizes all over the Province. Saskatchewan and 
Alberta have been looked after thoroughly, and the Bureau 
work has been extended into the Okanagan country in British 
Columbia and ov& the Rockies t o  the Pacific. 

A great portion of the work in Western Canada is done by 
Englishmen. Many of them‘have served in cavalry regiments 
and know what cavalrymen need. Some of them hunted to 
hounds over here, and as won as the young half-breeds amve 
there comes a call to the Bureau for hound puppies. There you 
see the old spirit of sport and war, and the Bureau has found 
it existing on the Peace River frontier, one hundred and ninety 
miles north of the farthest north mounted police post, not to 
speak of railway lines. Your sons. the real pioneers of Empire 
are out there fighting the good fight of race expansion alone 
but their love fo r  the thoroughbred and his get has not been 
cooled by hardship and solitude. They are sportsmen all and 
fighters at the front of Empire. Some day they may have to 
bear the shock which race pressure has always brought about. 
When that day comeqfhey will have good horses to ride. And 
rest assured they will go forward, for there are two living creat- 
ures which never know when to quit-a good white man’and a 
real thoroughbred horse. 

Together they have always travelled, and where otherwise 
can Nature show such efficient carriers of type? Look over the 
list. Nature hastrid-the tiger, with his sharp teeth; the CMCO- 
dile, with his coqt of mail; the turtle, with its hard shell; the ere- 
phant, with its huge size and strength; the snake, with its poison 

four seasons. From en ? to end of Quebec, Bureau sires are pro- 
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sac; the eagle, with its fl*g power and rending beak; the 
great and small, from the masodon to the malaria microbe; 
but heragreatest triumph was man and his friend. the horse. ! Man astride of the horse has eaten everything, slaughtered 
everything. conquered everything, plant and animal. He has 
made a “den” rug of the tiger; the tusk of the elephant he has 
changed into bri-&-bra:; the eagle is stuffed and decorates his 
hall. He makes shoes out of the cro2odile’s hide, and the turtle 
is in his soup. For a time it .seemed that he might be stopped 
by the infinitesimkly small, that the microbes might stop his 
onward march, but these he now has sealed up in test tubes 
classified and labelled. He feeds the few which are at large on 
debilitating serums before turning them out of .his human sys- 
tem. Man, the embodiment of force goes over the earth arro- 
gant and all-powerful. And the greatest conquerors among men 
have always advanced on horseback. 

, i 
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JOHN F. RYAN. 

CAYALRY HORSE I N  ACTION. 

From “The Field Illusttafed” of Oe’tober 4, 1918. 

8 E usually look for real and authentic information in the W Columns of the New York Herald, but when weare told, as 
we were in last Sunday’s edition of that paper that “when there 
is real business to be done, bodies of mounted troops nearly al- 
ways move on a jog trot,” and “that modem cavalry was almost 
never called upon to gallop except in retreat.” As this piece of 
information emanated from the late Charles L. Railey, horse- 
dealer, we suppose we ought to believe it, if we don’t, we have no 
doubt that all the great cavalry generals of this and other wun- 
tries will. It was Cmnje’s, and particularly De Wett’s wonder- 
ful speed and mobility that gave England all the trouble in 
South Africa. They were all mounted, and so fast, and their 
horses so fit, that they took, through speed alone, position after 
position tried for by the British; cut their lines of communi- 
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cation & and time again, turned their t h k s  and out galloped 
and out maneuvered them upon unnumbered d u n s .  “The 
jog trot”-Great Scott! We wonder whether that most ex- 
c e k t  and lamented gentleman the late Mahdi broke the Brit- 
ish squares at a jog trot, or whether General French, after he 
had got together the fastest  and lightest cavalry the British 
Empire was capable of producing moved at that dignified gait. 
Amusing, very. 

h. I 

THE ARPIlY HORSE. 
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BY FIBST LIEUTENANT ROBERT M. DANFORD. FIFTH FIELD A I I T I L L I ~ Y .  
(From The Thoroughbred Record of September 6. 1913. I 

S a constant reader and loyal admirer of your paper A & a lover of well bred horses. particularly the thor- 
oughbred, and as an officer of the army who is deeply inter- 
ested in mounting our soldiers on American Qred horses that 
cannot be surpassed by those of any other army in the world, 
I feel disposed to make reply to your editorial of August 16, 
1913, under the subject “Uncle Sam has Horses for the  \\’hole 
World.” This editorial showed such an ignorance1 of facts. 
and such a warping of truth. that it  was quite unworthy of the 
“Thor~ghbred Record.” Its whole tenor was to discredit a 
sheme that thoroughbred interests of all horse interests 
should be loyally supporting. and a scheme that I personally 
believe and hope will be developed under the Agricultural 
Department in such a way as to prove of unparalleled value 
to the horse breeding industry of the nation. 

Your 
first semtence--“Uncle Sam has recently embarked in the 
horse business on such a gigantic scale that it is not improbable 
the &usiness of private breeders will be seriously affected.” 
Mr. Haggin, in 1907 had a farm and horses beside which “Uncle 
Sam’s farm” would look small, yet would Mr. Haggin’s holdings 
have been considered “gigantic” f o r  a govemment undertaking? 

To take exception to a few of your statements: 

I ’  
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It is hoped and believe that the business of all‘private breeders 
will be affected and affected most fa\iorably, not through the 
breeding and sale of horses fo r  the army, for only a comparatively 
few breeders m l d  be engaged in that, but through govern- 
ment diskeminated information concerning improved methods 
of breeding; scientific study of heredity and the laws of breed- 
ing; methods looking to the elimination of the enormous waste 
caused by barrcnnessof mares and impotence of stallions; the 
extravagance and loss caused through zig-zag breeding, and also 
through the use of any but vigorous, sound and pure bred stal- 
lions; in short, a campaign of education in animal breeding 
and heredity that can have no other than a beneficial effect- 
on the breeding industry of the entire nation. If the business 
of private breeders be not favorably affected, it is realized only 
too fully that the scheme can never live, fo r  Congress will n3t 
be guilty of appropriating public money for something that the 
voters do not want. 

Your second sentence-“He has started what is probably 
the largest horse farm in the world, a farm of 5,5OOa.cres,” etc. 
Look at  the Government farms of France, Germany, Austria 
and Russia, and note how our little one pales into insigni- 
ficance. Take the German Imperial Stud at Trakenen. It 
covers 10,855 acres and is under the management of Baron 
Von Oettingen, wha is the author of that most interesting and 
valuable book, “Horse Breeding in Theory and Practice.” In 
1909 there were 1,700 horses at this stud. These included 
twenty-one stallions of which thirteen were thoroughbreds, one 
an Anglo-Arab, and the rest half-breds reared at Trakenen, 
they having a distinct preponderance of pure‘thoroughbred 
blood. I t  is the work of the five imperial studs of Germany to 
breed stallions for the rural districts. When Germany pur- 
chased Ard Patrick and Galtee More at prices approximating 
$lOO,OOO each, did she do it for fun, or to compeG with private 
breeders? She purchased those magnificant animals that she 
might put them in her Government studs, where they d d  
have the best mares the Government money could buy, to 
produce stallions to send to her rural districts. She thus 
through the sons of these great horses threw their blood into 
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every m e r  of the Empire. Did individual breeders suffer, 
or pmfit, thereby ? 

“He (Uncle Sam) intends to statt several (farms) and turn 
out thoroughbreds by the thousands.” Thearmyis inprofound 
ignorance of any such intentions. 

“Today the farm is supplying the United States Army with 
mounts.” True, the army is very smalls0 small that there 
is one mounted soldierforevery 5.000of our population, yet it 
is not small enough to be supplied with mounts from “Uncle 
Sam’s farm.” The farm has not furnished a single mount to 
any organization in the army. 

“This new venture of Uncle Sam’s represents an expendi- 
ture of more than 15600,OOO with some srO0,OOo yet to be spent 
within the year.” I am not informed as to the original cost of 
land, but Congress has appropriated to be “spent within the 
year” SlS0,OOO. 

You distort and derid; the work of Captain Conrad 
and Mr. Rommel. Do you consider it unworthy of officers 
of our army to seek to revise and perfect regulations, to study 
newer and better methodsof attack and defense, to work to 
improve equipment and material that the same may be kept 
abreast of the time? Is it then unworthy of our officers to de- 
vote some thought and study to the improvement of our, as 
yet, most important weapon the horse? Why then should 
you endeavor to q t  the efforts of two men whose patno- 
tism in this work cannot be questioned ? 

It  has 
proved so big a success that Uncle Sam is already planning to 
start at least one more.” The present farm is, as you &y, a 
starter. Its success, however, is a matter of hope on the part 

. of the War Department, the Agricultural Department, enli ed 
men a d  officers of our cavalry and field artillery, a 
public-spirited citizens. 

A year or two ago when racing was at a low ebb, you 
eagerly endorsed General Woad’s assertions that as a result 
of adverse racing legislation our best thoroughbreds were leav- 
ing the country in s ch numbers as to approach a “national 

the specter of “thohands” of government thoroughbreds 

. .  

You say, “The present farm is just a starter. 

4 
calamity.” Today 3i th racing improving, you seem to see 
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with the bottom knocked out of the thoroughbred business, 
so you are ready to part company with General Wood, and assist 
in killing his government project. As I see it thoroughbred in- 
terests will never suffer as a result of the governemnt breeding 
farm. In fact they have everything to gain and nothing to 
lose, as I shall now attempt to prove. 

.If our government farm proves successful, I hopeandbelieve 
that it will grow into Germany’s scheme. That is, we will have 
at the government farm a relatively few pure bred stallions 
and mares carrying the best blood that money can buy. With 
these animals, selected to a type, we will produce stallions 
which after being carefully culled over, mill be sent to a few 
communities in our best horse breeding districts, there to be 
mated with selected and approved mares, these mares as has 
already. been announced, to be registered in a government 
stud book. Thus with carefully selected, ’sound. pure bred 
parent stock in a govememnt stud, we can control and render 
uniform, the. quality and type of all remounts. Is such a 
consummation devoutly to be wished? For your answer please 
come with me to every troop and battery in QW army and note 
that they are filled with mongrels and misfits, carrying every 
kind of blood in the world-a discredit and a disgrace to this 
great horsebreeding nation. One trooper rides a star gazing 
half-bred, gotten out of a grade standard bred mare, by an un- 
sound cast-off from the race track; the man by his side rides 
a feather-legged mongrel gotten by a grade sire out of a pony 
mare-purchased for the army because their height and weight 

!were accoaing to specifications and because only professional 
thoroughbred and standard bred horsemen in this country have 
as yet learned to appreaate the value of pedigree. 

What blood should be used at the goverment farm? 
Answering this question gives rise to a heated discussion. 
That excellent horsemen, hIr. Ware outlines perfectly the 
qualities and characteristics of the ideal cavalry horse, then 
q s  the whole exemplified in his favorite, the standard-bred. 
Mr. Spencei Borden similarly describes the perfect cavalry 
horse, and draws thereform the conclusion that the Arabian 
only wi l l  answer all requirements. General Castleman and 
other eminent saddle horsemen see in the American Wdler  

c -  
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every corner of the Empire. Did individual breeders suffer, 
or profit, thereby? 

“He (Uncle Sam) intends to start several (farms) and turn 
out tharoughbreds by the thousands.” Thearmy is in profound 
ignorance of any such intentions. 

“Today the farm is supplying the United States Army with 
mounts.” The ,  the army is very small-so small that there 
is one mounted soldier forevery 5,OOO of our population, yet it 
is not small enough to be supplied with mounts from “Uncle 
Sam’s farm.” The farm has not furnished a single pount to 
any organization in the army. 

“This new venture of Uncle Sam’s represents an espendi- 
ture of more than $6OO,OOO with some $-K)O,ooO yet to be spent 
within the year.” I am not informed as to the original cost of 
land, but Congress has appropriated to be “spent within the 
year” SlS0,OOO. 

You distort and defide the work of Captain Conrad 
and Mr. Rommel. Do you consider it unworthy of officers 

newer and better methodsof attack and defeqse. to work to 
improve equipment and material that the Same may be kept 
abreast of the timi? Is it then unworthy of our officers to de- 
vote some thought and study to the improvement of our, as 
yet, most important weapon the horse? Why then should 
you endeavor to discredit the efforts of two men whose patno- 
tism in this work cannot be questioned? 

It has 
proved so big a success that Uncle Sam is already planning to 
start at least one more.” The present farm is, as you say, a 
starter .  Its success, however, is a matter of hope on the part 
of the War Department, the Agricultural Department, enlisted 
men and officers of our cavalry and field artillery, and all 

A year or two ago when racing was at  a low ebb, you 
eagerly endorsed G e n d  Wood’s assertions that as a result 
of adverse racing legislation our best thoroughbreds were leav- 
ing the muntry in such numbers as to approach a “national 
calamity.” Today with racing improving, you seem to see 
the specter of “thousands” of government thoroughbreds 

> of our army to seek to revise and perfect regulations, to study 
’ 

You say, “The present farm is just a starter. 

.public-spirited citizens. 
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with the bottom knocked out of the thoroughbred business, 
so you are ready to part company with General Wood, and assist 
in killing his government project. As I see it thoroughbred in- 
terests will never suffer as a result of the governemnt breeding 
farm. In fact they have everything to gain and nothing to 
lose, as I shall now attempt to prove. 

If our government farm prbves successful, I hopedndbelieve 
that it will grow into Germany’s scheme. That is, we will have 
at the government farm a relatively few pure bred stallions 
and mares carrying the best blood that money can buy. With 
these animals, selected to a type, we will produce stallions 
which after being carefully culled over, will be sent to a few 
communities in our best horse brceding districts, there to be 
mated with selected and approved mares, these mares as has 
already been announced, to be registered in a government 
stud book. Thus with carefully sekcted, ‘sound, pure bred 
parent stock in a governemnt stud, we can control and render 

Is such a u n 3 K  cons mation devoutly to be mished? For your answer please 
come with me to every troop and battery in our &y and note 
that they are filled with mongrels’ and misfits, carrying every 
kind of blood in the world-a discredit and a disgrace to this - 
great horsebreeding nation. One trooperarides a star gazing 
half-bred, gotten out of a grade standard bred mare, by an un- 
sound cast-off from the race track; the man by his side rides 
a feather-legged mongrel gotten by a grade sire out of a pony 
mare-purchased for the army because their height and weight 
were according to specifications and &cause only professional 
thoroughbred and standard bred horsemen in this country have 
as yet learned to appreciate the value of pedigree. 

What blood should be used at the goverment farm? 
Answering this question gives rise t o 2  heated discussion. 
That excellent horsemen, Mr. Ware outlines perfectly the . 
qualities and characteristics of the ideal cavalry horse, then 
q s  the whole exemplified in his favorite, the standard-bred. 
Mr. Spencer Borden shrklarly describes the perfect cavalry 
horse, and draws thqeform the conclusion that the Arabian 
only will answer all requirements. General Castleman and 
other eminent saddle horsemen see in the American Saddler 

, the quality and type of all remounts. 
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the embodiment of perfection for cavalry purposes. The 
thoroughbreds and the Morgans have their full share of cham- 
pionS. AU these worthy gentlemen are sincere in their views 
and probably none of them realize that what they desire is 
to make the army a market for the midits of their favorite 
breed,abreedineverycase produced for a specific purpose 
and that purpose not for the army. Perhaps I make enemies 
with all when I make the declaration that not one of these 
breeds as they stand today is a suitable breed for cavalry pur- 
poses. Why should they be, when as I stated above, they have 
been selected and bred, each with a distinct and well defined 
purpose and tdat purpose not for cavalry service. 

The thoroughbred is the most perfect specimen of equine 
excellence in the world. Of all horses he is the unchallenged 
-t. But he has been bred for the express pu-se of 
running and winning races. He has been perpetuated through 
the! best of his kind, the test of the best being the race course 
which as Count Lehndorff (from his experience in charge of 
the German government studs) says is “the only appropriate 

. test. proved by the experience of two centuries-.” Today 
howewer the tlmoughbred is being selected more and more 
to Win a five or six furlong sprint, rather than distance races. 
This encourages the production of a light boned animaldith little 
substance and an anima with such a high strung nervous 
temperament as to be of little use any place except on the race 
track. The average present day thoroughbred is not a cavalry 
horse. 

We honor the Standard bred as an American production 
and one that excels in the purpose for which he has been selected 
and bred-to win trotting races. His conformation is becom- 
ing mom and more suited to the trotting faculty, and this is 
not the amformation of a saddle animal. His back is getting 
longer which adds to his advantage in stride but detracts from 
his power ta carry weight. His neck is short and thick 
which makes his training for saddle di5cult. Both his trot 
and his gallop are mo$ fatiguing to his rider. He is a wonder- 
ful horse and we 8]1! love him, but it is nothing to is discredit 
for his friends to admit that he is not a cavalry horse. 

# 

s 
.- 
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The beautiful American Saddle Horse excels in the pupwe 
for which he has-been selectedand bred-pleasure animal and 
show horse. Is it teasonable to expect him to possess the 
courage, strength and stamina po%sessed by the thorounhbred 

i 
I 
i 
t 

? - -  
1 and standard bred, which have ‘had to undergo and survive 

the grilling test of the race course? And again, his mixed gaits 
with all the various degrees of speed represented make him 
undesirable as a cavalry horse. 

No one wishes to minimize the many excellent qualhies 
of the Arabian. However without going into reasons, it seems 
true that in the last 200 years the Arabian has stood still 
-the thoroughbred is in most ways an improved Arabian. 

It is 
hard to separate him from either the standard bred or the 
saddler with which breeds he has been crossed and renossed. 
Is it not true that the standard bred and thesaddler oweZheit 
excellence to the thoroughbred blood that predominatebs in 
their veins? Does it then seem unwise to accept the adopted 
policy of foreign governments, that of adcapFing the fountain 
head of excellence, the thoroughbred, as the blood through 
which to seek improvement in our army h&? 

Bakewell, Bates, Cruikshank, Darwin, Mendel, DeVries 
and Burbank all teach the utter futility of creating a new breed 
through crossing. All scientific and practical breeders know 
how comparatively easy type may be modified through selection. 
It should therefore be the adopted policy of a government 
enterprise to take pure bred animals for parent stock and mold 
them into a better and more suitable army type purely through 
selection, be this breed thoroughbred, standard bred, saddler, 
Morgan, Arabian, or even Percheron. PeAnalIy I believe 
the road shorter and more certain of success t h g h  the thor- 
oughbred. He has been bred pure 
breed and his pedigree is accordingly 
be selected with a view to securing 
and a better temperament. The 
chased for  the government farm 

The Florgan is at present a breed in name only. 

. 

fect individuals as possible, also those that have withstood 
the test of the race course. They should be anun+.s that 
have been able to carry weight over a distance. Such horses 

i 
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as these would thus be the grandsires of our remounts. The 
enterprise would lead to government support of clean and 

anlike racing. as in France and Germany, and perhaps 
d lead to more races like the Kentucky Endunnce Stakes T an to the establishment of American Classics not surpassed 

by those of England. As I see it the thoroughbred has much 
30 gain &d nothing whatever to lose through this government 
enterprise. 

A number of our most eminent horsemen claim that the 
army can get any number of suitable horses by paying more 
money for them. This I do not believe. Our army is so small 
that its influence in the horse market will never be seriously 
felt. The production of horses that can run and win will 
always be the controlling influence in thoroughbred breeding. 
To produce a stepper in the 2:lO list or better \\ill likewise 
always be the controlling motive in standard bred breeding, 
and the production of a fancy priced show horse sill g?vern 
saddle horse breeding. The army even at much higher prices 
must always, as now, be supplied with misfits and mongrels 
from these three breeds, and uniformity, so much to be desired 
can never be secured until the government takes hold and con- 
trols and subsidizes the output f o r  the army. 

The scheme now being launched by the Agricultural 
Departmat in codperation with the War Department, will it is 
hoped, benefit at least a few breeders financially (as liberal 
prices for remounts must and will be paid) ; it is further hoped 
that it will benefit to a degree,'all plant and animal breeders, 

' in being an authoritative source of the best and most reliable 
informatian concerning improved methods of breeding. In- 
Udentdly it will in time arm the American soldier with a horse 
that he can know is the equal or superior of that in the hands 
of a possibb enemy. 

. 

i 
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ORGANIZATION FOR ARMY POLO AS$OCIATION. 

I (APPROVED BY TRE SECRETARY OF WAR.) 
__ 

1. The Army Polo Association shall be organized under C 

the direction of the Chief of Staff fo r  the pu 
polo in the army and controlling it for the 

of developing 

concerned. 
2. The officers of the Army Polo Association shall be : 
(a) The assistant Secretary of War, who shall be ez o&w. 

Honorary President of the Army Polo Association. 
(6) The Chief of Staff, who shall be, ex o&w, the Hon- 

orary Vice-President of the Army Polo Association. 
(c)  The Delegate from the Army to the Polo Association 

of America, who shall be, ex ofjkw, Chairman of the Army Polo 
Committee and its representative in all dealings with the Polo 
Association of America, (in case of vacancy to be selected by 
the Ceqtral Committee in consultation with the Polo Associa- 
tion of America). 

(d) The Secretary, who shall be appointed annually by 
the Chief of Sta.tT. The Seqetary shall also act as Treasurer of 
the Army Polo Association. 

4 
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3. The control of polo in t,he army shall be vested in the 

((I) The Army Polo Cod tee ,  which shall be composed 
of one Polo Representative from each post or station where 
polo is played. Jbch Polo Representative shall be appointed 
by his Post Commander, and shall transact all business through 
the Post Commander. 

(b)' The Central codtee, which shall be composed of 
one officer of cavalry and one officer of Field Artillery appointed 
by the Chief of Staff from the officers of those branches stationed 
in Washington, the Polo Representative from Fort Myer, Vir- 
ginia, and the Secretary of the Army Polo Association. The 
Chairman of the & m y  Polo Committee shall be an active 
member of the Central Coxiimittee whenever he is in Washington. 

The several Post Polo Committees which shall con- 
sist of the Post Polo Representative (appointed by the Post 
Commander) a representative from each duly orgainzed Polo 
Club fnnn organizations stationed at the post (elected by the 
Club). and the duly elected Captain of each duly organized 
polo team f rm organizations stationed at the post (ex oficio 
members). 

4. The dutik of the Post Polo Committee shall be: 
(a) To exert every proper effort to further the develop- 

ment of polo in the 
(b) To bring r othe attention of the Central Committee all 

matters requiring the action of the War Department or of the 
Polo Association of America, and to keep the Secretary fully 
informed of the progress made in polo at the several posts. 

To take prompt action on all matters referred to them 
by the War Department, the Polo Association of America, 
through the Polo Delegate, or the Central Committee, to make 
timely preparations f o r  the entry of teams in tournaments 
approved by the War Department, and to comply with all ar- 
rangements made for tournaments which have been made by the 
central committees. 

Not to  enter any tournament in which civilians par- 
tiapate without referring the matter to the Chairman of the 
Army Polo committee to ascertat 'n whether or not such burn- 
ment has the sacntion of the Polo Assodation of America. 

following committees : 

(c) 

c 

veral posts. 

(c) 

(d) 
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* 5. The duties of the Central Committee shall be: 
(u) To submit every matter of interest to Army Polo 

players to the several Post Representazives and to take no ae 
tion of importance except in emergencies without first obtaining 

. or attempting to obtain the concensus of opinion of the several 
Post Representatives. 

(b) On or before January 1st of each year to draw up an 
annual program for  Army Polo Tournaments in the United 
States and to submit such program to the several Post Represen- 
tatives who shall each, on or before February lst, return this 
program to the Central Committee, together with any sugges- 
tions or modifications they may desire to submit. This corres- 
spondence, together with all correspondence between the Cen- 
tral Committee and Post Representatives, shall pass through 
the Post Commanders concerned. 

(c) Upon receipt of the program as returned by the 
several Post Representatives. the Central Committee shall 
embody as many suggestions or modifications as meet with the 
approval of a majority of Post Representatives and lay the 
amended program before the Chairman of the Army Polo Com- 
mittee who shall then confer with the Polo Association of 
America in regard to any matters which involve the participa- 
tion of Army teams in tournaments held under the auspices of 
the Polo Arsociation of America. The Chairman shall then 
submit the program to the Chief of Staff with the request 
that it lie given the approval of the War Department. Such 
portion of the program as may be approved by the War Depart- 
ment shall then be published Gromptly and sent to every Post 
Polo Representative. 

Before such final tournaments the Central Committee 
shall appoint a sub-committee to manage the details. The 
captains of all competing teams shall be aditional members of 
all tournament committees. 

In its annual program the Central Committee shall 
include a set of agibility rules for  plqyers and teams which 
shall, after approval, govern all tournaments for the year 
and which shall not be departed from except by consent of a. 
majority of captains of competing teams and the approval of 
the Chairman of the Polo Committee. 

(d)  

(e) 

.. 

Q, 
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(f) 

1. 

In arranging annual programs the Central Conmittee 
shall be governed by the follo\\kg general considerations: 

That, if possible. some tournament play shall be pro- 
vided for each regularly organized army team, even though 
it is impossible on account of expense to have each team par- 
ticipate in such tournanients as may be held to decide the 
Army Championship. 

That, if possible, a series of totirnaments shall be 
held f o r  the purpose of deciding the annual Army Champion- 
ship, which series shall include as many regularly organized 
teams as possibIe. 

3. That, if acceptable to the Polo Association of America, 
an opportunity be given for the participation of army teams 
in the annual tournaments of the Polo Association. 

6. The duties of the Chariman of the Army Polo Com- 
mittee shall be to represent the Army Polo Association in all its 
relations with the Polo Association of America and to preside’ 
at meetings of the Central Committee whenever he may be 
present in Washington at the time of such meetings. 

7. The duties of the Secretary shall be to keep the records 
of the Army Polo Association and to be custodian of its funds. 

8. Assessments. Whemever expenditures are authorized 
by the Central Committee the Secretary shall notify each 
Post Polo Representative of the pro rata share required of his 
post, and the Past Polo Representative of each post shall collect 
this a m d t  frcm the supporters of polo at his post. All ex- 
penditures shall be limited to the amounts actually necessary 
to transact the business of the Army Polo Association. 

The details of this Organization may be changed or 
,amended by the vote of the majority of the Army Polo Com- 
mittee. subject to the approval of the Chief of Staff 

2. 

9. 
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I FRENCH OFFICERS AT THE NEW YORK HORSE 
SHOW. 

The Editor: 
my contribution to your July 1913, number, in re Govern- 

INment  Horse Breeding in France. I made use of the fol- 
lowing expression, p. 43 : 

“That \%-as a travesty of judgment, in the Charger Glass 
at the New York Horse Show of 1910, when, a team of French 
officers who came with well-trained horses, from the great Cav- 
alry school at Saumur, Lieutenant Jolibois, riding perfectly a 
mare that made no mistakes-one of the very horses that won 
at Olympia in 1912---could get no better than third place.” 

1 was mistaken in the name of the rider. I t  was Lieutenant 
de Meslon of the Fourth Dragoons. His mount was the b. m. 
Amazone; she won at Olympia last year. Coming again to 
Madison Square this year she was the cynosure of all eyes, and 
was properly placed in the ribbons. 

I enclose herewith a csmmunication from Baron deM&tm 
in the New York Herold, of November 21, 1913, which may 
interest your readers. 

e 

SPENCER BORDEN. 

I Having found a true sportsmanlike appreciation of their 
successes at  the Horse Show, both from the members of the 
Association and from the crowds of spectators who have been 

First French Cuirassiers, who made a tremendous hit on the 
tanbark with his mare Amazone, yesterday sent to the Herald 

i 

in Madison Scjuare Garden, Bar0n.de Xfeslon, Lieutenant of the 
I 

i the following : t 

“ I have already been here once before-for the Horse Show 
in 191-d I have kept such a happy memory of the way in 
which I was received by the members of the Horse Show and 

L 
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New York society that I was extremely glad when the Rench 
Government designated me again to represer.t the French cav- 
alry- 

“In 1910 our horses arrived very late-after the opening of 
the Horse Show-and the animals were very tired because of 
the bad crossing. This time we took care to have our horses 
reaeh this country a week ahead of time. Thus my comrades 
and myself have been more w~ccessful this year. 

“We have had a real pleasure in mounting our horses in the 
splendor of Madison Square Garden, where there were gathered 
an elegant throng of spectators, of ‘sportsmen’ and of pretty 
woinen, such as one does not see elsewhere. and we have felt 
to a marked degree the great sympathy with which each one of 

“In speaking of this permit me to con, i radict a report which 
our successes has been rekived. 

has spread in New York in regard to my excellent little mare 
Armzone, which has been called the S.30,OOO horse. This is 
very flattering for her and for myself. But I must explain that 
Our Government, like the American Government. cannot pur- 
chase horses of great value, and .4mazone was bought far only 
$300 from a French breeder when she w a s  three years gld. 
Her fine qualities then could only with difficulty be realized. 
I t  was only after a long period of training, according to the s y s i m  
of the Suumur School, that she really elicited the admiration of 
‘sportsmen’ and has earned me many successes at the contests 
in France and foreign countries. Not for anything in the world 
would I sell her, and if  the journalists hating merely wished to 
say that Arrazcne is not for sale, not even for S3O,OOO, they are 
right. 

“After a brief trip to Niagara and Canada I shall return 
to France, taking with me once more a charming memory of my 
stay in New York and the desire to come back again to  the 
Horse Show in 1914.” 

. 
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A NEW METHOD OF TEACHING GUARD DUTY IN 
THE ORGANIZED MILITIA. 

-- 
BY J. FRANKLIN McFADDEN. CAPTAIN FIRST TROOP PHILADELPHIA 

CJTY CAVALBY. - -_- 

UARD DUTY both in theory and practice has always been 
difficult to teach in the Organized Militia from the 

obvious reasons that it required a great deal from the inlagina- 
tion, and more study at home than experience has found the 
citizen-soldier willing to give to the subject, so practically all 
theoretical instruction has to be given at the Armory, and the old 
method of posting sentries and asking questions was alike tire- * 

some to both the instructor and the instructed, and wasteful 

l and more time units were lost than utilized. 
I t  occured to the writer about two years ago that this lost 

motion might be avoided and a new interest created if the prin- 
ciple of competition between individuals could be utilized in the 
theoretical study of the subject, and having given this method, 
which I have called the Guard Duty Game, two years trial in 
my troop, I am convinced of its success in the direction of 
theoretical instruction. It has resulted in a better general 
knowledge of the subject, and what is most important, has 
turned the study of guard duty from a very dull one into an 
interesting feature. 

. 

in time, as of necessity men had to be separately questioned, ! 

i 

The plan followed is very simple and as follows: 
As the weekly drill period is divided into three equal parts 

each platoon has half an hour in the ring, and two other periods 
in theoretical or practical work in otherpartsof the Armory. At 
drills when guard duty is one of the subjects, each member of a 
platoon is provided with a paper box, &out five inches long by 
two and one-half inches wide, numbered with his own barrack 
room number, and inside this box is !i smaller one similarily 
numbred, with a cover fastened on with gummed paper, and 
having a narrow opening in the top. In the larger boxes are 

I 
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fifty c o l d  pasteboard counters numbered fron one to fifty, 
about one inch square in size, and of Merent  colors for ealh of 
the six -quads of the troop. 

9 The s q ~ d s  are paired at a long table, and a man from the 
fight squad plays the game with a man from the left squad. 
Oneof the right squad, for example, draws at random from his own 
larger box a. cohnter and calls out its number. His opponent 
then a+ the question corresponding to that number found 
in a littll? bosk compiled by Captain hl. C. Kerth, 23d Infantry, 
U. S. A., called “Instruction and Problems in Guard Duty for a 
Private Soldier,” (Militia Affairs Circular No. 8). Any series 
of questions will do but this book furnishes a good list, m<th 
answers ’to each, and is well adapted for use in the Organized 
Militia, as the author evidently knew the weak spots in the citizen 
soldier’s idea of what is expected from a sentry. If the question 
is correctly answered, the counter is retained by the man an- 
swering, and dropped through the opening into the sealed smaller 
box. If it is incorrectly answered the opponent takes the 
counter and drops it in his (the opponent’s) sealed box. The 
process is then reversed, and the two men alternate in asking 
and answering questions during the alloted peiiod. 

No one likes to lose in any game. 
The game can be continued throughout the winter until all 

the questions have been answered and the totals of correct and 
incorrect answers will place the individual and squad in their 
order so far as knowledge of guard duty is. concerned. Not a 
minute is lost and everybody in the platoon is receiving in- 
struction, errors are corrected at once and authoritatively, and 
from being the dullest part of our winter’s work it  has now be- 
come a source of interest and even amusement. 

I have made this guard duty game a part of the annual 
competition between the squads. 

The principle is susceptible of beqg applied by the same 
method to everything in which the quiz Can be used as a method 
crf instructing or fixing facts in the memory, and as it can be 
readily seen there is a great saving of time as well as the securing 
of a uniform standard of instruction which is always difficult to 
secure in the organized Militia. 

This is the spur. 

* 
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This account is rather detailed in its character but is 
purposely so in order that any militia officer can try the ex- 
periment for himself. The expense of the paper boxes is only 
a few dollars and the books cost five cents each, and may be 
obtained from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, 
D. C. 

The practical part of guard duty, posting sentries, cere- 
monies, etc., must of course be actually done, but € know the 
theoretical instruction is more easily absorbed by the above 
method than the old way. 

If it is desired score cards may be substituted for the boxes. 
This has the individual’s name and date and the subject at the 
top. On the left a column of the numbers from one to fifty 
and opposite double columns with a space at the top for the date, 
and the single columns marked “R” (for right) and “W” (for 
wrong). The questions may be then selected by using the 
counters or at the will of the opponent, and the answers whether 
“R” or “R” recorded in the column opposite. As in golf 
tournaments the score card is kept and the totas  initialed by 
the opponent. The cards have the advantage of preserving 
a permanent record and showing where the individual is most 
in need of instruction, and also enables men absent €0 make up ! 
the competitive work. 

It seems to the writer that it would be worth while if one of 
the Army Service Schools prepared a Series of questions and 
answers in the Drill Regulations, Field Service Regulations, 
and any other subject whichcan be taught by quiz, fo r  the 
of the Organized Militia, in the same way as the above described 
guard duty game. 

. 

* 
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ARMY REMOUNTS.* 

Sir: 
* 

T H E  improvement of horseflesh for the army a. the 1 l i ed  
States is being attempted through the establishment of 

breeding districts under the Department of Agriculture. 
Stallions of various breeds, thoroughbreds, saddle breds, 
standard breds and Morgans have been purchased for* this 
purpose and are now stationed in the Central Breeding District 
with headquarters at Front Royal, Va., and at the Morgan 
horse farm, at Middlebury, Vt. 

The experiment, so far. has been fairly stisfactory, con- 
sidering the number of mares bred in the three seasons during 
which the new breeding scheme has been in operation. In 
1911, 1912 and 1913, 1,583 mares have been sewed by govern- 
ment stallions, asfollows: 612 by thoroughbreds, 331 by saddle 
breds, 396 by standard-breds, and 241 by Morgans. 

\ It appears, however, that in the attempt to build up the 
quality df our horses, one important factor has been omitted: ’ 

I mean the infusion of Arab blood. If we study the history 
of horse breeding in European countries. a breeding which is 
not experimental, but the result of centuries of esperience, 
we find that the Arab blood is the foundation of ever\.. great 
breed and family, and that new infusions of this blood are found 
necessary from time to time to retain the qualities (stamina, 
great strength and intelligence and wonderful endurance of 
lungs and limbs), which have been the Characteristics of the On- 
ental race of horses for centuries past. 

The English thoroughbred traces its ancestry back to the 
three &Ilions, Godolphin Arabian, Darley Arabian and Burley 
Turk; the unbeaten race horse, “Eclipse.” foaled in 1764, 
was a descendent on his sire’s side of Darley .\rabian, on his 

.Extract copy of 8 letter from M. F. DeBarnville of the U. S. Remount 
Depot at h n t  Royal. Ve., to the Chief of S t d .  U. S. Army 

1 
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dam’s side of Godolphin Arabian. Our own Morgans have a 
strain of Arabian blood in them and were considered years ago 
as being among our best cavalry horses; this was before hap 
hazard cross-breeding almost exterminated this interesting 
race. 

In France, 120 pure-bred Arabian stallions and 275 Anglo- 
Arabs are stationed in the Government “haras,“and their colts 
are much sought after by the officers of the repount depart- 
ment. In Germany, the remount depots of Trakenen and 
Reberbeck use a number of Arabian stallions; the aim at these 
studs being to breed for the cavalry a half-bred having 50 per 
cent. of English thoroughbred blood, twenty-five per cent. of 
Arabian blood and twenty-five per cent. of native blood. 

Austria yearly purchases stallions and brood mares in 
Syria and these are distributed among the breeding stations 
of Mezohegyes, Kisber. Babolna and Fogaras; the Gallician 1 horse which has a-strong cross of Arab is considered the best 

\ cavalrq. horse in the Austrian army. In Russia, the well 
known Orloff breed has its origin in the stallions (notably 
“Smetanka” and “Saltan”) brought from Arabia by Count 
Orloff-Tchesmenki. At  the Count’s death, the Russian Govern- 
ment purchased from ,his heirs the entire stud which is now used 
for breeding the famous Orloff trotters and saddlers. Besides 
this, the Government stud at Streletsk breeds exclusively 
from pure blooded Arabian stock. In the Don province the 
Russian army keeps a breeding establishment where native 

-,,stock is crossed with’horses from Arabia, Asia-Minor and 
Turkestan. 

I t  has been repeatedly proclaimed that the height of the 
Arabian horse is against its adoption as a sire of cavalry horses 
for the United States Army; byt I believe that by careful selec- 
tion of large, well-bred native mares to be bred to Arabian 
stallions a good sized product would be obtained. 

Anyway their small size does not prevent the Arabian horses 
from being great weight carriers; the French cavalry in Algeria 
is mounted exclusively on Barb horses, very much like the Arab 
or Syrian, both being of Oriental descent. I have personally 
seen these Barb horses. most of whom are u d e r  fifteen hands, 
c a m  their rider and his packed saddle with five days rations’ 

’ 

’ 
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for man and horse (a combined average weight of 225 pounds) 
on an all-day march under the scorching sun over rough moun- 
tain trails, and repeat this pedonnance daily for a week at a 
time without showing any signs of weariness or lameness. 

The late Homer Davenport stated that dunng his trip 
to Arabia. in 1906, whence he went to purchase some Arabian 
stallions and brood mares, Mr. Arthur hloore who accompanied 
him rode a small  mare, eight years old, on one occasion this 
mare carrying nearly 300 pounds covered thirty-fise miles in 
four and a half hours, with the thermometer at 115 degrees. 

So much for the wight carrying ability of the Arabian 
horse; as for its staying power and speed, w e  may quote from 
GeneraI E. D a u w .  who, in hisbook. ”LesChe~ausdu Sahara,” 
relates that during the camp&n of Algeria, in 1 S.4 i , the general 
commanding the province of Oran wishing to have an important 
message delivered at Tlemcen loaned his own horse. a pure- 

. bred Arab. to a native who d e  it one hundred and eighty miles 
in twenty-four hours. General Daumas also mentionsan Arab 
chief by the name of Ben Zyane, whom he knew personally, and 
who rode a mare from Medeah to Laghouat in the desert, a 
distance of about three hundred miles in thity-sk hours. 

The Emeer, Abd-el-Kader, one of the greatest chieftains 
of Algeria before the French occupation, claimed to have kept 
up a face of s e d  miles with a flock of partridges on his horse 
“Aouadj.” 

Similar evidence of the endurance and speed of Arabian 
horses can be found in the book written by Lady Ann Blunt, 
whose father, Sir Wilfred Blunt, imported in England several 
horses from the Orient ; also in the late Major Roger D. Upton’s 
book. 

The valueof the Arab as a sire of cavalry horses has been 
demonstrated abroad; would it not be mise to give it at least a 
test in our new breeding establishment? Infusing this blood 
in our saddle bred and. half-bred mares of good size and bone 
would add much stamina to these natives breeds, and endurance 
is what is mostly b d e d  in a cavalry mount. I think that the 
test would convince many sceptics and unbelievers. 

There are anumber of Arabian stallions and mares scattered 
throughout the United States, some of which could perhaps be 
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purchased by the Department of Agriculture. Among these I 
would mention the ones ow~ed by Colonel Spencer Borden, of 
Falls River, Mass., hks. J. A. P. -dell, of Newburgh, N. Y., 
and the thirty or so stallions and mares imported by the late 
Homer Davenport and scattered in various parts of the country 
at  the dispersal sale of the M o m s  Plains farm, after the owner’s 
death. One of these stallions “Caraveen” is the only living son 
of the great “Kismet” an Arabian horse sent to race in India and 
which won every event he was entered in. Mr. R. W, Tully, 
of Los Angeles. Cal., owns the stallion “Ibn hiahrusi;” aSeglawi 
Jedran, bred by Lady Ann Blunt, and there are probably several 

I give you the above suggestion for.what they are worth, 
but you may remember that I have always been a fervent par- 
tisan of the Arab and Barb, and this because I have Seen what 
they can do in army service, under the most trying conditions 
and over the roughest country, standing without any apparent 
discomfort any change in temperature. The French Chasseurs 
took with them to China in 1900 only Barb horses, two quad-  
rons of the 6th regiment being sent as part of the expedition 
against the Boxers. These Barb horses stood the rigorous 
winter of Northern China after coming from hot Africa ana very 
few died, while the fine English horses of the British cavalry 
suffered greatly from the cold weather and the hardships of the 
campaign. 

M I L I T A R Y  NOTES. 

. other Arabs which could easily be located. 

* * 
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A new Soak on tactics has appeared which, 
judging from the opinions expressed by those 
at the Army Service Schools who have read it, 

lodemTactlcs.* will fill a long felt want for the student of 
modem tactics. 

The book came from the press too late for an extended and 
Critical review of it to appear in this number of the C~VALRY 
JOURNAL. 

The following is a synopsis of the -tents of the book:” 
Introduction; Organization of the c‘. S. Army; Road 

distances and .camp areas; The preparation and solution of 
tactial problems ; Field orders; Patrolling; Advance guards ; 
Rear guards and Flank guards; Marches, changes of direction 
of march, camps and bivouacs; Convoys; Artillev tactics; 
Cavalry tactics; Outposts; Combat, attackand defense; Organi- 
zation of a defensive position; Combat-attack and defense of a 
river line, withdram-a1 from action, rencontreor meeting engage- 
ments, delaying action, night attacks and machine guns; -4 
position in readiness; Sanitary tactics; The rifle in war; and 
Ndes on division tactics and supply. 

“TrecEkrquE OF MODBRN TACTICS.” A Study of Troop Leading 
Methode in the Operatione of Detsehmente of all Arms. By Majors P. S. 
Bond and M. J. MeDonough, C o r p  of Engineem U. S. Army. Pri- $2.66, 

Tecbnlque 
o f  

. 

-- 
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Postpaid. 
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The following are extracts from the Introduction : 
T h e  purpose then of this volume is to supply in compact 

form the help needed by the instructor-or the student working 
a l o n e  the applicatory method of study. It is not intended 
as a text alone; its principal role is that of a guide to those en- 
gaged in the study of practical problems in tactics, either as+ 
instructor or student-for the preparation or solution of these 
problems. Nearly everything contained in this volume can be 

.found elaborated in speaal treatises, but time is of value to the 
military student and this work gives in a single volume authori- 
tatively the data that must othemise be searched for through a 
small library.. The organizations used in the text are those of 
the American service, but the tactical principles discussed are of 
general application. They pertain however, primarily to sys- 
tematic organized warfare against a civilized foe, and have but 
limited application to “bushwhacking,” guerrilla and savage 
warfare. Many minor details given in the Field Service Reg- 
ulations, Infantry Drill Regulations, and other manuals, are of 
necessity omitted. This volume is not intended to take the 
place of authorized government publications. 

“The apparently deliberate evasion of definite or even ap- 
proximate statements as to formations, strength, distances; in- 
tervals, etc., and the frequent repetition of the phsase, ‘thisde- 
pendbupon circumstances,’ which characterizemany writings on 
the subjects of tactics, give rise to a desire, frequently expressed, 
for more specific information on these and simalir matters. So 
far as seemed practicable the authgs have endeavored herein to 
satisfy this desire. This is done with the full knowledge that 
warfare cannot be pursued as an exact science, and that the 
endeavor to be specific may in some instances elicit criticism. 

“Whatever one attempts he should be familiar with the 
methods which have characterized good practice in that par- 
ticular line of endeavor. When confronted with a speci6c case 
the individ 1 searches for the underlying principles which find 
applicatio r therein, and it is here that his resourcefulness and 
originality are called into play. The authors in each case 
discussed have endeavored to state clearly all the principles 
which may & applicable. giving at the same time some concrete 
illustration&’in figures, distances, etc., of simple cases. These 
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illustrations are not to be considered as models or patterns. 
Their purpose is solely that of illustrating the manner in which 
stated prinapks are exemplified by a stated case. 

“For the officer charged with the conduct of garrison 
schools, field maneuvers, war games, the preparation of lectures 
and problems, etc., it is believed that this volume will form a 
valuable ready reference. And of equal importance will it be to 
the atficer of the army or militia, compelled for any reason to 
study alone. To such, the book is a silent instructor, a guide, a 
critic. To officers preparhg for promotion examination, and to 
those at the Senrice Schools OT in preparation therefor, it has 
special application.’’ 

b 

Signal 
Ueok. 

We have received from the Office of the 
Chief Signal Officer a copy of the revised 

Signal Book for the Army. It is the edition which gives the 
International Morse or General Service Code which again has 
been adopted for use in our d c e .  The old American Norse 
Code is still retained for use over telegraph lines. 

The book gives, as usual, full and complete descriptions 
of the various aparatus used in visual signalling as well as 
instructions for their use. From it we learn that each troop, 
battery and company are still to be supplied with dags and it 
is presumed that a certain number of men in each arc still to 
be instructed in visual signalling with flags. 

Spasmodic efforts have been made in our army for the last 
for ty  yeais, to the writer’sJcnow1edge. to train one or more men 
in each organization of the line in this work but, asa rule, without 
success. However important this instruction may be, it has 
been d e d  on in a perfunctory sort of way, like the instruction 
inpackingand First Aid that has been from time to time pre- 
scribed for the army, and we will in time of war still have to 
depend on the signal corps for  such work as has been the case in 
the past. 

* .  
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This is a small pamphlet4”x6”-0f thirty- 
four pages which is intended as a guide for the 
officer having in charge the instntction under 

Viutal 

this head in a company, battery or troop. 
The short preface is as follows: 
“This book is not a treatise on visual signaling. Its aim 

The system is the fruit of the author’s ef€orts to train men in 
the company in the use of the flag kit furnished by the signal 
corps and it is published wi th  the hope that it may be of value 
to the service.” 

The work is divided into ten “Lessons” so that the instruc- 
tion may be progressive and not carried on in a haphazard, 
any-old-.way sort of fashion. In the earlier lessons the more 
simple combinations are taught and a list of words using them 
are given for practice. These are followed by the more com- ‘ 
plex combinations, those for the numerals and the conventional 
signals, The other lessons cover the general instructions for 
sending, receiving and recording messages. 

On the whole, this work wil l  be found useful to the officer 
having to instruct in this subject, especially to those who have 
not had previous experience in teaching it. 

I 

is merely to furnish a system for training men in visual signaling. 

- 
“ ~ S S O M  IN  VISUAL SIGNALING.” By Lieutenant M. A. Pden, 26th 

U. S. Idantry. Paradise of the Pacific Press. Honolulu, H. T. Rice un- 
known I 



PREPAREDNESS FOR WAR. 

The following extract from the “Introduction” of a recent 
work by Majors Bond and McDonougb, Corps of Engineers, 
is SO apropos 8s mgards this subject that it is worthy of notice. 
While the facts thus so pertinently set forth are and have been 
well known to the thinking officers of our anny, yet they are 
not k n m  or appreciated by the public at large. It is unfor- 
tunate that.we have not, qt the present time, any means of 
forcing the attention of the public mind to them. That is the 
function of the Army League which it is hoped will some day 
be able to carry on such work. 

- EXTBACT. 
4 

“The almost studied inuerence of the American people 
&ad reasonable preparation for the contingency of war 
makesmore urgent the duty of all officersor those who hope to be- 
come otticetS, to do all in their power in advance to prepare them- 
selves and those committed to their care for the immenserespon- 
sibilities that will rest upon them when the s t o n n  bursts upon 
the nation. The trend of history shows in general a progressive 
decrease in the length of wars due to the enormous massing of 
men now possible, and the i n d g  power of destnaction of 
modem weapons. The decision. in short, is sooner reached. 
This being the case there is more than ever before a need for 
adequate preparation in advance of the outbreak of war. 
The unprepared people or government who now-a-days find 
themdves on the brink of hostilities with a nation that is 
trained for the struggle must expect inevitably to pay a severe 

. , .. I_ * .  

, .  
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national penalty: as witness the recent examples of Russia 
and Turkey. 

“The preparation of a nation for war is of two kinds: one 
of material things, the constructionsof fort, arsenals, fabrication 
of weapons, munitions, etc., the other the training of its people. 
And‘the second is more important than the first, though in 
the United States the estimate of their relative importance 

4 s  reversed. The people of the United States are willing to 
vote immense sums for preparations that concern materiel, 
but they grudge time or thought devoted to the war training of 
the fighting unit-the man. 

“The best training for  war is, of course, the actual exper- 
ience of warfare, but for practical purposes this school is too 
limited to be of much assistance to the actors in person. If a 
reasonable period of peace intervenes between wars the actors 
of one war arc to a very limited extent only those having exper- 
ience of the previous conflict. Even the general lessons of war 
are too quickly set aside. How little military knowledge 
has the present generation of Americans to show for the price- 
less expenditure of the Nation in the unsurpassed school of the 
Civil War. Wars are fought by the very young men of the 
country, and this is true not on!y of the rank and file but also 
of the majority of the commanders. The hope of the Nation 
lies therefore, in its youth, and how shall this youth be trained? 

There is no 
higher mission for older officers in time of peace than the syste- 
matic development of the talents of the younger officers en- 
trusted to their care. These young officers will be the leaders 
in the next war and the fate of the nation may indeed depend 
upon them. The nation therefore, has every right to demand 
of the superiors that nothing will be left undone that may 
prepare these youths for the trial. Thus will the superiors be 
exerting their powerful influence upon the course of the coming 
war. The methods available are the study of history, working 
of map problems, and terrain exercises, tatical rides or walks, 
the war g a m e a l l  in connection with field maneuvers wi th  
troops. 

“Correct training for service in campaign must aim to 
develop the sound characteristics of the individual, rather than 

“The duty devolves upon the older officers. 
’ 

‘ 
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to bind him to a system. The eternal fighting unit being the 
man, and no two men being created alike, anything which 
unduly hampers the initiative orself reliance of theofficer, 
though @tended as an aid, is in fact a restraint. Hence the 
caution lcannot be too oft repeated that the officer must 
exert himself to keep aloof from rigid forms or models or pre- 
cedents because, as in the military service there are no actual 
equals in rank, so also there is no actual precedent for a military 
situation. Each situation is unique, as is also the man who 
meets it. 

“Nevertheless in the broad training of large numbers of 
young men the whims of the individual must not be confused 
with his sound characteristics, lest the results of his training be 
as a crop of weeds. Because it is desired to develop the essen- 
tial traits of each individual’s character is not a reason for 
haphazard instruction or lack of system. Those charged with 
the education of ofEicets can accomplish broader results if their 
m e w  are based on systematic effort with the fundamental 
idea that the system is an aid to the individual, rather than 
that the individual is an agent of the system. 

“Outside of campaign the officer gets his schooling 
from the experience of handling men and from‘ individual 
study. These sources are complementary, neither is complete 
without the other. The commander receives his education not 
only in the saddle, but at his desk. It is fortunate that this is 
so because it out door maneuvers with troops were alone of 
value, then the greater part of his time would have to be spent 
unprofitably. And no single effort expended in the peace 
training of officers will give greater results in the supreme test 
of war than the inculcation of habits of ceaseless industry. 

“On Von Moltke’s estimate of the value of tactical pro- 
blems as a preparation for war we get and interesting side- 
light in an incident related of him by a French officer who, 
prior to the Franco-Pnrssian War, was on a mission to Berlin. 
Von Moltke was speaking of the decadence of French military 
training at that time and he said to the officer : ‘Have you even 
the superficial smattering of the elements of military art? I 
am tempted to doubt it. I wager that you do not know the 
most valuable piece of furniture of an officer in gamson. Come 

r 
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with me’ and so saying the old Prussian led his interlocutor into 
a small bed chamber suitable for a sub-lieutenant, containing 
a d bed without curtams ’ , three straw chaks, shelves of 
books from floor to ceiling, and in the center a blackboard on 
an -1, the floor littered with pieces of chalk. ‘It is this,’ 
said Von Moltke, ‘that we beat our adversaries every morning, 
and as for art, here is all we want,’ and he exhibited a series 
of topographic skecthes.’ ” 

* , 
’ 
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CAVALRY REORGANIZATION AND DRILL. 
6 

We have received several letters from c a v e  officers of 
the grade of captain and higherin whichalldedy any attempt 
at reorganizing our cavalry at the present time and especially 
do they condemn the plan propose or rather approved and 
recommended by the Cavalry Board and now a&ut to be tried 

While these letters were not intended for publication-the 
tone of q m e  of them unfits them for reproduction, even if they 
were so intended-yet the liberty is being taken of quoting 
from some of them. 

As regards the subject of drill, many of these officers state 
that our present Cavalry Drill Regulations do need revision, 
and along the lines of the excellent Infantry Drill Regulations, 
yet they do not favor the, proposed double ran& formation and 
the scheme for having the old time squadron of two troops, 
commanded by the senior captain. 

t out in our cav&y service. 

L 

EXTRACTS. 

“There have recently been put into effect measures looking 
toward establishing our cavalry on the lines of that of Europe. 
While naturally ascribing to the champions of these measwes 
an honesty of convictions, there exists in the mind of the re- 
mainder of the cavalry, possibly as much as ninety per cent. or 
more, that some points haveemore or less been overlooked. 
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“Although research has been fa r  from complete, I beg to 
submit the following quotations from recent European sources 
which seem peculiarly pertinent to the situation and which. 
so far as known, have not received the eminent consideration of 
our presant reformers. 

“From cavalry Studies by General Haig, of the British 
service, the best book on cavalry tactics now in print, published 
in 1907, at page 66: 

‘This known physiological fact, namely, that the physical shock hardly 
ever takea place, should help to determine the conduct of cavalry. Only 
combats unscientifically entered into end in a mel&e.’ 

* 

“In other words, actual contact indicates unskillful l e y n g .  
“From ‘On War of Today.’ the latest Clausewitz, by Gen- 

eral Von Bernhardi, himself an eminent cavalry general, pub- 
W e d  this year, in Vol. 11, at page 452 : 

‘The low estimation in which i t  is everywhere customary to hold this 
arm (cavalry) today is solely due to  the fact that people insist upon wishing 
to use the cavalry as an arm for  battle and for charging, while they do not 
undermtand how to use it  strategically, nor have organized it a t  all with that 
object. But that  it can be employed in this sphere to the greatest advantage. 
and can also conduct a vigorous firefight without being unduly hampered 
by ita horses or loeing them, is eufficiently proved by the American War of 
Seceaeion and by the South African War.’ 

“A,s indicating what is qow being done in Germany in a 
practical way, the following synopsis of an article taken from 
a Berlin, Germany. daily newspaper, October 26. 1013, is cited: 

‘TW END OF TRE SABER.’ 

‘It is the intention of the War Department to shortly issue automatic 
pistols to  all of the mouhted Jagerp for experimental purposes. The belief is 
spreading that  the saber should soon be done away with in all cavalry regi- 
menta, because it is a whance  for dismounted work and ita value aa a 
weapon mounted is of D doubtfulquantity. It unddubtedly adds to theweight 
on the horse more than a pistol; the pistol is of ec.ui.1 or greater value as a 
weapon for a mounted man and can be used instead of a bayonet for dis- 
mounted work.’ 

“If there be any merits in the foregoing citations, it would 
seem that the charge frequently made against us, to the effect 
that we adopt what others cast into the discard as worn out or 
useless, has some foundation.” 

. .  
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“In view of the prominence that has been given to the 
experiments carried on this past summer at the Winchester 
Virginia, Cavalry Camp of Instruction, to the glowing accounts 
of success of the work as sent out from certain sources, and to 
the resultant view whichis apparently being created, to theeffect 
that practically all the officers present approved the work of 
the camp, we have made inquiries on the subject and state our 
conclusions, as follows : 

“The majority of officers present at the camp felt that 
considering the political situation the holding of the camp was 
unneceSSary and unwise. 

“That tampering with our organization at  this time is 
unwise. 

* V * V * 
“That in assembling such a large force of cavalry, their drill 

in double rank only to the excluion of applied cavalry work proper 
was an occasion of wasted opportunities. 

“That instead of ninety per cent. of the officers there pre- 
sent concurring in the results and satisfaction of the Board, 
probably that number were of the contrary view. 

“In fact, the case was summed u p  by one officer present 
who said: ‘There are only two views in. the camp; one is held 
by a majority of the Board; the other is.held by everybody 
else.’ ” 

’, 

. 
‘‘Somebody should call attention to the fact that only four 

field officers of cavalry are in favor of reorganization.: * * * 
“Greshh’s article seems to have caused quite a stir. 

Others along the same line are to be espected. 
“The attitude of the two virile young cavalrymen just re- 

turned from Europe is most gratifying. They claim that the 
Europeans are all off when it comes to the use of the principal 
weapon, the rifle. 

“You will observe that the advocates of the French drill 
compare it, not with an up-to-date revised American drill, 
but with the old dril1 written twenty-five years ago.” 

. 
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Foot Ball, Basket Ball, 
Athletic Equipment. 

Catalogue Free. 

Standard Quality 
There is no quicksand more unstable 

than poverty in quality and we avoid 

this quicksand by standard quality. 

A.'C. SPALDINC & BROS. 

Fall in with the satisfied 
shavers-those who use 

Lathers abundantly, smoothly. 
Softens the beard quickly-you 
don't have to "rub in'' with the 
hi?- 

Notice the cool, refr&hed feeling 
of your face after a shave +ith 
&&pate's Shaving Stick. 

In cleanly convenience and in 
economy of use as in lux- 
ury cf its lather, Colgate's 
stick excels 

Send as 4 centaim 
stamps for trial stict 

COLCATE & CO. 
- 6 0  1 9 9 F . h a h ~ t  h Y d  
~oqcnQflJiaf--Boogrdsoqp 

P 
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Send for copies of “ California 
Limited”and “Titan of Chasms.” 

Our hrvice The Best I 
I 

Whether you travel for thebenefit of the service 
“ or for your own pleasure, you will find Santa Fe 

service closely approaches the military ideal of 
perfection. 

On Your Next Trip 
,Travel Santa Fe 

1 

Which is under one management from Chicago 
to California, El  Paso, Galveston and Denver. 
Then you will- have Pullmans to rest in and live 
on Harvey meals. 

N. E. MANN, General Agent. 
Both Phones No. 28. 

408 Delaware Street, LEAVBNWORTE, KAN. 
1. w.anem.’rm J. a. ATWOUD. vier-  e. W. SlllDM. v~m-pm. C. B.SSTDIP.~~~ I 

MANUFACTURERS NATIONAL. BANK 
LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS. 

1 
UNITEI, STATES DEPOSITORY. 

ccipltrl, $ I00,000.00. ’ sUf@U8, $85,000.00. --- 
8 A m  DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT Ir(mr( VU @a )ntm w e  

/rlu&##& h r d w  l o m u r  a8 p a  a#aaom Y e l r r  e: 

? 

h.. 

- -7 I- 

.r 
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CAVALRY JOURNAL ADVRRTlS8R. s 

JOHN G. HAAS, : 
Washington, 

D. C. 
laom B Sltroet. 

1913. 

Lancaster, 
Pa. 

-. 

16’78. 

ALL CLOTH U S E D  IN UNIFORMS I 8  O F  MY OWN IMPORTATION 
A N D  I QUARANTBE 8ATISFACTlON. 

The Latest Novelties in Civiiian Dress. 
&mpler ud Rilw for Y e r r r i i g  Seat 01 Appllmtioa. 

A FIVE POUWD TYPEWRITER BUILT OF ALUMIWUW AND STEEL 

IMPROVED MODBL No. 6. 
Wrlte f a  CahIog *-.1. 

THE BUCKENSDERFER MFC. 

Hlgh Grade Low Prlco 

LITHOGRAPHERS 
PRINTERS AND ENGRAVERS 

Card Index, Cabinets and Supplies. 
Looee Leal Ledgers, Price Bqoks and Memo. Booke. 
POST EXCHANGE COUPON BOOKS 

SAML DODSWORTH BOOK CO. 
MANUPACTURINC STATIONERS 

I 12 1-28 Holmes St. KANSAS CITY, MO. 

I .  

e ’  

i 



6 CAVALRY JOURNAL ADVERTlSER 
I 

LEAVENWORTH, - . KANSAS I 

The Armv National Bank 

I 

OF FORT IEAVENWORTB, KANSAS. 
CHARTER NO. 8788. 

colmemdd Erdww July 18, 1907. 
CAPITAL, - - - $25,000.00. 
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, - 10,000.00. 

ThL Bank eolicite the bnainua of the entire Army. Oar cheekm are 
par everywhere ae they are"payable in Emtern exchange if desired." 

E. A. KELLY, RrrHat. P. B. JO~NSON, V b P m M I . 1 .  
1. A. PRLYBYWWICZ, CULlW. 

* -  
" P l w  to my credit with 

Fort Leavenworth, Kin. 

A 

MILITARY 
TAILOR AND OUTFITTER 

-- 
We carry a complete stock of 

EQUIPMENT% 
-- 

Boots and Leggings made t o  Measure 
-- 

Samptes aad W e s  8l-d Upon Request . 

ANDREW ALEXANDER 
REGULATION BOOTS AND snocs. 

Tan Oalf Boot (Ilke cut) rlnbC and left leg 
Tan RuMla and black wax calf Boot ReguE:ben'O 

Imported pig;tio & t i w e  

* ' 
rtyle $ 8 6 . 0 0 .  8110 *1:& 

SERVICE SHOES. 
TaoQllBloober oohoobtorwr 
Wtb PclttOOl. pl&O tm W Wtb 

*e 00 tlp.. 
-0 Omn Ulocber dooble d e  to 
beel b r a d  l o w h M i  . 6 00 I OXtOrd..  ................ .SS.60 

..................... 
Whlce Wbite C ~ O V M  Canrlu 1- Bloaher rs&-S*:oo 

J 



COLT REVOLVERS 
Win 

National and 
International Homers 

W E  STORE OF OUALITY 

For Over Thirty Yearn! 
We invite you to an inspection of our 
new Fall mock of Dress Goods 
S U 4  Wash Goods,, all lines of 
Ready-to-wear Garments. includ- 

' ing '*Sampeck" Clothes for Boys 
I b'; Rugs. Carpets, Linoleum 
Curtains and Curtain Materials. 

Orom Il.klmg Parlorn om lbld Floor 
-___ 

I.cI W L  a d  Ulrr I U L O I .  lodlrtrr. 

414-16-18 Oelawarr St., 

LEAVEWWORTH: - KAWSAS. 

CAVALRY JOURNAL ADVbR'I'ISER. 

THE BIG STORE/  

Leavenworth, Kansas. 

Prompt-Accurate--Efficient Service. 
For 36 years The Big Store has been known as'An 

It is one of the largest, mor.. sodern and Army Store. 
finest equipped buildings of-its kind in thc State. 

55 DEPARTMENTS. 
Specializing in Dry GooclrC. Dress Goods, Linens, 

Shoes. Millinery. Corsets, Men and Women's Wearing 
Apparel, Glassware, Crockery, House Furnishings, 
Furniture and 'Rugs. Each Department- complete 
store. 

ORDER BY MAIL. 

Ebbitt Fouse 
Washington; D. C. 

Army and Navy 
HeadquaHers.. 

7 Catering directly to 
tho members of both I 

branches of tbe service. 
Litorally a ocw boom 
throughout-modern i n .  
overy appuintme?t. 

.. 



The Challenge of’ Modern Efficiency 
The Royal has cut another Gordian knot of “Big Busi- 
ness”-has solved another high-priced problem. The 
samestandard modelof the Royal that turnsout your 
corresporldence does the %peciaI” classes of billing 
work without any special attachments, and typewrites 
tags, tabs, labels, and record-slips and cards of every 
known form. 
T b e  No. S Royd b t h e  only etsadsrd typewriter cemblm/a# the t h e e  b10 
ho8uma of portmblllty, ltghr weight and  small bulk, wlth a n  unllmlted 
ergsalty for heavy ofaee work. S,SW Royal9 a d  by t h e  United Btaten 
Oooernmeat-wltb many haadreds aeed by  forelgn Oooeratnenta and  Sta te  
D e p u t m e a w n d  more than  17S.W Roysie In the strenuous -grind" of the  
modern boelnesa world. prove conolnclngly t h a t  bhe No. 6 Royal le tbe 
0rCerry.r ef cemcertrr#ed ellkkacy. 

ROYAL TYPEWRITER COMPANY 
Royal Typewriter Bailding, 364-366 Broadway, New York 

Bmndwa aod Agendea the World Over 

WALTHAM 
COLONIAL SERIES. 

Wdthams of the Colonial Seric i re- 
nt the last word in watch-maktng. 

K y  are made as thin as it io safe to 
make a reliable watch. They possess 
great beauty and will give a li c long 
m i c e  of accurate time-keeping. 

we are bcdquancn for fine Wal- 
than. Watcher All grades at a wide 
g c e  Tanrp-cach g r d c  cho but .t 

yncc 
s IO.00 to s40.00 

WUERTH & SON. 
410 Dd.wam St., Lcrveawortb, h a .  

Wusr 
The Breatest 

Clotbirg and 
Uniforms 

lasical Instrument Catalog 
In The World 

With The Lowest Prices 
84 Pages ?,.i6 I A rt i c d  
7ry1 Illustrations ti7 Color Plates 

Coet $?&CWn, 
Two Yearn in Prepamtimi. 

Size 8411 1 Inches 

Tur lhlr Out and Uall ledat. - ...... 
WURUTZtR. Clnclnmll and Gblugo. 

I Xall New Catalog to 

Name .... : .................................. 

EEJ? 
FREE! 

Street . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The RUDOLPH WURUTZER CO., ....................................... CItI . .  - ~- , ELrlrl 1114.11 € hmh Am 

I w* Ldp /At coverrl / l m . 1 4 4  8 1  m UIIfwm u w h  wmaR#. 
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-19 CAVALRY JOURNAL .IDVERTISER 

Thin Model Clothes Brushes 
Tbe d compact and convenient B d  ever made. Just IS 

pmc!iul .B tbe old style chawy. Bra& besides having the following 
dvantagaJ-~ tbe weight, % &e coat and 

Ooeobd. back, imported hand d n r n  bristles of bent 'quality 
goo~nteecl not b come out. 

(ho be enily carded in the poc.bL 

tbe aim. 

SO Cents each prepaid- 
Send for oar Catdome of "Thin Hodd" Cloth, Hat, Hair, Mili- 

~ d 8 h ~ B r o r b a .  

TILDEN-THUkBER. Providence, R. 1. 

We can furnish back numbers 
of the CAV~LRY JOURNAL. Also 
complete sets of the )JOURNAL bourrd 

' as desired. 

Copies of CAVALBY JOUBNAL 
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, i6, and 47 desired, 
for which a liber price will be paid. y 

I 

4 
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Amy mutwal Aid Association 
Not one of the old death (LIYIOaament or benefit amoels)iooa 
Innome you for $ t U m O O  only. 
Managed by A m y  oloeca wltbout extra cornpeaeatton. 
New members mpet be under 46 yeare of age and commleeloned 

olflcem of tbe Amp.  

* Ketcheson Printing Co. 

STR I CTLV U P-TO- 0 ATE 
# 

4 

P R I N T E R S .  

521 Delswere st. LEAVENWORTH, KAN. 
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a m 8  tbrvrrsb Chicaio or at. Lorim 
We08 th-b Denver or Colorado Sprtnq. 
Sortb through aDee Hoinem and Bt. Paul 
8eatSa - a W. vaa Ft. Wodh or BU Paw 

All Trains eleotrkally lighted and fitted up wlth 
best modern equipment that money can buy. 

Flne Daylight or Night Service a8 required. 
fer Tioketr, Rmervatloms .ad Special In foni t ioo,  Pbona 150. 

City Office 424 Delaware St., Leavwortk 
. J. M. ALLES, 

General Aaent. 
1. A. STEWART, Bewral Pa88eogw Apmt, Topeka, Ran: 

B A  RTLEY B ROS. & HALL, 'OW~~W~*' 
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I I 
For Shoeing 
Cavalry Horses 

I 

"The Ca$ewcll" 
Horse Nail M A D E  BY 

HAWTFOHD. COSS. 
U. S. A. 

Lnrgeat Makers of Horse Nails io lbe World. I 



JUST OUT I I 
The Technique of Modern Tactics 

BY MAJOR P. S. BOND ASD MAJOR 311. J. hlcDONOUGH, 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS. u. s. A. 

A Study of TroOp Leading Methods in tbe Operations 
of Detachments of all Arms. 

Prepnred enprcinllp to fnrilitate the attidy of tnrticn hF the npplica- 
tory method. For the uHe o f  otlicere of the Army atid .Militia. a t  the  
Service Schools or in prelmratlon therefor, n t  Garrfeoii Schooln or for 
individual etudy or iiietructit)ii of offlcerw ant1 enliwted inen. in prepa- 
rarion for exainlnntioii for proiiiotion, for Iwturen. tncticnl wnlks or  
ridee and probleiiis for iiianeuvera, the b o k  ir peculiarly rrdapted. 

The Art of War in Detail. 
Thin coiiipnct voluine conteinn a complete expoeltion of the prln- 

'clplee of tile Nilitary Art  and the Troop Leadirig Metliods of forces of 
d l  sisee to Include a Dlvision. I8 give! tu the  military student. can- 
deneed Into e elngle volume. the d a t a  t h a t  heretofore could be obtained 
only by nenrrh through a library of books. It thus  savee invcli tlme 
and niaken p o d b l e  inilitary studies. exercises, crlticiems. inepectione, 
etc.. thnt  a re  otlierwlee in many instancee Imprawticable. The book 
followe the  lines of instruction pureued a t  tlie Service Schools of Fort 
Leavenworth. 

TABLE O f  CONTENTS. 
~ * F ~ D Q ~ l O N :  

Orgenlmtion of the  U. 9. Army, Road Dietacicee and  Camp Are-. 
At- aad Dofenme 

of a HIrer Llaa 
H'ltbdnwd F r o m  

, L'baplerXIII. Comtml'&neonm or Id- 

I 
Cb.p(ar 1. Pnpamtlon and &laUon of , 

( ACtiOO. 

Taetlal Robloma - 11. Fkld Odderr - 111. Rlmlllng. . 
* IV. A d m w G o u d r  . , I o g B o ~ m e n L  - V R a r  Guudr Plank O a u b  I 

VI.  Y~bes--('h.ngc of Dlrectlon 1 

of March. C a m p a o d  Blv. 
0- - Vll.  coovoya 

" VIII. Artllk~ryT.ctIa 
" IX. C.TdVT.clle. 

" XI. Combat Attack and &*om. " 
Pomlcloa. 

" X. O a t p a u  ! 
XU. m h . t l o n  Of A CWao~lve ' 

U. 8. Cavalry Aeeociation. 

Delaylag ACUOO. 
N k L t  ArCreka. 
Mrhlne G a m  

'' S I V .  A PoSlllOO I O  X O d l n o S  

f 
XV. S a n l w  T r U a  

" XVI. Tbe Rlae In W u .  
XVII.  Noyola on Dlrl.1 m Tactla and 

8upplg. WIUI Nnmerom 
Examplea of Verb.) .nd 
WrltWdOrdemand 16 Map# 
and Plgura In the Text 

Price $2.66 postpaid 
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- & .  BOOK DEPARTMENT 

I TACT rCs 
-BY- 

I32kz-rCX 
Colonel, German Army 

FOURTH EIURBED A I D  COMPLETELY REVISED EDlTlOH 

Authorized Translation from the German 
BY 

WALTER K R U E G E R ,  
First Lieutenant, Infantry. U. S. Army, Instructor Army Service Scmls  

VOLUME I. 
ininooumon AID FORMAL TACTICS OF IIFAITRY 
Am oi the interpmtation ard application of tactid prindpk to 

thatuloarmmimdthe world. ampUed by numeroan examplea from d 
t m y w .  P c o m c o m p l d a l y ~ w & m d o d i t i o n . ~ b m d n g t h e ~ l d  
born them WIB and the RUSSO.IAPANIBB Wa. 

SYNOPSIS OF SUBJECT MATTER : 
orpohrtbn and Eqdpneak The Formatiom; Power o?Fireama md 

-fw Miaimbinp (+Po- of pield Artill-; b-Infantry 
-1; Bdoyment oi Mantry Fbe; Deployment for Action: Machina 
OIBIS vwmm Cavalry; Iniantry-kUq: The Attaek: Tho 

I Attmk oa aa Enemy Deployed for Mewe: The Defense: The Retreet; 
Infantry Combnt according to Foreign Regulatiod; 

hpdttum and Supply of Ammunition. 
Actkm: 

F'rbted 011 exceUent paper,% dear typ% and bound in doth. Con- 
o I g ~ p 8 g e a a i t h m a l l y ~ i l I t b e ~  

Price: $3.00 postpaid. 

IN PREPARATION AND SOON TO BE ISSUED 
VOLUME 11. 

CAVALRY, FIELD AND HEAVY ARTILLERY I N  FIELD WARFARE. 

U. 0. CAVALRY ASSOCIATION, Foe Lwveaworthe Kmm8 
PVBLllkZPI AND G B N U A L  A Q m '  

I 

BOOK DEPARTMENT. 
- 

H U T A A Y  WORKS PUBLISHED nE U. S. CILVMRV ASSOClATlOCl 
I 
1--- 

Cavalry Tactics 
- 

As . Ihstrated by the War. of the Rebellion 

With Many Interesting Facts 
Important for Cavalry to Know. 

BY C m w  L U N Z O  GRAY, FO-H CAVUY. 

Prlce, In Cloth, $1.26; Prlce. in Paper, $ 1 . 0 0 ,  Postpaid -- ---- 

T H E  R I F L E  I N  W A R  

8eeond Edition, revised and enlarged. 833 pagea Illustrated bjl 
~omcaotm cuts and many tablea Aothorised text book. 

PRICE, $2.00, Postpaid' 

NOTES ON F I E L D  A R T I L L E R Y .  
( For OBicers of All Arms) 

BY CAPTUN OLIVER L. SPAULDIN'G, JK, FIRH FIEZD ABTILLIDILY: 

tupfmdon aod rearrangement of a eourae of lecturee given by Captain 
SPAULDINQ at the A m y  Service Schools. - 

Bound In%loth with 2 Maps and Pocket ...$r.26 



BOO% DEPARTMENT. - 
-- 

a 

Individual and Combined Military Ske tphing 
BY CAPTAIN EDWIN T. COLE, Sum U. S. INPANIBY, 

AND 
Ciprrnv EDWARD R STUART, Corn  OF ENGINBEUS, U. S. A 

An upto-date work which gives the very latest methods of makin 
mllltary contoured map. as taught at the School of the Lane and the Stag 
college at Fort Leavenworth. and adopted by the Department of Practical 
Military Bnginnrtng at the U. S. Military Academy. 

PRICE, $1.00. Postpaid ' 

S O L D I E R ' S  S C O R E  B O O K  
For U. S. Magazine Rifle 

Modal 1903, Model 1906 Ammunition. 
-- 

BY CAPTAIN CHARLES E. STODTER. NINTH u. s. CAVALRY. 
EIGHTH EDITION. 

p a l a  W(ML.) Pootage Paid on Lot. of 100 or M o n  

CAVALRY I N  PEACE A N D  WAR 

M a t e d  by Sajor G. T. M. BBIDC- D. b O., Fourth Dragma 
Grurd.. rith a Preface by General Sir JOEIN FS~NNC~,  0. C. B.. G. C. V. 0. 

A d n o h a d  Trrulrtioa PRICE, $2.00. Postpdd 

"HORSES A N D  RIDING''  
7 

BY EDWARD L. ANDERSON. 
~. 

A-r ol "Modern Horaamplrehip," "Curb, Snatile and Spur," ''VIca 

PRICE, 79c. Poatprld 

ta tb. Eonm" etc, eLc 

-tad 4th Forty W Tono pktw 

BOOK DEPARTMENT. 

Military Topography. 
I 

A TEXT BOOK ON 

MAP READING, 
. TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEYING, 

RAPID MILITARY SKETCHING, 
RECONNAISSANCE REPORTS. 

BY - - 
Captain C. 0. SHERRILL, Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army. 

Instructor Department of Eag$eering at the A m y  Service Schoolr. 

3 5 0  pages, .over 1 5 0  plates, maps and drawings. Well 
printed in large type and well bound in heavy cloth. 

A practical work that can be readily understood by 
officers and non-commissioned officers who desire to perfect 
themselves in these important subjecta. 

, 

-_ .- 

-- 



BOOK DEPARTMENT. 

JpstOI€thePress 
-THIRD 'EDITION OF- 

flilitary pap Reading 

@ bpt. C. Op SHEMILL, COQS E M M  
_ _  - 

Adopted for the use of the Artiiy 

. md Militia. Pimpli6rcl and enlaryell 

-Improved Plates. 
- .. 

u. s. Cavalry h c i a l k  Ageat 
Prke!mceatSmp.ld. 

Rapid 
Reconnaissance 

Sketching 
BY 

Captain C. 0. SAERRILL, 
Corps Eogineere. 

Beiiig Pnrt 111 of Slierrill'n 
Topograptiy. lwtind niicl mold 
eeparntel-. Denigired tor tlie uae 
of Otticuro arid Soli-curiimie- 
clioned OWcerv of tho Army and 
SI i l i  t ia .  

U. S. Cavalry Asseciatiwt Agent 
Prke $1.25, postpaid. 

Map Maneuvers and Tactical Rides 
BY h1AJOR S A Y  R E, V. S. A R M Y .  

v .  

FOURTH EDITION. Revised and Enlarged. 
Prlce, $ I  .SO 

. .- - - -  

Thin work h~ 1m.n in use i n  the .\riiiy Serricc S ~ 1 1 o d n  during the past 
yeam, and is atithnrizecl by the W e r  Drpartnient fijr irvrue to llilitinantl 

m l a r  mps. (Circular So. ti), W. D., Octnlwr ti, 1910.1 
-4 new uppentlis. containing tliirtevn original pro1,Leme 

NOTICEm--,mi, of ttrem on tbe  (iettysburg Slap), l i u  twen atid& to 

Major ayre'e Mep Mancurem and Tactical Hides. All future iasure of thin 
book r i l l  have thin appenclix. 

U. S, CAVALRY ASSOCIATION, Fort Leavenworth, Kaluu. 

BOOK DEPARTMENT. 

A Study in Troop Leading 
Yaoagement of the Sanitary Service in War  

*-AND-  

. . .. - 

BY MAJOR JOHN F. MORRISON. General Staff, U. S. A. 

MAJOR EDWARD L. MUNSOX, Medical Corps, U. s. A. 
--AND- 

__ 
This book is intended to illustrate under assumed conditions of battle, 

the leading of troops and the mauayement of a sanitary service coijrdinate 
therewith. 

THE R&VIEWIRS SAY OF IT: 

.. ____ 

"It  Ls hoped ibat ever). o l e e r  wlll rud and sludr thlm d m l n h l e  bonk.'' 
"The h c  Ylllmr). EduaClooaI Wwk by Amerlcm Oll i r tn  Journal. tba1 Ydl(nrl b u  appeared sendee I&- .Loa 

'Pllled ultb matter rblch oada tbe aypreeiallon of ever). YIllUr). U. HludonL" S. fnfiintrl Journd 

"Tbe work 1. altoyelber unlqne 
Jwwmil of rhe U. S. A r t d h y  

'No omoar In our ~ r m y  can adord io be aiIhou1 Ihb boot." 
'Conulom yrufeulond lulormatloo that Ls n-ry * e and can he laend norbem 

.IN." U. .X C41nllrl JspvroC 
Arm$ and T k  Yam "Should be of urnat U.B w ail omears:. 

W w r n '  organtsstlolr a11d f . r I l a "  .VaIcorJ c;u.rrd Mogdtle 

* aiid admlnblj  611s Iu mlrloo." 

The .WUlluq &rploI 

~~ ~ 

PRICE, BOUND IN CLOTH, $1.25, Net. 

The Principles of Sanitary Tactics 
-1IrY- 

EDWARD L. IlUNSON. Majot, Medical Corps 

This hook has been officially approved hy  tl;c War Department for 
in the military service. 

It  relates exclusively to the tactical direction of sanitary troops in war 
and ia the tirst work in r u y  lnnguage to deal thoroughly with the mnny pharr  
of this important subject. 

I t  is  so planned as to ai'ford line oficers a clear understand' g of t he  
military principles involved in tho roper use of a a n i t a r y  servici X i c h  they. 
.8 commauders of forces in the tiel$ wrll be called upon to direct  

Beginning with the consideration of sanitary tactics with the detached 
bcttalion and squadron. the several sections of the book deal progressively 

.vn& that. with the independent regiment. the reinforced brigade and the 
infantry division. 

The  book includes 3% pages, and is illustrated by two maps and twelve 
plates in color. 

Price, $2.00, net. Agent: U, S. Cavalry Association, 

.* . _  



BOOK DBPARTMENT. 
I. 

The Soldier's Foot and the Military Shoe 
BY EDWARD L. MUNSON. 

' Xqjor, Xedfd  Cotps; Prddeul A m p  S b  Board. 

--- 
Single Copies, Postpaid, @ 1.35 

----- 
Its ehapcere fully explain every A practical guide for ofseers and 

point eoawcted with C. 0. 26. War non-commbioned omcera of tho 
Dqmtmeat, 1912, on feet, shoes. line in deereasing foot disability and 
hoe fitting, foot care, etc. increasing marching cipacity. , 

Questions on Field Service Regulations - 
-BY- 

Captain HOLLAND RUBOTTOM, Ninth Cavalry 
-~ -. 

VALUABLE FOR OPFlCEsC I'REPAKIXG FOR EXAMINATION ON 
THE SUBJECT OF FIELD SE'HVICE HEGCLATIONS. 

_._ 

General A g e n t :  THE U. 9. CAVALHY ASSOCIATION. 

MUSKETRY T R A I N I N G .  I 
___--_- 

BY CAPTAIN J .  S. PICKEHISO. 1'. S. ISFANTRY. 
- ~ -  

A simplified text book intended as an aid to those who 
require a comprehensive knowledge of the subject without 
mastering the minute details of the same. - -_ - 

hi& $Is Peslpid. Fer& by lbe li. S. Cavalry Assodat&. 

BOOK DEPARTMENT. 

Officers' Manual 
. By Captain JAMES A. MOSS, q t h  Infantry. 

FIFTH EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED. 

E. 

a. 

WHAT baa experience shown to be the best a89 to command 8 

compmy. and also the best method of regulating the administration of 8 pat? 
WHAT reports, returns. estimates and requisitions am rendered 

by, and what are the usual duties of company commanders, adjutants, quOrra. 
masters. commissaries, aides-de-camp, recruiting officers. etc.? When art the 
reports submitted, what blank foms are used, what Army Regulation pame 
graphs and War Department orders bear on the subjeck etc.? 

05CCrS7  

. 

3. WHAT are the usual dutiesofcompany and other non-commissioned , 

4. WHAT is the present organization of the Army, and what is'tho 
mcpning of such expressions as "Rank and File." "Field and St&," "The 
Line," * Field Offinrs," etc. 7 

WHAT does an officer do upon joining his regiment-how doc* he 
report for duty, what report does he make, etc. 7 

WHAT are the "customs of the service." social and of6ci.l) 

5. 

6. 

These and hundreds of other questions of a practical, worth. 
knowing nature are answered in "OFFICERS' MANUAL." 

The First Edition (1600 Copier,), Lssted Four Mootbe. 
and the Second (8800 Copies), Twelve Montbe. 

For SJ. by .cwr(y all Fast ExdmEme In tbe United St-. A h a h  
Iho PbWpptmat a d  l l m  HawaUaa mlamla. 

GENERAL AGENCY :' U. S. Cavalry Association, Ft. lumwm, ~ t r ,  
PnlUPPlNE ABENCY: Pwt Excbangc, Fort Wm. YoKlmiry. , 

. WO:B, a2.60. Poatpald. 
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UllllARY PUBUCATIOWS by Captain JAS. A. YOSS, 24th Infry. 

WON4OMMISSIONED OFFICERS MANNUAL.-To the Non- 
commkmiomed Ofiicer what "Ofgeere' Manud" is to  the Com- 
miedoned 0fIi-k. (Cheapeet Military Book em Bold in thie 

PRIVATES' MANUAL.-To the Private what "Nolr-commissioned 
OfBcers' Manual" in to the Non-comrnissioned OWcer .................... M)etr. 

RIOT DUTY.-A Booklet of 32 pagea that treats the important aub- 
@tinTabloidforrnitlasimple+ thorough, practical, concrete and 
interesting way. It teb the Officer-Regular or National 
Guard- just exactly WHAT to do in case he ia ordered out on 
RIOT DUTY ........................ : ........................................................ 6octr. 

FIELD SERVICE.-Treata in a simple. practical and concrete 
manner the important subject of FIELD SERVICE. I t  givea 
the result of the experience of many officers and enlisted meD 
It treats of Equipment and Personal Effects of Officers; Sa& 
for Enlisted Men: Things to  be taken by a Company in the 
Field; Loading Wagons: Transportation and Caring for Same; 
Conduct of Marches-Advance Guard-Rear Guard-Flank- 
ing Parties; Camping-Forms and Dimeriaions of Camp- 
LocationSinks-Kitehene-Kitchen and Incinerati n Pits; 
Camp Expedients-Individual Cooking; Field Cooking: Field 
Baking and Fidd Bakeries; Care of Health and First Aid; Rifle 
Trenches: Weights of Arti clea-Dimensions. etc. of Tents- 
Heating Tents-Capacity of Wagona and Pack Animals-Capad- 
tieaof Railroad Care-Allowanceof Water; Ration of Forage, ete. $1.26 

APPLIED MINOR TACTICS --Including Map Roblema and the 
Wat . G a - M A P  READING AND MAP SKETCEIING. 
Simplified for Beginners.' Especially adapted to the Instruc- 
tion of Noacornmissioned OWcera and Privates in their Duties 
in Campaign ........................................................................................ $1.60 

TXE MOSS-DALTON COMPANY RECORDS.--!Deeigned by Cap- 
tain MOSB and Captain Harry F. Dalton, 16th Infantry.) A 
cret of Modern, Ugto-Date Books. embodying a d v ~ c e d  ideas in 
Becord Keeping. PIuCES: Individual B m b .  $1.00. Per eet of &. with 76 leaves per book. $4.80. Extra loose leaves, 7 k  per 
100. Individual eovwn, with rings, 60c per set. Perforator- 
for thoee who wish to keep Descriptive Liats, Summary Court 
Reeorde and other recorda in MoeaDalton covers ....................... ... M)etr. 

A Libard DircovrJ coitl k dowed on dl large ordera. apseid(y on o r h  
. for the NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS' MANUAL. and for Ik. 

c0~11~-526 papae) ........................................................................ $1.60 

.. 

PRIVATES' MANUAL. pricg ma patpaid. 
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BOOK DBPAPTYENT. 

The U. S. Cavalry Association is Special Agent fbr t h  
following and other lWilitary Books. 

T H E  GERMAN OFFICIAL ACCOUNT 

Russo - Japanese War 
Authorized Translation By KARL VON DONAT. 

VOI. I.--"Tha Ydu" ...................................................................................... $3 26 
Vol. 11.-" wa-PanGou" .............................................................................. 3 26 
Yol. III.--"The BaWc of Lko-Yon" ........................................................... 3 26 
VOI IV.--" The S~ha-Ho" .............................................................................. 4 00 
Vol. V.--"Raid on Yin-Kou and B d l e  of San-de-pus' .............................. 3 00 
Vol.  VI.--"Bdtocsn San-de-pu and M W n "  ............................................ 8 00 

JAPAN&~BENGLJSH DlnloNARY.-Lieut. G. V. Strong ........................... 4 28 
COMMOH CBINESBJAPANEBE CEARACPERS DICTIONAF&Y.- 

Lieut. C. V. Strong ................................................................................. 2 12 
\\'HAT HORSE FOR THE CAVALR..-spencer Botden ............................ 2 26 

__-.- 

GRANT'S CAmPAicNs: "The Wildetnees andCold Harbor. "-Atkineoe...)2 00 
CAVALRY rN A~XION, I n  fhe lVar8 of the Fdure .- Formby ........................ 2 00 
CAVALRY ON s~RVlcE.-v. Pe&f-Nar&nne.-Translatiolrrr by Major 

D' A. Legard ........................................................................................ 2 60 
CAVALRY IN TME R U ~ ~ ~ A P A N E S B  wA!R.-&~nl GuataW Wmttgd .......... 1 00 
CAVALRY vs. INFANTRY AND OTHER Ess~~~. -Liey( .  C d  Maw& ............ 2 00 
CAVALRY IN FurU E WARS.&. v. Bstnhardi ....................................... 3 00 

RECONNAISSANCE in tlrs RuesoJapanese War .--" Aaiaticus" .................. 1 60 
AIDS To &OUTING -Baden-Powell ............................................................. M) 
BREAKING AND R I D ~ G  .-Fillis ...................................................................... 4 60 
MOD- HqnsaummxP.-Andarson .......................................................... 3 00 
HORSES, SADDLES AND BRmms.-Maj. Gen. Cartex .................................. 2 76 
hreaxou OF T H ~  H o n - C o u b a u x  & Barrier ........................................ 3 00 
R!DING AND DaivINo.-Anderson ........ .....................................................- 00 
ART OF €&com,ussma-Henderson ........................................................ 2 00 
HO- AND S T A B ~ . - F ¶ ~ Z W ~  ........................................................... 1 (10 
ILurerarrsD Ho- B e 8 l a r w ~ . - H m  .................................................... 4 60 
CAVALUY TAUQE? BY E ~ P ~ ~ ~ B N c E L - N W  .............................................. 1 00 
CAVUY mIQN-a-Cd. Nonnur ................................................ 1 b;o 

MILITARY HISTOR ! Applied to Moden, Warfare.-Donaldson ................. 2 30 
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Mess' Sergeant's Handbook. - 
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Critical Study of German Tactics * .  

AND OF 

The New German Regulations 

BY CAPTAIN CHARLES F. MARTIN, U.S. C~vrxpr.  

A Critical Study and Comparison of the German Tactics with thaw of 
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CAVALRY INSTRUCTION.* 

WAR DBPARTYBNT, 
BuLLsnN No. 18. I Washington, odober 3, 1912. 

With a view to standardizing the instruction imparted 'at 
the Military Academy and at the various service schools on the 
subject of the employment of Cavalry, the following isannounced 
as the policy of the War Department in respect to the use of 
that arm: 

1. Mounted action is the main role of the cavaky ann and 
its organization, armament, and instruction should be with a 
view to rendering it efiective m such action. 

Dismounted action is, however, a very important role of 
the cavalry, and neither an organization nor the method of in- 
struction which falls to provide for the effective use of cavalxy 
dismounted wi l l  enable it to perform fully its functions in war. 

2. The organization should be such as to permit of the 
greatest mobility, which is the essential quality of the cavalry, 
while providing units of great smashing power in the charge 
and a sufficient number of d e s  to make efIective its use when 
requiqi as a dismounted force. 

3. Cavalry must maneuver freely and widely without 
fearing too much for its rear; and being OW at a distance from' 
the main body of an army, its commander must be clothed 
with authority to conform to actual conmons. 

- 

.Reprinted by request of the Chief of S W  of the Army. 
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4. While the chief task of the cavalry is to assist the other 
arms in accomplishing the common object, its role is often of 
PMlary importance. The d o n  of cavalry must be bold and 
daring; it must, whenever practicable, asswne the initiative, 
seeking out the enemy and placing him upon the defensive. 

5. The principal weapon of cavalry in mounted action is 
the horse and the force of impact should be utilized to the ut- 
most. The terrain and nature of the operations wi l l  determine 

of the other weapons must be used. 
6. W h a  cimunstanm e t ,  cavalry opposed to C ~ V -  

Stry should fight mounted, thus retaining the mobility and 
power of lnaaeuvet necessary to its security and success. 

7. The historical value of cavalry, including theexperience 
and evblution of our own and that of other countries, must 
be carefully studied, and due consideration should be given 
to the greater magnitude of our future cavalry operations as 
compared with our experiences since the Civil War. 

8. The use to which cavalry should be put in campaign 
issummarized * as follows: 

a. To seek and destroy the enemy's cavalry. 
b. Screening, contact and reconnaissance. 
c. Seizing and holding important advanced or isolated 

positions, thus delaying the advance of the enemy until the - 
arrival of the other anns. 

d. To operate on the flank and in rear of the enemy. 
e. Raids and other ente@ses require'great mobility. 
f .  The mounted charge at the opportune moment against 

Infantry or Field Artillery. 
g. Energetic pursuit of a retreating enemy or covering 

retreat of its own forces. 
k. When none of the above roles has been assigned to it, 

cavalry may go to the assistance (dismounted) of hard pressed 
infantry to fill gaps in the firing line. 

By order of the Secretary of War : 
W. W. WOTHERSP~~N, 

official : Major Gene~al, Acting Chief of Staf. 
GEO. ANDRBWS 

The Adjutant General, - 

1 

THE RICHMOND RAID OF 1864. 

B1 MAJOR GENEBAL GEORGE B. DAVIS, U. S. ARMY. 

HE Cavalry Corps of the Army of the Potom; wasa more T efficient fighting machine at  the beginning of the Wilder- 
ness Campaign of 1864 than it had been at the opening of the 
Chancellorsville Campaign of he preceding year; but i t  had 
not been materially increased i strength, nor had its composi- 

commanders Gregg alone remained; Averell had been relieved 
more than a year before and had recently been assigned to the 
command of a division of cavalry in the VaUey'of the Shenan- 
doah; Buford, in many respects the ablest leader of them all, 
had died at the close of field operations in 1863 as the result of 
hardship and exposum, in which he had never spared himself, 
or failed to score whenever he came in contact with the enemy. 
Buford had been replaced by General Torbert, an officer with 
an excellent infantry record, and Averell had been succeeded 
by Gregg. while General Wilson, who had served with distinc- 
tion under the Lieutenant General in operations about Vi&- 
burg, had relieved General Kilpatrick in the command of the 
Third Division and was now to exercise, for the first time, the 
command of a general officer. 

Cenetal Pleasanton, who had been identified with the 
cavalry of the Army of the Potomac from the k t ,  and who had 
commande? the corps for a little more than a year, was re- 
placed by General Sheridan, who had been selected by General 
Grant to accompany him to his new field of military duty in the 
east: Of the new commander but little was known. The 
Xrmy of the Potomac had but little first hand knowledge of the 
relative abilities of any but the generals in chief command of the 
armies in the west. During the season of active operations 
General Lee kept them fully employed, atld the summer opera- 

tion been changed in any essential ! respect. Of its old division 

- 
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ti- and west-had become history before the army set- 
tled down into its cantonments for the winter. where the dis- 
cussion of past and futw operations d d  be intelligently 
carried on. For that re"aS0n General Sheridan was something 
of an enigma to the officers and men of the Army of the 
Potomac, when early in April, he assumed command of the 
Cavalry Corps at Brandy Station. Although no one was able to 
speak with full knowledge on the subject, it was assumed that 
General Grant knew what he was about in bringing General 
Sheridan from the west, and it was discovered, after the opera- 
tions werewell underway, that the Lieutenant General had made 
no mistake in his choice of a commander for the Cavalry Corps; 
which was to work as it had never worked before, but it was now 
to work to some definite advantage and, contact once gained 
with the enemy's cavalry, was not to be lost until the corps 
threw itself across General Lee's path at Appomattox Court 
House and forced the surrender of the Confederate Army of 
Northern Virginia. 

At the beginning of the campaign the cavalry was stationed 
along the Orange and Alexandria Railroad, the greater part 
of it in the vicinity of Stevensburg* and Brandy Station, 
where its headquarters were established. TWO divisions were in 
the upper waters of the-Rapidan, where a line of outpbsts 
twentyeight miles in length was maintained, with a strong out- 
lyiilgpostat Hartwoodchurch, ashort distanceaboveFalmouth. 
Gregg's divsion was at Warrenton to the right and somewhat to 
the rear of the infantry. Too much outpost duty had been re- 
quired of the cavalry during the winter, and both men and 
horses were not in the best condition for the field service upon 
which they were about to enter. General Sheridan largely 
reduced the force thus employed, but too late to restore the 
command to proper condition for work in the field. 

General Lee had gone into winter quarters on the south 
bank of the Rapidan, pot far from the position occupied by him 
at the close of the Mine Run Campaign in December of the 

.8ee map facing page 587 of the January, 1914. number of the CAVALRY 
JOUltNAL for the location of this and nearly all other places mentioned in 
thb &de. It ia to be regretted that, in reproducing this map, the mistake 
wan made of reducing it too much. thereby making it  very indistinct. 
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preceding year; his right was in the vi&ity of Mine Run and 
his left on the Rapidan, not f a r  from Orange Court House, where 
his headquarters were located. Longstreet's Corps hadm 
absent since the battle of Chickamauga, but had return4 
just as the operations began;and took an important part in the 
Battle of the Wilderness. Stuart's Cavalry had been soqevthat 
scattered during the early spring, with a view to supplement 
its uncertain forage ration by such grazing as was afforded at 
that season in the upper valley of the Rapidan. 

Although a little stronger on paper (lS,OOO), than it was 
at the opening of the Chancellorsville Campaign, the corps w s  
considerably more powerful as a fighting machine than it had. 
been on the Stoneman Raid of 1863. Its work under Stoneman 
had been of the greatest value to such of its offiks as were called' 
upon to exercise the higher grades of military command. The 
series of engagements from Kelly's Ford to Gettysburg had been 
fruitful of results in all the details of the field service of cavalry 
-mounted or on foot ; charges had been made, battles had been 
fought on foot, culminating in Gregg's repulse of Stuart. on the 
last day of the battle of Gettysburg, in what was intended to 
be the supreme effort to turn Meade's right flank and thus add 
to the embarrassments of an already difficult situation. The 
captains, many of whom had now had over two years service, had 
become able and experienced troop and squadron commanders;b 
the field officers who were in the constant exercise of regimental 
command had also benefitted by the gruelling experience through 
which they had passed, and were able to acquit themselves 
creditably in the performance of the difiicclt and exacting duties 
that were about to be required of them by their new and en- 
ergetic commander. 

The problem of advancing on Richmond, which had con- 
fronted McClellan, Burnside and Hooker, still confronted Grant 
and Meade as they counselled together at the headquarters at 
Brandy Station. Two lines of advance still presented them- 
selves; that through the open country, by Gordonsbnrg, ap- 
pealed strongly to the cpmmanding generals, while that by 
Fredericksburg appealed still more strongly to the administra- 
tion. As the balance of pow= was with the President, the main 

. - 
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line - by the Wildemess and the lower Rapidan was chosen, 
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and General Grant ad& himself to the task of bringing the 
Army of the Potomsc, and the Army of Northern Virginiaas 
well. on We new line of Operations. The new commander was 
to follow the route of his predecesors, but with an important 
Merence; there was to be no return ticket for his plans called 
for a direct passage to the Gmfdeate capital and, when thou- 
sands of dead and wounded lay in the impenetrable Wilderness, 
bearing d e n t  testimony of the difficulty and danger of the route, 
came the grim reply of the Lieutenant General that he ploposed 
"tojight it omt o)) this line i f  Zt took all summer." 

In the campaign of 1861 it was General Grant's intention, 
by a series of large turning movements. to force General Lee 
back m the generaldkction of Richmond. The first of these 
had for its object to oust the Confederate Army from its winter 
lipes along the south bank of the Rapidan, and May 4th was 
fixed upon for the beginning of this operation. As both armies 
had been in winter quarters for  several months, they had be- 
come less mobile and more encumbered with baggage and 
impedimenta than was consistent with the work upon which they 

In the old days of the Navy a ship which 
had remained at anchor f o r  a considerable periodof time was 
said to be "aground on her bones, ' ' and such indeed was the con- 
dition of the troops that wereso soon to measure strength with 
the enemy in the Wilderness. To restore mobility. the several 
corps were broken out of their winter huts ahd placed in camps 
where they could be inspected with a view &o ascertain their 
fitness for immediate field service. 

The preliminary concentrations were accomplished without 
particular difficulty and, on May 4th. the several cwps com- 
posing the Army of the Potomac were put in motion f o r  the 
Rapidan. The Second Corps. preceded by Gregg's cavalry. 
crossed at Ely's Ford on two pontoon bridges which had been 
laid under the skillful direction of Major Duane, the Chief 
Engineer of the army. The Fifth and Sixth Corps, following 
Wilson's division, d a t  Gennanna Ford. The Ninth:Corps 
moving from its bivouacs on the line of the Orange and Alex- 
andria Railroad on the 4th crossed at Germanna Fordyon the 
following day and proceeded to Chancellorsville, where it took 
position on the left of the army. When the duties in connection 

about to enter. 
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with the ctossing with which General Wilson was charged had 
been performed, he pushed out on the plank road in the direc- 
tion of the Old Wilderness Tavern, an impossible house of en- 
tertainment f o r  man and beast 011 the Fredericksburg Pike near 
the crossing of Wilderness Run. From that place scouting 
partiesweresenttoward Parker's Store, from which point, a 
little later in the day, a strong reconnaissance under colonel 
Hammond of the 5th New Ymk Cavalry was sent toward Mine 

'n the positions and movements of the enemy; 
E Z e n T -  discovered save a few outposts on the h g e  
and Fredericksburg turnpike near the crossing of the Run. 

On the morning of the 5th Colonel Hammond was again 
sent toward Parker's Store, while General Wilson, with the 
main body of the division, advanced in the direction of Craig's 
Meeting House, on the Catharpin Road a few miles to the 
southwest of Todd's Tavern. an old and dilapidated inn, still 
standing at the junction of the Brook and Catharpin Roads, 
which was shortly to be the scene of considerable hard figliting, 
in which both cavalry and infantry were to be engaged. 

e of the Wilder- 
ness it is easier to engage a command tha T to disengage it. 
Hammond &as attacked beyond Parker's Store by a force com- 
posed, in part, of infantry; his command, which was armed with 
Spencer rifles, offered a stubborn resistance to the enemy but 
was steadily pushed back. General Crawford of the Fifth 
Corps was urged to advance with his division to relieve the 
pressure upon the cavalry but made no response. The situa- 
tion was reliwed, however, by the timely appearance of Getty's 
division of the Sixth Corps. Chapman's Brigade, advancing in 
the direction of the Meeting House, encountered Rosser's 
Brigade and, after an obstinate engagement, succeeded in forc- 
ing it to retire. As the ammunition of a portion of his command 
had been exhausted and as his orders in cohection with the 
movement of the infantry had been fully executed, GeneralpTil- 
son determined to retire in the direction of Chancellorsville. 
A t  Todd's Tavern he found Gregg's division in order of battle 
and formed his division to assist in holding the position. 
Wilson was not seriously engaged on the 6th, save in a recon- 
naissance to determine the position of the enemy. 

In the tangled jungle which goes by the 
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On the 7th a brigade was sent to the right of the infantry 
for a similar purpose but was unable to find any indications of 
force in that quarter; the road to Germanaa Ford being still 
open. On the morning of the Sth, Wilson’s division was or- 
dered to Spottsylvania Court House with instructions to reach 
hell’s Bridge on the Ny River. A t  the Court House Wick- 
ham’s Confederate brigade was encountered and driven back 
with a loss of fifty prisoners. McIntosh was also engaged in 
the same vicinity with a fwce of the enemy whjch afterwards 
turned out to be a portion of Longstreet’s Corps. The occu- 
pation of Spottsylvania Court House was an important inci- 
dent in the Wilderness Campaign and it is a matter of regret, 
on many accoullts, that the support which Wilson had been 
Led to beiieve would be afforded him by the Ninth A m y  Corps 
was not furnished. In obedience to orders from General 
Sheridan, Wilson withdrew to Alsop’s. On the following 
morning he moved to Tabernacle Church, on the Fredericks- 
burg turnpike, where he joined the main body of the cdtps under 
General Sheridan. 

Gregg who had preceded the Second Corps in the crossing 
at Ely’s Ford, advanced by way of Chancellorsville to Alrick’s 
on the Fredericksburg Plank Road. On the 5th he moved to 
Todd’s Tavern, where he formed up in support of Wilson and 
contributed to the defeat and pursuit of the enemy. The 
skirmishing continued throughout the entire day of May 6th, 
without anything in the way of a decisive result. On the fol- 
lowing day Gregg was reinforced by the First Division under 
the temporary command of General Memtt, and immediately 
engaged the enemy near Todd’s Tavern and defeated him, all 
the fighting being on foot. Some heavy skirmishing took place 
on the 8th. on the road leading to Shady Grove Church, in 
which one of Gregg’s brigades took part. Towards evening 
of the 8th the division marched to Silver’s House where it ;oined 
the command under General Sheridan. 

T0rbert’s:First Division crossed at Ely’s Ford at midnight 
on May 4Mand followed Gregg to Chancellorsville, where it 
remained in position on the left of the infantry until it moved 
to the Furnaces, about two miles from Todd’s Tavern, where a 
connection with Gregglwas established. Cn the evening of the 
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7th the Regular Brigade of Torbert’s Division encbuntered 
the enemy in the vicinity of Todd’s Tavern, in coiiperation with 
Gregg, and succeeded in driving him for some distance in the 
direction of Spottsylvania C. H. On the 8th Gregg advanced 
with his entire division to the coutt House, with a view to take 
up a position there; before reaching it, however, he became 
heady  engaged with the dismounted cavalry andinfantry of the 
enemy, but persisted in his advance until he was relieved by 
Robinson’s Division of the Fifth Corps. The losses on this 
occasion w e  extremely heavy, Captain Ash of the Fifth 
Cavalry being killed and Major Starr and Captain E. 1’. Sum- 
ner wounded, the former seriously. On the evening of the 8th 
Merritt joined the main command at  Silvers. 

Two short reports are all that remain to tell of the par- 
ticipation of the Confederate cavalry in the operations of the 
Wilderness Campaign ; one of tfiem by General Wade Hampton, 
commanding the First Division of Stuart’s Cavalry Corps, the 
other, hardly more than a dispatch, was furnished by General 
Rosser and relates exclusively to the engagement at Piney 
Branch Church on May 15th; in addition to these there are 
twa dispatches, w e  of seven lines by Captain Kennon, and 
one of two by Colonel Bradley T. Johnson of the First Mary- 
land Infantry (Confederate), advising the Secretary of War 
that General Stuart had engaged the enemy at Ashland, on the 
morning of the 1 l th and Rad driven him out without loss, which 
was not entirely true. The railroad at  that point was destroyed, 
,with some railway material, by a portion of Davied Brigade, 
the entire undertaking being accomplished without serious loss. 
It is now known that Stuart’s Corps consisted, at  the opening 
of the campaign, of three divisions commanded, respectively by 
Generals Wade, Harfipton, Fitz Lee and W. H. F. Lee, whose 
division, consisting of six regiments, was the smallest in the 
corps. Save in the case of unexpectedencounters 7Vithportims 
of Stuart’s conmqnd, which were of frequent occurence while 
the troops continued to operate in the Wilderness, due to the 
absence of roads and the dense growth of scrub, nFBst of the 
cavalry fighting was brought on by Stuart, always dismounted, 
and frequently supported by infantry. The watchfulness of 
the great Confederate cavalry commander was never remitted 
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.for a *t, and the least misstep on the part of a Union 
brigade OT division amunandes caused him to feel the heavy 
hand of his alert and msowdul opponent. 

In such a terrain 8s that presented in the Wikiemess the 
mounted empl-t of cavahy was simply impossible; in fact 
such empl-t was not attempted. and the tmops engaged 
at Parker's Store, Todds' Tavexn, and Craig's Meeting House, 
were dismounted, save in the case of a few mounted attacks in 
the vicinity of the Meeting House, where the ground was some- 
what more favorable for the mounted employment of the arm. 
During the operations in the Wilderness *per. it must be con- 
ceded that Stuart missed no opportunity to do battle with Sheri- 
dan, and his lines were, as a rule, as long and well manned as 
those of his adversary. The constant proximity of the Confed- 
erate infante ehabled Stuart to call upon it for support when 
portions of his command found themselves in difficult or critical 
situations. In Wilsm's opetations about Parker's Store and 
Craig's Meeting House theenemy had theadvantage that attends 

*superiority of numbers;in those about Todd's Tavern the Union 
cavalry was successful far the same reason. 

The concentration of the cavalry at Alrich's grew out of a 
misapprehension on the part of General Meade as to the relative 
positianS of the enemy's troops and his own. In the belief 
that the Alrich place was within the lines of the Army of the 
Potomac, the great army trains were Drdered to go into 
park at Piney Branch Church, a short distance from Todd's 
Tavern on the way to Spottsylvania C. H This order was 
communicated to General Sheridan and, as the church was in 
the possession of the enemy, it became necessary to halt the 
trains at Alsop's while ground was being gained in the direction 
of the Church. This succession of events led to the engagement 
at Todd's Tavern on the 7th, the most severe encounter in 
which the cavalry was called upon to take part during the early 
stages of the campaign. 

General Sheridan's entire! command was now concentrated 
at Akich's on the Fredericksburg Plank Road, where orders were 
received from General Meade to go out and engage the cavalry 
9 

I of the hemy. The corps consisted of three divisions of cavalry *OfBdol Recorda of the Union and Confederste Armies. Vol. XXXVI, 
Part I, p. 787. h . 1 
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and that Stuart would be met there without infantry support, 
strongly favored the plan which was immediately carried into 
&e&. The corps moved on the morning of the 9th taking the 
mad to Fredericksburg as far  as Massapanax Church, where the 
telegraph mad was reached and it turned sharply to the south. 
The command marched in a single column gf fours, at a walk. 
as the country did not permit of the march of columns on parallel 
roads. Indeed there was but a single road, if i t  could be called 
such, which ran in the direction of Richmond; to call the other 
pathways for men and beasts “roads” was to give them standing 
as means of coqununicatian to which they were by no means 
entitled. As the only danger to be apprehended was from the 
rear. it was not necessary for the command to assume a formation 
which would facilitate deployment to the front, or to either 
flank. 

Stuart, ever watchful, soon satisfied himself as to the nature 
of the movement and pushed forward in rapid pursuit-0 
rapidly in fact as to overtake Sheridan’s rear brigade just at 
night fall. An attack was promptly delivered, but was repulsed 
without delaying the march of the column, the head of which 
reached the crossing of the North Anna at Anderson’s Ford. 
Early in the day Custer’s brigade had been sent to Beaver Dam 
Station where the station buildings, considerable railway 
ma- and a large quantity of subsistence, estimated at ten 
days rations or Lee’s entire army were destroyed. Gregg and 
Wilson, who had encamped on the north bank of the stream, 
were attacked by Stuart, with cavalry and artillery. just as 
they were about to cross on the morning of the 10th. These 
attacks were repulsed without serious loss and the crossing was 
eeeded without further mishap. 

The maxim that ‘‘a stern chase is a long chase” is as true 
on l+nd as on the sea, and Stuart now discovered that he must 
adopt some other plan thh that ob attacking the rear guard if 
the steady advance of Sheridan was to be checked, or evenim- 
peded. To that end he left the Negrofoot Road, on which 
Sheridan was advancing, and succeeded, by heavy f o r d  marches 
in reaching Yellow Tavern, a point on the Brook turnpike about 
Six d e s  to the north of Richmond, in time to dispute Sheridan’s 
approach to the Confederate capital. The march of the raiding 
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column had not been materially inter€& with during the day 
of the loth and it became possible to collect some forage and 
subsistence for the command in a region which had thus fa- 
been exempted from the hardships of war. Indeed it was not 
until Yellow Tavem was reached that it became possible for a 
decisive trial of strength between the contending forces. 

Stuart had hardly gotten into position at  Yellow Tavem 
when he was attacked by Merritt, who had succeeded in gairi- 
ing the Brook Road, whereupon Stuart reformed his line a few 
hundred yards to the east of the turnpike rind was enabled to 
subject the enemy to a severe enfilading fire. 

He was held firmly in line, however, by the brigades of 
Devin and Gibbs. while Custer led a mounted charge, supported 
by Wilson and one brigade of Gregg’s division. The charge was 
brilliantly executed, first at  a walk, then at a trot andfinally at a 
gallop, capturing the enemy’s guns and then riding o v a  his 
line, which had received the charge in line of battle and at a 
halt. In this engagement Stuart, while endeavoring to reform 
his line and ward off the impending disaster, received a m o d  
wound from the effects of which he died. several days later, in 
t h e  city of Richmond. The sorrow and distress occasioned ~y 
his death were deep and widespread, extending beyond his 
command in the Army of Northern Virginia to the people of the 
entire South who saw in his death, as in that of Jacksod, a 
calamity from which the Cbnfederate cause was hardly likely 
to recover. 

AS the immediate result of Custer’s charge the enemy’s 
line was broken in two; one part retreating to the town of 
Ashland, the other toward Richmond. A reconnaissance sent 
along the Brook Pike in the direction of the latter place crossed 
the South Fork of the Chickahominy and succeeded in entering 
the exterior line of defensive works. This party wasfollowed by 
the main command, which, turning to the east was massed at 
Meadow Bridge a t  daylight of the 12th. having encountered.on 
the way a number of land mines buried in the surface of the 
roadway, someof which wereexplodedbycontact with the passing 
column, causing the loss of a number of horses. Wilson came 
upon the artillery of the enemy at daylight, along the Me- 
chanicsville Pike, which operated to stay his march for the 
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moment. Cuter was o d e a d  to cross to the north bank at 
Meadow Bridge, which was found to be destroyed. Merritt's 
Division was then assigned the task of putting the bridge in 
repair, which was accomplished, under a heavy fire from the en- 
emy's artillery. As soon as the bridge was reported as passable, 
M e t t ' s  Division crossed dismounted, driving the enemy from 
his works; the pursuit was continued to Gaines Mill. The side 
expedition to Ashland was less fortunate; a &on of Davis' 
Brigade became engaged there and, without sufficient consider- 
ation, attempted a charge; the command chiefly engaged-the 
First Massachusetts Cavalry-lost severely, among others three 
commissioned officers. 

While the main command was picking its way between the 
lines of defensive works the force in their front was reinforced 
from the garrison of the city, the weight of the attack coming 
on Wilson and Gregg. Wilson was forced back, but Gregg 
rallied to his support and compelled the enemy to seek shelter 

.behind the inner line of works Robertson's excellently handled 
artillery contributed powerfully to the repulse. The attack 
from the direction of the city having been driven back, advant- 
age was taken of the lull in the operations to find some practic- 
able fords in the upper reaches of the Chickahominy. These 
&orts were successful, and in the late afternoon of the 12th, the 
remaining portion of the command crossed the Chickahominy 
and encamped in the vicinity of LValnut Grove and Caines' Mill. 
On the 13th, Bottom's Bridge was reached and, on the follow- 
ing day, the White Oak Swamp was passed without opposition 
and the command encamped at  Hasall's Landing, new Jlalvern 
Hill, on the north bank of the James. 

Six days had been consumed in the operations of the raid. 
The daily rqirches'of the corps had averaged 18 miles; the 
longest march on any one day being thirty miles. The losses 
in killed. wounded and missing amounted to 625. and these, 
added to those incurred in the battles in the MXderness (710) 
carried the grand total to l.+%-not far from ten per cent. 
of the fighting strength of the command. The loas in horses 
most of which were shot to prevent them from falling into the 
hands of the enemy-for they were simply "played out" and 
could be recruited and restored to duty by two weeks rest- 
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is said not to have exceeded 300, and General Sheridan himself 
made it 250, not f a r  from three per cent. of the total strength of 
the horses be'onging to the Corps. As in most cavalry opera- 
tions-during and since the Civil War-the new horses were 
found to be the least able to endure the hardships of incessant 
marching, and easily gave way to overwork on an insuffiaent 
forage allowance. on its next 'unportant operation--tfie 
Trevillian Raid-the losses were considerably greater, aggregat- 
ing 1.512 in killed, wounded and missing, as contacts with the 
enemy were mor2 frequent and, on the Confederate side at 
least, more stubbornly contested. From the loss sustained in 
General Stuart's death the cavalry of the Army of Northern 
Virginia never wholly recovered. It continued to be a force 
to be reckoned with during the remaining months of the war, 
and was well handled by its able commanders, Fitz Lee and 
Hampton, but its severe losses in men and horses deprived it of 
the formidable character which it had maintained since it fell 
under the skillfulleadership of General Stuart at the outbreak 
of the Civil War. 

After the troops had been rationed and the command 
supplied with forage, and to some extent refitted, General 
Sheridan addressed himself to the duty of planning his return 

. trip, a task beset with difficulties. When Sheridan reached 
the James River it is quite safe to say that he had not the fain- 
test idea of the position of the army which he had left eight 
days before. Of the last stages of the conflict in the Wilderness 
he knew nothing; he had no means of knowing that the battle 
oi Spottsylvania had been fought, or that a battle in that 
vicinity \vas contemplated by the commander of either army; 
its subsequent fdrtune in the turning movements above and 
below the Sorth .hna were equally unknown. This was a 
serious handicap, as the position of the Army of the Potomac 
was his immediate objective, and should have been knomm, at 
lcast approximately, before he could plan the route of his return 
march with any certainty The road taken in his southward 
march, or one parallel to it, was obviously impossible, for, as 
we have seen, it abounded in obstacles; many of which were 
susceptible of an obstinate defense, which would operate to delay 
if not to prevent, his junction with the main body of the army. 
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having returned, the crossing began on the 22d and was corn- 
pleted on the same day. The command encamped at Aylett’s 
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on the Mattapony River, where it was learned that the Army of 
the Poto- was at Chesterfield Station on the North Anna 
River at the m5ssing of the Richmond & Fredericksburg Rail- 
way. The movement was resumed on the 23d, the commtlllcl 
encamping at Reedy’s Swamp and on the 24th rejoined the main 
body of the k y  at Chesterfield Station. 

Something remains tobe said as to thenatureof theopera- 
tion which I have attempted to describe, and the first diSculty 
which I encounter is that of giving it a name. It has been called 
a ruid, a term without a definite meaning, which has been applied 
to a number of undertakings which had nothing in common 
save that they were camed on at a greater or less distance from 
the main body of the army. To reach a conclusion as to the 
meaning of the word it will therefore be necessafy to make those 
operations the sctbject of analytical critcism. Where an army 
undertakes to live on the country, wholly or in part, its supplies 
are usually collected by small parties which are, in fact, en- 

, gaged in the execution of requisitions. a right fully recognized 
by the laws of war. But these collections are, or should be 
carried on in an orderly and methodical manner, under the 
close and constant supervision of the officer who orders them; 
for  that reason they are hardy to be called raids. Again small 
parties are frequently sent out by the commanhg general 
of an army in the field to gain information as to the movements 
or positions of the enemy, or to obtain similar information 88 
to the theater of operations; these are also carefully conducted 
and contact with the enemy is avoided unless it is absolutely 
necessary to the success of the expedition. 

Larger commands are also employed at a distance from the 
army w d  some form of destruction may-be an essentia,l element 
of their operations; the destruction of railroads, highways, 
bridges, for example, and of certain things, or classes of things 
overa considerable --growing crops which may be con- 
sumed, subsistence, forage, together with mills, elevators or 
storehouses that are needed by the enemy; but here the destruc- 
tion is frequently incidental and does not always constitute the 
chief purpose of the undertaking. The dictionaries tell us that 
a raid is a “hostile or predatory i n d o n ,  a foray.” It goes 
without saying that the movement of 10,OOO men into the 
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country of the enemy, a force which is not only able to fake care of 
itself, but to do incalculable harm to the enemy is very far from 
being a foray, or a predatory incursion. 

One of the most important clauses in General Stmeman’s 
instructi~,  in his rnovemeats of the preceding year, directed 
him to get into a position in the rear of General Lee’s anny in 
six days, at the most. after his departure, when Hooker was to 
meet him. having in the meantime pushed the enemy back to a 
point where Ston&n could hold him until the main army 

to amuect up A d  inflict a decisive defeat upon the 
Army of Northern Virginia. The contemplated 

occured for, in less than six days after Stoneman’s 
himself had been defeated and forced to 

withdraw to the north bank of the Rappahannock. Sheridan’s 
movement was a definite and d u l l y  thought out military 
opezation, in which a large mounted force was given separate 
employment, but with a View to ultimate mperation with the 
anny from which it had been detached, Such, in fact was the 
character of the movement under General Shqridan which ter- 
minated, so successfully on May 23, 1864. But the fact re- 
mains that it was called a raid and will be known as Sheridan’s 
Raid to the end of time. The compiler of the Official Records 
of the Rebellion goes against established usage when he calls 
it the “Richmond Raid,” a name not sufficiently descriptive, and 
one calculated to detract from the credit due to General Sheri- 
dan for its skillful conduct and to the officers and men under 
hls command for the intelligent and efficient execution which 
was given to his orders. 

I 
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(Some exercises in field practice.) 

BY BRIGADIER GENERAL JAMES PARKER. U. S. ARMY. 

N page 138 Snpall Arms Firing Manual, 1909, we are 0 directed: I 
“Instruction will be carried out under simple tactical 

schemes or exercises directed by company or battalion com- 
manders and made to simulate as much as possible.under 
actual war conditions.” 

In my opinion, it would be advantageous also if such ex- 
ercise; were such as to aid in solving certain moot questions 
as to combat fire. In such cases the results should bepublished. 

Can an advancing skirmisher gain comparative hm$m,nity 
from fire, by a “zig-zag” advance? 

Is the rifle used on horseback, ever efficacious? 
In the dismounted attack of cavalry can the horse be used 

to cross the bullet swept space, with advantage, under certain 
drcumstances? 

Which is more effectivesimultaneous volley or the ir- 
regular volley? a 

In the direct attack, over open gpund, at what ranges 
shall the defender open fire. 

In short ranges, known ‘stance target practice, can better 

I 

and quicker results be ob t i  ed by using miniature targets 
and the methods of special course “B”? 

Under what conditions should the battle sight be used? 
I will state these propositions at greater length as follows: 
1. In the attack on a position, or in the retreat after the 

attack has failed, it has been claimed that the s.kiimisher 
less danger of being hit if he moves diagonally rather than per- 
pendicularly to the position. This of course depends largely 
upon the interval between skirmishers, since when skirmishers 

runs 
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have a small interval and move in this manner a shot intended 

A SkGmiSher moving directly towards the rifleman pre- 
sents a target which apparently does not change its position. 
If the skirmisher moves diagonally he presents a target which 
seems to move across the front. The American Indian made 
use of this disgonal advance, and especially inretreat, with great 
success. It is believed that it can be used today with advant- 
age in attackkg a position or retreating from it. provided there 
is a very large interval betw 

a certain amount of firing with the musket or rifle from horse- 
beck. The efficacy of such fire, it is thought, has greatly in- 
creased since the introductia of the automatic or magazine 
riffe. How efIicacioas this fire is is a matter of some import- 
ance and especiallycin combats of small detachments and pa- 
trols. 

3. That a competitive test be made between the pistol 
snd the rifle, mounted, using the coufse laid down in Par. 212, 

During the Boer War instances were known of suc- 
d d  mounted attack upon infantry intrenches, the mounted 
riibman dbmounting on adVal at the trenches and using his 
d e .  Such attack would be made preferably from behind 
cover at 600 yards or less. It is claimed that in charging 600 
yards the cavalryman exposes himself but one minute, whereas 
the infantryman at full speed would expose himself three 
minutes, and by the ordinary method of attack from ten 
minutes to half an hour. It is recommended that experiments 
be made to compare the ‘relative vulnerability of the soldier in 
these two attacks. 

5. While volley firing is a desirable method of maintaining 
6 s  control, the present method of f%ng the volley has the dis- 
advantage that it is necessary for each soldier to pull the trig- 
ger at tbe word of command. This causes many men to jerk 
the trigger, diverting th aim at the moment the gun is fired. I 

men to be instructed that a t  the command “Fire” they should 

. .  for one may hit a contiguous skvrmsh er. 

1 

skinnishers. 
2. Ever since the i n t d  2 ction of fire arms there has been 

M g  Manual. 1909. 
4. 

I 

believe a preferable me b od of firing a volley would be for the 
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pull the triger slowly, not firing necessarily at the word of com- 
mand, but when ready, and within three seconds. This would 
produce an irregular volley, but one in which each man could 
exercise all the care he takes when firing singly. In a platam OT 
company the bullets would fall sufficiently together to enable 
the commander ordinarily to determine the point of impact. 
It is recommended that experiments be made to determine 
whether a select body of men practiced in these tk-o methods 
of firing volleys would or would not make more hits with the 
irregular volley than with the simultaneous volley. 

Taking a square bullseye 10 inches by.10 inches; it is as 
hard to hit this bullseye at 200 yards,.as a bullseye 5 inches by 
5 inches at 100 yards; i. e., the inaccuracy of fire’increases 
with the square of the distance. Taking the silhouette of a maa 
at 100 yqds it is four times as hard to hit that silhouette at 200 
yards, nine times as hard a t  300 yards, twenty-five & hard at 
500 yards, and one hundred times as hard at 1,OOO yards, at. at 

These principles can be p v e d  by the tables in the “Regula- 
tioos prescribing Standard of Field Firing and Profidency 
Test.” 

The question arises, if a position is defended against aa 
enemy advancing over an open space of 1,OOO yards (cover not 

considered) and the ammunition supply is limited, we wi l l  
say, to 100 rounds per man, at what range should fire be~opeoed 
in order to make the greatest number of hits. Our ancestors 
with their single-shot guns were able to wait until the enemy 
exposed the whites of his eyes before firing on him and then re- 
pelled the assault. Without considering this extreme case, 
but comparing ranges within the limits of the battle sight of 
1,OOO yards, we have the following advantages to accrue by&- 
lowiqg the enemy to come witbin short range before opening lire. 
If weopen fire at the longerrange an eflot in the estimate of 
d i s h c e  is disastrous. At the shorter range it is of little ac- 
count. At the longer range many shots are wasted, due to poor 
vision. At  the shorter range the target is plain. If the enemy 
is fired upon at the longer range he can be fired out of range of 
the fire. If he is allowed to come up tothe shorterrangehe 

. 

100 yards. 

. 

. .  
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canbeikdupon while he is retiring over a distance of 5OOyards 
that is, back to the 1.O00 yard point. 

an enemy advancing towards our trenches and who z will be dri- back before he reaches a point 1OOyards 
fromthem, at what rangecan 1OOrounds per man be most 

Itappearsto p ~ e  that atest conducted on these lines would 
methods of attackanddefense. 

7. It is very A%-y in the cavalry, where the 

thecoafteMknowndistancefiringbeshortened,pm~ddeqd 
d t s  can be obtained. I believe this can be done by substi- 
tuting special coms~ “B,” Par. 1%, slow and Ragid Fires 
( d t t h g  the rapid &e at 300 yards simulated prone). For 
the Marksmdsoourse,Par. 137,SlowandRapidFire,toinclude 
t h e m  200,300 and 500 gards. 

To deterrmn * e this I recommend that 6fty men who have 
mever fired,‘ to be selected by lot, be put through the Marksman’s 
umrse! as I mmnmend it, and 6fty  men, selected by lot, be 
pat through the course as now prescribed. On the conclusion 
ofthis course I reammend that these two squads have a corn- J 

petitionin ’ * ’ ‘ * g and at long range fiting, to determine 
whether there is any practical differensin their proficiency 

The advantages of this Special Course “B” method of in- 
Structian are that atdinarily from 30 to 50 men can shoot at 
the same time; and the course of firing at known distance iS 
completed much more quickly; all the essential points having 
@mviously been taught the men in gallery practicerand aiming 
and position dtill. a 

8. To test the advantages of the battle tight, conduct skir- 
mish rims, distance being unknown, first with battle sight, next 

Vary this by chntlpinp the targets and conditions. 

expended? 
. .  

I beafgreatduein 

kainingbf horse and man takes so much time, that * 

1 

’ 

withsights adjusted acmdag to the distance as estimated. 

! 

I 
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HINTS FOR DIRECTORS IN MAP MANEUVERS. 

BY Mu06 FARRAljD SAYRE, -8 Q t v u r .  

g a class which is taking up map maneuvers for the I N T  t time the following coulse is suggested: 

FIRST MEETING. 

(4) A talk based on Chapters I and 11.. 
(6) Show the class what maps and other m a k l  you have 

and explain the use of guide maps (see “Guide Maps,” Chapter 

at the beginning of Chapter IV or other problems of a sirnilat 
charcscter, explaining the work of the director, giving them an 
insight into the mechanism of map maneuvers and famihkhg 
them with the blocks so that they wil l  understand readily 
situations represented by them. 

11.) t . ,,% 

\ (c) Have the class work out the “prelimiaary Eexercrses 

SECOND MEETING. 

(a) A talk on one side maneuvers (see “Methods” and 
“One Si& Maneuvers,” Chapter 111). 

(b) Have a map placed in a vertical position and have a 
member of the class read aloud .“One Side Map Maneuyer 
No. 1” (Chapter IV), at the same time making needful ex- 
planations and illustrating positions of troops with blocks. 

(c) Carryoutanddiscuss“0neSide Map ManeuFr No. 
No. 2” in the manner itlustrated by Maneuver No. 1. 

THIRD MEETING., 

(a) A taUc on two side maneuvers (see Chapter 111). 
(b) With the m‘ap on the table, have a membet of the 

class read aloud “Two Side Map Maneuvers Nos. J and 2, the 
.Tho numbma of chaptam refer to thow of “Map Man- and 

T.otlal €Ud.UI” by MJor Farrand Sam, late lnrarpctor Deputrwnt of 
Military Art, Army Service Schoob. 

- 
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director representing positions and movements of troops with 
pins and blocks. 

(c) Carry out “’bo Side Map Maneuver No. 9” “Leaven- 
worth” (Chapter IV) or No. 1, “Gettysburg” (Chapter V). 

After three meetings the class will be ready to participate 
in two side maneuvers and suitable problems may be selected 
faom this book or drafted by the director. 

Do not communicate the situation to the commanders 
ear€ier than i s m .  If they are inexperienced or the ptob- 
lem is difficult it may be necesssry to give them the situations a - day or two before the exercise, and it is sometimes better to 
require some preliminary work (an order or an estimate of the 
situation) ; but if a half hour is sufficient for preparation, give 
out the problems a half-hour befare the exercise and no sooner. 
The most s u m m a p  maneuvers are those which are begun 
and finished at one meeting with the interest kept at white heat. 

But the dimctor should omit no opportunity to familarize 
bjmadf as thoroughiy as possible with the problem in advance; 
ifpossibk, he shddreheafse it with offken who are not apt to 

‘ taice pa;t in it later, or, better;indUce some experienced deer 
to direct it and act, himself, as a cammsmder. 

If the initial dispositions of one of the parties (say the m e )  
&ill probably depend. in measure, upon information which 
they will obtain of the dispositions of the Red party. it is 
Wter bo x t h e  Red Party to the mapfirst. You will then be 
able to give the Blue party, when it comes to the map, infor- 
msbion beyond that contained in the problem and thus save 
tinre. 

Aft& imparting the situation to the first psrty called in and 
learning their decisions and orders, make whatever notes are 
needed to imp- them on your memory (you will not need 
many) and then immedidtely call in the other party. Do not 
at this time make any measurements or computations. There 
is ordinad7 no benefit to be gained by figuring ahead before 
you have le!amed the orders of both parties. 

After you have learned the intentions and orders of both 
peaties dismiss both of them. You will now need a little time 
€or measurements and computations. Do not “move both 
partiesup tenmihesand see i f  they comein contact with one 

I ’  
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another” as is sometimes done. This usually leads only to 
anothet trial move, much unnecessary work and loss of time. 
ordinarily the first things to be determined are the place and 
time a t  which the first contact takes place and the time and place 
at  which a commander receives a report of it. In most cases 
you can t e U  by inspection of the map which detachments of the 
opposing forces will come in contact first; if doubt exists, 
however, make whatever measurements are necessary. Then 
compute (by the method described under Problems Nos. 1 and 
2, Preliminary Exercises, Chapter IV) when and where this 
wi l l  take place. You must then d e d e ,  from inspection of the 
map, which of these detachments first gains knowledge of the 
presace of the other or whether both annelinto view of each 
other at the same time. If one of the participants is supposed 
to be ‘th P detachment which has gained knowledge of the pres- 

fluemx his decisions, he should be called in and given appro- 
priate information. But if none of the actual participants are 
sypposed to be at the placed contact; the directorusuallyacts 
f6r the commander of the detachment; if a message s h d d  b 
sent he computes the time necessary for it to reach the proper 
Participaatd and bs location when he receives it. Thus the 
length of the titst “move” in a map maneuver frequently con- 
sists m the time from the opening of the exercise (mentioned m 
the problem) to the f i s t  contact plus the time necesary for  the 
report of the contact to reach one of the commanders. 

Do not leave any gaps in your narratives of events. Wh$n 
a commander is called in, it is usually best to recall to him the 
salient features of the situatian as it stood when he was last at 
the map and remind him of the orders issued by him at that 
time, and then to unfold the situation amtinuously by d&b- 
ingmovementsof troopsand otherimportant events which pmp 
erly come to his knowledge in the order in which he would learn 
of them. 

While unfolding a situation to a commander in thbmaxmer 
he should be given to understand that he is free to interpose 
orders at  any time; that he is in command of his troops and that 
he is as free to give orders’to them at any time ashe wouldbe 
if the situation were real. 

ence r a hostile detachment and this knowledge is likely to in- 

, 
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And while thectiffctoriSun€oldingthe situation his hands 
SbroHldbetmsyinillPstnrtmg ’ themovanemt.sandpositioaP,of 
troops as he describes them by the use of blocks and pins 011 the 
map. : 

Make Phe8SUreLPePtS and computations with su5ae.nt care 
to IQePyorp decisions within the bounds of probability and to 
assure the Participants of your fairness and accuracy. But it 
is not necesary to measure every road used. For instance, 

several partols are sent out fmma common point, it is d y  
su5cient to measure one toad only and to locate the detach- 
ments or patrols on the other roads by eye. 

Do not try to command the troops ar let the commandem 
see that you are trying to iduence their actions. Cany out 

pathy with themornat. The dkctor should be as facile as a 
weather vane while he is Carryingout the mders and expressed 
wishes of commanders, and as unyielding as iron in enforcing 
deaaons in regard to the results of coatact, the progress of 
troops. interpetatiions of the map, etc., etc’. 

At the time. the director should continually look 
ahead and keep in view the channel into which events are camy- 
ing the exerdse. He should never be sutprised into unexpected 
situations but should foresee every contingency. He wi l l  
usually by the exercise of foresight and tact be able to draw the 
exercise into interesting and instuctive channels without the 
commanders being aware that he is exerting an influence upon 
it. 

If the opposing f y c e s  do not gain contact with each other 
it produces a feeling of disappointment and an imprawion that 
the problem was poorly drawn. To ensure contact the director 
=Y - ’ Communicate to m e  of the ctnnmanders a re- 
port froma patrol that a cloudof dust has been seen on a Certain 
road, or he may introduce an inhabitant with gratuitaus in- 
formation or, in extreme cases, he may give a commander an 

etc., etc. 

speculation or vague #ties in a. map maneuver. 

where d ~ ~ a r e m o v i n g o n p a r a l l d r o a d s  orwhere 

thecommaaders’orders in good faith whether you are in sym- 

. .  

order from his military superior to reconnoiter certain roads, I 

The exemhe should be made definite. There is no field for 
Avoid 

1 
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approximations, the subjunctive mood and conditional clauses. 
Use the first and second persons as much as possible. Do 
not say, yor example,--“I think that by this time some ‘of 
your men might have crossed the river;” say instead,-ggYou 
are on Hill 609. here, from t h  you see at 9.17 o’clock Cor- 
poral y’s patrol enter the n~ here, at 9.22 you see seven men 
on the other side here, etc.” And encourage commanders to 
address orders directly to their subordinates, making use of the 
first person. 

Avoid every appearance of bias or unfaimess but remember 
that drawn games are not interesting. Where opposing troops 
atenearlyequallymatcbedthedirectarcanavoidtheappearance 
of unfairness by calling the result a “standoff,” but this is likely 
to result in an impossible .situation and does not satisfy eithes 
commander. When mistakes have been made which result in 
placing troops at a disactvantage, the nemesis should be prompt 
and thorough. 

The greatest danger to be feared is loss of interest on the 
part of the participants and this is most likely to come from 
long waits and periods of enforced inactivity. The best mode 
of avoiding this is not by trying to hurry the progress of events 
but by keeping the participants occupied and keeping them 
informed as to what is going on. When you call in a commander 
ask yourself if other members of the party or even the whole 
party may not be consistently called in. Thus if you wish to 
consult an advance guard commander and his commander-in- 
chief is supposed to be with or near him, call in both; but, of 
course, the advance guard commander should be given an 
opportunity to act More the commander-in-chief When it is 
apparent that the main engagement will be preceded by a cav- 
alry combat all of the participants not on duty with the cavalry 
may often be permitted to come in and observe the cavalry 
combat. The director should seize every suitable opportunity 
for playing open, i. e. calling all of the participants to the map. 
It is possible to play open at various stages of the exercise, 
especially near its close. When playing open, commanders are 
cautious to avoid language which would disclose the presence of 
ooncealed troops or giving information which the enemy is 
not known to possess. Commanders who wish to copIlI1ILpi- 
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ate  privakly with the director may sometimes write notes and 
hend them to him, or may ask that the other party may be 
alkectedtowithdraw. 
\ 
at work while not at the map, they may write messages whose 
substance has been communicated to the director, write orders, 
make &etches showing troops in order of march, etc The 
time consmned by the director in making measurements, 
coclputations and notes is usally inconsiderable. The most 
fruitful source of ciehys is ordinarilly the slowness of ce& 
cmmanks in arriving at decisions and issuing orders. In 
extremecasesa stopwatch should be used to take the time con- 
sumed by the deckioa and order, and this time is added to that 
a r m p r t e d f o r t h e ~ ~ o r d d .  

Commanders takeuptimeaftergivingtheir 
orders by explaining in detail how these orders are to be cahied 
out. This should not be permitted as the orders are to b6 car- 
ried out by ather persons, if not by other participants, the 
dkctarshoclid take the mspousibility for the e x e c u t i ~ ~ ~  of them 
aponhimsdf. Thedirector is sometimes at fault in going into 
detsas not necessary to the conduct of the exercise. Thus in 

pa&iapantS may also be required to perform certain kinds 

c 
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THE ROLF OF CAVALRY IN WAR.* 

. BY CAPTAIN EDGAR A. SERMYER. FOWR?EENFH CAVALRY. 

N beginning my subject I know of no better principle to I enunciate than the following: Cavalry, like artillery, is 
an auxiliary of the infantryso important, it is true, that it is 
indispensable-but nevertheless an auxiliary. 

I say indispensable because it must prepare !or, aid in and 
complete the action of the backbone of the army, the infantry. 
Prepare for by reconnaissance, aid in by mperating with the 
infantry on the battlefield itself, and complete it by#&st-if the 
action is successful-by energetically pursuing and second-if 

~successfd-by covering tha retreat 01 the broken infantry 
and, if necessary, sacrificing Itself to save the main force. 

But while it is true that cavalry is an auxiliary of the in- 
fantry, it must be remembered that for reconnaissance and 
security, for operating against the enemy’s lines of communi- 
cations, for the pursuit of a beaten enemy and for operations of 
a similar character, cavalry has been, is, and always will be the 
principal arm. 

I shall try to show a few things that it has done, can do, and 
tnust do in the future to accomplish its mission. 

We oftep hear the cry that “cavalry is too costly.” If our 
detractors say that cavalry is too costly, let us not answer by 
trying to prove the contrary, but let us justify its cost by malt- 
ing it so efficient that all officers of whatever arm of the service 
will believe in it and come to realize its worth. To do this, we 
must continually remember German General von Schmidt’s 
motto: “This ann is so costly that it cannot let itself do 
nothing.” 

I do not expect that everyone will agree with a great many 
of the ideas here set forth, but if they causk discussion, I shall 
have accomplished a great deal, for I firmly believe we need 
stirring up. I 

I‘ 

*Theaie-StaB College, A m y  Service Schoola, 1910. 
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white we all know that the action of dismounted cavalry 
played an important &le in ouf Civil War and that neither the 
Germans, nor the Austrians, nor the French profited by our 
experkn-is shown by their use of cavalry during the wars 
of 1866 and 1870, still to-day we find that all nations a,re putting 
thought and study oq the use of dismounted cavalry. 

Since the Civil War have we not gone to theotherrxtreme? 
Have we not dwelt too much on the successes of dismounted 
cavalry and forgotten that a cavalryman should be a horseman 
first and a rifleman afterwards. If we are to be mounted in- 
fantry, well and good-then let us u“ our horses merely as a 
me+ns of locomotion and let us change our name, but if w e  are 
to be cavalrymen. capable of serving as cavalry has always 
served and capable of meeting any cavalry in the world; then 
let us go back to first prinaples and train our men and horses so 
that we can act in rnass mounted. 

In speaking of acting in mas ,  I do not mean a mounted 
mob. We F t  cohesion, endurance and mobility. The latter 
ensures the cavalry’s moving rapidly over dangerous zones and 
g;veS it the choice of range and target. 

It must be remembered that every hour spent in training 
men in mounted combat teaches tham mobitily and cohesion, 
and, above all, gives them that confidence in themselves which 
is essential in the mounted service. On the contrary, every 
hour on the r a n g e i n  theory at least-detracts from that 
feeling. In practice, however, the evil only begins when the 
cavahymaq collllnences to rely on the firearm and net the saber 
for, when that time comes, he looks on his horse merely as a 
mpans of locomotion. 

As stated above, in speaking of mounted action I do not 
mean starting off a mob of mounted men at a run in the direction 
of the enemy, as has been done in the.past with badly trained 
cavalry for, within a hundred yards of the starting point there 
will be no cohesion and consequently, at the moment of col- 
lision there will be no shock. But I do mean a charge of trained 
cavalrymen riding knee to knee, boot to boot-at a gallop cer- 
tainly, but never faster than the slowest horse. 

These things spell training and again more training, so that 
such a bQdy is under the perfect control of the leader-to be 

1 
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used as the father may use the hairbrush on the erring youngster 
-he picks out the spot to hit and accomplishes his object-Why ? 
-because his arm is under perfect control. Such must be the 
control of the cavalry leader over his unit, be i t  large or small. 

General von Bernhardi in his “Cavalry in Future Wars” 
constantly refers to the necessity of first seeking out and fight- 
ing the hostile cavalry and driving it from the field. To do that, 
if we are opposed by well trained cavalry, we must know how to 
fight mounted. 

I have often heard our cavalry officers, even here at Fort 
Leavenworth, where the belief in mounted action is stronger 
than at most posts, say: “Well, when we fight, I want to get 
off my horse and fight with the riflf.” 

I believe we must fight the spirit shown by officers who 
always want to fight dismounted, and must increase the en- 
thusiasm of. those who at least negatively believe in mounted 
action, until every regiment in our senice is imbued with the 
spirit which has animated true cavalrymen from the earliest 

~ days-that is, the spir i t  to do and to dare everything--even to 
sacrifice itself if by so doing, it can save the m&n army. 

I do not mean to say that the American cavalryman is 
lacking in courage or even in the neceSSary dash, but I do believe 
that we have alloyed ourselves to fall into the rut of thinking 
that all we wil l  have to do will be to reconnoiter mounted and to 
fight dismountedand that if the time should come when we are 
called upon to charge mounted in large masses-dmitting 
that we would do our best-the charge would be ineffective 
simply beacuse we have not been trained properly. 

In fact the spirit we want in our cavalry seems to be well 
illustrated by the story told by General E. A. H. Anderson, 
British Army, before the Aldershot Military Society. He says: 
“As regards the getting off the horse I am personally inclined 
to think that cavalry should be rather like ‘James Pigg’ whea he 
was asked to get off his horse and pull down a fence for ‘Pom- 
ponius Ego.’ He replied ‘Ar niver getsoff’ and jumped the fence 
at  once.” 

We know how poorly the German cavalry performed its 
duties during the Napoleonic Was. After these wars, General 
Blucher put the following questions to the cavalry leaders : 

I 

I 
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1. 

2. 
In answering the first question, the generals unanimously 

attn’btrted the ine5ciency of the cavalry to the weakness in 
effective strength of the ann, its numerical inferiority, and above 
all, to the complete lack of instruction in the employment 
of RIILSS~S on the battlefield. 

Let us then begin that instruction so that we will not have 
to make the same answer after our next war. 

Apropos of this, let us take as an example the Russian 
cavalry. In 1882 the Hussars and Uhlans were transformed 
into Dragoons and all armed with the rifle and bayonet, and 
from that time up to the Manchurian War, we find the immense 2 

i m w c e  of dismounted fire acticn dnunmed into the heads 
of the cavalry. In reading various accounts (written before the 
Manchurian War) of opinions of foreign writers on the value 
of this instruch *on, atl, tentatively at least, seemed to doubt 
the wisdom of laying such stress on dismounted work and there 
-great- * as to the effect of it on the mounted work 
of tw mucb feare!d cossacks. 

firrr! dl know how miserably the Russian cavalry performed 
ihs mission during this war, and, amongthemanyexcusesbrought 
forspard by Russian cavslrymen to 8ccount fo r  their failure, 
we ihd many who e brave enough to say that they were im- 
p0Per)y trained, that they had forgottea that they were cavalry- 
men and depended almost w h w  on dismoun tedfileaction. 

In a little book called “RecoMaissance in the Russo- 
Japanese War,” a translation from the German, afe found many 
BguI1pfes in proof of this. On February 9,1904, the combined 
cavalry briw of Mischtchenlto was ordered to advance into 
northernKoreatoreconnoiter. Thisforceconsisteddeighteea 
Satniesandsixgunsofhorseartillery. After somework, Mischt- 
chenkoon March 28th decidedona remmakancein forcem the 
dkction of Anju, taking with him six sotnias. This force ad- 
vanced to the east and, forced on by a small force of Japanese 
from the walls of ChoRgju, stopped to fight dismounted. 
Mischtschenfto was therefore delayed and after about two hours 

WhyhasnotthepNsuan cavahy rendered the ser- 
vicewhichwecouldrightfullyexpectofit? 

How may the defect be remedied? 

1 
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of fire action a battalion of Japanese infantry coming up from 
Kasan at the double time, he broke off tEe fight and retreated. 

The author of the book mentioned cri t icks this movement 
as follows: 

1. With the moment of being surprised and the deploy- 
ing for dismoun ted action, all offensive spirit tended to dis- 
appear. Theyalldismoun ted and allowed themselves to be 
held by a weak Japanese force, instead of pushing on the te- 
co-ce with the main body, disregarding the Japanese 
force in Chongju, which were sufficiently held fast  by the two 
advance guard sotnias. 

2. In this fight the cossack of today has shown that his 
offensive spirit only goes as far as uqdertaking an enterprise 
when success is apparent; that his favorite weapon is no longer 
the sword and dirk, but the I-&, and that it is easier to keep 
these unruly and feared hosts at arm’s length than was generally 
thought possible. 

3. During the fight no further reconnaissance was at- 
tempted, so that after the fight the same uncertainty as regards 
the situation of the enemy existed as before.” 

MajorGeneralS. J. Soobel,C.S.,commandingtheEFirstBnt- 
ish Cavalry Brigade, in a lecture before the Aldershot Military 

“I think therefore, we qay &mi f the so-called Russian 
Society, says on this same subject: 

Cavalry with the remark that they proved themselves useless 
as cavalry owkg io their want of training and want of every qualily 
which makes cavalry a body of lwrsemen to be feared and r e c M  
wiih . 

I + 

* * 8 * 8 8 

“Their only value as far as I can makerout, lay in tk&r 
numbers, and, in that negative sense, they were useful in pre- 
venting the mere handful of Japanese cavalry from doing 
more damage than they did to the railway and lines of com- 
munication generally.” 

A distinguished cavalry officer put this question directly 
to General Akiyama of the Japanese cavalry: 

“It is argued in England that if the cavalry of Japan, a 
nation which has a veritable cult for the sword, which boasts 
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thst the bright steel is theirvesy soul, have in this was aban- 
domed it fa the fkearm, tben indeed tbe day of shock tactics 
is detin2tdy over, and cavahy need in future no longer waste 
time in such useless exercises as the charge.” 

General Akiyama’s reply was that his cavalry were fight- 
ing ia sttogether exceptional citcumstan ces, they were contin- 
d y  out-numberd and forced to act on the defensive: his 
squadtons were too few and too valuable to risk in an encounter 
wi th  vastly superior forces in the open, and therefore he always 
found himself at a disadvantage and forced to act with the great- 
est caution. Fortunately for him, he said the Russians ap- 
peared td be incapable of forcing an issue with him at close 
quarters, and it is to that fact that he attributed his ability 
to have accomplished what he did. Had he to encounter a 
Russian Cavalry truly trained as such and determined when op- 
portunity oflered to close with him and ride him dauvr instead of 
inenterprising masses who fought only on foot, the case would have 
been a very different one. 

This is the deliberate opinion of the commander of the 
Japanese cavalry, given after he had had some fifteen months 
of exprience in the field, and it goes without saying that hewas 
an able and competent man, as the Japanese did not keep any- 
one who was not so in important commands. 

To Sow the value of General Akiyama’s testimony it  
must be remembemd that in the autumn of 1904 the Russians 
had 207 squadrons in the field while the Japanese had only 47. 

I have gone into this subject of the relative value of the 
Russian and Japanese cavalry because this is the last war of 
which we have had an opportunity of studying the action and 
value of cavalry, and it is desired to show that the failure of the 
Russian cavalry does not prove that cavalry, any cavalry, even 
the much dreaded Cossacks, will be of absolutely no account 

Let us mryider that the aftermath of the Russo-Japanese 
War was that the glorious Japanese foot soldiers-the victors 
over the useless Rcssian horsemen-in time of peace gave them- 
selves eight divisions of horsemen. 

AfterthisColonelZaleskig of the Russian General Staff 
wrote as follows: 

L 

if improperly trained. 

a 

t 
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“The charge in closed ranks which in tke wt was can- 
sidered in Russia the most important if not the only method 
of fighting cavalry, mrcst be revived wi th  the value of the bayonet 
attack of the infantry.” 

General von Verdy du Vernois, the author of the book on 
troop leading and the first authority on that subject, says: 

“When attacks by large masses are now-a-days unde@cen, 
it is essential to have the most perfect accord among all the 
commanders in vietving the situation and in conducting the 
action; and this can only be attained by the most careful 
training. It is for this reason that we should practice combat 
tactics of large forces as thoroughly as possible, not alone on 
the drill giound but also on the most varied terrain.” 

CAVA L RY 0 RGANIWTION . \ 
In considering the-proper organization for cavalry, we 

must consider its uses in war., From the use of cavalry in the 
past and from the form of its organization in modem arm&, 
we can easily see that either it will be used as divisional cavalry 
or the regiments will be forced into brigades and divisions for 
use with corps and armies, anad will even, if conditions make it 
desirable, be formed into separate corps for independent action. 

The size of the regiment should therefore depend upan the 
number of horsemen necessary fo r  the divisional cavalry and 
since, on account of its cost, no nation can hope to maintain 
in peace the amount of cavalry which may be necessary in time 
of war. the divisional cavalry must be Feduced to the minimum 
consistent with safety. In foreign armies this number is placed 
at  from 300 to 700 

In our armies the divisi~nal~cavalry consists of a regiment 
of approximately 1.200 men. This cavahy will rarely beused 
out of the sphere of action of the division itself. Its duties are 
to keep communication between the covering troops and the 
main body; to take charge of the exploration in the vicinity 
of the command and to secure such data concerning the roads 
and r e~~urces  of the country as may be necessafy for immediate 
use of the commanding general. 

I believe that our regiment is about twice too large for  
these duties, i. e. these duties can be performed just as well by a 

. 
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mginwat d6OOmen. Moreover, a regiment of 600 sabers wil l  

Should wardm declared to-day between the United States 
aad endher great power, it would SooLZ become evident that 
WB neecled fearer cavalry with the infantry divisions and more 
far ’ dependent action h, mass. How, then, d d  the defect 
be b e d .  Only by dplitting up the regiment and thus 

kmgnizhg the above, let us therefore have a regiment of 
asiee amsistat fvith its use as divisio~l cavalry. I will not 
go into abdiscussion of the pms and cons between the three 
unit and the four unit systems, and will take as an example a 
regiment of three squadrons, each of three troops of 65 or 7Omen. 

That will give us a regiment of either 585 or 675 men, one 
plenty large enough for divisional cavalry and many times more 
eiEcknt because there will be a larger proportion of officers to 
edisted men. 

belhTg8enOugb to meet the divisioaal cavalry of other armies. 

destroying their esprit. 

. 

BBCONNAISSANCE. 

On account of the enormous increase in the power of the 
nxdernhasmsandh on account of the aids tomodern war 
gives us by science, as well as the immense cost of war, great 
ptading d e s  are now the rule and every &ort wi l l  be made 
to gain a favorable decision at thefirst possible moment after 
t k  declaration of war. 

Thelargertheanny, the harder it is to direct and the more 
will be to change the dispositions for battle which 
made on false premkes; hence the greater the d u e  of 

dborougk and accurate reconmissance. 
Same of the world powers advocate the use of cavalry 

immediately after the opening of hostilities and keep large 
masses of cavahy practically on a war footing alongitheir 
frontiers at all times. Irmm%a * tely after the declaration of war 
these cavalry masses are to be pushed across the frontier with 
the object of breaking up tsilmaQ destroying supplies and 
hindering in every way the mobilization of the Wantry. 

While on paper this looks very fine, to my mindit has the 
serioas objection of risking the loss of large numbers of well 
trained cavalry without adequate compensation; for all the 

t 
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damage done in the e-y’s country can be rapidly repaid 
unless the cavalry be immediately followed by the army of 
occupation. Furthermore, in any case, the losses in thii cavalry 
m y  be such as to s-verely cripple the effectiveness of the main 
armies when they are mobilized and ready to star t  for the 
theater of operations. 

While on’e of the duties of the General StafI in time of peace 
is to collect information of military value and. also to prepare 
plans of campaign for possible future operations, still the com- 
mander of the newly mobilized army must have idormation of 
the hostile troops as soon as he begins his march. This +a- 
fomrotion must be obtained by the cavalry, and from the be- 
ginning of the march until the enemy is met and the decision 
gained, tbe cavalry must continue to perform this duty, that is 
the cava4y must gain contact with the hostile forces as soon as 
is possible and newer lose it. 

If the cavalry is not handled properly and loses contact 
with the enemy, the main body will naturally come to a halt- 
it will be likea blind man tryingtofinda thistleinatencrcrelot 
-he comes on it finally unknowingly, and is stung. For an 
example note the action of the Prussian forces on Adgust 8, 
1870. They remained halted throughout this day simply be- 

, cause the cavalry was not properly used, nothing being done 
towards keeping the enemy at St. Avold under observation or 
towards gaining accurate information in regards the arrival of 
fresh troops from Metz. 

Throughout this advance we find that, as a rule, cavalry 
was indifferently handled. General von Moltke was continually 
sending orders from Royal Headquarters to the Merent armies 
to s e d  a: the cavalry and locate the enemy. On August loth, 
he sent orders that the cavalry be pushed well to the front and 
General von Steinnetz obeyed by ordering the Third Cavalry 
Division to follow the leading (first) corps and the First Cav- 
alry Division to follow the army. But the crowning mistake of 
General von Steinnetz in his use of cavalry was when, on Aug- 
ust 13th. Royal Headquarters ordered that his cavalry recon- 
noiter on the left bank of the Mosel. 

To give &ect to these instmctions, von Steinneb issued 
this order to the Third Cavalry Division: “The Third Cavalry 

’ 
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Division will proceed to Avancy, preq forward towards Metz 
and Vigny, and Lry to push detachments across the Mosel to see 
whattllere!isonthefarside.” 

The ordeff of the ammmnder of the Third Cavalry Divi- 
sion in regard to the crossing of‘the Mosel were as follows: 
“patrols are to be sent towards Metz and Diedenhofen, and 
&pls made to thmw detachments over the M o d ,  to see what 
troops there are op the oposite side.” 

A study of this campaign, especially the orders from Royal 
Hdquarters on this day shows conclusively that Moltke’s 
idea was to cioss the cavalry above and below Metz and thus 
completely isolate that place. 

To carry on the subject of the reconnaissance mentioned 
above the result of von Moltke’s orders was as given in the 
official HistWy of the War was as follows: “Another patrol of 
the 7th Whlans, which had reached the other bank of the.feny 
at Haurncourt. returned without having met the enemy.” 
In other words, the result of the cavalry reconnaissance of the 
First Army on August 13th, was that one small patrol crossed 
at Hauconcourt, saw nothing of the enemy and returned. 

In y a r d  to the failure of von Steinnetz to use his cavalry - 
’properly, G e n d  Pelet Narbonne has this to say : 

“At this point (after the failure of the 13th) all attempts 
to carry out the orders of Royal Headquarters came to an end. 
The serious engagement on the 14th, had turned attention to 
another direction, and the matter seems to have been entirely 
forgotten. though even on the 15th. if only one squadron had 
succeeded in getting across it would have rendered valuable 
assistance. How accurate and easy the location and the extent 
of the French right wing on the 18th would have been if  only 
German Cavalry had pressed on westwards from Hauconcourt, 
the distance from Hauconcourt to Roncourt is only seven and one- 
half d e s . ”  

Would Stonewall Jackson 
have been able to make his turning movement a t  Chancellors- 
ville unobserved if the Federal Cavalry had been F o r m i n g  its 
pxvper duties? 

The mimion of the cavalry is then to gaincontact with the 
enemy’s main body and to maintain this cantact. 

Take a case in our own war. 

t. . 
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But we must not think that to gain umtact with the eqemy 

isan easy task. Before we gain this contact, the enemy’s cav- 

With a great many writers we find the theory advanced 
that to one and the same force-theindependent cavalry mass- 
should the duties of - and information be intrusted. 

these two duties can be performed by one and the same force 
in only one way. That is in order to screen properly or to be 
able to reconnoiter properly, we must firstget rid of the oppos- 
ing cavalry. 

Of course a writer can pick out incidents in the France- 
Russian War and by these incidents seek to prove that this is 
not so wt such arguments would only go to prove that the 
writer in question was not a close student of the war, for there 
is not 8 single incident in that war to show that the French 
Cavalry knew anything about itf‘duties? Brave they were, 
certainly, as is shown by their charges durfng the battles around 
Metz andat  Sedan; but they seemed to be absolutely ignorant 
of teconnoiteringcand screening duties. In f a c t  the German 
cavalry also as a rule performed its duties poorly and only 
succeeded at all because it was unopposed by any cavalry 
worthy of the name. 

As stated before, the superior commander, in order to 
intelligentlyplan his movements, must be kept informed of the 
hostile forces. I n f q t i o n  obtained by the cavalry will be 
worthless if it does not reach headquarters in time to be acted 
upon. 

We must not expect to have opposing cavalry as poorly 
trained as was that of the French in 1870, but must consider 
it to be as highly trainedasinthe German Cavalry today, if we 
are to discuss lucidly the Screepipg and recannoitreing duties of 

On account of the great masses of the d e s  of today and 
the great range of modern arms, cavalry must reconnoiter many 
miles further to the front than formerly. If the attempts is not 
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alry must be diqmsed of. c 

General V. Bed lad l  - hcrs pointed out very convincingly thst 

our arm. 

made to seek out and gain the decision over the oppkug cav- 
alry, we will have a great number of patrols spread aut, making 
long detours to avoid the hostile cavalry; then even if they 
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succeed m Piercing the hostile screen and gaining valuable in- 
fommtion, the long distances must be passed ovef again, still 
greater care being taken to avoid hostile cavalry, and, when the 
information secured by these patrols finally reaches the superior 
commandex, it is too late. In how much shorter time could 
this same d c e  be made and how much quicker could 
the information obtained be made available for the superior 
commsndet if the enemy’s cavalry had first beem beaten out of 
the field? This combat becomes all the more necessary if, in 
addition to reconnaissance, one must also carry out screening 

I duties. 
- It can be plainly seen that the only way to deprive the 
enemy d the power of breaking through OUT own scretn is’ to 
actually drive him from the field. 

It is not meant that we should carry out this idea of seek- 
ing the enemy’s cavalry to the extreme of following any where 
hemay leadbut that our actions should be such as to force him 
to xmet us and thus make a combat inevihble. In other words, 
one should from the very beginning secure command of the 
gramd between the two d e s .  

The psychic factor in this seeking out and destroying the 
enemy’s cavalry must also be taken into account.= The superi- 
oriw of the masses will make the individual feel his own superi- 
ority, and if the cavalry mass is always to avoid a combat, 
the morale of the &&vidual is bound to be affected. How can 
we expect the maximuzn amount of courage and determination 
from men who are taught to avoid the enemy and never to 
fight d e &  compelled to. 

s . 744 

On this subject General v. Verdy says : 
“We must famihize ourselves with the maxim that to see 

at all we must first of all be able to fight. The training of large 
cavalry masses must therefore be d e d  out in the most 
thorough manner.” 

That the German cavalry did not thoroughly understand 
this principle in 1870 is shown by the following incident: On 
August 15th during the retreat of the French, General v. Rhein- 
baben with 4,389 sabers by a mere demonstration checked the 
retreat, yet the presace of General de Fortin’s totally inactive 
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cavalry hindered him from observing the French Army and, 
gaining information. 

This failure on the part of General v. Rheinbaben to do his 
full duty calls forth the following gentle comment from Pelet- 
Narbonne. 

“He should have considered his task fulfilled only after he 
had established contact with the enemy’s forces of all arms. 
Reconnaissance after all, means fighting, for which preparation 
must always be made, even in the dispositions made for the ad- 
vance. This prinaple was not then established in the minds of 

To-day, however, Germany, as well as the other great 
powers; does recognize this important principle, and the cav- 
alry is being educated up to it. 

How is this reconnaissance to be canid out? Will the 
cavalry mass be broken up into n u m e d s m a l l  units and 
strewn over the theater of operations, or shall this mass as a 
whole be kept intact, sending out onlypatrols with their proper 
support ? 

The cavalry should by all means be kept togethex-that 
isshould be kept in groups or masses having a great deal of 
striking force, and mardun * gin such a day that a certain amount 
of concen‘tration is always possible, at the same time covering 
the front in breadth by small reconnoitering patrols. 

It is not meant by this that all the cavaky except small 
patrols should be kept in one mass, for small patrols will only 
be able to accomplish their missionS when properly backed up. 
That is. a body of troops must follow these patrols at a distance 
of from eight to ten miles, especially if what remains of the 
enemy’s cavalry is active or if the inhabitants of a e  country are 
liable to resist as was the case during the latter part of the 

Since, upon the reports sent in by the cavalry depends the 
action of the superior commander, no pains should be spared to . 
have the leader, the trooper and the horse as perfect as possible. 

the compliment of the other.” 

P 

cavalry leaders. They had not been ducat& up to it.” e 

’L 
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“These factors are of equal importance, each of which is 

1. “The leader, an officer, who observes and reports; 
a 

a 
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2. “The tmoper, nbo m a h  possible the leaders advance, 

-all. if necessary, d e r i n g  everything so as 
pmtects him, andfmdlydes to the rear theimportan tm- 

“The horse, upon which depends the success or failure 

. .  
d ~RIchthesoperiacormaenderinam~time; 

3. 
ofthemissianof bofhleaderagd tmoper.” 

The faculties of the leader should be intelligence, good 
judgment, bravery, audacity, perseverence, energy, arder and 
a taste for responsibility. Moreover he should have a strong 
physique. endurance, good sight and hearing; must have a good 
knowledge of terrain and the manner of utilizing it to the best 
advantage, he must know how to orient himself by day or by 
night; must know how to read a map; a good memory for loca- 
tions so that he can travel without a map in a strange country 
without danger of getting lost; should be able to follow a trail 
and, by reading that trail, come to valuable conclusions. 
He must know the tactics of the different arms. their for- 
mations, and the space occupied by different units; the arma- 
ment, organization, and uniform of foreign armies. 

w d e s ,  he must be an officer of character and judgment, 
for, in order to execute his mission properly, he must be in- 
formed, perhaps before anyone else, of the intentions of the com- 
mander, so that he will be able to make his reconnaissance 
intelligently. 

employed on this service should be resourceful 
and The well-inst “r cted, good horsemen, and should possess a 
physical and intellectual ability and a professional knowledge 

The horse must be sound, have speed and endurance, and 
be trained both in the use of rapid gaits over rough ground and 
in jumping obstacles. 

Let us go back again to the first quqtion put by General 
Blucher to the 

Why  has Et t the Pnrssian Cavalry rendered the service 
wbich we could rightfdy expect of it? As stated before, one 
reason given was the complete lack of instruction in the employ- 
ment of masses on the battlefkld. Another was the fact that 
the cavalry of the hdwehr, organized on the spur of the 
moment. had in no way fiunished the cavalry of the line of 

t 

. far above the average. 

valry leaders after the Napoleonic Wars. 

. ,  
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support so netessaty for it, but had, on the mntraxy, been a 

the two kinds of cavalry to form mixed units and had carried out 
this purpose to the point of dividing up the regiments of the line 
in the vain hope that troopers of the landwehr. poorly instructed 
as they were, would’learn by watching the performance of their 
comrades of the regular army. 

The units thus formed naturally offwd no cohesion and 
their leaders (obliged to limit their demands to the capability of 
the horses of the landwehr, badly broken and in nowise trained) 
were powerless to act with the desired dash and enthusiasm. 

In Frederick the Great’s instruction fo r  the training of the 
Cavalryman, dated June 17, 1742, we find the following: 

“The officers must see that their men ride cbntinually, so 
that each can handle his horse by itself, turn and twist it, and 
be completely its master. When they can do this then the 
squadrons are to be formed.’’ “The men must be as 
completely masters of their horses without saddles as the best 
trained in the school saddle.” 

To illustrate how highly cavalry can be trained and should 
be trained, let us take the cavalry of Frederick the Great at 
Lobositz. Sixteen squadrons took part in tp’o attacks and 
charges, covering 10,OOO yards over broken ground, although 
the horses had been short of food for several weeks and had been 
saddled up f o r  twenty-nine hours befo? charging most of them 
without either food or water. 

After the Waterloo campaign, when Blucher had so bitterly 
criticised the Prussian Cavalry, Mm-itz, one of the Freder- 
ickan school wrote a pamphlet explaining what Blucher meant. 

He says: “What are the elements which go to make up 
an efficimt cavalry?” In answering, he says these elements are 
partly moral and partly phydcal and that, while similar to those 
required by good infantry, their application is much more 
complicated because not only the mon but also the horse must 
be taken into account. Continuing, he says that the moral 
elements are personal courage and “esprit de corps,” both of 
which must necessarily be possessed by good infantry; and that 
the physical ones are soundness and amdition, combined with 
horsemanshl ‘p in the ultimate unit-the horse and hisdder; 

veritable millstone about its neck. The Prussrans * hadmingled 

Again: 
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and mobility and precision in all field movements of the whole 

“Taken together, the usefulaess of the 
unit (man and horse) depends on this-that the man is able to 
take his horse at any desired pace in any direction and over any 
gnnmd, and under all umditions to be able to use his weapons 
with &ect against the enemy.” 

To carry out Matwitz’s ideas, one must be a horseman, 
and a who cannot control his horse so as to 
aamnplish that result is simply an unfortunate surrendered to 
the uncontrolled impulses of that timid but dangerous beast. . 

tetmegiveone morequotationtoshowthateveninthe 17th 
centyry the value of the training for the cavalryman was 

hsm, 1443. 
“Infinite great (and not without much difficulties) are the 

considerations which depenaeth on him that taketh upon him to 
tea&, Gxnmand, and Govern a Troope of Horer; For to in- 
stnrct Men only (who is a reasonable creature, can understand my 
language and apprehend my directions) though he be neve? so 
ignorant and peevish, yet there is much ease in the progress, 
and what favor cannot pursuade, authoritie and punishment may 
enforce. But to bring ignorant man and more ignorant horse, 
Wde man and mad h m ,  to these rules of Obedience, which 
may crowne every Motion and Action with comely, orderly and 
profitable proceedings; His Hoc opw.” 

Now, after this discussion, to show the value in training of 
both man and horse, in order that cavalry may be efficient and 
carry oqt its proper missionS, let us find an example to show 
what has happened and what will surely happen again with im- 

Major Kunz, in his, “History of the Cavalry in 1870,” has 
given us many examples to show the worthlessness of improvised 
cavalry. Onein particular will illustrate the point. In this 
example. it must be remembered that the improvised French 
cavalry, even after Sedan, was composed almost entkely of old 

J ddiersandreservlsts , men who had far better opportunities of 
becoming good cavalrymen than wi l l  our volunteer cavalry at 
the cnitbreak of war. 

M Y  
Further on he says: 

recognized. It is frrmn “The S o u l d i ~  Accidence” by S. Mark- 

I 
I 

I 

properly trained cavalry. 

. .-. . .- . .  
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At Bois Commun, November 24,1870, a Hessian patrol rode 
into the town and was engaged with the advance guard of a 
Fmchlancerregiment. Whilethefight wasgoingon,themain 
bodyoftheFrenchregimentcameup. TheHessiansthereforecut 
their way out and were hotly pursued by the French advane  
guard. The French commander did not wish to pursue because 
his horses wen? tired and his rapid advance had caused a great 
deal of straggling ; but the senior squadran commander had already 
ordered two squadrons to pursue in column of threes. The colonel 
therefore started to gallop forward to stop the advance,. but his 
horse ran away with him and he won found himself at the head 
of the whole force. The lancers. seeing their colonel dashing 
ahead naturally tried to keep up with him and won the whole regi- 
ment wasmningawayinthedirectionof theenerny, thehorsesen- 
tirely beyond the controlof theirriders. Unfortunately, themain 
body of the Hessians anived on the scene and, striking the wild 
mob on the ilank, killed or captured every man in the‘ lot. 

The examples cited are given beqause they repreent the ex- 
periences of the great powers and because it is believed that we, as 
American cavalrymen, should profit by these experiencesso that 
after our next war,,we will not have to look for excuses for our 
failure or for means to justify our existence. 

The size of our cavalry troops should be the same in peace 
or war. If the pace strength be sixty-five men per troop, let 
that be the war strength and let our training besuch that, when 
war does come, every man wil l  be the master of his horse and 
the regiments will be so that the day war is declared, they can 
mow out, ready to take the field without waiting to be filled 
up with twenty or more new men and horses. If that planiscarried 
out, there can be no valid excuse for failuxe. It will be up to 
the leader. If the unit fails, the leader will be to blame, for OQ- 

his shoulders rests the responsibility for the eiEaency of this 
unit. 

In speaking of the cavalry of the waterloo campaign, v. 
Verdy says: “The supericnity of the defend- cava&y may, 
indeed, interfere with the reconnaissance and thus make it very 
desirable for infantry to come up rapidly. But above all else, a 
thorough peace training for cavalry is necessary, for the results 

- 
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ti~beexpecbd,ifthiskainingislacking, are here amply illus- 
1. 
:. 
L tl-aw. ” 

* Given the pmper leader, tFoopers and horses, we nowcome 
to the mmqoitering itself. 

Bules for this duty cannot be laid down absolutely. The 
leede mast maloe his own nrles tofollow ineachparticular case. 

However, them are some maxims which may be mentioned 
because their worth has been proved by experience. The 
nearest distance which a mounted man can approqch the enemy 
for  the purpose of observing is only determined by the extreme 
range of ttie Ale. There are few chances to hit. a single 
mcnmted man at 7OO or 800 paces. especially if the latter be 
moving rapidly or is partly under cover. At this distance, a 
man with keen eyesight can distinguish troops of the different 
arms and can approximate their strength. 

But, if weam dealing with large masses, the observer may not 
be able to get within that distance on account of thk hostile cover- 
ing -ts. Thebe will keep the observer, considering only 
perfect safety, at a distance of from 1,500 to 2,000 yards from 
the objective gnd therefore the observer must be provided with 
an excellent pair of field-glasses and must know how to use them 
PrOperlY * 
- However, it not always be practicable to observe the 
ememy at this distance on account of the teriain, and in that 
use, the observer must endeavor to slip in between the meshes 
ad the h& covering detachments. This requires a good 
knowledge of the terrain and its uses, and will be practicable 
since the screen of the large hostile masses will never be a con- 
tinous line. 

The patrol should never move in close order but should 
be dkpersd to such an extent that, if suddenly fired upon, 
there will be no danger of all members being placed hors ds 
combot at the same time. When he reaches a good point of 
obsffoation, the leader must dispose of his patrol in a way to 
cover bis own position and thus leave himself free for obser- 
vation. Before leaving one observing position, he should 
observe to the minutest detail the ground between his position 
and the next probable observing point, and, when moving be- 
tweeqthe two, the patrol should go as rapidly as possible. 

c 
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It should be kept in mind that the missia of a recon- 
noitering patrol is to observe and it should never be diverted 
from this mission. General Pelet-Narbonne, in his “Cavalryan 
service,” cites several instances where, during the Franco- 
Prussian War, a leader spoiled an otherwise excellent recan- 
naissance by allowing himself to be diverted from his mission B 

of observing because he had a chance tocaptureacoupleofwagm 
loads of supplies or possibly a few prisoners. As soon as such a 
thing is done, the independence of the patrol is lost and there: 
fore its mission suffers, because the patrol must take care of its. 
booty instead of gaining and maintaining contact with the 
enemy. 

An officer sent out to observe must keep contact with the 
enemy after he once secures it. This was not appreciated by 
the Germans in 1870 and we find numerous instances where the 
failure to do it was fatal to their plans. General von Bredow 
with the Twelfth Cavalry Brigade, reconnoitered to within 2,000 
paces of the French at  Rohrbach but did not maintain touch 
‘and, as a consequence, the Fifth French Corps left and joined 
McMahon and for two da>s all touch with the enemy on .this 
Aank was lost. 

The size of the patrol will depend on the activity of the 
enemy, the attitude of the inhabitants of the country, and the 
distance from support which the patrol is.to operate. A small 
patrol, say three or four men, sent out several’des from support 
willbeabsolutelyuselessunlessbacked up by relay posts for the 
purposeof sendingback messages. Othmise this smaU patrol, 
while of a size convient for slipping through the hostile covering 
detachmeats, wil l  not be able to send back word of infmnatim 
received until the patrol iwlf returns. 

much better to have a patrol of say nine or ten 
men and when it is found necessaTy to penetrate the hostile lines, 
theleadershouldleaveallbut twoorthreetroopersinawellcovd 
position and then go on with his d patrol. It will thenbe 
possible to send messages back to this waiting group and the 
latter will forward them to their destinations while the leader c ~ l p  . 
remain in observation. The patrol leader should bear in mind 
that the information he obtains is of no value unless it reaches 
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theammandesatathmwhenitwillaidhimin issuing his 
adem. 

In aplvlinp m reports, a leader should recapitulate M y  
the- * contained in a formerone, as numerous instances 
are.RQIcded m all m where the messengas with important 
iufonnahm ’ haveneverreachedtheirdestinationsandthismethod 
will at teast render later mesages intelligible. 

‘Itisimportan t that the leader verify the names of places 

In regard to the manner of making reports, it is always well 
tomimportan t facts both to your immedla ‘ t e  commander 
and to army headquarters. The time element may be of 

All catdrymen should be of mutual assistance in the trans- 
exhausted despatch rider of some other 
messagetoits proper destinafion by a 

idea to give the name of the bearer in the 
and if this fact be made known to him, it may have a 

f€wmable!in&aenceonhiszeal. 
Do not give up your reconnaissanCe because you find it 

impossible to advance 011 the road ordered. Try another one 
and in your mission. 

A cavalry leader of whatever rank should never wait for 
&if he can m a n y  useful object. Cavalry is the ann of 
initiative pcn exdkmce and any I& who is afraid of taking on 
himself a great deal of responsibility when neces‘sarg, has no 
right to belong to it. 

Patrob sent to distant points should be informed as to what 
is hewn at Supreme Headquarters of the enemy’s dispositions, 
sotbat tbe k u k  can inWgeatJy carry out his mission. 

Members of a patrol should be wamed that in case of cap 
tare they are to divulge nothing. This may not be thought nec- 
essary but history gives us numerous examples of important in- 

secured in this way, and good may come from @n 
presshg 011 the men the fact that information obtained fro 
formatron 

tbem might bring disaster to the whole army. 

byaskingditterentinha~tants. 

impdance to the army commander. 

if the message isan important one. 

* 

Inarveringthefrontof anadvanchgarmy, thecavalry for 
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rection. This does not mean, however, that the ordersmust be 
literanyobeyed. IftheleaderfindsthesituationdiiTerentfrom 
that anticipated by his superior in his instructions, he must act 
independently and on his own initiative as the change inam- 
ditions warrant. 

If sent out to fmd the enemy in a certain direction and the 
tack  of a large force is met with, the leader must, without fur- 
ther orders, follow it untiringly until the objective is located. 

When advance c a v e  takes a .town formerly occupied by 
the enemy, the leader should immediately inquire of the inhabi- 
tants what regiments were there; seize letters, telegraph files, 
newspapers, etc. Napoleon in his “History of the Campaigns in 
Italy’’ explains fully the value of this. 

The leader of the advance cavalry should always b e  up 
his patrols-nith or without orders. Small patrols properly 
supported will always accomplish more than those sent out with- 
out hope of support, for in the latter case the leader may not take 
the risks that are possible when he knows that help is near. 

It is impotrant to emphasize the point that reconnaissance 
has only obtained its objective when the main bodies of the 
cavalry have gained touch with the enemy’s column of all arms. 
When ordered to gain touch with a neighboring friendly army, 
that object is not accomplished by simply meeting a patrol of 
that army, but the task demands that Communication be estab- 
lished with some superior authority, who is in a position to give 
information of its situation, etc. 

When a cavalry division has gained contact with the hos- 
tile army, that is, has reached a position from which the hostile 
army may be observed. the leader, instead of simply forwardrn ‘ g  
the reparts of his subrdinates, should observe for himself. 
General von P e l e t - N a r b e  says on this point: *‘ * 
this p e r s o d  seeing and judging, which is worth striving after 
even for a piquet commander, must be regarded as the rule fa r  
all cavalry lead-. Every dispatch sent in fnnn his ownobser- 
vation by a leader of a division-that is, to say, an officer of 
particular intelligence and acquainted with the whole situation- 
will naturally be regarded as of considerably higher value than 
reports of officer’s patrols.” 

1 
:d 
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’ Whenopposingforoesoomesoclosetoeachother that there 
is no room in fwt for the cavalry masses, the leader must with- 
draw to the flanks. Strategical reconnaissance to the front stops. 

will pass around the enemy’s flanks to see if them is 
in the situation, etc. The vital point is to find a 
position and remain concealed. See, either by 
othexwise, that reports are properly transmitted. 

Reconnaissance to the front will now be done by the divisional 
CiaVallY. 

XI. TO AID IN THE VICTORY OF THE INFANTRY. 

We now come to the second phase of the acti&ty of the cav- 

The invention of the dirigible and of the flying machine has not 
made the cavalry useless for gaining idonnation. While there is 
no doubt of .the value of these new inventions, under favorable 
conditions, s t i l l  they are of little value at mght, when it rains, and, 
at present, in a high wind. While a great many enthusiasts 
daim that they have taken the place of cavalry in reconnaissance, 
we also find some opponents of the mounted service crying that 
on 8ccouzlt of the long range rapid firing rifle, cavalry will be use- 
less an the field of battle. 

Toshowthefallacyof such masoning, it is only necessary 
to look back at military literatm immediately after each im- 
pmvement in the h-arm. The argument has always been that 
cavalrymustnowleave thefield of action. The histmy of m a a s  
havemtprovedthetruthofthese claims. In the olden days, we 
find cavalry thededdingfactoronmanyahardfought field. Even 
&ranted that, under present amditions, it will be more dangerous 
far cavalry on the battkfkld than it was iq the  days of the 
muzzle loader, shouldthat beareason to keepit in the background. 
If we would go to war, we must expect danger, and, if an army 
cmn be saved, the tide of battle changed, or an important point 
cau be held fo r  OUT advancing infantry by the sacrifice of a por- 
tion of the cavalry, then that d c e  should be made. 

However, I believe that the danger to cavalry on account of 
the range accuracy and rapidity of fire of the modem weapon, is 
much over rated. 

alry- - 
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Cumparethedensefiringlines. twoand threedeep, witheach 
weapon firing a missile so large that a hit on man or horse would 
place the victim hors de c&&zt. with the thin firing lines of today 
and the small caliber bullet, the effect of which on the excited 
horse will be small uqless a vital s p t  is reached. I believe that 
this compar;.son will show that the rapidity of fire of the modem 
fiream with its lessened effect will about balance the old fire with 
its maximum effect. 

Consider now the grkt range and accuracy of the new rifle. 
While it is true that we will have to pass over greater distances 
under fire, yet it does not mean that we cannot pass over them. 
I t  simply means that we must take advantage of cover now more 
than formerly. The accuracy and range of the new ann are‘only 
valuable while the soldier remains cool and collected and fires with 
precision. This is especially so when used against cavalry from 
the fact that the exact range of a troop in action is extremely 
difficult to obtain. 

“The modem 
long range rifle FT in he hands of tired and exhausted men, has no 
more value than the old and obsolete weapons, when fired 
precipitately and without aim. Whatever be the arm of the 
infantry, a moment will come when men will lose their c00lne.s~ 
and when cavalry can charge with a fair chance of success.” 

Prince Hohenlohe also sa s on the same subject: “I have 
often noticed how fire discip&e suffers in moments of danger. 
When one has f o r  six or eight hours been in an undecided 
m v t ,  when nerves are strung to their limit during all this 
time by the roaring of cannon and the rattle of musketry, 
when one has been tom by powerful emotions, one is shaken in 
body and in morale.” 

when that moment comes, is there any doubt but that 
ry can pass over the dangems zone without subjecting 

itsel ‘““21 to annihilation. 
CaptainGossard, of the French Cavalry, a writer who 

favors shock tactics, says: “All charges which have been made 
against infantry in position and in cold blood have always 
failed, and this must be more true than ever in this’day of per- 
fected arms. On the other hand, with green troops only fairly 
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well dkiplinedauditowar,it  mcr)rhappenthatthqcavalry 
c a s l s u c o e s s f u l l y 8 t t a J t ~  . intantrysndcaaseapanic.” 

I takeissuewiththisstatementandwilltrytoprovethat 
it is far too coaservative and that the opposinginfantrydoes 
notnecessarrl ‘ y  have to be demodud tomakeacaval ry  
charge possible. 

On the day of the battle of Vionville, just beyond that 
town laytheremnantsofthe24th Regiment of German Infantry, 
extending in a single line of skirmishers from the Viondlle- 
Resonville road to the old Roman road which formed the boun- 
dary of the Tronville wooc1s. They were without supports of 
any kind, their ammunition was running low, and the men were 
completely exhausted from the terrible heat. About 1,OOO 
yards in front of them lay the French Third Division drawn up 
in two lines and supported by the whole of Canrobert’s Corps 
Artillery, in all fifteen battalions and nine batteries. Later a 
large body of French Cavalry; estimated to be a diyision, 
rode up and took post in the northeast angle between the Roman 
road and the country road running from V i l l a  aux Bois to 
Resonville. 

Feeling that if the French Cavalry leader realized the can- 
dition of the German line and charged. the German infantry 
would be lost, a lieutenant suggested to General von Budden- 
brock, commanding the Sixth Division, that the nearest German 
cavalry force be called on to charge first and thus anticipate 
the French. The general at first demurred with the time 
worn phrase that cavalry could not charge haken infantry. 
but realizing the seriousness of the situatio 2= he at  last gave his 
consebt. 

The nearest cavalry happened tr? be Major General von 
Bredow’s brigade, of six squadrons, and, after receiving the order 
from the Corps commander, von Bredow gave the command 
and the whole force charged across the 1,oOO yards in line, 
notwithstanding a m d m  fire poured on it from both front 
and flank, for the whole Roman road was lined with infantry. 

They swept over the first line, then over the second. but 
by this time the horses were blown and all order lost, and then 
de Forton’s cavalry division cm fresh horses, rode down upon 
then, nearly five to one. What followed may be best described 

I 
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by the German Ofiicial Account: “General von Bredow sounds 
the recall. Breathless from the long gallop, thinned by the 
enernys’ bullets, without reseryes, and hemmed in by hostile 
horsemen, they once more cut their way through the previoUsly . 
over-ridden lines of infantry and artillery ; harassed by a thick 
rain of rifle bullets, and with the foe in hot chase in rear, the 
remnant of the two regiments of Russian cavaliy hastened 
back to Flavigny. The victims of this charge, courageous unto 
death, had not fallen in vain. The advance of the Sixth French 
Corps was checked, and was nom it is stated, by order of Marshal 
Bazaine, entirely abandoned; at  any rate the French made no 
further advance from the direction of Resonville this day.” 

It should be remembered that von Bredow’s success with 
his six squadrons was against the same corps (Canrobert’s) 
that stopped the Pnissian Guard Corps only two days later a t  
St. Privat. 

That this is not an isolated case of cavalry charging un- 
shaken infantry is shown by the charge of the First Guard 
Dragoons on the same day. This happened when the 38th 
German Infantry Brigade was struck and defeated by Grenier’s 
Division of the 4th French Corps. The advance of the victorious 
French had to be stopped until the arrival of the remainder of 
the 10th Gennan Corps. This enormous task was given to the 
First Guard Dragoons and well they performed their duty. 
The charge was delivered against the dense masses’of advancing 
infantry and, after a desperate &mflict, in which the1 Guard 
Regiment lost --third of its strength, the enemy’s cmeer was 
stopped and the pressure on the retreating 38th Brigade re- 
lieved. 

In this case, not only have we unshaken infantry ridden 
down and broken, but troops advancing in the full flush of 
victory; besides, the cavalry had to cope with the difficulties 
of the ground, and actually executed a series of maneuvers 
at the trot under both artillery and infantry fire before deliver- 
ng their charge. 

Other examples during the same w k  are D u  Prenil’s charge 
with one brigade, about 11 .W A. Y., at Vionville to cover the 
right flank of Frossard’s Corps which was beginning to retire, 
and General von Rauch’s charge about noon on the same day 
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with the 14th and 15th Brigades to stop the French advancing 
from Resanville. 

Later on in the campaign we find the charge of the Fifth 
French Cuirassiers against the 27th German Infantry at Beau- 
mont, and the wonderfully self-sacrificing but really useless 
charge of Margueritte's French Brigade at Sedan. In the latter 
case, for a half hour, it is admitted, the course of the struggle 
defied description, and that no advantage of this half-hour's 
grace was taken by the rest of the army, was no fault of the 
cavalry. This charge failed, but had it been made to form a 
screen fo r  an organized attempt to break out, and had the at- 
tempt been successful. the cavalry attack could hfrdly have 
been disparagingly spoken of as a failure, but would rathet have 
gone down to posterity as one of the finest examples of its em- 
ployment in history. 

One more example 'is taken from Prince Hohenlohe's 
"Letters on Cavalry" to show what good cavalrq' could achieve 
against the riffed muzzle loaders, cold theories of the drill 
ground to the contrary notwithstanding. 

"At the commencement of the battle of Custozza, the two 
Austrian Brigades, Pulz and Bogdanovitch, together fifteen 
squadrons, a t  the outside 2,400 sabers, attacked the two 
Italian Infantry Divisions, Humbert and Bixio, in front; they 
mde down the skirmishers, broke several squares, and carried 
terror and confusion into the most distant line. In the highly 
cultivated Italian fields, most of the Italian Infantry found 
cover behind rows of trees and opened a deadly fire on the cav- 
dry as they retired. But the result of this chargewastodisable 
thirty-six battalions for the remainder of the day." 

"The cavalry, however, was neither destroyed nor even 
lamed. From 7 a A. Y., the time of the first attack, till five 
in the afternoon, they held t h e e  two divisions in-check by their 
confident bearing and prevented their going to the help of the 
rest of the army." 

"Thus these 2.400 cavalry held in check upwards, of 25,000 
infantry. and eventually made more prisoners than their own 
numbers." 

It should be noted that the Italian rifle was sighted for 
1,200 yards and swept the ground for a good 500 yards from 
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the muzzle with a large bone smashing bullet, and that the 
Italiaa infantry stood six deep, so that the number of bullets 
fired was about equal to a modem skirmish line at two pace 
intervals. 

These instances are noted to show that nothing is impos- 
sible for a properly trained, well disciplined body of .cavalry. 
I do not mean to say that cavalry can charge unbroken infantry 
in front with any strong hope of success. but neither do I believe 
that the mounted charge is only possible when t h e w m y ' s  in- 
fantry is demoralized and on the point of breaking. Infact, 
the horse and saber are the inherent weapons of the cavalryman 
and when there is any chance of success by using them, they 
should be used. When he dismounts, the cavalryman loses not 
only his mobility and makes himself particularly vulnerable to a 
charge from his opponents, but he loses over one-quarter his 
strength from his fighting line. To keep his led horses mobile, 
one man must be left in charge of four horses, and, where @ 

counter attack may bk'expected, a guard must be left for these 
horses. 

In the course of a campaign, a great many situations ae 
met where either the dismotmted or the mounted attack would 
probably be zuccessful, but the true cavalryman will instinc- 
tively use the latter method and by so doing, the fruits of his 
victory will generally be greater both in the demoralization 
caused i the anks of the enemy and the greater morale which 
his own i rce is bound to possess. 

front it risks complete destruction, but even so, the time may 
come during a battle when that risk must berunand theeffectof 
the charge will be well worth the sacrifice; but a careful study 
of the charges made in w-ar against supposedly unbroken in- 
fdntry lines will > how a surprisingly small loss to the attacking 
cavalry as compared to the resilts accomplished and also as 
compared to the loss expected when the charge was made. 

Probably the most perfect example of the decisive action of 
cavalry on the battlefield is that at Naseby where Cromwell so 
completely defeated the Royalists. After that the Englishcav- 
alry deteriorated but we find it coming to the front again in 
Marlborough's time. 

I t  may b true that if cavalry charges unbrokeninfantryin . 
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At the battle of Blenheim, we 6nd cavalry 0x1 the flanks of 
the infantry until within 500 or 600 yards of the enemy, when 
they c+rged the hostile cavalry. 

This method of using cavalry was the forerunner of the 
modem cavalry action, for if the opposing cavaliy was defeated, 
then, thearetically at least. a part of the victor’s force was to 
pursue the beaten horsemen while the greater part turned on the 
h d c s  and rear of the enemy’s infantry, I say theoretically be- 
cause, as a matter of fact, the victor generally kept after the 
beaten horsemen and was lost to the battle f o r  therest of the day 

In our own great Civil War, while the development of the 
cavalry both North and South taught the world many things, 
still we cannot go to this war to prove that cavalry can charge 
infantry, fo r  there is nothing recorded of large cavalry masses 

It must be remembered 
that, while the men from the south and west were generally good 

forthecavalrytherewasno trainingsuchas isnecessary 
forpuremountedaction. Regiments wereorganized and shipped 
to the front, there to obtain such training as was possible 
in front of the enemy. There was no perfect discipline nor was 
there perfect mastery of the cavalry unit such as a leader must 
have in order to lead that unit and have it under such perfect con- 
trol as to use it as he wishes. 

@ut does anyone imagine that, if either side possessed a well 
trained, well disciplined cavalry, such brilliant leadersas J. E. B. 
Stuart, Sheridan, Forrest, or Fitzhugh Lee would not have given 
us examples of charging infantry ? 

It is not desired to advance the theory that cavalry should 
always fight mounted. On the contrary, the times are so num- 
erous when cavalry should fight dismounted that care is neces- 
sary to prevent i t  from thinking and training as mounted in- 
fantry. 

It may have to fight dismounted at night when in canton- 
ment or bivouac, guarding bridges, defiles, groups of houses or 
banicades. At the beginning of a battle, it may have tocovera 
9anlcthreatened by an unexpected turning movement by defend- 
ing a position until the infantry has tirne to come up to resist 
the attack; in defending batteries which it supports, or a 

. .  

charging infantry. 
However, there is areason for this. 

v 
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parked convoy which it guards; during a battle, it may be. 
ordered into any part of4he fighting line to prevent a threatened 
defeat and thus fight dismounted until infantry reserves can take 
its place; when operating on the enemy’s flanks, a surprise fire 
at from 1,OOO to 1,500 yards on the flank of the enemy’s re- 
serves. especially when the terrain does not permit of mounted 
action. Cavalry will have to seize and guardagainst hostilecav- 
alry, more or less numerous, bridges, deiiles and important 
points, in order to permit our columns to deploy. 

However, even in these instances it is not always necessary 
to dismount your whole force. Unless the situation is so critical 
that, in order to accomplish your mission, your reserves must be 
thrown into theline, a mounted reserve should always be kept on 
hand. 

On the other hand, in mounted action it may be well ta dis- 
mount part of your force and @us have fire action assist the shock 
action. This principle is well stated by General French of 
the British Army who says: “While a well posted squadron 
or two of dismounted men in a favorable position may greatly 
assist the action of cava@ against its own arms, it  must never 
be forgotten that it is only by the employment of ‘shock hc- 
tics’ and the superior morale of the highly trained horsemen 
wielding sword and f&ce. that decisive success cul be attained.” 

Following the strategical reconnaissance, it is believed that 
the cavalry masses should be united under one commander, to 
be used as circumstances dictate dwing the action and immedia- 
ately thereafter. A t  the beginning of the action, cavalry may 
be required to hold important points until the arrival of the in- 
fantry. I t  may be sent to any threatened point in the line, 
there to act dismounted until the infantry can be brought up. 
I t  may be used to cover the flanks of the army engaged. It may 
& used mounted to charge hostile infantry, even at the expense 
of sacrificing itself, if so doing it can gain time for its infantry. 

Wide outflanking movementsably led by an energetic cav- 
alry commander will still be productive of great results by pro- 
ducing confusion in the enemy’s rear, they will materially aid 
their infantry mmrades in the enemy’s front. Another g m t  
opportunity for qavalry on the modem battlefield will be that of 

B 
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the large mass of guns used by the enemy, and 

possibly only supported by small -try f-. 
The third duty of cavalry as an auxilliary of the infantry is. 

that ofampletingthe Victary or, if the fortune of war should so 
declare, covering tbe retreat. Its use here begins on the bat- 
tlefield but may end a great distance away. 

The value of cavalry for the pursuit of a beaten enemyis 
incalculable. In fact. a victory m a y  be rendered null and void, 

: if thevictor is without cavalry and, in case the last reserves have 
been thrown into the battle, no troops are available f o r  imme- 
diate pursuit on account of the disorder and the terribleexertions 
made by the men during thz battle. 

“Look a t  Manchuria. Were you not surprised by the 
extraordinary lease of life of the Russian Army ? antinually 
beaten; chased from one mauntain crest to another; from one 
river u, another; from the Taitse to the Taung-Ea-; from An- 
tung to Liauyang, from Mukden to Kerin; always destroyed, 
and like a modern Phoenix, rising from its ashes, continually in 
condition to begin again farther off. And yet it was not the 
Trans-Siberian Railway, with its quota of joo men per day that 
was the cause of this weekly and monthly re-organization. 
Do not believe, moreover, that the reports of Japanese vic- 
tories, undeniably true one day, were so on the succeeding day. 

“In other words, as soon as the Russian line was forced, con- 
tact with the enemy was lost, the retreat was quickly organized, 
without a shadow of a pursuit, and without disorder-even 
without uneasines. This is explained by saying that Kuro- 
patkin was a great tacti-, skilled in retreating. Could the 
Russian retreats have been efkcted as they were in the presence 
ofeventheslightestopposition .” 

What the Japanese lacked was a harassing force, and, be- 
cause of t h i s ,  the Russian bear, tormented always, never found 
his Waterloo. 

The Russians gave way before well planned 2nd well di- 
rected attacks; before a threatened attack on the flank when 
there was no chance for a counter attack; but they left in a 
leisurelymanneron account of the enemy’slack of cavalry. The 
force was reorganized, ammunition was replenished, entrench- 

, 
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ments were prepared, and they were all ready to begin over 
again with a loss of morale certainly, but never without hope 

The great Japanese victories amounted to so little that, 
until the end of the war, the Russian soldier had never the im- 
pression of being beaten. His letters home showed that he had 
retreated but was certain that he would soon assume the offen- 
sive. This delusion lasted for twenty aonths, or until peace 
was declared. Woult$ this have been the case had the Japanese 
k e n  accompanied by a large, well trained cavalry I 

Look at Jena-prepared, decided, and completed by the 
cavalry. What would Waterloo have been without Gnejsenau 
and ihe cavalry? Certainly the pursuit would stopped at  
&nappe. 

Von Verdy du Vernois in his book on strategy, speaking of 
Grouchy’s pursuit after Ligny. severely criticizes the cavalry of 
Pajol and Eselmens and in conclusion says: “Above all else, 
B thorough peace training of the cavalry is necessary, for the 
results to be expected if this training is lacking, are here amply 
I 11 ustrated . ’ * 

In our o ~ m  great Civil War, suppose that Grant had not 
had Sheridan and his cavalry. Would there have been an end- 
ing of that bloody campaign at Appomattox? 

On the other side of the picture, what was the value of the 
Prussian victory over the French First Corps at Froeschwiller? 
There was no pursuit and the First Corps was able to pass over 
the Vosges, reform behind the Mosel. embark a t  Neufchateau 
and come again to thz front two weeks later. And at Spich- 
eron, Von Steinmetz, he who was absolutely ignorant of the use 
of cavalry, was so surprised by his victory that he quickly put 
t{e Saar between himself and his conquered enemy and the 
latter c o k e n c e d  operations again ten days later. 

! %’hat chance is there for the beaten army if it has no cav- 
a l p ?  The infantry is routed, the enemy’s cavalry is a t  its 
heels and allows no time for re-organization. But what a 
difference if their caval This cavalry has not 

several days. I t  may have been in the codXct, but most of the 
time it has been off to one side under-cover. The men are cool 
and collected. The order comeseither from the army head- 

is still in hand. 
been under the awful str TI ’n of fighting for from a few hours to 
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Quarters or from the cavalry leader who sees his opportunity- 
to save the m y .  The cavalry charges, maybe to its utter de- 
stmctioh, but what matter if time has been gained for the in- 
fantry leaders to get their forces in some kind of order and also to 
organharearguard. 

In this connection, remember again D u  Presnil’s charge at 
Vionville to cover the right flank of Frossard’s Corps which was 
beginning to retire, and the charge of the First Guard Dragoons 
against the Second French Division of the Fourth Corps to 
cover the retreat of the 38th German Brigade. 

But to go further, it is the duty of the cavalry with the horse 
artillery to cover the retreat in any case; using both mounted 
and dismounted action: cavalry armed with the modem arm is 
especially useful in this case for it is mobisle and can remain 
farther from supports than can the infantry. 

In delaying action, however, cavalry should take care not 
to allow a too close approach of the pursuing force. The delay 
must be only sufficient to cause a deployment and it must always 
act on the supposition that it cannot expect support from the 
infantry it is protecting. 

- CONCLUSION. 

In conclusion, my whole idea has been to show a few of 
the dies cavalry will be called upon tb play in modem war and 
to prove that there are just as many bpportunities for the true 
cavalryman today as there has been at any time in the past. 

9 *I * * ,  * * 
Our missions today are the same as they have been in the 

F t ,  notwithstanding the improvements in fire arms and we 
must therefore train our cavalry to meet theconditionsthat we 
must expep in war 

A cavalryman’s chief weapon should be the horse and the 
saber, and to use those weapons properly we must, asstated 
before, train the trooper in the use of the saber and train him to 
be the master of his horse at  all times. 

I quote here from “Volunteer Cavalry” an article just re- 
published by the CAVALRY JorimAL. 
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“We may say without boasting that at the close of the great 
Civil War in America the armament and training of OW ~ 0 1 ~ -  
teer cavalry on both sides were more practical and e5uent 
than those of any regular cavalry of Eurape. 

“If in drill and personal appearance many a crack regiment 
of the latter could surpass them, in a week’s real hard camHgn- 
ing over any country at  haphazard, one of our regiments could 
have marched all around their opponents, decimating them 
without loss to themselves. Under the system of raids our 
cavalry, with a battery of flying artillery to each brigade, put 
the whole country in terror for a distance that would require 
a whole army to iduence in Europe. Infantry and artillery 
of equal force we despised. The mobile aad elastic dismounted 
skirmish line with artillery supports was far superior in destruc- 
tiveness to the infantry line of battle, on account of its rapidity 
and dash. d 

“This is the bright side of the picture. I expose the dark 
with the greater readiness now beacuse the fault is easily remedied 
in the future, and if so done, our cavalry would then be the best 
in the world. 

“The fault is this: 
“Had one of our cavalry regiments been put into a level 

plain with no arms but sabers, opposed to a like force of Euro- 
pean heavy cavalry, especially cuirassiers, they wouldinall 
probability have been routed. With lancersopposed to them in 
the same manner their defeat ;would have also been nearly 
certain. Depri-wid of $re arms, our cavalry would have been 
overthrown. 

“The fact  is an unpalatable one to an American cavalry 
officer, and many will utterly deny it from esprit de corps and 
national vanity. But a fact it is, and both the reason and the 
remedy are simple. 

“The reason was that our men had little or no confidence 
with the saber. The feason of that again was that they were 
never taught to use i t  properly.” 

In speaking of the mounted work during the first year of the 
war, the same author says: “In the first year of thewarthe 
Southem Cavalry displayed 3 marked superiority. On horse- 

. 
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back they felt a home while the green levies from the North 
were in a strange and uMlomfortable position.” 

Maude, in his “Cavalry, its Past and Future” has carefully 
traced the evolution of cavalry. In discussing the Pru&an 
cavalry he shows that during the nine years immediately suc- 
ceeding the treaty of Hubertsberg which followed the wars in 
which Seidlitz showed the world what cavalry can do, the 
Prussian cavalry reached their absolute zenith. Then in ex- 
plaining its decadence, one reason stands out which will appeal 
to every American cavalryman. He says: “War seems very 
distant and the inspection very near. The more ambitious 
and practical an &cer is, under such circumstances the more 
certainly will he devote his time and energy to the practice of 
moveh&ts which will tell in the latter. If then the inspector 
is wanting in activity or lcnowledge, the doom of any arm, but 
particularly of the cavalry is sealed.” 

That was true with the Russian cavalry; it is true in the 
English Army. In our own m y ,  how many times can each 
one! of us remember that the cavalry post was inspected by an 
infantryman or an artilleryman, an infantry post by a cavalry- 
man or an artillerymaq, an artillery post by a cavalryman or 
an infantrymsn. 

In order that our cavalry be raised to the standard which 
will be necessary in case of war, we must be given inspectors 
who are trained cavalrymen and who will require the best efforts 
of our offioers to be strained throughout the year to get their 
commands in the state of prepardeness which should be insisted 

Anotherthing which would be of advantage, to not only the 
cavalry but to the whole service, would be to have published a set 
of maneuver regulations for umpires regulating the decisions 
in regard to cavalry acting mounted. Too often has it been seen 
at maneuvers that a squadron of cavalry is put out of action 
in a few minutes by artillery fire, or the fire of a few well posted . 
dismounted men. Such umpiring has had a bad effect on the 
cavalry of Germany, France, England, etc., and it has been 
bitterly complained of by v. Bernhardi, v. Kleist, Maude, and 
other prominent writers on cavalry. I t  cannot help but have a 
bad effect, when a young cavalry officer, imbued with the spirit 

on. 
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of mounted action, is brought to a sudden stop and told that his 
force has been utterly destroyed by some force which he can- 
not see. If umpires would only remember that rapidly moving 
cavalry is a very difficult target and that when moving over 
dangerous zones (as would be shown in actual battle by the 
effect of the hostile fire) it moves at a gallop dispersed-only to 
close in at the moment of decisive action, I am sure they would 
be more lenient.. 

In fact those of the other arms, as you train us to act 
during the maneuvers, only so much must you expect in time 
of war. Can you expect your cavalry to charge andsaveycu 
when you have taught it that it is of absolutely no value on the 
battlefield? 

For us to aid you in time of war you must aid us in time of 
peace and with a properly trained cavalry force, believing in 
itself and knowing that is is believed in, there is absolutely 
nothing which you may not require of it. 

t 
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COMBAT OF CAVALRY VERSUS CAVALRY. 

GBNBW JAMES PARKER, U. S. A. 

FORMATION FOR THE CHARGE. 

HE charge iS the decisive and most important andch - 
acteristic cavalry movement" (Cavalry Drill Rem1 - 

tions). But the question is, what is a charge? Wherein li 1 s 
its value ? 

We are told that the horse is the principal weapon of 
cavahy. On the other hand, we are also led to understand that 
battles and skirmishes, especially when cavalry is fighting 
against cavalry, have been won as a result of the effect solely 
of the cavalryman's sword, his pistol, his lance. We read in 
history of battles where enormous slaughter has been inflicted 
by the use of these weapons. 

We read also of all kinds of formations in the charge. In 
the ancient days cavalry was often marshalled in solid pha- 
+xes. We hear of at- 
tlacks made in four ranks, i r ~  three ranks, in two ranks, in one 
rank. During the American Civil War attacks were made 
with regiments in double rank, in line of columns of fours, or 
in line of platoon columns, having two, or three or four platoons, 
and in some occasions were made even in columns of fours. 

By reading history we learn of w a n c e s  where successful 
charges have been d e  horses moving at full speed. M e  also 
hear of successful charges where the horses have amved at a 
slow gallop, a trot and even a wak. 

In essays on the use of cavalry in war we are apparently 
expected to assume that no cavalry is of any account in which 
all the horses are not thoroughly trained and which can not 
move on the battlefield with the utmost precision and charge 
boot to bod. We know, on the other hand, that in no great 
war in which the cavalry is energetically used, has i t  been pes- 
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sible to avoid having the vacancies caused by the hkvitable 
casualties 64ed with horses more or less untrained. 

What is the charge? Do we overcome the enemy with 
the shock, or with the saber or pistol? Is it necessary to throw 
back the enemy's line, or is it SUfEiaent to pierce it with our 
force? Is it desirable to combine these methods of meeting 
i t?  

I think, weecan obtain a vivid idea of what a chargeat full 
speed is like if we imagine a stampede of horses. Afew horses 
lead, then follows a mass of horses, greater in depth than in 
width, each horse struggling to keep his distance from his 
neighbor. A man in front of such a stampede is in imminent 
danger, whether mounted or dismounted. He can probably 
dodge the leading bunch of horses, but if he escape the first 
line he is almost certain to be run bit0 by one of the succeeding 
lines, and will probably be knocked down and trampledunder 
ioot. If a fence is met in the wild rush it will becamed away. 

So, in the actual charge at full speed (thirty miles per hour) 
the horses are maddened with excitement. They stop for no 
obstacle. They avoid nothing. The riders also are camed 
3way with escitement of the rush and the passion of combat. 
To imagine that under such circumstances a boot to boot, 
serried, line can always be kept is r idicbus in the extreme. 
Sot only will some horses outrun others but many horses will 
bolt, others will be kined in. , The accidents of the ground will 
retard others. There will be bpenings, gaps, intervals. When 
this mass of horses reaches the enemy the question as to whether 
he will be pierced or overthrown must to a large extent depend 
upon relative velocity and depth. 

Moving at  full speed a horse must have room not only to 
the right and left but to the front and rear. For, the run is a 
suoces$on of violent leaps. If there is a rear fank, it  willfall 
back to get room. This accounts f o r  the almost irresistible 
tendency to open up the rat-+ in practicing the charge. 

If, however, the runaway bunch of horses is moving only at 
half speed (sixteen miles per hour) they will gallop more closety. 
They do not w i r e  so much room. If they meet an obstacle, 
t ey seek to avoid collision by pulling up or turning aside. If 

. 
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not likely that they will plunge into each others closed ranks. 
The leaders wi l l  recoil. The horses in rear willattempt to pass 
to the right and left, Circling their opponents. 

So, in the actual charge against an enemy both opponents 
being at half speed, it will be very difficult to force the horses 
into the enemy’s ranks. On both ;des the ranks will in all 
probability be close, semed, “boot boot.” The tendency 
will be to recoil, to turn aside, to circle. In the same way that 
a horse will balk and stop suddenly at a high hurdle, he will re- 
fuse to collide with a serried line. On the other hand if the 
charge at full speed is made against an enemy moving a t  half 
speed the tendency is for the enemy’s ranks ’to open up to avoid 
collision as well as to give way. This should result in his lines 
being pierced and thrown into confusion, leading to panic and 
rout. It is only when this has been accomplished that the sword 
can be used with dect. 

It is evident that on nearing the collision the troopers must 
use every means to excite and urge the horse and prevent him 
from sl6whg up. For this purpose a vigorous use of the spur 
is necessary as well as of the voice. The men will cheer and 
yell, and the trumpets sound. 

With the enemy in confusion and panic, his line pierced in 
many places, his troopers attacked in rear and flank as well as in 
front, the sword should reap its harvest. 

In the charge the attacking line should be followed closely 
by a strong support, which by furnishing refmforcements when 
necesary, and by a nearly simultaneous charge on the enemy’s 
flank aids in completing his overthrow. 

Thus, the efTect desired by the charge, while preserving the 
impenetrability of our line, is to pierce the enemy’s line, to force 
him back in disorder, in order that the sword may be used to 
advantage on his fleeing masses. 

It is said that in the charge one trooper hitting the enemy 
011 the dank or rear is worth ten troopers in front. This might 
seem an overstatement, ordinarily speaking, but if the enemy is 
assaulted in front and at the same time in flank and rear. it is 
difficult f o r  him to defend himself from both attacks. If the 
enemy’s line is pierced, the troopers who have gotten through 
the enemy’s line can assault the troopers of the enemy in flank 
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or rear. That is, they can do so with effect, provided these 
troopers are also being assaulted from the front. A trooperwho 
is being threatened in front falls an easy prey to a swordsman 
who falls upon him from the rear. This is were the great ad- 

What formation of the attacking line of a regiment is most 
suitable for this purpose? The double rank, the line of platoon 
columns, or the line of fours? 

Ih considering the double rank formation some people have 
in mind a case somewhat like that of the wedge formation of a 
foot-ball team. But, we must remember that the rear rank 
does not, like the rear men in the wedge formation, impart more 
weight-more solidity to the shock. The rear horses arenot 
pressing against the front horses. They must, as we haveshown 
at fast gaits leave a space in front. The shock, then, of adouble 
rank that is closed boot to boot is, first, the shock of the front 
rank against the enemy, then the shock of the rear tank against 
the front rank. 

In the charge the chiefs of the second platoons followed1 by 
their troopers have time when they strike the enemy to so direct 
their march as to ride into such intervals as are left open by 
leading platoons. 

But, as we have seen, boot to boot riding at  full speed is 
usually impossible. Some rear rank troopers force their way 
up into the front rank. Sope front rank men fall back into the 
rear rank. Some troopers besides ‘fall behind, and what we 
usually obtain in the charge is a mass of stampeding horses. 

le rank is in fact sirnilas. 
to the formation of the “line of platoo T columns,” which is a line 
of troops, each troop being formed in a column of platoons. 
When each troop has but two platoons it differs from it only in 
the fact that in the’latter formation the rear rank follows at 
platoon distance and is led by platoon commanders. But the 
troop of ordinary strength is usually formed in three or four pla- 
toons. The effect of this disposition is, then, that of a regi- 
mental line of three or four single ranks, each rank following at a 
distance equal to a front of a platoon. Note that th- dis- 
tances may be increased or decreased as desired. 

vantage of successive ranks would come in. I 

The regimental formation in d 
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It is evident that for  mally the double rank for- 
donOeer .manyadvantagesan~ i t  should be incorpo- 
rated in OUT drill regulations, to be used when desirable. But, 
should, for that reason, the line of platoon columns be dis- 
carded? It is thought not. 

At full speed, as has been said, all formations tend to break 
up and merge. But, at half speed, the gait used in the advance 
to the charge formations should be maintained. Moving at half 
speed, the extended gallop. of sixteen miles per hour or a mile 
in four minutes, the line of platoon columns is found to have the 
advantage that the horses of the rear ranks are not likely to run 
up on and injure each other; that they are able to see and clear 
obstacles, and that they are therefore able to gallop more freely. 

The other platoons in rear can attact  the troopers of the 
enemy who have managed to get through the line. The rear 
platoons on the flank, moving more or less indcpcndrntly, can 
envelope the enemy’s flank. 

In general, it is believed. the line of platoon colunins is dore 
mobile. 

It is true that when each troop is in four platoons the line 
is deeper and thus more vulnerable to artillery or rifle fire. I t  
is also true that the front of the regiment is less estended. But, 
on the other hand, the impenetrability of the three or four rank 
formation and the ability to  stop the enemy and prevent his 
piercing the line is thought to be much greater than that of the 
two rank formation. 

Taking into consideration the line of troops in column of 
fours so often used during the Cicil War, it isevident that this 
formation has great piercing power, since the heads of the col- 
umns are narrow and the ranks of the enemy naturally open up 
so as to give passage for such a formation. But, it  has this 
disadvantage-that moving at high speeds the horses of each 
four must fall back to obtain room to move and the column of 
fours is then immensely strung out. Further, the enemy may be 
able to force his way between these columns and thus pierce our 
line. It is probable that in practice this became a more or less 
solid and more freely moving formation, by the troopers of each 
platoon moving out to the right and left and closing up toward 
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the front during the charge. It would thus resemble a line of 
platoon columns each platoon having a convex front. 

It will be evident, if wk study the conditions of modern cav- 
airy action, that no one particular formation can be rigidly 
insisted upon fo r  the mounted charge against cavalry. The 

lire, their accufacy, has made it possible for  cavalry, threatened 
by a charge, having time to dismouvt and form up, and having 
a good field of fire, to repel the attack of horsemen as effectively 
as can “unshaken infantry.” 

This makes “Surprise,” for the attacking force, indispen- 
sable. Surprise presupposes, ordinarily, cover. In fact the 
extended, open, treeless plain is no longer “cavalry country.” 
On such a plain, approaching cavalry will be seen at a distance. 
By dismounting and using the rifle on foot the enemy will be able 
to decimate the attacking force and throw it into irretrievable 
confusion long before it reaches its objective. 

A well trained regiment ought to be able to place a majority 
of its men dismounted, in a position to repel the charge of cav- 
al% &d to open fire, within two minutes or less after the alarm 
is given. I t  follows, then, to ensure success in the charge, that 
the attacking force should start under cover, in the advance to 
the attack, at a point less than two minutes distant from the 
enemy, or say less then 600 yards, the nearer the better. If the 
intervening ground is difficult, a much less distance becomes 
necessary. 

For the approach to the point from which the attack is 
made, abundant cover, then is ordnarily necessary. Such 
cover will be usually afforded by rnmods, ravines, creek bottoms, 
villages, sunken roads, broken ground. In fact the secret 
approach requires a terrain, more or less, of obstacles to free 
movement, often necessitating the passage through them in 
lines of columns of fours, or even in a single column of fours. 

When two hostile bodies of cavalry meet, under such con- 
ditions, it will often happen that the element of time is of 
more importance than perfection of formations. 

Individual troops and squadrons should be assiduously 
drilled in preparation for such eventualities. They should be 
able to pass from line of columns of fours or from column of route 
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into a-suitable charging formation in an instant, the leading 
organizations seeking to extend and consolidate the front of the 
regiment. the rear organizations to support and reinforce those 
in front. 

Formations fo r  the charge, then, should be such as can be 
taken quickly [rom column of fours. 

With this preface let us formulate instructions for the 
charge. 

THE CHARGE. 

In the combat, Cavalry versus Cavalry, the charge is the 
7 most decisive form of attack. 

to seize them requires quickness and daring. 
Opportunities fo r  the charge are infrequent and fleeting; 

The object of the charge is: 
By the collision: To throw the enemy's squadrons in 

By the individual combat: To defeat and destroy the 

Unless the collision is successful, the individual assault is 

disorder and flight; 

emny's troopers.' 

I likely to fail to produce adequate results. 

THBCOLLISUIN. CONDITIONS FOR SUCCESS. 

(a) Cnobsewed approach; farming terrain; surprise; 
rapid admrrce; skillful use of scouts; prompt and energetic action 
of commander. , 

Surprise demands an unobserved approach before moving 
to the attack. The approach ordinarily mill be favored by 
abundant cover. 

The rapid advance to the attack shoild be entered upon, 
ordinarily. at a point sufficiently close io the enemy to prevent 
him from obtaining time to dismount and open an effective fire. 
Since trained troops can dismount and develop an effective 
fire in two minutes, and, as the gait of an attacking force is at  
fust slow, the distance to be covered in the rapid advance to 
the attack after discovery by the epemy should not, ordinarily, 
exceed 800 yards. 

. 
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The rapid advance preliminary to the. charge must be made. 
without confusion and with unbroken ranks. The rate*of 
speed of the advance should be suited to the nature of the 
intervening ground and the training and steadiness of the 
troops. Cohesion is as necessary as rapidity. Intermediate 
obstacles will greatly affect steadiness. 

' Previous to the attack the enemy's position should be 
reconnoitered, and the line of approach under cover selected by 
trained and skillful scouts, directed by an officersf experience. 

In the rapid advance to the attack small detachments of 
scouts should closely precede the line, and whenever the ground 
is impassable, give the alarm. Scouts should also be employed 
on the flanks of the attacking force for security before and after 
the collision. 

(b) Suitable formation of attacking line; proper direction 
of atiuck; cohesion; success in piercing enemy's line; quick ?ally. 

To retain cohesion the charging gait (racing speed) should 
be taken only at the last moment befofe the collision. It 
should be the object in the shock to force the enemy back and 
to pierce his line in numerous places, without allowing any 
considerable portion of his force to penetrate our own. This 
accomplished, the enemy's troopers in the mel& can individ- 
ually be assaulted in front and rear, to their great disadvantage. 
To effect this necessitates depth in the attacking line. This cab 
be obtained by adopting a charging formation of two- more 
ranks, as in the double rank line, or line of platoon coiumns. 
In order that the horses of the rear ranks shall move freely at 
the charge, and not be harassed by irregularities of the ground, 
each rank should maintain a sufficient distance (at least two 
horses lengths) from the rank in front. A s  soon as the enemy 
is reached and his forward movement stopped, the troopers 
of the platoons or ranks in rear should force their way to the 
front and if possible pass through openings in the enemy's line 
or around his flanks, in order to fall upon the rear of his troppers. 

During the charge the leading officers should be supported 
and prot2cted by the nearest troopers, who will close to a posi- 
tion alongside of them. The gait at the last moment before 
the shock should be the fastest run of which the horse is capable, 
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the exatanent of the horse being augmented by the voice and 
a vigorous use of the spur. The horses of theenemy opposite the 
more advanced portions ‘of the attacking line will involuntarily 
move aside to escape the impending impact. Through these 
openings the troopets of the attacking force should plunge, 
assaulting with the sword, in flank and rear, the enemy’s horse- 
men. 

The necessity for the racing pace just before reaching the 
enemy’s line is urgent. Otherwise the horses, having them- 
selves under control, will shrink from the impact, and will 
halt on reaching the enemy, making the charge a failure. 

If the attacking line overlaps the enemy, the troopers in 
the overlapping flank. following their chiefs, should swarm 
around the enemy, assaulting his troopers in flank and rear. 

Since at racing pace, “boot to boot” riding is often imprac- 
ticable, impenetrability of our lines must be secured by a suc- 
cession of ranks, and by requiring the troopers in the rear ranks 
to make for openings and fill up the space in the front ranks 
wherever they occur. 

As the opportunity for a charge is always of short duration, 
and must be seized at once, time may be lacking to perfect 
formations. 

Thus, in some cases, especially where the ground is difficult, 
it may be necessary to charge in line of fours with closed in- 
tervals, as in mass, the troopers of each platoon, just before 
the charge, opening out to the right and left, taking a conves 
or wedge shaped platoon formation, thus filling the intervals 
and obtaining freedcm of movement in the charge for the 
horses. Solidity and piercing action are thus secured. This 
line of fours formation was at times employcd in the American 
Civil war. 

In order to give both piercing and holding action a com- 
bination of the line of fours and of the line has been suggested. 

When a marching column of cavalry is surprised by a 
sudden mounted attack of the enemy, he must at once be met 
by a’rounter charge at full speed. Under suchcircumstances 
the most important consideration in time. With this in mind, 
take the most practicable formation-the enemy’s attack may 
fa i l  if he is attacked quickly and boldly confronted. 
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When the enemy is inferior in training and morale, a single 
rank formation may be employed, thus obtaining Wide extension 

In general, when practicable, the attack should bedirected 
against the flank of the enemy; otherwise, against the weakest 
part of his line. 

It is indispensable for the success of a cavalry combat that 
after the charge is completed it shall be possible at any moment 
to reform the scattered lines instantly, in order that they may 
be led against intact bodies of the enemy. Therefore, ‘at the 
trumpet signal “Rally,” troopers, no matter how employed, 
must rejoin their troops. This requires thorough preliminary 
training. 

J and enveloping effect. 

I 

(c) 
The regiment in mounted combat should be dividkd into 

The object of the support is: 
By moving in echelon to act as an extension of the first 

line, thus confronting that portion of the enemy’s first line 
not othe-e engaged, and aiding in enveloping his flanks. e 

Or, to act as a second line, closely following the first line, 
part of the strength being.detached to fill up gaps in the first 
line, or to extendit, when necessary. 

Or, to attack the enemy in flank, while the first line attacks 
him in fTont. 

Or, to attack.the enemy’s support, to prevent it from 
joining in the resistance to our first line. 

In certain cases the sxpport may be divided into several 
parts, so as to perform two or more of the above functions. 

Employment of a Support and a Reserve. 

a fixkt line, a support and a reserve. 

* * * * * * 
a 

The object of the reserve is: 
To withold a part of the attacking force as a precaution 

against an unforseen emergency. 
In case the enemy is defeated to provide a force of fresh 

troops to engage in the pursuit. 
In case of a repulse, to act as a rallying point for retreating 

detachments . 
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aid in the attack as a second support. 
In case of prolonged m&l&, to provide part of its force to 

The reserve should never be omitted. 
The reserve wilf ordinady conform to the movements of 

the first line, following it at  the distance prescribed by the 
colonel. 

The commander of the reserve should always be on the 
watch to prevent hostile detachments from dismounting and 
opening fire. 

When such an intention is indicated the hostile detachment 
should be charged a t  once without waiting for orders from the 
colonel. 

On the other hand opportunities to use the d e  in aiding 
the attack on the enemy or protecting the movements of the 
reserve should be seized, if security can be found for the dis- 
mounted rifleman. 

The proportional strength of the first line, support and 
reserve must be determined by the conditions in each case. 

. As a rule the r e k e  should contain at least one-third of the 
. entire force. Normally, when the regiment is composed of 

three large squadrons as in the United States, the first line, 
' the support and the resewe should be composed of one squad- , 

ron each. 
In an unexpected encounter with the enemy, the rear squad- 

rcm should normally be the reserve. As a rule the support is 
involved in the attack made by the first line. Qt should 
follow the first line closely in order that the effect of the im- 
pact of the first line and support on the enemy should be felt 
nearly simultaneotlsly. 

There should be employed in the first line and support 
only a force sufficient for the immediate task on hand. The 
remainder should be withheld in the reserve. C'ndue haste 
in comniitting the troops of the reserve to the action should be 
avoided. 

When the regiment is acting alone the position of the col- 
onel is near the t roops  of the first line and support. 

. 

- .  
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(d) The Charging Weapon. 
In the normal mounted attack of cavalry against cavalry, 

the weapon to be used must be the swofd. The point must be 
used. 

Only in cases where fire action will not endanger friendly 
troops can the pistol be used. 

(e) Good Leadership. Molnliiy. Superiority toiheEnemy 
in  Training and .\loralc. 

Upon the leaders skillful estimate of the situation, prompt 
and correct decision, and resolute action largely depends suc- 

Vacillation and delay in entering upon the attack is fatal. 
Even indifferently trained cavalry, having a confident, 

resolute, skillful, prompt leader is often -superiDr in battle tos 
well trained cavalry poorly led. 

If the enemy's force is composed of troops of inferior morale 
and training such a s h  found in the State of a low degree of 
civilization, it should be easy for determined cavalry to ride 
them down, whether mounted or dismounted. 

Generally speaking, in war attacks that do not promise 
real advantage to the general issue should not be made; in case 
of failure such combats depress the morale of the troops, who 
complain justly that they have been unnecessarily sacrificed. 
Complicated maneuvers do not usually succeed, and should be 
avoided. 

Troops should be able to pass from a halt to the highest 
speed of the charge within a distance of fifty yards, moving 
with precision, in semed lines. The success of the charge, 
depending upon-surprise, is often incompatible with a long ad- 
vance. 

In the same way troops in full career in the charge should 
be able to come to a halt within a few yards. 

Upon the condition of the horseis largely depends success 
in the attack. 

Horses greatly fatigued, carrying heavy loads, are unfit 
for the supreme effort. To obtain mobility it is often desirable 
before entering into action to strip the saddles (of packs and 
saddle bags), If possible the'horses should be cared for and 
rested before the battle. 

- 

CeSS. 

. 
Methods and plans should be simple and direct. 

I 
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TBB MOUNTED CHARGE OF CAVALRY AGAINST IN PANTRY OR AGAINST 
DISMOUNTED CAVALRY. 

Well trained infantry are able to stop a charge by rifle 
fire, when the advance is under fire for a distance of 600 or more 
yards. The ability of dismounted troops to stop a mounted 
charge varies according to the number of rifles in action peryard 
front, and is increased by the employment of supports, reserves 
and successive lines. 

As a rule mounted a t tach  on well trained, unbroken in- 
fantry should not be made. 

In the problem of the mounted attack on dismounted troops 
of indifferent training and poor morale, the following should be 
taken into consideration. 

Assuming an advance of 500 yards over open ground, and 
comparing the attack mounted with the advance by rushes 
followed by the charge dismounted, we find : 

That the mounted man at the extended gallop will present 
a full target for about one minute, and the dismounted man w i l l  
present a full target for about three minutes, and a lying down 
target fo r  ten minutes or more. 

To the rifleman in front, the target presented by the horse 
and rider, is apparently, in size, about three times that of- the 
foot soldier. 

Io the mounted charge the rush of the horse makes it less 
probable that the attack will be halted before it reaches its 
objective. 

dismounted advance by nlshes is aided by platoon'fire 
of the alternate platoons. 

q r i n g  the mounted advance, on the other hand, the enemy 
receives no casualties. 

On reaching the enemy's line the mounted attack finds it-  
self at a great disadvantage, a5 compared with the dismounted 
attack, in the use of weapons. 

0 

Nevertheless, against inferior, poorly shooting troops, 
deficient in self-confidence. liable to panic, an opportunity often 
offers itself in u*ar to make a successful and decisive mounted 
attack against infantry, especially when the mounted troops are 
closely supported by a dismounted force. 
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The following conditions favor the mounted attack on dis- 
mountedtroops: 

Unobserved approach; favoring terrain; opportunity to 
form tor the charge under c0ver.a short distance in front of the 
enemy's line; surprise; limited distance to be crossed; absence 
of obstaclcs to the advance; lack of depth toenemy's formations; . 
limited field of fire of the enemy; use of dismounted detach- 
ments on flanks to keep down enemy's fire; enemy out of am- 
munition or in =disordered retreat; preparation by artillery 
fire. 

The attacking force should be divided into numerous. 
successive lines of mounted skirmishers following each other 
at short intervals at  full speed, the leading lines cha?ging 
through the enemy's first line and attacking his supports; the 
rear lines taking posses 'on, dismounted, of the enemy's @si- 

In the attack mounted on dismounted cavalry, a strong 
tlctachment should he detailed for the purpose of seeking and 
capturing the led horses of the enemy. 
. Cavalry chargihg fmt troops must be prepared after the 
Cdlision to complete thc discomforture of the enemy by using 
the rifle fighting on foot. The sword or pistol is no match for 
the magazine rifle. After the charge the mounted troops 
seizing favorable positions must continue the fire action in- 
stantly in order to complete the defeat, dispersion and capture 
of the enemy. 

' 

, . 
tron, a resen-e being h 2 d in hand for emergencies. 

Opportunities for successful mounted attacks on infantry 
are rare. Such attacks are liable to fail except where the in- 
antry of the enemy is infirm or has lost its morale. 

Such opportunities may occur when the enemy, in column 
of route, and in a defile, d o w s  himself to be surprised. In 
such an eventuality a column of cavalry, charging through the 
defile. has the advantage that it is likely to encounter the 
fire of only the foot troops in its immediate front. 

Or. when an isolated infantry camp is not protected by 
obstacles, and the commander has failed to throw Dut hisout- 
posts to a sufficient distance, and in consequence the camp can 
be rushed before the alarm can be acted upon. 

, 
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Or, when the cavalry finds itself surrounded and in danger 
of capture by the  enemy’s infantry. In such a case it should 
charge the enemy’s lines and fight its way out. 

When time is lscking and the emergency is such that the 
enemy’s resisthce must be overcome at all hazards without 
regard to loss, the mounted charge often becomes inevitable. 

RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF YOC’XTED AS COMPARED WITH 

DISMOVSTED COSIFAT. 

It is evident, if modem history be studied, that oppor- 
tunities for the mounted attacks come but seldom, in comparison 
with those for dismounted action. Dismounted action in future 
wars will be the rule, mounted attack the exception. If cavalry 
is energetically used, itsr6le, in preceding the army, reconnoiter- 
ing, screening, guardingits flanks and rear, attacking theenemy’s 
communications, etc., will bring it in constant contact with 
the enemy, and fumish it with innumerable occasions for the 
use of the rifle. Such occasions will be found in the work of 
driving back the cavalry of the enemy; in delaying the ad- 
vance of his bodies of infantry; in obstructing the march 
of his r-forcements; in occupying and holding bridges, defiles, 
etc., required for the passage of the army; in assaulting the de- 
tachments of the enemy guarding his depots, lines of communi- 
cations, trains, etc.; in seizing and holding important positkms 
in advance of the army; in attacking, during decisive battlesof 
all arms, the flanks and rear of the enemy’s line of battle; in 
d o r c i n g  our infantry lines where weakest; in guarding our 
flanks and rear from the attack of the enemy’s cavalry; during 
the pursuit, in harrassin g, attacking, delaying and cutting off 
the retreating forces of the enemy; in case of repulse, in protect- 
ing the retreat of the army. 

All these occasions call for  the use of the horseman and the 
d e .  The extension of modern lines of battle, and the develop- 
ment of aerial scouting, by presenting to army commanders 
at all times a nearly complete pictureof the enemy’s dispositions 
and movements. ‘will greatly increase the utility of troops which 
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can move with the rapidity of the horse, and fight with the fw- 
midable e5aency of the d e .  

c 

In conclusion it may be said that cavalry is an arm of 
opportunity; that no troops are qualified cavalry which have 
not extreme mobility and which cannot use, with effect, when 
the occasion arises, either the rifle, pistol or saber. 

* 

I 



WHO FIRED THE FIRST SHOT AT THE BATTLE OF 
GETTYSBURG? 

INCE the encampment at Gettysburg in July last, there s has arisen again a controversy as to who fired the first 
shot at the famous battle, the fiftieth anniversary of which I 

was so successfully celebrated at this rpnion 
Ever since the opening of that great battle, on the morning 

Cavalry have claimed that an officer of that regiment, Lieuten- 
ant Marcellus Jones, had the honor of firing the shot that 
began the battle that was the turning point towards the final 
overthrow of the Confederacy. 

While this minor point connected with that temble struggle 
may be only of passing interest to the general reader, yet to at 
least two who are connected with the publication of this Joem.4~ 
it is an historical item of great moment. 

Mr. John C. Ketcheson, of the Ketcheson Printing Co 
which has printed the CAVALRY JOURXAL for over twenty-eight 
yeqrs, .was a member of that noted regiment, as was also the 
present Editor of the JOURNAL. At the time of the battle of 

g, Mr. Ketcheson was a member of “G” Company of 

* of Jhy 1, 1863, the-surviving members of the Eighth Illinois 

Illinois Cavalry, and later was Sergeant Major of 
while your Editor was the last recruit to join, 

during the last year of the war, t h i s  regiment. 
Some thirty or more years ago, Lieutenant Jones and the 

surviving members of the picket post that was stationed on the 
Chambersburg Pike, near Marsh Creek, purchased a small 
plot of ground-about twelve feet square-alongside the turn- 
pike and immediately adjoining the spot in the middle of the 
road where he stood when he fired this opening shot of the battle. 
On that plot of ground these men erected a small monument 
to commemorate this, to them, great event. 

- 

1 
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In August last. there appeared in the National Tribune, a 
periodical devoted to the interests of the G. A. R., and which 
is read by thousands of the old soldiers of the Civil War, an 
article which claimed the honor of firing the first shot at Gettys- 
burg for one corporal Hodges of the Ninth New York Cavalry. 

To this article Mr. Ketcheson replied in an article, which 
is in part as follows: 

“In your issue of August 21, 1913, there appeared a very 
labored communication from Lieutenant Colonel W. G. Bentley, 
Ninth New York Cavalry, settling conclusively, in his opinion, 
the controversy as to who ‘fired the first shot at Geitysburg, July  
1, 1863.’ If he was so very anxious to establish the ‘importance 
of being &M,’ why did he not call on the Eighth Illinois Cavalry 
to make good their claim which he must have known that they 
have made for  fifty years and which has never before been 
&ously questioned? The principal actors were then alive, 
and I have no doubt they could have, beyond question, con- 
vinced Colonel Bentley and his party of the fallacy of their 
claim. The Eighth Illinois have always considered their claim 
to this honor so well established that the Airnsy basis on which 
other claims were made needed no contradiction from them. 
Colonel Bentley seems to have ignored all official reports, maps, 
etc., and relies solely on the statement of Corporal Hodges and 
‘New York at Gettysburg.’ 

“Now let us sfate a few facts-fficial facts-and see if there 
isn0tabare~bilityofhisbei;lgmistaken. Lieutenant Jones 
and his comrades of the vidette post that was stationed three 
miles out from Gettysbwg on the Chambersburg Pike went to 
the trouble and expense of purchasing the ground as near the 
spot-the middle of the road-as practicable from where the 
shot was fired, and built a monument thereon. Would any 
sane men have done that if they were not Sure of their con- 
tention? 

“Major Beveridge* who was in command of the Eighth 
Illinois Cavalry on July 1,1863, on the occasion of the dedication 

* G e m 1  John L. Bereridge who was afterwarde Colonel of the Seven- 
teenth Illinoie Cavalry and Brevet Brigadier General U. S. Volunteere. 
Aftm tbe Civil War, he bald several important positions connected with the 
City of Chicago, and kter WYBB Lieutenant Governor and Governor of Illinois. 

i 
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of the monument erected by the State of Illkois in honor of the 
Eighth Winois Cavalry, said in his address : 

‘On the afternoon of June 30, 1863. the First and Second 
Brigades of Buford’s Division of cavalry marched through 
Gettysburg. The First Brigadeaamble’s-turned to the left, 
marched out the Chambersburg Pike and encamped in the 
Iittle valley between this ridge and Seminary Ridge on the ea&. 
The Eighth Illinois was in front and south of the Pike; the 
Eighth New York was camped in its rear, the Twelfth Illinois, 
the Third Indiana and Calef’s Battery were camped north of 
the Pike. 

(This formation is verified by Bachelder’s official map 
which was recognized by Gener’al Meade and all the principal 
division and corps commanders as being correct.) 

‘The Eighth Illinois sent a squadron out on the Chambers- 
burg Pike two miles and picketed the ridge east of Marsh Creek; 
one post was on the Pike, two posts were north of the Pike, three 
posts were south of i t  and one post was in advance on the Pike 
and a t  the blacksmith shop near the bridge. 
the Second, picketed to the north and northeast. 

Devin’s Brigade? 

* *  * * * * 
‘Early in the morning of July 1, 1863, our pickets on the 

ridge east of Marsh Creek observed clouds of dust rising at 
the foot of the mountain over Cashtown, some seven miles 
away. * * As the enemy neared the stone bridge across 
Marsh Creek, an officer who was riding at the head of the Con- 
federate column halted by the stone bridge coping to allow his 
men to pass. Lieutenant Marcellus Jones, now postmaster at 
Wheaton, Illinois, who was in command of the Eighth Illinois 
picket line, standing in the Pike, took the carbine of Sergeant 
Shafer, raised it to his shoulder, took deliberate aim at the 
officer sitting on his horse and ‘fired the first shot at the battle of 
Cettysburg. ’ L 

* * * * * * * * 
‘Other claimants there may be. * * Their claims’ 

are preposterous. From investigation, I am satisfied that to 
Captain Jones belongs the honor of firing the first gun at Gettys- 
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burg, OD the morning of July 1,1863, as theenemy advanced to 
give battle. H e  opened the fight.’ 

“Colonel Gamble,* Eighth Illinois Cavalry, in his official 
repart says: 

‘Abaut 8  clock 011 the morning of the first instant, while 
in camp at the Seminary building, the officer commanding the 
squadran on picket in front gave me notice that the enemy, 
consisting of infantry and artillery in column, were approaching 
his pickets from the direction of Cashtown. with deployed 

* ’ ers in strong force. about three miles distant. This 
information was immediately communicated to the General 
commanding the division, who ordered my command to be in 
immediate readiness to fight the enemy. My brigade, consisting 
of the Eighth New York, the Eighth Illinois, three squadrons 
of the Third Indiana, and.two squadrons of the Twelfth Illinois, 
about 1,600 strong, togetherwithTidball’sbattep-of thesecond 
U. S. Artillery, was placed in line of battle about onc mile in 
front of the Semin;uy. the right resting on the railroad track. 

* This brigade had the honor to commence the fight in 
t& morning and close it in the evening.’ 

. “Colonel Devin,t in command of the Second Brigade of 
Buford’s division, of which the Ninth Sa\- York \vas n part. in 
his official report says: 

‘On the morningof July 1st. the picketsof thcFirst Brigade 
on the road to Cashtomn, were driven in by a heavy iorcc ad- 

‘General William Gamble was Colonel of the Eigklh Illinois Ciivalry. but 
was in command of the First Brigade of Buford’s Divisicn at the battle of 
Gettysburg. Heoriginally served as an enlisted man in theold First Dragcons 
from March 10,1839. to August 6.1843, being Sergeant Major of the reginlent 
when he was discharged. He was Lieutenaiit Colonel of the  Eighth Illinois 
Cavalry on i t s  organization in September, 1861. H e  was appointed Brigadier 
General of Volunteers in September, 1863. and uas mustered out in March, 
1866. Upon thereqrganization of the regular army in 1J66, he WLS appointed 
Major of the Eighth Cavalry, and died of cholera on the  Isthmus of Panama 
while en route to join that regiment. 

tGeneral Thomas C. Devin, who comm:indrci thc. Second Rrig::tit.of n u -  
ford’s Division at the battle of Gettysburg, was then Cchnt4 of the Sixth 
New York Cavalry. On the reorganization of the  regula+ xrmy in lW3. he 
was appointed Lieutenant Colonel of the Eighth Cavalry; he afterwards 
became Colonel of the Third Cavalry; he was a Erigadier General of Volun- 
teers and Major General by brevet. 

, .  
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vancing from that direction. The Second Brigade was ordered 
to piepare for action and form on the crest of the hill on the right 
of the First Brigade. I immediately formed as ordered. * *’ 

“Scarcely any two of the reports agree as to the exact t h e  
when the engagement in the Cashtown road commenced; but all 
agree that the first advance of the enemy was that of General 
Heth’s division on the Chambersburg Pike. 

“Major General Heth. C. S. A., commanding the advancing 
column, in his official report, says: ‘My division, accompanied 
by Pegram’s battalion of Artillexy. was o r d e d  to move at 5 :OO 
A. M.’ As he was then five miles away, this would naturally 
bring him to Marsh Creek at about ? :30 A. M. as claimed by 
Lieutenant Jones, and his comrades. 

“The Historical Guide Book of the Battlefield of Gettysburg, 
by Luther W. Minningh. says : . 
J “ ‘Heth’s Division, consisting of Davis’s, Archer’s and 
Brockenbrough’s Erigabe. joined Pettigrew’s Brigade at Marsh 
Creek. Buford’s 
videttes, a detachment of the Eighth Illinois, opened fire aq the 
Confederates moved forward to cross the stream.’ 

“It is quite evident from the foregoing that the enemy was 
there at about that time, and that the ‘Butt& of Cettyshrg’ was 
much in evidence from that time on< before. 

“Now. in view of all of these official reports and statements 
of disinterested parties who were actors on the field at that time,. 
the claim of Corporal Hodges, made twenty-five years later and 
unsupported by any evidence, that%e was on the Chambersburg 
pike at the Willoughby Run crossing at 5:OO A. M. on July I, 
1863, and there exchanged shots with the enemy, is simply pre- 
posterous. There is not the slightest intimation or evidence of 
any kind in any of the reports that any of the enemy--cavalry or 
infantry-were within five miles of teat point at * h t  hour. 
Just think of it, comrades of the First Brigade, a corporal of the 
Ninth New York which was stationed on theMumrmLsburg 
Pike at that time, claims that he was on the Chambers@ Pike 
at apoint locatedbetweenour picket lineandourcampandthm 
exchanged shots with the enemy! Po any of you of the First 
Brigade remember the circumstance? And this in the face of 
$le fact that two regiments and a battery of this brigade were 
camped north of the Chambersburg Pike, as all statements, 

1 

, 

Here the first gun of the battle was fired. 
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official maps, reports and the monuments show was the case. 
And then to have this absurd and preposterous claim endorsed 
by the ‘Gettysburg Battk&ld Memorial Asoociaiion’ adds insult 
to injury. 

‘The Eighth Illinois has honors galore and would spurn the 
thought of claiming that which was not their just due, and are 
only astonished that so gallant a body of comrades as the Ninth 
New Ymk should countenance such a claim which is made on so 
chimerical abasis. 

“What the Eighth Illinois claims, and that we think we have 
clearly established, is the followhg : That they did picket duty 
on the Chambersburg Pike on the night of June 30, 1863; that 
they did have a vidette post near the Marsh Creek bridge on the 
night of June 30th and the d g  of July 1, 1863; that they 
6rstdiscoveredtheenemy-Heth’s Division-as they advanced 
on the Chambersburg pike to give battle; and that Lieutenant 
Jones did firc at them, and to him belongs the honor of firing the 
first p a t  theopeningof thebattleof Gettysburg. 

‘‘We respectfully submit that we ought to be leftinpeace- 
ful possession of that glory. It is always ‘important to be right. ’ ” 

In addition to the above quotations from official reports 
made by Mr. Ketcheson, the following extract from General 
Buford’s report of the battle of Gettysburg tends still further to 
substantiate our claim, but it also illustrates fully what well 
trained cavalry can do on the battlefield. These regiments of 
volunteer cavalry of the Cavalry Corpqof the Army of the Pot+ 
mac had thoroughly leafned their trade in the most gruelling of 
experiences during the two preceding years and had become 
d d e n t ,  especially after their work at Brandy Station and Bev- 
erly Ford in the preceding June, in their ability to hold their own 
not only against the enemy’s cavalry, but also that they could, 
in an emergency, fight on foot against infantry as well. 

In his report, General Buford* says : 

‘Major General John Buford was a graduate of the Military Academy 
of the class of 1844. He served in the old First Dragoons prior to the Civil 
War and was a Captain of that regiment on the outbreak of the war. He was 
appointed a Brigadier General of Volunteers in July, 1862, and Major General 
of Volunteers July 1. 1863. as a reward for h i  servicea on that eventful day. 
To him and the ofecern and men of hi division belongs the glory of having 
held the enemy in check until the amval of the infantry, and probably of 
securing the line on which Meade afterwards made his succemful stand. 

-~ . I 
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“On July 1, between 8:oO and 9:oO A. M., reports came in’ 
from the First Brigade-Colonel Gamble’s-that the enemy was 
coming down from towards Cashtown in force. Colonel 
Gamble made an admirable line of battle and moved off proudly 
to meet him. 

“The two lines soon became hotly engaged, we having the 
advantage of position, he of numbers. The First Brigade held 
its o m  for more than two hours, and had to be literally dragged 
back a few hundred yards to a position more secure and better 
sheltered. Tidball’s battery, commanded by Lieutenant Calef, 
Second U. S. Artillery, fought on this occasion as seldom wit.- 
nessed. The First Brigade maintained this unequsled Contest 
until the leading division of General Reynolds’ Corps cameup to 
its assistance, and then most reluctantly did it giveup the h t . ”  

The followhg additional quotation from General Gambks 
report is interesting : 

“The enemy cautiously approached in column on the road, 
with three extended lines on each flank, and his and our line of 
sktrrmshers became engaged, and our artillery opened on the 
enemy’s advancing mlwpn, doing good execution. The enemy 
movedforward; twdbattsiesopenedonus, aad asharpengage- 
ment of artillery took place. In a short time we were, by over- 
powering numbers, compelled to fall  back about 200 yards to 
the next ridge, and there make a stand. 

“In the meantime our skitmishers, fightbg under cover of 
trees and fences, were sharply engaged, did good execution, and 
retarded the progress of the enemy as much as could possibly 
be expected, when it is known they were opposed by three divi- 
sions of Hill’s corps. After checking and retarding the advance 
of the enemy several hours, and falling back only about 200 yards 
from the first line of battle, our infantry advance of the First . 
Corps amved and relieved the Cavalry Brigade in itsunequal 
contest with the enemy.” 

Lieutenant John H. Calef,* Second U. S. Artillery,in his 

. .  
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*Lieutenant Calef was graduate of the Military Academy of the elam 
of 1862. He served through all the grades up to Lieutenant Colonel in that 
regiment and was retired. after forty years’ service, in 1900. He was advanced 
to the grade of Colonel under the Act of April 23,1904. He died at St. Louie, 
Mo.. January 4, 1912. The battery which he commanded at Cettyaburg, 
“A,” was the same which Grimea commanded at the battle of Santiago in 1898. - 
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repcnt of the part taken by the battery under his command at  
this bt t le ,  speaks of his battery having “fired the first gun which 
opened the sanguinary battle of Gettysburg.” He, of course, 

C A m A I N  JON- ( I ) .  COLONEL YCCAETT (2). PRIVATE KELLT (3J. 

referred to the first artillery fire, as he speaks of the skirmish fire 
that had preceded his taking position. 

The photograph from which the accompanying reproduc- 
tion was made was taken on the occasion of the dedication of the 
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monument erected by the State of Illinois to commemorate the 
services of the Eighth Illinois Cavalry at the battleof Gettys- 
burg and to mark the line where they made the gallant defense. 

Colonel W. M. McCarty, of the First Texas Legion, who led 
the advance of the Confederate column from Cashtown on the 
morning of July 1,. 1863, and who rode the gray horse above’ 
mentioned, was present at the dedication of this and other 
monuments on July 1, 1891. He there heard of Lieutenant 
Jones and his claim, looked him up, and became satisfied 
that he was the one who fired the first shot at  Gettysburg, and 
that he (Colonel McCarty) was the officer at  whom Jones fired. 
Colonel McCarty then suggested that the three surviving mem- 
bers who participated in that event that were then a t  Gettys- 
burg have their photographs taken, which wasaccordingly done. 

The person on the left-No. 1-is Captain Jones; No. 3, 
is Private Thomas B. Kelley of Co. “E,” Eighth Illinois,and 
No. 2 is Colonel McCarty. Jones was afterwards promoted 
tohiscaptaincy and retained that rank until mustered out at 
the close of the war. He died at Wheaton. Illinois, in 1900. 
Colonel McCarty and Private Kelley are still living. Private 
Kelley was one of the videttes stationed on the Chambersburg 
Pike in advance of the picket line and who first gave the alarm 
causing the first shot at Gettysburg. 

In a letter of recent date, Private Kelley gives the follow- 
ing account of the circumstances connected with this event : 

“I, with Private James 0. Hale and Sergeant ‘Levi S. 
Shafer, all of Co. “E,” constituted vidette post No. 1 which was 
stationed on the Pike and in advance of our line. Lieutenant 
Marcellus Jones, of the same company, was in command of 
the reserve some fifty rods or more in the rear. We, Hale and 
I, went on post at 6 o’clock A. M. on July ;l, 1863. Scarcely 
had ten minutes elapsed after we had relieved the other men 
when clouds of dust were noted rising abovk the horizon some 
three miles away which widened and broadened to a mile or 
more in breadth. In some half or three-quarters of an hour 
later a distinct line of dust of nearby troops could be seen, and 
soon the head of an approaching column came.in sight with 
the Confederate flag in front. 

- .: 
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‘Sergeant SWer  beingtempomrilyabsent, I left Hale, with 
orderst0 report tohim that I had gone to give the alarm, I 
jumped 011 my hose, galloped back to the reserve, which dis- 
tance was quickly covered, and gave thealarm. Lieutenant 
Jones vaulted into his saddle, shouted for every man to get 
to the frant at the outpost, and furiously dashed to the front, I 
following him. On reaching the vidette post, he leaped from 
his horse and thRw the reins to Hale. He then took Sergeant 
Shafer’s carbine, who had retumed to the vidette post, and 
placing it in the fork of the rail fence, took deliberate aim and 
dred at the mcnmted o@er at the head of the column.” Tcz 

The Eighth Illinok Cavalry was organized in September, 
1861. Allof its service was in the Army of the Potomac, where 
it participated in eve campaign and made a record of which 
its surviving members are justly proud. 

Its first colcmel was John F. Farnsworth, who for many 
years before, during a d  after the Civil War, was a member of 
Cagress h m  Illinois. He was appointed a Brigadier General 
of Volunteers in November, 1862, but, his health having be- 
axne impaiffd by the bardships of the Peninsula campaign, 
he resigned and went back to Congress, where he remained for 
-v. 

Elon J. Famsworth, I nephew of General Farnsworth, was 
the first Adjutant of the Eighth Illin6is. He became a Captain 
in December, 1861, and was appointed a Brigadier General of 
Volunteers on June 29, 1863. Four days later he was killed 
while gallantly leading a charge 011 the last day of the battle 
of Gettysburg. He was one of three captains of cavalry who 
were made brigadier generals on that same day, the other two 
being Memitt and Custer of the regular service. Of him Gen- 
eral Pleasanton said, in his report of the battle of Gettysburg: 
“It was in one of these brilliant engagemqts that the gallant 
Farnsworth fell, heroically leading a charge of his brigade 
against the Rebel infantry. Gifted in a high degree with a 
quick perception and a correct judgment, and remarkable for 
his daring and coolness, his comprehensive grasp of the sit- 
uation on the field of battle and the rapidity of his actions had 
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already distinguished General Farnsworth among his comrades 
in arms. In his death was closed a career that must have won 
the highest honors of his profession.” 

In addition to General Gamble, the others of t$t red- 
ment who afterwards came intorthe regular service are the 

George A. Fotsyth--“Sundy.” General Forsythserv&asa 
private of the “Chicago Dragoons” in the three monthi ser- 
vice from April 19th to August 18th. 1861; and as First Lieu- 
tenant, Captain and Major of theEighthIllinoisfromSeptember 
18, 1861, to February.1, 1866. He was appointed Major 
Ninth Cavalry on July 28, 1866; promoted to Lieutenant 
Colonel Fourth Cavalry June 26, 1881, and was retired from 
active seatvice on March 25, 1890. He was promoted to the 
rank of Colonel on the retired list on April 23, 1904, under the 
Act of that date. He served for many years as Military Sec- 
retary and A. D. C. on the staff of General Sheridan, on whose 
stat l  he also served during the last year of the Civil War. He 
received brevets of Lieutenant Colonel and Colonel of Volun- 
teers for distinguished service during the Civil War, and that of 
Brigadier General for gallant and meritorious service at Arickaree 
Fork of the Republican River on September 17,18,19 and 20, 
1868, against hostile Indians. General Forsyth is now living 
at  Rockport, Mass. 

Louis H. Rucker served as Private of the Chicago Dragoons 
during the first three months of the Civil War, and, from Sep 
tember 18, 1861 to February 9, 1864, as Private, Sergeant and 
First Sergeant of the Eighth Illinois Cavalry. He was com- 
missioned Second Lieutenant of the Eighth Illinois February 
9, 1864, and as First Lieutenant on November 26. 1864, which 
rank he held until mustered out. He was appointed a Second 
Lieutenant Sinth Cavalry July 28, 1866, and served in all the 
grades in the regular service up to and includingthat of Briga- 
dier General. He was retired from active service April 19, 1903, 

’ 

following : 

a 
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was Sergeant Major of the regiment 
when discharged, in April, 1x65, to enable him to enter West 
Point, and who was succeeded as *rgeant Major by the be- 
fore mentioned SIr, Ketqheson. Thomas served in all of the 
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grades from Second Lieutenant to Brigadier General, andis 
now oh the retired list of the army. 

David R. Clendenin was a Captain of the Eighth Illinois on 
its Organization, and successively rose to the grades of Major, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Colonel, and Brigadier General of Volun- 
teers. In the regular service he was Major Eighth Cavalry, 
Lieutenant Colonel Third Cavalrv and Colonel of the Second 
Cavalry. He was retired from active service on April 20,1891, 
and died March 5, 1895. 

George H. Gamble served as Sergeant Major and Adjutant 
of the Eighth Illinois, and was appointed to fill an original 
vacancy in the Ninth U. S. Cavalry on July 28, 1866. He re- 
signed from the service in December, 1869. 

Ezra B. Fuller joined the Eighth Illinois while still a mere 
youth of sixteen, during the last year of the war. Later he 
succeeded Thomas as a Cadet at West Point, having been ap- 
pointed thereto by General Farnsworth, and h'a been in'fhe 
regular service ever since. ! 

CHARGE OF CAVALRY IN BATTLE A THING OF THE' 
PAST. 

(From the Louisville Evening Pod of January 23, 1914.) 
-- 

HE proposition recently made at  Washington to change the T training of the cavalry of the .United States ~ r m y  to 
conform more nearly with the methods used by European 
nations, has drawn forth mu& comment, especially of a critical 
character. . -- 

General Basil W. Duke explained to the Eocning Post the 
mrnning of the proposed changes and his objections to them. 
General Duke was one of the most distinguished cavalq- leaders 
4)i the Confederate .\my, and the form of drill which he drew 
u p  for Morgnn's cavalry, in which he was second in command, 
\vas evcntually adopted by the War Depatrment of the Con- 
icdcracy for all of the Sxithern cavalry. 

Gcricral Duke referred first to the use of cavalry on the 
iiattlcficld at the beginning of the last centuT. "The main 
purpmc of the ca\-alq- in the d3ys Df Napoleon was to charge 
,!if~!ics of infantq-, with the hope, which was usually fulfilled, 
1 b i '  lircaking their ranks. In those days the infantv was armed 
'i: i th shooting-piecci that had no accuracy beyond 150 yards, 
::ntl p r e  not cstraordinaq for thcir accuracy even at that short 
s!i..tance. If a body of cavalry charged upon them, the infantry 
I 1 wld fire lnit one volley. Befare they could reload theirclumsy 
ritlc4, t he  horses and horscnicn wcre upon them. The saber 
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was the weapon used by the cavalrymen, and at the close quarters 
at which they usually fought it was most effective. 

. 

1 

a. 

CHANGED 9Y SETTER GUNS. 

“This method of using cavalry is called shock action. 
Under the cavalry commanders of Frederick the Great and 
Napoleon it was highly developed. On the battlefield it could 
be depended upon to throw the enemy into confusion. 

“But with the continual improvement of the guns in the 
hands of the infantry the cavalry charge necessarily became con- 
stantly less effective. The guns could be fired with greater accur- 
acy at a greater distance. The weapons could be more rapidly 
loaded. In the Crimean War, it was apparent that the day for 
the use of cavalry for shock action on the battlefield was nearly 
past. In that war the cavalry had to charge through at  least 
two volleys from the infantry before they reached the point to 
beattacked. and each of these two volleys, becauseof the superior 
~ccufacy of the guns, was far more dangerous than the single 
volley which had to be met fifty years earlier. 

* “Much the same state of affairs came about in the Civil 
War. The cavalry leaders of the South found that they knew 
nothing about the technique of the use of cavalry. They had to 
work out their own salvation. 

MORGAN’S CHARGE AT SHILOH. 

“At the beginning, the tendency was to use the cavalry 
mainly for shock action on the battlefield. But this was not 
long continued. One of the few successful cavalry charges on 
the battlefield was the charge of Morgan’s cavalry at Shiloh. 
Even there the Confederates had the same experience that the 
cavalry leaders had in the Crimean War. They found that 
they could not reach the opposing line quickly enough to avoid 
the deadly fire of the rifles. 

“Most of them wisely refused to use the saber in the 
charge. In the first place, there were but few of them that 
knew how to handle the saber. Even some of those who were 
experienced in its use adopted the weapon of the majority-the 
pistol and the short shotgun. 
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“Later in the war, the cavalry all charged with shotguns 
or pistols, and we found the innovation a great improvement 
over the drawn saber. But, ps I have said, the use of cavalry 
for cQarging on the battlefield was practically abandoned before 
the war was much older, although small bodies of mounted men‘ 
armed with pistols, were used in the battle. 

SHOCK ACTION A ”YCONE . 
“It seems to me that with the improved rifle oftoday,a 

charge of cavalry for shock action would be nearly impossible 
on the battlefield. The proposition that we should train our 
men for shock action so that we would be able to meet the 
Europeans trained on a like principal, is illogical in the first 
place. We do not necessarily have to meet a certain attack 
by a similar counter-attack. In fact, a surprise would be dis- 
tinctly more valuable. Surely there is no more reason for us 
10 train our cavalry upon the European models than for the 
Europeans to train their cavalry upon our models. 

For those European 
nations that are training their cavalry for use in shock action 
are training them in an antiquated and abandoned system. 

“It is not true that the European nations are clinging to the . 
shock action. Some of them may still be slumbering in the 
traditions of a century ago, but France, at any rate, has adopted 
many of the suggestions coming from the Civil War. About . 
thirty years ago a number of F r e d  cavalry officers weresent 
to this country by the govemment forthepurposeofinterviewing 
the cavalry officers of the Civil War. They came directly to 
the West, for they said that they could leam nothing from the 
methods used in the Eastern part of the war, which were sim- 
ilar to their own methods. They were especially interested in 
Morgan’s cavalry and the cavalry under General Forrest’s com- 
mand. 

“They talked mith many cavalry officers, and when they 
returned to France many of the innovations of the Civil War 
were introduced into the French cavalry, among other matters, , 

point to be attacked. 9 .  

< “Not as much reason, in fact. 

c 

. 
the pistol, ana the use of horses for rapid transportation to the .- 
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“”he fact that cavalry is no longer so well adapted to use 
OIL the battle&eld as in days gone by,’ and that the old cavalry 
charge is passed. does not mean that all the wcnth of cavalry 
has departed. Cavalry is still indispensable. 

WILL ALWAYS USE THE HORSE. 

“The use of the horse mainly as a means of transportation, 
as was so constantly done in the Civil War when the cavalry 
would ride to ts destination and then dismount to fight, can 
never be supp ted. A body of infantry will always move 
more slowly k a body of mounted men. The bicycle finds 
many places i+ccesible that c8n readily be reached by the 
horse. Over good roads the bicycle and the automobile may be 
very useful in scouting duty but often it is bad tactics to keep to 
the main roads, and the automobile and the bicycle would be 
helpless in maneuvers through mmds and over rough and hilly 
country. Nothing can supplant the horse as a means of moklng 
a body of men quickly through an unknown territory. 

“Even after the shock action for cavalry in the Civil War 
was abandoned cavalry had many uses. In scouting duty, 
in keeping open lines of communication, in cuttin,g through the 
enemy’s lines of communication, in unespected raids rapidly 
consummated. for rapid transportation to and on the field of 
battle, the cavalry was unsurpassed. 

“Our drill included a maneuver to assume double rank, but 
we never used it. The new plan to use the double ran6 is closely 
allied to the use af cavalry for shock action. The double line 
of horsemen has been found much less mobile and much less 
flexible than the single line. Its use was to doublc the power 
of a charge, but we found that it had no greater effect than the 
charge of the single line, and that it was liable to throw the 
charging body into confusion.” 

ORGANIZATION OF A CAVALRY DIVISION. aoi 

NOTES ON THE ORGANIZATION OF A CAVALRY 
DIVISION.* 

HE cavalry division is the largest unit into wh‘ch this T branch of the service is organized. Since it is needful 
that the scope of its instruction and preparation should corre- 
spond to the requirements of the various classes of duties which 
it may expect to be called upon to perform: :and which are 
clearly set forth in the “Regulations for Senice in War,” it is 
evident that its organization must be such as will enable it to 
satisfy the complex demands which will arise from its employ- 
ment in war. 

The truth is that organization, instruction, and employ- 
ment in war, are threc factors which are very closely related to 
each other. I t  is indispensably necessary that the first two of 
these factors should be properly attained in time of peace, in 
order that the cavalry division should be brought into a con-di- 
tion which will admit of its conveniently preparing itself for 
doing the work which is to be esqcted of it in campaign. 

I t  appears that the principles which hakae a bearing upon 
the regulation of these factors are variwsly estimatedandappre- 
ciated in Merent  armies and it is therefore believed that it will 
not be inopportune to undertake a brief examination into the 
organizationof their cavalry divisions, giving due consideration to 
their training and instruction and to the classes of duties which 
they are expected to perform, and seeking to obtain useful sug- 
gestions regarding the organization of our omm cavalry. 

k f * * * * + ’  
1 

One of the first questions to present itself is that regarding the 
permanent organization of the cavalry divisions including time 
of peace, this being a question which hasbeenwarmlydishsSed 
during the past few years and which still continues to feceive 
attention in Germany. 

sion. General Staff by Captain W. H. Paine,,Second Cavalry. 

-- - 
*Translated from the Revista di Cavalleria for the War College Divi- 
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At the present time, the German is the only one of the great 
armies of Europe, which, with the exception of the Cavalry 
Division of the Guard. has in time of peace organized its cavalry 
regiments into brigades only, these beingattached to theinfantry 
divisionS. 

It should be said, however, that the principal German 
aut orities on cavalry subjects, with the exception of General vo*k di, are in favor of the organization of a certain num- 
ber f cavalry divisions, even in time of peace. 
’ The opponents of this system. and among these is to be 

counted the General Staff, in whose hands rest the decisions as to 
the courses of action to be adopted inregard toit, arenot ignorant 
of the important advantages which it offers, some of them being 
readily a h i t t e d  and indisputable. Among the principal of 
these advantages arequickmobilization and an intinlate acquain- 
tance betkeen the generals, the other officers. and the troops. 

ut there are, on the other hand. other and equally important c dvantages to be derived from the misting orgar.ization among. 
them being: 

The selection of generai officers who have shown themselves 
to be the most competent since the numerous temporary divisions 
which are organized every year for the grand maneuvers, and for 
the special maneuvers of the different arms of the smrice, furni2.h 
opportunities for many generals 90 gain esperiencc and to ex- 
hibit their respective abilities. - 

The inability of the enemy to certainly calculate upon the 
size of the divisions and upon the probable methods of their use 
and employment. 

But it does not seem necessary to dwell at great length upon 
a question which is no longer of much interest to us, since in 
accordance with the best general opinion we have within the past 
few years maintained three divisions which we regard as being 
useful and desirable. And we have done even better, since our 
brigades are not even permanently, organized, as they are both in 
France and Germany. There is, however, one important ques- 
tion which demands our attention, and this is the one regarding 
the proper composition and strength for the division. 

i 
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Let us begin the consideration of this question by inquiring 
what has been done in this respect, in the principal European 
armies. 

As has already been stated. the Germans have in Bime of 
peace only %ne division, the Guard Division, which consists 
of four brigades of two regiments each, with a total of thirty- 
two squadrons in t F e  of war. 

There are now ‘one hundred and two regiments of cavalry in 
the German army, and since the guard divisio? contains eight 
of them, there remain ninety-four others which areavailable for 
use in forming the cavalry divisions and for the divisional 
cavalry. Somet%ng will be said f u r t h e r p  about the last of the 
above mentioned usesotthe cavalry. However, it isnot thought 
to be out of place to say here that there is in Germany, much 
discussion of the question as to the amount of cavalry which is 
needed by the infantry divisions and it is unanimously admitted 
that the assignment of a regiment of four squadrons according 
to the practice in the Franco-Prussian War, is much in excess 
of actual requirements. It has therefore, recently been pro- 
posed to assign only one squadron to each infantry division, 
and to create special detachments of “hieldereiter” for the 
senices of scouting in the immediate vicinity of the division, 
and for orderly work and similar purposes which comprise the 

We may observe here, that the cavalry divisions of the 
army, if provided with artillery and machine guns, ought to be 
able to operate and sustain themselves independently except 
in the case in which is offered by an enemy consisting 
of all three arms of and which absolutely prevents 
an advance. In such a chse, which might present itself for 
e.xample, hhile gaining contact with very strong bodies of the 
enemy in positions, the “Regulations for Service in War,” admit 
the desirability of assistance from infantry and bicyclists.* 

‘There is no organized detachment of bicyclists miintained in the 
German Army in time of pace ,  and none has ever been formed for use in 
their grand maneuvcrs. German military writers are in general opposed to 
bicyclists. befaus.: thcy require good roads and unable to travel acrosa the 
fields. I t  therefore causes szmcthing of a feeling of surprise. to find thin 
mention of their possible employment. This is the only mention which & 
made in the entire book of regulations regarding bicyclists, 

b 

principal duties of divisional cavalry. - 
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Pram the little which has been said, it may be concluded 
that beyond doubt. the Gernans have much which they desire 
to conceal from their probable adversary, France, in regard to 
such things as the strength and organization of their large units 
pf cavalry. These units may be divisions, or perhaps rem- 
forced brigades, they will be formed at the time of mobilization 
and there will be a large number of them. 

In France there are eight cavalry divisions, not all of them 
of the same strength. The 1st. 2d, Sth, 6th and 8th Divisions 
consist of two brigades of t w a  regiments each. The 5th Divi- 
$on has two brigades, one of thcm consisting of two regiments 
and the other of three. Finally the 3d and 4th Divisions each 
consist of three brigades of  two regiments. 

Therefore, five of the divisions have a strengh of sixteen 
squadrons, one has twenty squadrons, and the remaining two 
have each twenty-four squadrons. The total is thirty-.;even 
regiments with one hundred and forty-eight squadrons. 

The other forty-four regiments, not including the tcn regi- 
ments of African cavalry, are organized into twenty-one bri- a 
gad-, known as corps cavalry, each of these brigades consisting 
of two regiments with the exception of the 7th and the 20th, 
which have three regiments each. One brigade is attached to 
each of the army corps, that bearing the same number, with the 
exception of the Sixth Army Corps which has two of these bri- 
gades designated as the Sixth and the Sixth-Bis. (i. e., 6!,1). 

One cannot help being struck by the disproportion between 
the numerical strength of the cavalry force which is to be as- 
signed to the general work of the army, and that which i s h -  
tended for the army corps. In the cavalry divisions from which 
are expected the execution of the most important strategical 
and tactical duties, there are thirty-seven regiments while 
there are to be forty-four regiments with the army corps. It is 
true that the regulations assign certain important functions to 
the cavalry, which is assigned to the army corps, but after all, 
these functions are limited and are not to be compared in im- 
portance with those properIy pertaining to the cavalry divisions 

Therefore, among the topics of the day, which are receiving 
attention. are propositionsfor a new organization for the cavalry. 

l 
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Without attempting to go into the details of these propositions, 
their substance is about as follows: 

The abolition of the brigades of cavalry which are attached 
to the army corps, and which are declared to be almost useless. 
The fact is that each of these brigades would be expected to 
furnish two squadrons, one from each regiment, for service with 
the two divisions of the corps, thus leaving the cavalry bri- 
gades with but six squadrons each, and these of a strength 
almost ridiculously small for the accomplishment of any effi- 
cient and valuable work. Furthermore, one very important 
k u l t  of this method of using the cavalry is that it leads tothe 
subdivision of a really very large force of that arm, into small 
fragments with all of the well known consequences which are 
always derived frJm such a course. A recent instructive 
example of the application of such a system can be found in the 
systematic subdivision of the Russian cavalry in the campaigns 
in hlnnchuria. This employment of small bodies and sub- 
divisions has been much criticised, especially a t  the battle of 
Liao-Yang‘and at Mukden. where if the cavalry has been as- 
sembled in a large mass upon the plain at the right wing instead 
of being scattered in small detachments along the immense 
front of battle, it  might have been able to play a decisive part 
in the conflict, while it did actually accomplish only a secondary 
part. 

I t  is, therefore, proposed to gather all of the cavalry in ta  
cavalry divisions, with the exception of a small $art of it, 
which should be assigned to the infantry divisions as divisional 
cavalry. 

Up’to the present time, no official steps have been taken 
which would indicate the intention of the French Government 
to increase the existing number of cavalry divisions. But the 
fac’t that during the period for summer training, numerous 
brigades of the cavalry assigned to the a m y  corps Lave been as- 
sembled intq divisions and given practicc in the duties whi& . 
are expected of the main cavalry force of an army, af€ords safe 
ground for the belief that in high military circles, there is being 
nurtured:some intention that in case of war, there shall be made 
quite a Merent disposition of these brigades, or at least of a 
considerable number of them, from that contemplated in the 
arrangement of the present organization. 
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It is said that some consideration is being given to plans 
for the restoration of the Inspectors of Cavalry, which were 
abolished some years ago, with four or five brigades to be placed 
under their supervision. These inspectors would not oply 
supervise and direct the instruction and training of the brigades 
during the year, but they would assume the command of the 
provisional divisions to be formed during the summer escrcises. 
From this course would result two important advantages: one 
of them being that the inspectors general would thus become 
thoroughly acquainted with regiments. and would 1)e corre- 
spondingly well known to them, the other being that there would 
thus become available a certain number of general officers o f  
cavalry who would be \Cell experienced in the management 
and c o r n a n d  of their troops. the usual cslwricncc~ being 
that in time of war, there is a shortage of such general officers. 

W e  may further 'remark, that in the grand niancwws oi 
last year, nearly every infantry regimknt ma& uw oi eight 
mounted scouts. which appear to have rcnrlcrcci vcry w 4 u l  
services. It  is now proposed to rely upon t l ic>cb iniantr?. 

' mounted scouts. having them permanently a+ipccl to the 
regiments. i t  being thought that. as thcay wil l  l w  tr;~iiic~i ;?nil 
experienced with their OIVII arm of the scrvicc, thcy should 
be able to discharge their proper duties in grncral. to llctter 
advantage than would be done by cavrol~.  ant1 that on thc 
whole the best results will thus he ol.)taincd. i n  ~ w n k q u c ' n ~ ~  of 
these experiments rwentl>* completcd in France. wi th  inntinted 
scouts, there is in Germmy an inclination to  organize thr dc- 
tachments of "Mcldcrciter. * ' which have 1 )ccm mcn t iciriccl. 

From all that has just been said. i t  wil l  be. seen that n e  
cannot state with certainty, precisely what iomi oi orxmizntion 
would be adopted by the French cavalq in case o f  \v;tr. } J u t  i t  is 
safe to assume that there would l w  con:-idcral)lc change's, from 
the existing p a c e  arrangements, and the changes can be es- 
pected to result in a more advantageous cniployn:cnt of this 
arm of the senice, and consequently, in the greater ultimate 
efficiency of the entire army. 

In  the Austro-Hungarian Army, not including the two 
"Landwehr" with their cavalry, there are forty-two cavalry 
regiments, organized into nineteen brigades of two rek~ments 
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each, with the exception of the 3d, 4th, 16th. and 21st Brigades 
which consist of three regiments.* 

Fourteen of these brigades are organized into six permanent 
divisions which are designated by the names of the cities in 
which the division headquarters are located. The divisions 
are not uniform in strength and organization. 

They are named and described as follows : 
The Divisions of Kracovia and of Jaroslaw which consist . 

of two Ixigades of two regiments cach.ta total of twenty-four 
squadrons for each division. 

The Di\*ision of Tenicsvar. which consists of only two bri- 
gades. but one of them. the 4th Budapest. has threc regiments, 
the Sth and loth Hussars 2nd the 12th Uhlans, making a total 
of thirty squatirons for the division. 

The Divisions of \'icnna and of Pozsony, each of which has 
sis regiments. thirty-six squadrons, but the Yjcnna Division 
has three 1)rigadcs of two regiments, while the Pozsony Division 
has two hrigadcs each with three regiments. 

Lastly, the Division of Stanislau. consists of three. hrigades, 
two of which have two reginients each, xhilc the third, the 21st 
Brigade of Lemlnrrg. has thrw regiments. The Division, there- 
fore mntains seven regiments. x a tntsl of forty-two squadrons. 

In regard to the strength anci composition of the cavalry 
clivisions in the ;\uatro-~iclng:arinn Army, it may be observed 
that there is a variety from which to' suit any taste. Thercare 
clivisions having four. tivc. six and sc\.cn rcgjmcnts. and there- 
fore,, c.on t ;lining twenty - four. thirty , thirty-sis and fort y-two 
Fquadrons, these squadrons lwing the largest that arc found in 
any EurnIwan army. Some of their brigades are of two repi- 
incmts and some of them arc of three. 

The cnnsidcration o f  this most important suhject, \\ill be 
takcn up fartlicr on in this nrtirle. 

The remaining five. lwigadcs arc cnllcd "independent," and 
are composed of two regiments each. They are under thecom- 
inand of the chiefs of their rcs;I>e$tive army corps. 

*The brigades are numbered from 1 to 21. but the 2nd and 19th were 
broken up and have not yet been reJrganized. The same thing is true of 
the Uhlan regiments, of which there are elevcn. but their numbers run from 
1 to 13. 

- 

-- 
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But there are other considerable forces of cavalry in the 
Austro-Hungarian Army. The Austrian Iandwehrcontains 
six regiments of Uhlans, and in the Hungarian Iand@w, there 
are ten regiments of Hussars or "Honved." Thk latter only 
are organized into brigades of which there are four, the lst, that 
of Stegled, and the 4th, that of Debreczen, having two regi- 
ments each, while the 2d, that of Budapest and the 3d, that of 
Pea, ha;e three regiments each. 

The organization of these regiments is the same as that of 
the regiments of the regular army, the only difference between 
them being in the number of men who are kept under arms 
The staf€s and outlined strength of the squadrons and the larger 
units, are sufficiently ample, but the number of men to a squad- 
ron, is limited to from sixty-three to sixty-nine, while the num- 
ber of horses Is from forty-three to sixty. The men and the 
young horses receive the regular normal course of cavalry in- 
struction and training. But when the tern of instruction and 
training is completed, the surplus men not required to fill the 
organization, are permitted to go on leave, and the extra horses 
are turned over to citizens for use with a requirement that they 
shall be returned to the brganizations within twenty-four hours 
after the issuing of orders calling them in. The term of enlist- 
ment is two years, which is the same as for all the other troops 
of the Landwehr sewice. 

The special system of arganization for these regiments would 
not in any other country. indicate either their capacity for quick 

amobilization or their cohesion and ready state of preparation f o r  
war. But the thorough nature of the pmvisions of their regula- 
tions in regard to the instmctim of recruits and the training of 
young horses, the annual ascembling mith their organizationsof the 
men who are onkave, and the calling in of the hmes which have 
been intrusted to the proprietors of farms or country estates for the 
summer exercises, which extend GVCT a period of four or five 
months, andthespecial CorZitionsexistingin the Austro-Hungarian 
dominions which poscess in Calir ia and Hungary an ample supply 
of men accustomed to horsemanship and of horses adapted to 

,, the requirements of military senke. all warrant the most con- 
fident predictions that this cavalry force would be called out in 
case of war. 

- 

I 
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The fact is, that the cavalry of the two Landwehr together 

of the first line. There is no doubt that it can be so regarded. 
It remains to be mentioned that the cavalry brigades of 

the Hungarian Landwehr, the "Honvd," are also nearly every 
year assembled into divisions for the maneuvers of the summer 
period, and this cavalry force, like that pertaining to the Aus- 
trian Landwehr, has participatedin the grand maneuvers. 

There also exists in the Austro-Hungarian Army, a body of 

the Tyrol, and another Similar body of mounted chasseurs from 
Dalmatia. 

Through these two half regiments of mounted chasseurs, the 
ultimate design is made evident. In regard to the other fifty- 
eight regiments of cavalry, would any one readily fall into the 
error of concluding that from the manner of their organization 
in time of peace, it would be saie to assume what would be their 
formation and assignment $0 duties in case of war? 

I t  must be considered' that the entire military establish- 
ment of the Austro-Hungarian Empire +ith its skeletonized 
armies has until recently presented serious deficiencies in regard 
to shortage of men, andresttictedresourcesinfunds. Inorderto 
remedy these deficiencies, there are required at the present time, 
an expenditure of many millions in money and an inkease in the 
annual contingent of recruits. 

I t  must how ver be adrnited that the cavalq, in so far as 

1 with the other troops of those bodies, forms a part of the forces 
I 

l one half a regiment, three squadrons, of mounted chasseursof 

1 

c ncerns its stre 1 gth in men and horses, hifs not e n  at all 
a Ti ected by the troublesome conditions under which the other 

stationed a t  places more or less near to 1 he Italii+n and Russian 

arms of the service have been laboring, at least this appears 
from here to be the truth. But it is certain that it is upon 
economic grounds that we should seek for the principal reasons 
for the organizations of the huge cav lry divisions which are 

frontiers fo r  the purpose of guarding them. 
I t  is. for the same economic reasons that the regimental 

organization of six squadrons has been adhered to, although 
it is recognized that this makes the regiments too large. There 
has however finally been a plan proposed for reducing the 
regiments to five squadrons each. 

: 
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For these reasons. and on account of still others which will be 
mentioned later on it is believed, as has already been stated, that 
the peace organization of the Austro-Hungarian Army affords 
no ground for much inference as to what its organization would 
be in case of war. 

It is quite worth while to clearly point out that the Austri- 
ans are following the strictly correct and most advantageous 
systems of organization by the formation of real bodies or masses 
of cavalry, and that they are assigning the greater part of their 
cavalry regiments to the large cavalry units. 

Let us now pass on to a consideration of the Russian CRV- 

alr).. As it is desired to confine this article within the shortest 
limits no real cxamination. not even a brief summary, can IJC 
undertaken of all of the cavalry troops which arc maintained by 
the Kussian Empire for this would unavoidabIy consume too 
much space. (However. i t  is not really neccs.wry to do that in 
order to accomplish the purpose of this modest study, arid it  is 
thought'that i t  \vi11 be sulticient to make a few remarks a b u t  
the 'cavalry forces which the Russians maintain in Europe. 

There are twenty-four divisions of Russian cavalq in 
Europe. 

T w o  divisions of the Guards. fifteen divisions pertaining to 
the line of the army. one mised division, one division iron1 the 
Caucasus. and fk-e divisions of Cossacks. Thcrc are also two 
indepcndent cavalv hrigades kcpt in Europe with five &hers in 
(Asia. 

The cavalry divisionswnsist normally of t\vo tjrig:t(ies, one 
of them having two regiments of dragmns, the other one regi- 
ment of dragoons and one regiment of Don Cossa~ks, making 
a total of twenty-four squadrons for the division. The 1st 
Cavalry Division of the Guards fornis a n  esccption K O  the uni- 
formity of this organization since i t  consists of three brigades, . 
and it is to be understood that the Cossack divisions arc wholly 
made up of Cossack regiments. 

The tw.b independent cavalry brigades stationed in EuroIw 
are each composed of t w o  dragoon regiments of the regular line 
of the army. 

I n  the rnilitahy district of Warsaw there were formerly 
zwo cavalry corps, the 1st  composed of the Fifth and the Mixed 

1 
They (are ns follows : 

. i 
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Divisions, and the 2d com$osed of the Sixth and the Fifteenth 
fivisi&s, but if the memory of the writer is not at fault these 
~orps  have recently been broken up. 

From this system there results certain notable advantages and cer- 
rain serious inconveniences. The advantages arise from having 
t h e  tax-alry organized into strong divisions and independent bri- 

all the Russian cavalry 6-hich is kept in Ekope 
large units and is attached to thearrny corps. 

even in time of peace. The disadvantages and incon- 
ces show themsclves a t  the opening of a campaign and 

' ~ ~ . o r n e  more and more evident during the progress of operations 
.,\hen i t  becomes neceszary to make arrangements for furnishing 
111~' necessary cava1~-  for the armies and the divisional cavalry 
i,,r the infant3 divisions. I t  is thus that there arose the con- 
,iitions which esistcd in the Russo-Turkish \Yar of 1871-58, 
.,ncl which w q e  rclxcatecl in the campaign in Xanchuria in 1903- 
100.5. One by onc the .Army Corps are deprived of their cavalry 
:TI order to advance it to the front for scouting or covenrig 
Gcm-icc. 
. t  brigade or two or three regiments or one single regiment or, 
I.-:cn two or thrce squadrons in arder to provide detachments Df 
<..~\-:ilry to meet the necessities of the moment which have 
.triwn in the cases of other army corps or infantry divisbns 
it.l?ich have been left without any cavalry at all. And this. 
in turn leads to a continual subdivision followed by mixtures 

And as if all this were not 
cnough of mischief there is the additional disadvantage of sep- 
arating the t r ( ~ ) p s  form their ou-n proper leaders who are ac- 
!Iti:iinted with them and who are known to them an placing them 
*.lnllct chiefs who have never seen them. And there is also a 
t:nmplete disorganization of the various units which have 
existed in time of peace. 

In case of an important European war i t  is not improbable 
that in the plans for mobilization some account would be taken 
of the tendency to constant subdivision and intermixture which 
developed during the Russo-Turkish War. It is quite likely 
that steps have already been taken to fix upon the cavalry 
div'isions which are to be assigned to the armies, and upon those 
regiments which are to be attached to the army corps and to 

From some D f  the army corps there will be taken away 1 

the large and the  small units. 

I - 

. 
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the infantry divisions. In connection with these subjects it is 
not thought desirable to dismiss without remark the fact that in 
respect to the organization and utilizatim of the cavalry th$re 
has been a repetition in the extreme Orient of the same grave 
hamveniaces which were devloped in the Russo-Turkish War 
andwhichwereseverelycriticised or condemned by the European 
military writers who occupied themselves with the study of that 

It is true that it was not believed in Russia until the last 
moment that the Japanese would dare to take the field against 
the Great Russian Empire and in consequence of this the prep- 
arations were incomplete and it became necessary to resort in 
great measure to improvised organizations and arrangements. 
one result of all this being that many months elapsed before 
the Russians succeeded in assembling their enarmous mass of 
cavalry upon the theater of war. But after all yhen we con- 
sider the poor use which was made of the cavalry on the part 
d the commander in chief, by $e army commanders and finally 
by the very genersls of the cavalry themselves, there no longer 
seems to be anything very strange in the system of organiza- 
tion and employment which we find to have been adopted 
there, or that is to make a clearer explanationof the meaning, 
the assignment of the cavalry to the large units. 

But it is at least true that in the Russo-Turkish War the 
very force of circumstances made it necessary to assemble 
some red masses of cavalry for use in such operations as cutting 
the communications of Plevna, for accomplishing the passage 
of the Balkans, and in executing the march to Constantinople 
In the campaign in Manchuria, on the other hand, there was but 
one assemblage of a large body of &dry when seventy squad- 
rons were gathered by taking them here and there from the 
merent  army corps and they were then intmsted to the cam- 
mand of General Mischtschenko for that famous raid upon 
Inkw which resul in the most absurd parody on that 

It. therefore, appears to be clearly demonstrated by all that 
has just been said that it is not su5cient to have in time of peace 
the best possible Organization, which is now the case with the 
Russian cavalry. It is most absolutely neceSSary that its dis- 

-€)ai@- 
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tribution and assignment in the dispositiy fo r  battle in time 
of war should correspond to the nature of the requirements 
which it would be expected to fulfill in a campaign, and this 
should be prearranged in a clear and exact manner. 

The past history of the Russians is &n)y not lacking 
In useful material fo r  their instructions. This is all the more 
true and pertinent when it is considered that we are studying 
an army which has at its disposal an almost fabulous amount 
,>f cavalry. In the standing army in time of peace thereare 
Twelve Guard Regiments, fifty-fow regiments of dragoons and 
-eventeen regiments of Don Cossacks of the first “Bando” or 
me, without counting the regimentsof Orenburg Cossacks. those 

, I f  the Ural, of Kuban, of Astrakan, of Terekof Siberia, of Sem- 
:rjetschensk, of the Trans-Baikal, and various other independent 
half regiments or “sotnias” of Cossacks, all of the first line. In 
:ime of war there would be available from the regiments of the 
-tanding army and from the First Second and Third “Bandos” 
v)r lines there would be a mass of something like one thousand 
cight hundred squadrons and sotnias. 

With such an enormous force of cavalry, not taking into 
account the regiments stationed in Asia since they would not 
he able to reach a European theater of war until after the lapse 
ut’ a considerable period of time, it is evident that they would 
properly be regarded as hardly more than a surplus force of this 
arm. A predisposition to so regard it would arise from the 
large masses of cavalry which’would be available for assignment 
to the armies, to the infantry divisions, and even to the army 
corps if i t  should be so desired. In all of the other armies of 
the world it is necessary to take into account the avai$ble 
number ‘of regiments and squadrons but in the Russian Army 
there is no embamsment except that of making a choice. 

. 

I 

* * * * * * 
Within the past two years the organization of the Italian 

cavalry has undergone substantial modifications. The former 
twenty-four regiments of six squadrons have been reorganized 
into twenty-nine regiments of five squadrons each. The num- 
ber of squadrons has been increased from one hundredandforty 
four to one hundred and forty-five, an increase which is really 

I .  
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of very little importance. What is of importance. however, 
is the fact that an actual improvement has been effectedbymak- 
ink the regiments less cumbersome, more readily handled, and 
on the whole better adapted to the national terrain. Another 
item worthy of mention is the xganization of three caval? 
divisions each composed of two brigades of two regiments 
which is a measure that will result in inestimable advantages 
in the way of their preparation for war in time of peace and of 
neir more! efficient employment in war itself when a war does 
arise. The measure of the organization of the divisions has 
beyond doubt much more significance and importance than the 
reorganization of the regiments. 

The Italian cavalry division is however quitc a strong one. 
consisting of twenty squadrons. The organization of the three 
divisions has included twelve regiments, a total oi sixty squad- 
rons. The organization of the three divisions has included 
consisting of twenty squadrons. The Organization of the three 
divisions has included twelve regiments. a total of sixty squad- 
rons. There are remaining seventeen available regimcnts. 
with eighty-five squadrons, but the uses to which it is intended 
that these squadrons shall be devoted are not considcred 
proper subjects fo r  public discussion. 

permanent or provisional brigades, but they constitute "groups." 
Two of these p u p s  are under the supervision of major generals 
of cavalry, the remaining ones are under the surveillance, so to 
speak, of the major generals commanding the cavalry divisions 

This is of course only a temporary kind of organization 
which it was probably thought advisable to adopt in order to 
avoid any further increase in the heavy expense m-hich was in- 
curred through the reorganization of the cavalry, and alsoin 
order to avoid making any increase in the number of major 
generals of cavalry which were thus diminished by one. Tht* 
writer confesses to a strong presentiment that this temporaq 
arrangement will have the shortest practicable duration. 

As has been said above it is not intended to enter upon any 
discussion as to what is to be the disposition of the above men- 
tioned regiments of cavalry in case of war. But an attempt 
wilt soon be made to make a detailed study into the organization 
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I These seventeen regiments are not organized into either 
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of thecItalian cavalry divisions, and occasion will also be taken 
to express the ideas of the writer in regard to the regiments 
not included in the & w o n .  

1 * * * * * * 
The reader who may have taken the trouble to follow his 

article up to this point will certainly have observed that in he 
discussion of this subject of the organization of the cavqlry 
divisions not even the briefest mention has been made of the 
artillery organizations and the machine gun detachments which 
would of course form an integral part bf these divisions, neither 
has anphing been stid of the dbtachments of infantry and of 
bicyclists which may according to the regulations of all the mod- 
c'm armies from a part of the divisions or else be attached to 
them. In the Italian army the bicylists normally form a part of 
the cavalry divisions. Most probably the reader will consider 
the avoidance of the mention of these topics as due to inadver- 
:nnce or worse. but the truth is that this has been done pur- 
; 1ozely. 

What good object can be attaincd by taking the time to dis- 
cuss the horse artillrey which would be joined to the cavalry 
(livisions in accordance with the normal plans for forming these 
divisions in case of the mobilization of the armies? About the 
>ame principles are applied in this respect in all modem armies so 
that this-artillery force is found to be in g'eneral about two, or at 
the most three batteries. . 

And what advantage is in prospect frpm the extended con- 
sideration of the use of machine guns about which there is so 
much enthusiasm, in view of the data gained from the "Polygon" ' 

and from the data gained in the position battles in Manchuria? 
.ill this furthermore at a time when all the armies of the world are 
engaged in the manufacture of machine guns with the intention 
of furnishing them to the cavalry and infantry. And there isnot 
yet any definite information available as to the methods of their 
assignment and employmept. 

There still remains the important question of the infantry 
and of the bicylists. 

The field service regulations of the Merent nations indicate 
intentions to eventually attach some infantry to divisions of cav- 

t. 
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alry. In the French grand menavers of this last year there 
were actuaSly one and even two battalions of infantry attached 
to the cavahy &visions, ’and not only to the divisions but even 

I -  dox~. Among French niilitary writers it  is continually being 
proposed and strongly urged that the existing detachments of 
bicyclists. of which there are now only five, be increased to five 
chasseur battalions for assignment to the large units of the cav- 
a t r y e  

In the Austro-Hungarian Anny the normal organization of a 
cavahy division includes a battalion of chasseurs which is similar 
to the Italian plan of a t m g  a battalion of bicylists to the 
division. Theconsideration of the subject of the Italian organ- 
izations of bicylists will be dertaken in another article. 

1 -  

3 tothebrigadesservingwitbthesrmycotpsthesame thing was 

CEREBROSPINAL MENISGITIS (“FORXGE 
POISONISG.”)* 

_. 

BY JOHN R. MOHLER, V. Jl.  D., CHIEF OF THE PATHOLOGICAL 
Divisios.  

INT RODUCTIOS. 

BOUT 100 years ago (1813) there appeared in Wirttem- A berg a fatal disease of horses which was termed “head 
disease” owing to the pronounced manifestation of brain symp- 
tams. The aEection spread through certain sections of Europe 
from 1824 to  1828 and was described as “fever of the nerves.” 
In 187j the attention of theveterinariansof Saxony was attracted 
to the disease, which was then termed “nervous sickness,” and 

In fact 
the malady became so pievalent in and around*orna (near 
Leipsic, Germany) during the nineties that it became known as 

*Bulletin No. 65, Department of Agriculture-February 14, 1914. 
NarB-Thie publicstion gives information abcut a serious dieease of 

haases; it is especially mited to veterinrvians in the States west of the 
Midstsippi River and in the South. 

I 
within ten years it assumed an epizootic character. 

h 
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the Borna disease. The affection has spread like a plague on 
two d o n s  in Belgium, and has also exacted a heavy toll 

, Great Britain, Austria-Hungary, and elsewhere. 
Its a rance in Aqierica is by no means of recent occurence, 
for the malady was reported by Large’in 1847, by Michener in 
1850, and by Liautard in 1869 as‘ appearing in both sporadic 
and enzootic form in several of the Eastern States. 
the disease has occured periodically in many States in all sec- 
tions of the country, and has been the subject of numerous 
investigations and publications by a number of the leading 
men of the veterinary profession. It is prevalent with more or 
less severity every year in certain parts of the United States, 
and during the year 1912 the Bureau of Animal Industry re- 
ceived urgent requests for help from Colorado, Georgia, Iowa, 
Kansas. Kentucky, Louisiana, hlaq-land, AIissouri, Nebraska, 
New Jersey. North Carolina, Oregon. South. Carolina, South 
Dakota, Virginia. and West Virginia. While in 1912 the brunt 
of the disease seemed to fall on.Kansas and Xebraska, other 
States were also seriously afflicted. In previous years, for 
instance in 1882 as well as in 1SY7. the horses of southeastern 
Texas were reported to have died by the thousand, and in the 
iollowing year the horses of Iowa were said to have “died like 
rats.” However, Kansas seems to have had more than her 
-;hare of this trouble, as a severe outbreak that extended over 
almost the entire State occured in 1891, while in 1902 and again 
in 1906 the disease recurred with equal severity in various por- 
tions of the State. 

R3 
Since then . 

S O H E X C U T U R E .  

’ . There has always been considerable discussion and &ti- 
cism regarding the different names which have been given this 
malady, and various terms have been applied according as each 
author in past outbreaks has considered certain symptoms or 
lesions as the paramount feature of the affection. Thus the 
disease has been termed “cramp of the neck,” “head disease.” 
“mad staggers,” “sleepy staggers,” etc. Through the recent 
investigations of Grimm, Schmidt, and others it has been quite 
definitely established that “head disease,” Boma disease and 
cerebrospinal meningitis are one and the same, and Hutyra and 

c 
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Marels have accepted this opinion and iPcorporated it in their 
“Special Pathology.” While at first the Borna disease was 
amsidered as a form of cerebrospinal meningitis. the work of 
Johne and Okertag (1900) indicated that it was an independent 
disease, because they failed to find any inflammatory changes 
in the central nervous sytem. Accepting this view, Friedberger 
and Frdmer lpve separated the two diseases in their “Theory 
and Practice,” basing their Merent id  diagnosis chiefly on the 
absence of idammation in the brain and cord of Borna disease. 
However, since the publication of this excellent work in 1904, 
Oppenheim, Dexler, Schmidt, and others have shown con- 
clusively that inflammatory lesions are present i d m e  central 
nervous sytem, although .Dexler has pointed out that in some 
cases it  is necessary to make a systematic esamination of a num- 
ber of slides to discover the inflammatory changes. As a result 
the more recent miters have adopted the viewpoint that the 
two terms, Borna disease and cerebrospinal meningitis, are 
synonymous. 

When this disease appeared mith such severity in certain 
section of the United States in the summer of 1912,’ there were 
a number of persons who claimed that it was the Uorna disease 
appearing in the New World for the first time. Others diagnosed 
it as a new horse disease, as influenza, parasitism (due to the 
palisade worm). paralysis similar to poliomyelitis (infantile 
paralysis) of man, epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis of man, 
and equine malaria from the fact that mosquitoes were prevalent 
and the horses were in lowlands. These erroneous diagnoses, 
while participated in to a certain extent by some veterinarians, 
were usually the opinions of physicians, chemists, bacteriologists 
who were not veterinarians, and others of limited veterinary 
experience. However, the vast majority of veterinary practi- 
tioners fecogIllzed * the disease as their old torment--cerebro- 
spinal meningitis, staggers, or forage poisoning. 

The latter name came into the literature of the disease as a 
synonym in 1900 following the investigation of an outbreak by 
Pearson. He was able to reproduce the disease in experiment 
horses by feeding them on damaged silage, and by giving them 
water to drink which had percolated through this silage. Doubt- 
less influenced by the frequent absence of microscopic lesions of 

, . .. . . ,  
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the central nervous system, and by-the analogy between this 
disease and meat poisioning of man, Pearson ptoposed the name 
forage poisoning. which has been more or less in favor ever Since. 
There are certain objections to this term, principally from the 
fact that it may suggest a form of poisoning produced by vegeta- 
tion, that is spPcifically poisonous, such as lupines, l&, larkspur. 
etc., or by ordinary forage that is poisonous of itself This, 
however, was not the intention of Pearson, for by his analogy 
to meat poisoning it is evident that hedid not wish to cbnvey 
the impression that all forage was poisonous any more than all 
meat is poisonous. But when meat becomes contaminated wilh 
pathogenic bkteria, such as the Bacillus enteritidis, 4. bolulinis, 
etc., such meat is dangerous to-man in the same tnanner that 
ordinary forage contaminated with certain umknown infective 
agents becomes dangerous to horses and produces forage poison- - 
ing. In other words, the forage is the carrier and not the pri- 
mary factor in the disease. On the other hand, this term has a 
direct advantage in being readily understood in popular usage 
and in conveying to the layman’s mind that an absolute change 
in feed is essential. 

After years of study and experimentation it is the consensus 
of opinion of practically all investigators that the disease can be 
controlled effectively only by a total change of f e e d  and forage; 
in other words, by preventive measures and not by medicinal 
treatment. That there is direct connection between ingestion 
of green forage, exposed paturage, newly cut hay and fodder, 
and the development of the disease is quite obvious, and that 

.the ingestion of such forage when contaminated is the most 
important factor is equally obvious, as almost 100 per cent. 
of the cases in Kansas andover 95 per cent. of the cases in 
Nebraska of which we have any record were maintained all or 
part of the time under such conditions. Even such negative 
history is not always dependable. as the wner on one farm in- 

nothing except olghay and grain, but when notice was taken of 
the closely cropped grass in an adjacent pasture. he innocently 
remarked that he always turned the work horses into the pasture 
over night. In fact in some sections “pasture disease” is the 
designation for this malady. 

formed the Miter positively that th e J  tad horses had eatep 
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Other names which have been given to this affection are 
episoOtic eucephalo-myelitis, meningoencephalitis and meningo 
myelitis. enzootic cerebrit&, lecuo-encephalitis, etc.. but the 
writer prefers the old-fashioned terms cerebrospinal meningitis 
for  the scientific term and “blind staggers” for the lay term. 
That the symptom of staggering is one of the most common 
mainfestations of the disease is shown by the clinical observa- 
tions of Schmidt, who has made a close study of 415 cases,?317 
of which developed staggering symptoms while standing or 
walking. The only symtom which occured more frequently 
was the loss of appetite appearing in -110 animals. while the 
symptoms n e q  in prominen? were grinding of the teeth, 
which was observed in 349 cases, and difficulty in swallowing, 
which occured in 335 cases. 

’ 

ETIOLOGY. 

Unfortunately no specific bacteria, fungus. virus. or other 
toxic principle has yet been found which can be considered as 
the cause of cerebrospinal menginitis in the horse. I t  is quite 
truethat bacteriological investigation has given us a number of 
different organisms by an equal number of different investi- 
gators, each of whom has thought his particular organism to be 
the causative agent of the disease: but the fact remains that the 
four rules laid down by Koch have not been met with sufficient 
regularity to make the results satisfactory to the disinterested 
worker. Further investigations are necessary to decide which. 
if any, of the reported organisms is the true cause of the disease. 
That the disease may not have an etiological entity has been 
suggested by Weichselbaum, Hutyra, and Mare This would 
Seem quite probable if all the claims fo r  the foH f wing different 
etiological factors were to be accepted. For insdance, Siedam- 
grotsky and Schlegel incriminated a micrococcus RS the cause of 
the disease. On the other hand, Johne found diplodxci in 
the cetebrospinal fluid which he termed Diplococcus intracel- 
luluris q u i .  Again, Ostertag recovered streptococci in short 
chains from the blood. liver, urine, and brain of affected horses. 
These organisms he termed Borna streptococci. Hamson of 
Canada isolated a streptococcus from the brains of horses 
affected with cerebrospinal meningitis which was quite similar 
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to‘Ostertag’s, although it Mered in forming cawles ,  staining 
by Gram’s method, refusing to grow well on gelatin, and in 
proving virulent for laboratory animals. In Minnesota, Wilson 
and Brimhall have also incriminated a diplococcus as the cause 
of cerebrospinal meningitis of horses, cattle; sheep, and pigs, 
and proved it to be the Diplococcus pnacmoniue of Frankel. 
They likewise claimed to have isolated the ~Iicrococcus intracel- 
lularis mmingitidis of Weichselbaum from tlie central nervous 
system of a cow showing symptoms of spinal meningitis. This 
latter organism is also reported to have been found by Christ- 
iana in primary sporadic meningitis in the horse and in a goat. 

The remarkable part of all the above investigations is that 
each author considers his particular organism as the etiqlogkal 
fa to- or the disease. and the majority of these wrikers believe 
they have succeeded in producing the disease in horses by the 
inoculation of these differing agents. Some of these positive 
results are readily explained by the large quantity of turbid fluid 
injected under the dura. The inoculation of 5 and 10 c. c. doses 
of a heavy emulsion of any organism is likely to produce an 
irritation, and the inflammation set up by such foreign material 
will necessarily produce exudation with accompanying mechani- 
cal pressure, so that it is not surprising to read in the post- 
mortem notes of some of these cases that the meninges bulged 
through the opening on cutting through the bones of the skull. 

Schmidt. of Dresden, is of the opinion that the nature of the 
infectious principle is not settled, and believes that the cocci 
and diplococci which have been described as causative factors 
nil1 in future be deprived of their pathogenic relationship. 

In tk-o outbreaks of forcage poisoning investigated by M&re 
of Cornell, one gave negative results from a bacteriological 
standpoint, while in the other pure cultures of the colon bacillus 
were obtained from the brain. 

Grimm. working in Zwick’s laboratory in Berlin, isolated 
streptococci from horses affected with head disease or staggers, 
which were not essentially different from the &ma streptococci 
of Ostertag. Owing to the regularity with which these cacti 
were taken from the brains of horses with “head disease”- 
cocci which Grimm stated possessed slight, if any, properties 
necessary to make them casual factors of di-the question 
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' arose whether the same microOrganisms are not also found in 
the brains of healthy horses. G r i m  obtained the heads of 
ten horses which were killed at the Zoological Garden for the 
animals, and which were by examination found to be free from 
any indication of cerebrospinal meningitis. In the brains 
of these healthy horses he found cocci (staphylococci and strep- 
tococci), although cultures were made within a few hours after 
death, and at least one strain has shown many similarities to the 
streptococcus found by Ostertag. 

These results of Grimm's work are very similar to the re- 
sults of the Bureau of Animal Industry. In horses which have 
died of forage poisoning it is not a difficult task to fecovet 
various forms of Cocci; in fact.  too many forms to make them 
all of etiological significance. while in those cases which have 
been killed in the late stages of the disease it is of common 
occurence to have all the culture media inoculated with the 
various tissues remain sterile. On the other hand, we found 
rmcrococci, diplococci, streptococci, and staphylococci so fre- 
quently in the brains of horses which have died of dourine, 
swamp fever, influenza, etc., that we have come to consider 
these organisms as representing an agonal invasion from the 
intestines without casual connection with any definite disease. 
Like Grimm, we have found some of these same cocci in the 
brains of horses that died of forage poisoning, and we have also 
recovered other species, all of which have been inoculated into 
experiment horses by various methods. including intravenous, 
subcutaneous, subdural and intralumbar injection, as well as by 
spraying the nasal mucous membrane, with the result that two 
horses died following a nasal douche and a subdural injection, 
respectively of a pure culture of two different cocci. The post- 
mmtern on the former showed death to have been due to a 
strangulated intestine, while the second animal died suddenly 
without evincing any characteristic symptoms, although ex- 
tremely nemus. Post-mortem examination showed an absence 
of any pqthological lesions posterior to the braim. The dura 
mater was inflamed and distended with a yellowish exudate. 
"he veins and capillaries of the cerebrum were dilated and 
engaged with blood, while the third ventricle contained a tuxnor 
the size of a walnut. Although the same organism which was 
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injected was fecovered from the brain tissue, other horses in- 
jected with the recovered culture have continued to remain in 
a healthy condition. 

With a view of obtaining additional information regarding 
the significance of these various cocci to the disease in question, 
an antigen was prepared from a d t u r e  of each organism and 
tested against the blood serum obtained from afiected horses 
in the field for complement fixation and agglutination as in 
glanders. In no case was a positive reaction to these tests 
obtained by the use of any of the antigens prepared from the 
different cocci isolated from diseased hopses. In this connec- 
tion it may be noted that from the number of affections of the 
horse,produced by coccoid organisms. this aminal appears to 
be particularly susceptible to their action. 

Another cause has been suggested for this disease in the 
finding of nuclear inclusions by Joest and Deben in the nerve 
cells of the hippocampus. These inclusions are similar to the 
Negri bodies of rabies, and are rounded or oval in shape, stain- 
ing intensely with eosin. A large number of brains from atTeCted 
horses have been examined in our laboratory for these bodies, 
but thus far with negative results, although the same technique 
applied to the brains of rabid animals brings out the Negri 

There remains one widely accepted theory as to the causa- 
tion of the disease which must be given consideration. namely, 
fungi on the feed. While most investigators have obtained 
negative results when feeding experiment animals upon moldy 
feed, some few have reproduced the disease by such feeding. 
Thus, Mayo reports that a colt fed experimentally upon some 
of the moldy corn, which was held responsible f o r  the Serious 
outbreak in Kansas in 1890, developed the disease and died on 
the twenty-dxth day: Again, the Kansas oqtbreak of 1900 
was said by Haslam to have been produced by immature ears 
of ann infected by molds, although the exact mold was not 
discovered. By feed&g horses upon this immature corn badly 
infected with molds, typical fatal cases of staggers were pro- 
duced in four out of seven horses. Haslam also records the fact  
that severe losses of horses have occured in other States when the 

' gasses ixi the padares became moldy. Klimmet, c o m t h g  

c 4 bodies with great clearqess. * 
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upon the negative results obtained in experiments d t h  moldy 
feed, asserts that $x numerous losses occuring from the feeding 
of such material indicates the probability that the expetiments 
were not sutiiaently extepive from which to draw conclusions, 
and believes that the USB of such feed should be discouraged. 
Among other writers who have attributed the disease to toxic 
fungi are Michener, Trumbower, and Harbaugh. The latter 
investigated the serious outbreak of this disease which occured 
in Virginia and North Carolina in 1886, and claimed that every 
case of the disease could be traced directly to moldy feed.  

This theory of toxic fungi is not antagonistic to the facts 
in many of the best observed outbreaks, and knotsing that fungi 
vary greatly in growth and in the elimination of various products 
under different climatic conditions, we m a y  explain the ir- 
regularity of the symptoms as well as the Occurence of the 
disease under what may a p w r  to be identical conditions. 
Thus Ceni of Italy states that molds are capable of producing 
poisons, but only at  certain stages of their growth. and at other 
times are entirely inactive. A case of this character was in- 
vestigated by this bureau sever4 years ago in an outbreak 
among the United States Army horses a t  an ecnampment in 
Pennsylvania. hIany horses had died of cerebrospinal menin- 
gitis as a result of eating moldy baled hay, and as sorm as the 
hay was eliminated the deaths ceased. Other horses in the 
vicinity not fed  upon this hay failed to contract the disease. 
At the suggestion of State Veterinarian Slarshall the bales were 
opened and exposed to the sun for thrce or four weeks, after 
which time this hay was fed sparingly at  first and later in usual 
quantities without producing any ill effect. Forage poisoning 
therefore seems to be an auto-intoxication rather than infection, 
and due to certain chemical poisons or toxins formed by organ- 
isrflal a2tivity. These toxins may be present when the for- 
age is taken into the body or formed in the gastro-intestinal 
canal, and theiefore, the disease is a specific form of auto- 
intoxication. The nature of the substance which causes these 
harmful changes or the poisonous bodies that are formed re- 
main unknown. 

On account of this very old and very plausible theory so 
often advanced, that the disease is due to toxic substances 
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existing in damaged grain and fodder, a number of species of 
fungi were isolated during the past year from damaged corn and 
forage and grown on a sterilized corn medium or alfalfa infusion 
in an effort to produce some toxic substance that would create 
disease when fed to horses. The pure cultures were allowed to 
grow for periods of one month's duration, in flasks containing 
250 cubic centimeters of the nutrient medium, and the contents 
oi one tlask were fed each day for periods of thirty days, along 
with a sufficient quantity of sound corn and hay to make a 
normal ration; but no symptoms have thus far developed in 
the  experiment animals, although only about one-half of the 
number of pure cultures isolated have thus far been used in this 
espriment . 

I t  is possible that Iaboratory conditions alone can not be 
made to parallel suffiaently, close those which exist naturally 
in the growing plants, and that toxic substances'krhich might 
be produced in a natural state would not be generated in a 
corn-meal medium in the laboratory. The by-products of the 
growth of both fungi and bacteria on corn and forage should 
certainly receive more consideration in future work. In view 
of the above information it must appear to the u n a  mind 
that the cause of forage poisoning remain4 an obscure and puz- 
zling problem. 

' 

c 
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OCCC RENCE. 

Like cerebrospinal meningitis of man, forage pOisoning 
occurs in sporadic as well as enzootic and epizootic forms. The 
sporadic cases occur either in different localities from the epi- 
zootic outbreaks or in such sparse numbers as not to amount to 
an enzootic. Thus the outbreaks are quite variable in extent and 
severity. Sometimes they become very widespread, causing 
hc*a\y losrcs, as in the recent outbreak in Kansas and Nebraska, 
ivhilc at other times there are only sporadic cases. Liebener be- 
1ica;u that the development of the cause of tfe disease in Ger- 
n i m y  is favored by the rainfalls and warmth of the earth daring 
aurnmcr and autumn. No  concl&ive evidence h& ever been 
presented to indicate that the disease is ever transmitted' 
directly from one horse to another. Sick animals have been 
placed alongside of susceptible horses in the same stable without 
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conveying the disease to the latter, and healthy horses have been 
placed in sta& previously occupied by animals which died of the 
disease, and have eaten fiom the same mangers without previous 
disinfection, but in no case has the disease been transmitted in 
this manner. In the recent outbreak in Kansas it was quite 
noticeable that livery and other work horses were not affected 
so long as they were f e d  on clean, dry forage, although they were 
constantly exposed to the disease by coming in contact with 
diseased horses. For instance, Dr. Herman Busman, who was 
in charge of the Kansas field force of veterinarians of the Bureau 
of Animal Industry, reports a case where horses were kept in 
adjoining corrals separated only by a wire fence. Those on one 
side were fed on green forage and recently cut cane, and died 
from the disease, while those on the other side were fed dry feed 
and not one became si&. He also reports a similar occufence 
in a l i v q  barn where the horses had been fed on clean, dry feed 
without sickness, but when fresh cut bottom-land hay was 
substituted for the former feed the horses became sick within a 
few days. Another similar instance was reported by Dr. E. T. 
Davison, in charge of the bureau’s field force in Nebraska, in the 
case of a farmer who owned a work team that was strictly barn 
fed. While attending the State Fair at Lincoln these horses 
were turned out on pasture for two days and both horses came 
down with the disease on the fourth and fifth days, respectively, 
after being taken off the pasture. 

It is such cases as these that have incriminated the forage 
and caused the disease to be known as “pasture disease” in 
some localities. Indeed some vetminarians report thatall the 
animals affected had been on pasture, or, having been removed 
from pasture, had been fed on recent cuttings of alfalfa, piane 
hay, cane, or kafir corn, while no cases came under observation 
where the animals had been on dry feed all summer.  

A long period of dry weather followed by rainfalls with con- 
siderable humidity and heat seems to favor the development 
and dissemination of the disease. The period from August 1, 
to October 1, 1912, presented exceptional climatic winditions 
in Western Kansas d southern Nebraska, and it was observed 
thatcropscutan & before this date could be fed with 
impunity.~Duxing the first week in August a heavy rainfall 
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started in Kansas and nearly twice the,usual amount was re- 
corded, falling mostly during the night and soaking in. This 
was followed by very high temperatures, the seventeen days 
from August 23d to September9th being the hottest senesof days 
on record in Dodge City. There were also more than the usual 
number of cloudy or partly cloudy days with high relative 
humidities. The dew point was reached early at night and the 
deposit of dew was abundant, which is uncommon in that section. 
High humidities certainly continued throughout the day among 
the grass& near the soil. These grasses, which usually cure 
into hay on the root, became dotted with both parasitic and 
saprophytic fungi. Water holes, draws, and buffalo wallos 
remained filled with water throughout most of the period. 
During the latter part of September frosts occured, accompanied 
not only by cooler weather but with lower humidity, which are 
the significant factors in the subsidence of the disease, and after 
the first week in October the disease practically disappeared. 
Since then many owners have placed their horses back on the 
same pastures used during the serious stages of the disease and 
there has been no ill-effect noted. This would indicate that 
there are good reasons to believe the forage is no longer in con- 
dition to produce the disease and hence its use is safe, as in the 
case of the Pennsylvania baled hay previously mentioned. 

Somewhat similar conditions of climate obtained iq 
Sebraska during the prevalence of the disease, but on September . 
25th a killing frost was recorded, followed by several light 
frosts and a reduction in the relative humidity: After this 
time the disease rapidly subsided and finally disappeared. 
There is not much question that some of this infected forage 
has been baled and shipped to various points, and it is therefore 
not unlikely that sporadic cases of the disease will appear in 
these sections under favorable climatic conditions. 

In this connection, attention shoul‘d be called to the marked 
prevalence last summer and fall of the disease of cattle known as 
mycotic stomatitis, which simulates the foot-and-mouth disease 
of Europe and is caused also by contaminated f orage. This 
disease first appeiyed in Florida and spread over Georgia, 
North and South Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, V i m , ,  
Maryland, and into Pennsylvania. The climatic conditions 
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were evidently appropriate fo r  the development of the causa- 
tive! agent on forage, and as soon as the animals were brought 
out of the pastures and stall fed,  the disease immediately 
subsided. 

SYMPTOMS AND LESIONS. 

In most of the cases disturbance of the appetite, depression, 
and weakness are the first manifestations observed. although all 
the symptoms vary within wide limits. 

Very soon the characteristic symptoms of the disease 
appear. There is trouble in swallowing. drooping of the head 
and sleepiness, which may give way to excitement and attat.kb 
of vertigo. An impariment of vision is noted, with loss of c a r -  
dination, resulting in a staggering gait or reeling while standing. 
There is muscular twitching, cramp of certain muscles, chiefly 
of the neck and fknks, and grinding of the teeth. Sometimes 
colicky pains are noted. If in an open space, the animal will 
walk in a circle, sometimes to the right, at other times to the 
left, and will try to push through any obstacle with which he 
comes in contact. In the stable he will press his head against 
the stall or rest it on the manger. Sometimes he will cr&d 
backward or sidewise until he gets in a corner and remains there. 
If the temperature is taken at  the beginning of the disease i t  will 
be found to be from 103” to 107’ F., but within twenty-four hours 
the temperature gradually falls until it reaches normal and then 
becomes subnormal. The pulse is from 40 to 90 and weak, while 
the respirations are fluctuating from normal to as high as forty- 
eight per minute. There may be or may not be drooling oi 
saliva, depending on the extent of the paralysis of the phaq-ns. 
The animal is often down on the second or third day and may 
or may not get up when urged to do so. While down he will 
go through automatic-like movements of pacing or walking, 
resulting in acceleration of the pulse and respiratibn. At this 
time the legs are held out stiffly and parallel to the ground. 
The hind legs of many of these animals that havc bone do\\ n are 
paralyzed and there is loss of sensation of the skin of these parts. 
The expired air is extremely fetid, and there may be a croupous- 
like deposit of the throat, which has caused the name “putrid 
sore throat.” The conjunctiva may show injected blood 
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vessels or petechiae on a yellowish-tinted background. Coma 
or somnolence may be marked in animals going down within 
the first few days. Those which d n  standing may become 
k-iolent or delirious, but ordinarily the horse i s  tractable and 
easily managed. Death usually occurs in from four to eight 
days, although in the acute form death may follow within ten 
or twelve hours after the first symptoms are observed, while in 
chronic cases the disease may last two or three weeks. The 
prognosis is very unfavorable, as eighty-five to ninety per 
c-ent. of the affected animals die, in the beginning of the outbreak, 
hut later the ca.scs become milder with a consequent drop in the 
mortality. 

On post-mortem the amount of lesions observable to the 
naked eye is in marked contrast to the seventy of the symptoms 
noted. The phaq-ns and laq-nx are inflammed in many cases, 
.ind sometimes coated with a yellowish white glutinous deposit, 
cstcnding at times over the tongue and occasionally a little 
way down the trachea. The lungs are normal, except from 
L-omplications following drenching or recumbence f o r  a long 
priod. The heart is usually normal in appearance, except 
.in occasional cluster of petechiae on the epicardium, while the 
;hd is dark and firmly coagulated. The mucosa of the stomach 
!dicates a subacute gastritis, while occasionally an erosion is 
noted. An edematous, gelatinous infiltration is observed in the 
-ubrnucosa of such cases. The first few inches of the small in- 
testines likewise may show slight inflammation in certain cases, 
while in others it is quite severe; o t h v i s e  the digestive tract 
appears normal, excluding the presence of varying numbers of 
bots, Slrongylus mlgaius, and a few other nematodes. The liver 
is congested and swollen in some cases, while it appears normal 
In others. The spleen is, as a rule, normal, and ataimes the 
hdneys are slightly conjested. The bladder is often distended 
with dark-colored urine, and occasionally a marked cystitid 
has been observed. The adipose tissue throughout the carcass 
may show a pronounced icteric appearance in certain cases. 
On removing the bones ol the skull the brain appears to be nor- 
msi macroqopically in a few instances, but in most cases the 
Veins and capillaries of the meninges of the cerebrum, cere- 
bellum, and occasionally the medulla are distinctly dilated and 
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engoqed, and in a few cases there are pronounced lesions of a 
lepto-meningitis. An excessive amount of cerebrospinal fluid 
is present in most of the cases. 
tricles of several brains there was noted a slight softening due to 
hemorrhages into the brain substance. There is always an 
abundance of fluid in the subarachnoid spaces, ventricles, and 
at the base of the brain, usually of the color of diabetic urine, 
and containing a limited ?out of flocculi, but in a few caws it 
was slightly blood tinged. The spinal cord was not found in- 

A comparative microscopic examination of 6 e brains of 
volved in the few cases examined: 

horses which died in Kansas, New Jersey, Maryland. and Vir- 
ginia this year with those of horses from, previous outbreaks 
showed the same characteristic perivascular round-cell infiltra- 
tion, especially in the olfactory lobe and the hippocampus. 
The pia mater showed an increased amount of cxmective tissue 
with dense roundcell infiltration which estended into the 
adjacent cortical portion of the cerebrum. The capi1)ar)- blood 
vessels were engorged with cells and their walls were greatly 
infiltrated. Limited areas of leucoytic infiltration and small 
hemorrhages in the brain tissue were not infrequently observed. 
No cellular inclusions in the ganglionic cells were detected after 
prolonged examination. 

On the floor of the lateral ven- , 

TREATMENT. 

One attack of the disease does not confer immunity. 
Horses have been observed which have recovered from two at- 
tacks, and still others that recovered from the first but died as a 
result of the second attack. 

Inasmuch ‘as a natural immunity does not appear after an 
attack of cerebrospinal meningitis, it might be anticipated that 
senun of recovered cases would possess neither curativdnor 
prophylactic qualities. Nevertheless, experiments were made 
along these lines with serum fromiecovered cases, but without 
any positive results. Similar investigations have beeti con- 
dub- by others in Europe with precisely the same results. 
ty’th the tendency of the disease to produce pathological lesions 
h n e  central nervous system, it seems scarcely imaginable that 
a medicinal remedy will be found to heal these foci. and even 
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where! recovery takes place there is likely to remain some con- 
siderable disturbance in the functions, as blindness, partid 
paralysis, dumbness, etc. Indeed, when the disease once be- 
comes established in an animal, drugs seem to lose their physio- 
logical action. Therefore, with all the previously mentioned 
facts before us. it is evident that the first principle in the treat- 
ment of this disease is prevention, which consists in the exercise 
of proper care in feeding only clean, well-cured forage and grain 
and pure water from an uncontaminated source. These mea- 
sures when faithfully camed out check the development of 
additional cases of the disease upon the affected premises. 

While medicinal treatment has proved unsatisfactory in the 
vast majority of cases, nevertheless the first indication is to 
clean out the digestive tract throughly, and to accomplish this 
prompt measures must be used early in the disease. Active 
and concentrated remedies should be given, preferably sub- 
cutaneously or intravenously, owing to the great difficulty in 
swallowing, even in the early stage. Xrecolin in one-half grain 
doses. subcutaneously, has given as much satisfaction as any 
other drug. After purging the animal the treatment is mostly 
symptomatic. Intestinal disinfectants, particularly calomel, 
salol, and salicylic acid, have been recommended, and mild 
antiseptic mouth washes are advisable. Antipyretics are of 
doubtful valrle, as better results are obtained, if the temperature 
is high, by &pious cold-water injections. An ice pack applied 
to the head is beneficial in case of marked psychic disturbance. 
One-ounce doses of chloral hydrate per rectum should be given 

If the 
temperature becomes subnormal, the animal should be warmly 
blanketed, and if much weakness is shown this should be com- 
*bated with stimulants, such as strychnin, camphor, aclohol, 
atropin, or aromatic spirits of ammonia. Early in the disease 
urotropin (hexamethylenamin) in doses of 25 grains, dissolved 
in water and given by the mouth every two hours, appeared to 
have been responsible for the recovery of some cases of the 
malady. During convalescence the usual tonic treatment is 
indicated. b 

Many of the so-called “cures” made their reputation at 
the time the outbreak was abating and when n ninterference 

if the patient is violent or muscular spasms are severe. 
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was proved to be equally effective. One of the most unpltpant 
developments of the outbreak in 1912 was the great amount of 
"faking." which seemed to be the only contagious feature con- 
nected with the disease. All kinds of drug specifics, serums, 
and vaccines developed like mushrooms and were exploited in 
almost every cdmmunity devastated by the disease. hlany 
tainted dollars wefe obtained from the suffering horse owners, 
who grasped at every newly advanced treatment like drowning 
men clutching at straws. In Nebraska, blackleg vaccine was 
tepotted to have been used as a preventive on at least l.WO 
horses. and nearly 1,500 of them are said to have died as a dircct 
result of the Gamine. This feature is nom k ing  investigntcd 

')by the Government. 
Dr. Munn, of Kearney, Nebr., had apparently good success 

from the use of diphtheria antitoxin as a prophylactic agent, 
since not a single animal developed the disease out of over 5 0 0  
injected. It may be with this treatment, as with others, that 
good results were due to the fact that the disease was on the 
wane before t reapent  was commenced, but no other line of 
treatment gave as good apparent results. Dr. Kaupp also re- 
ports in the Breeders Gazette that only 1 horse died out of CHH) 
inoculated with a diplo-streptococcic bacterin he prepared, but 
the injections were made so late in the outbreak that its value is 
still problematical, since thousands of horses in the affected 
area at this period failed to develop the disease, although they 
had received no preventive treatment whatsoever. 
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NINTH MILITARY TOURNAMENT OF THE COMBAT 
ARMS-FRENCH w Y . *  

HE competitions of the tournament of 1913, organized by rr the h.iilitary Society of h c t i c a i  Fencing, took place at 
the Tuileries, from April 12th to 27th. They terminated too 
late to allow us to give an account of them in our May number. 

The numbkr of contestan% has increased to the enormous 
figure of 3,007, of which 530 are officers, 246 masters of arms 
and 2,231 non-commissioned officers. These figures are elo- 
quent testimony of the success of this years meet. And the 
credit for it belongs entirely to the committee of the Military 
Society of Practical Fencing, which under the active presidency 
of General Faurie h y  been able, through perseverance, energy 
and will to accomplish the rehabilation of the art of fencing in 
the Army. Lieutenant Colonel Mordacy, Major Lacroix, Cap- 
tains Charpentier, Bessiers, and all those who have devoted 
themselves to the task have a right to feel proud of their work. 

In order to avoid the difficulties which might result from 
so great a number of competitors, recourse was had to a pre- 
liminary competition in the army corps, at which members of 
the committee were present and acted as judges at the first 
semi-finals of non-commissioned officers. 

From a technical stand point, it cannot be denied that con- 
tinuous progress has been made in saber and sword practice, 
especially in the latter. The contestants have given proof of 
knowledge of the science of fencing, of endurance and of the 
nidties of the art. In 
case of the saber, one may note an important change in the tac- 
tics of conwitants; they have tried to use the points instead 
of the cuts, because a touch with the point counts, two, while 
cuts count but one. 

The victors of the individual contests are all well known by 
reason of their former successes, and among them we are happy 

.Translated by Captain Edward Calvert. Ninth Cavalry, from the 
Reeuc & Cooalcrie for June, 1913, for the War College ;Divieion, General 
S t d .  

Their form in general is very good. 

0 2  
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to unt a number of officers and non-commissioned officers of 
the cavalry. We mention: Captain Perez, 22d Dragoons, 
ann unced champion of the sword in 1913; he was also the 
hold of the titlein 1912. Lieutenant Penoden. 25th Dragoons. 
who wa.sannounced champion of the saber in 191.3. which title he 
had previously won in 1908. 1909 and 1910. as well as the inter- 
national championship of La Haye, contested for last month; 
Captain Mar-. 5th Cuirassiers. champion of the four arms, 
in 1913 as he also was in 1912. Stable Sergeant Brumclot. of 
the 5th Cuirassiers, champion of the individual sword match, 
reserved exclusively for non-commissioned officers. 

In the team competitions the cavalry particulae shone. 
The following teams were rated first class in the championship 
of the sword. the team A of the Saumur School: in the cham- 
pionship of the saber, the team of the 12th Cuiarssiers, whit% is 
now victorious for the third consecutive year in the event. 
which gives them permanent title to the trophy pertaining to 
this event : in the non-commissioned officers championship of 
the sword, the team of the 8th Cuirassiers: in the noncommis- 
sioned officers championship of the saber, the team of the 1st 
Hussars. 

We ought to signalize the success of the French teams in 
the international competitions of the saber and the sword, in 
which teams of Holland, Belgium and England mmpted I t  is 
true that the .Belgian and English teams competed under un- 
favorable circumstances; the Belgian team had been disorganized 
by the wounding of Lieutenant Hennet, and the English team, 
hastily formed at the last moment, lacked cohesion. 

The Minister of War honored with his presence the gala day 
of the military tournament, and after expressing his desire for 
the development of the practice of fencing with the combat a r m s  
awarded the following prizes: O&ms of the Aacademy: 
Major d' Epenoux, 4th Chasseurs, Captain Varaigne, of the 
Staff of the l%h Corps, Captain de Ranst, 14th Dragoons. Ad- 
jutant Laize, 7th Cuirassiers, Adjutant Richard, 2nd Zouaves; 
cheocrliers du Monti Aqucolo: Lieutenant Jaricot, 12th Artillery, 
Lieutenant Romilly (Reserve) 27th Dragopns; Olficer dzc Mi-  
+zn Iftekhm: Captain Perez, 22d Dragoons. 

1 
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The following is t e list of names of the victors in the 

1. Competition Excltcsiwly for .Von-commissioned 06 
cers and 2nd Tcrrn of Sensice Men. (a )  Individual sword 
championship, 1st place, Sergeant Rachin. 33d Infantry. (b) 
Individual saber championship, 1st place, Stable-Sergeant 
Buenelot, 5th Cuirassiers. (c) Team Saber Championship: 
1st place: Team of the 1st Hussars, composed of Stable Ser- 
geants Amiol, Aubert and Bourrell. (d) Team Sword Cham- 
pionship, 1st place: Team of the 8th Cuirassiers, composed of 
.I\djutant hloitrier. Stable Sergeants Martinane and Barbot. 

2. Competition Exclusirely for Student Oficcrs: Chal- 
lenge Cup for[ Sword Teams: 
School of Paris, composed of M. &I. Despugols, Canet and 
Tenacol . 

Contpctitions Exclicsit-cly for .If ilitory Jlastns of Arms. 
!a)  Individual Sword Championship, first place, Sergeant 
Cravlin, SOth IFfantq-. ( b )  Foil Championship, Sergeant 
Spindal. student of Joinville. ( c )  Saber Championship, 
Sergeant Chantelot, 140th Infantry. 

4. .\fi[itury Trophy. Mixed Saber Team, 1st place. 
Team of the 12th Cuirassiers,'composed of Captain Lobez, 
Lieutenants Saint-Germain an Jozan, Veterinarian Joly and 

Military Tournament : P I 

1st. The Sanitation Service k 

3. 

.idjutant Master of Arms Rou i oultiere. 
5.  Compctition Exclusively for Students of the Militury' 

Scltools: Team Sword Championship, 1st place. Team A of the 
Poloytechnic School cootestants, Larget, Grisier and Gerardin. 

6. Buymet Fcrrcing Competition: Team championship, 
1st place, team of the 59th Infantry. (Privates Lacrcass, 
Barlot and Bouche'.) e 

7. C'ompctitionx Esclusiwly for Ofiers of the Army, 
Tcrritoriul +my and Restme: (a) Individual Sword Cham- 
pionship, 1st place, Captain Perez, 22d Dragoons. (b) In- 
dividual Saber Championship, first place, Lieutenant Penedon, 
25th Dragoons. (c )  Sword team competitions for trophy, 
1st place Team A of Saumur School. Lieutenants Bourgrain, 
23d Dragoons, Handemon, 12th Dragoons, and Hyabiel. (d) 
Saber Team competitors for trophy, 1st place, team of the 12th 
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ctlvassleft (Captab Lobez, Lieutenant de Saint Germain. 
Veternatlan . Joly. (e) Competition for Sword Teams fo r  
International trophy. 1st place, French team composed of 
Captain Perez, 22d Dragoons, Lieutenant Hondemon, 12th 
Dragoons. Lieutenant Bolle. School of War. (f) * Competition 

1 of Saber Teams for International Trophy. 1st place, French 
team composed of Veterinarian Hubert, 9th Dragoons, Lieu- 
tenants Penodon, 25th Dragoons and dela Touche, School of 
War. (g) Revolver Championship : first place Lieutenant 
Rodocanachi (Reserve) 128th Infantry. (h) Pistol Cham- 
pionship: first place, Captain-aviator Faure. ( i) Champion- 
ship of the four arms, (sword, saber, revolver and pistol), 1st 
place, Captain Mar@, 5th Curiassiers. 
, Ofher matters. There is established a commission intended 

td make recommendation to the Minister of War on questions 
relating to the teaching of fencing in the army as wcll a?; in the 
various societies for the promotion of militav preparcdncss. 
This commission of which General Fauric is president, is com- 
posed of military or civil personages appointed by reason of 
their interest or special fitness. 

We haw received several 
lettersan the subject of these competitors. We can not pub-. 
lish all of them, but our correspondents will find most of the 
things they advocate in the two following letters; opinions ex- 
pressed differ somewhat. In setting them before our readers, 
we have but one purpose-without taking sides-to instruct 
ouTcoIIv8des. 

. .. 

Apropos of the championship. 

FIRST LETTER. 

* * * 
The rate of speed at Antenil has been raised from 500 to 

560 meters per minute; this is all very well, but it would be dan- 
gerous to increase it further, as rumor reports. is intended. I t  
would be equally a mistake to make speed of prime importance. 
This would mean the elimination from competitions most of the 
half-bred horses and riders a little over weight. Besides, at 
this season of the year, most garrisons have not the climatic 
conditions nor the character of ground that would admit of the 
conditioning of horses without danger of injury to their legs. 

. . - -  r .- . 
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Thoroughbred horses and their riders have plenty of 

chances-t.0 distinguish themselves on our race courses without 
giving them special advantages in these championship meets. 

would be better to make the 3,OOO meters of Antenil follow the 
30 kilometers af mad work. This plan would farily test the 
qualities of a good horse without placing a premium on the* 

If it is desired to increase the severity of the 2nd test, it * 

special quality of sp*d 
* * * * * 

In his memorandum of Novembe 30, 1912, the minister, 
apropos of the championship test, sai 1 among other things: 
“It is now more than ever; necessary that horses placed in the 
hands of recruits be perfectly trained, etc.” 

To conform. to the desire of the minister, it would be pees- 
sary to establish a @a1 class or award special prizes, .3t give 
an increased valuation to important p6ints in the class of half- 
bred horses of seven years or full-bred horses of six years taken 
from our remounts (without imposing the condition that the 
horse should necessarily be an officer’s charger), so that an of- 
ficef might enter independently of his charger his trained horse 
of the preceding year. 

It is to be hoped that the Societe’ Hipp’que Francaise in its 
provincial competitions, ahd other societies also, will institute’ 
local competitions of officers’ chargers, analogous to the cham- 
pionship campetition of Pnris. so that officers who feel timid 
about entering the latter for the first time, and those who for 
any reason can nDt come to Paris, will not lose the fruit of a 
year’s work necessitated by the preparation of a horse. This 
wmld unquestionably raise the quality and standards of the 
Paris exhibition. 

SECOKD LETTER. 

The championship charger competitions on the whole, was 
a great success ; its usefulness needs no emonstration ; the prog- 
ress and cavalry elan that it engenders are incontestable. The 
competition of 1913 combined a number of events superior to 
those of other years; i t  demonstrated that a greater number of 
h5rses had been pushed to a higher degree of riding school 
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training. One also observed greater care in the entries of fine 
models in the Merent classes of officers =mounts. 

Assuredly, these are all h e  results of which we may be 
proud; but are they so gratifying that we should cease t3 strive 
far other more! appropriate to the primary object and purpose 
which these competitions were intended to promote? 

A very good charger ought to have good carriage, be obe- 
dient, Apple, a free mover, hardy and active, possessed of en- 
durance for outside work and capable of rendering every ser- 
vice that circumstances might require of him. The champion- 
ship competition ought to bring forth the effect exerted to attain 
this ideal, and the winners ought to be those who most nearly 
approach it. 

But one is a little surprised that, each year, the horses hav- 
ing obtained the best riding-school rating, have not shown the 
freedom of movement and action necessary even to assure the 
obedience and suppleness to be obtained from riding-school 
work directed to this end. 

If it were a question of tests over difficult courses, one 
might find an explanation for the refusal, hesitations and in- 
stances of bolting the course, for the lack of power and courage 
in these same horses; but one is obliged to recognize that on such 
an easy course as Antenil, over such simple natural obstacles 
as the managing committee maintains in the championship 
competition. power and great effort are not required of the horse. 
The explanation is to be sought elsewhere. 

It also appears that preoccupation with high rating as- 
sumed by the great weight attached to school work. deters from 
preserving and developing, in the horse prepared for the cham- 
pionship test, those qualities requisite for outside work. For 
one may have worked assiduously on a horse in riding school 
work, have perfectly trained him in change of bad and in other 
difficulities in equitation, and still have a very ordinary animal 
for outside work. The system is faulty where preparation for 
outside and road-work is completely neglected. 

It is admitted among contestants for the animal trophy, 
that to -pare for the series of tests for the championship it 
is not absolutely necessary to work putside the riding school, 
and in fact it is certain that a number of horses entered, have 
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had no othe~ work, up to the last minute, than the suppling exer- 
cises and repetition of movements that will assure the highest 
rating. The same conclusion is reached by consic&iing the large 
number of trials and the notable dif€erence between that num- 
ber and that of finals; or st i l l  better, the diflerence between the 
number of contestants first test and the valiant few remaining 
on the last day. In attempting to account for these differences, 
the danger already pbinted out confronts us. For disregarding 
the rare cases where retirement was caused by fortuitous acci- 
dent, in the majority of horszs, it resulted from lameness, arising 
from leg-strains, tender feet, joint fatigues, etc., which resulted 
from the outside tests. 

What a wastage to do the 50 kilometers a t  15 k. m. per 
hour, to jump the hedgesof Antenil a t  a gait of 550 km. per min- 
ute, and to clear the obstacles of the Grand Palais! There is 
room to ask if the object soukht is well attained. 

These horses, so attractiye the first day, and so well mus- 
cled, had they only the appeahance of being well conditioned, 
while in reality they were not? . 

One may safely say that some were too little trained in out- 
side work and others only to make a showing in riding school 
work. - 

It is to be hoped, for all these reasons, that some modifi- 
cations ma* made, either in the tests themselves or in the 
mode of ratihg. 

I &TI for the trained and supple? horse. 
But let not this training and suppleness be obtained at the 

expense of unfitness and inferiority in outside work. 
1st. Too great weight given to riding school training in 

the championship test of chargers may lead to the danger 
already pointed out. 

The rating of other tests, which fail to take into con- 
sideration the difference between an extraordinary horse and a 
mediocre horse in o€%side work may lead to the same danger! 

Those who qualified in the first three or four places in 
the championship of 1913, would have maintained their places 
under any conditions; but some very desirable modifications 
would have brought about a change of classification of a very 
large number of contestants. And it is this large number, that 
is really interesting, for they give the impulse and indicate the 

.I 
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i tzdeacy. Now, ach@ly the tendency appears to lose sight 

of the reaI object of the champianship test for chargers. 
A comspon&nt. very much in earnest. addresses us the 

following note. We publish it gladly, although we do not en- 
tirely share his faith in the efficacy of mirrors. 

i 
OPINIONS. 

Mirrors a d  Riding Sckools. 
“For ten years I looked at  myself in the mirrors of the riding 

school when I studied equitation.” 
What subaltern hasnot sung this spiritual and caustic bit 

of army doggere1,composed byoneof us? ‘ And stil1,after fifteen 
years have rolled around, the mirrors continue to shine at  
Saumur, in the same places as the time of the song; for though 
they have the fragility of glass they share the enduring quality 
of the institution. 

And the riding hall mirrors are not there, as vain people 
might suppose. to permit our riding-masters to admire them- 
selves, or our students to see that they are buttoned throughout, 
or that their boot fits well like those of the corps de p r d e ,  or for 
the dandy to use before starting to town. 

I t  says to this one 
“Attention, you awkward fellow;” to that one “your seat has 
been neglected;” “your legs stick out;” “your back is stiff :” 
“your shoulders arches ;1’ your elbows flop;” such is the language 
of the mirror. They warn the heedless; they give instarltane- 
ous, fleeting and dimect admonition of our faults; they give, 
so to speak, a ray of truth from on high, flashed by Saint George 
to the masters and students of Saumur. 

But have not we regimental officers, who are neither masters 
nor students., but practical exponents of equitation also a right 
to this enlightenment? Reduced to groping in twilight. our 
e!Torts for improvement will hardly bringinore than half-results. 

I desire no further proof of this than the contests of the 
championship, which each year assembles a select group of 
officers who ride in school style. These take their work seri- 
ously; they are horsemen jealous of their reputations earned on 
race courses and in horse-show competitions, and they desire to 
uphold-their reputations in this riding school test. Indeed it 
may be safely said that these men have given the champion- 

. 
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ship meet its present positionof recogmd * importance. The 
number of its contests &xeases each year the present difficulty; 
and the riding school test, whoseprominenCe, though a matter of 
dispute,iStobedesiiedandtendstomoreandmoreperfect 
itself. , Would it not be well 

How many faults of position which we do not suspect, 
could be reduced or completely cxmected under the influence 
of the mirrors? And CORect positions, engendering as it does, 
firmness of seat, is the surest guaranty of exastness and vivacity 
in the use of the aids. 

The same is trucalso of the hose trained in this twilight. 
In spite of the equestrian tact, tbere are certain movements that 
do not appear to.you or to me as they redly are. Vnder the 
impression of a false lightness it is difEicult for one to comprehend 
how many of the gaits are dragging and heavy. The con- 
scientious glass is there to tell us: “You think you urge him 
forward?” “you move like a crab.” A change of bad?” “look 
at the inert hind quarters.” “At last my passage is perfect 1” 
“No, instead of narrowing in master form, your horse is sprawled 
out and dragging back.” 

No, once more, if you cannot see what is happening, under 
you, you will often be deceived; the work of your horse may be 
brilliant or sluggish or false, and i a  the latter case you would 
be in a position to correct this. 
‘ Criticism and advice of others is rarely sincere, often 
flattering and not always competent, anctcan not therefore be 
depended upon. 

That is why I ask a regulation installation of mirrors in 
all regiments, at least in the riding hall reserved for officers 
use. The expense would not be great in proportion to the 
results certain to follow. 

Once a graduate from Saumur. we are considered by our 
countrymen a sort of fmign exportation product from the house 
of French equitation; and i t  would be another guarantee to our 
patrons that the merchandise is genuine. 

And as another result, positions‘ being more rational, we 
would be spared the more or less ridiculous, and always pitiable 
picture of the awarding the palm at our national championship 
competition to the “plodder” or to the “ambitious old fellow” 

aid this movement ? 

t. . 
b 
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ATHLETIC EVENTS AT CAMP STOTSENBURG. 

UDGING from the two programs of ath&tic events at that 
far-away statim and the dozen or more photographs illus- 

trating these events that we have received, life in the tropics 
of the far East has not depressed the spirit of those serving 
there to any remarkable extent, notnithstanding the fact that 
many are now serving in their third year of foreign service. 

It appears from these programs and the reports of the races, 
track meets, polo games, etc., etc., that a series of horse races, 
etc., were pulled off at Stotsenburg on October 25, 1913, and 
that later, during the week of November 8th to the 15th, there 
was held an athletic meet which comprised almost everything 
in that line, including polo, baseball. exhibition drills, ladies 
riding, musical riding. and the ordinary track events. 

The first, that of October 25th, in which the contestants 
were enlisted men of the Eighth Cavalry only, consisted of 
seven events, in five gf which the entries were so numerous 
that they had to be run in two fields and one of them in three. 
The several events were a quarter mile flat race; a quarter mile 

J 
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Cossack race; a quarter mile Roman race; a rescue race; a 
potato race; tent pegging and high jumping. 

The winner in the flat race made the one-fowth mile in 
twenty-seven and four-fifth seconds; the Romrrn race was run 
in the remarkable time, forfhat style of race, of twenty-seven 
ana one-fifth seconds, ridden by Corporal Hetzer of Troop “D;” 
the Cossack one-fourth mile race was won by an “I” Trooper 
in thirty and four-fifth seconds. Corporal Goehring, Troop 

0 

“A,” was the winnhr of the high jumping class, over twelve 
other contestants, the heighth jumped being five feet and four 
inches; he also won the tent pegging,event. 

According to the newspaper account of this meet, this field 
day was a great success and was attended by hundreds who 
cheered the competitors on to greater efforts. 

The accompanying cuts are reproductions of snapshots 
taken of some of the riders. It was impossible to reproduce 
all of the fifteen or more photographs illustrating this meet that 
were received. 

The second meet or &es of tournaments, etc., was held, 
as stated above during the week of November 8th to 15th, the 
program for these eight days being made up of polo games 
between teams from the Manila Polo Club, the Baguio Country 
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Club, the Sevent‘h Cavalry, the Eighth Cavalry and the Second 
Field Artillery, as well as a few between teams from the two 
cavalry regiments; of base ball games between teams from the 
Second Artillery and the several cavalry squadrons ; of exhibi- 
tion drills; of musicalrides; of mounted sports; and of a track 
meet. In addition to these there were paper chases, a barbecue 
and several dances at night. Altogether, the week must have 
been a strenuous one f o r  the people at Stotsenburg. 

The forenoons of tu-o days were devoted to “Gymkanas” 
which term would be Greek to the writer were it not for the 
published list of events which they comprised. There were 

nine events in the first and ten in the second, as follows : First 

ball race; Gretna Green race; Umbrella race; Candlemas 
race; Carnival race; Tilting (girls and men); Gymkana ani- 
mal race; Second Gymkana-Lunch counter race; Jinrikshaw 
race; Mail box race; Equitation race; Shoe race; Sack race; 
obstacle race; Snuffing the candle with blank cartridges; 
cainival race; and Animal race. 

The mounted sports comprised a rescue race, a Roman 
race, tent pegging, polo ball raw. a slow mule race, best trained 
mounts, and jumping. The track meet covered the usual 

. Gymkana-Obstacle race: Boudoir race; Tennis racquet and 
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events for such an occasion; they were an 100yard dash, 120 
yard hurdle, high jumping, three legged and wheel-barrow 
race, a half-mile run, pole vaulting, one mile relay, 220 yard 
dash, shot putting, a section mountain battery race and the 
broad jump. 

Tea was served every aft%rnoon, after the polo games, at 
the club. I 

THE COLONEL’S MATCH. a 

T H E  conditions for the Colonel’s Match for the Eighth Cav- 
alry for 1913 were published in the CAVALRY JOURNAL 

ior July, 1913, page 156. Briefly, they are the same as for the 
Record Practice for the mounted course as prescribed on page 
164, S. A. F. hl., 1909 with themodificationthat astripof yellow 
target paper four inches nide shall be pasted over the vertical 
line shown in the cuts of targets “Q” and “R” as illustrated on 
page 16.2 of that manual and as shown on the accompanying cut. 
Hits on these strips were to count four andonotherpartsof the 
targets two. The targets were to be six in number and placed 
six yards from the track, the length of the track occupied by the 
targets to be about 100 yards. . The time for firing a score of six 
shots to be twelve seconds, the total number of scores being 
eight, as at present. In rapid fire the odd numbered targets 
were taken out and two shots were fired at each of the remaining 
targets. 

There were sixty-one entries, of which twenty withdrew on 
the completion of the firing at the standing figures, leaving forty 
one who fired the complete course of forty-eight shots. The 
scores of these forty-one were as follows :* 

*Owing to the apace required apd the extra cost of setting the table, it 
hae been omitted. It &OWE+ how~dr ,  that Private 0 t h  V. Sloan, M. G. 
Platoon, had the highest wore. H total for the Standing Figurea wae 78 
and for the Mounted Figurea 5 4 , o A  aggregate of 132. The lowest scores 
were 18 and 52, respectfully. or a~ pegragate of SO. The firet ten men on 
the list, only, bad 1~01811 that aggregated over 100. The first twenty had an 
-e of over 90 and the first tweaty-eight of over 80. Ten scores were 
thrown out for exceeding the time Jimit. The firth man on the list had the 
higheat Beore at the rapid fire, it being 22 out of a possible 24. firing at the 

A 
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A study of these scofes shows some interesting facts. 
Among the entries were twoetinguished pistol shots. One 
of these retired and the other did not make a high score. 

There were twenty-nine “Expert Pistbl Shots” in the 
regiment. Of these eighteen entered, and six withdrew. Out 
of the highest twelve in the match there was one “Expert Pistol 
Shot,” making the sixth score. 

~ A R G E T S  FOR TEE COLONEL’S MATCH. 

Only one perfect score was made, twenty-four by Sergeant 
Nolde, the peculiarity being that his scores was fired to the left 
with the pistol in the left hand. 

There were three scores of twenty-two, four of twenty, 
fifteen of eighthteen, and forty-seven of sixteen, which was 
sixty-six per cent of the possible. 

The time was between sixteen and seventeen miles per hour 
which is that of the so-called Russian Ride and a little better 
then the extended gallop. Very few scores were thrown out 

, 
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but one of them was d e  by Sergeant Inbler, who thus lost 
second place. The best shooting was dspe in about ten seconds 
or twenty miles per hour. 

The match was shot under many adverse conditions. 
The regiment was divided between three posts. At one post 
an outbreak of “Surra” in the neighborhd caused the horses 
to be quarantined and prevented practice fo r  the match. At 

range reduced the amount of pactice to two or t h r e e d o n s .  
At the third post the range was held available for pistol practice 
for one hour per day for about one month. The result of this 
practice is shown in the fact that although having less than 
one third of the competitors it had eleven out of the thirteen 
best scores. 

Another important factor was that in this case the horses 
were given a preliminary exerase at rapid gaits for one to two 
miles on the gaiting track beforeshooting. Asaresult thehorses 
showed no bad form. 

but an examination of eleven scofes between Nos. 6 and 36, all 
but three below twenty, and therefore below the average, shows 
eighteen per cent of fours or hits in the four inch 9. and 
seventy-nine per cent of hits on the target. 

I believe that the original scheme of pistolfmng in our 
service was largely taken from my manuscript in 1883, in which 
however I mcommended firing at five yards at an eight inch 
bullseye, mounted, at a run. 

After many years I find myself still more convinced that 
this is correct as to gait and distance, but I would now 6re at a 
line instead of at a bull’s-eye. 

This pistol match seems to make several’matters clear. 
First is the fact that the terms “distingukhed pistol shots,” 
and “expert pistol shots” are fictitious as far as mounted firing 
is concerned; second, that under Merent Conditions from those 
prescribed in our firing regulations we can get good results 
with the pistol with a small amount of practice. 

1 

$ 

another post the constant use of the only available target .: 

t 

The record of single shots h& not been kept in every case 

\ 
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A COaECTION. .  

E have received a letter from a British Cavalry m c e r ,  w from which we will quote’quite freely, although he 
states that it is not for publicatioy. This liberty istakenbe- 
cause, first, the matter is one of great interest to our cavalry- 

and, second, because he authwizes us to make the cor- 
that he mentions as regards the cavalry of the Brit&h 

- 

“In an article entitled ‘Peace Training of Cavalry’ by 
Captain McCotnack. Tenth U. S. Cavalry, in the November 
issue of yo JOURNAL, he makes the following statement- 

‘The British Cavalry all have rifles; they have discarded 
the lance except for ceremonies.’ 

“This statement is not quite correct and, I am sure Captain 
McColnack will excuse me, I think he is making out a case for 
the rifle at the expense of accuracy. 

“In the British Army, excluding the Colonial and Indian 
cavalry, there are six Lancer regiments. These regiments are 
armed’with lance, sword and rifle. Dragoons and Hussars 
do not carry lances but are otherwise similarly armed and 
equipped. The Lancer regiments specialize in the lance and 
recognize i t  as their most important and effectiv’e weapon. 

“Swords are only carried as a secondary arm in case of a 
dropped or broken lam\; rifles are only resorted to on special 
 occasion.^ or’as an aid to the main mounted attack, where such 
use justifies itself. 

“Of any weapons to be ‘discarded’ the rifle would be the 
first to go and then the sword, the lance being retained. I am 
not trying to make out an argument in favor of the ‘arnte blanche’ 
or the rifle; it would be presumptious on my part to do so, 
but am merely correcting a misleading statement. The Indian 
cavalry (British Native Troops) are almost universally armed 

page 447 : ”3 
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with the lance which is a native weapon and in the use of which 
they are past masters. 

“In active service the lance has proved itself a magnificent 
weapon from every point of view and in the British Lancer 
regiments we could not hope for or wish to use a finer weapon. 

“I think that if Captain McCornack inquiemore closely 
that he will find the lance and sword used mo universally 
than he conveys the idea in his article and that the ‘fle which he 

as a secondary weapon, the use o f  which is recognized as very 
necessary to cavalry-as a secondary arm. 

“Should you fo ard this to Captain McComack, I hope 
that he will recogniq that it is written with the utmost good 
will and with no thought of impertinence, but as 0r.e soldier to 
anot her. 

mentions as being so universally used, is issued in T those armies 

I 

* * lb * 
“My anonymity is a matter of British service etiquette, 

officers not being allowed to mite for publication in any bdt the 
service publications and this letter is not intended as an answer 
in any way to Captain McCornack’s article, but, as I have 
said, merely to correct an obviqus mistake and as a friendly 
letter . ” 

. 
THE NIG T ATTACK.* Y 

1. The object of the night attack is to take advantage of 
obscurity; the attacking farce thus reaching a point within 
close proximity of the enemy without suffering undue loss. 

(Note.-The obscurity of a fog, or a heavy downpour of rain 
occuring during the daytime, may occasionally be made use 
of in the same manner.) 

Generally the advance should be ITf;ade at night, the at- 
tack at dawn. 

*Extract from General Orders No. 6. Headquarters First. Cavalry 
Brigade, Fort Sam Houston, Texas-Brigadier General James Porker, 
Commanding. 
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2. Advantages of the night attack: It nullifies the range 

and acuracy of the lire arms of the defense. If successful it is 
decisive. 

3. Disadvantages: The diffikulty of orientation on the 
march, the danger of collision with friendly detachments; 
the danger of panic. 

4. Favorable conditions : Surprise ; moonlight ; starlight ; 
snow on the ground; open country; conflagration in the enemy's 
lines; roads or telegraph lines leading towards enemy's posi- 
tion; discipline and steadiness of attacking force. 

5. Unfavorable conditions : Darkness caused by clouds, 
fog x storm; bmken. brushy or wooded country; artificial 
obstacles in front Df enemy's position; lack of discipline and 
steadiness in attacking force. 

6. Reparations for attack: Previous rcconnaissance by 
all superior officers by night as well as by day in order to famil- 
iarize them with landmarks; publication of carefulIy written 
orders; explain thoroughly plan to all officers and men; 
adopt compact formations, small columns; numerous connecting 
files and strong supports at short distances; make deceptive 
demonstrations; cause, in some cases, previous artillery fire 
to cause a confiagration in enemy's lines; provide guides for 
columns to march by stars, luminous compasses and landmarks ; 
lay out line of white marks in direction of entrenchments for 
center guide, provide a watchword; provide distinctive white 
badges; provide against rattling of equipments, against sqoking, 
against flash light lanterns, against presence of dogs, or other 
noisy animals; mark rifle sights with luminous paint or bind 
rifle muzzle with white cloth; give strict ordew against talking; 
direct that trenches should be taken by hand to hand fighting 
without preliminsry fire combat; use mounted troops on flanks 
to intercept retreat of the enemy. It is indispensable that the 
attacking force shall be in deployed formation before it comes 
under heavy fire, and that the hours of deployment and hour of 
attack should be previously designated and strictly,adhered to. 

7. Precautions against night attacks; strong dutposts and 
patrols well advanced; when at close quarters use of &arch lights 
and illuminations; entanglements, obstacles, mines ; luminous 

It leaves a long day for  the putsuit. 
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paint for gun sights, etc; fixed rests for small & so that their 
fire will cover certain zones; use of star  shells to be thrown 
among the enemy. 

'. 

EXB RCISE S . . 
8. In order to practice dispositions for the attack and 

defense by night, the following exercises are suggested. 
(Note.-Practice in nighoattack and defense should be 

had not only by moonlight and starlight but also on dark cloudy 
nights. Each exercise should conclude with a discussion, a 
paper enbodying conclusions to be read next day.) 

(a) Tha advance in attack formation of the regiment, 
squadron or troop, dismounted, against a represented enemy. 
Direct attack. 

A similar advance in line of columns of the regiment, or 
squadron dismounted, deploying into attack formations when 
at the proper distance from the enemy. 

(c) Same as second exercise. Mounted advance followed 
by dismounted attack. 

(d)  Same as second exercise. Mounted advance followed 
by mounted attack. 

(e) Mounted or dismounted or both. Advance and at 
tack on enemy holding bridge (direct and flank attack) or defde 
(direct, flank and rear attack.) 

Discover by daylight reconnaissance the camp of an 
isolated reconnoitering detachment of the enemy. By night, 
advand. surround and capture the detachment. 

(6) 

Direct attack. 

(0 

I 

I 
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i. 
THE CARBINE, ETC. 

1 

E have received the following from one of our captains of 
cavalry which may be of interest : 

I am glad that there is a prospect of our getting a carbine for 
the cavalry. If the Ordnance Department will only put on a 
sight similar to the Lyman receiver sight and will make the 

* stock three-fourths of an inch longer, we will have a good cavalry 
arm. Lengthening the stock has the effect of apparently re- 
ducing the recoil. The stock of my converted Springfield 
meastms thirteen and three-fourths inches from the trigger 
to the cepter of the butt plate and, although with a full length 
barrel, it only weighs eight pounds and tbe recoil& much less 
severe than that of the service rifle. I hope we shall not have a 
bayonet inflicted upon us. 

With dbe bayonet and intrenching tool and the proposed 
European organization, we are between the devil and the deep 

I a m  glad to learn that some of our high ranking cavalry 
officers are opposing the double rank formation. I t  appears 
that the only reason f o r  the double rank is that some cavalry 
officers believe it to be a better charging formation. Even if 
this be true, which I do not admit, they evidently have lost 
sight of the fact that the charge is only a part of the work re- 
qui@ c>f the cavalry. I may be rather dense, but I am unable 
to see how we can perform the duties of cavalry any better in 
double rank formation than in single rank. We will have to 
march in column of twos or fours, as a rule, and the double 
rank will not shorten the column one inch. What is to happen 
when a horse in the front rank falls in the charge, with his rear 

' 

sea. 

' 

. rank man in his immediate rear? 
I I like the idea of large troops but, why should we call them 

squadrons? 

f 

1 
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I would like to have a troop organized as follows: 
One Captain, One First Sergeant, 
One First Lieutenant, One Quartermaster Sergeant, 
One Second Li&tenant, One Mess Sergeant, 

Twelve Corporals, 
Two Trumpeters, 
Two cooks, 
Two Horseshoers, 
One Farrier, 

. OneSaddler. 
Two Wagoners, 
Three Orderlies, 
Eighty-four Privates, 

Seven Sergeants, t 

a 

Total commissioned 3. Total enlisted. . 119. . 
The reasons for this organization are: 
Two plat,oons because we have two lieutenants, this gives 

Platoons divided into three sections because this gives each. 
sergeant a suitable number of men to handle and it facilitaw 
the detachment of a portion of the platoon and provides a con- 
venient sub-division for column formations. 

Squads of eight men bemuse this d!oorresponds to &e in- 
fantry squad. It is about asmanymenasonenon-commissianed 
officer can handle directly when deployed as skirmishers and 
also because it is the number of men assigned to one pyramidal 
tent. 

One sergeant for the guidon and six to command sections. 
Three orderlies for the officers. They are a necessity and 

It might be well to add one more non-commissioned officer 

We have just received the order reducing o& troops tcr 
eighty men. That means an actual strength of about Srty men. 
I now have eighty-two on paper but only sixtyone present for 
duty. Men will not reiinlist here and we are not getting re- 
cruits fast enough to replace the men going out. 

I eachacoamxkd. 

should be provided for. 

as troop clerk. / 

I 
.. 
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THE EFFECT OF AEROPLANES UPON CAVALRY 
TACTICS. 

! UCH has been said concerning the tactical use of aero- M planes. Enthusiasts have, in their dreams, destroyed 
aties, blown to atoms the fortifications of our enemies, an- 
nihilated armies, and in the twinkling of an eye have sent the 
mightest fleets to Davy Jones’ lwker. Others have, with child- 
like faith, seen in this late auxiliary a new Atme Ulanchc, and in 
flights of fancy too vague for sane minds to record, have rel- 
egated cavalry to the land of Skidoo. 

T b  herald and the porte-crayon of this body-lunatic will 
picture’for you a winged centaur traversing the heavens in a, 
chariot of fire, disdaining the  elements, while from heights too 
great to be ched by any projectile, death dealing missles will 
be showered 7 own upon the unsuspecting heads of our adver- 
d e s .  They will show this Pegasus of the skies performing 
all the essential duties of cavalry in such style as to make the 
redoubtable Stuart, Phil Sheridan and Forrest, with their 

1 hordes of heroes, look to the future student of history, like the 
proverbial “thirty cents :”-( 10 cents each). 

Great fleets of air craft, flying wing to wing like flocks of 
so many wild geese, will charge each other above the clouds; 
others will dip down and sieze hilltops. defiles, river banks, 
etc., while some will stop by the wayside that the mechanician 
may, with hisvest pocket kit, repair, destroy orconstruct bridges, 
cat barbed wire fences and gather food and forage for the army 
in rear. What have we not heard of this Oswand of a dis- 
torted imagination! 

However; I wish it to be understood that I am a friend 
of the aeroplane. I honor the inventors gnd those who have 
had the faith and the courage to risk their lives in its develop- 
ment. I believe that the real value and the real sphere of the 
‘aeroplane in war is not yet half appreciated, but let us not be 
b e d  helter shelter upon the waves of popular enthusiasm 
which are so sure to crash upon the rocks of cold fact. 

1 
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When the fir$ wild flush of excitement is past, when a 
sufficient number of lives shall have been sacrificed,, when 
these ships of the air are so common that the “aviation meets” 
will no longer draw danger-hungry crowds, when our Roman 
Holiday is over. the art of flying will receive a new impetus along 
the lhes of greater stability, greater safety, greater lifthg 
power, greater. comfort-in short, greater practicability. 

I think that it is reasonable to predict that theaeroplane 
of the future will be equipped with instruments for quickly 
and accurately measuring distances, provided with means for 
instant communication. f o r  transporting general afficer~ and 
others uith the utmost dispatch, of inspecting and reporting 
upon the character of terrain within the theater of operations, 
etc., etc., but, in my opinion, it mill  find its greatest field of 
usefulness as an auxiliary scout to the army and navy. 

As we all know, the first duty of the cavalry is to find and 
overthrow thf: cavalry of the enemy; after that, to sieze and 
hold important places, bridges, defiles, riverbanks and other 
important offensive and defensive pxitions; to demoralize 
the enemy by attacking his lines of communications; to threaten 
his flanks and pursue or attack when the tide of battle is right. 
But at ’the risk of being severely criticised, let me say that the 
chiej obstruction to the prompt and vigorous execution of these 
important duties liesin the present neccessity-for the catdry  screen. 

In thy performance of -this necessary duty the cavalry is 
dispersed, time is wasted and opportunities are lost. 

Times will came when we must fight to the last ditch: when 
we must launch our lines against forlorn hopes; when we must 
charge the bayonet and the cannon’s mmth;  and let us hope 
that when the supreme moments amve we 611 have the know- 
ledge and the courage to do these things well; but let me go on 
record a.. being of the opinion that the cavalrymen’s chief asset 
is nst his rifle, his pistol nor his saber, but is his horse. His 
chief r6le is hard riding and his chief value lies in his abiility io get 
thcre. Here is where the cavalxy and the aeroplane go hand in 
hand, one the complement of the other. Of course there will 
always be times when the cavalry screens are inevitable, but as 
a general nile the air scouts will be able to relieve the cavalry 
of much of this work, and the latter, profiting by the infomrutim 

I 

. 
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tkus gained, wil l  be able to  throw caution to the winds and with- 
out let of hindrance gallop to points of vantage. 

Cancldons:-The advent of the air scout will greatly in- 
crease the value of our cavalry, which though it must be pre- 
pared to fight as heretofore, both offensively and defensively, 
mounted and dismounted. it must study and be fully prepared 
to perform the *le of mounted infantry. 

Infantry, having nothing to fear in i t s  front, will have its 
murching powers continually taxed to the utmost. 

Briefly, victor>, in the wars of the future, u4l be to the 
swift. 

The influence of air craft upon tactics and upon our mili- 
tary policy is deserving of the most careful study. 

Adage:-A man never flies so high that he doesn’t have to 
“light.” 

Maxim:-Fhe advantage is with the command that “gets 
h e j u s t a t  widthe nrostest men.** 

. .  

I 

DANIEL L. ROSCOE, 
First Lieutenani First Cavalry. 

1 

BETTER HORSE BREEDING. 

The Editor: 
T is suggested that the attached letter from the Chief f I tbe Breau of Animal Industry, Department of Apricultu& 

be published as &owing the widespread results of the stimulus 
given to better breeding in most States of the Union. 

F. R. McCoy, 
7 Captain G. S.  C. 
Dear Cobnel Allen: 

I thank you fo r  your note of the 7th. encrbsing copy of 
Captain McClure’s letter+ on military horses in general. I am 
returning this herewith, as I presume you wish to retain i t  for 
your fjles. I noticed the marginal note from you. I have also 
v e  one on page eight. 

Vublisbed io the CAVAL~Y JOOL~NAL for January, 1914, page 667. 

h 
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Might I suggest that an article in the CAVALRY JOURNAL on 
the work which the states are doing to improve horse breeding 
might be interesting and useful to otIicers in the mounted ser- 
vice? I have noticed repeatedly that there is a very widespread 
misapprehension as to the scope of the sta te  laws in this respect. 
Few o5cers in the service r e a l i ~  that between twenty and thirty 
of our states have laws prohibiting the standing of unsound 
stallions for  public service. Not only that, but a horse must 
stand for what he is; that is, if he is a registered purebred, he is 
licensed as such, if he is a grade or a scrub, he must stand ac- 
cordingly. And also, the State of New Jersey has for some years 
been placing stallions on favored locations to’ encourage horse 
breeding. The stallion registration work of the different 
states has been adopted in part by the British Government 
in their work to encourage horse breeding and promises to be one 
of the most valuable features of this project in England. 

I 

very t d Y  you=, , 

GEO. M. ROMMELL, 
Chiej, Animal Husbandry Dioision. 

1 
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The purpose of this work. as stated in the 
readable and interesting introduction, is to fur- 
nish a guide to those engaged in the study of 

4 Mdern . practical problems in tactics, and 3 convenient 
ready reference for officerscharged with the prep- 
aratim and conduct of field maneuvers, tac- 

tical rides, wagames, etc. 
The introduction is followed by the Organization of the 

United States Army and Tables of Road Spaces and Camp 
Dimensions, all in mvenient form for reference. 

The solution of tactical problems is treated in a masterly 
manner in Chapter I; the style is clear and attractive and re- 
veals a deep insight into the foundations of human character. 
The simplificationof the diajculties of tactical problems by 
diagrammatic analysis is deserving of special notice, and the 
suggestions for the preparation of problems will be appreciated 
by those called upon to submit general and special situations- 
often on short notice. 

The acquisition of a crisp, epigrammatic style of expression 
by assiduous practice, after consulting good forms of field 

*“TsctrNIpuE OP M O D k N  T A ~ I C S . ”  By P. S. Bond and M. J. 
McDonough. Majors. Come of Engineers. U. S. Army. U. S. Cavalry 
Association, Fort Leavenworth, Kansae., Agent. Rice, $2.66. * 

TecRpi~ue 
of  

Tactlcr.* 
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orders, as recommended by the authors, is the best way to avoid 
mere imitation of “telegram” style on une hand, and the ver- 
bosity of the tyro on the other. The recommendation to stick. 
to the usual form in writing orders is approved, for the recipients 
of orders are accustomed to the standard f x m .  The proper 
sequence should be observed in verbal and dictated, as well as 
in typewritten and printed orders. This has the advantage of 
requiring the commands of the smaller forces to “arrange their 
thoughts,” which can not fail to contribute to the clearness of 
their orders. The discussion of “Field Orders” by the authors 
lends new.interest to an import+nt subject. 

The chapter on Patrollink is so full and good that it is 
difficult to find anything to agd. Under messages we should, 
however, prefer to say “Meskgers, as a rule, do not rejoin 
their patrols, but return to their troops without delay.” 

Advanced cavalry is defined to be “that portion of the ad- 
vance guard cavalry which precedes the Mounted point. Field 
Service Regulations, par. 103, states advance cavalry to be 
“that part of the advance guard cavalry preceding the support.” 
If, in the latter case, we consider the word support to include 
the point (mounted scouts) and the advance party, the& is no 
possibility of misapprehensiorl. The definition given by the 
authors appears to be preferable, especially if we substitute fo r  
“mounted point,’’ “point of the advance guard.” 

%he whole subject of advance guards, and the kindred sub- 
jects, rear and flank guards, are fully considered, and illustrated 
by examples of field orders. 

The condensed information with reference to artillery 
material, organization, powers and tactics, will be of great value 
to ofticers of other arms. 

The treatment of the subject “Cavalry Tactics” is in line 
with modem thought. The method of securing immobile 
horses known as “coupling”odF not appear tobementioned. 
This method releases practically all the troopers for dismounted 
action. It is practiced in the Russian Army, has been adopted 
in many h e r i b  cavalry regiments, and is prescribedin the 
new drill regulations. 

Many of our cavalry commanders wi l l  not agree wit$ the 
statement that it requires one to two minutes to dismodt to 

. 
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fight on foot, not count& time required to take position on the 
firing line. It must be remembered that the perfection of drill 
can not be anantedon in campaign. 

“Under very favorable conditions the cavalry may safely 
allow the enemy to approach within 700 to 800 yards of the 
position before withdrawing, or, if the force be not more than a 
troop, towithin600yards.” Therearemany situationsin which 
this would imply +n excess of caution. With our hemes only 
a few yards down a reverse slope. and the enemy laboring across 
a soft fieid or through wire fences, a proximity of 300 yards is 
still safe. The enemy may furnish the incentive to some bold 
riding, but a few casualties would be more than paid for by the 
efIective fire possible between 600 and 300 yards. 

The subjects of “Outposts,” “Combat,” and “Organi- 
eation” are comprehensively treated and richly illustrated by 

The chapter on “The RiAe in War” will be found to be one 
d the most interesting in the book. The “Notes on Division 
Tactics and Supply” contain a mass of valuable data of a prnc- 
t i c4  nature. 

The book as a whAe forms a compendium of reliake mili- 
tary information which will prove to be a great convenience to 
the student. 

The authors are to be congratulated on clearness of style 
and felicity ofexpression throughout the work. 

. .  

‘ 

diagrams, maps, and examples of orders. 

L . 

This book is what its title claims for it. It 
contains nineteen chapters touching, sufficiently 
to give one a fair vocabulary, on the following 

subjects:-physics. chemistrv. the conservation or keeping of 
modem powders, electricity, the utilization of water as a motive 
power, steam, applications or uses of compressed air, turbincs, 

Technical 

* 

*A READER OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SPANISH, for Colleges and 
Technological Schools. with Vocabulary and Xotes. By Corn6lius DeWitt 
Willcox. Lieutenant Colonel, United States Army, Professor U. S. bfilitary 
Academy, late GeneralStd Corps, officier d’Acad6mie. Sturgis and Walton 
Co.. New York. Rice, $1 75. net. 
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the transrm ‘tting of power to a distance, mining, bridges, rail- 
mads, muveYing, topogiaphy, geography, the autornowe 
aeronautics, submarines. the campaign of Santiago de Cuba, 

since the author states that his texts are copied verbatim, 
and since the authors of the several texts are standard the con- 
sideration of the information imparted is a minor one, so that 
it amforms with the teachings of our best authorities; this it 
seems, in the main, to do., The choice of cmtents with refer- 
ence to its scientific corrections is, therefore, good. 

The technical phraseology does not render the translating 
of the text hard, fo r  many of the words are cognate to Spanish 
and English, and further, as the student is presumed to be under- 
going, or to have undergone, a technical education, the context 
supplies many meanings which might be obscure to the layman. 
The language used is serious, correct and notveryidiomatic, 
and is such that the reader must have a good working knowl- 
edge of Spanish in order to derive benefit from his reading and 
from the new terminology presented. The choice of contents 
with reference to the language used is, then, also good. 

The vocabulary in the back of the book gives only tech- 
nical words and is sufficient, accurate and good. The notes and 

The inclusion of the chapters on modem powders, bridges, 
surveying, topography, aeronautics, submarines, and the San- 
tiago campaign renders the book especially valuable to the 
military or naval reader who expects to come into contact with 
Spanish speaking peoples. The other chapters are of scarcely 
less interest to the military reader, and all of the chapters are im- 
portant to the technically educated man who intends to operate 
in a Spanish speaking country. 

Save for a number of careless typographical errors the book 
is attractively and well printed and is heartily to be recorn- 
mended as filling a long felt want. 

BOOK REVIE,WS. I 
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plates are sUfKaent. 

THOM CATRON, 
Second Lieutenant Twenty-third Infantry, 

Instructor, Dep’t. of Languages, 
Army S m * c e  Schools. 
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This isasmallbook-6” x 4%“--of 141 pages. 
It is well illustrated and printed and is bound in 

The following from the Author’s Foreword shows the scope 
ofthework: 

“The existing necessity for  un i fmi ty  among musicians or 
trampeters, calls for a book that will tell exactly what their 
duties are and give the service new marches, inspection pieces 
and sound-offs. 

“Under the heading ‘Calls sounded by the Musician of the 
Guard’ and ‘Calls sounded by the Assembled.Field hlusic” 
will be found the standard regulation calls that are used by 
every branch of the Army. Those used by the.Nava1 service 
are marked with their nautical names. 

“The general mounted and dismounted duties for the 
Army, the duties of the Naval service, Engineer Corps, Coast 
Artillery Corps, Signal Corps, Sanitary Troops, Marine Corps 
and Revenue Cutter Service are all given space in this book. 

“In the part marked ‘Naval Duties’ are found the dis- 
tinct Naval duties f o r  the Navy., Marine Corps and Revenue 
cutter sewice. 

ye#al.*~ cloth. 

“The music is divided as follows : 
‘41. Calls.sounded by the Musician of the Guard, which 

includes all honors rendered on the instrument. 
“2. Calls sounded by the assembled field music or trumpet 

corps- 
“3. Bugle Marches. These can be played either in 

double or quick time in the foot service, and at a walk, trot or 
gallop in the mounted arms. Included in this section are over 
forty foreign marches, inspection pieces and sound-offs that have 
never before been published in the United States. These were 
obtained from the following countries: England, France, Ger- 
many, Austria, Italy, Russia, Senria, Greece, Norway, Sweden, 
Belgium and Mexico. 

.‘*PIEtD MW8ICUM’ MANUAL for the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, 
Reveaae M e a  and National Guard.” By Lieuteneat Daniel J. 
k t y ,  Ninth Infantry. National Guard Mass. Volunteer Militia; Instrue- 
tor of Trumpetera for the Service Schools of the National Guard of Mass. 
Formerly Muaician Ca,”M.”27tb U. 5. Infantry. Published by D. J. 
Canty, Woburn. Maso. 1913. Rice, $1.50. 
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“4. Drill Signals. Here are found all the drill signals 
used in the army (and Navy when ashore). The list includes 
eleven infantry, forty-seven cavalry, thirtysight field artillery 
and thirty-nine Navy signals. Here are also the special 
calls of the Army and Marine Corps. 

“5. Special Navy calls. Compri- all the calls used on 
board ship.” 

Of this book the Chief of Staff of the Army says : 
“Th~-Committee of the General StatI at the War College 

have, after a thorough examination of Lieutenant Canty’s 
Manual, made the following report of it  tome: ‘TheManual 
is an excellent one, possesses merit and reflects credit upon 
Lieutenant Canty fo r  his diligence in compiling the same.’ ” 

, 

A new &k is now in press which is entitled: 
“Training in Night Movements, Based on Actual 

It is a translation from Operatioas.* in War,” 
the Japanese by First Lieutenant C. Burnett, Fourth Cavalry. 
Its thirty-nine chapters cover the subjects of psychological 
action at night ; dfess ; visions at night ; hearing at night; quiet 
marching at night; crossing rough ground; direction at night; 
night firing; night intrenching; night demolition work; night 
sentinels and patrols ; passing obstaclesat night: night marches; 
night battle; etc., etc. They also treat of the necessary train- 
ing in these several subjects, all being based on the experiences 
of the Japanese in the Manchurian War. 

Of this work, Major Farrand S a p ,  late Senior Instructor, 
Department of Military Art, Army Service Schools, writes: 
“I have been reading the manuscript on ‘Night Operations,’ 
translated from the Japanese by Lieutenant Burnett. I think 
it is an in- ’ g and valuable work. I should like to have a 
copy myself and would be glad to see a copy in the hands of 
every company &d troop commander in the army.” 

A more extended review of this book wil l  appear in the 
next number of the CAVALRY JOUNRAL. 

*“TBAININQ IN NIGHT MOVEMENTS.” Based on Actud Experierreae 
in War. Trandated from the Japanese by Lieutenant c. Burnett. Fourth 
Cavalry. 
about $1.25, postpaid. E& mat aof vd  known. 

“Ight 

U. 3. Cavalry Association. Fort Leavemworth, Kansas. 



THE RASP. 

we have received recently a circular. addressed “To evay 
mer of the Mounted Senrice.” which is a prospectus of the 
forthcoming n u m b  of “The Rasp” for 1914. As will he seen 
from the extracts from this circular given below, that it is the 
hope and expectation of its managers to make this numljer even 
more attractive, instructive and pretentious than was the one 
for 1913. 

The following are extracts from the above mentioned cir- 
cular and the “Partial List of Contents : 

“The editorial board of The Rasp has, after mature con- 
sideration. mapped out a program for the coming issue which it 
believes will appeal to every officer of the Mounted Service. 
The program is an ambitious one and aims to further the inter- 
est in horsemanship and mounted sport throughout the service; 
to spread a knowledge of what is being done in the horse world 
throughout the country, and to give statistics for the past year 
of track, field, and show work, and the part played by the Army 
in each of these. 

“It is the’hope of the board that this policy will be con- 
tinued in future annuals and that the book will eventually be- 
come the exponent of horsemanship and its progress inourser- 
vice, and of the policy of the Mounted Service School. This 
cannot be done by any handful of officers through their indi- 
vidual &orts, but must have the enthusiastic support of the en- 

Service. The time given to this work must be 
tire taken M-T absolu ly fr8m the spare time of the officers outside of 
their duties as students. This means a considerable sacrifice 

0 

I e., 
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on’ the part of those amcemed and an endless amount of con- 
fining work. The book must be financed solely by its circuls- 
tion and advertising matter. Any failure of these two sources 
would mean that the pecuinary responsibility would have to be 
assumed by some twenty-five 05cers. With any kindof s u p  
port from the officers of the service at lzrge in the way of dr- 
culation,*the success of the annual is assured, and its scope can 
be anything that the d c e  sees fit to make it. Every officer is 
invited to put before the editorial board any feature that he 
would like to see covered by the annual; any article that he 
believes would be of i n k t  to himself or athers; any phase of 
horsemanship or horse lare that especially interests him, on any 
authority whose views he w d d  like to have on any particular 
subject connected with the horse or hotsemanship. AU such 
requests will be taken care of; if  it is impossible to cover them in 
the present issue they will be referred to the next board. 

“It is probably well known that The Rasp has grown fmm 
the humble beginnings of a class, or school annual with IIloR or 
less purely local interest, to the excellent volume which ap- 
p e d  last year and which departed considerably from the local 
feature characterizing the first issue. This policy wiU govern 
the coming issue toaneven greater degree. All class features 
m i l l  be confined to an exceedingly limited space, as, will the de- 
tails of school work. The Prospectus which accompanies this 
letter is most incomplete and it is hoped that the board will be 
able .to issue a second edition in the Spring covering more fully 
the contents of the book. The illustration for the coming year 

of the highest character. The book will be an ornament to any 
library aside from the value of its contents.” 

. 

. 

will be the best obtainable and the work in every respect wi l l  be -, 

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS. 

Types of Saddle Horses ana allied Types; Origin of Breeds; 
The Training of a Colt; The German Breeding and Remount 
System; Mounted Swordmanship; Army Polo for 1913; Horse- 
manship in the National Guard; Horse Show for 1913; Steeple 
Racing and Flat Racing; How to Longe a Horse; How to Braid 
and Pluck the Mane and Tail; The Cavalry Troop Horse, a 



I 
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in Cmsa Breeding: A Systematic Method of Keeping an 
-tkm Properly Sh0d;The Education of a Troop 

I c: Htme. 
i 

NATIONAL RESERVE CORPS. 

L. 

, -  

The Society of the National Reserve Corps has recently 
isnted a pamphlet giving the details of its organization and 

information about the camps. The officers of this 
society, as well as its‘ Advisory Commit& are from the F’resi- 
dentsof the largerand moreimportant universitiesof the country, 
such as those of Princeton, Harvard, Yale, Alabama, Michigan, 
California, etc., etc. 

The following is the “Statement of the Advisory Com- 

“After d u l  inquiry regarding the organization and man- 
apnent of the camps of instruction for college students, es- 
tablished by the Secr&t.ary of War in the summer of 1913, we 
take pleasure in certifying to their excellence. 

The discipline 
was strict; but the work was so well arranged that it caused 
enjoymemt rather then hardship. The food, sanitation, and 

care were good, and the lessons received by thestudents 
in these matters were scarcely less valuable than the military 
inst~~ction itself. 

“Wecommend these camps to the attention of college 
authorities as a most important adjunct to the educational 
systemof the United States, furnishing the student a healthful 
and profitable summez course at moderatqexpense.” 

President Wilson has given encouragement t o  thismove- 
ment and regarding it, Writes as follows: 

“I 8m very much inkrested in the successful working out of 
the idea of these college camps. I believe the students attend- 
ing wil l  derive not only a great deal of physical benefit from the 
healthful, open-air life, but also that they wil l  benefit from the 
discipline, habits of regularity and the knowledge of personal 

mi+:,* 

“The military instruction was thorough. 

I 

_. . 
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and camp sanitation which the experience in camp wil l  give 
them. Q 

“The camps will also tend todksemma ’ tewnrndinformatio~ 
concerning our military histmy and the present policy of the 
Government in military matters, in addition tb giving the young 
men themselves a very Considerable amount of practical mili- 
tary instruction, which would be useful to them in casetheit 
services should ever be required.” 

It gives a synopsis of the plans for the student &ups 
proposed for 1914,’as given in War Department Bulletin of 
October 17, 1913, andsays: “It ishopedthatthestudentswho 
attendedthecampsin 1913 willdoallintheirpowertocall to the 
attention of students throughout the country the great bene& 
and pleasure these camps afIorded to those attending. 

Several pages of the pamphlet are devoted to favorable 
expressions of opinion from those in attendance at the 1913 
camps. 

The object of the Society are fully set forth in their Con- 
stitution, which we quote in full ,  inasmuch as they are worthy 
of the attention of every good citizen of the United States: 

) 
CONSTITUTION O F  THE SOCIETY O F  THE NATIONAL RESBRVBCORPS. 

Adopted by the Corps, August, 1913. 

I. 1. Beingconvincedofthephysidbenefitstobederived 
from living a part of the year in the strenuous, healthful open 
air life of a military camp, particularly to students whose pur- 
suits hrive kept them indoors and leading a comparatively in-’ 
active life for considerable periods, appreciating the value of 
and the knowledge gained of & W g ,  camping, care of the 
person and camp sanitation with minimum expense, and 

2. Desiring to increase the ecoflomic value and business 
‘ty effiaency of our young mea by giving them an opporhm 

to study the principles of command, organization and admmrsc . .  
tratim, and to experknce the value of disc iph  obtaining in 
modern armies, and 

3. Realking that wars between nations are liable to occur 
now, or in the future, even 8s they have in the past, and 
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4. ~,natwith&adingaurbestdortstopreservepeace 
with right and honor, our own country may become involved in 
a war, either of defense against attack, or of offense against any 
nation that may violate the rights secured us under the Con- 
stitution, Laws and Treaties of the United States, and 

5. Knowing the above and firmly believing that our 
present state of preparation and means of meeting such an emer- 

, gency are inadequate and will lead either to disaster or to use- : less waster of men, material and money, and 
I Further, knowing that the above state of affairs should 
be remedied, and realizing that it is each man's duty to his 
country to do his own proper share to &e& such a remedy. 

7. We, the undersigned young men of America, do here- 
by Torm and Organize the "Society of the National Reserve 
Corps of the United States," and do hereby pledge ourselves, 
individually and collectivelly, from pure patriotic motives, to 
do our utmost without hope of reward, and without fear or 
favor, to further the objects of said corps and to work for its 

11. The objects of the sodew of the National Reserve 

(0) To perpetuate the system of students' military in- 

(b) To encourage thorough knowledge throughout the 

. 1. Military Policy, 

. 

6. 

principles as set forth below: 

corpswillbe: 

struction camps and to epcourage a large attendance; 

oocmtry of: 

2. MilitaryHistory,and 
3. Military organization, 

and to have these subjects included in the CURicula of the 
various colleges. 

(c) To individually train ourselves to the best of our 
abilityto be fitted to serve with best &ect in case of need in 
such capaciw as our coadition at that time may properly per- 

' mit. 
(6) To establish and support a sound N a t i d  d t a r y  

policy which shall include the maintenance of a highly efiiaent 
Regolar Army suflicient for the peace needs of the nation and a 
Wotgsllizsdandeffident militia, each supported by adqua& 
reerves. 

I :  i 

- - -':--- 
.I 
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111. Eligible far membership: 
Class A. Those men who have attended one or more 

students' military instruction camps as orgaaized by the War 
Depattment; The payment of one dollar insures life member- 
Ship. 

Class B. All other atizens of the United States in good 
s t a n d i n g ,  subject to the Rules and By-Laws of the Society. 
Annual membership, one dollar. Contributing memnbersbip, 
five dollars; m u a l l y .  Life 'supporting membership, twenty- 
five d o h .  

Captain R. 0. Van Horn, General StafT. U. S. A., has been 
Placed in charge of the organizationfof these student camps for 
1914. 

e 

c 
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We beg+ announce to hyof t i ce r s  t h a t t h e h o f  JOHN . .  
G. HMS UNIFORM MAKERS, is now owned by Ludwig Haas, 
younges$/sm of the late Jqm G. HASS, founder of the firm. 

This firpl will continue to supply uniforms and atrilian 
garx’nents toitspatronsinthehy just asinthepast, theslight 
change in owneship which naturally had to occut, not affecting 
the pactical management or working force, which will be pre- 
pared to fill orders with the same dispatch and same guarantee 
of satisfaction as in the past. 

Their organization is in accord at allphts, which willbe 
conductive to the production of k t  class uniforms and Civilian 
gannents. 

Mr. Cipollari, who had p!vious d c e  with the firm,’has 
been secured by the management, to act 85 Manager of the 
Washington B q c h  Store. He is well known to many officers 
of the Army, a cutter of undoubted skill, extolled by the Late 
Mr. Hass. both in reference to military worms and avilian 
garments, and he is conversant with the espial  needs and wants 
of the oficers of the Army. 

Mr. J. G. Kamm whose long~service with the firm has made 
him so familiar with the whole aspect of the military business, 
will continue in the capacity of Manager at Lamaster, Pa. 

a 
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T H E  NEW VISIBLE 

MULTIPLEX HAMMOND 
WEIGHS T H E  LEAST and therefore is- THE MOST POFk- 

It has been known for THIRTY YEARS as the maohlae dolmg 
ABLE of any standard typewriter. 

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL WORK of any typewriter. 

TIIE MOST CONVENIEIJT MACHINE FOR OFFICERS AB0 TRAVELERS 
Writes on any wldth of paper. 
Cards and envelopes wrltten wlthout beflng. 
Speolal War Department prices to Otecere of the United Statw Army 

-dire& from our faotory or our branches. We went e repreeentatlve at 
EVERY MILITARY POST. 

THE lullloll0 TYPEWWER COYPMIY, 

OBSIUIU;-PIBU~ read me full i&nUl)on .boot yonr New YaltleIex I S a a ~ l o o d  

Name ................................................ Streac and No.. ............................. 
Clty. ......................................... Rtate.. ....................................... 

689 Stmat a d  hat  R h r ,  N a  Ywk, 1. Y. 
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Tennis, Golf, 
Base Ball, Cricket, 

Foot Ball, Basket Ball, 
Athletic Equipment.‘ 

CataIOgue Flee. 

Standard Qu’dity 
There is no quicksand more unstable 
than poverty in quality and we avoid 
this quicksand by standard quality. 

. 

Am C m  8PALDINC ds BROS. 

-- -7 - ~I 

I I  

CAVALRY JOURNAL ADVBRTIS- 3 

Our Service The Best 
Whether you travel for the benefit of the service 
or for your own pleasure, you will find Santa Fe 
service closely approaches the military ideal of 
perfection. \ 

’ On Your Next Trip 
Travel Santa Fe t 

Which is under one management from Chicago 
to California, El Paw, Galveston and Denver. 
Then you will have Pullmans to rest in and live 
on Harvey meals. 

E 

Send for copies of “,California 
Limited”and “Titan of Chasms.” 
Their perusal will prepare you 
for the good things you’ll get 
when you do travel. 

I 

N. E. MANN, Oeneral Agent. 
Both Phonee No. t8. 

408 Delaware Street, LEAVBNWORTB, KAR. 

MANUFACTURERS NATIONAL BANK - 
LEAVENWORTH, KAWAS. 

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY. 

Capital, $ IO0,OOO.OO. Surplus, $85,000.00. 
r. 

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT hhNd )aW *a krlW W t .  

&-&A# & lOM?Mbu )vr & W * r r  

J 
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JOHN G. HAAS, 

ALL CLOTX VBBD IN UNIfORMB IS OF MY OWN IYPORTATIOW 
AUD I 0VAkA)lTBB S A T l S ~ A C T l O N .  

The b a  Novelties in Civilian. Dress. 
ul meatu koclrly 8r(ll m mimi-. 

I A FIVE POwlO TYPEwRmR BUILT OF ALIIUIWUIY AWD STEEL 
HI& Orade b w  Prloe 

LITHOGRAPHERS 
PRINTERS AND ENGRAVERS 

Card Index. CsMnets and Supplies. 
Loose Leaf Ledgere. Price Books and Memo. Books. 

BOOKS 
BOOK co. 

MANU?ACTURING STATIONERS 
1 1 2 1 -23 Holmes St. KANSAS CITY, MO. 

-- 7--9!/ 

CAVALRY JOURNAL ADV- S 

The Armv National Bank 
OF FORT u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  KANSAS 

FHARTER NO. 87- 

Commenced Baahem July 16, 1907. 
CAPITAL, - - '- $25,000.00. 
SURPLUS AWD PROFITS, - 10,000.00. 

Tbh Bank dicita the bwinee of the entire Army. O w  cheeks M 
par everywhere M they u e  "payable in Ep&ern exchange if denired." 

P. B. JO$NSON, V l w p n r l d w G  E. A. KELLY, PrWht. 
Y. A. PRZYBYLOWCt, -le?. 

. 

~~ - 

Endom jopr pay vouchor. "PI.04 to my d i t  with 
THE ARYV WATIOWAL BAWK," Fort Leavenwortb, Kin. 

i 

i 



.TAILOR AND OUTFITTER 

' We carry a complete stock of 
mUIPHEIUT8 

Beets and Leggings made to IIegSure 

samptes m d  M e s  MaNed Upom Request 

- - LEAVECIWRTH, KANSAS 

7 .  CAVALRY JOURNAL ADVERTISER 

COLT REVOLVERS 
Win 

Nationai aad 
International Honors 



THE 810 STORE fl . 

Leavenworth, Kansas 
Prnpt-Accurate-Eacient Service. 

For 36 years T h e  Big Store has  been known as An 
Army Store. It is one of t he  large&. mov. sodern and 
heat T i p p e d  buildings of its kind in thc State. 

55 DEPARTIEIJTS. 
Specializing in Dry Goods. Dress Goods. Linens, 

Shoes, Millinery. Cor=ts, Men and Women’s Wearing 
Apparel, GlasSwm, Crockery. House Furnishings. 
Furni ture  and Rugs. Each Department-a complete 
store. 

OROhU 6Y MAIL. 

THE STORE OF WAUW 

For Over Thirty Yearn! 
We invite you to an inspection of our 

new Pal1 stock of Dress Good. 
W d l  oobd.. dl lines of 

Ready-to-wear Garment*, imlud- 
ing -Samptck”Clotbn, for Bops 
Fbor Rugs, Carpetn. Linokum 
Curtains and Curtain Hateriala 

Dram Wly MM om Third floor 
uu I I S L ~ W Q ~ O V . ~ I ~  

414-19-18 Delaware St., 

LEAVEWORTH, - KAWSAS. 

ebbitt Rouse 
Washington, D. C. 

Army and Navy 
tieedquerter~.~ 

Catering directly to 
the mernbera of both 
brandiem of the eervice. 
Liteml l j  a new boune 
throughout-modern i n  
every rpyointment. 

bqmuwite.rmruterpisce,the 
RoH“f0,” was created to 

meet the modern demand of “BIG 
BUSLN€S.S” for the typewriter that 
need not be traded out. So fast.is the 
strenuous pace of moderq bus inem 
that there is no  longer time or ml log cal reason to “trade out” periodically machines made of iron 

And the expense of it in the aggregate is enormous! an,: steel. 
B d t  h r  “Big Baahea”and ita 
Great Anny of  Eipert Opetrrtora 

” Big Business” demanded a typewriter of long-term service, that 
must improve the pressworh and stand the modern “grind *’ at high 
.peed for years without trading out. For years, men who have done 
!jig things-he2ds of great corporations and far-seeing executivee have 
heen askin Why is it neceuary t o  trade out typewriters eve? 
little whilev Is it because they have been hi l t  to  be traded out? 
The ANSWER to this big question is the new Royal Master-Model 

IO. which ia built for l0ns-t- aemice, not to be “traded out.” 
We kllaoa the No. 10 Royal will o u k  amy otber writing-hhin t h e M d .  

I t   ill stand the grind. Torn the morbine cddewaya and you can nee dayUgbt dgbt 
through it. Mark tbc absence of complicated mechniom. It’s what p a  don’t end 
there-n 1.OOO wotHna-perrs l ~ r h a - o t b e m - t h t  proves tbe Royd’a dornbOicy. 
Here at lam in the 

Send for the ” Royal Man ” and cut for a D€MUNSm9YON. Or write (u dim 

cbc eypvriat that won’t “die -1” 

Get the *Facts f 
lo. , , u r  new Brochure, * ‘&(re  &mice,’* and a beautiful Color Phocoppb d the 
ROYAL MODEL IO-“ THE MACWE W7TH A PERSONAUTY’@--Rad OOT dran~a 
crc . tn T,rurdar Er*m,r# Put. C d h v * s .  R o m b d ? ’ s .  S v s I m  Cesmopolriaw. HranC’s. 8 a s e m u r .  binre 

~ r r r ’ s . m r d ~ y m o r c !  “Writenor--rilbr #or! 



WALTHAM I 
COLONIAL SERIES. I 

Wafthams d the Cptonial Serir; re- 
nt the k t  wordin watch-making. r cy arc made as th in  as i t  is safe to 

nuke a reliable watch. They 
-beauty and wtil give a 
sewice d accurate time-keeping. 

I 
I 

WljERTH & SON. I 

We are beadquarters for 6ne WJ- 
tb*n. \\'atchca. All gradem at a wide I 

R r8og-.cb g r d c  ch bus  m 
I 

410 Dd.wua St., Lea&awortb, ma.; 

!E p&c 
s 1 0 . 0 0  to 54p.00 

I 

(elotbirg and 
Uniforw 
RdBdOR, n. 3. 

I 

FREE New 250-Page 
Band Catalog 

Write todiy for the big new Band Catalog, 250 
pages, 7S8 illustrations, 67 color plates, 2561 aniclcs described 
S-nt to JOU a6soiuteb frcc and prepaid. No obligationr of any 
kind. Direct from the 
manufircurer prices. No obligations in gettingthe catalog. M'rzfr t d ~ j .  

Show8 you all kinds of musical innrumsnts. 

You J0;rS og 

fin g r i d  mrl; twtlom, dimct.fv~~,. .?561admuriwnn#ol, 

800 of in mum^ tk-muau/ucturer'~ p r n t  I 
On this great 8pCi . l  offer we are now i iuLing you can get ynur choirc of any of the-r 

If you decide to huy p . 1 ~  only tI:c exquisite instrument8 shipped to y-ru f . ~ r  a free trial. I rock-bottom, direct-from-chc-nunufacturcr.s price at the rate of only a few ccntr a dag. 
Yes, you may pay for any of thesupcrbinnrumentr a t  the n : e  
of only afi.w renu rt d q .  Generous 3 1 ~ o ~ a a ~ e  for old in>tn.- 

Grt it un free trial. It you dccide tl, ments. Pick aut just the innrument y o u  =a::?. I keep it, pay on!y a small dcporit-&&cjour timr abou: the baIancr. 

j, I Write Today for Big, New Band Book 
I 

Do not delay an instant. Find out rhnut the Fat apecia1 o k n  that rre aic  rq, t 

making. T h e  big new catalog crpbinr. Write tor ir t d y .  It's frec--absoluuly f:rr 
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Not one of the old death assessment or beneflt seeoctatione. 
Inenree yon for )aaoaoo only. 
Managed by Army ofecers wltbout ex- cornpensatton. 
New mernbere must be under 46 yeem of age and commteeioned 

. 

. ofacere or tbe Army. 

Rate Per A m  S3.000 
Vwm 
21 - - - $40 17 
31 - - 
41 - i 

i 71 9 

i 
- 524% - -  

Pald to Beneficiaries, - S2,036,806.87 
Rewwe Fund, 374,985.56 

For furtber informrtiea drop a m t a l  oard to 

The Secretam, Army Mutual Aid Association, 
504 COtORADO BWILDIIPG. kASEInGToN. DO 0. 

Ketcheson Printing Co, 

QTR ICTLY UP-TO-DATE 

PRINTERS. 
a 

321 Delaware St. LEAVENWORTH, KAN. 

I -  
& 
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clricryo or ebt. E.0- 
W d  tb-h Denra oc Colorado Sprhagm 
r0- Ua-b IIboineo and 8t. Paul . 
Soam or S. W. V1a Ft. W m  or EU P a m 0  

All Trains electrically llghted and fitted up with 
best modem equipment that money can buy. 

Plne Daylight or Nlght Service as required. 

Fer Rmermtlrclr UB S p ~ ~ h l  lmfematl~, Pbeme I SO. 

City Office 424 Delawm St., Leavenworth., 9 

J. M. ALLEN, 
General w n t .  

1. A. STEWART,'Sewral Pmwnger Agent, Togeke, Kaa. 
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 he - prememinent Cuvees 
I 

of '  

WOkT & CHANDON 
WMlTC 8 L A L  

" V C R V  D R V "  

champagne 

Their 

fine quality 

will at once 

commend them 

to the 

mosi critical 

MOCT & CblANBON 
I M P E R I A L  CROWN 

BRUT" 

CiEO. A. K E S S L E R  & G O .  
SOLE IMPORTERS 

NEW YORK AND SAN FRANCISCO. 

LRY 
'ION 

Nay, 1914. 
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I Rememberthe Brand- I 

4So much depends upon the nails in shoeing a horse 
that it is especially important that yowshould know 
the name of the best. 

CThe loss or even the loosening of a shoe may cause 
lameness. At all events horses can't do their best work 
unless their shoes are firm. 

' 

f"Capewe1l"nailsdeeasiest : ?You nil1 always know a 
and can be relied on to h& I "Capewell" nail by the- 
They are free from the tend- ; mark on the head-our regis- 
eney to split or crimp so often tered trade mark. Not the 
noticed when "cheap" inferior cheapest  nail  reordless of 
brands are used. quality-but the best nail at 

a fair price. 

The Capewell Horse Nail Co. I 
H~RTFORD, CONN., u. s. A. 

Largest Makers of Home Nails in the World. 



BOOK DEPARTMENT 
H. ~1 Goalrv m s o c i a t i o n  

~ 

This Department was organized for the purpose 
of procuring for our Members and Subscribers the 
best and latest Military Works ab the lowest practic- 
able cost. With this Object in view, arrangIements 
have been made to act as the special, general or sole 
agents of certain publishers, and to procure the 
lowest terms possible with others. 

We are in touch with the Service Schools and 
have access to the catalogs of all Military h b -  
lishers and are thereby prepared to secure any 
Military Book that is in print or to advise as to 
the best books on any special subject of a military 
nature and as to their cost 

I 



c - -  DEPARTMENT 
I - 

T A C T I C S  
-BY- 

I % A L C K  
Colopel. Germsn Army 

FOURTH EIURGED A I D  COMPLETELY REVISE0 EDITION 
/ 

uthoriaed Translation from the German 

WALTER K R U E O E R ,  
BY 

Fint Lieutenant. Infantry. U. S. Army, Instructor Armybadce Scl@s 

f 

J U S T  OUT? 
VOLUME I1 

UVh, FIEIB AWD HUVI ARTllURY IW FIELD WARFARE e 

Tbe second volume of thin great work c o w  the grauad regarding the 
tactkal -Her for Cavalry, Field and Heavy Artillery as the First Volume 

.. . 

-r , 

JUST 
The Technique of Modern Tactics. 

BY MAJOR P. S. BOND AND MAJOR M. J. McDONOUGH, 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS, U. S. A. 

A Btady of Troop Leading lldethode in the Operatione 
of Detachments of all Arms. . I  

Prepared eepeclally to fscllltate the study of tactice by the appllcs- 
tory method. For the use of otecere of the Army and Mllltta at the 
Serolce Schools or tn prep8MtiOn therefor, at Garrison Schooleor for 
individual otudy or instmotion of o8lIoere and enlisted men, in prepac 
ratlon for eramlnatlon for pmmotlon. for lectures, tactlcal walke or 
rldes and probleme for maneuvere, the book is peoullarly adepted. 

The Art of War in Qetail. 
Thio oompact volume contains a oomplete expoettion of the prin- 

olples of the Mllltary Art and the Troop Leadlog Methods of forcee of 
all eires to Include a Dlvislon. It gives to the military etudent. eon- 
deaeed into a single volume. the data that heretofore could be obtained 
only by search through' a Ilbrary of books. It thus saves much time 
aed makes poeelble mllltary etudles, ererclses, crltfdsms. lnepeotioas, 
etc.. that  are otlrerwlee in many instances imprscticable. The book 
followps the linea of iirstructlon pureued at the Service Schools of Fort 
Learanworth. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS. 
INTBODEOTXOS: , 4 

Organization of the U. 8. Army, Road Distances and Camp Areaa 
Cbapmr I. - 11. - 111. - IV. - v. 

VI. 

Pnp.mtloo and Solutlon of , 
Fleld Orden. 

T.ctIa l  Robleau 

.U. 8. Cavalry besodation. Price W.66 poetpaid, 



BOOR DEPARTMENT. 
w 

=MY WIMS PUBliSHEO M II. S. CAVALRY ASSOCIATIOW 

Cavalry  Tactics 
As Illustrated by the War of the Rebellion 

I 
e T 0 0 B ; T H E E P c c  

With Many Interesting Facts 
Important for Cavalry to Know. 

~r currep mmo GRAY, ForrarOEms CAVALRY. 

Prke, In Cloth, el.2S; Prloe, In Paper, $1 .00 ,  Po6tpald 

THE R I F L E  I N  W A R  

NOTES ON FIELD A R T I L L E R Y .  

h- .nd -t of a coww Q! leetorer given by Cap- 
g r A - r t * b Y  - - 

Bound In Cloth wlth 2 Yaps and Pdckot . . . . . $ I  .26 

"r"9a - --7-. 

I . -  J ._ 
..- _ .  

BOOK DEPARTMENT. 

UIUTARI WORKS PUBUSHED BY NE U. S. CAVALRY ASSOCIATIo(I 

Individual and Combined Military Sketching 
BY C m m  EDWIN T. COLE, Sixm 0. S. Immy, I .  

AND 
C m h  EDWARD R. STUART, coaps OF ENO- U. SI A 

An uptodrrte work which gives the very latest math& of ma 
military amtoured maps, as taught at the School of the Line and the S% 
College at Fort Leavenworth. and adopted. by the Departrneot of PracLiul 
Y i l lm Engineering at the U. S. Military Academy. 

PRICE, $1.00. Postpmid 

S O L D I E R ' S  S C O R E  BOOK 
For U. S.- Magazine -Ri& 

Model 1903, Model 1906 Ammunition. 

BY CAPTMN CHARLES E. STODTER, NINTH U. S. CAVALRY. 
-- 

BtCHTHBDITION. (R..i;d.) 

CAVALRY #IN. PEACE AND WAR 
BY GENE~UL V. BERNBARDI. 

Tka Ldad Work bp that wlcbratcd authod# 011 tha uw o/ C d q  C Wor. 
e 

Translate$ by Major G. T. M. Bamse, D. S. O., Fourth Draooos 
Gu.rb. altb a Preface by General Sir JOHN Egmcn, G. C. B., G. C. 0. CY. 

Authoebd TmdaUon PRICE. $2.00, Pepmid 
~~ 

"HORSES A N D  RIDING" 
BY EDWARD L. ANDERSON. 



- BOOK DEPARTMENT. 

* I  M i  1 it ary To p o g rap h y 
A TEXT BOOK ON 

MAP READING, 
TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEYING, 
RAPID MILITARY SKETCHING, 

RECONNAISSANCE REPORTS. 
I 

- BY.- 
Captain C. 0. SHERRILL, Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army. 

Instructor Depettmenu of Engineering at the A m y  Service Schoole.. 

350 pages, over 150 plates. maps and drawings. 
printed in large type and well bound in heavy cloth. 

Well 

A practical work that can be readily understood by 
officers and non-commissioaed officers who desire to perfect 
themeelves in these important subjects. 

T 
. ~ . -- .--li--TR -- - Y  - 

BOOK DEPARTMENT. 

-THIRD EDITION OF- 

lilitary map Reading 
~ 

b@. 6.0. SHIRRILL, C#fp 

Adopted for the rise of the Army 
and Militia. Simpli6d and e n l e  

-Improved Plntea. 

J u. s. Crralry Assodam Ageat 
P d c e 9 o ~ p o e t p . l d  

Rapid 
Reconnaissance 

Sketching 

Captain C. 0. SEEURILL, 
BY 

Corps Engineers. 
Being Part 111 of Sherrill'r 

Topography, bound and mld 
eeparately. Designed for tbe uw 
of Ofkero and Noo-commie- 
eiooed OtBcere of tbe Army and 
Militia. 

0. s cavalry Assccirticr, &at - st.=, P-pW 

Map Maneuvers and Tacticd Rides 
BY MAJOR SA Y R E ,  U. S. ARMS.. 

1 
FOURTH EDITION. Revised and Enlarged. 

Prlce, $1.50 

This work hm teen in uee in the Army Service Lboolr during the put 
t b m  yearn, and io authorired by tbe War Department for h u e  to Militiaand 
h g ~ l a r  Tmope. (Circular No. 64. \V. D., October 6, 1910.) 

A new appendix. cootaiuing thirteen original problemr NOTICE-(+ of them on the Gettyeburg Map), h y  been added to 
Major S s p ' e  Map Moaeuvere and Tactic81 Rid= All futore ieaaea of thb 
book will have thie sp$endix. 

U. S. CAVALRY ASSOCIATION, FOrr LorvW~Oclb, yr.rU. 

I 



BOOK DRPARTIYBNT. 
. -  

A Study in Troop Leading 
Management ofithe Sanitary Service in War 

e 
f 
h 

-AND- . 
I 

BT MAJOX JOHN 7. MORRISON, General Stal€, U. S. A. 

MAJOR EDWARD L. MUNSON. Medical Corps. U. S. A.. 
-- 

Cap& HOLLAND RUBOTTOM, Ninth Cavalry 

\ VALUABLE FOR OPFICEpS PREPARING FOR EXAMINATION ON 
T H E  SUBJECT OF FIELD SERVICE REGULATIONS. 

The Principles of Sanitary Tactics 
-BY- 

EDWARD L. MUNSON, Major, Medical Corps 

This book has been officially approved by the War Department for -ua 
tu the military service. 

I t  relates exclusively to the tactical direction of sanitary t r o o p  in war 
and &the 6rst work in any language to deal thoroughly with the many phucr  
of thL impatant subject. 

It C BO plulned as to d o r d  line otacera a clear understanding of the 
d h r y  principle8 involved in the per use of 8 sarritary service which they, 
u eommpnders of foroee in the 6 e l G l l  be called upon to direct. 

Beeindog with tba consideration of sanitary tactics with the detached 
b r ~ i o o  rod squdmo. tba never81 sections of the book d e d . m g r e d v e l y  
WIA that, with the independent regiment, the reinforcad bnpda and the 
l-diVis&m. 

Tb. book fncldes y% pagee, and b illootrated by two nupa and twelve 
pl.t.. in do?. 

B h K  DEPARTMENT. 
I 

The Soldier's Foot and the Military Shoe 

Slnglei Coples, Postfkld, $1.36 L 

I& chaptam fully explain every A practical d d e  for oacem and 
poht connected with 0. 0.26. War non-commiaaiod of th. 
-portmeat, 1912, on feet, shoes, 1 line in decreaeing foot dieabllity and 
OhOe 6-m foot Ure, i increasing marehing capacity. 

Questions on Field Service- Regulations 
-BY- 

Genera l  Agent :  TEE U. 8. CAVALRY ASSOCIATIOIP. . 

Prlco 60 aaa, postpdd. ~ ~ O e L U l s ~ .  

. .  . .  

. .  
I 

D 

-. 

~ 

MUSKETRY T R A I N  I N  G. 
BY CAPTAIN J. N. PICKERINO. U. 8. IXWAPJTBY. 

A simplified text book intended =.an aid to those who 
require a comprehensive knowledge of the subject without 
mastering the minute details of the same. 

. . L* 

* .., 



BOdK DEPARTMENT. 

Officers’ Manual 
~ b r  wmrs WHAT of tlCr b3. 

By Captain JAMES A. MOSS, 24th Infantry. 

FIFTH EDITION, REVISED ASD ESLARCED. 

a. WHAT has experience shown to be the bst wai to command a 
eoc3lpny. and olso the bast method of regulating the administration of a poet? 

WHAT rapartlr, retwp, estimates and requisitions are rendered 
by. rod what ara the usual duties of company commanders, adjutants, quarter- 
mutera, commbaries, aides-de-camp, recruiting officers. etc.? When are the 
ropats nabitted. what blank fams are used, what Army Regulation potrc 
grrph. and War Dqm%meat orders bear on the  subject, etc.? 

WHAT are the usual duties of company and other non-commissioned 
&CUB? . 

WHAT is the present organisation of the Army. and what is tho 
meening d such expressions as ‘.Rank and File,” *Field and Staff:‘ “The 
Lint;" - F i  O%icero.” etc. ? 

WHAT does an officer do upon joining his regiment-how 3- ho 
report far duty, what report does he make. etc. ? 

WHAT are the “customs of the service.” social and oRcjal? 

a. 

3. 

6 

5. 

6. 

I 
’ These and hundreds of other questions of a practical. worth. 
knowing nature are answered in “OFFICERS’ MANUAL.” 

The P i k t  Bditioa (1600 Copiea), Lasted Poar Yonthe, 
and the 8econd (8800 Copies). Twelve Months. 

PRICE, $2.60, Poetpaid. 

BOOK DEPARTMENT. 

MILITARY PUBllCAllONS by Captain JAS. A. MOSS, 24th Infry. 

.:‘ONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS’ ,MANNUAL.-To the Non- 
commissioned mcer what ‘‘Omcern’ Manual” is to the Com- 
mkaioned Offker, (Cheapest Military Book ever aold in’thin 

?RIVATES’ MANUAL.-To the Private what “Non-commissioned 
OfBeire’ Manual” Is to the Non-eornmiseioned Omcer .................... w)ctr. 

.:IOT DUTY.-A Booklet of 92 peigea that treate the important sub- 
jectinTabloid form in asimpla. thorough, prae-ical, concrete and 
intetestSng way. It teUa the OfBcer-Ragdar or National 
Guard- juet exactly WHAT to do in case he is ordered out on 
RIOT DUTY.. ................................................................................. SOc$#. 

FIELD SERVICE.-Treats in a simple. practical and concrete 
manner the important subject of FIELD SERVICE. It givm 
the reeult of the experience of many otfieere and enlisted men 
I t  treats of Equipment and Personal Eflects of OWcers: Sam 
for Enlisted Men; Things to be take.1 by a Company in the 
Fie\d: Loading Wagons; Transportation and Caring for Same: 

ing Parties; Camping-Forme and Dimensions of Camps- 
Loeation-Siks-Kitchens-Kiteheo and Inanerati p Pita; 
Camp Expedients-Individual Cookiog; Field Cooking: Field 
Baking and Field Bakeria; Care of Health and First Bid: Ri&e 
Trenches; Weights of Articles-Dim neiona. etc. ofTenb- 
Heating Tents-Capacity of Wagons and Pack Animals-Capaei- 
tieiof Railroad Cars-Allowanceof Warn.; Rationof Forage. e. $136 

APPLIED MINOR TACTICS -Including Map Problema and the 
War Game.-MAP READING AND MAP SKETCHING. 
Simplified for Beginners. EepeeiaUy adapted to the Imtru+ , - tion of Noncommiasionad Officers and Privatea in their Duties 
in Campaign ........................................................................................ $1.60 

THE MOSS-DALTON COMPANY RECORDS.-( Deaigned by C a p  
tain Mom and Captain Harry F. Dalton. 16th Infantry.) A 
set of Modem. Up-to-Date Books. embodying advanced id- in 
Record Keeping. PRICES: Individual Boob. $1.00. Per eatof 
six. with 76 leavas per book. $4 80 Extra 1- leaves. 76c per 
100. Individual covers. with rings, 6Oc per E& Perfomto?- 
for thoas who wish to keep Descriptive Lints, Summary Court 
Recorda and other recorda in Moas-Dalton covm .......................... SOCP. 

on ordsn 
/or. tlb NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS MANUAL, and /p UI 
PRIVATES’ MANUAL. Pdcua we podpaid. 

’ 

cormtrJr-626 p m )  ........................................................................ $1.60 

Codduct of M ~ h ~ A d v , a n ~  Guard--Rear Guard-Fhk- 

-. 

A Liknd LXmmnt VUL b. dkmuloo aU lave  ordam. 

8ALES AGENT8 : 
For tbc W o t t e d  Iwltem Tbe 0. n C ~ T ~ W  &eooclmUoa. 
#’or Phtl8pplseer *he P o 0 8  U=chra.c. Ft. Wm. UcRloIe~, P. 1. 

.‘:-%--I 
I 

t 

I 



BOOK DEPARTMENT. 

Tk U. 8: Cavalry Asweiatien is Special Agent for the 
. hlkwiRg and other Ullltary Beoka 

THE GERMAN OFFICIAL ACCOUNT 
OF THE 

Russo-Japanese War 
Authorized Translation By KARL VON DONAT. 

Vd. L-'*Tb Y ~ u "  ...................................................................................... $3 25 
Vd. IL--" W e F d "  .............................................................................. 3 25 - 
Vd. IIL--"Tb Bdtb O/ LiooY~n" ............................................................ 3 25 
Vd. IV.--"Tb SJO-tla" .............................................................................. 4 00 
V d  V.--"Rdd 011 Y~u-Kou cmd BoUb of SOU&-PU" .............................. 3 00 
Vol. vI.-**Beicwsr, sawl4l-pm and Mukdsn" ............................................ 3 00 

J U m E N a r r S a  DrCTlONABY.-LbUt. G. V. Strong ........................... 4 23 
COMMON C m H A P A N E s B  CEARACrSae DICTIONARY.- 

Lht.G.V.Strong ..................... ....................................................... 2 12 
WEA? H 0 n 8 ~  POR ?Em CAV~x.UY.-Spancer Borden ........................... 2 25 

G B A N T ' ~ ~ A ~ P ~ G N S :  "Tk Wildemma and Cold Hotbor. "-Atkineon ....e 2 00 
CAvmY IN AC~ON, In th W w  of th FJm.-Formbp ........................ 2 00 
CAVALI~Y ON SeaVICeL-V. P s b b N ~ t b o n ~ . - T & t i ~ ~  by Major 

CAVUaY IN TEE R U W A P M E  wAR.4oUnl fh&W WMWd .......... 1 00 
D' A.. ........................................................................................ 2 60 

C A V ~ Y  ve. I W ~ Y  m mega EseAua-LirUl. C d  Moa& ............ 2 00 
C A V W  IN WABR-Gen. v. &m&ordi ........................................ 8 00 
M M m Y  HurrolrY A m  to 1 1 h  Worfore.-DonalQon ................. 2 80 
Rscom-as in :ha R ~ o p a ~  War.-"Aaiaticaa" .................. 1 60 
AIDS To 8covrura.-Badea-P~ .............................................................. so 
mlBuuNa AND mOera.--Hllb ...................................................................... 4 60 
M w  H-.-Amdeman ......................................................... 8 00 

. Rrrprm *blD ---M4. b. W ................................. 2 76 
Erzmxm 09 Hoola-Goubaux & Barrig ........................................ 8 00 
RmIm m D  DnlvluG.-&demolh .............................................................. e 00 
b OC --Hendemon. I .................................................... 2 00 
H.raaa *IoD slunrr--Fit.rgp.m ........................................................... 1 60 . 
-w HM --- .................................................... 4 60 
c*vrur TAUQET m --NotroL- ........ : .............. ............... 1 00 
c.oUrr Rmcubm--CoL N. ............................................... 1 60 

' ~ I - ' -  -7 - -  .- --?-- - 

BOOg DEPARTMENT. 

Critical Study of German Tactics 
AND OF 

The New German Regulations 

BY C m r m  CHARLES F. MARTIN,  U.S. CAVALBY. 

A Critical Study and Comparison of the Germnn Tactics with tbow of 

A book that should be read by every student of Tactics 
::e Fmch. 

The Mess Officer's Assistant 
A S D .  

The Mess Sergeant's Handbook 
: BT CAPTAIN L. R HOLBBOOK, Comamiwry 27.8. Amy. 

. Two indispensable books for company. troop or battery 
commanders. 

Price, postpaid: 
Mess  06cer's Assistant. - - 81.00 
Mess Sergeant's Handbook, - - $1.00. 

C e r e d  Agent: 

THE U. S. CAVALRY ASSOCIATION. .' 
* 



BASED ON 
Actual Experiences in War, 

TRANSLATED FROM THE JAPANESE I 

aYNOPSIS OF CONTENTS: 
p B p I c b o h @ ~ l  d o n '  .t night nnd messom to rormt unfavorable psgobdqfalnction at nigbt; bow todreaaat night; night and ridon * hmrina 

d nirrtrt. ai& Ipprebityand trainpa in mame: cmnsiq rough grouid ; d i m -  
tho at &t; a1 t 6nw nod training in Bame; training in night bayonet e and trnining of anme; paanng obet.cles at night; and nixht battlee - _  ex-; night P ntmncbing; nbrbt demolition work: night sentinels and 

OBSgive and the defensive. 

The U. S. INFANTRY ASSOCIATION, the U,*S. 
FIELD ARTILLERY ASSOCIATION and the U. S, 
CAVALRY ASXK3IATION have mutually agreed upon 
the following CLUB RATES for the memberr of their 
rmpctive A&tions: . 

Tb INFAMRY JOURNAL wfU be ruppll.d to tbe momborn 
of eUbor d tho a(kr A- nt S1.OOper y c u .  

Tb CAVALRY JOURNAL will bo mppI&d to tho mernhm 

Tbe FIELD AUllLLERY JOURNAL nlil be suppycd to tbe 
awdmm d &her of the other Aswclatlom nt S2.W per 
year. 

, & emor d * otbsr AMoclntbom .t $1.00 per penr. 

Rrmy lltntlrnl Rib Associatior 
Not one of &e old death rrereeemeot or benefit aseoedatJon8. 
Inearam you for W30O.00 only. 
Yursffsd by Army omoem aitbout extra oompeneatlon. 
New membra moet be under 46 yecue of age and commlmloned 

oftlaem of tba Atmy. 

R8taPw 
YWrr SI 83,088 
21 - - - $40 17 - - - 5245 - - 71 07 
8 1  
4'1 - 

$2,038,808.87 Pald to Senohkdcrr, - 
Rerewe Fund, 874,986.66 

the  Secretary, Army 'Mutual Aid Amociation, 
for lMLat l d ~ o s  drop -1 oUd to 

c . 

804 C0IA)pADO PWI&DIN& WABEI*BTorrf 0. 0. 

1 I 

We can furnish back numbers 
of the CAVALBY JOURNAL ALSO 
complete sets of the JOUBNAL bound 
as desired. 

Copies of CAVALRY JOOBNAL 
Nos. 1, 2, 3,4,5,6, 7, and 47 desired, 
for which a liberal prim will be paid. 

U. S. Cavalry Assodation, Fort Leavenworth, Kaasw. 



EM- Te 
WEST POINT AND ANNAPOLIS 

Y .  

F 
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I 

W e  c a n  secure 

Mil i t  ar y Book 
I 

or Periodical 

for you. 

U. S. CAVALRY ASSOCIATION, 
Fort Laurnworth, Kamw. 

h r .  B. n. BRUCE~ 
Tbe Anqy CeCrcL and W d k W n  F?Wmd 

Cmm/mhms Itos, A m  e& CMl fh. 
WULremUYctR BUILDIIIIQ. L u ~ u ~  luur. U 8. A. 

The EXAMS" are held at Fort hvenwortb.  W b  not come to b.F 
enrortb to p- where W, 100- and tbe d o t  U& L much cl#.pa 
tb.o In the Eaet? REFERENCES: U. 8 Amy odowr O V u P t n m  

8 9 - - R u e  Beau repa ire, Saumu r. 

€f. MARQWIS 

ESTABLIBHBD 1888. 

ROSENFI.,ELD BROS. 

DIANOWDS, WATCHES, I1E#rmsl 8 S I L B  

-KANSASLOIDINO JBWSLBR&= 

Sollott Your Patrpnwo. 

of the f l w t  quallty only. Prlcme Rlght. 

WE CATER ESPECIALLY TO A R M  TRADE. 
LeAVENWORTHr KANSAS 

A Comp/ete CuMe to 
Modern MorsemansMp 

t 

.- 



- lsll6 1913 

W. & L. E. GURLEY 
TROY,N.Y., U.S.A.  

+. , -a +-*, - b- ..&*p.r b. 

Field lostrumeats for Civil, Military and Hrdraulic 
Engineers and Land Survenrs. 

SUNNYSIDE FLORAL GO. 
Th IMgmat ad WatOaplDb Ilml U- btlr WtR 

Cut flowers and blooming plants 

Special attention giveq to decorations and funeral work. 
Orr Speu&Mhzm 

HaU o d m  promfly attended to. 
S.45 Cor. &b d Shawnee Sts. momes n. 

- - 

~ . 
Ketcheson Printha Co. 

STRICTLV UP-TO-DATE 

P R I N T E R S .  
531 Delaware St. LEAVENWORT, K4N. 

You Base Ball Players 
-Will find o w  Base Ball Goode built right to de- 
liver in a pinch. Backed by an abeolote eiurpntea 
of qnelity and workmanship. 

Base Ball Uniforms- 
Rudy Mado For Qnbk Delivery. 

Two Orad-. S4.00, SS.00. 

Y.de to Yoaauo-Ten Gdea. 
All colore and patterm- 

8peclal prim on Team Lo- 
$3.00to(B(s.00. - 

- 
1214-1&18 G r a d  Ave. Kansas CMy. Mo. 
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EVERY CONVENIENCE 
EVERY COMFORT 

in this store is here for your service-your use. 

9 When you &it Kansas City, we want you to 

make Emery, Bird,, Thayer's your meeting plate - 
your visiting pl ce. 1 

Here you can check your parcels, write your 
letten, receive your mail, telephone, refresh your- 
self-all facilities for your personal comfort are 

here and we invite you to use them. 

. . -  I - - - '  '--- 
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PUBLIBHED BI-MONTHLY 
BY THE UNITED STAT- CAVALRY h880CIATION. 

FORT LEAVENWORTH. K A N 8 U  

$8.60 per Annum. 60 Centa 8 Copy. 
Fomko Paatage, Ioe por year. 

rOPYBlQET U.8. CAV4LRY A ~ A T X O t 4 . 1 W C  
ALL uema -vw. 

Entared am .ecood& m a 6 t a .  J a a o y  21. 1911. aC t b  P a t  Omcs a8 Pon 
Iaavenrortb Kansas. under the A b  of March 8. 1819. 
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T H E  

United States Cavalry Association. 

OBGANIZBD NOVEbIBU 9,1886. 

PRdSlDBU 7 ,  

M u o R  GCWRAL WILLIAM H. CARTER, U. S. A. 

VlCd PRBSlDbU 7, 

Muoa NATHANIEL P. McCLURE. Firra CAVALRY. 

1 
SBCRBTARY AND TRA~ASURBR, 

LILuT. Colonel. EZRA 8. FULLER. U. S. A, Retired 

\ 

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL. 
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CAVALRY INSTRUCTION.. - . . .  
. F h R b P A R T U B W F ,  

No. 18. . W-;bober3, 1912. 
With a view to staudydk ihg  the instruction impartea at 

the Military Academy and at the various service schools on the e 

subjectof the employmentof cavalry, thefollowingisannkced 
as the policy of the War Depsrtment in respect to the use of 
that Evp1: 

1. Mounted actionb the main role of the cavalry arm and 
its organieation, annament, and hstmction should be with a 
view to rendering it dective in such acti4n. 

Dismounted action is, however, a very important role of 
the cavalry, and neither an organization nor the method of in- 
struction which falls to provide for the & d v e  we of cavalry 
dismounted will enable it to perform My its functions in war. 

2. The organization should be such as to permit of the 
greatest mobility, which is the essential qualiw of the caw, 

and a sufhht number of rifles to make &&ve its use whea 
requiredasadkmoum ted force. 

3. Cavalry must maneuver freely and widely without 
fearingtoo much for its rear; and being often at a distance from 
the main body of an army, its commander must be clothed 
with authority to Confofm to ectual conditions. 

while providing units af great smnahing power in the charge 

-- 
.Repfinted by requmt of the Chid d S U I  of the Amy. 
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4. whifethechieftaatofthecav&yistoassist the other 
arms in LuxxILIlpli8hipg the common object, its role is often of 
primary bportana The action of cavalry must be bold and 
-; it must, wbnever practicable, assume the initiative, 
seeking out the enemy and placing him upon the defeasive. - 

5. The pr;lcipat weapon of cavalry in mounted action is 
' = tbehaaeapdtheforoeof~shouldbeutil ieedtotheut- 

most. Thetern@ and nature of the opesations wi l l  determine 
whichofthe othqr weapons must be used. 

ces permit, cavalry opposed to cav- 
, thus'retahing the mobility and , 

i 
7. The historical value of cavalry. including theexperience 

power of maneuver necesary to its security and success. 

and dut ion  of our own and that-of other &untri&, must 
be carefullg shadied, and due consideration should be giWn 
to the greater magnitude of our future cavalry operations as 
ampared with our experiences since the Civil War. 

8. The use to which cavalry should be put in campaign 
isslmmamd * a5 follows: 

u. To seek and destroy the enemy's cavalry. 
b. Screening, contact and reconnaissance. 
c. Seieing and holding important advanced or isolated 

positions, thus delaying the advance of the enemy until the 
arrival of the other arms. 

d. To operate on the flank and in rear of the enemy. 
e. Raids and other enterprises require great mobility. 
f. The mounted charge at the opportune moment against 

Infantry or Field Artillery. 
g. Energetic pursuit of a retreating enemy or covering 

retreat of its own forces. 
h. When none of the above roles has been assigned to it, 

cavalry may go to the assistance (dismounted) of hard pressed 
infantry to fill gaps in the firing line. 

BY ~ r d e r  of the seC;etary of war: 
W. W. WO~BBBSPOON, 

official: Mu jor Gsnsral. A cting Ch&f of Si0 f .  
GEO. ANDRBWS, 

The Adjutunt Gensrol. 
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THE CAVALRY OPERATIONS IN MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
IN OCTOBER, 1863. 
- 

BY MUOB G E ~ L  GEORGE B. DAVIS. u. a,-, -E-. 

HE operations which are to furnish the subject of this T paper were undertaken by General Wheel= with a view 
to threaten Nashville and M u r f r e e s h g h  and to interrupt 
the lines of supply of the Army of the Cumberhnd to such an 
extent as to cause it to loose its hold upon the city of Qat- 
tanooga whither it had withdrawn after the battle of Chick- 
amauga on September 19 and 20,1863. The City was closely 
invested by the Confederate Army of the Tennessee under 
General Bragg; its principal line of supply by the Tennessee 
River had already passed into the control of the enemy, and. 
its garrison was forced to rdy for its daily supply of foodand 
forage upon a long and ditficult line of wagon communication 
over the Cumberland Plateau, which was so inadequate to its 
daily needs as to make it netessary to place the troops engaged 
in its defense upon reduced rations shortly after the siege lines 
were established in the latter part of September. It is true, as 
will presently appear, that relief, in the shape of abundant re- 
inforcements, was approaching the city but if, in the meantime, 
General Wheeler could succeed in cutting off its supplies, there 
seemed to be no alternative but surrender. The conditions 
of the investment were such that the besieged place could not 
relieve itself, hut must be relieved by an outside force; and 
such a force had already been set in motion whith a view to re- 
lieve the army from its embarrassing and dangerous situation. 

The spring campaigns of the Armies of the Potomac and 
the Tennessee had cu lmi~ ted  in the signal victories of Vicks- 
burg and Gettysburg, from which the Confederacy could hardly 
expect to recover. But the Army of the Cumberland had 
achieved no such decisive advantage. After a succession of 
brilliant strategic maneuvers, in which it had been handled with 

.-. A 
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the greatest skin, it had succeeded in freeing middle Tennessee 
from Confederate control; more than this, it had compelled 

dading the City and &enses of Chattanooga, and withdraw in 
the direction of Atlanta But Bragg had m e d  at last and 
had attacked Roecram on Chi- Creek, where he had 
aoworstedhisopponentastocausehisze~ent tothedefensive 
liweinfrontofchattmooga Sofarinitsoperaticms,there- 
fore, the Army of the Cumbedand had failed to carry to a suc- 
add termination the ambitious program which it had se! out 
to accomplish at the opening of the campaign. But it was 
somethhg to have pushed Bragg back to the south bank of the 
Te~essee aad to have gained permanent possession of the city 
of chaf;tseooga, the gatemay to AtIanta and thesea. With 
theseit was forced for thetime. to be content. 

Tide theater of Operations is worthy of careful study. The 
Tennessee River flows through the region from east to west, at 
no time very distant from the southern boundary of the State. 
Across *e entire field extends a high table land, known as the 
’Great Plateau of the Cumberland. The plateau itself is gener- 
ally flat and fairly well adapted to the movement of troops; 
its ascent, however, is everywhere dilkult, due in part to its 
altitude and in part to its geological structure, in which soft 
rocks underlie a harder formation at the surface. As the under- 
lying strata disintegrate, due to the &ects of wind and weather, 
a precipitous waU is left which is haccesible save at places 
where small streams have worn out slopes reaching to the sum- 
mit of the plateau. The Sequatchie, a northem atttuent of 
the Tknnessee, divkies the table land into two parts. Walden’s 
Ridge, which reaches t& Tennessee nearly opposite the city 
of Chattanooga, and the Great Plateau of the Cumberland 
extending to the northwe& in the direction of Nashville. 

The Temessee River is fordable at many places within the 
theater of operations; below Chattanooga it is navigable at 
ordhary stages, and formed an essentia1 part of the line of 
supply for the garrison of the city. As the lower river was in 
the hands of the confedetates, however, no supplies could pass, 
and the troopsbadbeenplacedon shortatlowanceoffoodsoearly 
aphebeghingof October; thartillery horses and draft ani- 

. C  I 

c . 
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5 .  
Bragg to nhanrknr the h e  Of the Te~lles~ee River, ia- 
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malswel-ein stillwwsecase, a s ~ g h a d b e C o m e i m ~ i l e  
and short forage had Simply ceased to 

The mounted forces of both d e s  had not changed, 
sither in nuxnbers or organktiion, since the close of the Chick- 
amaum Campaign. The cavalry of the Army of the Cumber- 
land, composed of two divisionS, was commanded by General 
D . S . S t a n l e y a n d h a d ~ v ~ t h e ~ s n i a a t i ~ o f s n a r m y ~ ;  
attached to the corps, in most of its operations, was Wilder’s 
excellent brigade of mounted infantry, armed with repeating 
rifles which gave it the fire power of a division. General 
Stanley had been compelled to leave the field, on account of 
illness, early in October, and had been succeeded in command 
by Brigadier General Robert B. Mitchell. In the operations 
on the north‘shore of th Tennessee. however, the troops were 
largely handled by the ‘Vision commdnders, General George 

corps remained under the d d  of General Joseph Wheeler; 
who had tivo divisions of cavalry uader his immediate control. 
Forrest’s division had taken part in the Chickamauga campaign 
and a portion of it participated in Wheeler’s operations north of 
the Tennessee. Considerable support was also aflorded by 
the mounted forces in Mississippi under General Stephen D. 
Lee. 

An attempt to determine thk absolute strength of the fotces 
engaged in these operations has most of the essential aspects 
of a Chinese puzzle. The reports and returns of the Union 
forces are generally full and may be relied upon to give the 
strength “for duty,” as well as the “aggregate, present and 
absent,” which is generally several times in excess of the actual 
effectives. In the case underexamination, however, there are 
no retums of the Union cavalry of a later date than July 3d--a 
rather remarkable omission. The returns of the Army of the 
Cumberland for October 31st, some days after the operati- 
had been completed, show 9,732 officers a d  meq “ W t  for 
duty.” The same return shows ll& as thk ‘‘-k 
present,” and 18,353 “present and asbent,” nearly double the 
number present for duty. Having regard to the ard- 
service required of the cavatry since the opening of the  TU^- 
horns campdgn in the early summer, and the heavy detach- 

Crook and Colonel E. J M&k. The Confederate cavalry 
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rrreats made forAescorts and train guards, it may bedoabted 
whether over 7,500 mounted men took part in the operations 
northoftheriver. 

On theconfederate side -is the same uncertainty. A 
mmespondent of General Beauregard, who visited the lines of 
fhe army early in October, gives Wheeler’s strength at 4,500 
en October 10th. Tiuee aays earlier, on October 7th, General 
Bragg reported 13,620 cavalry “present for duty,” but estimates 
that sixty per cent. of his mounted farce was absent from their 
commapds. This would give a strength, present and absent, 
of 34,ooO mea-aa absurd 6gure which could only have existed 
in the vivid imagination of the StafI 05- who compiled the 
m. If we rate the Union cavalry at 7,500, and the Con- 
federate at 6,000, I am sure that it wi l l  not be far from the truth, 
espe&lly wbem it is r e m e a h d  that mere numerical strength 
was not, at any time, a decisive factor in the military operations. 

Before pwsing to the aperations of the campaign, it is 
proper to say a word as to General Wheeler’s purpose in engag- 
ing in such an un-, in face of the obstacles which he 
was sure to encounter in the character of the country and in the 
oppositimoftheenemy. Theregionwhichhewasabout toenter 
was but sparsely populated, h was no accumulation of food- 
StUfIs calculated to support an invading force and the country 
through which he was about to pass abounded in obstructions 
to the movement of troops. To the west of the Sequatchie 
Valley there was some improvement. and if the Nashville and 
Chattanooga Railroad could be reached and destroyed, the 
chief line of supply of the aty would be slwiously intenupted. 

It has been seen that a more promising object of attack, 
w d  one more immediately useful to his command was to be 
found in the heavy supply trains that were known to be on their 
way from Nashville, overthelongandWcultroadwhich crosses 
the plateau of the Cumberland. The capture of these would 
put the garrkm of Chattanooga on less than half rations. and 
would d l e  Wheeler’s hungry troopers, for the first time in 
mmtbs. to feed to repletion. It was wisely determined, there- 
fore, to make the moving trains the first object of capture or 

ful ih that un-, he could p* on in the direction of 
If the Cd- --der should be SIICC~SS- 
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Murfreesborough for such hadental destruction of therailway 
and bridges as might be found possible of accomplishment, 
More the Valley of the Term- below the City was fully 
occupied by the 11th and 12th Army Corps under Hooker, 
who had reached Nashville from the Army of the Potomac and 
wereypouring into the vicinity of Brid&eport and Stevenson, a 
position from which relief might be & d e d  to the starving 
garrison of Chattanooga and its dependenaes. 

The Army of the Cumberland had hardly settled itself in 
its new defensive hes before it became apparent to General 
Rosectans that trouble was brewing in the upper valley which 
since the close of the Chickamauga campaign had been 
abandoned to the enemy and had become the scene of some of 
Wheeler’s activities. Although it was not known just what 
form this activity would take, it became clear as the month 
approached its end that a movement of Confederate cavalry 
to the north bank of the nver was. to say the least, highly 
probable; that such an incursion was actullay impending be- 
came so apparent in the last days of the month that special 
efforts were put forth to guard the upper fords and to resist any 
effort on Wheeler’s part to pass to the north bank of the Ten- 
nessee. 

To that end the Secxmd cavalry division under G e d a l  
George Crook was established at Washington, a town on the 
!forth bank of the river about fifty miles to the northeast of 
Chattanooga. Croak was charged with the defense of the upper 
nver, and was assisted by Wilder’s excellent brigade of mounted 
infantry. The first division under the command of Colonel 
Edward Md=ook, was encamped in the vicinity of Bridge- 
port with outlying detachments of considerrable strength 
at the crossings between Caperton’s and Kelly’s ferries. 

The initiative was taken by Gederal Wheeler who, with 
the main portion of his command, left his position on the 
Confederate right and, on September 29th approached the 
river at Cottan Port Ferry, not far from Decatur, a practicable 
crossing but a short distance below General Crook’s position 
at washington. ~ t e r  a carejd examination had been made 
of the available mgs east of the City of Chattanooga, 
General Wheeler had found them all so carefully picketed as 

\ 
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& 
c & W n r r W n e A  t o f & ~ . a  cml?sing in form. This - e 

OoQLPlished am September 30th after 8ome d s t a n ~  but with- 

-=-wKthelerrgth-d- .ty d the line to be 
gUafdE4 it maybecoaoeded, I think, that General crookhad 
taken IeaSmable p r e c a u ~  to prevent the enemy from pass- 

orrt-losn 
I 

. .  
I 

i n g ~  tk aocth bark d the T-. He had distributed 
hisarmmandaloag the threatened rivef'fmnt in such a way as 
to give timelywarning ot the approach a€ the enemy. But, as 
is frequeatly the caae. it was found to be impossible to maintain 
8 parity between the Services of security and information, and 
cmcentrsteanadequateforceatthefordwhere acrossipg was 
actually attempted. General Crook was able, however, to mass 
sane troops at cotton Past, but they were not in suffident 
&xemgth to stlcoessfully oppose the passage of Wheeler's com- 
marzd. It may not be without interest to know General 
wheeler's opinion as to the vigilance shown by General Crook 
m gwrrding the river above the City where he was trying ta find 
a p h e  to cross; on this subject that 0- saysin his report: 

* " T h e - e ~  hd ~ p k d  the OP- h k  and m y  meen- 
~ a f a w e ~ i o o t q r j t e ~ r u l t o o r P o r s n t o ~ o o r ~ .  
h hd fopoved w up the river. and I found that any point at which 

I .bopld attempt to crotm a d d  be reaehed an d y  by them aa by my 
ammami. U n b  thme drcummtances, I determEaed to ~ o l s  at the point 
I h r r l r " .  

I* 

I 

I 

As soon as the crossing at Cotton Port had beem amom- 
and before his line of march had been decided upon, 

it was important for General Wheeler to leam something of 
the movemeLlts of the enemy's supply trains. He had only 
been able to learn that the larger train was,crossing the great 

quat&& Valley; he, therefom, crossed Walden's Ridge and, on 
Octdk2d, esteredthevalley, moving m the direction of Jasper 
where. on the fobwing d g  he captured 8 trsin of thirty- 
two dagons belanging to the Fourteenth ArmycorpS. He 
then turned to the northwest intending to ascend the plateau 

Ctrmberfand plateau and was aboat to d m d  hto the Se- 

---. - ---7 
1 

* *  
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and amtinue his -t in the direction of M u r f r e ~ s h g h .  
At m s  Croes-roads in the upper SequatchieValley tbe 

an inadequate- which was attackedand, after a gallant 
defense, wasaverpowered and the train given over topillage. It 
ispmpertosayatthispointthat,hadthetrainbeemashecrvily 
escorted as General Wheeler supposed when his report was 
written, its capture would not have beeh so easily accomplished 
by the forces at his disposal. The'number of wagons, whkh 
he places at 800, regarding that, apparently, as a conservative 
estimate, turned Out to be somewhat less than 300, including 
the 32 wagons belonging to the Fourtenth Army'carpS which 
had been captured earlier in the day. According to colonel 
Md=ook some 800 mules were recap- by his command, as 
were a d d e r a b l e  number of teams which had escaped de- 
struction. 

To General Crook the danger of the City of Ndville and 
the important places in its vi,inity seemed a matter of more 
serious concern than the fate of a single supply train, however 
important and valuable its contents may have been; he, them- 

fore he could reach MchrlinnviUe, a town onthe westernborder 
of the plateau of the Cumberland in the Vicinity of which 8 

number of important railway bridges were located. With 
Minty's and Long's brigades, Wilder's mounted infantry and 
Stoke's Chicago Board of Trade Battery he d Walden's 
Ridge and entered the Sequatchie Valley at Pitt's Cross-roads, 
not far from pilceville. 

As we have seen, the Fitst Division under Chlopl McCook 
was encamped in the vicinity of Bridgeport where news of 
Wheeler's crossing at Cotton Port was received on September 
30th. In obediem# to instructions fram General -, 
which reached him at 11 o'clock A. M., on October lst, McCodt 
left Bridgepurt with three regiments of his division having for 

It was hie purpo8e to take and main- such8 paceaswould 
bring him to the Cross-roads at daylight on the fobwing day. 
But this was preveated by 8 heavy and long ceatinwd down 
pour of rain, so that he wasunable to reach the scene of destnrc- 

great mlpp*p train was enaniatered. . It was accompanied by 

. 

foe, pushed forward with all Speed-0 hterrept Whder  be- 

his objective Anderson's C m - M  forty-five miles distant. 

I 
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aad prevent the approach of the enemy from the direction in 
which Wheekr had came, he advanced with two reginaents of 
cavalry snd one section of Dunlap’s Battery, and found the 
enemy in force abaut two d e s  from the Cross-roads. A 
mount& attack was made as soop as the coIIllI18od d d  be 
property fd for that purpose. The enemy was pushed 
back for several miles when night brought the encounter to a 
close. 

The- of McCook caused Wheeler to expedite 
the destruction of the captured train and resume his march 
t o w a r d  McMinnviUe, which he assumed to beoccupied bya  
Union garrison. Such indeed was the case. Hodge’s Con- 
federate brigade, which had not taken part in the attack on 
the train, marched m the direction of McMinnville in advance 
of Davidsds division; in the afternoon of October 3d, he 
approeched the town and found that Clay’s battalion had driven 
in the Union outposts. The surrender of the place was de- 
manded and acceded to, without tesistance by its commander ; 
as the place seems to have been regarded as untenable, General 
Granges had ordered its evacuation and it would thus appear 
that, in failing to withdraw his command, the senior officer 
pxknt had been guilty of disobedience of an order which, had 
it been carried into effect, might have saved the dis- of 

* surrender. The garrision at the instant of surrender consisted 
of about 600 men; a large quantity of valuable stores a h  fell 
into the hsnrtr: of the enemy. The march upon Murfrees- 
borough was then resumed and the phce was reached on the 
nmmimgofoctobet5th. Thestockadeattherailmad bridge 
at the apssing of Stare’s River was captured with its garrison 
and the bridge COmpLetely destroyed; a train and a &der- 
able quantity of stores at Christians and Fosterville, together 
w i t h a l l t b  bridgesandtredesbetween Murfreesborough and 
Wartrace were also destayd Shelbyville was occupied with- 
.out m&tance op October 6th. and the coLIlplLulcl halted at 
Duck Riverfora short rest before d g  the march. 

I mabit bearpreapperent that they were still in possession of 
the ezkmy. Leaving a pbrtion of his commaod to observe 

CAVALRY OPERATIONS I N  TENNESSEE. an 
As Wheeler had gained a start of some fourteen’hours, a 

vigorous and strongly sustained pursuit was necessary and this 
Genexal Crook attempted to give. Between A n v ’ s  Cross- 
roads and Murfreesbomugh he was able to get inQ contact 
with the enemy on at least four d o n s .  These contacts 
were alike in all their essential inadents. As Wheeler’s rear 
guard was approached by its pursuers, it was halted and, if 
necesary was reinforced from the main column byacontingent 
of dismounted skirmish ers. These were attacked by a similar, 
but generally preponderating force and, when some advantage 
had been gained by the pursuers, the enemy was assailed by a 
cloud of mounted men charging as,foragers. These  rea^ guard 
contacts were generally successful, and the pursuit was con- 
tinued until the enemy’s main body was encountered, or his 
rear guard had reached a place which was susceptible of defense 
against cavalry. I t  is well to remember that most cavalry 
charges at this period of the war were made in the formationas 
foragers. Infantry in close order was rarely attacked by a 
mounted force, and it was only when it was f&d in open order 
that such an attack was attempted. If the open order forma- 
tion was due to the fact that the infantry was to some extent 
shaken, or was advancing in loose order to deliver an attack, the 
charge was usually successful--that is a number of the enemy 
were killed and wounded and a considerably larger number 
were made prisoners. 

Neither reports nor correspondence indicate that cavalry 
charge with the saber were made at any time during the opera- 
tion. This was largely, if not entirely due to the fact that few 
of General Wheeler’s command were armed with sabers, or had 
any experience in its use. It was frequently observed that, when 
one mounted command attacked another, the one which had 
the more sabers easily rode down the other. The Union cavalry 
was, as a rule. mounted on better and heavier horses than 
was that of the Confederate h y .  This, added tothemajority 
of sabers was generally su&ient to turn the scale. The Con- 
federate cavalryman, weighing never more, and often less than 
one hundred and f i f t y  pounds, mounted on a correspondingly 
light horse, was the finest agency in the service of security and 
information that the world has ever seen; it is earnestly to be 

$ 
# 
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hoped that the bred, both of men and brses may ne& be-' 
COQlt extinct in the united states. 

It bad been General wkeleds purpose, notonlyto reach 

r 
t 
i 

swl oampy M-, but k conditions were favor- 
able to Ehieaten Nashville. As he appmadxd the former' 
place it became apparent that the pursuit by Crook and Mc- 
Cook brpd been 90 vigwously maintained that he would be un- 

borough, he turned his columns down the Duck aver in the 
diffction of Shelbyville. The &Visions of Crook and McCook 
arerenowjoiaed.rrndertheordeRofGeneralMitchellthecorps 
commander. On October 7th the entire command turned to 
the west in the direction taken by General Wheeler who aimed 

I to reach one of the low& fords of the Tennessee River. 

a b l e t o ~ ~ t t h a t p s r t o f h i s p r o g t a m .  SoatMMurfrees- 

After tunring to the south General Wheeler halted 4t cro- 
' well's Mix with a view to concentrate his command, which had 
beenmafchln * ganseparate roads and so had gotten to some ex- 
tent out of hand; here he learned that the enemy was appmach- 
ing Farmingtxm. a place at same distance from Duck River and 
nearly due west of Shelbyville. Crook began the attack with 
Witder's brigade, followed by a mounted charge which was well 
delivered by Long. Both seemed to be successful until the 
enemy reach& a position of advantage in a cedar thicket from 
whicb it was believed to be impossr'ble to dislodge him by a 
mounted attack. The enemy was unable to withstand the 
sustained and well directed fire of Wilder's repeating rifles, 
hemever, and reluctantly continued his retreat in the direction 
of Farmington where Wheeler made a bold and determined 
stand with a view to check his pursuem long enough to enable 
him to make a final push toward the Tennessee River. 

On the morning of October 7th. + e d  Mitchell I k e d  
that wheeler's command had divided, one column marching in 
thedirectiona€sbelbyvllle ,aaecondmovedinthedirectionof 
Weitrace but, early in the day, desisted from its purpose and 
joined- main column; a third detachment had tumed tothe 
right &d was apppaching Umondk. McCook's division was 
ordeffd diRct to Uaianville while Crook pushed forward 011 the 

m t e r e d  on the DuckRiver about two d e s  north of the 
F a m h g m l  Rod,  where Davidson's amwerate division was 

e: 
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road. W M S  mtd hf+~m, haw the 'ad-, 4 
t h e e Q F s n y a p P e s r i n g t o b e i 9 ~ ~  * wasoadersdfo 
make a mbunted d t  and suaxded in drivingtheeaxuny 
intoa-adarthkket, which abormd'in this portion of 
Tenaessee; here Wilder rlinmaun t e d h i s n u 3 n s a d ~ ~ *  
attack. Tbe assault an foothaving~sbakentheeaemy,asaber 
chargeofLong'sCavalrybrigadewas~anddeliveredwith 
suchsucoessastofbrcetheenemybacka-ofht three 
miles. AboutthreequartersofamilefnnnFarmhgtm ,- 
wasagainencouutered, this time too, in a doe cedar thicket, 
thenandsincethechiefsoutcesof mostof the material used h 
the maudacture of lead pencils in the U m i  States and else- 
where. 
colonet Minty's brigade, which formed a part of the attacking 
force, failed to get into position, or even to appear on the field 
of battle, the attack not only failed of success but the entire 
command of General Crook was seriously compromised, asthe 
enemy's line extended considerably beyond his own. Stokes' 
battery was posted so to assist in teputsing the enemy and 
its fire, added to that of Wilder's repeating rifies, threw the 
enemy into some confusion. The conditions again appeatsng 
favorable for a mounted attack, Long's cavalry brigade again 

and ody*failed of sudwhen the roads leading to Wheelds 
rear were found to be blockaded. No further stand was 
attempted by General Wheeler, who aossed the Teaaessee 
Rivw at Muscle Shcds, camying with him a cansiderable 
quantityofcapturedpmpertyandteams;bispoinciplecapture 
of wagon transportation at Anderson's Cross-roads had to be 
a b a n d d ,  most of it at the place w h  it was -4. 

Farmin@on, General Roddey, who seems to have exerchd 
some sort of local command in Mississippi and Alabama, ap- 
proached the Temessee Riper at Hess Ford, some distauce be- 
low Chattanooga, where he was prevented from cross&, 
partly by the stre@ of the enemy w d  partly because of the 
swollen condition of the river. Failing at Hess's Ford he moved 
to Wonte, but only to find the river impassible inthatvicinity ; 
he y y  succeeded in passing to the north bank at LarW 

Here they were attacked by disnoun tedlpnbut,as 

charged theenemy with sabers which was gauankly pursuad 

wh/te General wheeler was engaged with the enemy at 

I- 
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of destruction 
damagetoone 

infoomatian as to wheews condition 
sndproepects, wxchmadehimpatrsearrd led him to conceive 
theideaofpiningwheelerintbeneighbolhoodofDecatur. In 
the afternoan of October 12th, he caue into contact with the 
UllMQ-cavalry near Huntsville in an indecisive engagement 
which was terminated by darkness and a heavy downpour of 
rain. LeamingthatGenesal Whederhadiecrossedtothesouth 
bank of the T-, Rdddey shortly followed: subsequently 
he otrered to destmg the Union CommtlpicILtioLlS if a regimeat 
of Kentu- cavahy could be given him. W h y  such a dis- 
ammmtmn should be shown between Kentucky cavalry and 
that frcnn Illinois or Tennessee, I have beenunable to find 
from the reports or umespmdence of the period; the reports 
are ab6 silent as to whther the Kentucky cavalry was to be 
in addition to, or in place of his own command; at any rate his 
Oater was rejected. In his report a similar suggestion was made 
to General Bragg who does not seem to have regarded it as 
sdickntly alluring to warrant the further employment of mili- 
tary force in its attainment. With this flourish of wind in- 
struments, General Roddey .seems to have been permanently 
eliminated from the military situation in middle Tennessee. 

With General Wheeler’s retirement to the south bankof 
the Tennessee followed, a few days later by that of Roddey, 
the Wheeler Raid came to an end. The results must have been, 
on the whole, disappointing to General Wheeler himself, not 
less than to his immediate superior, General Bragg, and to the 
authorities in Richmond. He had captured and partly de- 
stroyed a large train load of supplies which the enemy could 
easily &ord to lose, as his normal line of supply, by the Ten- 
nessee River was opened by the aid of reinforcements from the 
east a few days after his command had crossed to the south 
bank of the river. He had carried no consternation into middle 
Tennessee because he had not been unable to enter, or.even to 
seriously threaten that section. The cavalry Gf the Army of the 
Cumberland caught his trail as soon as the place of his crossing 
had been report& and followed close upon his heels until he 
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reaossed to the south bank of the river. His losses in men and 
horses were Considerable, and were difficult to replace; he had 
gained nothing--aot even the reputation of being a better and 
more resQufceful soldier than any of his opponents. Although 
the skill and resolution which he had displayed throughout 
the undertaking were of a high order, they had avded nothing, 
save to ensure his return to the Confederate lines after the ex- 
pedit’ ion was over. 

The situation of the Army of &e Cumberland, closely be- 
sieged in Cbtta~mga, on short and daily dwindling rations 
and the apparently defenseless condition of the region to the 
north of the Tennessee had seemed to offer a tempting prize. 
which slipped out of his hand when he attempted to gather it 
in. The opportunity to destroy railroads and bridges had been 
fully availed of, but had only operated to embarrass the enemy 
without causing serious delay to his operations; nor did the ex- 
pedition assist materially in the reduction of the Federal de- 
fenses about the a t y  of Chattanooga. In spite of his strenuous 
and well directed endeavors the Army of the Cumberland was 
relieved, the siege:operations came to naught and the possesdon 
of a strong base on the south bank of the Tennessee River 
passsed into the hands of the Union commander, never agab 
to fall under confederate domination, save, perhaps, for the 
brief periodof Hood’s invasion in the winter of the following 
year which was brought to a close by his dedsive defeat by 
General;Thomas before the city of Nashville. 

P 
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THE BATTLE OF NUEVO LAREDO-MEXICO. 
. uanwy 1-2.1914.) 

BY L~S-NAN? BRICE P. DISQUE, "8- U. S. CAVAtnY. 

N attack on Nuevo Laredo had been promised for weeks A andastheChristmas holidays approached, t h e  familiar 
with the fondness of the Latin race for fiestas had selected 
Christmas as the day. 

It seems that Pablo Gonzales, the Carranzista commander, 
was unable to celebrate "La Natividad" in this way much to 
the disappointment of the eagerly expectant tourists, who had 
come to Laredo, Texas, to see a battle. 

Rumors of the attack continued however, and on Decem- 
ber 31st, it became known that Gonzales had concentrated his 
forces within ten'miles of Nuevo Laredo. That same after- 
110011 Colonel Gustavo Guardiola, commanding the Federal 
gadson in Nuevo Laredo, received a message from Gonzales 
to the &e& that if the Federals did not surrender or come out 
al the town and fight within twelve hours that he would take 
the town by assault. Guardiola destroyed the message without 
reading it. 

The afternoon and evening of this last day of 1913 thus 
became one of the many interesting and pathetic incidents. A 
steady stream of women and children, rich and poor, crossed 
the International Bridgeinto Laredo, Texas, bringing with them 
such of their household efiects as they could carry under their 
arms. Mothers with little babies in their arms, children with 
their pet cats and dogs, came to take refuge on American soil, 
leaving behind them the male members of their families to 
d e f d  their homes against the promised attack of the morrow. 

wght came on the Mexican population of Laredo, many 

011 the street unners and d d e n t l y  and exultingly discussed 
OfwhQrnare(hmu=ta * sympathizers,gatheredinsmallgnntps 
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what they belfeved would he the Huertista rout. Mexicans in 
automobiles dashed around the streets and cries of "Viya Car- 
ranza" wem heard. 

The Civil authorities of Lardeo called upon the commanding 
officer of Fort McIntosh for a special guard to assist the police 
in patrolling the river front and keeping order among the ex- 
cited Mexicans. The local militia company was called out for 
duty at the American side of the International Bridge to assist 
in handling the refugees as they arrived. 

At Fort McIntosh the officers attended the customary 
New Year's Eve hop, but in service uniform. In Nuevo Laredo, 
the Mexican garrison also celebrated ; their very excellent band 
was heard p l a e g  long after midnight. The American garrison 
was aroused at 5:45 A. M., January 1st. by the first shots of 
Gonzales' attack. Thirty minutes later the €mops of the 
Third and Fourteenth cavalry were at the stationsprevigusly 
*assigned them for the purpose of keeping the curious crowds from 
exposing themselves along the river banks, and for other emer- 
gencies that might arise. 

Although the battle of Nuevo Laredo probably is insig- 
nificant as a military event, it must stand unique as furnishing 
an opportunity for observing at close range the thrilling and 
spectacular incidents of modem combat. From commanding 
and commodious, though somewhht perilous, points of obser- 
vation on the American side of the Rio Grande, and within 
ranges of from 200 to 800 yards, evey detail of the engagement, 
even to actions of individual men on both sides could be fol- 
lowed. Observers were further favored on both days by ideal 

The relative location of the two Laredos and the terrain 
in the vicinity of Nuevo Laredo is shown on Sketch No. 1. 

The I. & G. N. R. R. from San Antonio has its termid in 
Laredo, Texas, and here begins the Norte de Mexico R. R. which 
is one of the main routes to thiCity of Mexico, passing through 
Monterey as the first Mexican city of importance. Nuevo 
Laredo is surrounded by a range of hills rising by Wual slopes 
from the town to the tops of the hills at an average distance of 
five miles from the town. The terrain in all directions from the 
outskirts of Nuevo Laredo had been cleared of all brush, etc., 

. weather$ad a clear atmosphere. 

P 
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Nuevo Laredo had been fortified against attack Since 
February, 1913. Sketch No. 2, shows the location of the several 
lines of parapts, rifle pits. fortilied houses and machine gun 
tawers. It can be said that the work of fortifying the town 
had been done in an excellemt manner and the results showed 
expert knowledge on the part of the officer who laid out the 
work. At an average distance of one d e  from the eastern 
side of the town was a continuous line of work,  strong in pro&, 
and of high command, surmounted by a barbed wire fen&. At 

9 
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SKETCH No. 2. 

barbed wire fence about 300 yards to the front. It was said 
that these mire fences were all charged with electiiaty but I 
saw seved men handle the wires without evil results. In 
addition to the wire fences the Fedekls had approximately 
forty fugases planted at an average distance of 300 yards from 
their works; these were connected by electric wiring. The 
western side of the town was covered by a broken line of lunettes 
extending from (G) to (T) at the river, these were covered in 
front by wire fences as on the east. The bridge, where it reaches 
Mexican side, was prepared With sand hags and occupied by a 
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&taduamt which was able to enfilade xnost of the armyasin 
the high, steep banks of h rives at the bend from (T) to u). 
At (G), (H), and (I) l ~ e r e  located wrhine. gun towers. These 
rn of open constructim, two Stories high and protected by 
wallc. of wood 6lled with earth, each about threefeet highon 
each story. The towers stood about forty feet high and afforded 
excellent points for observation as well a s h .  Thesouthside 
of the town was pmtected by annored railmad cars which were 
shunted about by armored engines. mese aIs0 worked on th 

prepred for defense. Covering the south side of town was on 
ctr more barbed wire fences. The banks of the river throughou 
course shown are high and steep, broken all long by grea 
armyas. which however, did not prevent men in single fil 1 west side of town. The two long buildings west of (I) had bee 

movizlg dong the water's edgi?. 
Colonel Guardiola. commanding the Federals at Nuevo 

Latedo, had approximately 1.ooO regular troops in the town on 
December 31st. This force was made up as follows: One 
battalion of infantry, one squadron of cavalry and a battery ot 
four guns of three inch art3esy. To this force must be added 
&out four machine guns and 500 impressed volunteers. His 
supply of ammunition was not great. 

G O I U ~ ~ S ,  the Carranzista commander, advanced against 
the town with approxixnately 3,000 men, disposed as follows: 
(See sketch No. 1). There was a force of 1,OOO under command 
of colonel Salcedo in the vicinity of (B) and 2,000 divided into 
two columns under G e n d  Sesario b t r o  at (A) and (C). He 
had no artillery and but one machine gun. All of thecaman- 

mounted. Thek mounts had been almost 
u o d y  on the go for several weeks. The men 

g to eat, except meat, for fifteen days. They 
parts of Mexico, as shown by a roster of the 
prisonem m the hands of the United States tmops 

at Fort McIntosh. 
lother Federal troops in the vicinity of Neuvo Laredo were: 

About 700 were at P.e!dras Negras, about 140 miles up the KO 
Grade, and General Quintana was at Lampams, about 60 
d e s  southwest on the N. de M. R. R., With about 1,400 Federal 
cavalry and two machine guns. This latterforcewasknown 
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to be available as re(mf0tCements for Nuevo Liuecto and the 
r a h d  was open from the IatterpplaoetoLam~onDecem- 
ber 31st. 

The apparent plan of the Car rds t a  leader, was to sur- 
round the town of Nuevo Laredo and make a simultaneous at- 
tack upon it from all sides about daybreak m the momhg of 
January 1st. FieIMmry to this Colonel Salcedo with  his 
1,OOO cavalry, at (B) had orders to intermpt the raitroad near 
Sanchez before Quintana could arrive and to stop any reinfarce- 
m a t s  which might arrivg from the west or southwest. All 
horses were to be left under covef of the hih surrounding the 
town. 

EVENTS OF DECEMBER 3 1 s ~ .  
Knowing that his enemy was in fact surrounding him, 

Guardiola called upon General Quintana to come to his assist- 
ance. The  write^ while inspecting the guard m the American 
side of the railroad bridge at 5 P. Q".. learned from a railmad 
man that Quintana was coming from Lampazos by rail with) 
1,400 troops. This was not taken seriously as it was believed 
impossible that Gonzales, with his troops occupying the cam- 
try for a distance of twenty to thirty miles from Nuevo Laredo, 
would permit such a movement while it was 50 simple a matter 
for him to interrupt the railroad. However, this very mope- 
ment did take place at 11W P. M. Quintana was d v e d  
in Nuevo L a d o  By the Federal Bapd and the assembled ati- 
zens and soldiery who were not in the ~mches.  

Salcedo utterly failed in his mission. On the moraing of 
the 3 1st he sent 200 cavalrymeri to attadcJarita, (Sketch No. 1). 
This attack took place and the little garrison of thirty Federals 
held the attackers 
return again about 
passing. .. drove off the Carranzistas and proqeeded on his way to assid 
Guardiola. All the time of the morning attack on Ja?ita, whi& 
is little mote than a railmad station, the telegraph operstor 
was sitting m the floor sending messages to Lgmpazos giving 
the details of the fight to Quintana's staff officer. It  seem^ 
incredible that neither the kack nor the telegraph wirps were 

for three hours when they withdrew to 
P. M., just as Quint"? trains w m  

and deploying a few comp&es 

L 
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iotederred=ithatanytimeduripgtbisat6ekatfarita but such 
Wastbecsaa ~ ~ § m c h e l e b e f o r e s a a c e Q o l o p r h e Q  
tbat point. 

BVENTS OF THE FIRS? OF JANVARY. 

. Daylight came slowly and as it did the American troops 
s W h e d  along the river €ram (U) to (8). (Sketch No. 2) were 
able to make out asmall force of Camnzis * tasadvancing along 
the nver bank near (L). The river front in Laredo was covered 
by Troops “M” Third Cavalry, Captain Johnson at the Wagon 
B- and to (U); Troop “L” Third Cavalry, Lieutenant 
Disque, from (U) to (0) ; Tioop “ K ’  Third Cavalry. Lieutenant 
Jones from (V) to the! bend in the river beyond (Q) . The Four- 
teenth Cavalry troops, “I,” “K,” and “L,” covered from the 
Wagon Bridge to and including Fert McIntosh. 

Tbe attacking farce ab (L) began to retire as dayiight came 
on and by 7 AM3 A. y, had fallen back to the vicinity of “ K ’  
leaving three dead and five wounded on the field between (L) 
and (K). 

About this a Fkded soldier was seen to make his 
WaytodthenverandiCwasClearthatheintended to desert 
aadaeltefortheAnaencen ’ bank. solneofhisownvo~pcaught 
sight of him and in a few ‘knutes he was riddled with bullets 
and hung to a telegraph pole at (N). This is believed to be 
tbe o a l y w  of attemptd-desertionon the part of the Federals 
aaQ we, who had been led to expect w h o h l e  desertions fmm 
Guardiola’s forces, were agreeably disappointed. 

Ae SOenastheCammmst as had retired to (K) the Federal: 
sent out a hoop of mounted foragers to recormoiter the front. 
Thio troop moved out of the works at (S) in columnof foursand 
immediately formed a line of forages at intervals of about four 
yerds a d  LLylvod formrard, of&ers in h t ,  at a trot. They 

h d  on from the line of mesqujbe as theyapproached it 
andretiredtotheworkswkhfmt cBsuB1cy. 

Atabout8‘dMn. u.aheavyfire,artUery,machinegun, and 
nib, opemdtm the sontho[ town. The action here could not 
bootmegmdand what islrnowa of it-- obtained ftom Carran- 
~swoun&d.whoadvaacedagainsbthe south side. One force 
of34 men-, sppsPeatly w i h t d e b i t e  miem, Panopen 
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remained in the 
1,sf-w m. 

back on the hill at a rsageof about 

The expenditure of ammunition along this southera line 
was most extravagant during the fotenoon and somewhat 
desultory during the afternoon until 4fUl P. YI., when it agein 
assumed wonderful proportions and would have been a credit 
to a Gettysburg. Not less than seventy-five shmapnel were 
fired, about twethtds exploding from 200 to 1,OOO feet in the 
au. 

ta loss from d l  this was not xnm than ten The Carranecs 
dead and twenty wounded. 

Salcedo’s force was seen at 9:30 A. M. moving north from 
(P). All were mounted and marching along the crest of the 
hill. Many of his men wore very light colored clothingland 
several rode white horses. The movement was easily seen by 
the writer from his position at (0) with glasses and he was able 
to form a fair estimate of their strength. 

As the head of this column reached (W) the Fderalartil- 
lery opened upon it. Here some excellent artillery results were 
observed. The third shrapnel exploded in the column and 
scattered the leading unit. A few moments later,Bnother 
shrapnel scattered a part of the column and it then withdmw 
to the west, dismounted and advanced directly against the west 
side of the town, many of them utilizing the river banli for pro- 
tection. In all about 500 men in the thin skirmish line advanced 
this line i h d  rapidly and continuously, it was noted that the 
men seldom knelt or laid down, but 6red from the standing 
position. There w1s a continuous hehvy rille and machine 
gun fire from ‘the Fed& position, particularly the f d e d  
house and parapet a&t 400 yards in front of the main line. 
The artillery of the Federals !ired a great deal. but did very 
little execution. 

A force of about twenty Federals dccupied the smaU 
lunette the riva at (TI. TCZI of this number h$i ad- 
vanced to a pratected point about 500 yards to the front and 
suddenly finding themelow surrounu by Camxw5st.b began 
toretreat. They wete seen by anequalnumberoftheirenemy 
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who immediately opened fm upon them at a distance of less 
th8nlOOyardK Therefhenensuedamostinteredngduel 
between these twos mall^^ eachcallingtothe other 
to show their bravexy, each shooting as fast as he could from 
standing positions. The d t  was three killed, two Federal 
andcmecamrnzista The Federals fell back to their lunette 
andthen this ganism of the lunette were seen to suddenly 
leavetheirposition and rush to the rear. For a moment it 
was thought that the Federals were retreating and the move- 
ment was accompanied by a shout of exultation from the 
-a sympathizers on the American bank. The Federals 
however, stopped at the bxidge dnd opened fire which stopped 
the enemy advancing along the river. 

At about eleven o'clock a Federal officer, mounted. rode 
out from near the center of their line with a small detachment 
to reamnoiter. It wasn't long before his horse was shot. 
The horse seemed to be shot in the loins and sank to the ground. 
At the time other bullets were tearing up the earth about the 
officer. He slowly stepped off, his animal and calmly walked 
back to the works, smoking his agarette seemingly unper- 
turbed. 

Another interesting case which showed the Mexican's 
contempt for death was that of a Camanzista machine gun crew. 
One m ~ u l  was operating a gun, in the open, about 300 yards 
to the west of the center of the wire fence on the west side of 
town. He d d  fire a few rounds and then stand up and walk 
about for a few moments and then return and fire a few more. 
Federal bullets were making things warm about his gun but he 
never d to notice them. Finally he was hit andapparexitly 
killed. Another man immediately came out of shelter and 
started to work the gun, he lasted about five minu+ when he 
feJl mortally wounded, and was immediately replaced by a 
third man who picked up the gun, moved it about fifty yards 
to the right and opened fire. Not one of these men made a 
hurried motion, all were deliberate and apparently unconcerned 
and absolutely inMerent to the danger of the Federal bullets 
which wese'aimed at them. This is typical of the conduct of all 
Mexicans umder our observation during the two daysfighting. 

' -1 
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The fire 011 the west side of the town amtinued with more 
or less intensity until dark when neither farce seexnd to bave 

At about 430 P. Y., there was a fecoIII1ELi8sBnce from the 
eastern works toward (K) by about 150 cavalry. They were 
met by fire from the mesquite and returned to the works. 
This cavalry was followed in by a small detachment of Carran- 
zistas who advanced to within about 400 yardsof the Federal 
works under heavy rifle and machine gun fire. About d u k  the 
carranzistrrs again retired towards (K) with loss of one man 
killed. Two Federals were seen killed behind the parapet, 
both seemed to be shot in the head. 

The firingall around the town ceased at dark and the night 
was without event except for periodical rifle and machine gun 
fire of small votume. 

gained any advantage. 

EVENTS OF JANUARY SECOND. 
I 

The general and heavy fire from all sides of the town at 
daybreak on the 2d of January convinced us that the Carran- 
zistas had held their positions of the night before. Neither side 
seemed to have any regard forwtheir supply of ammunition and, 
as on the fir& day, there was considerable n&. 

On the west and south sides of the town the Carranzistas 
n-ere satisfied to remain at long range and the fight' was little 
more than a fire-fight at quite safe distances. 

The Carranzistas on the eastern side of the town, however, 
were more ambitious, and, by their daring attempt to dect  a 
logdement in the works near (N) , afforded the observers at (0) 
and (V) a most remarkable opportunity to watch, at a range of 
200 yards, the conduct of two contending hostile forces, engaged 
in a deadly and stubborn fire-fight for nine hours, at distances 
from each other ranging from 500 to 100 yards. No man who 
saw this flair will ever believe that the Mexican is lacking 
in bravery, courage or initiative. 

Taking advantage of the darkness of the early morning, the 
Cam-st- ' worked sixty men up along the river bank andas 
daylight came on the writer was able to count fmy-nine men 
advancing and firing. They were then about 500 yards from 
the Federal position at (N). There seemed to be no officer in 

' 
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e h t g e a N b e u & ~  ltderswexemtadfrrnn hime to time. 
~ ~ ~ l m d l 8 ~ ~ o f ~ Q 8 b c I I I I I I l l i o y i s g f o r -  
wardabout 6fteenpards.and then fidngarratbe tap of the’  

% -  rkerbenk,*y. Afterfirineafewrouds,sevedoftheir- 
I coerades woald sdraw# beyuad them. At about 6 : s ~ .  Y., 

thiefomewm m w o z t d  by 8 *ted ad*ancaof a6otat forty 
EIleafiaarthviciaity of (K), moving in aa e%teaded skirmish 
liaeandQingfromtBeoh~aadhipwhilestanding. There 
was cover and plenty of it for’single men, but thea d e n t  sons 
of the Aztecs spurned it a d  elected to expose themselves in 
cmk that they might show their enemy their contempt for 
his d e  and machine gun fue. 

The Fedzralsat this time had not morethan 180 dismounted 
cawdrymen in the works from (I) to (N). The led horses were 
kept in the trench at (S) well protected by the high commapd of 

It was during this early morning fighting that the 
Csrranzista bullets, which grazed the top of the Federal para- 
pets. fell in considerable numbers in the town of Laredo, Texas. 
! kmd  hit the &ce of the’Customs Collector a w e  northern 
end d the Wagon Bridge!. Many of course fell ih the meadow 
between the town of Nuevo Laredo and the line (1)-(N), over 
which were seen numbem of Mexican women and children 
carryhg breadast bo their soldiers. 

when it became evident that the C h r b  were making 
a serious &ort to gain a lodgement, Guardiola dispatched a 
ssuadfonpf cavalry from the reserve in the center of town to 

@oping into the trench and was disposed along the parapet. 
On thie day fhe fire of the Federals at this point was controlled 
mt& great nicety. Newer did they have more than enough 
mea A g  at the parapet fiiiag. n o s e  men not r e q d  
weretobeseen sitting on the berm with their hacks to the 

Asthe- advancedseveralfugasswereexpolded 
I am~ngtbem. Batonemanwasseentolxinjuredbythese 

I Tbe~frorpboths ideswerep la in lyheardbythe  

p 

I 

4 

’ the works. 

theworksal~theeastfront. Thissquadronrlimunm tedaftm 
I 

pasaw =d SPpaffntlY deep. 

. little mines andbe was thrown into the air and killed. 

WrianandSArlerlgrebtly to the exatement ofthe-. Mexi- 
can exclamation were freely uied and such cries as: “Raise 

t 
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your bead md &OW US how b r s ~ e  YOU m” and “IS that the 
way you fight for Huerta?” etc., prraaed back and forth 8u day. 
’ By nine-thirty the Carrannstae * hadadvandsothattheir 

leading men were within 100 yards OftheFederalparapet. The I 

latter fired shrapnel, several of which grazed the river, bank 

firebecameintenseandthemacbhegunat (I) gotintotheaction, 
shortly followed by a 3-inch field piece located near (M) . The 

and exploded in the river and a few of which hit in the American 
bank near (Q). One shell fell within a few fwt of a patrol from 
Troop “K” Third Cavalry and was brought in by them. 

At this time the loss in the Federal trencheq was three men, 
all killed; that of the Carrandstas was eight men, all of whom 
were lying in the midst of their comrades. The sketch here- 
with prepared by Lieutenant Kirby, Third Cavalry,* is a true 
and excellent illustration of the position occupied by the two 
contending forces at about 1Om~. M. One particularly daring 
Carranzista can be s e e n  along the bank. about thirty feet in 
front of la dead man. firing from a kneeling position. This man 
after firing three shots was wounded in the arm and then made 
his way to the rear. 

One of the attackers being supplied with some hand gre- 
na&s made his way up to within seventy-five feet of the ~ e d d  
parapet whichbeginsat the river, deliberately lighted it and threw 
it  into the Federal trench. The Federals behind this trench at 
this time seemed to be asleep, at any rate they were lying in 
the trench, othemise it would have been impossible to approach 
‘IO close. The grenade killed one man and aroused the others, 
but the bomb thrower lighted a second grenade &d hurled it. 
towards the trench before retiring, which he was able to do 
without mishap. 

Back in the mesquite near (K) were stationed about 200 
mounted Catranzstas, supposed to be a support for those shown 
in Lieutenant Kirby’s sketch. This support never showed them* 
selves. The fora? along the river bank was left to take caxe of it- 
self and by three o’clock after having been hotly engaged fo r  over 
nine hours without food or drink, they begaa to show signs of 
fatigue. Their fite shckemd and it was ppparent that they 

*Uofort~.tely tbibsketeh WUJ 80 rubbed end dim ohat it d d  n# be 
reprodud-EdUor. 
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were about out of ammunition. It was possible for them to 
withdraw graduatly but they elected to remain, probably in the 
Pain hope that reinfotcements would soon come up. Several of 
tbe wounded remained and were seen trying to fireover the 
bank with one serviceable arm: one was wounded in the hip 
and after retiring a few yards found a nitch in the bank where 
he seated himself and -wed his fire. 

A goat took i t  into his head to leave the Federal works 
near (N) at about 2flO P. Y.. and waked slowly towards the 
position of the Cataan 'stas, along the crest of the river bank 
right in line of 'the grazing fire from both forces. He wandered 
back and forth f o r  twenty minutes, apparently undecided as 
to what to do, before a bullet brought him down. Several cows 
also moved out of the Federal position at  (S) and after wander- 
ing about f o r  a time met the same tate as the goat. 

It was about 3flO P. Y., when the Federals assembled a 
force of about sixty men near the old tower in Lieutenant Kirby's 
sketch. An officer was seen talking to them for a few minutes 
and then with him in the lead they rushed out of the position 
and along the top of the bank towards the Carranzistas. This 
counter-attack was of course prepared by a considerable fire 
from the riflemen behind the parapet and the machine gun at 

They 
seemed to become panic stricken and each man made for the 
rear.. Many of them dropped their rifles. The Federals 
swarmed dong the top of the bank and the writer saw the last 
of this Carranzista force of forty-nine men, shot before he had 
gone 100 yards beyond the large tree shomm in Lieutenant 
Kirby's sketch at the water's edge near the left of the picture. 
Thevictorious Federals thendirected their attention to theenemy 
in the vianity of (P) and some continued along theuriver bank. 
Two Carranzistas were found along the bank about 100 yards 
east of (L). They plunged into the river and made for the 
Ameriran side. Each was a target of about a dozen Federal 
rifles. They swam under water until forced to come up for 
air and each time their heads appeared, the water about them 
boiled with bullets. One of the two was killed before he had 

(1). 
From this moment on the Carranzistas did not fire. 

gone twenty yards, but the other was within ten yards of the 
mme!rican shok when he sank for  the last time. 

The Federals continued their advance into the Mesquite 
at the bend in the river. Here considerable firing was heard. 
.4boutthistimeasquadronofcavalrym tedandmdeoutof 

had been at (K). The force which made the counter-attack 
returned at  about 5 9 0  P. Y., carrying the rifles of their van- 
quished foe. 

The coming of night was delayed by the usual illumina- 
tion caused by the burning of a number of buildings on the 
outskirts of the town. The Federals were responsible for  some 
and the Catranzistas for others. 

By seven o'clock all firing had ceased and &e attacking 
force had withdrawn far beyond range of the Federal rifles 
and guns. It is a fact that Gonzales started his retreat on the 
morning of the second and that some of his troops had reached 
San Ygnado, forty miles away, before he permitted the annihila- 
tion of the brave detachment which had been sent, or permitted 
to, advance along the river to (L). 

Starting at about 2 90 P. M. on the second, automobiles. 
American owned, began to arrive in Laredo, Texas, filled With 
C&ta wounded. They were transferred to our side 
below the bend in the river where friends took them in charge 
with a view to caring for them in the improvised hospitals on 
the American side. The impudence and self-assurance, with 
which the Carranzistas planned for, and brought their routed 
and wounded to the northern lbank of the Rio Grande, mated 
much comment and just &ti sm from the Federal refugees 
and better class of Americans 'ng in Laredo; and, was only 

government. Some of the more ardent of the American 
Carranzista sympathizers were considerably disgruntledand 
disappointed because the Post'Hospital at Fort McIntosh was 
not placed at their disposat. Several of the wounded died and 
on January 15th there were. but thirty-seven of themheld as 
prisoners of war in camp at Fort McIntosh. 

the trenches at (S) and started a pursuit ""9 o the support which 

possible through the sympathy t and assistance of the local avi l  



COMyBNT8.  

I Undertbie~ameegaldwriteavolume. Onthepart 
a€theaummmaB theRweremanyblunders. Theyshowed 
B-b==Y=d- todeath. Theiremkcrction 
indicated lack of organbation, cohesion and mutual confideace, 
ead d to be animated by individual desire to 
uaptaneatawnbathepnwaisedlwt. 

dmald have made sure that the railmad, leading from Nu- 

-8- tomvesttheFederaltown. Goodjudgment 
would have led him to place the bulk of his force on that side 
dtoara&wmingthatQuhtanawastobeexpected. Heshould 
neeerhave permitted thedaring attackakmg the riveragainst 
t h  eastern side of Nuevo Laredo on the seamd. unless he in- 
oended it as a seamdary attack in Conrrection with something 
ume important, or, he should have r e & n f d  the attack locally. 
If it was mexely an .ctiOn to cover his withdrawal, it  should 
n&er have gone as far  as it did. Finally, there is every reason 
to believe that he knew definitely the strength of the Fedgal 
gpiriSar. knowing this, be should not have attempted to take 
it without the determination to push his attack home, and he 
should have seen to it that his force was sufficient and properly 
prarrided with machine guns and artillery. As it was, he 
evidently placed all his hope in the much talked of panic and 
desertionoftheentireFederalgarrison. 

The Federals showed many of the characteristics of good 
troope, they might have easily been cut off entirely from all 
support. As it was they were 300 miles from their nearest 
base, Monterey. With them it was a fight to the death. Early 
in the action it was apparent that " N o  quart& would be 

artduly Gamde& if be had any axltrol over his mes, 

Ipresoto~Q\dntabe'sf~,wase4iectuallyint€?lnapLcd 
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BULLETIN NO. 18. 

BY CAR- 0. W. MOSm m N T € l  CAVALRY. 

ULLETIN No. 18. War 25 artment, October 3,1912, has B been brought to my attention by being again printed in 
the U. S. CAVALRY JOURNAL. (Page 531, January, 1914.) 

That Bulletin is a highly creditable little document, but 
its reappearance caused me to wonder what conditions in our 
d c e  could have induced our Chief of StatT to request its re- 
publication. This “wonder” set me to thinking and this paper 
is the result. I asked myself what changes have been made in 
modem war conditions which will have a bearing on the methods 
of d g  the results which are asked for in Bulletin 18? 

At the beginning of the Civil War, our cavalry was un- 

perience which was needed in a great conflict, but they were 
alsb free from traditions which fdled them with falseidess, and 
the result was that some of the best cavalry leaders of modem 
times were developed and a cavalry officer today, whether he 
be American or European, must include a careful study of the 
methods of cavalry leading during our Civil War, before he 
can lay claim to having a proper professional education. He 
must not, however, confine his study to that one conflict, for 
some of th most, valuable lessons come from a comparative 
study with other wars, or else he wil l  iind himself suf€ering from 
traditions almost or quite as mischievous as those which affect 
someof our European friends whohave failed to include that war 
in their lists of subjects. 

In paragraph 1 we read : “Mounted action is the main r81e 
of the cavalry arm and its organization, armament, and instruc- 
tion &odd be &th a view to rendering it eflective in such action. 
Disslbounted action is, however, a very important &le of cavalry 
and neither an organization nor the method of instruction 

developed, OUT  officer^ Withat that kind Of training and ex- . 
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whichEailstoprovideforthe~veuseof cavalrydismounted“ *I 

will enable it to perfoam fully its functions in war. *’ 
Asapdimhty , I WishtosaythatIamnotdwellingup 

the subject of equitation because it is generally admitted to be 
a necessary pdimhary toall cavalryttainingthatthehorses 
shall have reached a high degree of obedience and docility and 
shall be so physically trained as to enable them to carry their 
riders over all sorts of country with a minimumexpenditweof 
energy, and that the riders must be able to sit their horses lightly 
and with good balance. For the cavalry officer however, to for- 
get that these things are but a means to an end is to make the.  
same mistake as for the infantry officer to think that his educa- 
tion is complete so soon as he has learned his drill and has be- 
come a fairly competent instructor on the target range. 

Surely eyery one is willing to admit that the duties of av- 
airy am properly - ’ inparagraph8. Differencesof 
opinion will begin to appear, however, just as soon as we begin 
to discuss the means by which these results may be obtained, 
but the object of this article wi l l  have been accomplished if 
I succeed in presenting any new ideas which will in the end lead 
to beneficial thought and discussion. 

Paragraph 1, quoted above, correctly states that we should 
give shock action a foremost place in our minds when forming 
adedsionastowhattodoinagivencase. Thisfactcannot 
be too strongly impressed upon the minds of the American 
officers because dismounted action has been so perfected in our 
cavalry that we are apt to exaggerate its importance just as 
our European friends are prone to underestimate it. 

I am firmly convinced that cavalry shauldbetrahed:with 
a fixed purpose to meet the enemy mounted whenever and 
wherever tactical conditions pennit. In the earlier stages of:tbe 
war, especially, we should strive to meet the enemy’s cavalry 
and to overwhelm it in a charge, because the charge is quicker 
and its results more decisive. When our army is waiting for 
infonnation, time is valuable and little or no useful reconnais- 
sance work can be done until the enemy’s cavalry is overwhelmed, 
and to get the morale of the enemy absolutely we must show him 
that we are not trying to avoid shock action. Another 
advantage of mounted action is that we are more than likely to 
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c d&etheenemy in the rey direction which it is well for us to 
take in order to & &ective b wbire the m y  
~ f d l w R e d i s m o u n  ted action will allow him to rem- his 
morale to each an extent as to lead ua a m y  fromthepoint most 
~ t o h i m ~ * t o ~ p r o t R c t r n g  - partieswhich 

I wiu etreet* delay out advance. Again, cavalry without 
the a v e  spirit is not cavalry, and the Ogemive, dashing 
qtirit impliesat leasta&&wtoclosewiththeenemymounted. 

The close of a charge Grids practically every man in am- 
tact with the enemy who is not actually disabled, or whose 
horse has not been killed. Every student of military history 
b w s  that this is fa r  from true of dismounted ttoops; the 
popodqnofstragglers among untrained or unders5cered 
troops- ‘ becomesverygreat. Manyhorseswhichhave 
been PLOrtBuy wounded c a q  their riders through the charge and 
help to deliver the blow against the enemy’s line, so that the 
percentage of efiectives which can be brought against the 

* hode line, even in the face of a galling &e, is greater than can 
bebopedforfmmadismrrun ted line under similar conditions. 

To say, however, that we can always compel the enemy 
to meet us mounted or else refuse to meet him at all is foolish- 
-. It is not so easy to evade a mobile force of the enemy 
armed with machine guns and long range d e s  and, if he is 
equipped witp artillery, the problem becomes much more 
ditlcicult. The result will be that, even on favorable terrain, we 
shall be frequently compelled to attack dismounted with either 
a U  orapartofourforce. Thiswilloccurmore frequently than we 
would like; and. for that reason, every cavalry column should 
be equipped with some cyclists who wil l  be capable of acting 
as supports for fire action without interfemng with the mobility 
of the column. Of course light, or horse artillery and machine 
guns are always ~~cessary. 

Where the enemy takes the initiative and indicates that he 
is preparing to meet us dismounted, or where the ground makes 
it uncertain whether or not he has dismounted supports, it 
will be foolish to form immediately for the charge. Time must 
be taken to reconnoiter the position and to prepare for the at- 
tack. This seems almost like a platitude but I have known of 
so many charges won on maneuver grounds, through the 
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kindness of the Umpires. tnriler carditions which would bave 
ledtotbe~tionofthechargingcavalry,thatIamcon- 

Inour 
desire to iaskuct OUT cavalry to fight mounted we umst not 

* r  

vincedthat the remark is not, massad ‘y,superfiuous. 

.be 80 e n q c  OLI the maneuver ground, in the war gaae, 
or in the map problems, as to make otpselves redidous or we 
destmy, rathex than strengthen, coddemx in ourarguments. 

‘when c2immmm ces permit, cavalry OpPOsed to caval+ 
should fight upunted, thus retaining the mobility and power of 
-ver necessay to its security and success.” 

I have often had it preached to &e that, at the-g 
of a Campaign strategic patrols and amtact sqpadrrrns should 
be sent out wellin advance ofthearmy cavalry fa r  the purpose 
of locating the ena&ny4and sending back word to the msin body 
as to his wheff-abouts, strength, dispositions, etc. Thie im- 
plies long marches well to the front, among most perilous sur- 
roundings and, in the face of active cavalry, entails a super- 
human job upon the advance troops and all for the purpoee of 
getting information. which either never returns at all or is so 
old when received as to be of very little value to the cavahy 
commander. The contact troops move out by forced marches 
for sixty or seventy des to the front and after these extra- 
ordinary exertions either have to go into hiding or else they 
are captured or destroyed by the fresh troops near the &&my’s 
main body after their mobility has been seriously impaired- by 
long marches andlack of provisions. The cavalry accomplishes 
little or nothing and the army commander either obtains his 
requiredinformation from elsewhere or fails to get any, and every 
one asks “what has become of the cavalry?” 

Whatever may be the object of the reconnaissance, I am 
of the opinion that the best way to obtain results is for the 
whole body of the cavalry to advance along parallel 
roads, making a step by step advance (moving from one good 
strategic position to the next), carefully reconnoitering between 
positions by’means of patrols and aeroplanes, until the enemy 
is located and then, taking advantage of night or weather, 
unsuitable for the enemy’s aeroplane reconnaissance, to con- 
centrate everything and break the enemy’s screen. This being 
done we shall be free to obtain information of value and by  
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means of wiralsss tekgmphy ac telephoee, we should be able 
, to tamunit what is received wbile it is still new e!nough to be 

dvahre. 
Right b;ere I wish to say solrrething about a e r o p ~  in 

&mctioa with this esr~y mammismce. hmplane recon- 
nihance is a factor upon which we must reckon. for cavalry 
h the future wiU not be able to fulfill its mission except in com- 
b t i m  with it. As indicated above, aeroplanes can and 
should be used boldly while seeking the enemy’s cavalry. By 
thismeans the horses willbesavedfor the fight and our cavalry’s 
concentration be conserved by the lack of necessity for shoying 
out mammkance parties one or more days’ ride to the front. 
As soon as the enemy’s cavalry is defeated and we have reached 
thposition from which we desire to prosecute our vigorous 
-, the air scouts will be sent out andnotonly 
furnish valuable information of the enemy, but also advise our 
cavalry commander as to where cavalry reconnoitering bodies 
should be sent, so as to get a maximum of information with a 
minimum efTort. 

Incidentally prior to &cien’t work with the aeroplanes, 
there wi l l  probably be a fight between the air fleets and there 
we should be able to support our own air ships and aeroplanes 
by fire from balloon cannons. For that reason balloon cannons 
hasbecome a aecessary part of the equipment of a cavalry divi- 
Sim. 

On acoount of the great extent of the front of modern 
armieS, togethemwith the inpenetrability of that front due the 
long range of modern fite arms, it will be impossible f o r  even 
victorious cavalry to obtain much information of the enemy’s 
dispositions, thedore the cavalry must be accompanied by 
aeroplanes and it must be equipped with a view to supporting 
and protecting the air fleet. Aeroplanes 011 the other hand, 
must be accornpauied by cavalry, because its work must be 
suppkmeBted by a mobile force which is also capable of moving 
quicJ6ly across country to new bases of support and reconnais- 
sance. The& never has been a h e r  opportunity for team work 
than that which wiU present itself in the next great war. 

Very frequently the aeroplanes will be able to advise the 
cavalry commander of important positions which are in im- 
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mediate danger of being seized by the enemy, and 60 allow our 
cavalry to increase its value to the army Commander by beating 
the enemy to that position and holding it until the arrival of 
0th- troops. This has alwaysbeen animportant duty of mobile 
troops but their value dong this l ine’shdd be many times 
greater than heretofore. 

After the battle opens, the cavalry certainly should not 
waste its time by laying around in ambush, awaiting a favorable 
opportunity to charge, nor should it be held in rear of the line 
as a part of the general reserve. If a part of a defensive line, 
it should be echeloned to the front for thZ purpose of obsedng 
theenemy’srtispositianr;intimetoallowthesup~commander 
to make proper dispositions to veet them and enable him to 
delive-r the counter charge at the best time. On the offensive 
it should also press to the front for the purpose of scredng the 
movements of the advance and reconnoitering the enemy’s 
line. In either case it will be in the best position to take up 
thespursuit or to cover the retreat. I t  will also be ready to 
assist in the fight directly by striking the enemy in flank or rear, 
either spreading panic and disorder by means of f m  or, should 
the opportunity offer, by delivering a telling charge. 

If, due to the terrain or other causes, this employment 
of the cavalry is impossible it should be held back and its 
strength conserved for future usefulness unless it is necessary 
to “go to the assistance of hard p r e s d  infantry or to fill gaps 
in the firing line.” 

The pursuit is, I believe, one of the few places where cav- 
alry should be cautious. It wil l  not be advisable to allow the 
enemy even a local success for everything must be done to lower 
his morale. The parallel pursuit is the only one which will, 
in general, succeed, for a direct pursuit will soonbe stopped by 
the enemy’s rear guard. Iq the parallel pursuit fire action 
should be resorted to as the principle means of harassing the 
enemy and the mounted charge should be rem-td to only when 
the tactical and psychological conditions insure a succes&l 
result. In general, the front of the enemy’s retreat will be so 
great that cavalry can only hope to keep it moving by threaten- 
ing its rear and by annobg it Withfire;tocharge would deflect 
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it froanits pmper misskm and, at best. d y  secure a local suc- 

When the enemy’s front is extented over ty or sixty miles, 

but~arpandshouldoperateagainsthisflanks. Bythat 
meBL18 we shall be in position to strike him a telling blow on 
the flank and to keep him worried about his lineof communi- 
~etians. At thesame time we shallkeephim from successfully 
d c t h g  an enveloping or turning movement against our 
o w  almy. 

Later on in the war, after both armies have been broken 
hp into@er detachments. we shall haveopportunities for raids 
agaipet the line of communications or other important points. 
In mo-ts like raids in which great mobility is required, 
the horses should be quitted and dismounted action restored 
to with great relwtamx, especially by smaller bodies. And 
here, again, do aeroplanes become of transcendent importance 
because they will be able by well timed scouting to prevent the 
cavalry froxu becoming involved in an inopportuae fire fight, 
and to prevent u ~ n e c e ~ ~ a r y  p a t r o u g  by advising the cavalry 
leader fthresteneddanger. 

conclusion : I have avoided the subject of organization 
and 3 y touched on armament so far as would be suggested 
by the modern factor of the aeroplane. To my mind the great 
essentials for every cavalry officer to bear in mind are: (a) 
The step by step advance; (b) The resort under all practicable 
conditions to the “offensive hook;” (c) the attempt to carry out 
the parallel pursuit when victorious and to prevent it when 
ptecting a &mating army; and, (4 The cultivation of mental 
attitude favorable to the employment of cavalry mounted, so 

dismounted action only afm having rejected mounted action 
as impmcticable. 

- 
L=- ~agai8athisrearwil lbeprRcticauy E - t o f t h e q u e s t i ~  

that the psychological effect will be to cause him to resort to 

FORAGING AND CONDITIONING OF CAVALRY 
HORSES.* 

BY CAPTAIN ARCHIE MILLER, (CAVALJ~Y), Q. M. CORPS. 

H A P  been directd by the Chief of the Cavalry Board to I submit my views on the proper foraging and conditioning 
of cavalry horses. 

1. I believe that troop commanders have in the past dis- 
played less interest in this matter than any other duty connected 
with their command. The result has been that we have fat, 
ill-conditioned, short-winded animals that quickly run down 
and become unserviceable when put to any severe tests. We 
do too much stable duty and grooming “by the numbers” as 
recruits do the manual of arms. Just why no one should be 
permitted to while grooming is beyond my comprehension, 
for any man who handles a horse intelligedtly should talk while 
doing so. 

Too much care is exerdsed to see that men fall in promptly 
at assembly for stables. Many of these men would be at the 
stable earlier and getting their mounts conditioned if permitted 
todo so. 

Stable duty could easily be made a pleasure instead of an 
irksome bore. 

I am glad that the old custom of grooming cold horses 
before daylight is rapidly falling into disuse. No good trainer 
would waste time then on grooming. Brush the animal off, of 
course, but do the grooming after the horse has been exercised 
and turn aut the entire command at this time so that every 
special duty man can get acquainted With his mount. 

I have seen one grooming a day when it was a great im- 
provement over the present custom. Everybody was present 
for grooming at 10:45 A. M.$ and only those horses that were 
exercised in the afternoon were groomed &ah that day. All 
horses were invariably brushed off before being saddled. 

*Report made to the Adjutant General of the Army, through Chief of the 
Quartermaster’s C o w ,  and publihed at the auggeation of the Chief of Staft. 
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Stop the taking away of a trooper’s horse by ofticers and 
namunnmksioned officers just when that animal has beunne 
well con+tioned by a mam who loves and cares f o r  his mount. 
It takes the heart out of the trooper and should be pexmitted 

Our horses are on the picket line or running in a dirty 
corral much of the time when they should be in the stable. 
Stable sergeants like to have their horses out as much as pos- 
s i l e  so the stable will look clean when officers inspect. We 
should have a stable police on duty all the day to collect the 
manure as it is dropped and this should be deposited in fly 
proof manure pits at once, from where it can be hauled out 
daily. In many garrisons, one manure spreader to each two 
troops +d be a time and money saver. 

All troops should have “swipe sticks” and use them when 
the horses come in hot. 

2. Aboutexetdsing: 
Too many troops start out at a “Trot,” the rear of the 

column at a “Gallop” to catch up. The first and last of all 
exercises should be at the “Walk.” The horses feet should be 
permitted to expand before being put to the more rapid gaits. 

Fresh air and exercise is the life of the horse, so give them 
the exetcise regularly even though the weather may be inclem- 
ent. Too many horses stand in the stable for several days 
oq account of weather conditions and then get a double dose of 
exercise the first day out, the very time when they should be 

3. In considering the subject of proper foraging, I wish to 
state that so far as I have observed in the service we have 
almost wholly disregarded the best authorities in thisvery 
important matter and have permitted our a n i m d s  to be foraged 
by the stable hands with little or no attention from the troop 
o5icers except perhaps to see that the quality of forage is satis- 
factory. The oflicers who neglected to properly supervise their 
mess would soon hear from that omission of duty, but the horse 
must take what he gets, when he can g& it and cannot complain, 
The d t  is that he (the horse) is gorged during a portion of the 
day and starved during the d d e r .  

only in an emergenay. 

e 

exercised less strenuously. 
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Let us d d e r  the custom in general use throughoutthe 
service. Five opcl0& or 5-50 A. x., stable sergeant remarks 
“Horses not to be watered because they don’t drink well at this 
hour.” He remembers that it wil l  be so much easier for the 
watering to be done after the early morning grooming when a 
larger number (not all) the men are there. The stablehands 
hurry to grain and hay the horses; they must hurry because 
they want to be at the dining mom when mess call goes. 
Assume that the hprses have been fed six pounds of grain and 
five pounds of hay; they must hurry becaw the troop will be 
dpvn to groom shortly and perhaps they will be removed to 
the picket line for grooming and the stable hands will want 
to hurry and police the stable. The horse quickly bolts his 
grain, and promptly follows this by devouring as much of the 
hay as possible. (If he is off his feed, that is his lookout, and 
his identity will not be detected if he stands in a different sta l l  
every night, which is a pratice in perhaps only a few troops). 

He is then groomed and will no doubt be watered immedi- 
ately after grooming. It is true that the grooming at another 
time (after exercise) will do him more good and that Watering 
at this time wil l  impede digestion, but “Boots and Saddles” 
wil l  sound kery shortly and everybody must hurry. 

Except that we water 6rst. we repeat the same schedule in 
the evening. (I have often w o n d d  who was responsible for 
that wise order requiring three feeds a day, which was certainly 
a step in the right direction.) 

“A Manual of 
Veterinary Physiology,” Smith-relative tQ the “Arrangepent 
of Food in the Stomach,” from which I quote (See diagrams 
herewith,) states: 

“An interesting, practical and physiological study is the 
&et of feeding horses on Merent foods in succession. Wh& 
hay is given first and oats afterwards, the hay is found dose * 
to the greater curvature and pylorus, and the oats in the lesser 
curvature and cardia; no mixing has occured, both foods are 

w 

Let us now consider thesubject of digestion. 

perfectly distinct, and‘a sharp line of demarcation exists be- 6 
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meen them (pis. 41, I).* Duriag digestion mixing occut8 at 
the pykumbtltnawhere else; no matter what cOmpreSsiOLl the 

t b  foods always femaip distinct. The presence of the oats, 
howewer, causes the hay to pass out more sapidly than it would 

OoQtQQts have undergorre as the *t of gastric -tr8cths, 

Ray dra: foUored by oat6 "Y" . b o r a  the hay and "X" the oats The latter 
th0 W r  C U f T S M  M d  c.8eoDss rltb €he h . Y  4t D Y h U S  

have done had it been given alone. Colin observed that half 
the hay, but only one-fourth or one-sixth of the oats, would, 
under these conditions, pass into the intestine in two hours. 
Ellen- has shown that when hay aad oats are given in 

.Figure 41 of Smith's Veterinary Physidoge show a longitudinal nee- 
tion of the horse's mtomaeb. giving the arrangepent of the food according 
U, the order in whieb it waa received. in  each case "0" is the esophagus, 
."P*' h the pylorus; "S" the left sac; and "F" the fundus. 

I 
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this d, a portion of the oats may pass oat islto thebowelby 
the leeeer curvature without entering ei- the left sac or 

I .  

fundus of the stomach (see Pig. 41,I). When Oats are 6- 
first, followed by ha:, (Fig. 41, XI) the oats axmmnce to pass 

Oats Bmt: followed by ha).. "X" shows the oat. and "Y" the hay. 

out before the hay, but the presence of the hay causes the oats 
to pass more quickly into the intestines than they othemise 
would have done. If a horse be fed on three or four foods in 
successioil they arrange themselves in the stomach in the d e r  
in which they arrived, viz., they do not mix. The first enters 
the greater m a t u r e ,  the last the lesser m a t u r e ,  and it is 
only at the pylorus that any mixing occurs under ordinary con- 
ditions (Fig. 41,111). Thisregulararrangement of thediEerent 
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foods in layeash only distarbed when a horse is watered after 
f € d i a g ; M d e r t h e s e ~  the amtents are mixed to- 
gether and cligestioa thereby impeded. Apartfromthis,the 
influx of a -le quantity of fluid into a stomach already 
containing as much as it &odd hold, means that material is 

Tbe order of Uuwe Nceedve fed& "2" shows the first feed. "Y" the m n d .  

washed out of it into the small and large intestines, and this 
may set up imitation and colic. By wa-g a horse after feed- 
ing more than half the food may at once be w-ashed out of the 
stomach. The water which a horse drinks does not remain 
in the stomach, but passes immediately into the s m a l l  intes@nes. 
and in the course of a few minutes finds it way into the caecum; 
hence the golden rule of experience that horses should be watered . 
fust and fed affmwa&. We may summarize these facts by 

.ad **X' rJm turd. 

1 
~ . .  
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aying that in a succession of foods'the first coasumsd is the 
5rst to pass out. That does not mean to say that the whole . 
of it passes out befm any of the succeeding food enters the bowel 
lor we have shown that after a time, at the pylorus, they lllix 
ind pass out together; but the actual influence of givhg a food 
int is to cause it to pass out first. The practical application 
,f this fact, accordlp ' g to Ellenberger, is that when foods are 
jven in succession, the least albuxx$nous should be given first. 
This appears to distinctly reverse the English practice of giving 
bats first and hay afterwards, but perhaps only apparently so, 
)r experiments shows that the longer digestion is prolonged, 

-he more oats and the less hay pass out, so that some hay 
under ordinary drcumstances a moderate quantity) is alwap 

'eft in the stomach until the commencement of the next meal. 
The presence of this hay from the previous feed may prevent 
.he corn of the succeeding meal from passing out too early. ~ 

.\ccording to Ellenberger, in order that horses may obtain the 
ullest possible nutriment from their oats, hay should be given 

:irst a d  h a  urder: This carries some of the hay into the bowel 
.md after a time the oats are to be given. The remaining hay 
TIOW passes into the bowel and the oats remain in the stomach. 
This does not accord with English views of watering and feed- 
ing horses, which have, however. stood the tests of prolonged 
practical experience." 

The point I am trying to make is that our lack of system in 
ieeding results in a vast waste of forage and our animals are 
generally illconditionid. So many horses when turned loose 
in the corral after morning drill are famished forfood. Their 
morning grain has been pushed through them mostly undigested 
and yet some troop commander is surprised to see his mounts 
eat their droppings at this time.- 

Many Department Commanders reduce h e  forage allow- 
ance'by order. This I &der bad practice for while it may be 
beneficial to the animals in one post. it may prove detrimental 
to those in another; this is particularly the case with our present 
4ipshod method of feeding. The reduction should only be 
made by the Post Commander and depend upon not only the 
wason of the year but the duty performed or to be performed. 
Troop officers should be assembled by the Post Commander 

- 
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fromtimetotimetahpct aU the Troopmounte and diecuss 
t e e g o o d a n d b d ~ p a w a d m g  - -  i n t h e s e v a s l ~ -  

I tibaa I n t b i s ~ t b e i r i n ~ ~ b e ~ a n d w e  
willaowhaveaskeenarivatryasnowexistsamongtheseveral 
Troop - 

The relative feeding valued the several grains and grasses 
dlsoonbethe aderofstudy on the part of Troop oScers. 
wfren suddenly ordered far duty 011 the Mexican Border or 
ehmhereintheWdwherethe fomgepreviouslyusedisnot 
availabk, they will lasow wben to feed and what quantityof 
the substitute forage should be given. 

I k t u m  to remark that many, since serving along the 
Medcau border, have learned that Alfalfa must be f ed  as a 
amcentrate. not as a hay and that crushed barley must be 
handledcarefully and not in the same manner as oats. 
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THE STATUS OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENT IN 
THE LANd-GRANT COLLEGES.. 3 

BY EDWARD ORTON, Ja 

s 

F all the provisions madeby governments or by prhmte 0 citizens for the ducation of the people, in this or any 
other country, in these days or those of the past, few, if any, can 
be compared in importance and far reaching & e c t t o t h e M d ’  
act of 1862. It has brought into existence a group of ind tu-  
tions without a parallel in the field of higher education, either 
in the breadth of choicdof their educational menu, their acces- 
sibility to people of all classes, or in the extent to which they 
are patronized. 

In the Morrill act, as in all other documents of great h- 
port, every word and phrase has been studied aqd its v8tiOtls 
possible signification discussed. These matters are still under 
a more or less spirited discussion, which must continue until 
sooner or later the general concensus of opinion crystallizes. 

There is one provision in this act, however, which is not 
ambiguous in its meaning, yet which is subject to wider differ- 
ences of interpretation than any of the really debatable clauses. 
I refer to the words, “and including military tactics.” E-- 
body knows just what this means. There is nothing permissive 
or optional about it. It means that it was intended by the 
framers of the law that military instruction should be an in- 
tegral part of the training given by every land-grant college. 

That there are very wide diflerences at present in the way 
that a military department is administered in the several land- 
grant colleges is unquestionable. In some the military disci- 
pline i s  like that at West Point. always in force, and the student 

*Thin paper w a ~  prepared for presentation before the Land-Grant 
College Engineering Organization and WM read before a pint meeting of 
that body and the Association of American Agricultural College8 and EX- 
periment Stations. 
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act specifically oxadom. But, while I thmghly Mm in 
this ~asoll for exacting drill in l a n d - m t  alleges, still from 
the standpoht of these schools I d d e x  it d secondary im- 
portance, COmpBied to the intrinsic value of the military driU 
as an element in the education of any young college graduste. 
It is €or the benedt of the institutions themselves, rather than 
for the improvement of our nati0nd.dt.a~~ preparedness, 
that I am urging that the militarydiilI be treated with more 
seriousness and consideration. 

6 

RESPB X'S IN W PCX COLLEGB MILITARY INSTRUCTION IS OF V A M .  

(1) Disciprinary Wlw. Military drill supplies a con- 
ception of authority, and respect for authority, which nothing 
else does or can furnish. It is needed more! now than half a 
century ago, and will be needed increasingly as time goes on. 
How many of the young men that come before you in your 
administrative capacity for advice or reproof give evidence of 
being reared in a well ordered and well disciplined home ? How 
many cases mme before your notice of young men who are 
lawless and disobedient at college because they have never 
been controlled at home? Or, worse still, in how many cases 
where discipline by the university is inflicted upon a young man 
fos infraction of the des,  do his parents show their incspsCity 
for government by siding with the offender and encouraging 
him in his folly, by misplaced sympathy and by. appeals for 
the waiving of the university's regulations in his behalf? With 

and the proportion of such growing instead of decreasing, the 
need of a discipline, fundamental, vigorous and absolutely im- 
partial, is apparent. No greater kindness ca.n be shown an un- 
disciplined, spoiled boy, whose mother is too weak and whoee 
father is too busy to control him, than to put him,under mili- 
tary control, where he learns to obey first and ask why second, 
and where punctuality, selfcontrol, neatness, and absolute 
truthfulness are the 6rst requisites. No military discipline c811 
ever give a boy what he ought to get at home, but for the boy 
who does not get discipline at home, the military training is of 
inestimable worth. 

our colleges full of y d g  men of such undisciplined ante€!edents, 
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lives in barraclcs. undes a strictly a m t r o U e d  schedule. In 
otbers the 6iu lasts one hour per day, but continues thmugh 
five days a week for the entire four years of the college course. 
Inmostoftheinstitutiors,drilloccursonthreeda~aweekfortftro 

in others, two days a weekfor twoyears, and in others 
three days a week for one year. From this it appears that while 
an equal obligation rests upon all institutions founded under 
the Morrill act to maintain military instruction, there are 
redly very great dSere0ces in the extent to which this obli- 
gation is felt or n?cogwA * in the different colleges. 

M y  purpose in calling attention to these conditions is 
partly to raise an objection to this lack of uniformity. I think 
that it is impioper that institutions which receive the same 
bounty should requite this bounty in such very Merent mea- 

But the more important part of my purpose is to call at- 
tention to a much more serious matter, viz., the wrong mental 
attitude which most of these colleges assume toward military 
instmaion, in the fact that they give as little of it as they think 
will pass muster. I deplore the loss to the students, toothe 
schools, and to the Nation from this faulty conception of what 
the military provisions of the Morrill act arecapable of acmmp- 
Wing,  if administered with sympathy and wisdom. It seems 
to me that many of us are not giving a good stewardship of 
the talent, which has been put into our hands. Especially 
do I desire to convince t h i s  body that we, as college executives, 
are failing seriously to take hold of and make ef€ective use of 
one of the very best tools in our whole educational kit. 

The chief motive for  the insertion of the military drill re- 
quiremept in the M o a  act was probably to strengthen our 
feeble military preparedness by the creation of a body of ed- 
ucated Citizen soldiery, which in time of war would become an 
Bssetofgreatimportan ce to us. It 5 evidently inspired by 
the serious shortage of petsons fit to become officers in the Civil 
War, which was then in progress, and the terrible sufTering of 
our troops, due to the incompetence and inexperience of their 
&cers. This motive is still the most important one which 
can be brought forward from the government's side to justify 
the expenditure which the military drill feature of the M o d  
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Obedierre does not come frmn precept or from intellectual 
CaLLViCtiOO solely, or even chMy;  it comes 'rom the knowledge 
of power and authority; and while intellectual conviction 
should always be used to its limit in secufiag obedience, there 

wbetber one deals with savages, or boys; or college professors. 
That is why a good military -t in any college is in- 
valuable. It is the one branch of college work where authority 
Visibly rests upon its actual source of power. 

(2) Physical advantage. Young men who come to college 
may be divided into two -those who are in earnest and 
thee whoare not. Happilythefirstclassgreatlypredominates. 
Bat both classes make the same enw, though from different 
reasons. The big does not want to drill because it takes too 
much time. He has a convenient chance to get a laboratory 
Kectianorsamethmg * else, and he does not want to quit and put 
oahisdorm,justwhenanhourormorewould finishanex- 
periment or a n n p k  a problem. The idler on the other hand 
h d s  that drill interferes with his watching or taking part in 
the college sports or something else, and hence he would like 
to be excused. An hour of brisk marching in the open air, 
with head up, shoulders square, and with every sense alert, 
under the h p h h g  influence of mass action, team work and 
military music, is a grand finish for the day of a college student, 
and a grand preface to the evening me'al. In college or out, 
humanlan ' d are prone to neglect the simple laws of health and 
fa i l  to take exercise. The drill would be worth while ten times 
over if it did no other thing then to force students to exercise 
regularly in the open air. One of its great merits is that it 
catches the veqf fellow who would not get the exercise except 
upon compulsion. 

(3) Intsuectual bensfit. As a purely intellectual exercise, 
military drill is in onelrespect the equal of any course in college, 
viz., power of ccmcentratim. It keeps a constant demand 
upon the attention of every man in the company every minute 
that it lasts. It is memory exercise at first, but as soon as 
f-ty and practice bring a certain degree of automaticity 
to the commoq movement, the nature of the demand changes 
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and the strategical phase of the subject is developed. The 
hading of troops, even in a simple milharyceremony,requha 
not only amcentration but constructive ability, and the mmt 
that the work leaves the field of ceremany and takesupd 

etc., the constructive element becomes predomrnan * t. Noone 
one, officer or private, can acquit himself well in a spirited, 
a p p y  drill without giving a high degree of concentration to 
to the task. The more advanced the work becomes, the xnore 
bmad and d i v d e d  demaad does the work make upon the 
intelligence of the student. 

It may be objected that thsreal intellectual labor falls upan 
the offxers, indeed upon the one officer in command. It is un- 
doubtedly true that the leader does the most work and gets the 
most bene& but in a student organization tpeproceedure 
Wers from that of the army, in that every &ort is made 
to vary the leadership and to give the opporfu&y of leader- 
ship to as large a number as possible. The modem formations 
favor this, for every eigth man is a corporal and responsible 
for his seven men, and every sergeant has his squad or platoon, 
etc. 

one can properly control others who cannot first control him- 
al verities which cannot be tooften 

driveninto the minds o I? the young college man. Any young en- 
self," is one of these 

gin& looks forward to controlling others. In a sense every 
young college man does, whether he is an engineer or not, 
but in law and medicine and agriculture. the future direct con- 
trol of a force of men does not loom up on the horizon as it 
does to one who expects to playaleadingpartin therailroad, 
mine, or factory. But how shall we get this power of leader- 
ship ? How shall we learn to impose our will upon others and still 
keep their respect and regard? I believe in the laboratory 
method in most things and I believe in it here. To give a 
young power to control others, let him first learn how to 
obey and to take orders from others. Next, give him a minor 
responsibility to direct others, and coach him on his faults 
when he begins. Give 'him increasing chances to coxpnand as 

1 

militirry m a n e u d g ,  Such as drirmish drill, Wt-post duty, 

(4) DePelopment of ckoructer. The old adage that "no / 
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"he! d t a t y  olganigatcm ih a latse college offers an ideal 
~ d g m i n g j u s t e y r c t t y t h i s o p p o r h u n  'ty. Inacollege 

aUy. and the number ofa6cers can be increased considerably 
over thesta tu torypmpor t ion ,wi tho~t~gthe  prestigie 
d the obficers' positioa to any degree. In this way large mum- 
hers ot the me0 get the experience of commanding ttoops--in 
fact, every one who develops the least facility or promise in 
that direction. A young man who cannot develop leadership 
in a d t a r y  Organization is ayoungman whoseattributes as an 
eJlpineer peed investigation. 

Anotherfactorinleadershipistheabilitytoreadc~. 
No better p l a c e d  in the world to practice this art than in 
the selectioa of men for office. Every company captain must 
stndy his men, and in making his selections for promotion, 

of his superior officer, he himself 

ding is the high standard of 
any &dive  military con- 

trol. A soldier idtaught a very simple but a very severe code 
of behavior. He must tell the truth and hate a lie. He must 
eDforcerespectforhiso~a rightsandmustshowequalrespectfor 
therightsof others. As he wears the uniform of his Otganiza- 
tion, he must be a gentleman, first, last,and all the time, or he 
will disgrace his friends as well as himself. He must love his 
country and serve it with a single mind, even to death. Not 
abed p&tformforayoungcollege man to learn, is it? 

(5) Tecknicd training of engineeringmlue. Every in- 
telligent manknowsthat the lossesin the wars of the past have 
been chieffy c a d  by disease; that those actuality killed or 
ka+tated by wounds are only a small percentage of the 
whoh. Every cme knows, or should how, thatthe life of an 
amy ollicer is veq largely spent in taking care of the physique, 
stmngth and health of his men. For a few moments or a few 
hours of his life, he may be in battle, where a bullet, or a shell 
or a poisoraed arrow may rudely intemrpt his career; but more, 
than 99 per cent of his life is spent in getting ready and keeping 
ready for this aucial moment. His task is to live right, to 
consewe and develop his own physical powers, in order to set a 
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good example, and to be ableto see that hismendo thesame. 
It involves knowleagepof the elements of died-,  the use of 
water for drinking, the care of one's own person, keeping clean, 
keeping a whole skin, and treating wounds andminorinjwk. 
It involves the much more difficult task of seeing that others, 
who do not know or compprehad the danger, or who lack the 
d-control to d e r  privation, are not allowed to talp direct, 
sanitary risks. 

Every manufacturingot engineering enkrprk is like an 
army in the fact that its &ectiv& is dependent on the 
physical e&ctiveness of itsmen. And how often on the fron- 
tiers in industry, as on the frontiers in war, does the successof an 
enterprise depend on the ability of the engineer or superintend- 
ent tw make his men live as they should? How many of our 
railraad camps, drahage camps, highway camps, and factories 
are decimated by typhoid, cholera, diphtheria, yellow h e r ,  
tubrculosis, syphilis, etc., while work is delayed dr stopped and 
time, money and life are lost, because the engheer-in charge 
did not knowthatit washisbusinessto protect hismen from sick- 
ness as well as from accident? 

There is no other school so effiective in such matters as a well 
managed camp, where every detail of the sanitation is carefully 
planned and executed, and where theart of feeding,hausing, 
policing and keeping a body of men well, in spite bf.unusual 
conditions of life, is taughj by practiceaswellas precept. Every , 
engineer ought to have the advantage of such an experience as a : 
fundamental part of his education. 

But besides &tation and c8ie of men, military sciqnce * 

has many other useful lessons. Military proceedwe is really 
engineering. Every military entetprise,-the transpottation of 
supplies, the bridging of streams, the mapping of the country, 
the making of roads, the making of guns and weapons, the con- 
stmction of for ts  and armaments, the science of baUistics, and 
weryotherunenumeratedbranchof thesubject isnothingmore , 

than the applicationof themethods of engineering to theart of 
warfare En-gis, therefore, veryproperly the backbne 
inthe instructian given in every lllilitary school in the world 

of that part df military engineerias experience which is appli- 
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cable to the peacehl arts of commefce and manufacture. No 
right nrinded P~LLP wiU deny to the soldier the credit for what he 
-€I& done to make the wofld m o ~ e  civilized, more orderly, 
mare healthful, mote habitable., ShaU we not take from his 
m a c e  that part which we need in our daily &airs. 

6 

WAYS IN WRTCX TlIE COLLEGE CAN MAKE THE YXLlTAEY WORK 
BPPBCTIVE. 

If there is anything in these ideas as to the ways in which 
a military department can be of service to a college, or even in 
any one of them, then it would seem that it would be worth 
while seriously to examine ourselves and see if we are doing 
what we can and what we ought to make use of this force. 

I do not wish to minimize the work that has been acccmp- 
plished, and is being accomplished, by the military depart- 
ments of the land-grant colleges under existing conditions. 
To my mind they deserve in most places the very highest praise 
for doing so well, With so much inMerence to overccme and, 
often, in the face of vded  hostility. Nevertheless colleges 
can certainly do a good deaI more to make the military work 
more successful. 

(1) Backhag up discipline. The college owes no more 
department than strongly to 
latter seeks to enforce. The 

be short and infrequent, but nhile it lasts it must be 
it is to do any good. Too often the 

ty of actually subverting discipline, by 
winking at infractions of the rules, graduating rrien in spite 
of shortage of military credits, allowing students to htt Gnu 
in favor of some technical duty, etc. 

(2) Ac4demiccredit. The college should acknowledge 
the educatimal value of military training as the equal of any 
otbersubject in academic weighting. If a subject is put upon 
a student’s class card as a requirement, with no other credit 
than a penalty for failure to perform it, that subject is certain 
to be viewed by the student as an exaction to be gotten through 
but by nu umms to betgtke!n&dy. It isdiscountedin ad- 
vane. If the oollege treats the military department with re- 
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spect and consideration, the student will in time adopt the same 
attitude, but not otherwise. 

(3) Military corrrtesy. Another way to d i e  the dx- 
tary work is for the faculty to observe generallyandpunctili- 
ously the little formalities and courtesies which a military 
organhation makes possible. If the faculty r e c q n k s  salutes 
and gives them to military officers, the value of the &ce is- 
enhanced and discipline is strengthened. The whole tone of a 
CoUqe, and the relations of its professors and students in class 
and-put, can be greatly i m p v e d  by the faculty taking the 
slight trouble to maintainintheirworkandcontactwhhstudents 
a little of the formal courtesy which is required as a matter of 
course by the military department in its own internal relations. 

(4) Time ullowrtrce. Another thing which can be done 
to help the military work along is to grant sufficient time to 
the subject, so that the course can be made to include some of 
its interesting phases and not be confined to a mere repetition 
of the manual of arms and company forribtion. Military 
science, like any other college work, should be so taught that 
the student kan see his own progress, and also see that there is 
much more to know than he will get a chance to learn. Any 
active-minded group of college boys can learn the ordinary 
drill in a very short time if they have the faintest interest in it. 
The fact  that they so etimes accomplish so little is because 
they have so little in t in it and receive no intimation from 

instruction is progressive, so that a second year man is not 
expected to do the same thing as the first year man, and the 
third year man is required to do yet more advanced work. the 
student’s interest is soon enlisted. When there is so much 
that should be taught, it is a pity that the A B C of it should 
occupy all the time. 

important thing which the college can do, is to provide adequate 
teachiDg force. No college in the land would expect one pro- 
fesSgr of mathematics to teach a thousand students, nor would 
it think that it had done justice to its students il it had manned 
the inathematics department with one professor and an ever ex- 

s 
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the faculty that they + are expected to feel otherwise. If the 

I 
I (5) A&quate instnccti0Mll force. Another and a v m  . 
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padngaadeverc€mgingcorpdjurriorsanddm studeat 
8 s s i s & n t s . t o ~ t b e ~ a n d a o p h o m o r e s .  Without 
doubt- ’ d d  be so taught, but any institution that - 80 to teach the subject would lose caste. Yet that 
isexactly what all oftbe colleges are doing with their military 

One army o&er seems, in the mind of the col- 
leges, to be able to lea- the whole mass of students with mili- 
tary knowledge, no matter whether there be a company, or a 
regiment, to a brigade to be handled. 

1 am not advocating the employment of army of6cers to 
do away with or take the place of the student officers. The 
opportunity to command and to handle troops is a most im- 
portapt part of the military ttaining of the student; but the 
cadet officer, as well as the troops, should be unda the watchful 
care and daily coaching of a compefxnt teacher. The colleges 
oaght to take the leadership in recognizing this situation. The ’ xule s h d d  be that no officer should ever be required to take I charge of more than four hundred men, and that where more than 
four hundred are enrolled, a secopd officer should be detailed, 
and a third when the number exceeds eight hundred and so on. 
It might be argued that with but one hour a day for drill, the 
workof these men would be light. This would not be so if they 
to0fC:theirdutes seriously and d y  gave themselves to the task of 
building up their work. Target practice, tactic classes, art 
of war and advanced instruction would keep them busy. It 
may be objeeted that the number of oficers available under the 
law cf 1893, under which army 05cers are now detailed. 
does not pennit doubling the detail of officers upon full pay and 
allowances at one college, except by depriving some other in- 
stitution of its detail. This, unfortunately, is the situation at 
present, but it is a matter that can be remedied. The law has 
been amended twice to increase the number of officers avail- 
able, and can be amended again to provide the number that 
modern conditions demand. L 

Meanwhile there is nothing whatever in the terms of the 
M d  act which requires that the land-grant colleges shall 
hepepd e u p  army to give the instruction in mili- 
t€uy tactics which the law plpsaibes. They may, if they so 
desire, go out and secure as military instructorS anyone whom 

- 
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theycan find who knows the subject, whether retired army 
officer, militia afls~er, or a&. Since the war Departmept 

tion is very natural to 7 that the govenunent’s duty is 
to supply more when needed, and therefore, to limit the train- 
ing to what the one officer is capable of doing until the Govern- 
ment sends more. But I umtend that this is radically wrong 
in prinaple and in practice, and there idno reason why the 
college should feel absolved from further respansibilty in the 
matter of providing more instmctim when needed. If the 
War Department withdrew all officers, the schools would stil l  
have to provide military instruction just the same. 

d ~ f u r n i s h ~ & ~ f ~  of charge to the college, the 

THE NEEDS 0 P THE COUNTRY AND 0 P THE COLLEGES ARE IDENTICAL. 

My next thesis is that it is just aS important, or more so, 
to the country at large, and to the War Depanment in par- 
ti&, that the military work of our land-grant colleges be 
strengthened, as it is to the colleges themselves. The officials 
of the War Department look at the provL4ons of the Morrill‘ 
act, and the acts of 1890 and 1907, as beingintended toremedy 
the temble shortage of of6m felt in the Civil War, and, later, 
in the Spanish War. In view of the very small number of 
graduates of land-grant colleges who go into the army or even 
into the militia, and in view of the inability of the War Depart- 
ment to keep track of these graduates or to have any kind 
of hold on them in event of war, these officials cannot see where 
all the millioq that have beeh poured into these colleges have 
thus far done anything in particular to improye the military 
preparedness of the United States. They partly overlook the 
very wide dissemuza - tion over the cwntry of educated men 
who have had some military knowledge and experience, and 
who doubtless w d d  flock to the calk in time of need, but 
their dissatisfaction and unwillingnw to place their tryst on 
such an intangible military asset is entirely natural. It simply 
means, in event of a sudden expansion of the army in war time, 
that we shall have a recumace of the conititions of the Civil 
War, except that we now have a populace somemhat better 
trained in military sdence from which to-select. 

. 
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With the Ww Department looking at our work in this qght, 
wecannotexpecttheGovemmenttogiveusmorehelpunles 
we can show very clearly that ourin&ciency from the military 
standpaint is not wholly our own fault, that we desire to rectify 
the situation, and that we cannot do so without further assist- 
ance and coeperation. 

In order to p v e  this contention, it mill be necessary to 
discuss briefly the military prepadness of the United States. 

Siss of the Army. The present status of the army is not 
satisfactmy to those who are in it or those who are out of it, 
so far as the latter have knowledge of the facts. It is very small 
collsidefipg the population, extent, and exposure of the coun- 
try. It is. we hope, very efficient for its size, and we believe 
that it Fllould give a very excellent account of itself, as long as it 
lasted, in a serious war. Its weak spot is that it has no efficient 
reserve which could be mobilized in time of trouble. 

To create a reserve, two things are necessary-mmpetent 
officers and willing men. The o f i m  must be competent 
as well as willing, for an officer cannot be made in a day, no 
matter how much good-will he brings to the task. In short, 
a competent officer is a highly trained professional man, whose 
education and e?tperience must cover five years at least. With 
competent officers, willing men can soon be made into an effec- 
tive military asset. The problem of officering the reserve is 
the real problem, and the one in which the schools can assist 
in the solution. 

The miliria rsserpe. To supply a reserve, two plans have 
been considered. The first one is to nationalize the state 
militia under the Dick act. This has been a good measure and 
is  doing a good deal that it was hoped it would do. It has 
greatly improved the e5aency of the rank and file of the militia. 
It has trained their officers somewhat. It has welded them more 
closely into a e y  national body, but it has not increased the 
strength of the militia force, nor has it removed its one greatest 
souire of A t h e  elected officer. The highest grade of 
d t a r y  discipline! can mer be developed where the officer 
holds OfIiOe by the d r a g e  of the rank and 6le. The militia, 
therefore, does nof CoastitUte an efficient reserve, either in 
numbers or in quality. and it certainly could not be depended 

. . .  ". .'.?" - ,- 
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upon to supply many extra officers for the speedy recruiting of a 
still larger volunteer force. 

Tbe osteron res-. A second plan for recruiting a reserve 
has been to keep in touch with all discharged soldiers of the army 
so that'they c d d  be quickly called together in time of need. 
No money is now available for this purpose, and hence, the men 
have no d u e n t  inducement to keep the War Department 
advised of their whereabouts .and do not do so. Until Congressl 
passes legislation for a paid reserve, we shall continue to & 
little or no headway in this important phase of our naticnal de- 
fense. The dkhrged soldiers are not of proper caliber for 
~ommissioned officers in any case, and, hence, do not touch the 
problem we are considering. 

West Point for 
a long time has not been able to fill the ordinary vacancies of 
our regular standing army. Every year a considerable number 
of vacancies are filled with fairly efficient graduates of private 
military schools, a very few graduates from land-grant colleges 
and some from civil life with a' minimum of fitness or efficiency. 
.A few officers are also secured from the rank and file of the 
army, after passing rigid examinations. All combined, these 
sources are barely able to supply the needs of our small stand- 
ing army, and would therefore, not be able to make much of a 
showing in providing officers fo r  a reserve or a volunteer army. 

Congress a bill (H. R. 8661) to establish and maintain military 
training schools in the sexeral states and the District of Co- 
lumbia. These schools must have not less than three hundred 

'students per annum. They orill be given an annual Federal 
appropriation of $8O,OOO, and a State appropriation of $4O,OOO. 
The total annual Federal appropriation contemplatedis $3,920,- 
OOO. ' To teach military science in these forty-nine schools, on a 
plane of efficiency comparable with West Point, or even the 
better grade of private military schools, would require from three 
to six army officers per school, exclusive of the instructors for 
civil subjects. 's would require from one hundred and fifty 
to two hundred i? fficers at the least, which would add ~ , o o O  
to the cwt of the p h .  The Secretary of War has refused to 

West Point a d  tke private military schools. 

The M c  Kellar proposilwta. There is now pending before . 

I 
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approve this bill and has urged that such a sum of money 
should rathexbe used to establish a paid reserve. 

The a m y  stdent camps. There have been recently es- 
tablished two student camps, one in California and one in 
V i  conducted by the army for the benefit and train- 
of students iP military &hook, including land-grant colleges. 
These camps Iast sixweeksand have been attended by less than 
two hundred and 6fty students. Attendance is voluntary and ' 
students must pay their way to'and fro, but are subject to no 
expense except subsistence while in camp. Any student who 
become dissatis6ed can withdraw at any time, so that -1 
military discipline is not emforcible. Fifteen or more officers 
are detailed to supervie asd instruct at these camps. 

This experiment is a good one as far as it goes, but it does 
not go very far. It undoubtedly tends to stimulate military 
enthusiasm in the young men who attend the camps, and also 
v t l y  assists in increasing their military knowledge and com- 
petence. But on its preseat basis it cannot become a very 
important measure, because the expense to the students rules 
out the ones who are most likely to make effective use of such 
an opportunity, and it gives the training to young men who are 
headed for West Point and the Army anyway. and who will get 
the training in time much more thoroughly. It really touches 
the problem of the reserve officer only to a very limited extent. 

The lend-granf colleges. The Government is,paying out 
annually, under the act of 1890 and the Nelson amendment of 
1907, the sum of $2,400,ooO, and the land-grant colleges are also 
receiving many millions more from the frui ts  of the original 
Morrill act, which sums are now a tax on the Government's 
remwces. T h i s  great sum of money goes to alargegmupof 
land-grant colleges which are required to teach military science 
as a condition of their existence, They are doing 50 in such a 
perfunctory and spiritless way that the War Department can see 
little practical return, 80 far as military preparedness is am- 
d. The .Sec&ary of War, in a recent report to a con- 
gressianal commit- says: 

"in this comw&xm . it may not be improper to invite your 
attention to the fact that ttbere is now and has been for many 
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cal college aided by the Federal Govenunept, where the law 
requires that military education be givem with a view to train- 
ing young mal to act as suba lm of volunteers. These col- 
leges were created by the M d  act of 1862 and were further 
ndowed and supported by the &d M d ,  the Nelson, and 

-ub-uat acts. By these acts Congress sought tb prwent 
n the future the serious shortage of the Cid War in ofiicers and 
-3rovided liberally in funds for this purpose, and yet, in spite 

If the eamest endeavors of the War Department, extending 
xer a periodof years, the purpose of Congress has been largely 
kfeated, while at the same time its appropriations have been 
ised. This is due to the failure of the acts to be specific in 
-tating what shall be done and the failure to provide a penalty 
or the institutions not carrying out the purpose of the acts." ' 

THE LOGIC OF THE SITVATIOK. 

Out of all this, two facts stand out clearly. The first is 
that it is the obviou; duty of the Government, instead of em- 
barking u& new and expensive experiments. like the McKellar 
bill, to take hold of its present machinery and make it go; 
and the second is that it is obviously the duty of the land-grant 
L olleges to wake up to this part of their obligation to the Govern- 
ment, and, besides removing all obstacles of their own making , 
which stand in the way, to set themselves seriously to make 
some actual military output of a quality which the Government 
can recognize and use. 

Neither the Government nor the colleges, operating separ- 
ately or alone, can succeed in this matter. It is a matter for 
dperation. We already have the organization for doing 
what is needed. No new one is needed. With a few simple 
changes, the whole system can be made to work successfully 
and economically, to the great saving of the Govemqent in 
its quest for more otEicers, and to the much greater efficiency of 
the colleges. 

Here are the things which ought to be done: 
First. Pass an act APfining a reasonable minimum of 

military instruction which every land-grant college would have 
to mqintain. This minimum should include. 
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(0) NotlesstbsptwoyeafedIDilitaxydriUfordstudents 
~ t h o a e e x e m p t d f o r ~ .  

mixtafyccJem& withnot lees than one hour per period. 
(b) Not less than three -e wods per week under 

(c) The discipline duripg military d d l  periods to be strict, 
with insla- 'on punishable by suspension from college. 
(4 The- tbcomprise~inmanualofarms, 

squad. ampally, battalim and regimental drills, military cere- 
maiiks. target practice, skirmish drill, outpast duty, and not less 
thanomweekof camp per year, and class room instruction in 
tactics, and m the care of mem and sanitation of camps. 

IcpnosLd. pass an act r e q h g  the frequent examination 
ab the of this wqk by the War Department, with 
power wt d y  to withdraw their ofices from the institution 
failing to maintain proper standards, but also to enjoin further 
payments under the act of 1890 and the Nelson amendment, 
until the case of the college in q u d o n  has been brought for 
adjudication before some authority designed by the President. 

'l?tird. Amend the pct of 1893 which limits the number 
of army officers who may be detailed to educational institutions 
to one hundred, so aS to make it possible to detail one active 
or retked officer under full pay and allowances for each four 
hundred students under military discipline. 

Pass an act requiring all land-grant c6lleges to 
which two or more officers are detailed, to provide a four-year 
course in mifitary engineering, said course to include, beside 
the fundamentals of agood engineering education, four years oi 
military drill, and instruction in such courses in advanced mili- 
tary subjects as the Secretary of War may prescribe. 

Pass an act permitting the Secretary of War to 
appoint all graduates to such military engineering courses a& 
second lieutenants in the army for a period of one year follow- 
ing their gralduation, with full pay and allowances, at  the end of 
which time their appointment may become permanent, k 
vacanaes exist, or they may go into civil life. retaining their 
commission as officers .of the reserve. 

Sixth. Encourage the respective States to laws, con- 
necting cadet regiments in the land-grant colleges m h the na- 

Fourth. 

F'ifth. 

7 L' 
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I tional guard of those States, in the same general relation that the 
United States Military Academy bears to the United Statea 
army, to the end that the military equipment now furnished to 
the national guard by the War Deparfment may be available 
to the cadet regiments as well, and that the officers now detailed 
in the several States to inspect and instruct the militia may be 
available for nimilar purpose% f a r  the cadet regiments, and, also 
IO the end that the students, who do not graduate in the pro- 
posed military engineering coufse but who take an interest in 
military aftaits, may be more readily absorbed into and become 
a part of the militia of the States upon leaving college. 

This sixth item is really of very great importance, for the 
reason that the army officers now detailed to the militia d d ,  . 

large part of the work proposed in the other parts of this scheme, 
and because theartillery,cavalry,si~carps,hoSpitalandcamp 
equipment now in the state d s  could be made vastly more 
cfficient and useful than it now is without in any way decreasing 
Its value for the present purposes. In short, the War Depart- 
ment has now in the various states, oficers and equipment 
cnough to carry out the major part of the aboveplanwithout 
~dditional cost. 

1 
1 

without any ad'ditional expense to the War Department, do a 1 

C O N  LUSlON . 
The duty of the Land-Grant College Engineering Organi- 

ration seems to me perfectly clear. It cannot by its own legis- 
lation bring any of these things to pass. It can appoint a com- 
mittee on military education to study the whole subject and to 
find out how far their respective land-grant colleges would care 
tn cooperate towards the attainment of these ends, and, dter 
c.onference with the War Department, to prepare legislation 
for submission to Congress and to the several state legislatures. 

The present is the psychological moment for this organi- 
zation to act. The War Department is considering various 
plans to get more officers for a reserve and for active duty. 
Thus far none of them have been very prgductive. Congress 
is considering new and expensive legislation to create new mili- 
tary schools, duplicating what we already have. If we st& 
forward now and show both the War Department and Congress 
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wherethq call save moaleyand gain their ends mon?e4iicientl~, 
and at tfbe sasxw time add &recrtlyto the eakctiveness of our 
own~,weshsnhavemustrichlyjusti6edourexistence 
as sn aagaaicwtian. 

May I say in addition that the one thing that it seems to 
aLeisthemostimpdrrat in this whole discussionis the ream- 
mendstiontheRthatthere shall-& 8 spedficmilitary engineer- 
ccmrsemtbe~=grant'colleges, a cotll9e wbich d havea 
militarJloutaxne, just as we now have acivir enghering course 
and produce iivilengiaeers, or a mecham 'cal course and'groduce 
mechanical enghseeft. In view of the governmental expendi- 
tures at these colleges we are in duty bound to teach this 
subject. The fact that the War Department needs a body 
of men whit31 'we are not producing but can produce and 
which they are not getting from any other source, shows that 
we have thus an opportunity to be of incalculable benefit to the 
whole country. If our engineering schools will devise a simple 
cause of military eqheerhg we can yearly turn over to the 
Gaoernment 8 number of graduates; and the Government can, 
by making these men second lieutenants for a year, makeit well 
worth the while of any young man to take such a course. He 
would secure a year's salary as an army officer. Even if he 
stayed but that one year, he would still be a trained soldier, 
available in time of war. At present the M o d  act is simply 
slightly upgrading the military intelligence in the population 
atlarge, and it is failing to produce shighly specialized product. 

TRB ACTING CHAIR MAN : We will now have the pleasure 
and honor of hearing from General Leonard Wood, Chief of 
StaB of *e United States Army. 

A D D ~ S S  OF MAJOR GBNBRAL LEONARD WOOD, CmEP 
OP STAFF, UMTBD STATES ARMY. 

One f the most enooUraging signs of our military situa- 
t i o n : ,  in the paper which has been presented here today. 
It au what the Department is trying to do in the way of 
establishing roore dective dations with the educational 
institutions maintaining courses in military instruction. It 
presents a most intelligent grasp of the situation with which 
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we are umfrcmted. The Department is most anxious to give 
moie rrssistanCe to the d t a r y  departmentsof these land- 
grant colleges than hasbeen givebinthe past. By assistcmCe 
I mean sssistance in the sense of getting in touch with these 

- 

departments through the schd d o n  of the general staf€ 
and bringing about a better understanding and a fuller 
measure of co6perat.i~. The main di5culp we have nowa- 
days is to A suita e officers for this college'work, for offi- 
cers, like other men. are not aU fitted to teach; they are not all 
possessed of those peculiar qualities which attract young men 
and make a task sometimes uninteresting, interesting. In 
other words, there are many admirable officers who are not 
adapted to take hold of the work at institutions such as you 
gentlemen represent. You have outlined in this paper a plan 
for securing reserve officers which is on a line with one which 
I have presented from time'to time during the past year. I 
believe the idea is a sound one, and one to which wecan turn 
with thecertainly of securing efficient officers for a reserve 
who will be available in time of war. It has always been my 
conviction that we must make a rational preparation for war. 
Our *le do not seem to understand that wars are not emo- 
tional &airs that they are governed by great influences. 

' Governments do not make wars, but are generally simply the 
instruments of the people in declaring war. Wars are really 
declared by the people and officially announced by the Govern- 
ment, and they are brought about by influeDces almost as up- 
controllable as the se~so~1s. 

We all believe in the largest possible measure of arbitra- 
tion, but we all know that there are some things, like citizen- 
ship and other matters which pertain strictly to us, which are not 
open to arbitration. Much as we wish to avoid war we shall 
inevitably be confronted with it in the hture as wehave 
beeninthepast. Ifwearecalledupontomobilize aforceto 
meet the early $ages of war, with a first class power-and you 
must rpmember that we have never had such a war, or at least 
we ha+e never fought such a war unaided-we should require 

That it is not a large number is 
when one remembers that in the Civil War them were 
men in the Northem armies and over 1,OOO,OOO in 

u m  of 600,OOO men. 

, 
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In view-of the length of our two mast 
k , i t i s a  dlnumber;  andthatisallvmaretrying 

their present organktim, together would not furnish more than 
lS0,OOO dependable  troop^, and we should have to raise about 
4S0,OOO men from the population. You hear much talk about 
our tarnendous military sowces-undeveloped resources in the 
tenn most commo~ly used-and used with a certain sense of 
satisfaction by those who understand nothing of what prepara- 
tion means. Undeveloped military resources are just about as 
useful in time of war as an undeveloped gold mine in Alaska 
in a panic on Wall street. It is a valuable asset if you have time 
to develop it, but not otherwise, and it will not help you during 
the crisis. You have just seen a great war with the decisive 
battles fought in the first month. Wars are coming that way. 
Modem wars come quickly, and when they come upon us, 
whoever our antagonist may be, he will take advantage of the 
fact that we are never ready, and war will be made with more 
than usual promptness in order that we may not be able to as- 
semble even such scanty organized and trained resources as we 
have. 

How are we going to get officers for these 450,OOO men’ 
This is a serious question. It means at least 15,ooO to 16,000 
officers. Where are they coming from? Officers cannot be 
created over night. We had for a long time a reserve force of 
ofkers, men who fought in the Civil War. We had in the North 
probably two milEon men, most of whom had had military 
instructioa. and many of them service in war. In the South 
there were probably amillion whohad had militaryserviceandex- 
perimce. In this great of men there were many thousands 
of officers. For twenty years after the Civil War many of them 
were available add still of an age which rendered them fit for 
military d c e .  They are no longer available, and our supply 
of of6cers must come from some other source. I believe we 
d, acting upon the joint recoarmendation of the president 
oftbeunidtyand theofficer ofthearmyinchargeofthe 
militasy -t, select each year from the five or six thou- 
d graduate of mhges and schools having military instruc- 

, five hundred young men who have taken the military 

thSSSSSSSSSSSSa toarrange far. Now the regulas army and the militia under 
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tmp creditably and appoint them, subject only to physical 
examinatioa, as provisional second lieutenants in the ditTerent 
arms of the Senice-coast &till-, field artillery, infantry and 
cavalry-d pay them for that year the full pay of a second 
lieutenant, which, with allowances is worth from about $2,200 
to about 52.400 a year. A young man who is fairly economical 
and careful ought to be able to leave the ~ M c e  with a minimum 
of Ssoo at the end of the year. We should not require the 
more expensive uniforms but only the worwng outfit. This 
scheme would give us as reserve officers, young men who have 
had from two to four years in a military school under the 
direction of an army officer, and one year in the regular establish- 
ment. They would be better trained reserve officers than are 
most of those in foreign armies. It would be an econo*cal 
and easy way of securing officers and would tend to popularize 
military instruction in these colleges and schools. 

The War Department itself has been rather inert until 
recently in the matter of military education. This inertness 
was due to the f a c t  that up to the time of the Spanish-,4merican 
War we were dealing with a police sitwtion-the Indian situa- 
tion. We had a small and highly effiaent &y we encouraged 
reenlistments, we forgot all about the emergencies that would 
arise in the case of a war with a first-class foreign power, and 
drifted on without thought of the military situation that con- 
fronts this country and will confront it in case of such a war. 
Lately, the genera1 staff has been considering the question of 
reserve men and of oFcers. We shall eventually solve the 
difficulty. We must have behind the regular army an adequate 
reserve and behind the militia a strong reserve, because we 
cannot develop the men quickly--nothingless than three months 
at least-and war will come very quickly when it comes upon 
us. The very fact that we are unready will beaninducement for 
suddenness. 

We are trying to encourage a reserve idea in our militia 
and for the regular army, and I think we will be s u c d u l .  It 
this A d a t i d n  will push forward the iecOmmendaticms made 
in this paper, it wil l  find the War Department in a receptive 
mood, and anxious to co6perat.e wherever possible. Once we 
can plant in the minds of the people sound ideas of military 
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e 5 c h c y  and a tnre idea of our military history-which few 

Thedoctrhweare preachingtothe people is the maximum 
number ob men instructed to be soldiers with the minimum 
interfemme with their economic careers; that is, the maximum 
number of men who have had training enough to make them 
reasanably ac i emt  soldiers, under conditions whichwill 
return them to Civil life with the minimum lass of time, and so 
instructed as to be available as soldiers when required. The 

omic value of military training is very great. Men thus & are more dective in their work, more responsive, 
moie respectful of authority, do things more promptly and do 
them exactly as they are told to do them, which makes them 
aU around better working men. Almost without exception, 
the thinking men in the larger European countries are agreed 
that two year's service in their armies are a distinct gain to 
the Nation: that as a result a man when he comes out is a better 
workman, a better machine, more observant of instructions 
given him, and acts more promptly and efficiently, and that 
the time spent in undergoing military instruction is not time 
lost any more than that ,spent in instruction in a school or 
college. He is being trained for something, trained for syste- 
matic. concerted dort. He is a better citizen. 

Th& there is the humane side of preparation to be con- 
sidered. If you were asked to put crews of untrained men into 
the life boats on our Atlantic coast, to handle them in case of 
necessity, you would object strenuously. You would say: 
"These men are untrained. It is criminal to put theminto 
these boats. They do not know how to handle them, they do 
not know how to row." Yet we go on deliberately, as a people, 
and turn out thousands of younsters under incompetqht officers 
under COPditiollS Inore serious than those of any local storm. 
We throw their fives away with brutal recklessness ; toQ stupid 
toprepare, we waste wantonly. 

We are preaching preparedness, not militarism. We want 
to get, and are getting, the cordial support of men like your- 
selves. I hope you wil l  all get behind the recommendations 
made in this paper. On the part of the War Department I 
can assure you that the Secretary of War is deeply sympa- 

pasaeae--bpe shall begin to get all intelligent tesponse. 
I 
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thetic with what you are trying to do. We are trying to 
develop a sense of responsibility in the young men of this coun- 
try, a sense of responsibility towards their military duty. 
We educate them to perform all sorts of civil duties, but do 
not give sufficient attention to their military duties. 

We do not seek to make professional soldiers or jingoes, 
but we do want to plant in our people a sensible and sane idea 
of preparation, what it means, and what its vaue is; its value 
not only as tending to the improvement of our fighting force, but 
its value as a matter of humanity, because if we are well pre- 
pared, war will not be thrust upon us, and if it is thrust upon 
us, we will be able to make it short and carry it through with a 
minimum of loss, because our officers and men will know how 
to perform their duties efficiently. 

ADDRESS d~ CAPTAIN S. J. BAYARD &HINDEL, WAR COLLEGE 
DIV SION GENERAL STAFF, UNITED STATES ARMY. 

Dean Orton has clearly indicated what the War Depart- 
ment is trying to do. Its action in any given case depends 
largely upon the report of the college inspection board. The 
land-grant college presidents know of what this board coIIsists, 
what its duties are, and how its inspections arp d e d  out. 
This year's inspection showed several things; that the work 
of the officers on detail at' many colleges was indifferently 
regarded by the faculties, whereas at other colleges it met con- 
siderable encouragement ; that frequently facilities were not 
afforded for carrying gut field exercises, or for adequately pre- 
paring students for their duties as competent officers in time of 
war. 

College military training is really divided into two parts; 
first, the ordinary drill, a mere mechanical proposition which 
inculcates discipline and concentration of effort and mind 
on the part of the soldier, but does not prepare him altogether 
for field duties; and, second, field training. In this latter 
line of work, i. e., field training proper, the War Department is 
most interested. It must usually be conducted outside the 
ordinary limits of college grounds, on the roads, where plenty 
of varied ground is to be found and where the different forma- 
tions can be explained. c 
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In those schools where the facilities for field training exist, 
the battalion has been found to be up to a good standard in 
this respect. In ather schools, where more time is put on ordi- 
nary drill and instruction, it is thought that the graduates 
are not up to the required standard. It is right here th& Dean 
Oron has stru& the key-note. Through the engineering 
department weexpect totrain aman so that he has an eye for 
ground, so that he can recognice the localities best calculated 
to teach the various duties of the infantry soldier. Through 
the engineering department the cadet is taught those subjects 
which are necessary for the building of the lines of communi- 
cation, the arkries through which the food and other army 
supplies must flow. These subjects must be considered the 
real basis of military education so f a r  as scientific attainments 
go; hence I consider his suggestions most pertinent. 

t h k s  with any dart on the part of the colleges to imbrove this 
work and to acuxd to the military department a status equal 
to that of other collegiate departments. In many colleges the 
e a g k e h g  department feels, asdoes themilitary department, 

less encouragement than does the department 
This feeling is acute in some places. It is to 

be hoped that through -tion with the War Department 
the work of the entire cadet force at each of the several colleges 
may be brought up to such a standard that the graduates of a 
land-grant college will possess the same attainments, so f a r  as 
military training is concemed, BS do the graduates of the best 
military schools. The War Department is sympathetic with 
the ideas broached by Dean Orton and seeks your co6peration 
in raising the standad of the work whkh is being done by 
coikgjate dtarydqmrtments. 

I 

The War Department, a~ General Wood has said, ~ympa- 

THE MINIMUM &STANCE WHICH A CAVALRY 
DIVISION COULD BE ADVANTAGEOUSLY 

MOVED BY RAIL INSTEAD OF BY 
MARCHING.. 

(a) Dimsion to nume from Fort Lmvenworth to Topeka, 
distance sixty miles, single track railway. 

-__ - 

BY CAPTAIN E. L. KING, SECOND CAVALUY. 
-- 

N this problem it is assumed that there are ample terminal I facilities at Topeka; that those'at Fort Leavenworth and 
L,eavenworth as are actually to be found at present; and that the 
supply of rolling stock is d a e n t  for the demands. These 
assumptions are rather forced but allowances for them are made 
later. 

Most authoriti? agree that a single-track railway can 
handle about eighteen trains day. This admits, however, 
of trains going in the opposite direction, so that allowances 
must be made for delays at sidings. In discussing * thisproblem 
I assume that the tracks are cleared and that twepty-five trains 
a day may be run. 

Passenger trains are usually made up of from ten to six- 
teencarspertrain, anavemgeof twelvecarspertrainisassumed; 
freight trains are made up usually of from sixteen to thirty 
cars per train, an avehge of twenty-five cars per train will be 
taken. I 

In this problem it is believed that it wil l  be safe to allow a 
speed of twenty-five d e s  per hour for all trains. 

. 

.gtd C I ~ N  p r o w  at the lkray 8erdca Scbob% 1914. These two 
d i s c d o n a  of thLsubje&were found in the S t d  Ck~rtudy roomr the 
hurried pdrutiOn of the owbg to the recent tbmatamed outbreak 
of war. They were but r o e  drafta of the rem to be robrnitted rod it 
bundamtoodth.tthey had not been dbcUSWd in condaenat .nd 8 fiad 
combined report agreed upon.-E4Ww. 
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. - Paragtaph24QoftbeF'ieldServiceRegulationsgivesasa 
tl'h the f d O W h g ,  the -tiOIl being 8t 

warstreqth: 
Two ttpaps of a*, 
one battely of € b r t i k y ,  or 
(hM3 companyofengipeeR with bridge train. 
It isassumed that asignal corpscompany will require the 

For the transportation of a cavalry division there wil l  be 

For Division Headquarters-five cars, to be attached to 

For nine regirnent.4 of cavalry-twenty-seven squadrons, 

For one regiment of --six batteries--six trains. 
For one battalibn of ,engineers--three companies-three 

For signal corps troops-two compa,nies-two trains. 
It is believed that the estimate of six trains for the artillery 

is Conservative as these are horse'batteries. The engineers are 
mounted and have a light bridge train. The above includes 
the estimate for tnrnspwtation for men, animals and field 
traaspottation. 

It is aIs0 assumed that the wagons are placed 'on flat cars 
loaded. This'requires more cars, but, under the conditions im- 
posed, it is believed to be justifiable. To load thewagons and 
haul supplies to the station; then to unload and hock  down 
the wagons and to load on the trains; and then to reverse the 
operation at Topeka would require a great deal of valuable time. 

For the supply and sanitary transportation, it is assumed 
that the flat cars are thirty-six feet long and that four escort 
wagonscanbeloadedononeflatcar. Ordinary horse cars will 
carry from eighteen to twenty horses, say nineteen horses per 

For the supply and sanitary transportation there will be 
requhi :  

For two ambulance companies and two field hospitals- 
twepty-four ambulances and forty4ght wagons- total of 
6fty-two wagons-thiften cars. 

sameaooomodatiolls as acompany of engineers. 

tequired, theldm, the following: 

, snother train. 

my-folstrains. * 

trains. 

c%r. 
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For amm~tiioll train-threewagon companieka total 
of eighty-one wagons-twenty-ane cars. 

For supply train- wagon companies4ghtya  

For nnimals of ambulance d @ e ~  and 6eld h w t d -  

For nnimals of ammunition train-357 animals-19 cars. 

wagons-tweaty-orae cars. 

284- teen cars. 

For animals of supply train-357 anhals- 19 cars. 
For animals of two pacfr trains-130 d d - 7  ~81s.  

of quartermsster corps43 animals-5 cars. 
of quartermaster corps-17 W~~OIS-S c8f~. 

The above figures would be reduced slightly by adding all 
together bot as the Units should be sl)ipped intact, it is believed 
that this method gives a more nearly correct result. 

From the above it will be seen thqt there will be required 
for transporting the troops 65trains; fortransportingthesupply 
trains 125 cars-0at and hose. 

For the personnel of the supply units there wi l l  be required 
the following, assuming that sixty men be assigned to a passenger 

Forty-three officers and 539 men-a total of 582 passengers 
-10 cars. 

This gives a total of 135 cars for the supply units, or six 
trains, and a grand total of seventy # e trains for the entire 
division. 

Under the assumption made thgt twenty-five trains CM 
be run each day, it will be seen that it will three days 
to transport the cavalry division from Fort Leavenworth to 
Topeka. 

The avve  assumptions make no allowance for the time 
required for loading or unloading and also assumes that there 
are perfect terminal facilities at both places. It is further 
assumed that the troops work for twenty-four hours each day. 
While it may be assumed that perfect or nealry pedect terminal 
facilities exist at Topeka, it is wellknown that such is not the 
case at Fort Leavenworth. It would be necessary .to build 
ramps for the wagons and horses and everything would have to 
move like clock-work in order to keep the trains moving on 
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bein- by fifty percent. 

make the march to Topeka in three days and arrive in shape 
for immPAIa - te service. Tbe distance could be cylvered ill forty- 
eight hovs  by assUrning that the start is made at noon on one 
day and arriving at noon on the second day, actually three 
marching daysbut requixing only fortysight hours. This 
time d d  be reduced by making a forced march. 

The conclusion. therefore, is that the Cavalry Division 
should be able to arrive at Topeka in forty-eight hours after 
receiving the order for  the march and be in good shape for 
work on arrival. If transported by train, it would require at 
least three days and many of the troops would arrive at night 
with the attending confusion and it would probably take five 
or six days to move the entire division. Then, they would not 
be in as good condition as in the case of mardun g over-land 

- 
schedule time. ActuaUy, it is probable that the ti- should 

On tbe other hand, e Cavatry Division should be able to 
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(c) D i ~ i ~ k n  to m o ~ e  from Fort ~ U V ~ W C W ~ ~  l~ St. h i s -  
distance 250 miles-single track railway. 

By Captain W. C. BABCOCR. Thirteenth Cavalry. 

A cavalry division can move from Fort Leavenworth to 
St. Louis, 250 des, with an average daily march of 18 miles, 
in 14 days. 

To move tbe division by rail, including supply, ammuni- 
tion and pack trains, will require eighty-two trains. All the 
trains will,ipclude passenger coaches, stock cars, flat cars, bag- - cars and boxcars, except the train carryiag pack animals 
whichneeds no h t  cars. T& wi l l  contain cars varying in 

The latter number is for 

nition sections. These longer trains would be started laet. 
"bere will be required 1,630 cars of the five types maationed, 
anda-per train d about 20 cars. 

The amposition of each train is shown in the table on the 
following page. It is assumed that a passenger dax coach 

I numbers from thi- to thirty-four. 
trains carr)ring two of the supply and m u -  

a 
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&Htypassengers,three mentoeachtwo seats,andtwo 
menover; astockcar,twentyanimnts; a&tcar,threewagons 
or two guns or caissons. The box cars are for forage for the 
trip, or for one day. Baggage cars carry horse equipments. 
team harness, pack rigging, etc. 

If, during the troop movement, the regular passenger and 
freight tra5c of the railroad is suspended, assuming and average 
nmnhg time of twenty miles per hour (including routine staps 
for water, 'changing engines, etc.), twelve and one half hours 
will be required for me train to reach St. Louis, and, with 
careful train dispatching, the troop trains could follow one 
another at fifteen minute intervals, provided the loading 
could be accomplished sufKaently rapidly. The trains would 
them follow one another at a distance of about one block of 
five d e s .  

Except in extreme emergency, however, the regular pas- 
enger and freight trains will x b  as usual and, therefore, either 
north bound regular trains or south bound troop trains must 
side track, depending on which kind of traffic has the right of 
way. It would be possible, with the help of the cuirent time 
card of the railma$, to determine the stations at which each 
troop train would have to side-track far  passenger traffic and 
how long it would have to remain on the several sidings before 
the toad ahead was clear. This would be a long task and would 
be of no permanent value because of the frequent change in 
regular time schedules. .Then again, freight trains, I under- 
stand, are not run on a precise schedule, so that, for this reason 
also, the computation would have little value. 

We can assume that, on the average, the troop trains will 
have to past fifteen north bound passenger and freight trains, 
and that each time the troop train is side-tracked means an 
average wait of fifteen minutes. These assumptions may be a 
little &ve, but they are on the side of safe conclusions. 
Such delays will add three and three-fourths hours to the run- 
ning time and require a sixteen and one-fourth hour trip. 

Even if the facilities at the starting point were such that 
any expedition in loading wem possible, it would be 
u n w k ,  on a single track mad, to statt the trains at intervals 
of only 6fteen minutes. This is about the time necesary to 
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cover the usual five-mile block at a twepty-mile rate, so that it 
is easily possible that there might be two south bound troop 
trains on the same block at the same time. This in itself is 
not particularly objectionable; but if, at the same time, a north 
bound passenger or freight were approaching the block, there 
might be confusion and delay unless the sidings were long enough 
to acoomodate two troop trainsatonce. It wouldbebetter, 
therefore, to start the trains at intervals of not less than thirty 
minutes, or the running time for two five-mile blocks. 

Five trains of ordinary length, say of twenty cars each, 
can. according to the local railroad agent, be loaded at the same 
time on the vdous  sidings at Fort Leavenworth. If each train 
made up in its proper running order of cars, could be loaded 
with men, animals, vehicles, forage, etc., all on the pme siding, 
the dispatch of trains could be rapid, only allowing for the proper 
safety interval between trains. At  examination of the existing 
sidings, however, sliows that in many places the otdinsry 
portable ramps for animals and vehicles .would not suf6ce and 
that such could be loaded only at A n  favorable places. 
The personnel can entrain pract idy aqwhere, except on a 
trestle, but the stock cars, fiat cars and box c81s must have 
comparadvely level ground adjoining, that is, they cannot be 
loaded satisfacrorily in a cut or on a fill. Hence the Werent 
kinds of cars in any one train must be loaded on Merent sidings 
and afterwads be made up into a complete train by switch 
engines. This is unfortunate and tends to create confusion 
and mistakes, but with organization and supervision extra- 
ordinary delay can be avoided. I do not think that a battery 
train, for example, containing twenty-nine cars could be loaded 
as a train, without the switching of cars. Loading facilities such 
as platforms, portable ramps, etc., both f o r  animals and vehicles, 
can be copstNcted in a short time, say over-night, so that the 
only delay is that required for the actual entraining and the 
switching. 

The accumulation of so large a number of cars will take, 
accordiag to the local agent, some three or four days. It is a 
fair assumption that onequarter of the total cars required can 
arrive each day. The Fort Leavenworth sidings, however, are , 
not of sufKaent extent to accomodate 400 cars at one time, 

, 
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d the 1.600 total required; espedally is this so 
wbatbb8tOclt, flat and box cars must be in positions favorable 
fortraAitlg. Erammn tion shows that the favorable positions 
are limited in extent. Whateves the capacity of the sidings 
rmder these amditicms, it follows that, in view of the single track 
main he, more empty cars cannot be run on to the sidings 
until the -lot already tbere are loaded and dispatched. To 
bring in a new lot of empties from Leavenworth city or from 
other near-by sidings and to distribute them, according to 
kind of car, to the proper loading siding, will require much time. 
Of coprse any loaded train remaining at Fort Leavenworth 
d d  not be dispatched while the empties are coming in. This 
necessitates a Considerable interval between groups of trains 
d& which intend not even loading can be in progress, since 
there are no cars at a d  to be loaded. 

I do not know how much time to allow for switching loaded 
cars together into a train, nor how long a time is needed to 
bring up and distribute a new supply of empties. The loading 
and Switching at night, the shifting of ramps, and many other 
details that only one more experienced than I in railroad work can 
fowee, will further tend to increase the interval between dis- 
patch of trains. On this point I think the off-hand statements 
of the local railroad agent cannot be relied upon. I believe that 
the dispatch of fifteen trains in twenty-four hours, with the 
existing sidings .and switch arrangements. is &ll that can be 
safely expected. At that rate the average interval between 
trains will be a little over one and one-half hours, or ninety-six 
minutes. 

Assuming that entraining continues without interruption, 
day and night, then five days and nine and one-half hours must 
elapge between the depatnue of the first and the last train. 
Addkg two hours for the loading of the first train (two troops 
d cavalry), sixteen and one-fourth hours for the trip of the last 
train, and one and one-half hours for unloading the last train 
( W W  - * ) give a total of 149% hous. or six days, five 
hours from the beginning of loading to the complete unloading 

marching time of 14 days that, eyen with 100 per cent. in 
ofthedivisionatSt.Louis. Thisissofarwithinthe 
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of delay in departure of trains, it will still. be quicker to transport 
the division by rail than to march. 

The estimate of six days and five hous, clearly depends 
more on the assumed time interval between trains than on any 
other one Consideration; it follows that the travel time of any 
train is a small fraction of the total time and that, roughly, 
the rail trip is as long in hours as the march trip is in days. 
.4lso for varying rail distances, the rirnning time is the only 
time variable. 

Since for marches of not over one week's duration the 
daily march can be increased in length slightly without harm. 
it follows that distances of from 120 to 150 miles can be covered 
by a cavalry division about equally rapidly by rail of by march- 
ing; that distances over 150 miles can be more quickly covered 
by rail; and that distances under 120 miles can be more quickly 
covered by marching. 

0 



THE USE OF CAVALRY. 
-- 

BY Y- N. F. YcCLURE. Frrra CAVALUY. 
_-- 

ULLIETIN No. 18, War -t, october3, 1912, was B published to the army with a view tosystematizing and 
-cavalry instxuction in our service. 

The pr;nCipteS laid do- in paragaphs 1 and 2 ~ v e  s fol- 
lows: 

"1. '~ounted action is the main t81e of the cavalry arm 
and its Otganizaton, armament, and instruction should be with 
a view to rendering it efiective in such action. 

ted action is, however, a very important &le 
of the cavalry, and neither an.org&zation nor the method of 
instruction wbich fails to provide for the effective use of cavalry 
dismounted will enable it to perform fully its function in war. 

"2. The orga&ation should be such as to pennit of the 
greatest mobility, which is the essential quality of the cavalry, 
while providing units of great smashing power in the charge 
and a suftident number of rifles to make effective its use when 
requiredasadismoun ted force." 

We thus see from Paragraph 1, that mounted action is 
the main file of cavalry. This does not mean onthebattle- 
field, exclusively, but also in various other ways which will be 
notedas we come tothem. 

This r e q h  good, well trained horses, ridden by active, 
wett trained men. It goes without saying that these men must 
be good riders. They must be armed with both the saber and 
rifle (or carbine) and-they should also be armed with large 
caliber revolver or pistol. Our board of cavalry equipment 
favors also the ba-t and the entrenching tool. These, in 
my opinion, add too much weight to make it advisable to carny 
them. The few times which we would be called upon to use 
them would hardly compensate for the extra weight. The 
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pistolatclogequarterS,dismoun ted, should account for two or 
three ad-, and if the enemy outnumbexs tlg more than 
two to oneand getafhat elose, thebayonet willnot stop him. 

combat and field trains./ On 8ccouIlt of its mobility, cavalry 
would ohen be able to requisition and collect tools fromthein- 
habitants. In these days of steam and gasoline plows, to say 
nothing of other farming implements and mad-making machin- 
ery, it ought not to be di5cult to collect in a reasonable time 
implements for such work. 

case where cavalry attacking dismounted would have to 
halt under fire to await reinforcement or until some other part 
of the line was ready to advance; In this case it would probably 
be impracticable to carry alqng the improvised took on the 
firing line. 

The question of wing cavalry on the battlefield in shock 
action mountedisonethat has been of late yeas much discussed, 
and some of OUT cavalry 05cers axe adwxatingamoqaaimtion 
of our regiments into smaller ones, in the belief that such action 
wil l  facilitate the use of cavalry in shock action. I believe that 
this is a mistake. Our present organization, in my opinion. 
isthebestthatwehaveeverhad. Itcanbeadaptedllandy , 
toany method of actionthat our cavalry will be catled upon to 
perf- in campaign, except the charge in two or more ranks. 
By the addition of two or three pages to our drill book we can 
p v i d e  a method for the latter training and still ietain all the 
excellent featllres of OUT present organization. 

Undoubtedly we should be trained in both single and 
double rank. 

By my remarks above, I do not mean to mtimate that our 
drill regulations should not be revised. They should be, and 
this should d t ,  if well done, inbrtenhgthem by 15Oto 175 
pages. These regulations have not been revised in reality 
since 1902. 

Now as to mafed action on the idantry field of battle. 
In future, the opportunities for this use of cavalry will be few 
indeed. We must be trained and prepared to do it when neces- 
smyasadcetogaintime,etc.,butthe cases in whichwe 

some entrenclllng tools are carried by cavalry in the 

Where the portable took would be missed would be in the *I 

r -  
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wilibemtcwdulwillber8reunksstkrearespeciallp favorable 
dummaatc2-sti- fa- mehacmrse. 

smarttotbthbarJunted,andthioiswitywem~tbetrained 
This 

--but little asd isnot &Kcult to cany attack1 

~ t b e s p b e r a n d  using the pistal or revolver in the mounted 
dmdsactioa. 

Partisans , whose men were excellent pistol shots, have 
~evedsomesuccesswi th that~~a lone .  Manyexamples 
of thiscanbe cited from thehistory of our Civil War. 

Our regular cavalry must have the saber as well as the 
d v e r .  The moral effect of the former weapon is so great 
that cavalry, having it, can easily gain the ascendency over 
hastile cavalry not having it. other things being equal. 

Wdom in future will we see regular cavalry made up of 
expert revolver or pistol shots, and suchonly wouldhaveachance 
agairrst \cavslry armed with both weapons. In this discussion 
I have not memticmed the lance. Its use is con tw  to the 
genius of our people and it does not now seem probable that our 
cavalry will ever be armed with it. I do not doubt but that it 
is a h  charging weapon where mounted masses are used in the 
attack, but it certainly is an awful inconvenience at all other 
times, particularly in work. 

These disadvantages make it an unsuitable weapon for 

The dismoun ted action of cavalry will be touched upon 

!bme of our cavalry officers consider that our cavalry 

r- 
I 

AJpilmt alther Cadry,  howevet, we sfrell dten hare to 

far it, and ** ab, m must be armeddththesaber. 

bothesoddle. M8nydourcava~haveadvocateddis -  

Americancavaliy. 

under the head of Paragraph 8 of the Bulletin. 

... 

Rgimeptistoolarge. 
The three prinapal arguments which they bring to support 

&is triew are: 1, That one man cannot handle so large a 
body of men by voice or trumpet; 2, that the regimst is too 
large as a unit for divisional cavalry; 3, that it is not suited in 

In m y  opinion not me of tbese objechm iswellfounded. 
I saw my entire regiment dilled and exercised ‘ agreat 

m B n p d a y s a t S c h 4 Q e l d ~ .  Therewasnothingdeveloped 

~foraseinmounted&& action. 

4 -  THE USE OF CAVALRY. 
t k e  bsharP that tlmse was or would beinfllttm amy trarble 
illht?dbg8- of frmn 1,Ooo to 1,150 nl0alnt.d - 
It is tme that m never bad oyer 600- at drill but itwaseasy 
to -that twice thismrmbercoald have beenhandhiwithout 
d i f k l t y .  , 

of the drill ground, the march and the field d. In my 

charge in double rank, and, as I said before, this can be provided 
for without changing our present excellent system of instruction 
and organization. d 

If thought too large for divisional cavahy,ou~ flexible 
organization would admit of assigning one Fegiment (less o m  
squadton) to the Infantry Division. The two odd squadrons 
from such an assigpment could be organizedinto a provisional 
regiment and assigned to a third division. That is, two re&- 
ments of cavalry could furnish the cavalry (d i v i s id )  for three 
Illfantry Divisions. 

Personally, I do not consider one regiment too largeforthis 
duty. I can give my reasons for this if any one desires them but 
the principal ones are that with our system, or lack of system, 
in repalcing losses, one regiment, a month after the campaign 
opened. would be down to 800 to 900 men, not anexdvenum 
ber and that the bivision Commander would have at least one 
troop fo r  his escort and for provast guard duty 

“3. Cavalry must maneuver freely and widely without 
fearing too much for its rear; and being often at a distance from 
the main body of an army, its commander must be clothed 
with authority to conform to actual conditions.” 

This probably refers more particularly to large bodies of 
cavalry. 

The same rules apply also to smaller bodies. They must 
not worry too much about their line of retreat. If they on- 1 
become sepamted from the Infantry mmmads to which 
attached, their commanders must exercise a wide discretion, 
but such officers must never forget their missions and must do 
their utmost to regain mmnnection with the main force, to which 
they are attached, so as to resume their proper duties of screen- 
ing and reconnoitering. 

Ourpaesentoganizstionseemedtomeet~reqttirement 

opinion, it is welladaptedtoewry use in campaign, except the 

. 
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“4. Whitethechieftaskdthecsvalryistoasaistthe 
themmmnmobject,itsr6le’is~ oeberrrrarsinnrwmntlahmp 

dpr imarg’  . Tbe act&m.of cavalry must be bold 
anti tiaring;=- practicable, assume the initia- 
tive, seekingout theengnyandplrrdnghimuponthedefensive.” 

u d e s  psragrsph 8. What is said of cavalry being bold and 
d d u g  is tme. Cavalry which remains upon the defensive 

’ nuelp everarmmplishes anything. Thesame is true of cavalry 
which does not habitually take the initiative. 

Many examples may be ated from the lives of Sheridan, 
Wilson, Stuart and Forrest to show the success that habitually 
attends the bold and daring € d e r .  

“5. The principal weapon of cavalry in mounted action 
is the harse and the farce of impact should be utilized to the 
utmost. The terrain and nature of the operations wil l  deter- 
mine which of the other weapons must be used.” 

In mounted shock action the horse is the most important 

factor. The formula, illustrates this. M is the mass, 

V the docie. Hence medium sized horses which can reach 
Q charging gait of eighteen to twenty miles per hour, at moment 
ofimpact,will have greater shock action than heavy horses 
moviqg fmm fourteen to sixteen miles per hour. 

In all ather iespects, the pedium sized horse is superior 
for cavalry use to the heavy horse. He eats less, is easier to 
mount, is momactive, is less trying on the rider, stands work on 
poor d or in rough country better, and can attain a greater 
speed. 

Of couise there are individual exceptions to this rule, but 
in the main it is correct. 

Tbeterrainanddrcumstances. in each case, must deter- 

action. Ifattackinginmasses,thessbeTdusuallybethe 
pmper weapon while for encounters with hostile p@rols, attacks 
on umvoys and ather partisan work the pistol would first be 
used in cases, to be followed later, if neixwuy, bythe 
saber in the dlb. Seldom, indeed, will it be proper to use the 
rBe(orcarbine)inxn&ntedactiaa 

. .  

Tkleilllptmt requiremen* will bediscus& more fully 

I 

MV 

~wbdberthepistolorthesaherwillbeusedin mounted 

See paragraph 408, Cavalry Drill Regulations. 
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‘cavalry should fight mounted, thus rdaining the mobility and 
power of maneuver necessary to its security and success.” 

The reasons f d  these rules are almost obvious. As soon 
as a cavalry force d i s m ~ t s  to fight on foot, it becomes im- 
mobile or nearly so. If it is equal or superior tothe enemy, it 
should maneuver for theadvantage of position and attack him 
mounted. Even if inferior, it may, by a bold attack, gain the 
advantage and, by enterprise and skill, maintain same. If 
hopelessly inferior, it had bettereresort to the defensive, using 
natural obstacles, such as villages, rough cou~ltry,moUntain 
passes or river lines. If these fail it, then it must fallbacktothe 
protection ot its infantry, to escape nnnihilation. 

But this does not mean, howFer, that it should remain 
supine or inactive. Even when forced to take a ddensive file, 
patrols of selected mensent out under bold leaders, will be able to 
gain locations by stealth or by boldness, or by both, from which 
they can obtain important information; and these spedally 
fitted men wil l  often get this information back to the army, too. 

By skillful maneuvering, thecommander of aninferior force 
of independent cavalry may stay in the field and accomplish 
much towards keeping the enemy under obsehration and pre- . venting him fmm ga’ning information. ~ m $  factors govern 
in such cases, among which are taking advantage of natural 
features, moving at night, boldness, knowledge of roads, use at 
guides and a well-trained personnel. 

“7. The historical value of cavalry, including the ex- 
perience and evolution of our own and that of other countries, 
must be carefdlly studied, and due consideration should be 
given to the geater magnitude of our future cavalry operations 
as compsred with our experiences since the Civil War.” 

This is a pika and an order to keep up the instruction of 
the cavalry arm on.the lines of making useof large bodies in 
future wars. 

The ordering of a large proportion of our cavalry to the 
Southwest was partlybecausethe War Department had decided 
to get enough regimentsin that part of the country to admit of 
large bodies of cavalry being assembled from time to tisre for 
instruction and training. 

“6. When Circumstan 4s permit, cL1vBlry opposed to 
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In~outpdLLIIBfor th i s ,weehouldbe$ovemd 
k&yby~theueenadedcavehyinaurCiviI War. 

Bystadyiag~srrchmenessdrendan - ,Wilson, stoneman 
sad IQptddt employed cavatry on the Umon side, emdstuatt, 
F q  wbeaer and Morgan on the confederate side, we have 
arurtfmsddMonn8tioncm~subject,second in importance 
totbatafnoathernaticminthewcdd. Inasingthisdata. we 
mrrst, d course, a3nside!r the changes that h8veoccurredsince 
1865. GersesalWilsonhjtldgivenushisexperienceinawork 
d two volumes. It is entitled “Under the Old Flag.” This 
&odd pave tube anexcellent work from wliichmuchdatamay 
be- Major Gray’s book on “Use of Cavalry in the 
Civil War,” is atso eaceffent. 

Biograplbes d dl the leaders, mentioned above, also exist, 
SadtheRebdhOn * &andsamefilledwiththedeedsofour cav- 

k 

ahyd of which rn rwt, howeper, to taernd tbe fxdry. 
h t - 8 - h  - 8  ndstake .Ire Can 1- frOm it 86 

madramaressnbenbehaebeensuccessful. 

cioil War. (See m Bexnhsrdi‘s Cavalry in War and Peace, 

“8. The use to which cavalry should be putin campaignis 

Geaaalvan&mbarch believes in th$ teadlings of out 

pagrsSead3(1;1 oncivd War.) 

: 
(a) To seek and destroy the enemy’s cavalry. 

(c) SeiEing and holding important advaxaced or isolated 
positions, thus delaying the advance of the enemy until the 
arrivald theotherarms. 

(d) Tooperateantheftankandinthereetof t h e d y .  

(f) Tht moumted charge at the opportune moment 

(g) E-c pursuit of a retreating enemy or coverhg 

(rc) When noue of the above fileshasbeen assigned to it, 
ca* may got0 the assistance (dismounted) of hard pressed 

(b) screening, amtact, and -. 

(e) -and other en- qtiriag gre8t motdity. 

~ l ~ o r P i e M A r h u e r y .  

ictregt of itsQwnforCes. 

ipfsnvy to 6ll gaps in the firing Iine.” 
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Takingthesein order w& see that (a) is to destroy the I 

~ y ’ ~ c a v a l r y a n d ( b ) t o s ~ r e e n , g a i n ~ ~ r r n d g a i n m -  
formstton. 

These are closely related to m e  another for tbe:be&:nay to 
carryout the three fequiremem of (b) is to reek out 8ad 
destroy the hoetile cavalry as required by (a). 

At thesearetiere, werendertheenemy’scavahy&nidaad 
impotent, and incidentally protect OUT flanks, rear, analine d 
communicati~. These conderations account largely fa 
the modem prinaple advocated in hdlingcavahy; of keeping 
the greater part of your cavalry concentrated or the units within 
supporting distance of each other, until the hostile cavalry~has 
been defeated. 

Observe that concentration in this case does not:necessarily 
mean that all the cavalry is in one place or marching on o r r e r o a d  
In large bodies, the columns may be bivouacked sonre distunce 
apart or. if d n g ,  there may be two or mne Cattunnr OIL 

parallel roads, within supporting distance of each other. But 
even if beaten by the enemy, the cavalry must still en&-, 
primarily by stealth and later by boldness and taking chamxs, 
to accOSnplizib what the enemy by force has prevented it €ram 
doing. 

A situation can scarcely be conceived whetelcavalry should 
throw up the sponge and quit. Rather let its commander be 
like Forrest at Fart Danelson. who forded a supposedly un- 
fordable st ream in the night rather than to surrender. The 
most desperate situatidwill not daunt such a leader. If you 
cannot do what you want to do, then do the @best:thing bat 
never say die. 

Defeat alone cannot excuse subsequent inaction. Screen- 
ing, amtact and mmmakaace naturaIIy:mesge into each 
other. By the fitst, cavalry prevents the enemy from gaining 

stantly under observation and thus limits the eane of d v e  

Pat-g. If P V b  performed, every -t of the . I  
enemyissoonknownandalargepartofthetheaterofapersfiorre 
requires but little s u m d b c e  , einceweknowesrectlpwhatpart 
is occupied by,% troops. 

information; by the d md thitd he - t h e m  COII- 
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Inalltbeserutes, thetrsrurlmethodistokeepfrom two- 
thirds to fhfee-foultbs of the CaVaIry amcentrated, using tbe 
remaindertopatm!andkeepcontact. Thisiskeptupuntil 
the hoetile cava?ry is defeated decisively. Then the command 
&y be.&vided if circumstances eem to require it. 

Before the enemy is whipped, howwer, the command 
movesonone or more central roads and sends out the smaller 
f n r c t i o n S , d i v i d e d i n t o ~ o i t e r i n g t r o o p e & s q ~ a s t h e  

dyhasaroadassignedtoitandalongthisit sends out pa- 
trols in advance. If 0x1 tke flanlcfi, it sends patds also to the 
dads  and even to the rear of the hostile troops. 

If the mission requires the main body toremainin some 
central position, then the reconnoitering squadrons move for- 
ward and hold some natural line, such as a mountain range or 
river. This is called thedefensive screen. If the enemy's 
cavalry shows up anywhere in force, the main body moves to the 

particdarcasemayrequire. Eachoftheseieconnoiteringunits 

support of its reconnoitering units, in that particular l d t y ,  
and attempts to defeat the same. It thenbecomes derisive. 
These reconnoitering units on the various mads, prevent, or 
gzeatly limit, hostile mmmakance toward our own m y .  

In the contact work, a similar system is followed, the ad- 
vance! patrols of the contact units, constantly feeling the enemy, 
the main body being held together to gain the mastery at the 
critical timeand place. In all these cases, if theenemyadvances 
0x1 the main road he is attacked and driven back. If he ad- 
vances moa parallel d on either tlank, then the main body 
moves in $hat direction and strikes him in flank. 

In the reconnaissance work we forceback the hostile patrols 
and endeavor to gain information in our front, but in addition to 
this, other patrols. many of which are under officers, are sent 
to the flanks and even to the hostile rear to gain idonnation. 

On these lines, van Alten has divided patrols into three 
$eneral-. 

1. Stratqical reconnoitering patrols. These go to 
great- and fight d y  when xmxsary to escape. 
. 2. Tactical reconnoitering patmls. These endeavor to 
bnd aut the enemy's dispositions in the front. They do not 8s a 
d e  fight, though often compelled to. 

. 
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3. Covering patrols. These a~ to prevent hostile 
fecoIII1(LissBIce of our own forces. These patrolsareusually 
not far from their supports and their duty is to fight where 
necesary to drive off hostile patrols. 

Classes one and two grade into each other as do also 
classestwoandthree. ,, 

The question of the influence of aeroplanes and other air- 
craft on the usefulness' of cavalry has been much discussed. 
Many of the best writers hold that there is an ample field for 
both and that one will often succeed where the other fails. 
The cavalry can be used in so many ways that, in my opinion, 
it wouh$'certainly be a great mistake to try to get along without 
any cavalry. 

Field telegraph, telephones and wireless are also useful 
adjuncts. The idonnation having beem obtained, it then be- 
comes a question of getting it back. 

The signal companies must help us in this and it is be- 
lieved that they will find practical means of doing so in our next 
campaigns. The experiments of using wireless with cavalry 
have not as yet proved entirely successful. If it can be soper- 
fected, as to be relied upon, then will it indeed be valuable. In 
getting back information, motor-cyclists wi often be valuable 

hoseflesh can be saved in rear of the advanced lines byusing 
cyclists. The Germans have even organized cyclist infantxy 
companies, which they expect to use in ntempting railroads, 
seizing important points and supporting cavalry far to the 
front. 

I advocate attaching to each cavahy regiment twenty-four 
cyclist (motor), six to each squadron and six to regimemtal head- 
quarters for use in messenger senrice. 

Referring to the screening work of cavalry, one of the best 
examples of this is the screening of Jackson% column at Chancel- 
lorsville when he marched, without being discovered, from the 
Union center, dong the front, at a distance of only two or three 
miles from the Union*lines and finally attacked the Union 
right and rear, taking'the 11th Corps entirely by Surprise and 
doubling it up. In this march of ten miles, made by 20,000 
men, Stuart's cavalry closed every mad by which the Union. 

\ 

in future. These are confined to the roads, t i is true, but much 

, 
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--gPrin- dthemmvamnt. Nomore 

modernspat. 
"c. Seizing and holding impartant advanced or isdated 

positions, thus delaying the advance of the enemy, until the 
ar r iva lo fo tber~"  

brahmt eraarple o f ~ r r o r k h o s  been accomplished in 

Thisusedca*isoneofthemost impartsnt. 
Onscanmtofitsmobility,itcan be hunied to important 

points such as depots, favorable positions, threatened points, 
mountain passes, river lines, etc., to hold the same until the 
infantry arrives to relieve it. The training of our own cav- 
alry well fits it for this use, because we devote much attention 
to rifle fire, in our system. 

Machine guns and horse artillery add much to cavalry's 
power in tbis dass of work. Many excellemt examplesof this 
use of cavalry can be takenfrom the annals of our Civil War. 
Buford's cavalry, on the morning of July 1, 1863, delayed Hill's 
advance, northwest of Gettysburg, until Reynold's corps came 
up to reiieve it. It then took post on Reynold's left and sup- 
ported him in the battle which ensued. This action of Buford's, 
allowed the Federals to secure ultimately the avantageow 
@tion south of Gettysburg and was, therefore, oneof the main 
factorsinthePededvi~achievedthere. 

"he second incident which I shall ate is tbe use of the 
Con'ederate cavalry *em Lee moved his army from the 
Wddemess to Spotsylvania C. H. In this maneuwr General 
Grant hadthe start, andseemedcertsinofthmwinghisarmy 
between Lee's army and Richmond. But Hampton's cavalry 
division protected the left &ank of the marching Gmfederates at 
corbin's Mdge, and the brigades of FiU Hugh Lee and Rosser 
seized the advanfag- ground lying north and northwest of 
S * C. H. and held on until relieved by Kefthaw's 

army betweenthe Federal m y  andRidraron dagain. Thus 
General Gmat lost one ofthe two chances which he had to gain 

* a  decisive a d s  and the war was prolonged for nine or 
tenmaipths. 

"d. To 'operate an - the danks and rear of the enemy." 

. -EzEELed*mrps. ThisenabledLeetaplacehis 

- 
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This use of cavalry is a very eLfective one. Not only is 
rnuch'infonnation gained but also the enemy is cawed mu& 
uneaeipeSS and opportunities often OCCUT to do d o u s  damige 
such as to destroy hip trains, delay reinforcements, seize a 
,iefle or bridge by which he desires to retreat, etc., 

When the enemy is defeated, then the cavalry, by con- 
&antly hatassing his fianlCs*and rear in pursuit, completes his 
iemoralieation. In this pork. thecavalry should bestrengthened 
'y theadditionof artillery unlessalreadystrongin horseartillery. 

To (d) above, it might have beenadded"T0 protect our 
wn flanks and rear." This also is one of the important uses of 
avalry. During the battle it must watch the flan.ksa€its own 
xces and. if the enemy is strong in -, the rear also. 
n defeat, it must check tbe jmmait and even d c e  itself, 
f necessary. m amkr to allow the main force to retire and re- 
mer from its dexnoralhtion. * 

"e. Raids and other enterprise requixing great mobility." 
This use of cavalry has been a matter for dispute among 

modern writers. Some authorities, including Captain Steele, 
-n.aintain that raids are of doubtful utility and that in order to 
'lave a chance to succeed thay must be made in friendly country, 
:emporarily or permanently occupied by the enemy's fotces. 

If the time of making the raid is well chosen, the force is 
)rganM with a special view to mobility, and a de6nite ob- 
qective is selected, I see no reason why the chances do not favor 
wcess. The force sent must be strong enough to Llccomplish 
the desired end and the commander must be specially fitted 
for such work. If the raid does happen to be made in a friendly 
country, temporarily occupied by the enemy, so much the 
better. 

The foliowing successful raids by Union cavalry forces 
during the Civil War may be mentiawd: Sheridaa'i Rich- 
mond Raid; Sheridan's Trevillian Raid; Grierson's Raid in 
rear of Vidcsburg, and Wilson's Raid to setma, Abbama, 1865. 

0 

' 

M ~ ' s  Raid h 1842 made B-'s 
tu- mbk by 

into I(en- 
the t d  at G d h k  Ten- . 

nessee. Mitschedm's Raid against Yinloeow failed. cs.reeS 
'ack of mow: time not well chosen. 
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Tbsopponentsdraiclingsaythat,intheUnim raids abovl 
c i r c u m s w  were m b l e  for su-c 

to new basebelow Port Hudson 
-- 
(- - 
SbePidantoae~base~nJame~;  WilsoncarurectedwithSher 
man’s forces in North a d  South Carolina Also in Wilson’ 
caaethewarwaspracti~over.) 

GeneralVonBernhardr *, the celebrated writer and cavalr 
leader, is a firm believer in raids. He says that in future war 
ardeswillbesolargethattheirsupplywillbe di5cult. An: 
intdesena with their uxnxxiunicaticms will be a serious matter 
and he believes that if raiding parties can cut these line 
it will d t  in large forcesbeing sent back to reopen and pro 
toctthem. 

“f. The mounted charge, at the opportune moment 
against infantry or field artillery.” 

The mounted charge against artillery on the march, o- 
going into action, or limbering up, or changing position, n- 
even inaction has good chancesof success. 

M y  views on tbe subject of the mounted charge again-.. 
infantry in position h a 6  already been given above. 

When infantry is id a poor position or in retreat, or ha- 
been badly shaken, or greatly d e m o d k d ,  or of ran 
troops, there is a chance for success; but in all other cases thcb 
mounted attack on infantry must be considered as a desperate 
umktakhg. to be resofted to in extreme emergencies only. 

“g. Energetic pu&t of a retreating enemy or in covering 
the retreat of OUT own fores.” 

Under the heading “d“ I have already partially discussed 
.this use of cavalry. The duties “d” and “g” merge into each 
other. If our cavalry does what is expected of it in the pursuit 
when our main forces have gained the decision, and in the rv- 
treat when they have lost it, thenit will have Certainty justified 
its existence. Its action in the pursuit will often be decisive 
and result in the capture ofthe hostile army. 

Thus Sheridan at Five Forks stopped Lee‘s retreat, and 
Wilson, after Nashville, caused the practical disbandment of 
about half of Hood‘s army. In the latter case, the cavalry 
fought dismounted and then took up the pursuit mounted. 

- 
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In that same battle of Nashville, Forrest, who was absent during 
the battle, in time to cover the retreat and save the 
remnants of Hood’s army. This is a h e  exampIe of the use of 
:a* in the retreat. Another ope is where General Stuart 
,overed the retreat of the canfederate army from Gettysburg, 

In these t8les, artillery and machine guns add much to the 
mwerof cavalry. 

“h. When none of the above f i les  are assigned to it, cav- 
tlry may go to the assistance (dismounted) of hard pressed in- 
.antry to 6ll gaps in the I%ng line.” 

This qu i re s  that the personnel be well trained in rifle 
iring and also in dismounted work. 

This training should take place on the same general lines 
.s is that for our infantry, with such modifications as are 
lecessary in order to care for the horses. 

Cavalry should be able to put 60 per cent of its force on the 
iring line and still have 20 per cent. left as amounted-to 
. lrotect the horses, drive off the enemy’s cavalry, and keep up 
nounted reconnaissance. 

In exceptional cases, where the conditions are espedally 
:avorable, it can put from 85 to 90 per cent. on the dring line. 

One of the most important uses of cavalry is not mentioned, 
.nBulletin,No.l8. Thisisasanescorttoartillery. Thisuse 
generally immobilizes the cavalry or at least confinesits action * 

but there are cases where it has tobe -to. 
Often batteries must be hurxied forward to critical points 

beyond the infantry linesor to a flank. If *try were used 
in these cases, the artillery would often anive too late. In 
battle, too, sit*wttim occur where every infantryman is 
needed in the attack and the cavalry can be used to replace 
it as a guard for such artillery as needsspedal protection. 

In caaclusion, I desire to call your attention to the versa- 
tility of cavalry. When propz~ly instructed, not only can it 

points, prevent hostile mmmakance, cut hostile lines of com- 
munication and protect those of its own army, cut loose from 
its own communications, guard the artillery, guard its own 
convoys or attack those of the enemy, fight with the saber and 

July 5-15. 1863. 

 reen en, reconnoiter, keep &tact, Seize distant importaslt 

. 
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~ ~ t i d l d a r i t h t h e p i s t o l o a 8 r i % e d i a n o u n  M, operate 
amtbeaarrlarandreprdthe~inthepurs\dtandpmtectthr 
&+aka and mud its own army in the m t ,  fight the bostilt 
avalry OT clismounted, a d  in mtbd c~se. 
chergeeveatbehostileiafantrymnmted;butdsoattimesi 
can take the place d i t s  own infantry either on the Mng lint 
09 as a p b d e  reseme which can be moved rapidly to any de 
Sirea paint, there to be used asinfantry or otherwise as &cum 
stances may require These qualidcations would seem t, 
dectidy the arguments Of those who advocatt 
doing away with cavalry in future and depending on aeroplane- 
forinformah. 

Also these-qualibcations Todd seem to almost justify tht 
boast that well trained cavalry can fight anywhere except a- 
t-. 

I 

CAPTAIN CHARLES CORBIT’S CHARGE AT WEST- . 
MINSTER.* A- 

AN EF’ISODE OF THE GETTYSBURG CAMPAIGN: 

BY JAMES H. WILSON,, UTE MAJOR GENERAL U. S. VAOIJNTEERS. 

I. 

T is now generally admitted that General Lee after de- I ciding upon the invasion of Pennsylvania in July, 1863, 
committed a serious strategic mistake in permitthig his cav- 
alry codfinander, the celebrated General J. E. B. Stuart, to 
cut loose from the army with his three best brigades under 
Hampton, Fitzhugh Lee and Chambliss. This made a strong 
column of about 6,000 sabers. Robertson, Jones, Jenkins, 
and Imboden with possibly 6,000 more were kept with Lee’s 
main army; Robertson covering the rear south of the Poto- 
mac for several days, while Jenkins and Imboden were cov- 
ering the advance through the Cumberland valley into Pennsyl- 
vania. 

The Federal cavalry of three divisions, under Pleasanton, 
had ermgaged Stuart with his entire force before he divided 
it, between Brandy Station and Kelly’s Ford. The fighting 
was conducted with great enthushsm but some lack of sys- 
tem on both sides, and while it resulted in a drawn battle, 
i t  greatly encouraged the Federal cavalry. Several writers 
claim that “it made the Cavalry Corps,” Army of the Poto- 

*Reprinted from “Papers of the Hiaorleal Soeietyof DelaW-LXII.” 

. 

* 

-- 
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ma~. Be this as it may, it is certain that on June 18, Pleas- 
antoat attacked Stuart's entire force again at Middleburg, ~ 

driving it back through Uppenrille to Ashby's Gap. This 

erate cavalry and should have taught its o v e r d d e n t  leader 
that he d d  not hope to stand against the entire Federal 
cavalrywithhalfhisownfarce,andyetinafew dab he divided 
it as shown above, into two nearly equal parts. From that 
day forth, while it cannot be claimed that Pleasanton did the 
best possible service with his three divisions, it is certain that 
he handled them far better than Stuart did his. Hd had the 
shorter or interior lines and was always in closer contact with 
Meade'sinfantry. than Stuart was with Lee's. 

It should never be forgotten that Buford's cavalry divi- 
sion passed rapidly to the front, andopenedthebattleof Gettys- 
burg withgreat brilliancy and effect from Seminary Ridge, 
while Kilpatrick's division, after engaging Stuart as will here- 
after be shown, passed rapidly across the line'of march to the 
left of the Army of the Potomac. and with the gallant Farns- 
worth of the Eighth Illinois C dry, brought Longstreet's 
marchbytherightflanktoatimel halt. 

Gregg, the imperturbable, H always in his true place', on 
the right or rear of Meade's advanced line, ready to meet 
Stuart whenever he might make his appearence, with his three 

While there is no sort of doubt that Stuarthad permis- 
sionto cut loose from Lee, it is more than probable that he 
neither knew nor explained to Lee just what hisownph of 
operations would be. It is more! than likely that neither had a 
clear understanding of what might take place for the simple 
reason that neither d d  possibly know in advance exactly 
what would be the movements of the Army of the Potomac or 
of its cavalry cbrps.. They evidently underrated both the 
Federal infantry and cavalry, although it is certain that Lee in 
a general way intended that Stuart in his raid around the Union 
foroes should delay and ha& both as much as possible but that 
whatever less he might do after crossing the Potomac, he should 

as they advancedinto Pennsylvania. At all events this was 

- -  

. spirit& operation clsrrred that region of the entire confed- 

detachedbfigadesof Gmfmtecavalry. 

1 not failtoget into touch with the right of the Gmfmte  columns 

I 
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what khadthemasmableright to expect fmmhis experienced 
cavBfrlfcompI(Lpder. ButcertainyLeewithallhiscaafidence 
in Stuart and all his contemptfor Hooker could not have 
dmuned that Stuart would uncier any possible contingency of 
the campaign, remain a W t  and out of communicstion with 
him and his army for nearly a week.* While Lee's whole 
conduct of this campaign was far from faultless as his adapirers 
have claimed it to have been, it is inamceivable that he should 
have deliberately intmdedorhowingly consented that Stuart& 
operations should have been conducted in the reckless and pur- 
poseless manner that characteneed ' them thtoughout the cam- 
Paign- 

11. 
Lee having defeated Hooker decisively at Chancellm- 

ville, May 1-4, conceived the idea of assuming the offensive, 
routing the Army of the Potomac, possibly captdng Wash- 
ington, and certainly, invading Pennsylvania. His hope 

ing both'the Baltimore and Ohio, and the Pennsyl& rail- 
roads, thus severing the direct lines of communication be- 
tween Washington and the west. This accomplished, with 
or without another great victory, the confederste authori- 
ties counted d d e n t l y  on the recognition of the Gmfedes-. 
acy by England and France, which in turn would raise the 
national blockade of the southem coast, and thus enable 
Confed tes to replenish their military stores, continue the 

"gain a triumphant peace." It was a great plan, but it called 
for the promptest execution and this as the following facts will 
show it did not get. The confederate tescmrces were unequd 
to the task both in generalship and in military supplies. 

Lee after Chancellorsville rested nearly a month, begin- 

he maneuvered Hooker, between June 7th and T f O r t - =  Jun 15th. back 
ning his new campaign on June 3d. With 

to the neighborhood of Washington, where he dropped him, 
and then tumed his columns into the Shenandoah valley, 

W ~ S  that this campaign Would in any m a t  resutt in break- 

war in P efinitely, tire 6ut the national govemment and € i d l y  

'see Young's Battle of Gettysburg, Harper's, P. 181 et SeQ. 
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one corps acming the PatJmsc at Shephedstown and two 
at- aboat 140 miles northwest of the national 
capita& June 23d-2Sth. He halted his advance at Chambers- 

corpetowardscarlisle,Harrisburg and York. 
Hooker, having correctly devined Lee’s movement, crossed 

the patomacat Edward’s Ferry, 80 d e s  southeast of Williams- 
port, and diffcted his movements on Frederick, Maryland. 
Receiving here certain s u w o n s  from Washington which he 
regarded as limiting his indepemdence, on June 28th. he asked 
to be ielieved, which was apparently what the Washington 
authorities wanted for they accepted it the same day and named 
GeneralMeadeashissuccessor. 

This fortunate change was followed without the loss of an 
hour by a f d  movement on converging and interior 
lines, between Lee with hisinfantry and Stuart with his cavalry, 
towards Gettysburg, where the principal roads of the region 
seemed to copceptf8te. 

The government by its fortifications at Washington, 
by a call of Pennsylvania and New York militia, and by the 
concentration of the Eighth Army Corps under General Schenck 
had provided ef6aently for the defenseof Washington, Balti- 
more, and therailroads connecting them with Harrisburg and 
Philadelphia It necessady from the start gave special 
attentip to the operations of the Army of the Potomac, upon 
which so much depended. 

Meanwhile, Lee having discovered through his scouts, 
Meade’s assignment and the prompt advance of the Army of 
the Potomsc, made all possible haste to gather in his scattered 
-ts and to amentrate his army at Cashtown in the 
eastern foothilfs of the South Mountain range, less than a 
day’s zllzlfch from Gettysburg. 

111. 

brvg in the Cumberland valley J ~ n e  27-28th. sending E-ll’s 

‘h is  was the critical situation in the closing days of June 
and the opening days of July, 1863. Lee was in the centre 
of sodheasten Pennsylvania with an army of 65,600 infantry 

p p  41a.ii4. 

-- - 
T h e  Story of the Civil War, by Colonel Livermore, h tnam’a  Part 11, 

. _ .  - . - . 
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and 248 10,OOO a$d 50 guns--total75,600 men 
and 298 guns. 

Meade opposed him with seven corps of infantry and one 
of cavalry, 82,200 infantry, 13,900 c~valry-totd 96,100 
and 357 guns. 

Both sides have put up their utmost skength. Every 
loyal s t a t e  had done its best, and most of them were fully 
represented in every atmy corps, and in all branches of the 
service. Theeyesof henationwereonthemall. Delaware! 
was represented by h Fkst Infantry under Colonel Thomas 
A. Smyth, and her Second Infantry under Colonel William 
Bailey, both of which were in the fighting Second Corps at 
the very vortex of the battle near the Bloody Angle. 

The state had early in the war endeavored to organize the 
First Delaware Cavalry for three years, but had been ouly 

, partly successful. Seven troops, or -̂ Ompanies, nominally 
under Cdlonel Fisher, had been raised and mustered into the 
U. S. service, but they were aftemards consolidated into four. 
Of these two troops, “C” and “D” under Captain Charles 
Corbit and Lieutenant Caleb churchman, respectively, took 
the field, under Major Napoleon B. Knight, as ordered by 
General Schenck. In a h p a i g n  where every man counted 
and every hour was of the utmost importance $he part played 
by any single organization. great or small, may have exerted 
a vital influence, especially if it caused confusion or delay in 
any detached or important division of the enemy’s forces.* 

As it will be shown further on the spirited action of Captain 
, 0 1 1  Corbit and his squadron of 130 men at  Westminstm 

June 29th, constituted an episode of this sort, which deserves 
a more conspicuous place in the annals of the State and of 
the United States than has as yet been assigned to it. This 
will be better understood when the character and the Seivices 
of Captain Corbit have been as fully set forth as the recollec- 
tions and reports of his contemporaries will perrnit. 

. 

I 
- 

‘ I  

*By reference to the appendix it will be seen that Delaware furnished 
to the United Stetea b t h e  War for the Union, a grand total of 9.128 
ofBcelsandenliaed men. 

Nm:--The Appbndix haa been omitted aa not being of g e n d  in- 
tereet to ow readels.-E,ditor. 
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Charles corbit was at tbeoutbaealrofthe war between 
the states in the full.maturity of his y;nmg manhd. 
wasinhistwenty-6fghyear,~sixfeettaustrong, vigorous, 

He 

brodshod&d,longannedanddeepchested. Hewasin 
every way an ideal voluntes soldier. His earlier ancestors 
came to England with Witlism the Conqueror, and his later 
ones to Permsylvapia with William Penn. They were from 
the.ht  serious, d - r e s p e d q  ’ people, connected by mar- 
riage with the best families in England, Pennsylvania and 
Delaware. Although in later generations they were Quakers, 
they were never afraid to risk life, fortune and liberty in the 
cause of human right. 

But the modesty of that sect as well as its hatred of battle 
and war has always had a controlling influence in keeping 
them silent.on their own performances in that line. 

In the ante war days it was customary for the leading 
men d Delaware, espedally the rich farmers, professional 
M and yeomarmy to take an interest in the militia. Two 
troops of cavalry or dragodns were organized and maintained 
for several yeas in New Castle, county. The first was com- 
manded by a p t a h  John W. Anhws,  afterwards Colonel of 
the First Delaware Infantry. The second was organized by 
Charles Corbit and William Henry Reybld sometime before 
the war, from the neighborhood farmers in the lower part of 
the county. It afterwards formed the nucleus of Troop “C,” 
First Delaware Cavalry. So. it may be properly said that the 
little State, then the smallest in the Union in both population 
and wealth, was in a measure fairly prepark to meet any emer- 
gency deinand that might be made upon it inbehalf of the general 
government. Slavery had but a small hold within it, and while 
a few of its public men were more or less in sympathy with this 
as an inherited institution, none of them took an active part in 
or gave serious thought to an effort to carry the State into 
actual rebellion. The most they strove for at any times seems 
to have been to see that all national measures against seces- 
sion were taken in strict accord with the requirements of 
the canstitutim of the United States, in regard to the organi- 
ation and maintainance of armies for the suppression of insur- 

i 
L 
1 

rection. 
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As a,rnatter of fact, Delaware, like the rest of the border 
states, was firmly opposed to the war w d  did what she c d d  
to prevent it, but when it actually broke out her Union men 
made haste to respond to the President’s calls, in turn, h t  for 
three montbs’ men; then for three years’ men, and finally for 
one year, nine months, three months, and thirty day men. 

The Southern sympathizers remained mostly at home. 
Captain Andrews took the leadingpartin organizing the 
First Delaware Infantry and became its Lieutenant colanel, 
under colonel Ldckwood, an old West Pointer, then a pro- 
fessor at the Naval Academy and long absent from the State. 
On its reotganizatiaa for three years, Andrews became its 
Colonel, vice Lockwood promoted. 

Having attended a military school with Meade and Kear- 
ney before they went to West Poidt, Andrew’s regiment soon 
became famous as one of the best in the v o l h r  army for 
drill, discipline and effiaency. It was followed (as a three 
months’ regiment) by the Second Delaware Infantry under Col- 
onel William P. Bailey, the Third, under Colonel William 0. 
Redden, theFourthunderColonelA. a. Grimshaw. Therewere 
besides Nields’ battery of light artillery and Ahl’s battery of 
heavy artillery, all for three years. It also organized two regi- 
ments of nine months’ men and mobilized its militia whenever 
called upon to do so. Altogether from first to last it put 
underarmsfortheUnion, 9,128 officers and men. This for a 
State with but a single congressid district, and a population 
of 112,216, of which 21,627 were colored and only 90,589 were 
white was doing well. As over half of these were females, it 
leaves about 45,000 white males of all ages. From these figures 
i t  will be seen that the State sent one man out of every five 
white males in the State to fight for the Union. It is believed 
that no heavier percentage was contributed by any congres- 
sional district in the north. 

Shortly after answering the first call for three years’ men 
Delaware began the organization of the F‘irst Delaware Cav- 
alry under George P. Fisher, who was to be its colonel. He 
offered the Lieutenant Colonelcy to the writer, but this was de- 
clined, principally because the War Department would not per- 
mit the detachment of regularengineerofficersforlessthana 

6 
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cdcrpelcy of Volunteem. The undertakhg, however, over- 
truedherremnmesanddthoaghshedidherbestshesucceeded 
in gettinginto getvice only‘seven companies, which were finally 
d d a t e d  intafour under the nominal command of Major 
Napoleon B. Knight. 

What follows has phapa l ly  to do with Compahy “C,” un- 
der Captain Charles corbit. three oficers and eighty-two men, 
and Company “D,” under Fisrt Lieutenant Caleb Churchman, 
one &cer and forty-three men or a total of four officers, and 
one hundred and thirty enlisted men. In the campaign of 
Gettysburg they were nominally under Major Knight with Lieu- 
tenant William W. Lobdell. Acting Adjutant. but in the sharp 
dair at Westminster  if^ which they took such a creditable 
part, they were actually commanded by Captain Charles Corbi t 
till he was cap-. 

IV. 
From the earliest days of the war the Delaware Infantry. 

especially the and second regiments, took a prominent 
part in the operations of the Union forces in Virginia. They 
both finally became attached to the Second Army Corps, with 
which they served most creditably to the end. 

But the cavalry organization languished from the start, 
and it was not till the Gettysburg campaign that it got an 
opportunity to distinguish itself in action against the enemy. 
It formed a part of the Eighth Army C Q ~ S  under Major Gen- 
eral Schenck, who was charged with the defenseof therailroads 
from Philadelphia to Washington with headquarters at  Bal. 
timore. His f*ces were not only heterogeneous. but scattered 
all the way f m Harper’s Ferry to Wilmington. They 
amounted to n e r  rly 50,OOO men of all arms, present and absent 
.about one-halE of whom were actually with the colors. But 
instead of being massed in front of Baltimore, the principal 
city of the region. they were scattered undQr the “pepper box 
strategy” of Halleck, then commander-in-chief. into detach- 
ments nowhere strong enough to take avigorous offensive or to 
effectually support Meade’s veterans of the A m y  of the Poto- 
mac as they advanced to attack Lee’s invading columns. The 
simple fact is that both the Washington government and the 
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people pf the neighboring States were more or less surprised by 
the turn the war had F e n .  and were f a r  from ready to act . 
with coherence or vigor. Their main depeadence was upon 
the Army o h h e  Potomac, which had not yet recovered from 
the depressing effect of the disastrous and disgraceful defeat 
of-Chancellorsville. It was, however, a coherent, aggressive 
well organized and well officered army, free from the pernicious 
idea of defending particular places or limited areas, and was 
above all ready and willing to follow and fight the enemy 
wherever he might be found. In doing this, under the gallant 
and patriotic Meade, whoacted from the&& minute afterassum- 
ing act6al command on the morning of June 28th. with admir- 
able promptitude, vigor and certainty, it had the defensive 
cocyeration of Schenck with the Eighth Army C o r p s  from the 
South. and of Couch with the Militia of Pennsylvania and New 
York, from the North and East. But, strange as it maydseem, 
the most aggressive and effective help it received in the actual 
campaign, from the outside was from Captain Corbit and his 
handful of Delaware cavalry, in the spirited &air at West- 
minster on the 29th of June. 

In order that this may be properly understood, it should 
be remembered that the theater in which the opposing armies 
were operating was a quadrilateral of, say sixty by eighty miles 
limited on the south by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, from 
Baltimore to the west, on the east by the Northerncentral, 
from Baltimore to Harrisburg, on the north by the Pennsyl- 
vania from Philadelphia to the west and on the west by the 
parallel ranges of the Blue Ridge between which Lee was march- 
ing with his invading army. 

town in 
Maryland near the lime between Maryland and Pennsylvania 
at the western end of the Western Maryland, then serving as a 
branch to the Northern Central Railway. This branch pro- 
jected into the quadrilateral nearly half way to Gettysburg. 
Westminster at its outer end was connected by good roads 
with both Washington and Baltimore and these with the branch 
railroad, caused it to be made a field depot of supplies or a sec- 
ondary base for the Army of the Potomac. It lies nearly forty- 
five miles due north of Washington, about twenty-five miles 

. 

Westminster was at that time a small country D 
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nmhwe8td Baltimoreand ameth ingh  thirty miles from 
Getfyebog,allasthecr~w~. If6fteenper cent. be added 
tmtbessf igmeeford~ture i twi l lg ive  a close approxi. 
matinntheddistances.  

After staart with his three brigades d the Potomac, 
his mute lay through Rd&Ue, Brookville, Cookeville, Hood’s 
MillandWarWdto Westminster . Onthewayhecaptured 
afew wagon trains and their guards which served more to em- 
barrass and cbelay him than to give him any substantial advan- 
tage. H e ’  ed at Rockville with Colonel Lowell’s Second 
Maarechusetts cavalry, covering Washington, but none of 
these minor aperations did any material injury to Meade’s 
army or caused it the slightest delay, and but little anxiety. 

Westmbtm was, howeves, the nearest railway terminus 
to his @ line of march, and as it had direct railway con- 
d m  with Baltimore and roundabout connection with 
Washington, it was of d a e n t  importance to cause Schenck 
top itundertheguardranshl * ‘pofthe Delaware cavalry, and 

to direct the Sixth Corps not only to march through it, 

As Buford’s cavalry division was to cover Meade’s ad- 
vance, while Gregg’s and Kilpatrick’s were marching parallel 
with and Covering his right or eastern flank, it is evident 
that Stuart’s route lay through dangerous country, but 
there is nothing in his report to show that he had any ade- 
quate appreciation of the perils that beset him. From all 
accounts, especially his own, it is dvident that the most he 
had in his mind was ta pass through Westminster on his 
northward march to Hanover, York and Carlisle. and pos- 
sibly to Harrisburg, in search of Lee’s army, from which he 
had been separated for nearly a week. It is entirely clear 
that neither Stuart knew where Lee was, nor Lee where Stuart 
was. It is just as clearthatbothMeade’sinfantryandcavalry 
were betweem Lee and his cavalry, and that neither Lee nor 
Stuart knew the exact movements or plans of the other. 

It was under these conditions that Stuart’s advance, 
marching n0rfhwaz-d 0 x 1  the Washington-Westminster road 
nachedtbevicinityof westminster , June29th.betweem490and. 
5m P. Y. Fortunately Major Knight with one troop and a 

* * 

but M+ take it under temporary charge. 
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half or “ninety five men,” as he states it, had reached the town 
f r o m  Baltimore on the 2Sth at 11- A. M., and after sending 
out scouts on all the roads without discovering any trace of 
the enemy, went into camp in the suburbs, qn the road to 
Gettysburg about thirty miles away. That e v e g  at 990 
o’clock it was tepotted that the enemy had made his appearance 
at the outposts, but it turned out to be a false alarm. On the 
29th. the pickets still reporting all quiet at the outposts, Knight 
gave ordeh to the squadron commander to have his bare- 
fooW horses reshod. Meanwhile he went himself, it is said, 
to the local tavern where he was refreshing himself, when at 
3 :30 a citizen came in and repded the enemy “as approaching 
in force on the Washington mad,” the picketshavingbeen 
captured. This news came as a surprise, which it can be well 
understood, was followed by a few minutes of exatement, but 
not much uncertainty. The gallant Corbit. with the true in- a , 
stinct of a soldier, sounded “to horse,” without a moment’s de- 
lay, and followed this iq turn by the formation of his little 
squadron, reduced outposts “to about seventy” men, every 
one of whom found his prbper placein ranks. Taking 
the main street instantly in the direction of the alarm, arbit 
passing the tavern en route, paused only long enough to report the 
presence of his command and to ask for orders. These came 
promptly enough from Major Knight, to move at once against 
the enemy, but for the reason that theMajorhimselfhadinthe 
earlier days of the war been enrolled in the Confederate service, 
it  is said he was afraid of being captured and thereupon failed 
to put in his appearance or to take the command that his rank 
and responsibility madeobligatory uponhim. *bit, however, 
like the true soldier his ancestry and breeding made him. proved 
equal to the occasion. Taking the trot to the front, he and his 
gallant, but untried followers won found themselves in sight 
of the hostile forces coming toward the town, and careless of 
whether it was a mere detachment or Stuart’s whole dvision, 
of whose actual presence he was 
“Draw sabres!” and dashing 
throwing himself and his 
against the astonished enemy. , -  

ignorant, he shouted 
sounded the charge, 
furiously, head on 
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The daring and theshock of this movement werenot only 
sa@siI& but overwhelming to the enemy. It neoessanl ‘ Y  
averthrew his head of column which it is said had already 
been massed at a turn of the road, and compelled it to recoil 
and to reform under cover of the Oncomipg reinforcements. 
Indeedthem wasnothingelse for  it todo,butoldandexperienced 
cavakymen, such as Stuart, Fitz Lee and Hampton, found this 
a simpre operation requiring but a few minutes. 

In the spirited ma& which resulted, the enemy soon 
checked Corbit, and by a pistol shot killed his horse while it 
was throwing up its head under pressure of the rein and thus 
fortunately mer ing  its rider behind. Corbit necessarily went 
down ooith his charger, and was captured pistol in hand, while, 
standing astride of his dead horse. 

His men put up the best fight they could but were soon 
scattered and about half of them were taken prisoners. The 
same fate overtook Lieutenant Churchman and his men, who 
covered the rear, while the remnant of the fighting force, pre- 
ceded by Major Knight withdrew by the Baltimore road to 
Reistertown. Churchman was also captured, but Knight 
and Lobdell continued their retreat after the pursuit had 
ceased. Knight was the first to reach Schenck’s headquarters 
at Baltimore. H e  was also the first and only o f f i k  to make an 
official report, and this report dated June 30th, General Schenck 
forwarded at once to Washington, where it duly found its 
way into ““de Offkhl Records” as published by the War De- 

While this report mentions favorably Lieutenant D. \V. C. 
Clark “with an advanced guard of twelve men” from Company 
“C.” and Lieutenant Reedy and “some seven or eight men” 
of the same company, rather unfavorably, it leaves the details 
of thewholealTaksomewhatuncertain. It characterizesCaptain 
-bit’s conductas “gallant and masterly,” and praises the men 
as “fighting a€l the time With the greatest bravery and detennina- 
tion-amtending hotly for every inch of ground.” It praised 
Lieutenant Churchman and his company as protecting and 
covering the retreat in “splendid style, losing all but seven of 

partment years afterwards.* 

*08&dal Records. Serial Number 44 p. 201, et seq. 
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his men and falling himself into the hands of the enemy.” 
Finally it mentions a small detachment of the First Connecti- 
cut Cavalry which they came 8cross at Reistertown. Order- 
ing it to assist Lieutenant Reedy in rallying the men of his own 
command, Knight proceeded into Baltimore in pursuance of 
an order he claimed to have received on the way, from the 
Department Commander. He gives his “casualties and losses” 
in the fight and retreat as “Two commissioned officers-captain 
Charles , a r b i t  and Lieutenant Caleb Churchman; the fanner 
of whom fell while gallantly charging the enemy, and is now 
a prisoner in their hands, and the latter was captured while 
covering the retreat of the main body.” 

He also lost “One wagon laden with hospital stores, camp 
and garrison equipage” and “the regimental books and papers.”. 

How many men escaped capture he fails to tell, but judging 
from the somewhat uncertain strength of his command it is 
likely that between fifty and sixty men escaped finally, while 
Corbit and the men taken with him, were irregularly paroled 
and released by Stuart in person, the next day near Hanover, 
after an informal conference in which he 2rdially commended 
their gallantry and told them “they ought to be fighting for 
the Confederacy rather than against it.” 

In closing this report Major Knight calls special “Attention 
to the braveq- and intrepidity of the officers and men whose 
efficiency and determination of purpose has saved us from utter 
annihilation.” 

This constitutes the whole story so far as the Union rec- 
ords give it, but vow much of this rests upon Major Knight’s 
personal ohservatjions, and how much of it on that of others, 
remains in doubt, which cannot be fully determined at  this 
late date. It is certain that neither Corbit nor Churchman, 
Lobdell nor Clark made‘any witten report, and although 
several of them were, as already stated, paroled and released 
the next day, their personal experiences and observations in 
the action afterwards, rest almost entirely upon tradition, 
which further reQrence mil1  be bade in the conclusion of this 
paper. 

c 
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V. 
Fortunately Sturut, submitted to Lee’s Adjutant General, 

August 20,1863, a full report* of all the operations of bis 
cavalry division from June 16th to July 24th. of that year, and 
while this report is somewhat vainglorious in tone, it gives 
many inteRSting detaits. Referring as he says, to his desire 
“To acquaint the commanding General with the nature of 
the enemy’s movements as well as to place with his column 
my cavalry force,” he ad& “the head of the column follow- 
ing a ridge road reached Westminster about 5 AI0 P. Y. At  this 
place, our advance was obstinafely disputed for a short time 
by a squadron of the First Delaware Cavalry, but what were 
not killed were either captured or saved themselves by a 
precipitate flight. In this Mef engagement two officers of 
the Fourth V i a  csvalry, -tenant Pierce Gibson and 
John W. Murray, were killed. Gallant knd meritorious, 
they w e k  noble sacrifices to the cause. The ladies of the place 
begged to be allowed to superintend their interment, and in 
accordance with their wishes the bodies of these young heroes 
were left h their charge.” 

It &odd here be noted that the original of this report 
. contained.an endorsement made by General Lee, directing 

that the preceding sentence should be omitted if the report 
should be published. 

“The fugitives were pursued a long distance on the Balti- 
more road and I afterwards heaqi, h t e d  a great panic in 
that aty, impressing the authorities with the belief that we 
were just at their heels.” 

But at this place the report grows somewhat confused. 
“Here (evidently meaning Westminster and not the end 

of the pursuit) for the 6rst time since leaving Rector’s cross- 
mads (in V i a )  we obtained a full supply of forage, but 
the delay and di&dty of gathering it. kept many of the 
men up all night. Several 9ags and one piece of artillery 
without a’carriage were captured here. The latter was spiked 
and left behind. We encamped for the night a few miles 
beyond the town, Fitz Lee’s brigade in advance, halting the 

I 

It then proceeds as follows: 

.Of&lrl Reoords, Serial Number 44, pp. 687-700. 
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head at Union Mills midway betwen WestmhWe and Littles- 
town on the Gettysburg road. It was asc&am ed here that- 
night by SCOU~S that the ~ - Y ’ S  
town during the night and encamped.” 

As the fight at Westminster took place about 5 fI0 o’clock 
in the afternoon, and the command began gathering forage at 
that place where “many of the men were kept up all night,” 
it is difficult to see how the command could have been united 
in camp at Union Mills, five or six d e s  beyond Winchester. 
The probability is that it encamped in various fields on the 
roadside and was more or less spread out between the two 
places, with its advanced guard at Union Mills and its rear 
guard at Westminster. It is evident at all events that i t  
was not moving rapidly but just how long it was actually 
delayed by the fight at or in the vicinity of Westminster or by 
the necessity for foraging, is a matter of conjecture, but several 
of the officers and many of the Delaware cavalrymen, claim 
that Stuart lost at Westminster or near it from ten to ,twelve 
hours, or to be more predse from five or six o’clock when they 
halted that afternoon, till four or five o’clock the next morning 
when they resumed the march. 
and half of it at least was neceSsary for rest and sleep f o r  both 
men and horses, though if they had pushed on till even nine or 
ten o’clock, fifteen to twenty miles more might have been 
easily covered before they went into bivouac. 

Both Uhon Mills and Littlestown are on the direct road 
from Westminster to Gettysburg, and as Littlestown was 
found a l d y  occupied by the Federal cavalry, Stuart early 
next morning, June 30th, resumed his march by across-road, 
leading nort&eastwardly to Hanover. Fitz Lee’s brigade 
marched farther to the left by an intermediate road. Stuart’s 
rear guard, which had bivouacked in the edge of Westminster, 
was driven out by Gregg’s advance at daylight. At 10 A. M. 
Stuart’s head of column reached Hanover but found the place as 
well as the east and west road, occupied by a column of Federal 
cavalry moving to the west. This was doubtless Kilpatrick’s 
division. A sharp fight ensued in which Stuart claims to have 
gained the advantage at first-but admits that his attacking 

had reached Littk- 

Of course this was in the night . 
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brigade was replbKd “and doe& followed by the enemy’s 

AsGreggW88iPclOBepuftrtit through westminster from 
the south, Stuart’s position was clearly becoming one of increas- 

took place, in which ingperil. Muchheavyskwnmhg 
Cdcmel Fkhe, of the Fortrth V i  Cavalry, was captured by 
tbe Federa4 and oneof Elpatrick‘s aids-de-camp was captured 
by the corbederates. But the significant fac t  isthat Stuart 
lostaPotherw~~dsyin~~andincanclusiveskirmishing,and 
found himself so pressid at night that he was compelled to turn 
again to the northeast through J&enxm to the neighborhood of 
York, about thirtymiteseast by north from Gettsyburg. Head- 

of ammrmitianwere now ernbarrasm ’ g him and supposing - that Lee had already reached the Susquehanna, he contends 
that his eccentric movement,aky from Lee’s armyrather than 
towards it, was the proper one for  him to make. But the simple 
facts are again, that he did not know where Lee was, and that 
both -trick and Gregg now made it dangerous for him to 
tasre the direct road towstds Lee’s armr  

A moment’s iaspectiOn of a map of the theater of opera- 
tions will &ow that the Federal c8v81ry held the shorter lines 
on Stuart, who, as has been seen, had been delayed materially by 
Captain Oxbit’s magnificent charge at Westminster, which in 
turn caused Stuart to reach Hanover too late to ctoss the road 
or to turn to the west on it towards Gettysburg, ahead of Kil- 
patrick’s COluiIm mardun * g from York to the west for the pur- 
pose of crossing Meade‘s front and taking his position on the 
left of Meade’s army. 

This was the fatal consequence of Lee’s mistake in per- 
mitting Stuart’s detachment to the south and eastward of 
Meade’sanny,andofStuart’sequallyfatalmistake in permitting 
himself to be delayed in his march after once starting on it, 
first by Inwell at Rockviue, second by Corbit at Westmidster, 
third by the Union Picketsat Littlestown, fourth by Kilpatrick 
in front at Hanover and fifth by Gregg‘s pressing on his rear 
from Westlllinstet . In other words he was wasting time in 
minor Operations that could not possibly help Lee nor materially 

. f r d l  trOgpg”* 

. . .  
. 

P rnitSthathisprkmmand wagon trains together with a shortage 

*08iaal RBo6rdr. Serial Number 44, Stuart’s report, p. 696. 
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of pushing on night and day till he had 
found and M d ! !  f a junction with Lee’s amy. 

Bat this was not the worst of it, for  after wasting an en- 
tire day with Kilpatrick at  Hanover, he again turned to the 
right with Fitz L a  in front and Hampton covering his rear. 
Marching all night to the northeast through J&exson to the 
suburbs of York, into which Fitz Lee’s battery “tossedafew 
shells,” he pushed on with his main body to the northwest 
reaching Dover on the morning of July 1st. Failing to find 
Early’s axtunand, which had already passed westward in the 
direction of Shippensburg, he halted at Dover a few hours to 
rest and feed, and then took the road again for Carlisle some 
fifteen miles further to the northwest and thirty& from Ywk. 
Here he learned that Ewell had also withdrawn towards 
Gettysbtug, notwithstanding which he wasted tlme whole of 
July 1st in “demonstrations,” “burning the cavalry barracks,” 
and in making demands “for the surrender of the place.” In 
his report he decked: 

“The whereabouts of our army was still a mystery, but 
during the night I received a dispatch from General Lee, in 
answer to the one sent by Major Venable from Dover on Early’s 
trail, that the army was at Gettysburg and had beenen- 
gaged on this day, July lst, with the enemy’s advance.” 

Stuart was at this time some thipy-six miles nearlydue 
north from Gettysburg with his command badly strung out 
but through no merit of his own there was nothing left to 
prevent him from concentrating it on Lee’s rear or left which 
was closest to his main column. Starting in person that night 
he reported to Lee on July 2d, at exactly what hour does not 
appear, but he says it “was just in time to thwart d movement 
of the enemy’s cavalry by way of Hunterstown” on the direct 
road from Gettysburg to York. At just what hour this was 
it is also hard to determm ’ e, but it must h a k  been well on to- 
wards sundown as he made his headquarters that night on the 
York and Heidlersburg road, some five miles northeast of 
Gettysburg. 

It is conceded by all confederate writers that Stuart did 
not know whexe Lee was till some time during the night of 

I 
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Jdy 1-24 at which time he was nearly thirty miles north or 
northeastofthemaipbodyofWsarmy. 

To wane nho follows this lldtrative with attention it 
will beevident that froin the time Stuart left Hanover about 
taehremilesesstdGettph‘gonthenightof June 30th his 
march CBZrjed him farther and farther away from his true 

tion, till-he reached Carlisle on the mcnning of July 2d. 
words, his initial delay at Westminster was followed 

by further loss of time of at least thirty& hours, at the end 
of which he was stilll tbirty d e s  from Lee and this distance 
it took him at least twelve hours more to cover. 

During this period it should be noted that the whole of 
Meade‘s cavalry rejoined him on or near the field of battle, 
and in close supporting distanqz. ready to perform the parts 
assigned to them and espedally to meet Stuart whenever he 
should make his appearance. This is made perfectly clear 
by’St\~srt’s fonnal report from which 1 have quoted when- 

But it is fair to 
in its concluding pasages strives hard to 

show that his operations were everywhere successful, that he 
was fully j d e d  in all his movements, and that Early on 
leaving York, should have taken measures to acquaint him 
with his destination, mhus saving him, “the long and tedious 
lpBtch to carlisle and thence back to Gettysburg.”* 

It 7 also be stated that Colonel Mosby, inhisspirited 
work on tuart’s Cavalry in the Gettysburg Campaign.” 
amtends that Stuartmade no mistakes. He scarcelymen- 
tkms Westminster , except as one of Meade’s important sub- 
bases a€ supply. He does not allude to the affair at that 
place!, but in a private letter to the writer, dated May 12, 
1913, he claims without going into details that Corbit’s charge 
at Wedmktm “did not deky Stuart’s cotumn one minute,” 
nor in any way 

All this, however, is efiectively controverted by the simple 
fact that at daylight of July 1st. Stuart d the road on 
which Early and his & w o n  twelve hours before had marched 

. towards Gettysburg. It is evident that if Stuart had followed 
instead d keeping on his way northward towards Carlisle 

*mid Records, Serial Number 44, p. 708, et seq. 
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to support this narrative. 

Stuart’s plan of operations. 
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he could have d y  rejoined Lee by 2 90 P. Y., i f  that momen- 
tous day, and coming in upon the broken right dankof Meade’s 
army he might ‘’have assured a Victory for Lee that evening.”’ 

VI. 
I 

\ 

Having given all the light dorded by the official Records 
‘on the dective charge of the Delaware Cavalry at West- 

minster and its probable consequences both direct and in- 
, it is now in order to collate the newspaper references 

an T traditions in regard to tfiat aBak and to point out so far as 
pobsible their relations to the established facts of the case. 

It is settled beyond a doubt that Corbit acted mainly on 
his own responsibility with the greatest personal intrepidity, 
and that in the m@l& which followed the littleband. of less 
than one hundred officers and men who followed him, behaved 
with extraordinary spirit till overwhelmed and captured or 
driven from the field by the leading troops of StuiUt’s col- 
uxnn. That this conclusion was inevitable when the relative 
numbers engaged are considered can be admitted without 
the slightest reflection on the officers or men of the Union 
side, and it is not strange that no one at the time forsaw the 
great consequences which might follow such an unexpected 
and relativety insignificant affair. 

Adjutant William W. Lobdell, under date of June 27, 
1913, in reply to a letter of inquiry from the writer, enclosed 
a clipping from The New York.Sun, and also a letter dated 
August 14, 1912, from 0. V. Anderson, formerly first sergeant 
of Company “K,” Fourth Virginia Cavalry. The latter writes 
that he and several of his comrades had recently spent the 
night together discussing their former campaigns, and with the 
aid of several letters from former companions/and from the 
clerk of the court at Westminster. agreed subdtantially as fol- 
lows: Our advanced guard on the Baltimore pike “got to 
Westminster about 4 p. m.,” and became engaged with your 
command at once. Our company led the chargeinto West- 
minster supported by the balanceof the Fourth Virginia. A 
regiment was dismounted to the right of the road, and one to 

*‘*Battle of oefwsbwg;’ J e a ~  Bowman Yo&, Harper’r. p. 184. etwq. * 
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but we had hoben your mmmaadbefme “these dis- 

(from) S to 6 p. m.” and “laetecl only a few mimrtes but they 
were hot o~es.” 4 

“Your command fought like Turks, kdhgagoodlynumber 
of our best men, (but strange to say) our company, which was 

our relief, lost several good &cess and some men. After the 
fight they halted to feed their horses and draw rations, and then 
darted on a night mu& towards Carlisle.” 

Commeating on this letter, Captain Lobdell says : 
“My recOUectkOP * astothetimethefightoccureddoesnot 

a& with Mr. Anderson’s. (I should say) it occured between 
one and two o’clock of the afternoon. The troops we engaged 
were! tbe advance of Stuart’s cavalry, who were charging down 
the main street of we&xh&er , which at that time was a con- 
tinuation of the Baltimore pike. How many there were I 
have no means of knowing, but there were several platoons 
of them, who as our boys with Captain Corbit in command 
came’charging down uporr them tuned tail and ran as f a s t  
as they d d  to the main body of the Confederate troops- 
coming up the Washington road, which was at right angles with 
the Baltimore pike. Our troop which (had been) sent out as a 
saxt-party consisted of Company “C,” under Captain Corbit, 
and part of Company “D.” under Lieutenant Churchman. They 
were under (the battalion commander) Major Knight, but as 
hewastakasickat the hotel the day of the fight, the actual com- 
mand devolved upon Corbit, who was th the ranking captain. 

black charger-was killed under him (by a shot through the 
head) undoubtedly saving his life as the shot would otherwise 
have hit him in the breast. 

“Our boys were crowded out of the Washington pike by 
an overwhelming force, some escaping and some 
being taken prisoners, atnong whom were Captain Corbit and 
Lieutenant churchman. 

“I wasforcedintoabamyard at the intmec- 
tim of the Battimore and W e g t o n  pika, and by r~n- 
ningandjumping,myhor8ebeingprtthorrnrghbred * 

- got kt0 the eRgqpml&” which ‘ltook plpa 

infrontlostnltme. companres . “C” and “D”, which CIUIK to 0 

I was just behind Captain Corbit’w ? en his horse-a h e  

f 

Tie letter continues : 
“Charles *bit in June, 1863, was onty twenty-tive 

years of age. He was captain of Company “C,” which was (at 
first) employed to guard the telegraph line through this &- 
sula. Their duty was to keep open communications by wire 
between Fortress Monroe and the north and (as yet) they had 
never smelt gunpa,wder. On June 28th, Corbit’s company and 
a part of Company “D” in charge of Lieutenant Caleb Church- 
man were ordered to Westminster about thirty miles south- 
east of Gettysburg, as an advanced guardof observation. There 
were ninety-five men and seven ofiicets in the little party 
commanded by Major Napoleon B. Knight. Small squads 

* were sent out to look for the enemy, who were then 
matching into Pennsylavania. They found nothing and Knight 
made himself at home at $he Westminster Ho*I, leaving 
Captain Cabit in comnaand of the camp. 

“The night of the 28th and the farenoon of the 29th were 
passed in quiet. In the aheinoan at about 3 30 while about 
thkty of the horses were being shod at a &thy nearby, word 
came in that the retkls had appeared. Adjutant Lowell, 
now vice-president of the LobdeU Car Wheel Company, * * 
was at the hotel. At the first alarm he mounted and started 

this afternoon. H e  m the man who perhaps changed the 
results of the battle of Gettysburg by delaying General Jeb 
Stuart’s cavalry twenty-four hours at Westminster, Mary- 
land, thus preventing him getting to Lee %time to be of 
service. @ *  

Th6 foregoing statement. it should be observed, is not di- 
rectly supported by the otfidal reports hitherto referred to, 
but it is a reasonable inference more or less certainly sap 
ported by the facts as related herein. 

! 
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far the camp a qaarter d a mile away. As he did so he met 
~mdsirtymeaaxnkgdownthetberoedafastgallop. 

‘They rrtopped at the hotel fd ordersbut Major Knight 
wasfoodcktoisWteany. TheDelawareboyswereonthe 
Raltimnrr?tggd,andalongtheWashhgtmRoad * at 
right angles end cawsing it a depmsh ip the ground, canae 
Stuart’s cavalry. As they rode down to the Baltimore road 
and turned north t k y  saw the Delaware Cavalry dashing 
towards tbem down hill. Quickly turning their horses they 
fetreatedup the washingtonrocrd. 

“As line. ter line turned in the road, on either side of 
which was a fence they became blocked. The rebel re- 
treat was thus stopped and (at this instant) the sixty Dela- 
ware boys dashed with sabers drawn madly into the mass of 
men a d  horses. The rebels were cornered and decided to 
make 6ght, supposing the wbole force of Union cavalry had 
attacloedthem. 

“The Fourth Virginia Cavalry was ahead said to have 
been 25ostrong, and they dashed towards the Delaware boys 
with a wild shout. b b i t ,  who was nearly six feet in height, 
rose in saddle with uplifted saber and yelled: ‘Come on, 
bop, close up!’ As he did so he reined his horse’s head high in 

eyes, intended for the master’s breast. The charger sank down 
dead andbefore his men could close around him the rebels were 
U p o n  him. 

“Then fobwed a despexate hand to hand struggle with 
sabers and pistols. The rebel thouFiafId6 came steadily over 
thehillandbysheerforceofnumbers pressed the handful of 
Delawareans back inch by inch. The road was about eighty 
feet wide and sixty Delawaregns were jammed in. 

“Stuart rapidly deployed his men around the town and 
unlimbered his artillery so as to command the scene of the 
contest. In a short time, however, the attacking party was 
y d e d  and nearly all of themocaptured. A few got 
=QW among them Adjutant Lobdell, who had 
been fighting bebind bbi t .  Sermt Clark not only escaped 
bat c a p t d  a dile black horse belonging to a rebel. His 
brother, Lieutenant Clark, escaped with a hole w g h  his 
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hat and a saber wound in his arm. Those who got away met 
(that evening) at ReistertO wn, and when the mIl was called 
on the’morning of June 30th, twentykght men and four officers 
reported out of one hundred and two. Two had been Med, 
ten wounded and the rest taken prisoners. 

“The Delaware men had no idea what they w3re doing 
when they made their wild dash. Stuart afterwards com- 
plimentedthernontheirpluck * * . 

“Captain Corbit was paroled at Hanover (the next day) 
but was afterwards ordered by the government to report for 
duty and served with the Sixth Corps in Grant’s final 

‘ 

paign.” 
It is said. however. that he ‘always felt he had broken his 

word of honor by returning to the field before his parole had 
beenreleased’ * . 

“One of the sUNi~0ts” of the &air at Westminster, 
“was asked today if Corbit fought well? ‘Did he fight, well?’ 
was the reply. 

Who was the author of this letter is not known, but item- 
bodies practically all that has vever been claimed for -bit 
and his followers, including the direct and roundabout delay 
which Stuart was then and later forced to make, in order to 
form a belated junction with Lee and his army. 

@her newspapers took most favorable notice of Cap& 
Corbit’s gallant feat of arms at Westminster. and of the dis- 
mounted service of himself and men with the Sixth Corps, 
during Grants’ campaigns of 1864,and 1865. In appreciation 
of this loyal service against his own sense of duty the Demo- 
cratic Governor, Gove Sadsbury, of Delaware, offered him 
the commission of Lieutenant Colonel, but he declined the 
honor 

“Feeling that if he accepted the promotion it would be a 
tacit admission that he regarded the action of the govern- 
ment in ordering the disregard of his parole, as right and that 
his own views of the batter were wrong. It has been well said 
that it was this rare and d&&e sense of honor which stood 
out most prominently in &bit and endeared him tothm 
who knew him irrtimately. It was this high quality that 
brought him the unqudonedrespect of his neighbors and 

‘Why damn it, he was the fight!’ ” 
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Fbny, it X k t  be PrhriMPA byel lnrutntwlriad 
gatc#s, that hadit not ba fa t& cm6kebk &?ley which 

n&mt.et, daetbec abat delay was tw or twelve hotus. Stuut  
ooutdeesilyhave teached Hanaperktistbpo thirty miles to 
t b r r a t h a n r d ,  wom2 the Federpl cavaky could bpve bamed 
tBepndtothewestfwnnthatpoint, Thisacoomplishedhe 
c u d  b v e  parrped an tbroElgh Hun- toe junctionwith 
Lee in a single day’s march instead of taking three days, and 
&us giving suppart ty Lee. as Buford. Kilpatrick and 
GgegggavetMrsto A4eade, from thehour the first gun was 
fired at Gettysburg till the battle was ended. 

The important factor of tbis cplppeign is that Stuart’s de- 
tacbnmt was am inexcusable mistake from the start, and grew 
fnnn bad to worse till it &in his defeat by Gregg, on Lee’s 
extreme left July 3, 1863, simultaneously with Meade’s defeat 
of Pickett’scharge against hisleft-center at the “Bloody Angle.” 

The responsibility far this mistake must be evenly divided 
in history between Lee, the Confederate Generalissimo, and 
Stuart, his over-confident chief cavalry commander. 

brr” 

€d&vwmd Cmptain cotbit’s gellaat 6gbt at West- 

MAXIMS A N D  OPINIONS OF NAPOLEON ON THE USE 
OF CAVALRY.* 

N war, every cavalry general comnanding a cavalry division, 1 sbauld every day and several times a day, depending upon 
drcunrstances, f& a report d the movements of the enemy 
and ofthe positionofthedivisian. 

C e r e d  end 
dmmUed by -ut. Cdond Ernest Picard. Beqper-Lewwlt, publinhere. 

b6m ¶% &mu dr Cad&#, Janouy. 1914, in the Department 
d k r U . . a . ~ $ e R i a & k d . , b y A . b ,  Fira Lieut.MtkIn- 
fmw. 

0-t trom tbe Yaximaand m n a  el Napdeen. 
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ful. ophep onsb.0~0 fittleob it, it m a t e  per t knk  -. 
Rehhnend equally, that regiments which’are within 

2 reach of water, train their horses in QD8oipg rim-; that all 
regiments of dragoonshave dismounteddrills, even though 
have no guns, and that hlllf a hundred muskets be distributed 
to them. fa the puipose df starting their instructi on. 

He (General Sebastiani) should remind the Hrrssats that 
a French soldier should be a cavalryman, infantryman and ar- 
tilleryman; that he is there for the purpose of doing anything. 

I desire, Citizen Minister, that you consider the cuirassier, 
dragoons and hussars as forming three different arms, and that 
you &ver submit to me the names of officers from these troops, 
to + transferred from one arm to another. 

I had forbidden any transfer from one corps to another. 
Nevertheless, I hear that transfers of men from c u h s s k s  to 
dragoons are being made. This seems to me to be baq and 
to have all sorts of inconveniences. 

* These reconnaissances (of cavalry) will leave 
before daybreak; two regiments will be required to make two 
leagues, one of these two more leagues, another league by one 
escadron of this regiment, and another league by a detachment 
of the best mounted men from this escadron. 

* It is necessary that a cavalry general always 
follow up the enemy vigorously, especially in retreats; * * 
I do not wish that horses be spared, when they can carry men. 

It is in the heavy cavalry, where should exist, to the highest 
degree, the science of the mounted man. 

The policing (prbvost work) of large towns is 
done by the valry ; also the watching of the cuasts. 

Thecha L should also h o w  (as well as the dragoons), 
how to maneuver dismounted. 

confused; there are two entirely Merent arms. _A re&nent 

I d o e  bdiem moreowr, that it (tber0P;aky) is-- 

0 

I 

, 

I rqgm to see that light cavalry and c;tagoans are being 
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a€dsqpnfh uienw€w& am do nothing; four or five regi- 

disIqnl* willbevery useful to you. 
-, 2,000 strong, who can xxmneuver perfectly 

Onecannotreammendtoostrongly, taking (to war) five 
yearoldholses. 

It appearsthat what is tobe feared most from the Prussian S 
is the& cavalry; but, with the infantry you have and holding 
yourdf h y s  in readiness to form squares, you have little 
to fear. 

It is right here that the cavalry is needed, in 
the midst of the immense plains of Poland. 

I am within the boundaries of Poland, it is with cavalry 
that war is carried on in this country. 

The lack of cavalry had prevented Marshal Bernadotte 
from taking advantage of his success. 

Cuirassiers must be large; but height is of no importance 
for hussars and chaussers; on the contrary, it is harmful. One 
result of having men of large stature, is the necessity of large 
horses, which doubles the expense and does not render the same 
service. 

* Cuirassiers are more useful than any other cav- 
alry. 

Marches and battles destroy a great number of horses. 

* In armies of observation (Lauriston in 1809), 
one can place a Petachment of infantry with a large body of 
cavalry; but only on the supposition that the enemy is not 
Carrying on regular operations, that one is t w n g  to locate him 
and finally that this infantry can stop the enemy's cavalry, 
peasants or several companies of hostile chasseurs. As a gen- 
era~ rule, in open country, the cavalry must be' alone, because 
a l o q  unless it be a question of a bridge, deflle or a given posi- 
tion, it wil l  be able to withraw before the hostile infantry can 
arrive. 

MAXIMS AND OPINIONS OF NAPOLEOIN. * 997 

Itisnecessary * * * thatthelightcavalrybreak 
itself of the habit of getting scattered in small bodies, but in- 
stead carry an ef€ective recanneissance inforce; this is the 
means of preventing its being captured and of itself obtaining 
information. 

The breast plate is a weapon; like the sword, it should never 
be captured except with the officer who wears it. 

The number of horses killed in difterent battles is very large. 
Generally, in battles, I have constantly, for each cavalryman 
killed or wounded, lost three to four horses. 

* * In a regiment of cavalry, a man on foot does no 

It is recognized that the cavalry armed with a cuirass can, 
with difficulty, make use of its carbine; but it is also very ab- 
surd that 3,000 or 4,000 such brave men, be surprised in their 
Cantonments, or stopped on the march by two companies of light 
infantrymen. Itis. thenindispensabletoarm them * * . 
-4s to the lancers, see if it is possible to give them a carbine be- 
sides their lance; if this is not possible, one third, at least, 
of the company should be armed with carbines. 

I 

good. 

Under no consideration, shall cuirassiers be detailed as 
orderlies. This duty shall be done by lancers; even generals 
shall use lancers. The service of communication, escort, 
sharpshooters, shall be done by lancers. When cuirassiers 
chwge infantry columns, the light horses should be placed in 
the rear or on the flanks, in order to pass through the intervals 
between the regiments and to fall upon the infantry when it is 
routed: or in case of a cavalry regiment, upon the cavalry, 
pursuing it vigorously. 

* As a general principle, a colonel of chasseurs or of 
hussars who, instead of bivouacking at night, and keeping in 
constan0 communication with his grand guards, goes to sleep, 
deserves death. 

It is well that Generals Sebastiani and Lafour-Maubourg 
receive, as often as possible, orders directly from ypu, without 
which the spirit of the cavalry would be lost. The infantry 
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~ h . r s k o ~ t b e h a b i t a f ~ a r r t f a e a r v a l r y  : 
P amdCdt3mdeqJitDotbs-; tke fomkIr ledre~you  

-it lrPdap!u- d that yQu give orders to it 
di=tJY- 

Two hundred or three hundred men of light cavalry must 
Q& tpbe positioe Eke e body of infantry; WrcHission is to 
Scartandmttodght . Itmustbemadelmown 

light cavaky who spend the! night in a toam. 

L. 

that there iopemalty d daath for the -of patrols of 

General Lloyd asks what is the use of much cavalry'. I 
ask, bow is it possibte to carry 09 anything but a defensive war, 
protecting one's self with intrenchments and natural obstacles, 
when one is not almost equal to the enemy in cavalry; lose one 

Here! the author wil l  call to his aid the Romans and Greeks 
I a false and deceiving reference. At first. Hannibal constantly 

defeated the Romans and wason the point of taking possession of 
Rome, solely by the superiority of his cavalry. Of all of Europe, 
Italy is the one place, specially beyond the Apennines, whek 
the terrain is least suitable for cavalry. The Romans and Greek 
hardly ever marched except along the tops of mountains; they 
hadno chariots, no artillery; they always concentrated in a 
s d  camp. An army of 25,000 men was enclosed in a 600 
foot square. After Si. hours of work. it was there impregnable. 
There they awaited the moment of attack or of attacking. in a 
country little suitable for cavalry. Finally, the phaIanx, brist- 
ling with points, had a certain resisting power against cavalry. 
Arthlery and the rifle do not permit any longer the employment 
of the phalanx. In all modern wars, among the nations equal 
in tactics. instruction and courage. armies are always maintained 
wi th  equal strength of cavalry. One sees that the author 
has only served in the'Austrian army, which never knew how 
to use cavalry. At Marengo, they allowed their infantry to 
be routed by a charge of 10,OOO horsemen and within artillery 
range of their cavalry line over 10,OOO men strong. At Casti- 

ptain and tbeircavaky did not undertake anything. 3 y  reason 

I 
battle, and your anny is lost. 

glioni, they allawed the txossing oyer the whole of this beautiful 

_ .  

0 
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Cavalry requires audacity, skin and above all not to be 
dominated by the spirit of preservation and greediness. Wbat 
could be done witha great superiorityof covaty, well d 
with nausltets, and accompded by light artillery, sttong and 
well horsed is indadable. 

Of these three arms, cavalry, idahtry and artillq, node 
is to be held in disdain. They are equaUy important . A n  
army superior in cavalry will always have tbe advantage of 
screening we11 its movemem{s, of lQeping well inform& of the 
movements of the enemy, and of involving itself, just so mi&, 
as it may wish to. Its defeats wilibe of little importance and its 
dents decisive. 

I 

He (Lloyd) v h e s  that the cavalry have neither carbine 
nor musketoon; this is inadmissable. Six thousand cavaky- 
men could then be stopped, when passing through a defile. by 
200 or 300 infantrymen. Infantry troops would be necessary 
for the protection of theirbivouacsand cantonments. Finally, 
under adverse qircumstances, in broken country, they would 
be unable to do anything towards protecting the retreat of an 
anny or other convoy. They would be compelled to see sev- 
eral hundred vehicles and cannons captured, before their very 
eyes, by one or two battalions of sharpshooters. or they would 
see one or two battalions of sharpshooters arrive by a side road, 
take posses$on of a defile, through which the army is to pass. 
and which the cavalry as possessing greater mobility, had been 
sent ahead to secure. 

The cavalry needs not only musketoons, but even cannon. 
The objection of cavalry officers is, that a d i n e  fatigues the 
horse, andstill more the hussar or chasseur, whose horse is 
smder;  the ~(~valryman carries no knapsack; finally, even the 
horse will suffer; he will be much more tired in night bivouacs, 
because the cavalryman not having a fire arm, wil l  not be able 
to do his duty except os1 horseback; and if he finds himself 
of- ia the presence of hostile hussars 'or chasserus, or e F  
of infantry sharpshooters. a large number of horses will be 

B I 

I 
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kitled. Summhg up, at the end of a campaign, the 1068 that 
thehorseaofheavyawaligwiUexperiencewillbe greatm,if 
no carbine or mtraketoan is d e d ,  than it will be due to the 
incawsent of arms and load that it gives to the cavalry. 

cavalry is useful Wore, during and after a battle. If you 
are in open country, the cavalry wi l l  push back the light artil- 
lery batteries, at first within cannon range of your Aanks, will 
falluponyourbagglagetrainsandparks,willfireuponandcut 
you up from the rear while the infantry will attack you and put 
you to flight; men, baggage, standards, everything will be lost. 
It is in this manner that it operated at Champaubert, Mont- 
mirail. Mangis Chateau, m e r r y  and Krasnoe. 

Double rank formation: in a charge. the rear rank will 
charge like the first; four lines are useless; it is much better to 
have a Single line which may be deployed to the right and left. 
The o+er system ofthe author (Lloyd) of charging in extended 
order is still worse. Order is the first principle of war, troops 
in extended order, should be picked troops. 

The Emperor has found out while in Egypt that when there 
were over 100, a formation was necessary. The Mamelukes. 
the best cavalry in the world, were unable to withstand the ’ 

’ charges. 
‘‘HOW shall one oppose,” says the author, “this cloud of 

foragers.” By four or five successive lines-which, maneuver- 
ing to the right and left, will increase immediately two or three 
timesthe front of the first line and following a charge. Without 
cavalry, how is one to carry on the campaign ? How is one to 
escort this large quantity of baggage and of parks that theartil- 

At Tena, the French infantry won having only Light 
cavalry; this victory had no results; but the cavalry reserves 

. arrived, then the prusslans were no longer able to rally. De- 
moralkd, they were driven back on all sides and pursued 
vigorously; of 200,000 men, not one recrossed the mer .  With- 
out cavalry. battles are barren. 

The light cavalry ought to y o i t e r  f& in fmt of 
the army; it ought to be supported and protected specially 

leryreqUireS? 

\ 

- i f  - 
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bythecavalryofthel ine * . Thelightcavalryk 
necessary for  the advance guard, rear guard and on the flanks 
of the army . The cavalry needs more officera 
than the infantry. It should be better trained. 

* Every light cavalry, every heavy cavalry, ought 
to be provided with a fire arm asd know the school of the bat- 
talion and platoon. Three thousand light cavalry or 3,000 
cuirassiers ought not to be stopped by 1,500 infantrymen posted 
in a wood, or in terrain impracticable for horses; 300 dragoons 
ought not to be stopped by 2,500 infantrymen. 

The dragoons are neessary to support the light cavalry 
of the advance gubd, rear guard and on the flanks of an army. 
The Cuirassiers are less suited than the faker for this kind of 
work on account of their cuirassiers, however, it is necessary 
to have them with the advance guard, but solely to accustom 
them to war and to keep them in trim. 

. A division of 1,600 dragoons, moving rapidly on a 
point, with 1,500 light cavalry, dismount to defend a bridge, 
the head of 8. defile, a height and await there the arrival of the 
infantry. Of what an advantage is not this arm during a 
retreat? 0 

B Cavalry charges are equally as good at the beginning, dur- 
ing, or at  the end of a battle; they ought to be undertaken 
whenever they can be made against the flanks of infantry, 
specially when the latter is engaged in front. 

They (the needs of war) dem&d four (kinds of cavalry) 
scouts, light, cavalry,dragocms and Cuirassiers. The cavalry, 
including smuts will bear a proportion to the infantv of one- 
fourth in Flanders or Germany; one-twentieth in the Fjyxenees 
or Alps; one-sixth in Italy and Spain. ’ 

Cavalry has more need of formations and tactics than even 
infantry; it ought to know how to fight dismounted and be 
exerased in the school of the platoon and battalion. 

P 

m 
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o f s c o u t a t a e a c h d i ~ , i t i s  

be mounted on harses four feet, 

If th enemy’s cavalry is to be feared, it is necessary to 
d i n  coh,unn. at platoan distance, so as to be able to form 
squares, by platoons, to the right and left while in battle. 

It is for the cavalry to follow up the victory and prevent 
the beaten enemy from d y i n g .  

The Germans & not know how to use their cavalry, they 
are afraid to compmmise it, its value is overestimated: they 
husband it too much. 

The cavalry of an army will bear a proportion to the in- 
fantry ofsix-twenty-fourths in Flanders or Germany; of five- 
twenty-fourths in Italy or Spain; of one-fiftenth in the Alps or 
Pyreneesandof one-twenty-fourth along the coast. In France, 
the cavalry will bear a Proportion to the infantry of one-sixth. 

Cavalry will perform its duties dismounted as well as 
mounted; to this end, it will be drilled in the school of the bat- 
talion and be armed with a gun or musketoon with a bayonet ; 
no infantry wil l  ever be assigned to support it, no matter what 
position it may occupy. Depending upon circumstances, it 
will station dismounted postsin woods, on heights, in marches 
andinhouses 

The cavalryman will have two small provision bags to 
carny hip rations during the marches of concentration; and a 
hag holding ten days oatsfor his horse, at  the rate of four 
pounds per day: this bag will be divided into compartments. 
so that at a glance, the officer may assume himself that the 
cavdrymanhastakencaregfhishorse’s feed. 

The cuirassiers will specially be held in reserve, to support 
the light cavalry and dragoons. They will never be assigned 
to advance guards, rear guards or to the fhnks, unless it shall 
be necesaqto season them or to assist the dragoons. 

That a division of 6,000 cavalrymen thus armed (lance, 
saber and a pair of pistols) be stopped by 100 voltigeurs occupy- 

do mt CXQcdd - m v - f i f t h  

fiveor sixinches tan, of which theca- cannot make use. 

I 

, 
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ingahouse,~olt .r ine, isabeard; endwhoistogrrardthe 

alryman shoyld have a muaketoon or carbine. 

Cavalry is useful before, duxingandspeciallyaftera battle, 
whether one be victorious or defeated. At champaubert, 
Montmirhl, Nangis and Kramoe during 1812, the cavalry 
attacked by outflanking the infantqr, passed to the rear of it 
and cut &its retreat, taking it in rear while * in 
front. 

According totheEmperor,foRignmhaveneverknom how 
to get the best d t s  from their cavalry, which is, nevertheless a 

See what I might have done a!t Nangis or Vauchamps! At 
Luteen, if the enemy had massed its infantry towards its left 
Aank, and. while attacking, had struck our rear. What a con- 
fusion d d  have resulted? 

CBntapPLeLlts, armd small pladea? R ~ e r y  CBV- 

i 

very useful arm. 

CAVALRY AND HORSE ARTILLERY. 

In weak cavalry brigades, too much artillery only hinders 

Fools wil l  tell you that the cavalry does no good in Calabria 
‘ according to this statement, it does no good, anywhere. If 

Reynier had had l , h  cavalrymen, and had properly used 
them, he wouldhave done frightfuldamage to the English, 
speciallyifhehadhadsomedrsgoons,whoare armed with guns 
andfightdisnmmted . Youhavefiveregimentso€ 
dragoons scattered about, you should assemble them and form 
a reserve, attaching to it four pieces of light artillery. ‘ T i p e  
4,000 men, kapable of making thirty leagues in two days, can 

. advance towards Naples or any 0th- threatened point. What 
are you going to do with 300 detached dragoans, who will loge’ 
theespritoftheirarmandwilldoyounogood! * I 
repeat, assemble your dtagoons. give them four or six pieces 
of light d e r y  with caissonS and ammunition; consider them 
as infantry and orgaah them in such a manner as to move 
rapidly in any direction. 

them. 

t 
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Rjnce~ d’Raalirt9, ehottEd leave sotm bntteies with this 

@ cavalry; artillergistheamrpleabentofcavalry. 
I . Horse d e s y  is the complement of the cavalry arm. 
Twenty thousand cavalrymen and 120 guns of light artillery 
am equivalent to 60,oOO infantrymen and 120 cannon. 

Gassendi does not like hose artillery, specially ours, in 
which our cannoneers are mounted. Well! that alone has 

to always follow cavahy. is a great change. One can now, 
with cavahy and horse batteries attack the rear of an enemy’s 
army. After all, what is the expense of raising some regiments 
of horse artillery, compared with the advantages derived from 
this arm? 

Changedthepkofwar. Thatistosay,touseactilleryso as 

LIGHT CAVALRY. 

1. Light hatsemen will form part of the light cavalry of the 
army. They wil l  be armed with a musketoan and bayonet 
weighing less than six pounds, a saber, model chasseurs of the 
Guard, weighing less than three pounds, two pistols weighing 
each less than one pound and attached to the saddle by straps. 
One-half of the men of the escadron will be armed besides with 
a lance; all wil l  have no other defensive weapon than a shoulder 
protection of chain mail and an iton cross on the shakos. 

2. They wil l  be trained to cross a river swimming along- 
side of their horses, holding to their manes and keeping the 
mdcetmm out of water. The horses wil l  be saddled as simpk 
as possible; they should be able to drink bridledand will be 
trained to drink but onceaday. The man’s clothing andequip 
merit will be simple, loose and comfortable; officers, noncom- 
&si& 05cers and privates will always sleep in their clothes, 
in peace as in W a r  time. 

3. In the field, escadmm of light cavatry will never 
spend a night in a town, village or farm; they wil l  always 
bivauac on the picket line and will spend the night saddled 
and bridled at the bivouac that they will have taken after 
pight fall (to this end, changing from the one occupied,before 
sunset), and which be reconnoitered as much as possible during 

., . - i 
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thedaytime. Theboaeswilldybefedbythids a n d u p  
retuning from mcming -. Any Oascer of light 
troops, who shall be srvprised by the enemy account of 
having spent thenight inatown, diage, castleor farm, oron 
accoullt of having remained at night in the bivouac that he 
occupied before sunset, wil l  be liable to trial by comt martial. 

CAVALRY COMBAT STUDIES.. 

BY CAPTAW D’AWERT. mat &MY. - 
“Ths o#ack is all in the wish ofthe commadm and the in- , 

itiatirte of his snbordina&s.”-General TRENEAU. e 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. 

1. WiU tksre be a cavalry combat? 
To put the question wil l  show an absolute disregard of the 

conditions of war. 
There will be cavalry encomt.ersas there will beencounters 

of armies, because war is made to defeat the adversary and not 
to evade him. 

Certain ones have been, at one time, the too exclusive 
knights of the cavalry tournament, outside of which the ann 
had nothing to tempt them. 

Then came 0th- whochime3 the superiority of the 
troopers armed with the carbine over the trooper anned with 
the saber, and who praised dismounted action against mounted 
action. 

Finally under a pretext of working in junction, they are 
about to prescribe even the prinaple of the encounter of arm to 
arm. 

Where is the tmth? It is everywhere. 

.Raaaued for the War College Mvidon, General S t d  by Lietatemant 
William H. Harrison, Jr.. 12th Cavalry, from the Rente &Casa&ie of 
oetober. 1918. 

I 

. 

I 
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inphcip4 itisbytbedscmofaction, by the combina- 
t imcL~a4authesppl leonthewofbat t le that the 
replmehrl arorknillbeptod9esd; that will be w h  success 
witlcomefnan. Taatrhicaisimpmtan t: istobevictwious 
intbbattlewithaltthe~andn0ttoObtainepbemeral~~- 
ce!jsesin partieleqp@smnw like those of the cavalry. 

i 

4 

¶ 

4 

"he cavalry should reserve itself for the battle; and it 
should not riskits existence before the battle except to assure 
theexecutjonofits=nissions,ortotakeadvantageofthe oca-  
Siops which it should adways grasp. 

Because OZE does not go to battle without maneuvering. 
The same maneave!r is intended to prepare the battle by allow- 
ingthead- to beattacked fromstrongto weak; and one 
mp~ez~vers in articulating-that which can bring partial en- 
-ts (enananer~), in giving to the arm of maneuver, 
whichis the cavalry, special lnkions. 

Thus, in order to prepare the battle, the cavalry wil l  have 
to play its part in the strategical maneuver~ploration (scout- 
ing), delaying action and as nothing is obtained without risk, 
it will often be obliged to give battle to the opposing arm al- 
though not having desired it. 
Wilt it give battle mounted or dismounted or combine both 

ces; the mission, forasin 
modesofaction? 

 depends sup on- 
sight, the ground. 

One must not be an absolute partisan of either method of 
attack, but'be ready to use either LuylQfdipg to drcumstances. 

GeDerally the cavalry will obtain its most rapid, brilliant, 
anddecisivesuccessesmcnanted. Buttherearesomecaseswhere 
a too unequal struggle is to be avoided or when a weak force of 
cavalry, by using the terrain, will be able to hold in check a 
very much larger force of the enemy. 

when a body of cavalsy has reason to believe itself stronger 
than theother, it is perfectly well inspired to Wempt toobtain 
as quickly as possible, the m o d  radiancy of triumph which 
will shineonitskcesduring all the campaign. 

In the contrary case, it wi l l  be a more profitable tactics 
(for our cavalry) to place itselfan guard against its rival 
and with the aid of OUT light infantry, which is so quick, of our 

- 

bicycle units so skilltul and keen in maneuvm, to prepare 
camter attacks against the enemy where the heart and tbe 
esprit wi l l  replace theindticiency of numbers. 

Finally, in the battle itself, to reinforce the wings of the 
line, in the character of a guard or an attactring force, in the 
center as an attacking force or a counter attack, the cavalry 
should be in hand when Srriving-ambination with the other 
branches. but cavalry combafs just the same. 

Should the cavalry then avoid or look for the opposing 
(rival) arm? 

The question has no longer a position to obtain. 
Except in the battle of armies, where one endeavors to 

cause the material destruction of the opposing forces, one does 
not fight just to tight, but to fuWl (carry out) a mission. 

Cavalry wil l  therefore have a fight, alone or in combinatim, 
with the advers@y's cavalry, in order to carry out its missions, 
notwithstanding the intervention of the enemy, or in order to 
takeadvantageof the fight. It willfightrnountedordismounted, 

following which ever mod of attack wil l  allow them to dis- 
count the greatest success 

Our regulations has, consequently to assert.: In its 
operations, the cavalry will be found the more often in front of 
that of the enemy; it must first overthrow it, if this c8y81iy 
form an obstacle in the execution of its missionS. 

And besides: The mounted attack with side arms, which 
alone gives decisive results, is the principal method for cavalry 
fighting. 

In the main, the fight of cavalry is a means and not an 
obj&. 

In war we will not have time to deal in preparatmyen- 
couaters,'before the decisive engagements; therefore, it is neces- 
sary that we should know in advance how to &uct this deli- 
a*, - ' t, causing vertigo d o n ,  which the hvahy &mbat 
$ action in which success will depend upon the cleamessof the 
attack order and the rapidity of its execution. 

consequentlythe comtatorganizationon&onehand; the 
d o n  of the players on the other hand; are two principal ele- 
ments of success, which it may be important to describe. 
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IRtabmmmmyoGbwptdmtstbatit isnecessgg to 
~ i a ~ t o c o m e * a a ~ i n ~ p o t f o f i o d  
me'o df inmmeay , #thain6tdy m anthe tarain, faced by 
~ ~ ~ r m n n n t b e 8 0 v c d b y ~ t i o n , i f a n e h a s  
~ t e o a g b t ~ o u t ~ .  

& b o r p l d f r o a c p r p a p s ~ i n . ~ t Q b e v e t h e m o r a l ~ t  

i n ~ t o h a v e * a d r a o t e g e a f t b e ~ ?  
winyoa~mamtedarcticanoun ted? 

~ P a t r o s B m W o ?  
shetrtdthepdvance~attack,dtorretteat? 
shatdathe d k y  be divided or should it act as a whole? 
S b a j d i t B e  withthemainbodyorpudledontothe 

sbatltdit *theenemy from the front or maneuver 

Is it e!xpedht minjurious tosave mme troops? 
shoutdone save his power in order to have the last re- 

Will agoodgcheloningbe soccessfbl? 
Wdthere be an attack? Will there be a d l d e ?  
shaulpl the dts of an attacking force remain consoti- 

dated, and attack even if they have no particular objective? 
Or bhodd they wait for an opportdty when they find nothing 

Can the decision come f q p  the dk or must that be 

So many controverted questions, settled affvmatively in 
*-contratp- gs. 

Then, equaUy, one can say that truth is everywhere; and 
that the errors of people obviously sincere, comes solely from 
this: that they have amstmcted a doctrine on a single par- 
titular cam, from this that they have gened=d - aaexpelience 
too localieed and it ie still to history that one must look for 
achrice. 

* 

, . -  

oft&o&dve? Orsbotrldyoastknyowselftobeattacked 

Will you attack the enemy as a large troop or with cam- 

-ggefil? T 
onitsihks? 

m, or else risk alltoaccmnplish all? 

opposite them? 

addedifgoabibts? 

- 2d. TkBC&u~ge. 
The ca* fight--praperty speaking-is given over to 

' charges, that is to say, mounted attacks. 

I' 

-_ . .  
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Mounted attack comp&es: 
1. Thechargeitself. 
2. Contact with the enemy. 
3. Themade. 
4. The retreat or pursuit. 
It was. at one time, presentable to pretend that a charge 

well launched would find nothing in front of it-the adversary 
riding in the opposite direction before the contact-and it was 
only necessary to pursue. 

History contradicts this exclusive' af€irmation; there are 
cases where the enemy did not wait for the shock, but cases of 
cantact and of the miilk are the most numerous. 

In antiquity, Issus and Arbelles, victories of Alexander, 
are of large cavalry m e w .  

In the Middle Ages, cocherel and A m y ,  in which Du 
G u d n  took part, are equally of rnelkes. 

In the 17th Century there is that of R d ,  Malplaquet 
and many other encounters which are of the b e  kind. 

Under the Empire the charges of Austerlitz, Hof, M & m ,  
Waterloo, etc., being m&es. 

In the war of 1870 there was only one encounter of the 
cavalry, at Ville-sur-Yron, which became an immense miilk 

The recent wars: Transvaal, Manchuria, Balkaqs, do 
not furnish us examples of this method of combat. 

DeBrack shows us that the mel& is a standard by indicat- 
ing to us t&e conditionspf buccessf~l charges: 

1. To' surprise the enemy. 

. 

2. To take him from the strong to the weak (in respect to 
numbers), when he has lost confidence OT begun wrong move- 
ment. 

3. To meet him with the troopers more united (cohesion) 
and the horses fresher than theirs (speed). 

And he says elsewhere: . 
"When a charge is well begun, push it to the end &d hold- 

ing well you will succeed. In everything there is a growth, 
zenith, and dimunition. A charge at its minute of start, its 
minute of ma&. then that of hestitation and that of retreat. 

I 

. .  
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Be 6rm during the seamd and third minute and victory is 
Y-=" 

The xr&lbis then one of the nonnal phasesof cavalrycom- 
bat, that cannot be disputed; and consequently there will 
very aften be Contact with the enemy. 
Will the copt&ct be a shock or a penetration of two adverse 

-oPs? 
Certain ones have equally claimed that the matdal shock 

cannot be produced by the collision of two troops. 
Ardant du Rcq tells us himself: 
"One always d e n s  before the shock, turns his back or 

else stops and then you ham the ~ & l k . "  
However, the case can equally be produced where two troops 

in place of having an equal apprehension of the amtact. rush to 
it with the ardor and inthis case there will be shock, 
that is to say material collision. We have often seen in the 
exercises in times of peace, whole platoons canied away by their 
d o r ,  who did not halt in time, they collided. clashed and over- 

That which will iender it rare 
is that more often the troops who are to run against each other 
have broken the alignment at the command "charge," each 
trooper Using at this moment all the speed of his horse. Then 
there is penetration of the adversary's lines and no shock. 

But the shock wi l l  be produced between certain fractions, 
in particular conditions, if the circymstances have caused them 
to commence the charge at a sufficiently short distance from 
each other in order that the speed of the different mounts mill 
not brea4 the alignment. 

threw each OtheT. c 

The shock is then possible. 

In conclusion, these points seem definitely acquired. 
The mounted attack wi l l  comprise : 
I. Thechargeits&; 
2. The contact: penetration, shock, half-turn (moral 

shock.) 
3. The m@l& "if the adversary has not refused it." 
4. The retreat or the pursuit, according to the chance of 

the fight. 
But, as p n  as the 6rst encounter of the cavalry has been 

ptoduced, in which each one of the adversaries, sure of his 

. .. . .  . _  
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strength whichis tobreak that ofthe eaemy's, byadirect attack 
one of the two wins, hoping to take his revenge indeceivingthe 
adversary, by usingnotdy strength, but alsosome strategem, 
byloolcingforfhedpointofhisrival, by striking t h e w  
and the rear. 

Thus, one can say that if the war, blow of strength, is as 
old as the world, one must add that the maneuver, blow of 
strategem, has only been a few days at the least. 

War will no longer be made without maneuver, which is 
called according to the case, evolution or maneuver properly 
spoken, but of which the certain end is to take the adversary 
at his weak point. 

3d. The Evolution of the idea of Attack. (Rules since 
1870). 

Tactics, accotding as it is inspired by theory or by exper- 
ience, looks more or less for success in the evolution or &ewer 
and demand me:hanical processes or a quick organism from it. 

' It is thus that there has beendfound two schools in the 
cavalry for a long time# competition. The one, the first is 
the Fred&& school, offidly abandoned today in Germany as 
in France. 

1. Action in mass of a fk t  line supparted on its flanks by 
a second line less strong ; both support.+ by a reserve; 

2. Deployment preconceived ; 

The second may be called the Napoleon school, as it puts to 

Its dogmas are the German Regulations of 1909 and the 

1. The maneuver. 
2. Engagement by groups; according to thecircumknces, 

each group using the echelon formation. 
3. The economy of forces, based up& thefractionsof the 

adversary by the strictly necessary numbers, inordertoobtain 
superiority in the principal attack. 

A rapid examination of the regulations that haw come out 
since 1870, wi l l  show the evolution which was made in the ideas 
of combat and will make us understand how we have left the line 

' 

I 

Its principles were : 

3. simult?ne"u""es". 

advantage the experience of the imperial epoc. 

French of 19 12 ; its principles are : - 

* 

A 
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factits (limr?ntaktk the Geanlm4 -1. in order to come to 
g r o u p t a c t i C s ( W ~ ~ ) .  

Regalrrtions of 1876: The Austrian w o n  of 1870, 
was the first to inspire the methods employed during the OPLVB 

of the Revolution and of the Empire, in which, by a supple 
adaptationoftherneansinview,theorganiclifereplacedme- 
chanical movemepts in the upit. 

Following the Austrian Regulations, are regulations of 1876 
enter into the eame idea. 

The prirsciples stated in it are the following: 
1. The employment commapds the school; every exer- 

2. There is no invariable rule for order of battle. 
3. The subordinate unit "brigade in the division, regi- 

ments in the bkigade, squadron in the regiment" have a large 
independence, each regulates itself upon the chief whoisits 
guide and maneuvers freely in order to co6perate in the general 
action. 

This suppleness, this liberty in the maneuver, appalls the 
formahsts ' and * * * .  

The regulations of 1882 imposed Frederick's idea of the 
tactics of three lines: 

The first (Cuirassiers) of the direct attack. 
The second (dragoons) to maneuver on the wings. 
The third (light) constituting the reserve. 
All the tactics is summed up in the heavy blow. 
Action making the essential ptoperties of the branch call 

cise must constitute a preparation for war. 

elsewhere: I 

- Surprise and sturdiness. 
But unique &ion presenting a grave danger; 
To leave a gap in the line as a lure. 
The regulations of 1899 sows the periotmers an absolute 

freedom of maneuver; "The chiefs of every grade must find in 
themselves the means of obtaining the success." 

That may be the origin of an order of expansion of the 
tacticaloperations. 

But one M y  profits by the latitude of the regulations; 
one appLies it unconsciously no doubt, toward restram - t. 

---T--q - .  - c  - -  I 
~ .1.7-rr--.i. - .  -. - . - - - f '  . 
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~cheloning, which Was indicated a i  a means of evolution, 
becomes a regular and at times rigid p m u r e  of maneuver; 
one echelons in the march to the combat position. 

One echelon in the attack; and the placing of the Units, 
in a geometrid order, the ones in reference to the orders, 
replaces every idea of maneuvers. 

Automatically, the evolution of terrain, exercises, revives 
the mechanical movements. 

In 1906,.General Lacroix just returned from a mission to 
Berlin, having been struck by the force of the attack of the 
German cavalry (which was then the attack in three lines) 
advised that this tactics be taken again by a supple maneuver; 
in causing the adversary to lose his way and breaking his cohe- 
sion by means of unforseen movements, in attracting one side 
in order to attack another. In the main: to oppose the ma- 
neuver of the direct attack by striking the flanks, a weak point 
in the German arrangement. 

Theministerial circularof August 9,1908 adopted these con- 
clusions : 

1. 
2. 

Preparatory maneuver of a part of the forces 7 
Successive engagements, and well connected distinct 

groups, concentrating their efforts on a sensible point in the 
adverse arrangement. 

Constitution of a reserve strong enough to allow the 
chief to intervene in a decisive manner in the continuance of 
the struggle. 

We hav$ found the parade of their attack; the Germans are 
perfecting their fencing. 

Their regulation of 1909 replaces the brutal offensive by; 
the maneuver, the attack of three successive lines axled on a 
single direction by the attack of mobile parallel coIumns,- 
combat groups easier to throw upon the objective. 

In place of the attack at close quarters, the echelonhg 
is done in depth and it is attem ted to keep the advantage of 

' 

3. 

throwing into the combat at the t last a reserve which may give 
success. 

The project of the 1911 Re&ations wishes to reply to this 
Itsprinciples tactics by concentric attacks of combat groups. 

are: 



. .  
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2. There to appiy a sufiority of power, by the concen~-  I 
tiion of SelmaI combat groups; 

thefineorrefusedechelons; 
3. To gaintime everphere besides evading the decision by 

4. Articulation of combat groups (brigades or regiments) 
in line of attack and echelons, echeloning from these groups at 
a Ctistaace firm the suuportf the adoption of an interval of 
m v e r  greater than the interval of deployment, in order to 
work by convergence. 

These enlarged intervals make the object of the weaver 
critics in the military middle course where they reproached them 
to isolate the group, to allow the adversary to work against a 
part of the forces with all his means, before the intervention of 
theotherpart. 

And they renounced the maneuver by convergence, as they 
considered it dangerous. 

The provisional Regkations of 1912 sanctions the articula- 
tion of the attack in combat groups. The great lines of its 
doctrine are the following: 

(a) Object of attack: 
1. Rupture of the opposing arrangement of troops; 
2. Initiative of attack; 
3. To the shortest attack (blow of strength) or maneuver 
der to reach the weakest point (blow of stratagem.) 

' (b) Organization of the attack: 
1. In general; the principal attack and the subordinatc 

attack; 
2. Organization into combat groups (brigades of regi. 

ments, artillery, auxiliary arms;) 
3. Successof the main attack; connection, solidity, re- 

aprocal support of the groups. 
(c) Execution: 

in d. 

1 The combat groups are articdated in echelaks; they 
furnish a line af attack, keep in oneor two echelons of support, 
only deploying what is necessary; 
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2. Reserve,toproducea&cision: 
3. Awiliary arms, allowing the saving of the forces: 

prepare, sustain, gather. 
In the main, a principal attack and some subordinate 

attacks; tie, solidity, sustained reciprocallyby thecombatgroups 
for the succps of the principal attack. 

The regulations of 1912 allow the impulse of the comrnapd 
and reflex action by the players, thanks to the articulation and 
the echeloning. 

By way of retalization, it wished tosolidify thefarmations 
by diminishing the intervals and the distance of the guide 
of the troop and by creating the "bending" of the deployed regb 
ment. The "bending" of the front unquestionably facilitates 
the conduct of the troop and allows the attack to be well ad- 
justed; but the diminishing of the guide has greatly lessened the 
influence, prestige and "dommand" of the chief. 

And the two cavalry rivals are today pretty near the same 
point : 

Maneuver against maneuver; 
Groups against groups. 
The advantage will rest with the most rapid, the most keen, 

to that one perhaps which delays the shortest in throwing all its 
forces into the action. 

The resenre, to long reserved, one must not make the 
mistake there, it is the temporization, then that the combat of 
cavalry is, by essence, brutal and short. 

If our adversaries ha*e the tendency to guard the last 
reserve, our rule prescribes to "throw all the forces into the 
balance when the occasion presents itself." 

It seems that it is there that the real formula of spccess 
in the cavalry combat lies. 

As one sees, the rules of combat vary incessantly, every 
foreseen attack in order to profit by the fault in the arrange- 
ment of the adverse regulation, bring about a ripost. under the 
form of a new regulation. 

On the whole, the struggle between the two cavalries is 
engaged permanently. And, Mr. And&' Cheradame tells us: 
"In reality the battles are won from times of peace, that is to say 

I 

. 
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that the victary is d y  a um6rxn%tion of the superiority ac-. 
quired during peace.” 

OneFannnt- theninonesystem; asperfectasit 
may be, it goes wrong. It has besides so much less value that it 
knows fewer methods of action and that it is better known by 
the adversary. 

Tactics do not allow a unique procedure without which. 
employed by both parties, it gives the victory simultaneously. 
To such a manner of execution, declared in a moment, given the 
best, because it answers best to the tactical processes of the 

. rival, that one wilt attempt to oppose a new blow for which a new 
parade will e q d y  be found and thus one aftm another. 

It is fencing, and it wil l  be simple for one to imagine that 
the thrust will at last be found irresistible. 

All the proceedings, Since those of Frederick and Napoleon 
until those of Fredetick-Charles or of Geslin of Bourgogne are to 
be kept in the arms arsenal which they wish to use. But it is 
necessary that the chief have a clear enough mind to judge the 
situation, quick to choose among his forces those whose employ- 
ment fits the occasion. 

If the enemy on one side places relianceuponamaneuver 
by combat groups, we will overthrow his disposition and his 
combinations by surprising him by an attack of three lines ac- 
cording to Fredeaick. If, on the contrary. he advances upon us 
in mass, we will fool him by a brisk faint attack and will throw 
upon his flanks a supple and rapid attack by groups. 

Conditions of modem war admit a permanent tactical 
evolution and necessitate the incessant execution of new reg- 
ulations. It is necessary, said Napoleon, “To change tactics 
every ten years”-But it is not necessar)‘ to forget the old 
method and to so allowable to have recourse to them when OC- 

donrequires. 
A tacticiau always has several tricks in his “cartridge 

box;” he thus retain the surprise which is the best weapon. 

L 

4. Eckims in combat growps. 
The parer of the Gennan attack in three lines upon which, 

in 1906, Geaed Lacmix drew our attention, did not escape 
Gewral de Bourgogae who, ten years earlier, had already 
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looked for a methodlof opposing the maneaver I of the Straight 
lunge. 

1 

Mislead, feint and attack in an unlmked for direction. 
The impIies the necessity of ruriving on the 

!lank of the adversary: it can not demand these oblique move- 
ments either in line-with which one does not maneuver, orin 
,olumn, which takes too much time fo r  deployment; the means 
\tiill be found in echeloning that is to say a supple disposition 
.,resenting at one time that advantage of both the line and the 
olumn, allowing q&k movements and rapid deployments in 
very sense. 
To speak truly, echeloning was not a new idea; De Brock 

-ecommends it and F d d c k ’ s  troops like those of Napoleon 
Smployed it; but the extension, the spread which General 
ieslin de Burgogne gave it in making a really new doctrine 
vhich contained the base of the French regulations of 1899 and 
I f  1912, and of the German regulations of 1909. 

As we have just said, in the orders of Frederick’s time one 
inds the idea of echeloning. The second and thirdlines must ex- 
end beyond the preceding line to which they are acting as 
-UPport. 

And in 1840,‘in Russia, General de BosteU, ordered to draw 
ipanewregdation,alreadywritten; . 
-ormation in depth of several echeloned lines, combined With 
:he oolumns of attack of the wingp4llpiesentgreatadvantages, 
3s mu& as to guard the flanks as to take a rapid qtTensive.” 

But the AuStiian regulations of 1863 is the first it seems, 
eo pass from the waiting echeloning to the ofTdve encheloning, 
and we 6nd thm the disposition of attack by brigade shown by 
-he figure and the following description: 

4 - e . A  

I - 
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. C  1‘e=4!@=Qt WOYd aregiment echebanng itssquadrons 

ona W; the &st echelons are ad&ced on the extesior 
wing, thew are mapporthg thedeployed line.” 

N~,theecheloning, i ss t iuame&amsm - ; (figure 
it stlppolts a h; it has not the W d e n c e  which wi l l  allon 
it to use the pppatres * of maneuvering from its disposition. 

THB PROMOTBROP Tair EUIBLQXUBDMANEWER(L’IRI(BGULIHR. 
Imrstigutd in 1894. The Echeloning. 

I 

1. 
2. 
3. 

“The Efficient support of the lines, one by the other; 
“Solidity” which intimately unites in the struggle 
“The possibility of the manehvet” forced consequencv 

of the prepanrtopy disposition of the adopted combat and c -  

Gemd Geslin de Bourgogne not only foresaw the r81e c.  
the echelons, but be onganized the action into combat group- 

In his study on e4helans, he gave to the units. brigade (#: 

regiments, misshs,  and these elements to maneuver arranged 
themselves in echelons. It is, properly speaking, the actud 
maneuver by “combat groups,” but in 1891, the word was ni i 
pronounced and the regulation of 1899 adopted purely a E  1 

Unfortunately this arm of maneuver, of life, is soon ben: , 
it is employed wrongly and irregularly and from namow prc - 
Scriptions, destined to obtain the correct maneuver on the dF:l 
&round, completely misrepresents it. One distinguishes t! e 
echelcmofevolutionfromtheechelonofattack,etc.. * * * am1 
theydrillinechelonsatf&ddistancesandintervals 
The routine of the exercises brushes it back again to the me 
Chsnical. 

At the maneuvers, another spectacle, the forces held in 
leash during the year escape in all directions; the dispositions 
to which the chiefs had wished to give a rigid brace, brofic, 
by thereaction against unsupportable suppression. And 1: 

was the unbridling of the initiative, the untimely actions, the 

1 

the movements of the eQemy.” 

. simply “echelans.” 

dispersian of eff&, the pulverization of the &and of thc ‘ 
force. ’* 

. . ... . , -  I . -  - 
I 

I, ’ .  i 
I I 
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The-echeloniqg replaced the order of maneuver, the dis- 
position took the place of the combat mission. And, finally, 
with the echelons of brigades, in the’divisioa, and half regiments 
in the squadrons in the brigade, they arrived at a crumbling, at 
a total dispersion, at a volatilization of the power. 

It becomes necessary to rzof&cuIlze * this disorder material 
and @-to agglomerate the dust, to give a unity to the Mer- 
ent actiuns, a frameworkto the fractions charged with the 
attack, some means to make play welltempered butlimitedin 
num- placed at the hands of the chief who can with 
onegestaneunbendthem, in thesenseof theobjec$. - 

Theae me the Combat groups of our actual 
The combat groups of the division will more OMen be: 

Brigades (sometimes regiments); Artillerg; Bicylce infantry; 
Reserve; four or five elemenfs, six at the most, to which the 
chief will have to give mission-s, from which he must m6rdinat.e 
his actions and who wil l  carny out his orders directly, rapidly 
and with precision. 

The echelon does not become any the less the element of 
maneuver of the groups. 

But the points of attackof the groups have become the poles 
of attraction of echelons of obligatory connection. And the 
unconnected of the actions forms a place in the execution of 
each combat mission, by a cockdination of efforts. 

“Every tactics,” says Colonel de Gondrecourt, “must be 
able to deped as much upon the! precision af the mechanism 
as upon the life of the organism.” 

This double condition is realized by the combat group, 
which has a true life and which having, thanks to the echelon- 
ing, a framework solid and supple, constitutes in some way, an 
organizedmechanism. 

i 
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THE FORCED MARCH.* 

A 

1. Occasions: Pursuit of the enemy's detachments; 
Necessity for quick concentration; Raiding in the enemy's 
country; Escort duty; O&ed test rides. 

2. Favorable conditions: cool, dry weather; good dirt 
roads; kvel country; frequent watering places; bright moon- 

3. Hopses on forced marches wi l l  be favored by limited 
waterinrg 0x1 the road; by thorough rest at night; thorough 

. rubbing down and #g; good shelter; also by light loads. 
4. Un€avorable conditions: Rough or heavy roads or 

trails; poor condition of horses; heavy loads; hot humid 
weather. 

5. The gaits of a rapid forced march should be the walk 
and trot. The gallop is too exhausting and should never be 

from Genersl Orders, No. 8, Headqruvtere Fimt Cavalry 
Brigade, Fort Sam Houatoa. Texas. March 10. 1914, Bripadier General 
sunes P d e r  commmdiag. 

I light(illpightmarching). - 
used. < 

. .  .. 

I lo21 MILITARY NOTES. 

6. Long closed-up columns are unfavorable for the main- 
tenance of a uniforp rapid gait on the road. Inequalitiesinthe 
road and the necessity for closing up wil l  cause the horses in 
rear to move irregularly. 

To secure unifonnityin the walkand trot each troop 
of cavalry should be divided into detachments, each having 
a depth.in column of not more than twdve troopers, and led 
by an officer or non-canmissioned officer whose duty it is to 
maintain a uniforh gait, keeping at a distance of not more than 
ten yards from the rear of the detachment in front. The leader 
should regulate the gait as far as practicable by that of the 
leader of the detachment which precedes him. 

8. For freedom of move t the troopers should ride 
ordinarily in column of twos. %en the road is hard in the 
center and soft on the sides it is often desirable that the column 
of twos should open up, thus moving in two columns of files, 
each riding on one side of the road. The columns should dove 
alternately five minutes at the trot and five minutes at the walk, 
dismounting and leading during the last five minutes of the 
half hour, and dismounting and resting during the last five 
minutes of the hour. 

9. During this halt the saddles should be adjusted and 
the horses feet looked after. 

10. It is sometimes of advantage to halt for half an hour 
when the day's march is half completed, allowing the horses to 
drink sparingly and feeding them a few pounds of oats. Dur- 
ing this period the saddles should be taken off and the backs and 
Iegs rubbed. 

11. Moving in the above manner the march is made at 
an average rate of 5.7 miles per hour, and a distance of fifty 
miles may be completed in nine hours. It is thus possible.to 
complete 100 miles in 24 hours, with an interval for resting 
the horses of six hours. 

12. Since the l h e s  obtain better rest and sleep during 
the night, the most favorable conditions for a forced march of 
twenty-four hours,/ are to start in the afternoon, making fXty 
miles, rest six hours, start at daybreak and make the remaining 
fifty miles. 

7. 

I .. 

, 
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13. Itisnotd&abletostartbeforedaybreak,asthebest 
rest 0 t h  horseis obtained just before dawn. 

14. Thus the following schedule is suggested : 
To ride 100 miles in twenty-four hours: Ride from 2 

... 

P. ~.to11mP. M.; testsixhours; ridefromS.00a. M . t i l l 2 9 0  
P. M. 

p. M. to 11m P. M.; rest eight h m ;  ride from 7m A. M. till 
To ride 150 miles in fortyeight-hours: Ride from 2 90 

4Nl P. Y.; rest thirteen hours; ride from 5W A. M. til 2W 

To ride 200 miles in seventy-two hours: Ride frdm 2 90 
to 11m P. rl,; test eight hours; ride from 7 9 0  A. M. to 490 
0. x.; rest 6fteen hours; Ride from 7m A. M. till 4m P. M.; 
restelevenhours; Rideftom590r. ~.til l2m~. Y. 

15. When, as often occurs in acampaign, horses are heavily 
loaded, and roads and trail are poor, the troopers should be 
requkedtodiSmoun t and lead at more frequent intervals. 
By alternating the walk and trot, the troopers leading while 
at the walk, agait of four or five milesan hour can be maintained 
without unduly exhausting the horses. 

16. Tocbnoun t and lead is often a relief to the men, and 
at @e same time rests the horses. The men should be required 
to walk when leading at least three and one-half miles per hour. 

17. By experience it has been found that at the end of 
five minutes trot, the horse is beginning to blow; at the end of 
five minutes leading at a fast  walk the trooper finds it a relief to 
mount and the horse has-become rested. 

In rapid forced marches of squadrons over rolling 
-try, the length of the column is such that if the whole 
column s h d d  trot at the same time, part would be trotting 
an level and the&= favorable ground, while other parts might 
be trotting on slopes, or unfavorableground. To enable each 
portion of the corrm38pd to trot when the ground is favorable, 
and walk when the ground is unfavorable, the troops should 
f&w each otha at a varying distance, the maximum being 
abotrt 1OO/ yards. The Major having notified each troop com- 
mander& his intention to move at a forced march gait, each 
troop then regulates its own gait, taking advantage of the most 

P. M. 

v 

18. 
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favorable ground, maintaining a distance! from the troop in 
front 6f not more than 100 yards. No signals for the change 
of gait should be sounded. 

, when a regiment is making a forced march, 
maintain a distance f m  the preceding 

To keep in touch, 

20. Forced marches for long distances wil l  be made only 

2f. The methods of the forced march, however, should be 

squadron of not more than 300 yards. 
connecting files should be used. ,. 
in emergencies. 

constantly practiced. F 

AN OFFICERS CHARGER. 

M IN DORO. 
OIlned by C o b e l  JOrEP8 A. 0-11. SLtb CSV&y. 

Foaled 1907 in Virginia. Dam a three quarter thorough- 
bred. Sire a Franch (ha&. Height 15-2; girth 72 inches; 
circumference of canon bone eight inches; weight 1,100 pounds. 



e CAVALRY MANEUVERS IN FRANCE.* 
Sepiember 2-10, 1913. 

1 

Q 

(4) Mounts: Excellent. light, active horses. Anglo-Arab 
race. extercfively raised and utilized in France for cavalry pur- 
po~es; a general type that United States s h d d  seek to obtain 
for its cavalry horses. Anglo-Norman race generally heavier 
than iequired for American cavalry, but excellent for artillery. 
Ractically all military horses possess at least fifty per cent 

D (6) Equipment: Ofiicers’, excellent, except revolver which 
is too small; saddle ,as nearly perfect as possible it seems 
Enlisted mea’s saddle poor; halter bridle excellent. as good as 
can be made. No revolver, except feu non-commissioned offi- 
cers’. Carbine too short. Saddle blanket folded in about six 
folds, excellent. Fighting equipment, of which saber and lance 
form the importsnt parts, considered fa r  inferior in destroying 
an epeply to large d b e r  pistOr and good carbine of the United 
States. 

(c) Organimth: Double rank formation of cavalry con- 
sidered i n f k  to single rank formation employed in the 
upitedstates. 

(d) Tadus: Fighting on foot and fireaction virtually 
discotpaged; greatest dependence placed in charging and use of 
lanceandsaber. 

Truiniag; Excellent; officers and enlisted men in 
superb ph$d am&ticm, and highly e56ent with their favorite 
arms; d y ,  the lance and the saber. 

It is important to note that the French, in the training of 
both menand horses earnestly pursue a fixed, progressive 
system. The subject of changes in equipment, organization or 
tacticswas never heard discussed . E5aency inexisting or- 

4 thoroughbred blood. 

I 

(e) 

*Extraeta from notes made by Captain Albert MeClure, Eleventh Cev- 
.lm. 
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ganization, and efficiency in the use oftheequip-tsfumished 
appear to be the motto of $he French soldier. Change is looked 
upon as a step backward. Is there any wonder that a high 
state of effiaency is obtained? Can a high state of efficieneybe 
obtained by constant changes? Certainly not. . 

Q 
SPORT I N  THE ARMY. 

EREWITH is the first number (double number 1 and2) H of a new periodical to be known as “Sport in the Army.” 
This is published monthly as a supplement to the “Militor 
t i  bchenblait.” c 

The fundamental object is to encourage sport in the Army 
and particularly to spread in the Army ioformation concerning 
the Olympic Games to be leld in Berlin in 1916. “Spor: in rke 
Army” is also the official organ of the War Ministty for the 
circulation of regulations governing military participants in 
the Games, and mil l  publish fmm time to time the orders 
of the War Minister,-all information concerning the priees 
offered by the War Ministry, the notices of the Olympic Games 
Committee, and re&s of officers’ Gymnastic and Sport 
Clubs, reprints from the various sport journals and reviews of 
sport literature. 

The paper costs two Marks per year. 
The following is a translation of the table of contents: 

Tompititive teste for the Army in Berlin (June b 8 ,  1914) ...... 
Otacid information of the Committee for the Military Prep.ar- 

ation for the Olympic Gama ................................................. 
Liet of participsmtstotakepartin the let. preparatorycoatest.. 
Noticea of the Headquartera and oweere‘ Sport and Gyrpnas- 

tic Clubs: Berlin, I, X, XIV, XVII, XVIII, XX. A. C. 
Bavaria ........................................................................................ 

Prima for the 1 h Berliner Army Pack March .......................... 

The Modern Contest ................. 
The Army and the Cerman S 
OPT Navy and Sport.. 

I 

OmCed sport P clubs.. 
............... 

........................ 

PAQL. 
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6 
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9 
20 
21 
22 
26 
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Attentiod is invited to the fact that the editors d d  be 
~ i f t b i s p e n ~ c a l c o u l d b e c i r c u t a t e d i n O t r A m y a n d  
woud also be glad to publish any announcements c o n d n g  the 

V 

0 

participation of the u. s. Amy in the Olympic Games. 
This publication is but another instance of the careful, 

thoughtful and timely attention given by the German War 
Department in furthering the best interests of the German Army 
and people. 

Regarding this publication the Editor writes : 
“In view of the approaching VI Olympic Games to be 

held in Berlin 1916, the undersigned firm, at the instigation of 
theprussan . War ofltice, has decided to publish a periodical in 
the interests of military sport. The paper is called “Sport in 
tke Army.” (Sport in Her.) 

“We take pl- in forwardm g a copy of the first number. 
The editors would be specially pleased if the periodical could be 
circulated in your army, and the editors would be very pleased 
ta publish any announcements concerning the participation of 
the United States Army in the Olympic Games. 

“As far as m b l e  it is requested that all notices be in 
either German, b c h  or English.” 

It is published by the well known firm of W. S. Mittler Br 
sohn,ofBerfin. 

AN OFFICER ABROAD. 

W ~ I N G  TO USERS OF TURPENTINE FOR 
MEDICINAL OR VETERINARY PURPOSES. 

USERS OF THIS SUNSTANCE CAUTIONED TO MAKE 
CBRTAW THAT I T  IS NOT ALWLTERA~D.  

S the d t  of an investigation by the U. S. Department of A Agricrrlture, it has been found that the adulteration of 
turpentine with mineraloils is so widespread that druggistsand 

driesusedfar medicinal and vetennary ’ purposesshould exer- 
cis€? special caution in purchamng ’ turpenb.. Thosewhouse 

mBpufBct~fff8 Ot -tical products and giocers’ sun- 

i . - . .  . : . . .  . 
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turpentine forthis purpose, unlessthey are careful, run the risk 
of obtaining an adulterated article and upnecessanl ‘Y laying 
themselves open to prosecution under the Food and Drugs Act. 

It has been found, moreover,’that the turpentine sold 
to the country store especially, as usually put out by dealem 
and manufacturers of grocers’ sundries. is often short in volume 
by as much as five or ten per cent. Dealers, therefore, should 
also protect themselves through guarantee from the wholesaler 
that the bottle contains the full declared volume. 

The Department has found that turpentine may b e d &  
terated in the South where it is d e  and that the further it geta 
from the South the more extensively and heavily it is adulter- 
ated. 

In all cases, druggists, manufacturers and wholesale gmcers 
should satisfy themselves that the turpentineis freefnnn adulter- 
ation and is true to marked volume. 

I 

1. 

BICYCLE TROOPS ATTACHED TO CAVALRY 
DIVISIONS. - 

N accordance with the law of March 31, 1913, reorganizing I the French cavalry, all the regiments, seventy-nine in 
number, serving in France proper, were on October 1st. last or- 
ganized into ten cavalry divisions, of which eight have three 
brigades each, and the remaining two (the 4th and loth), 
four brigades each. Fifteen of the brigades amtain three &- 
m a t s  each, while the other seventeen brigades CoIlSist of only 
two regiments each. In time of war one regiment of cavalry 
(orinexceptid cases tw0orthree)istok assignedtoeach 
a ~ n y  corps; t h e  -ts will be designated in special OT- 

ders, but in time of peace will remain attachedtothe cavalry 
divisions. 

To each such d i d o n  is assigned a battalion of horse artil- 
lery, and a “group” of bicycle troops. This “group” is formed 
of a company or a half company of light infantry (Chassuers). 
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It m Clivided into tbree platoons and mounted on poxtable bi - 
cpbee. It isintended t o a c c o m p y  and keep up with the cav- 
*at whatever paceand over no matter how mgh ground the 
lattermoves,andktoaftorditinstantinfantry supportatany . Tk tactical d t  of this, it is claimed, will 

value of the cavalry divi- 
ce any of their rapidity of 

movement, they can count upon the support of the infantry fire 
of the bicycle troops in any emergency. It is estimated that 
the bit+ groups can maintain over sorts of country an 
aveagespeedoffromseventoeightdesanhourfor a long 
period. 

I enclose a small book of instructions for  the bicycle troops, 
issued by the Minister of War on Aug. 7,1913. 

I also enclose a descriptive circular of a new portable 
folding military bicycle which, I am informed, is now being 
given a trial by the French army. One of the chief claims 
made fo r  it is that it is lighter than any of the military bicycles 
now in use, which weigh from thirty to forty-five pounds each, 
while this weighs only twenty-three pounds complete with 
brake, mud guard. pumps and other accessories. It is also 
claimed that it is strongly built, readily repaired, and easily 
canied on the soldier's back when necessary. Further de- 
tails can be obtained if desired. 

. -  
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GLANDERS VACCINE NOT SATISFACTORY. 

Depmetz t  of Agticrtlturz Adtises Killing of Injeciud Horses 
and Safsgrccrrding the Well Horses from Injection as 

HAT glanders vacdne 4 not &ective in rendering horses 

reached be spedalists of the Bureau of Animal Industry, L!. S. 
Department of Agriculture, as a result of extensiveexperiments 
with horsesandotheranimas. Theexperimentsshow that while 

the Better Metkod. 
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mallein is highly &ective as a means to discover the presence 
of glanders in a horse, neither mallein nor glanders vaccine 
has shown any positive value in d g  animals sick with glan- 
ders. 

In the expeximents seventeen horses were used. These 
were stabled under such conditions that vaccinated and un- 
vaccinated horses could be brought into contact with a good 
di-g case of glanders. Mallein and eye test were used 
carefully to determine the ts. The investigators report 
the following conclusions whic T appear in a professional paper 
published by the Department'entitled "Immunization Tests 
with Glanders Vaccine." 

The results obtained by these investigations appear to be 
sufficient to demonst- the unsatisfactory results of this 
method of immunization. Of the thirteen immunized animals 
nine contracted the disease from natural exposure, which 
is a large proportion when it is considerec/ that all ani- were 
aged and kept most of the time during the exposureoutof doors. 
Of the four remaining immunized horses, one died of impaction 
after the second vaccination, while the other three animals, 
werekilled August 20, 1913, in order to asCertain by post 
mortem examination the possibility of glanders existing in 
these animals which had givenpositiveserumreaction, but which 
had returned to normal. In artXcial infections of ihe vac- 
cinated animals they showed no resistanCe whatsoever, 85 both 
vaccinated horses promptly developed an acute farm of the 
disease f romtouehing the schneiderian membrane with a 

bacilli. For the present, therefore, it seems ad T O f  ble to glandeft abstain 
platinum loop which had been touched to a 

from immunizing horses by this method, as a practice of this 
kind may do more harm than good. Ownershavhg horses 
which are supposedly immunized would naturally become 
careless thinking their animals were resistant to the disease, 
and thus even a better opportunity would be der& for the 
propagation of the diseasethanSthehorses wexenot vact5nat.d. 
Furthermore, the fact that the blood of vacinated animals can 
not be utilized for swum testsfor two or thieemonths after the 
injections is also a great disadvantage in the eradication of the 
di-. 

9 

* .  
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Asaresultofthispdhhary work it appears that the 

the~cen~ofouref€ortsineliminatinginfectedhotses 
and the adoption of proper precautions against the introduction 
of infected animaln into stables free fromthedisease. The 
d t s  achkved in Germany,Austria and Canada by these 
methods have proved very encoumging, and no doubt ifexecuted 
in the same sphit in this country a marked reduction in the 
cases of glanders would result. 

4 controlanderadicationofglander~rnust stillbedependentupon 

' I  

MILITARY CRITICS. 

Lacism ARnil(w Paulpe. a Roman Coned, who had been selected to 
eonduet the war with the Maeedonians, B. C. 168, went out from the Senate- 
boose into the assembly of the people and addressed them PB foollows: 

" N every circle. and truly, at every table, there are people I who lead d e s  hto Macedonia; who know where the 
camp ought to be placed; what posts ought to be occupied by 
t h p s ;  when and through what pass Macedonia should be en- 
tered;wheremagszinesshould be formed; how provisions should 
be conveyed by land and sea; and when it is proper to er,gage the 
enemy, when to lie quiet. And they not onlydetermine what is 
best to bedone, but if anything is done in any other manner than . 

l what they have pointed out, they H g n  the consul, as if he were 

I 

P 

on txial. These are great impediments to those who have the 
-t of &airs; for everyone cannot encounter injur- 
iousreportswiththesameconstancyandfirmnessof mind as 
Fabius did, who chose to let his own authority be diminished 
through the folly of the -le, rather than to mismanagethe 
public business with a high reputatiQn. I am not one of those 
who think that ammandm ought never to receive advice; on 
the contrary, I deem that man morepmud than wise, who did 
levergfhing of his own single judgmemt. What then is my 
Opinioa? That commapders should be counselled, chiefly, by 
pereons of kmmn talent; by those, especialfy, who are skilled 
in the art of war, and who have been taught by experience; 
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and next, by those who are present at the scene of action, who 
see the country, who see the enemy; who see the advantages 
that occashs offer, and who, embarked, as it were, in the same 
ship, am sharers of the danger. If, therefore, anyone thinks 
himself q d e d  to give advi respecting the war which Lam 
to ccmdcut, which may prove c&antageous to the public, let him 
not refuse his &stance to the State. but let him come with 
me into Macedonia. He wil l  be furnished by me with a ship, a 
horse, a tent; and even with his traveling charges. But if he 
thinks this too much troubleand prefers the repose of a city life 
to the toils of war, let him not, on land assume the office of a 
pilot. The city, in itself, fuxnishes abundance of topics for 
conversation; let it m f h e  ifs psssiOn for talking to Yhese 
topics &d rest assured, 'hat we shall conline ourselves to our 
military cxnln&:' 

Lipy, Book XLIV,  Chapter 22. 

c 

4 
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This most excellent work has been completely 
revised and brought up todate which work 
should be performed frequently with books 

relating to a subject that is so steadilyadvancing, particularly 
in the application of knowledge gained by experience. 

The-book is somewhat larger than the first edition the 
author having added 283 pages. This is not always good policy 
for it tends to take it out of the class of manuals and make it 
more of a reference book. It is to be hoped that in’future 
editions the present size of the volume will be retained. 

The chapters treating of infectious diseases are very thor- 
ough from the standpoint of the sanitarian and the line officer 
can also read them with great benefit. With probable service 
in Mexico a general knowledge of these diseases would assist 
the company officer materially in consewing the health of his 
command. 

*MANUAL OF MILITARY HYGIENE F W  TEE MYLITAJW SBaWCS OF l ’ 8 ~  
lhfxnm STATES. By Colonei Vdery Har~ard. Medical Corpa U. S. Army, 
Retired, lormer Reaideat of tbe Army Medical %bod. Published under 
the aotBority..ad with the appmvd of the Surgeon General U. S. Army. 
Second Edition. Thoroughly re-v&ed and greatly enlarged. Seven plates 
and e61 eagrsvinw. Wllliam Wood S Co.. New York. 1914. Price $6.00, 
net. 

Mllitery 
Hya’rm* 
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In the chapteron the pdkat ion of water the authorhas 
brought his material up to date. Among other methods he 
dhcuses at length the Darnall apparatus forthe chlorination 
of water supplies. 

In the h p t e r  on cookiag attention is called to the ad- 
lent methods used in foreign d e s  to provide hot food for the 
soldier at all times. The general efficiency of our field cooking 
apparatus is commended but a more thorough investigation 
of wheeled kitchens is %ecommeaded. 

The new field equipment of the enlisted man is well de- 
&bed and the text illustrated by numerous cuts showhg its 

The author gives full weight to the recent experiments of 
Hill and others regarding the theory that the bad effects of poor 
ventilation are not due so much to the presence of poisonous 
substances in the air as to its lack of movement and high tem- 
perature. Unfortunately he does not Consider the theory in 
dis+ssing ventilation methods. 

The section devoted to field sanitation is most excellent 
and practical and would I think be vefy useful to &ers in 

Taking the book as a whole it can easily be seen that this 
edition is well up to date and shows that its revision wasnot 
made by printing second edition on the title page. 

propet m - t .  

actual campaign. 

tu reo-Balkan 
Campaign.* 

For a military man conversant with the 
Spanish language, this book gives a clear 
understanding of the Campaigns of the Allies. 

as details of tactics, strategy and organization are critically 
treated. 

The first chapter deals, in a general way, with the causes 
leading up to the declaration of war; the second with a d d p  
tion of the topography of the theater of war. 

9KSrCm OF TEE TUBOO-BALKAN CAMPAIGN. Compiled under the 
direction of the Chief MiKta?~ Information Divbion by the Committee of 
Otmervem prom the General Staff, attached to the armiea In the OWMI 
Sponisb. 
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Inthethitdchapfer,thegenercrlptanofcampaignof the 
mwatl6aad the special plan for the invasion of Thrace: 
theiargemra - -- . .  andconcentration, the prelimi- 
nargoperationS andnmwanents of the three corps and of the 
cavalry division are discmmi at length. The capture of 
W-KiIhe, the battle of Btmat-Hissar, Lula-Bourgas,the 
attaetEs on the Tchatddcha bes  and the investment and cap- 

* ~dAdr i snspo l i s~~veredaswe l l~cou ldbeexpec ted in  
tba~~aposficialrepoltsEromthe belligereats. . .  The plans of campaing, theaters of opera- 
~ ~ ~ o f t h e A r m i e s o f ~ a , G r e e c e a n d  
M--efmgre- in C@pter IV, V and VI respectively. 

As stated in the sketch, it is somewhat premature to for- 
mulate dedrrite d u s i o n  regardhg the campaign. Since the 
General SWs coaoeraed have not yet published their accounts 
of the war, givinSk detail the orders b e d ,  and the rnanaer 
of execution it is nevertheless of intetest to note them 

The following remarks are by the Compilers : “No changes 
should be made in the enisting regulations, as the methods of 
attackemplopdby the Allies are not to be considered as types, 
in view of the fact that they were opposed by a demoralized 
enemy.’’ In studying the report one is impressed with the truth 
of that military maxim, “Rapidity is one of the greatest of 
d t a r y  virtues.” 

T&e book is rendered extremely interesting by numerous 
photngmphs taken in the theatem of operation, and by numer- 
ous maps; but it is to be regretted that the scale of the latter 
makes r8the.r tedious the following up of the movements of the 
W-t armies. 

A. MORENO, 
First Lieutenant, Twenty-eighth Infantry. 

? 
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This book of 184 page~--’l% in. by 5 in.- 
is by the well known writer on military 

Pelby.* subjects, Major John Bigelow, U. S. Army, 
retked. Its purport is best shown by the following extract 
from the preface: 

“The subject of Foreign Policy and World Peace have 
never been so much in the minds of the people of the United 
States as at the present day. $an American Congresses, the 
Panama Canal, the difference with Japan, the Revolution in 
Mexico, the question of the PhillipPineS, T d  Reduction, 
The Hague conferences, the Centennial of Peace with Great 
Britian, and other incidents direct our thoughts to foreign coun- 
tries and lead us to reflect on the relations which we holdwith 

with them. The purpose of this little work is to mmster 
fact and reason to such reflection. 

“It deals with -can policies in their broadest aspects, 
with politid problems of the United States and all America. 
It seeks to explain the Monroe Doctrine, distinguishing- 
the extensionand theperverSianof it;toshowitsbearingandthat 
of W8shington’s Farewell Address upon present national 
&airs; and to expound the theory of Pan Americanism in its 
true relation to the Monroe Doctrine.” 

In this book the author deals with the American policies in 
their broadest rrspects--With political problems of the United 
States and the qtherherican countries. He gives an able 
dnd brilliant discussion of the problems of permanent interest 
and of vital importance to all our people today. 

BOOK REVIEWS. 

. .  

* A ~ ~ B X C A N  Pouct. The Western Hemisphere in ita Relation to the 
Eastern. By Major John Bigelow, U. S. Army, Retired. Author of “Mare 
la-Torp and Gmdotte;” “The Principlee of Strateep;” “Remidaeacea of 
the Santiago Campaign;” “The Campaign of Cheacellorwille.’. Charlea 
&ribne?‘a Sone, New York. I 
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DON’T SHOOT THE EDITOR! 
- E  

In the old frontier days when dance halls were common in 
the 4 garrkm toftms, a certain proprietor of one of these 
resorts had the misfortune to loose, in some way, the services of 
his only musician. A tracnp fiddler, hearing of this chance for 
emplapnent, applied for the position and was hired, although 
his employer was a d  that he was a poor substitute for the 
place. . On he night of his first appearance, the proprietor. 
knowing f d! well the proclivities of his patrons, posted the fol- 
lowing notice cor~~picuously about the hall: “Please don’t 
shoot the fiddler, he is d&g his best.” 

Similarly, your Editor is doing his best to keep up the 
CAVALRY JOURNAL to its former high standard and to bring i t  
out on time but under very adverse circumstances during the last 
year. or ever since our cav& has been on the border. 

First, to apologize for the late appearance of this number 
of the JOURNAL, our members and subscribers are informed that  
this is partly due to the sudden and unexpected closing of the 
Army Service Schools with which your Editor is officially con- 
nected, partly to the fact that, when the time came to send 
copy to the printer, there was a shortage of available material 
for publication, and when ready to furnish the copx, the printer 
was tied up w-ith other work. 

Ever since our cavalry has been on the border and have 
been so strenuously engaged in patrol duty, there has heen very 
little written b those who have been our mainstay in the past 

publication. Asa fact, the matter on hand for  use for each of the 
and it has b e a r  a struggle to obtain suitable original articles for 

~ - .  - _  T ’ I .  
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of this JOURNAL at the usual time for making 
for the forthcoming number consisted of a 

single original article and those the three atticles fmm the pen 
of Major.Gened Davis9 which were on typical cavalry topics 
and greatly interesting. It is to be regretted t&t others of our, 
retired cavalry officers who have had long and varied service, 
do notl help us put in this emergency. 

There are many of them, to whom appeals have been made, 
who could, in their leisure moments, furnish original articles 
based on their k&rience or study. 

Five years ago, at the time the change of the publication 
of the CAVALRY JOURNAL was made from a quarterly to a bi- 
monthly, thepresent President of thecavalry Association, thenin 
command of the Division of the Philippines, wrote and advised 

He claimed 

JOURNAL, it would be found di&xlt to keep our Journal up to 
the proper standard with the comparatively few cavalry officers 
who  ere writers and that it would be found necessary to pad 
with schools essays, reprints, etc. Unfortunately, this protest 
was received after the change had gone into effect, by a vote of 
the Executive Council, and since thqt time it hascontinued as a 
bi-monthly. Many times since has your Editor been reminded 
of this prediction made by General Carter and wished that the 
JOURNAL was a quarterly instead of a bi-monthly. 

Recently, at the last meeting of the Executive Council and 
just before theseoffices and all others at the Army Service 
Schools were ordered to join their respective commands, it was 
ordered by the Counal that, Commencing with the July, 1914, 
number which would be the beginning of a new volume, the 
CAVALRY JOURNAL should thereafter be published quarterly. 
Notwithstanding the fact that it may be looked upon as a step 
backward, your Editor feels that this is the only thing to do, 
at least in the present emergency and that, even 8s a quarterly, 
it wil l  be ditlticult to keep the JOURNAL going and up to a prow 
standard. without greater help than has been forthcoming 
during the last few months. 

against the proposed change. 
experience as Editor of the CAVALRY 

= 

i 
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MILITARY HISTORICAL ESSAY. 

The American Historical Assodation has offered a prize of 
two h d  dollars to be awarded for the best unpublished 
monograph on military history to be submitted & a Committee 

’SeleCtedbytheAssociationbefore September 1,1915. 
Captain A. L. Conger, U. S. Infantry, Instructor at  the 

Army Service Schools, has been selected as chaixman of the 
“Military History Prize Cammittee,” and he writes regarding 
this COmpetitioLl as follows: , 

‘”his prize mpresents an attempt by the Historical Asso- 
ciation to give a stimulus to the writing of scientific military 
history and to bring into closer communication the professid 
inilitarg man and the historh. If it is to be successfulandto 
be umtimed as a feature of the Historical Association’s activi- 
ties, the intereSt of army afficers must of course be arowed and 
it is to this end that you are asked to assist in bringing this 
notice tothe attention of your subscribers.’’ 

The following are the main faeatures of the conditions of 
award: 

‘“he monograph must be based upon independent and 
original investigakion into some field of themilitary history of the 
United States. While the Cantnittee will receiveanyscholarly 
workonany American war, it would suggest that in the selection 
’ of topics fof investigation preference be given to the Civil War. 
The monograph may deal with a campaign, a battle, a phase or 
aspect of a campaign or battle, with the fortunes of a corps 
or division during a battle, or with such subjects as the mobiliza- 
tion orarganization of volunteer forces, the material. transporta- 
tion of food supply of an army, or strategy and military policy. 

“The monograph must be a distinct contribution to know- 
ledge. 

“The monograph must be based upon exhaustive research; 
d o r m  to the canons of historical criticism; be presented in 
Scientific folpn; contain exact references to sources and second- 
ary work; and be accompanied by a full critical bibliography. 
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“The monograph should not exceed one hundred thowand 
words in length. The manuscript should be t-ypedtten, and 
must be neat, correct, and in form ready for the printer. * * 

“In making the award the committee will consider not only 
research, accuracy, and originality, but, alsoclearnessof expres- 
sion, logical arrangement, and literary form. The prize will not 
be awarded unless the work submitted shall be of a high degiee 
of excellence.” 
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For further particulars, address Captain A. L. Conger,now 
a t  T e w  City, Texas. 
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